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Foreword
As the nation’s centers of electricity consumption, cities and counties are uniquely
positioned to support economic growth, strengthen America’s energy independence,
and reduce pollution by converting to solar energy. Planners have important roles to
play in making sure their communities’ plans and land use regulations allow and
encourage this clean, safe energy source.
Perhaps the most obvious and visible aspect of planning and zoning for solar energy
is allowing solar energy systems—photovoltaic panels, which can be roof- or groundmounted, as well as solar hot water systems—for both residential and nonresidential
uses. Large-scale utility solar farms are being proposed and built in communities
around the country as well. Because solar energy systems can be useless if no
sunlight can reach them, solar access provisions and solar easements that define and
protect property owners’ rights to sunlight are important local tools. Beyond solar
energy systems, development codes can promote active and passive use of solar
through subdivision solar siting provisions, which orient lots for maximum solar gain,
and solar-ready homes provisions for new development, which require the
installation of electrical and plumbing components needed for future solar energy
system installation.
This Essential Info Packet provides a number of articles and guidebooks to bring
planners up to speed on the current state of solar and help them plan for solar in
their communities. A sampling of solar provisions in comprehensive plans provides
guidance for integrating this important element into communities’ guiding policy
documents, and planners can draw on the sample ordinances on the various aspects
of solar energy described above from municipalities across the country to update
their codes or add solar provisions for the first time.
This packet is being made available to all planners and the general public as part of
APA’s participation in the Solar America Communities Outreach Partnership, an
initiative of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Through this effort, APA and its
partners are providing outreach, training, and technical assistance to local and
regional governments to help them implement solar energy in their communities.
The Solar America Communities Outreach Partnership builds on DOE's Solar America
Cities Program. In 2007 and 2008, DOE designated 25 major U.S. cities as Solar
America Cities and provided these cities with financial and technical assistance to
help develop comprehensive approaches to increase solar energy use. In 2009, 16 of
the Solar America Cities received additional funding for special projects that address
specific barriers to solar energy use in urban environments through the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The federal-local partnerships formed through this
program have enabled DOE to share best practices, identify barriers to solar energy
use in diverse locations and at various stages of market development, and to
collaboratively develop solutions to address those barriers.
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Solar Energy Articles and Reports
Feldman, Gail, and Dan Marks. 2009. “Balancing the Solar Access Equation.” Zoning
Practice, April.


Review of issues relating to solar access to allow planners to avoid unintended
consequences of solar facility development.

HDR Engineering, Inc. 2010. City of Seattle Code Review: Final Gap Analysis Report.
Executive Summary; Appendix A, Best Management Practices Gap Analysis. Prepared
for U.S. Department of Energy National Renewable Energy Laboratory and City of
Seattle.


Report describes the gap analysis process for Seattle’s codes relative to best
management practices for solar energy development. Appendix A list BMPs covering
building energy standards, permitting requirements, technical training, solar access,
leading by example, and solar tracking.

Jenior, Mary-Margaret. 2010. “Solar Access: Using the Environment in Building
Design.” Zoning Practice, April.


Provides an overview of passive and active solar building design strategies. Outlines a
number of considerations for subdivision and zoning standards to promote better solar
design.

Muller, Hannah. 2009. “Solar Access: Recommendations for the City and County of
Denver.” U.S. Department of Energy Solar Energy Technologies Program.


Discusses solar easements and solar rights; lists best practices for promoting and
protecting solar access.

Ross, Brian, and Suzanne Sutro Rhees. 2010. “Solar Energy and Land-Use
Regulation.” Zoning Practice, November.


Reports back on a survey of solar energy system land-use regulations and policies in
Solar America Cities and other communities.

White, Darcie. 2008. Site Design Strategies for Solar Access. The Rocky Mountain
Land Use Institute Sustainable Community Development Code Research Monologue
Series: Energy. Denver, CO: Rocky Mountain Land Use Institute.
 Describes the benefits of adopting solar access provisions at the local level; provides
land use code strategies to help local governments maintain solar access.

U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, and Solar
America Communities. 2011. Solar Powering Your Community: A Guide for Local
Governments. Second Edition. Getting Started: Assessing A Community’s Policy
Environment; Section 1.0, Organizing and Strategizing A Local Solar Effort; Section
3.0, Updating and Enforcing Local Rules and Regulations. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Energy.


Comprehensive guide to implementing solar power at the local level. Section 1.0
provides guidance in organizing to promote and support solar; Section 3.0 covers
updating and enforcing local rules and regulations, including solar access laws,
building codes, permitting, and installer licensing. Entire report available at
http://solaramericacommunities.energy.gov/resources/guide_for_local_governments/
.
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Solar in the Comprehensive Plan
Fort Collins (Colorado), City of. 2011. City Plan. Environmental Health: Energy.


See policies ENV 5.2, Utilize Solar Energy, ENV 6.6, Provide Renewable Energy
Alternatives, and ENV 7.10, Integrate Technologies.

Jackson (Oregon), County of. 2007. Jackson County Comprehensive Plan. Section
11, Energy Conservation.


Promotes the potential for solar energy use in the county; sets numerous detailed
goals for solar energy development. See Parts 3, 5, and 8 for solar-specific
implementation strategies.

Greensburg (Kansas), City of. 2008. Greensburg Sustainable Comprehensive Plan.
Housing; Future Land Use and Policy.


Plan recommends individual house and neighborhood site layouts to maximize solar
access, as well as studying and adopting solar access and solar energy system
ordinances.

Owensboro Metropolitan Planning Commission. 2007. Comprehensive Plan for
Owensboro, Whitesville, Daviess County, Kentucky. Section 710. Climate and Solar
Access.
 Describes solar potential of the county and suggests ways to promote solar energy
use; provides solar data for the county.
Pinal (Arizona), County of. 2009. We Create Our Future: Pinal County
Comprehensive Plan. Chapter 7, Environmental Stewardship – Energy.


Discusses solar resources and planned utility-scale solar power plant. Sets goal to
expand renewable energy in the county.

Pleasanton (California), City of. 2009. General Plan 2005–2025. Energy Element.


Describes the city’s incorporation of solar technologies. Policies 7 and 8 address solar
energy.

Shakopee (Minnesota), City of. 2009. Comprehensive Plan 2030. 12, Solar Access.


Discusses solar access issues, sets goal of promoting solar energy use.

Victoria (Minnesota), City of. 2010. 2030 Comprehensive Plan Update. Part II.L.1,
Plan Elements – Special Resources – Solar Access Protection. Prepared by TKDA, St.
Paul, Minn.


Sets goal and four policies for assuring adequate solar access for residents and
regulating alternative energy sources.

Model Solar Ordinances and Commentary
Kent (Maryland), County of. 2010. “Renewable Energy Task Force.” Renewable
Energy Systems: Solar. Appendix B, Background Information for Solar Energy.


This white paper describes the RETF’s discussion of solar energy system issues and
regulatory recommendations for utility-scale solar. Provides sample ordinance
language.
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Lancaster (Pennsylvania), County of. 2010. Municipal Guide to Planning For and
Regulating Alternative Energy Systems. Lancaster, Penn.: Lancaster County Planning
Commission.


Describes and provides sample ordinance language for accessory/small-scale and
principal/utility-scale solar energy systems.

Monroe (Pennsylvania), County of. 2010. “Model Ordinance for On-Site Usage of
Solar Energy Systems.”


Establishes roof- and ground-mounted solar energy systems as permitted in any
zoning district as an accessory use subject to specific criteria.

Minnesota Environmental Quality Board. 2008 [revised 2012]. “Solar Energy
Standards.” In From Policy to Reality: Updated Model Ordinance for Sustainable
Development. Prepared by CR Planning, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.


Provides purpose statements, definitions. Allows solar energy systems as accessory
uses on all districts subject to standards on height, setbacks, visibility; administrative
plan approval required. Provides conditional use standards for systems that do not
meet those requirements. Prohibits private restrictions on solar energy systems;
provides for solar access permits and development incentives for solar roofs.

Rocky Mountain Land Use Institute. 2011. “Site Design Strategies for Solar Access.”
Sustainable Community Development Code. Beta Version 1.5. Denver, CO: Rocky
Mountain Land Use Institute.
 Provides a menu of regulatory options and examples for removing obstacles,
creating incentives, and enacting standards for solar access.
Solar Access Ordinances
Ashland (Oregon), City of. 2011. Municipal Code. Title 18, Land Use; Section 18.70,
Solar Access.


Protects solar energy collector shading from buildings and vegetation. Sets Solar
Setbacks so that shadows from adjacent buildings are no more than 6’ at the north
property line. Provides for Solar Access Permit to protect solar access by preventing
the planting and requiring the trimming of vegetation that would otherwise shade the
recorded collector.

Boulder (Colorado), City of. 2011. Boulder Revised Code. Title 9, Land Use
Regulation; Chapter 9-9, Development Standards; Section 9-9-17, Solar Access. Fort
Collins, Colo.: Colorado Code Publishing Company.




Establishes three Solar Access Areas for the city. For SA Areas I and II, establishes
“solar fence” concept for baseline allowable lot shading. For SA Area III where
development density is high, provides for Solar Access Permits. Requires solar siting
for new residential and nonresidential development.
Building Service Center’s 2006 Solar Access Guide condenses requirements in
brochure form.

Clackamas (Oregon), County of. 2011. County Code. Title 12, Zoning and
Development Ordinance; Section 1000, Development Standards; Part 1018, Solar
Balance Point/Infill Ordinance, and Part 1019, Solar Access Permit Ordinance.


Part 1018 establishes Shade Point Height standards and Solar Balance Points for
development; includes formulas and illustrations. Part 1019 provides for solar access
permits to prohibit shading of solar features by vegetation on neighboring properties.
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Fort Collins (Colorado), City of. 2011. Land Use Code. Article 2, Administation;
Division 2.8, Modification of Standards; Section 2.8.2, Modification Review
Procedures. Article 3, General Development Standards; Division 3.2, Site Planning
and Design Standards; Section 3.2.3, Solar Access, Orientation, Shading. Article 5,
Terms and Definitions; Division 5.1, Definitions. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Code
Publishing Company.


Provides for modification of standards if property conditions hinder the owner’s ability
to install a solar system. Requires at least 65% of residential lots less than 15,000 SF
to conform to the definition of a “solar-oriented lot”; addresses shading issues.

Laramie (Wyoming), City of. 2011. Code of Ordinances. Title 5, Business Taxes,
Licenses and Regulations; Chapter 5.58, Solar Rights Permit System. Tallahassee,
Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.


Provides for protection for the use of a wide range of “solar collector” structures
without causing undue hardship on the rights of adjacent property owners.

Prairie du Sac (Wisconsin), Village of. 2011. Code of Ordinances. Title 10, Land Use
Regulations; Chapter 8. Solar Access.


Provides for Solar Access Permit to prevent “impermissible interference” for solar
energy access to collector surfaces.

San Luis Obispo (California), City of. 2011. Municipal Code. Title 16, Subdivisions;
Chapter 16.18, General Subdivision Design Standards; Section 16.18.170,
Easements for Solar Access. Seattle, Wash.: Code Publishing Company, Inc.


Solar easements protecting solar exposure between 10AM to 2PM PST on the winter
solstice must be recorded for new lots unless lot layout is designed to provide
adequate solar access.

Santa Barbara (California), City of. N.d. Solar Access Packet. Municipal Code Chapter

28.11, Protection and Enhancement of Solar Access.

Includes instructions on determining whether residential lots comply with the Solar
Access Ordinance and preparing a shadow diagram. Ordinance sets height limitations
to balance solar access rights with development rights.

Solar Siting Ordinances
Clackamas (Oregon), County of. 2011. Zoning and Development Ordinance. Section
1017. Solar Access Ordinance for New Development.


Ensures that land is divided so as to maximize solar access for structures and
minimize shade on adjoining properties from structures and trees. Includes definitions
and illustrations; requires 80% of lots in a development to comply with one or more
design options provided. Provides for exemptions and adjustments.

Dixon (California), City of. 2011. Zoning Ordinance. Section 12.19.21. Single Family
Residential and Secondary Living Units Design Standards. Section 12.27. Energy and
Water Conservation Regulations.


Encourages building design and lot orientation to enhance passive and active solar
systems and the incorporation of solar energy. Subdivisions shall be designed to
permit maximum exposure to the winter sun; solar energy systems shall not be
prohibited.
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Laramie (Wyoming), City of. 2011. Unified Development Code. Chapter 15.14,
Development Standards; Section 15.14.030.A, Solar Energy; Part 3, Solar Oriented
Lots. Chapter 15.28, Definitions.




See part 3 of solar ordinance. To encourage the use of active and passive solar
heating systems, the right to solar access is protected and at least 40% of the lots less
than 15,000 SF in single- and two-family residential developments must be “solaroriented lots.”
Ordinance also provides several solar-related definitions.

Oakridge (Oregon), City of. 2011. Zoning Code. Article 15, Subdistricts; Section
15.04(8), Planned Unit Development Subdistrict.


Subdistrict encourages use of solar energy and protection of solar access;
development plan must include shadow pattern analysis; 70% of all proposed
buildings must have their long axis oriented to within 45 degrees of the true east-west
axis for “proper solar orientation” and their south-facing walls and rooftops must be
protected from shadows between 9:30AM and 2:30PM on December 21.

San Luis Obispo (California), City of. 2011. Municipal Code. Title 16. Subdivisions;
Chapter 16.18, General Subdivision Design Standards; Section 16.18.160, Energy
Conservation. Seattle, Wash.: Code Publishing Company, Inc.
 Requires subdivisions to provide opportunities for passive heating and cooling through
building envelope siting, adjustment of setback lines to create adequate solar access,
and orienting longest lot dimensions within thirty degrees of south.

Santa Clara (California), County of. 2011. County Code. Division C12, Subdivisions
and Land Development; Article IV, Requirements; Part 9, Solar Access for
Subdivision Development. Tallahassee, Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.


Requires the design of all subdivisions to demonstrate the use of natural heating and
cooling opportunities to the maximum extent feasible through submittal of energy
conservation plans; dedication of solar access easements may be required as a
condition of tentative map approval for new parcels.

Solar-Ready Homes
Chula Vista (California), City of. 2011. Municipal Code. Title 15, Buildings and
Construction; Chapter 15.24, Electrical Code and Regulations; Section 15.24.065,
Photovoltaic Pre-Wiring Requirements. Chapter 15.28, Plumbing Code; Section
15.28.015, Solar Water Heater Pre-Plumbing. Code Publishing Company: Seattle,
Wash.


For building permit approval, residential units must include plumbing to allow the later
installation of a solar water heating system and conduit to allow the later installation
of a PV system.

Henderson (Nevada), City of. 2011. Development Code. Chapter 19.7, Development
and Design Standards; Section 19.7.12, Sustainability; Table 19.7.12-1, Menu of
Site and Building Design Options for Sustainability, part 1.9: Solar-Ready Design.


New development in Henderson must score a minimum number of points from a menu
of sustainability site and building design features, including solar-ready design.
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Oro Valley (Arizona), Town of. 2009. Ordinance No. (O)09-11: An Ordinance of the
Mayor and Council of the Town of Oro Valley, Amending Chapter 6, Article 6-1-7,
“Residential Code” Otherwise Known as the “2006 International Residential Code” to
Add a “Residential Solar Ordinance” Requiring Installation of Solar Ready Measures in
Residential Construction.



Ordinance amending the IRC to require the installation of a solar hot water system or
specific features to support the future installation of solar hot water systems as well as
conduit to support the future installation of solar PV systems.
Also included: June 17, 2009, staff report describing the ordinance.

Rancho Palos Verdes (California), City of. 2011. Municipal Code. Title 15, Buildings
and Construction; Chapter 15.04, Building Code; Section 15.04.070, Renewable
Energy Systems. Tallahassee, Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.


New homes and major remodels must provide roof layout plan showing how future
installation of a PV and/or solar water heating system could be accommodated;
requires installation of PV conduit or hot water heater and pipes on south-, east-, or
west-facing roofs.

Tucson (Arizona), City of. 2008. Ordinance No. 10549: Relating to Buildings and
Construction: Requiring New Single Family and Duplex Residential Dwelling Units to
Provide for Future Installation of Solar Energy Devices; “Residential Plan Review:
Solar Ready Ordinance”; Ordinance No. 10605: Relating to Buildings and
Construction: Amending the International Residential Code 2006…by Adding Local
Amendments to Chapter 23, Section M2301, Solar Energy Systems.


Ordinances require solar energy “stub-ins” on all new single family and duplex
dwelling units to support future photovoltaic panel and solar hot water heater
installation.

Small-Scale Solar Energy Systems
Bethany Beach (Delaware), Town of. 2010. Ordinance no. 455: An Ordinance to Add
A New Chapter 484 “Solar Energy Systems” To The Town Code Of Bethany Beach.


Allows solar energy systems for on-site energy use as permitted accessory uses in all
zoning districts. Encourages rooftop panels on side and back roof slopes rather than
ground-mounted systems. Commercial solar energy installations are prohibited.

Brown (Minnesota), County of. 2009. Zoning Ordinance. Section 4, Rules and
Definitions; Part 402, Definitions. Section 7, Performance Standards; Part 702, Solar
Energy Systems and Solar Structures.
 Solar energy systems conforming to lot requirements and setbacks are permitted
accessory uses in all districts. May be exempted from height, lot coverage, and
setback requirements through variance. Includes solar access provisions.

Granville (North Carolina), County of. 2010. Code of Ordinances. Chapter 32, Land
Development Code; Article III, Use Standards; Division 3, Section 32-162(5),
Accessory Uses, Residential. Section 32-166(7), Accessory Uses, Nonresidential.
Article XIX, Definitions – Solar. Tallahassee, Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.


Accessory-use solar energy systems must meet district setback and height
requirements. Detailed standards provided for non-residential rooftop and groundmounted systems.
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Hermosa Beach (California), City of. 2011. Municipal Code. Title 17, Zoning; Chapter
17.46, Yard, Height, and Area Restrictions; Section 17.46.220, Solar Energy Systems
Can Exceed Height Limits.
 Solar panels are permissible roof structures that may exceed the height limit by the
amount needed for their safe and efficient operation. Includes other development
standards applicable where feasible.

Houston (Minnesota), County of. 2011. Zoning Ordinance. Section 28, General
Provisions; Part 0110.2808, Solar Energy Systems and Solar Structures.


Solar energy systems are permitted uses in all districts (conditional use in floodplain
district) if in compliance with minimum lot requirements and setbacks. May be
exempted from setback, height, and lot coverage requirements by variance. Privatenuisance solar access provision.

Irvine (California), City of. 2011. Zoning Ordinance. Division 3, General Development
Standards and Land Use Regulations; Chapter 3-31, Solar Energy System Standards.
Tallahassee, Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.


Encourages investment in solar energy systems. Building permit required; provides
standards for both residential and commercial/ nonresidential installations.

Ithaca (New York), Town of. 2011. Town Code. Chapter 270, Zoning; Article III,
Terminology; Section 270-5, Definitions. Article XXVI, Special Regulations; Section
270-219.1, Solar Collectors and Installations.




Rooftop and building-mounted solar collectors are permitted in all zoning districts with
building permit. Ground-mounted and freestanding solar collectors are permitted as
accessory structures in all districts subject to setback, height, and lot coverage
standards. Abandonment clause.
“Photovoltaic Systems Building Permit Application Checklist” (Code Enforcement
Department, 2010) included.

Minneapolis (Minneapolis), City of. 2011. Code of Ordinances. Title 20, Zoning Code;
Chapter 535, Regulations of General Applicability; Article XII, Solar Energy Systems.
Chapter 537, Accessory Uses and Structures; Section 537.110, Solar Energy System.
Tallahassee, Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.


Permitted in all districts subject to compliance with development standards. Height
limits and setbacks provided for building-mounted and freestanding solar systems;
freestanding systems limited to 5% of total lot area in residential and office-residential
districts.

Portland (Oregon), City of, Bureau of Development Services. 2010. Program Guide:
Solar Water Heating and Photovoltaic Electric Generators Installed on One- or TwoFamily Dwellings. Also, Program Guide: Solar Water Heating and Photovoltaic
Electric Generators Installed on Commercial Buildings.


These program guides outline the application and review procedures for obtaining the
necessary permits to install solar energy systems on new or existing residential and
nonresidential buildings.

Rock Hill (South Carolina), City of. 2011. Zoning Ordinance. Article 4, Use
Regulations; Section 4-400, Accessory Uses and Structures; Table 4-400(B), Table of
Permitted Accessory Uses. Part 4-400(D)(19), Accessory Uses and Structures
Allowed – Ground-Mounted Solar Installations. Article 5, Density, Intensity, and
Dimensional Standards; Table 5-200(A), Allowable Yard Encroachments. Article 6,
Development and Design Standards; Section 6-800(B)(2)(e), Residential Design
Standards – Roof Penetrations and Equipment. Section 6-800(C)(9)(c), Commercial
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and Institutional Design Standards - Roof Penetrations and Equipment. Article 10,
Definitions.



Solar energy systems are permitted as accessory uses in all districts. Provides
development standards for both residential and nonresidential ground-mounted
systems. Also provides for solar-powered lighting.
Staff report from June 28, 2010, describing ordinance included.

Schaumburg (Illinois), Village of. 2011. Code of Ordinances. Title 15, Land Usage;
Chapter 154, Zoning; Section 154.27, Definitions. Section 154.56, Solar Energy
Systems. Section 154.58, Solar and Wind Energy System Figures. Section 154.62,
Building Heights, Bulk Regulations, and Required Yards – Solar Access Protection.


Solar energy systems for on-site power use are permitted as accessory structures.
Provides development standards for both freestanding and building-mounted systems.
Provides for the creation of easements to protect solar access. Illustrations included.

Seattle (Washington), City of. 2011. Municipal Code. Title 23, Land Use Code;
Subtitle III, Land Use Regulations; Division 2, Authorized Uses and Development
Standards; Chapter 23.42, General Use Provisions; Section 23.42.130,
Nonconforming Solar Collectors. Chapter 23.44, Residential, Single-Family; Section
23.44.046, Solar Collectors. Chapter 23.45, Residential, Multi-Family; Subchapter
III, Accessory Uses; Section 23.45.545, Standards for Certain Accessory Uses –
Solar Greenhouses, Greenhouses and Solariums. Chapter 23.47A, Commercial;
Section 23.47A.012(C), Structure Height – Rooftop Features – Solar Collectors.


Solar collectors permitted outright as accessory uses to principal by-right and
conditional uses. Provides exemptions from height, setback, and nonconformance
regulations.

Troy (Michigan), City of. 2011. Zoning Ordinance. Article 2, Section 2.02, Definitions.
Article 12, Sustainable Design and Development Standards; Section 12.05, Solar
Structures and Easements.


Permits active and passive solar energy systems in all zoning classifications subject to
administrative approval; if systems project into or are free standing in required front
or side yards, site plan review is required. Provides for solar access easements.

Tucson (Arizona), City of. 2011. Land Use Code. Article III, Development
Regulations; Division 2, Development Criteria; Section 3.2.5.2(E), Accessory
Structures. Section 3.2.6.6(C)(1), Exceptions to Perimeter Yards – Structures Within
Perimeter Yards. Section 3.2.7.3(D). Structure Height Measurement – Exceptions.
Section 3.2.9.3(A)(5). Lot Coverage – Exceptions – Buildings. Section 3.2.12, Solar
Orientation. Article VI, Definitions; Division 2, Listing of Words and Terms.



Solar energy systems as accessory uses are permitted in all zones; may project up to
4 feet into required perimeter yards; may exceed allowable height limits by 10 feet;
and are not counted toward lot coverage.
Proposed multistory structures must mitigate or minimize shading of solar energy
systems on adjacent lots.

West Lake Hills (Texas), City of. 2011. Code of Ordinances. Chapter 22, Building
Regulations; Article 22.03, Construction Code; Division 1, Generally; Section
22.03.009, Solar Energy Devices. Lubbock, Tex: Franklin Legal Publishing.


Solar energy devices are permitted use within all zones, either as part of a structure or
an independent structure; reasonable variances from height and setback requirements
will be granted where necessary.
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Large-Scale Solar Energy Systems
Erie (Pennsylvania), City of. 2010. Ordinance No. 4-2010.


Urban Solar Farm ordinance provides for urban solar farms as conditional uses in
manufacturing districts in accordance with specified regulations. Includes
decommissioning provision.

Granville (North Carolina), County of. 2010. Code of Ordinances. Chapter 32, Land
Development Code; Article III, Use Standards; Division 4, Limited, Conditional, and
Special Uses; Section 32-233, Ground-Mounted Solar Power Energy System "Solar
Farm" (NAICS 221119). Tallahassee, Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.


Accessory-use solar energy systems must meet district setback and height
requirements. Detailed standards provided for non-residential rooftop and groundmounted systems.

Huntersville (North Carolina), Town of. 2011. Zoning Ordinance. Article 9, Conditions
for Certain Uses; Section 9.54(2), Solar Energy Facility – Major Solar Energy
Facilities. Article 12, Definitions.



Special use permit required for major facilities; provides standards including required
existing features plan, setbacks, 8’ height limit, minimum lot size of 10 acres.
Also provides standards for minor solar energy facilities.

Iron (Utah), County of. 2010. County Code. Title 17, Zoning; Chapter 17.16,
Establishment of Zoning Districts; Section 17.16.030, Table of Uses. Chapter 17.20,
Use Definitions; Section 17.20.010, Definitions. Chapter 17.33, Solar Power Plants.
Chapter 17.84, Section 17.84.010, Definitions.


2010 ordinance provides regulations and design standards for both concentrated
thermal and PV solar power plants. Includes permit requirements and detailed list of
provisions for conditional use permit review.

Madera (California), County of, Resource Management Agency. 2010. “CZ #2009008, Title 18 Revisions to Allow for Solar Farms.” Staff report to Board of
Supervisors. Ordinance No. 525NN.


Staff report describing commercial solar farms amendment – solar farms permitted as
conditional use subject to standards intended to address glare and excessive water
use.

Port St. Lucie (Florida), City of. 2011. Code of Ordinances. Title XV, Land Usage;
Chapter 158, Zoning Code; Article I, General Provisions; Section 158.006,
Definitions. Article IV, General Use Districts; Section 158.060(C)(13), General Use
Zoning District (GU) – Special Exception Uses. Article IX, Industrial Districts; Section
158.136(C)11, Industrial Zoning District (IN) – Special Exception Uses; Section
158.137(C)(4), Utility Zoning District (U) – Special Exception Uses. Article X,
Supplementary Use Regulations; Section 158.230, Solar Energy. Tallahassee, Fla.:
Municipal Code Corporation.




Utility-scale “solar generation stations” are special exception uses in certain districts
subject to requirements.
Also provides for small-scale accessory solar energy systems, which are exempted
from building height regulations and may be collocated on communication towers and
light poles.

Salisbury (Massachusetts), Town of. 2010. Code of Ordinances. Chapter 300,
Zoning; Article XXIII, Solar Photovoltaic Installations Zoning Bylaw.


Provides general standards and application requirements for large-scale solar power
generation installations. Requires site plan, operations and maintenance plan, landscaping
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plan, liability insurance, and financial surety. Sets setbacks of 50’, requires visual
screening; abandonment provision.

San Antonio (Texas), City of. 2011. Unified Development Code. Article III, Zoning;
Division 7, Supplemental Use Regulations; Section 35-398(b), Renewable Energy
Systems – Solar Farms. Tallahassee, Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.


Provides detailed standards for fixed-panel photovoltaic solar farms, including site
development standards, submittal requirements for solar farm building permits, and
required compliance with other regulations.

Santa Clara (California), County of. 2010. Ordinance No. NS–1200.331: An
Ordinance Of The Board Of Supervisors Of The County Of Santa Clara Amending
Appendix I Of The County Of Santa Clara Ordinance Code Related To Commercial
Solar Energy Conversion Systems.


Provides for minor (under 8 acres) and major commercial solar energy conversion
facilities. Restricted to marginal agricultural lands.

Stearns (Minnesota), County of. 2010. Land Use and Zoning Ordinance #209.
Section 3, Definitions. Section 6, Performance Standards; Part 6.50, Solar Energy
Systems. Drafted by CR Planning, Minneapolis, Minn.




Defines solar farms, allows as conditional use in agricultural, commercial, industrial,
and educational/ecclesiastical zoning districts. Provides performance standards and
application requirements.
Also provides standards for roof- and ground-mounted accessory solar energy
systems, permitted in all districts.

Straban (Pennsylvania), Township of. 2010. Ordinance 2010-02.


Detailed development standards for “solar electric facility” use as a by-right use in
residential rural areas.

Solar Energy Online Resources
Database of State Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency.
www.dsireusa.org/
 A comprehensive and easily searchable database of federal, state, and local
policies and programs promoting renewable energy use and energy-efficient
practices.
Interstate Renewable Energy Coalition.
www.irecusa.org/
 Model policies and reports for bringing renewable energy to a community.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). “The Open PV Project.”
http://openpv.nrel.gov/
 Interactive database providing real-time statistics on the status of solar
energy in the U.S.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). “Solar Research.”
www.nrel.gov/solar/
 Information on NREL programs focusing on photovoltaics and solar heating
systems.
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Solar America Board for Codes and Standards.
www.solarabcs.org/
 Provides technical information on best-practice code requirements for solar
energy systems.
U.S. Department of Energy. “SunShot Initiative.”
www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/sunshot/
 DOE’s SunShot Initiative focuses on making large-scale solar energy systems
cost-competitive without subsidies by the end of the decade.
U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. “Solar.”
www.eere.energy.gov/topics/solar.html
 Clearinghouse page for all DOE solar resources and programs.
U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. “Solar America
Communities.”
http://solaramericacommunities.energy.gov/
 Learn from the efforts of the DOE’s 25 designated Solar America Cities.
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Balancing the Solar Access Equation
By Gail Feldman and Dan Marks, aicp

States, cities, and counties across the country are moving quickly to improve the
ability of their communities to “build green” and install solar energy systems on new
and existing buildings.

Will solar panels on every rooftop replace the
white picket fence as the icon of the American
dream? That may depend on how well planners
develop policies and permitting processes that
encourage solar energy systems and at the
same time mitigate inevitable conflicts, such as
when policies that protect trees or encourage
higher density development interfere with sunlight access. This article explores the growing
trend to introduce solar energy in communities
and how planners may need to guide land-use
policy development to avoid unintended consequences.

Incentives for Solar Energy Systems
According to the Interstate Renewable Energy
Council, Incentive Programs and Tax Credits
resulted in over 26,000 new solar installations nationally in 2007. All but a handful of
states now have incentive programs to add
solar photovoltaic (PV) systems to residential
or nonresidential buildings. These incentives
range from $1 to $5 per kilowatt produced.
Congress reauthorized the Renewable Energy
Tax Credit in 2008 and increased the deduction
to 30 percent of the cost of installation beginning in 2009. This makes solar substantially
more cost-effective by providing an income
tax deduction that, for an average $30,000
residential installation, would be $8,000 to
$10,000 in a tax year.
Cities in northern California recorded
more than 11,500 new solar PV systems between 1998 and 2007, with many of these

Paul Norton; courtesy DOE/NREL

Solar Energy System Basics
The most common solar technologies used on
buildings in the United States are solar photovoltaic (PV) panels that generate electricity
and solar thermal systems that heat water or
air. Solar PV produces electricity through the
conversion of direct sunlight. The semiconductor materials in the PV cell interact with the
sunlight to generate electric current.
The most electricity is produced when
the sun’s rays are directly perpendicular to the
PV panels. Since PV only works with sunlight,
most systems are connected to the utility grid
to guarantee around-the-clock electricity. The
orientation of a PV system affects its performance; usually the best location is on a southfacing roof. Flat roofs allow the panels to be
tilted toward the optimal direction.
PV systems work best without any obstructions from trees or structures. Because
the sun may be higher in the summer or lower
in winter, a placement of the PV involves an
assessment of these factors. In any specific
location, as the surface area of a PV system
exposed to sunlight increases, the amount of
electricity produced also increases. Depending

on site conditions and economic constraints,
residential-scale PV systems can range from
100 to 1,000 square feet.
Solar thermal systems use the sun to
heat water or heat-transferring fluids, and each
system is comprised of two parts: a solar collector (panel) and a storage tank. Systems that
use active solar require the use of electricity for
pumps and circulation and require flat-panel
collectors similar to PV. Passive solar water
heaters have no electrical components and
rely on direct sun heating the collector panel.
Storage tanks have now been developed to be
recessed in into the roof, so they are not seen
above the roofline. Solar collectors for solar
thermal systems require less surface area than
PV systems. In locations receiving an average
amount of sunlight, flat-panel collectors require
approximately one-half to one square foot of
surface area per gallon of daily hot water use.

Solar hot water collectors on a Habitat for Humanity house in
Denver.
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installed in suburban communities and bigger
cities. Over the last few years, the states of
New Jersey, Nevada, and Colorado significantly
increased PV generation because of state requirements for major utilities to include greater
percentages of solar in their portfolios and
rebate programs for commercial and residential
buildings.
Many local governments now have renewable energy loan programs, and the numbers
are expected to increase as more utilities and
cities implement programs as part of their overall climate change plans. These programs typically have loan repayment times of between
10 and 30 years, through utility bill savings or
property tax bills.
Incentives for Installation
Examples of loan programs that provide financial incentives to lower the upfront cost for
the installation of renewable energy systems,
particularly solar, are briefly highlighted below.
A comprehensive listing of incentive programs
can be found through the Database of State Initiatives for Renewables and Efficiency (DSIRE),
a website developed by North Carolina State
University.
New York
The New York State Energy Resource and Development Authority offers the Energy $mart Loan
Fund program, which provides an interest rate
reduction off a participating lender’s normal
loan interest rate for a term up to 10 years on
certain energy-efficiency improvements or
renewable technology loans. The interest rate
reduction for most of the state is up to four
percent. Utility customers may be eligible to
receive an interest rate reduction up to 6.5
percent off a participating lender’s normal mar-

About the Author
Gail Feldman is the sustainable energy programs manager for the City
of Berkeley Planning Department—Office of Energy and Sustainable
Development, and has recently implemented the Berkeley FIRST solar
financing program and Sustainable Energy Tax District. Her public
management experience spans 20 years in several California counties
and cities and she has a master’s degree in Public Administration.
Dan Marks, aicp, is the director of planning and development for the
City of Berkeley. The Planning and Development Department includes the Office of Energy and Sustainable Development, the Building Division, and the Planning Division. Marks has been a planner
for almost 30 years, including over 20 years in local government.

ket rate. This program is funded by utility rates
through a special benefits charge.
Local Leaders
Berkeley, California, has recently established
a Sustainable Energy Financing District that
leverages private financing through bonds that
fund solar photovoltaic systems for residential
and commercial properties anywhere in the
city. The bonds are repaid by a special tax that
is added to the property tax bill of the participating property owner. While still in a small pilot phase of 40 installations, the program could
allow up to 4,000 installations if expanded
to the total bonding authority of $80 million.
Boulder County in Colorado and the cities of
San Diego and San Francisco are in the process
of developing similar financing programs.
Palm Desert, California, has issued $2.5
million in solar energy and energy efficiency
loans through contractual assessments on
properties. This is one of few cities that has
used its general fund surplus to finance private
energy improvements. The city will earn seven

percent interest on its investment for the
20-year assessment term.
Florida has at least two programs that
provide financing. Tallahassee, through its
municipal utility, offers loans of up to $20,000
at five percent interest to install solar photovoltaic systems. The Orlando Utilities Commission
also has a loan program for its customers and
will provide up to $15,000, which can be repaid
through monthly utility bills with interest rates
from two percent to 5.5 percent.
State and Local Solar Access
Protections
The development of rights to solar access
has basis in English common law. A judicially
established doctrine of “ancient lights” provides that if a landowner had received sunlight
across adjoining property for a specified period
of time, the landowner was entitled to continue
to receive unobstructed access to sunlight access across the adjoining property. The first
state laws that specifically addressed access
for operation of solar energy equipment were
Interstate Renewable Energy Council ©2008

Annual installed photovoltaic
capacity by sector (1998–2007).
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introduced in the 1970s. While not comprehensive, the types of legal protections that developed include solar easements, solar shade
prohibitions, and preemption of aesthetic
controls for solar installations.
Solar Easements
Many states have enabled the use of solar easements to protect ambient lighting as well as light
access for solar energy equipment. This type of
easement is a private agreement between property owners that guarantees access to sunlight.
Most solar easements are recorded as deed
restrictions that run with the land, and procedures for relinquishing easements are generally
set forth in state law. Some owners of residential solar energy systems use these easements
to restrict any new construction or tree planting
which could block light access to sunlight.
Among the many states with provisions
for such easements are Alaska, Colorado,
Idaho, Kansas, Maine, Montana, Rhode Island,
and Virginia. Many of these laws were adopted
as early as the 1970s and do not necessarily relate specifically to solar energy systems. Most
recently the State of New Jersey (NJ Statute
46:3-24) enacted laws specially allowing solar
easements for the purpose of exposure for a
solar energy device.

ized commercial districts have no guaranteed
protections unless the property has a solar
access permit. Solar siting requirements for all
planned unit developments and subdivisions
are required to ensure that roof surfaces can
support 75 square feet of solar collectors for
each dwelling unit.
Several other local jurisdictions have
adopted guidelines or requirements for solar
access in new residential subdivisions.
Preemptions of Local Design Standards
States that have addressed solar access have
generally adopted laws preempting local zoning that might limit the installation of these
devices based on aesthetic or other grounds.
Many of these same laws also preempt private
conditions, covenants, and restrictions that
might limit a property owner’s ability to install
a system.
For example, California’s Solar Rights Act
(AB 2473) of 2004 prohibits provisions in local
ordinances that create unreasonable barriers to
the installation of solar energy systems, including design standards for solar installations. The
law only allows local jurisdictions to require
improvements for aesthetic purposes if the
cost is less than $2,000.

Amber Evans

Solar Access Protections
Some recent state laws go much further than
voluntary easements. The California Solar
Shade Control Act of 1979 as originally drafted
prohibited shading of solar collectors that occurs due to tree growth after the solar system
was installed. Under the law, no more than 10
percent of the collector can be shaded between
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. The 1979 law also included
minimum location standards for the solar collectors, requiring that they be five feet from the
property line and 10 feet from the ground.
California’s law was amended in 2008 to
address issues that stemmed from a court case
discussed later in this article. These changes
included an exemption to the act if the trees and
shrubs were planted prior to the installation of
the solar collector. The definition of solar collector was changed to include devices installed on
the ground. Additionally the legislation changed
a violation from a public nuisance violation to a
private nuisance. In other words, under the revisions, enforcement of the law is now a matter
between private parties, rather than a jurisdiction treating the matter as a public nuisance and
acting to enforce the law.

Wisconsin law (Stat. § 700.41) allows for
compensation when a solar energy system
is shaded by development on an adjacent
property, regardless of whether an easement
was granted by the adjacent property owner.
Another Wisconsin law (Stat. § 844.22) also
states that any structure or vegetative growth
that occurs after the installation of a solar or
wind energy system and interferes with its
function is considered to be a private nuisance.
New Mexico’s Solar Recordation Act allows a property owner with a solar energy
system to record an easement for sun access,
defined by the statute as 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
the winter solstice. While an adjacent property
owner will be notified of the intent to record an
easement, permission from the adjacent owner
is not required. Under this law, solar easements run with the land and may be bought
and sold. If an adjacent project shades the system by more than 10 percent, the owner of the
project must purchase the solar easement right
and extinguish it (NMSA 47-3-6 to 47-3-12).
At the local level, the County of Santa
Cruz, California, has established strong solar
access protection in its ordinances. It states
that impacts on a solar collector “shall be miti-

This south-facing photovoltaic system would be shaded if the
neighboring home owner added an additional story.

gated to the maximum extent feasible during
the view of any permit to construct a building”
(12.28.040, Santa Cruz Building Regulations).
The City of Boulder, Colorado, has strong
protections for solar access for the purpose
of generating electricity and has divided the
city into solar access areas based on zoning.
This ordinance provides broad protections in
less dense residential neighborhoods. Urban-

Solar Conflicts
As one northern California newspaper framed
a recent court case pitting the owner of a small
grove of redwood trees and a neighboring
property’s solar PV system: “It can come down
to a clash of cherished green values.” The state
law as written at the time placed higher value
on the production of a solar energy system. The
conflict grew when the two Sunnyvale property
zoningpractice 4.09
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owners could not mediate successfully, and
the district attorney filed the case as a criminal violation. The defendants in the case are
quoted saying, “We are the first citizens in the
state of California to be convicted of a crime for
growing redwood trees.”
The violation under the California Solar
Shade Control Act identified the trees as a
public nuisance (as misdemeanor) with a

Considerations for Planners
To date, most state laws have focused on
removing barriers to the installation of solar
systems or have been permissive in allowing
property owners to enter into solar access
easements. As solar installations become
more common—especially in urban areas—the
potential for one neighbor to shade another’s
solar panels will occur more often and conflicts

City of Berkeley

A PV system on the rooftops of Helios Corner, an 80-unit senior housing
development in Berkeley, California.
$1,000-per-day fine. However, in the final court
ruling the judge determined that only two of
the six trees required pruning or removal due to
the shade obstruction.
In contrast, a few years earlier the Santa
Clara County Court ruled that the trees at a
home in another case were not the cause of a
shading problem under the law. The trees at
issue were on the property of the local government, which was exempt from the law.
In a 1982 case considered by the Wisconsin Supreme Court, the owner of a solar system
sought relief from the construction of a residence that obstructed sunlight to his property.
The court found in the favor of plaintiff, stating
that the construction was a private nuisance,
and remanded the case to a lower court. Immediately preceding the hearing, the state legislature enacted a law (WI Statute 700.41) to allow
an owner of an active or passive solar energy
system or a wind energy system to receive compensation for an obstruction of solar energy
by a structure outside a neighbor’s building
envelope as defined by the zoning restrictions
in effect at the time the solar collector or wind
energy system was installed.

will become more common. Few state or local
laws have addressed those potential conflicts.
At first, it may seem that encouraging
solar energy systems that produce clean, local
energy should be a very high priority, perhaps
even preempting an adjacent property owner’s
right to build in ways that would affect an existing or potential solar system. However, we
would caution that, even in the case of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions, maintaining access to solar energy may not always
be the most effective strategy.
Ten trees absorb about 0.25 tons of CO2
per year, and a 300-square-foot solar array
[solar panels] can save about three tons of GHG
emissions. For comparison, a transit-oriented
development (TOD) with a hundred units is
estimated to save over 500 tons per year of
GHG from reduction in auto use alone. From a
GHG benefit point of view, the importance of
promoting transit-oriented development cannot be overstated.
Ensuring that solar access protection
regulations do not inadvertently prevent or discourage TOD is an important but complicated
issue. To illustrate, Berkeley is a densely built

community blessed with some of the best transit in the Bay Area. New transit-oriented development will generally occur along major transit
corridors and in downtown. However, these
transit corridors are immediately adjacent to
much lower density residential neighborhoods.
In that way, Berkeley is typical of older
cities. The city’s General Plan calls for higher
density development along these transit boulevards, which invariably means four- and fivestory buildings up against neighborhoods with
one- and two-story homes. Despite city policy,
almost every new higher density residential
or mixed use building is bitterly fought by the
adjacent neighborhood. As in most communities, the residents of neighborhoods near
these corridors are concerned with the traffic,
parking, noise, privacy, and other impacts of a
higher density, bulkier residential or mixed use
project backing up to their neighborhood.
Inevitably, the issues around new construction and solar access will be tested.
While Berkeley does not currently have any
local ordinances specifically protecting solar
energy systems, it does have a solar access
ordinance. The current regulations are related
to the impacts tree growth may have on the
loss of sunlight to homes and are meant as a
tool to address neighbor disputes. The law sets
forth a process for resolving such disputes,
beginning with voluntary mediation or arbitration followed by litigation However, no specific
standards are set forth in the ordinance.
Berkeley also requires that the shading
impacts on adjacent homes from new development be evaluated, but has no set standards
for addressing those impacts. As the city considers the policy issues around solar access, it
must also consider the likelihood that an ordinance protecting solar photovoltaic systems
could easily give ammunition to those opposed
to taller, more intense buildings in general.
If an ordinance establishes a strong right
to solar access, or requires very high costs to
mitigate impacts on existing or potential solar
installations, such ordinances could discourage, delay, or prevent higher density transitoriented development. Consider the potential
conflict created by solar access ordinance in a
downtown district that permits tall structures.
If one low-rise commercial building puts a solar
array on its roof, what happens when a taller
building is proposed next door that would
shade that panel? How do you value one property owner’s access to the sun in relation to the
benefits of a taller building that would reduce
zoningpractice 4.09
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The fundamental goal of all zoning is to try and
ensure that one owner’s use of property does
not have a significant detrimental impact on other
owners’ enjoyment of their property.
or eliminate that access but lead to significant
reductions in vehicle miles traveled?
Communities considering a local solar
access ordinance need to consider the following issues:
• Who is entitled to solar access?
• Does the local government have to play a
role in protecting access?
• How should communities place a value on
access?
Solar Access Entitlement
Is there an entitlement to solar access? Solar access is one more element to consider in the bundle of property rights that is the basis of landuse law. The fundamental goal of all zoning is to
try and ensure that one owner’s use of property
does not have a significant detrimental impact
on other owners’ enjoyment of their property. A
property owner does not have an absolute right
to use property as he likes. Land-use attorneys
talk about the bundle of rights that comes with
property ownership, and those rights can be
modified by local governments for the health,
safety, and welfare of the community.
In Berkeley, as in every developed community, there is little agreement as to how much
regulation of private property is acceptable. Is
one person entitled to add a second floor to his
home if it will shade the bedroom of his neighbor, or block his neighbor’s panoramic views?
These are fundamental zoning questions. Any
solar access ordinance must decide whether
access is a “right” that any property owner has,
and it must state the degree to which that right
may be impinged by the actions of his neighbor.
In an urban setting, establishing any absolute
right to solar access would clearly be counterproductive relative to other policy goals.
Hands-on or Hands-off
There is no reason why local government must
define the terms of the solar access debate. It
can, as several states and localities have done,
decide that while there may be some level of
solar access right, the impact that one property
owner has on another and any compensation
due as a result of that impact is a matter to be
worked out between property owners. If owners
fail to resolve their differences, the civil courts

become the venue for making these determinations. Other states have allowed property owners to enter into private easements, and allow
this matter to be addressed solely as a contractual matter between private property owners.
While this is certainly one approach,
the courts are not generally considered the
best place for resolving policy issues. The
costs of private litigation can be very high and
require years to resolve. Courts interpret and
apply laws to the facts of a specific case. The
legislature or city council is where competing
policy objectives can be evaluated. Vague and

Solar Access Mapping
Berkeley is in the development stage
of creating a solar map of the city using
Google Earth. San Francisco has also developed its own. The online map will allow
anyone to view, down to the property level, the roof of any building and the impact
of shading directly by another structure.
While it won’t consider shading impacts
by nearby trees, the tools may aid planning efforts in areas where shading may
become a conflict. San Francisco’s map is
available at http://sf.solarmap.org.

unclear policies can result in interpretations of
law that seem contrary to the intent of the law
or result in unintended consequences counter
to the underlying policy direction.
Regulating the impacts of one neighbor on
another is exactly what zoning ordinances are
intended to accomplish. The drafting of zoning
ordinances allows for public policy objectives to
be openly discussed and for reasonable compromises to be made through a public process. In
regard to solar access, there are certainly competing public policy objectives, such as a desire
to maximize the local generation and use of solar
energy that is potentially in conflict with the desire to maximize development near transit.
Placing Value on Solar Access
Should solar impairment be considered compensable, and how does a community deter-

mine the degree of compensation for such a
loss? If that access is partially impaired, how
does one measure the value of that impairment?
Cities constantly face the claim that the
actions of one property owner will reduce the
property value of a neighbor. Local governments have traditionally stayed away from
trying to place a value on the impact of one
neighbor’s action on another’s, so long as each
property owner operates under a consistent underlying set of zoning regulations that apply to
everyone. By establishing ground rules, it may
be possible for local governments to set the
framework for private negotiation, or it could
embroil the government in a long, unproductive refereeing of solar rights determinations.
At this time, we find little evidence that local
or state governments have sought to address
the conflicting policy goals of solar energy generation and shading by nearby higher density
development. The New Mexico law allowing for
recordation of solar easements may have taken
this issue into partial account by not allowing
an easement to be recorded against a property
where the permitted development is taller than
of 36 feet. However, local ordinances implementing this law can preempt this provision.
Given the potential impacts of solar access disputes on future development, state
and local governments may want to establish
guidelines for addressing situations where solar access is affected by adjacent development.
Communities considering such guidelines
should pay attention to the following variables:
The potential for an effective solar installation. Is backyard shading as important as
roof shading? Is the roof orientation conducive
to solar power, and how much of the roof is
effectively available?
The existing site conditions. Do trees or
other existing structures already shade potential solar locations?
The time of year and the time of impact.
Is shade in December more detrimental to the
operation of the system than shade in June?
Is a 20 percent loss at 3 p.m. for an hour at
midwinter considered compensable relative to
a 30 percent loss for two hours at 9 a.m. in the
summer? How do variations in system size affect
this determination? Various state and local laws
have established 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the winter
solstice as the threshold for considering when a
shadowing impact is occurring. Under the state
and local access laws where a time of day or
year are established, these times are thresholds
below which no impact is assumed to occur, and
above which an impact is assumed to occur.
zoningpractice 4.09
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However, the degree of impact and any compensation due are a matter for private negotiation.
As a threshold for private party negotiation,
such general determinations may be adequate.
However, significant additional analysis would
be needed if local governments wanted to provide guidelines for resolving disputes.
The percentage of impairment. How much
of an existing or potential solar array would be
in shadow and for how long? Ten percent at the
assigned hour (see above) is a commonly established threshold for solar access impact. Similar
to time of year and day, 10 percent may be a
reasonable threshold for establishing when there
is an impact for purposes of private negotiations,
but this guideline is not sufficient if government
wants to assist in resolving solar access disputes.
The type of installation. Some types of
installations (e.g., a water heating system) may
be more feasible in any given situation than
another (e.g., solar power generation).
An additional critical issue is how to
value potential solar energy relative to an
existing solar array. This carries the compensability question to a much more concrete
level. If someone has invested in a solar array
for whatever purpose, the impacts of an adjacent property owner shading that array has
a measurable and immediate impact. Again,
we would argue that leaving this solely to
private dispute resolution or establishing very
high values on solar access may be counter
to other policy goals. However, making one
property owner responsible for compensating
another’s reduction in direct income seems an
appropriate subject for an ordinance addressing solar access.
As with other ordinances related to compensation, government should probably seek
to make determinations of compensation a
private negotiation between property owners,
bringing government into the picture only in
the last resort when private agreement cannot
be reached. However, because solar installations have a measurable cost and measurable
returns on that investment, and there is usually
data on the productivity of the system, there
is much more concrete evidence to assist local
governments in arbitrating between property
owners. It can be expected that initial efforts to
resolve these differences will be challenging as
governments wrestle with the many variables
that need to be considered, such as how to
value energy over time or how to amortize the
investment in a solar array. However, these
determinations should become easier as there
is a sufficient record of cases.

Additional Resources
Database of State Incentives for Renwables & Efficiency (DSIRE): www.
dsireusa.org.
Sherwood, Larry. 2008. U.S. Solar Trends
Market 2007. Latham, N.Y.: Interstate
Renewable Energy Council (www.irecusa.org).
National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
Department of Energy: www.nrel.gov.

Conclusions
The discussion above has focused on the
trade-offs associated with taller transit-oriented development that shades potential solar
access in adjacent neighborhoods. In that
context, the trade-offs between preserving
solar access and encouraging TOD are fairly
clear. Based solely on a GHG assessment of
relative benefit, TOD clearly should not be
hostage to solar access protection. The benefit/cost equation is less obvious in a residential neighborhood context when one neighbor
simply wants to build a taller house adjacent
to a shorter neighbor. Solar access could be
one more weapon in the never-ending neighbor wars that occur in some communities as
people seek to preserve the perceived character of their neighborhood or simply don’t want
a taller building next to their home. Under a
poorly worded solar protection ordinance,
putting solar panels on a home could become
a way of preventing a neighbor from adding a
second story addition in a situation where it
would otherwise be allowed. All of the issues
described above need to be fully considered
in an ordinance in any community, whether
higher density development is part of the picture or not.

News brief
court decides sign case
By Lora Lucero, aicp
In February, the Supreme Court of New Jersey
concluded a township’s sign code prohibiting
a union from displaying a 10-foot-tall inflatable
rat violates the First Amendment. “The rat has
long been a symbol of labor unrest” and, as
part of a labor protest, the union displayed
the rat balloon on the sidewalk in front of the

business where they were in a labor dispute.
The sign code prohibits “balloon signs or other
inflated signs (except grand opening signs) . . .
displayed for the purpose of attracting the attention of pedestrians and motorists.” A police
officer warned the protestors to deflate the rat,
but found it was reinflated when he returned an
hour later and issued a summons. The union
official was ultimately found in violation of the
sign code and fined. The state’s highest court
set aside the conviction and held the sign code
violates the First Amendment. The sidewalk is
a traditional public forum where the government’s ability to restrict expressive activity is
very limited. The sign code is content-based
because the sign code prohibits the union from
displaying a rat balloon while allowing balloons as part of a grand opening. The township
lacked a compelling governmental interest that
justified the restriction. State v. Wayne DeAngelo, Supreme Court of New Jersey [highest court],
Decided February 5, 2009, Case No. A-73.
Lora Lucero is editor of Planning & Environmental Law and staff liaison to APA’s Amicus
Curiae Committee.
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Executive Summary
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to summarize Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) provisions as they relate to
identified Best Management Practices (BMPs) for increased solar energy use. In addition, the report
presents broader approaches and policies that could affect the successful implementation of new or
updated solar energy use policy. The information in this report is intended for Seattle Department of
Planning and Development (DPD) and Seattle City Light staff to use in improving policies and codes
related to increased solar energy use.

Overview
The City of Seattle, Washington, was designated a Department of Energy Solar America City in 2008.
Solar America Cities is a partnership between the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and 25 cities across
the country that have committed to accelerating the adoption of solar energy technologies at the local
level. As part of the program, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has provided
assistance in identifying how current policies, practices, codes, and standards in Seattle related to solar
energy installations compare with recognized best practices across the country.
DOE, NREL, and their partners have recently developed studies and guidelines for increased solar energy
use, particularly as part of the Solar America Cities Program. BMPs and case studies related to increased
solar energy use are summarized in most of the studies. Many of the BMPs focus on interconnection
issues, financial incentives, and outreach. These areas, especially the absence of effective financial
incentives, have been identified as the major barriers to increased solar energy use.
The literature also addresses the need to update and enforce local rules and regulations. While the
literature encourages cities to address barriers in the codes, evaluation of specific code for solar energy
use is only recently re-emerging since the 1970s and 1980s. Therefore, this analysis includes a review of
specific codes to evaluate how solar energy use is addressed using the BMPs and available examples and
case studies as guidelines. Policies and programs such as net metering, interconnection, and financial
incentive programs that are managed at the utility, state, or federal level are not directly analyzed in this
work.

Gap Analysis Summary
The City of Seattle addressed solar energy use in its code as early as 1980. The Seattle DPD and Seattle
City Light (SCL), the City’s publicly-owned electric power utility, have a supportive approach to
renewable energy, sustainability, and solar energy installations. The City has technical resources
including Green Building staff, an Innovation Advisory Committee, client assistance memos (CAMs), a
Green Building library, and a “Green Q” and Priority Green Permitting that result in opportunities for
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expedited review of green development projects, and flexibility within the code to accommodate
current common solar installations.
Overall, the SMC does not present barriers to solar installations. For areas of the code such as tree
preservation, shoreline management, and historic preservation where conflicts could occur, no reports
were found of code-related issues that prevented solar installations. As solar energy use increases, it
will be important to track and monitor not only installations, but lessons learned from working within
current policies and code.
Although the SMC does not present significant barriers to increased solar energy use, improvements in
the City’s approach to permitting and planning could provide benefits. The detailed gap analyses in
Appendices A and B offer options for improving areas of the SMC, permitting processes, and policies,
and the lists below summarize the main areas of the SMC and City policies where gaps may be
minimized or removed. The BMP recommendations that are listed come from reports recently
developed through the Solar America Cities Program. Reports such as Solar Powering Your Community:
A Guide for Local Governments (Muller and Truitt 2009) and City of Austin, Texas Benchmarking of Solar
Energy Programs (Jackson 2008) and related references provided the basis for BMP recommendations
(see Appendix E, Best Management Practice Review).
Appendices A and B provide the detailed gap analysis tables that include the main areas below as well as
other codes and policies that were reviewed.

Gaps that can be addressed in the Seattle Municipal Code
The following list summarizes selected gaps, recommendations, and examples from the detailed tables
in Appendices A and B.
1. Increase/Improve Building Energy Standards
 Require a percentage of solar energy technology for public improvements.
o

The State of Oregon (House Bill 2620) requires that public entities spend 1.5% of the
total contract price of public improvement contract for new construction or renovation
of a public building on solar technology. Public entities include state agencies,
universities, community colleges, school districts, and local government.

2. Require Solar Ready Construction
 Require developers to build solar-ready residential and commercial buildings.
o

The City of Tucson has an ordinance that requires all new homes to either have solar
photovoltaic (PV) and solar hot water (SHW) heating systems installed or to have all of
the necessary hardware installed so that a system can be easily installed at a later date.
(See Appendix A for additional detail on solar-ready requirements).
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o

The City of Seattle should lead by example and require solar installations and/or solarready construction on new construction and major renovation of municipal buildings.

o

A solar ready definition should include a recorded, structurally sound roof and a preengineered chase. Other considerations include orientation, wiring, and plumbing.

3. Add Flexibility to Height Limits and Roof Coverage Limits
 Issues with the current residential height restrictions of 4 feet have not been reported as
barriers to solar installations to date. However, height restrictions may present a barrier to
some solar hot water technologies which may need up to 7 feet for some current models. The
City of Portland has proposed an amendment to waive an additional 5 feet of height for solar
panels.
 The City of Seattle DPD should confirm a change in height in further coordination and tracking
with contractors and “lessons learned” and/or with an interagency task force so that changes
made to the code are sustainable over the long-term.
 While it is typical for engineers to assume a 60% coverage of rooftop when designing a solar PV
system, the 20-25% limit in the SMC has not so far been reported as a barrier. A typical 60%
solar PV coverage assumption allows space for rooftop-shading obstructions such as stairwells,
walls, parapet walls, access walkways (for maintenance and fire access), and rooftop heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment. Seattle DPD should investigate the origin of
the rooftop coverage limits and either eliminate or expand if possible.
 California Fire Code requires plan review if a system to be installed will occupy more than 50%
of the roof area of a residential building.
4. Develop or Refine Definitions
 Update the Table of Uses to further ensure that solar energy projects are not unnecessarily
prohibited.
o

In the municipal codes and plans, if a use is not included, it can be considered
specifically prohibited. Be sure to distinguish small-scale facilities from power plants.
Differentiate among types of energy based on sources, scale, technology, and
neighborhood impact. The closest facility name found in the SMC is “power plant,”
which is specifically or conditionally permitted in most industrial zones. It is specifically
prohibited in commercial zones, shoreline districts, and multi-family zones.

o

The suggested definition of “Energy Generation Facility” from A Local Official’s Guide to
Zoning and Land Use for Renewable Energy (Pioneer Valley Planning Commission n.d.) is
“a generator unit that may use a variety of sources and/or products for the production
of power:
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a. For use on-site [and/or by non-commercial users], or
b. For sale to the grid, accessory to on-site use of power, or
c. For sale to the grid as a primary use.”
 The City of Portland included Green Energy and Use in its Regulatory Improvement Workplan
(May 2009). The City of Portland has proposed a green code amendment that will prevent
certain types of basic utility uses from requiring a conditional use permit.
 Monitor definition of solar collector.
o

No issues reported or found with the current SMC definition of “solar collector”. This
should be monitored as technology evolves, along with a full monitoring or “lessons
learned” tracking program.

5. Implement a Solar Access Ordinance
 Develop a solar access ordinance.
 An ordinance may be a long-term action item. In the meantime, provide clear guidance and
tested examples for solar easements for owners to use in their own easements. Seattle DPD can
create solar easement legal forms for residents and business to use and assist with solar
easement negotiations.
6. Increase Focus on Commercial and Industrial Land Use/Development
 The City of Seattle DPD should work with Seattle City Light to address a 100-kW system size limit
for net metering. A typical commercial PV system can be at least 200 – 300 kW. Coordination of
planning, incentives, solar access, and codes can encourage increased solar energy use in
commercial and industrial uses.
 As part of developing a solar access ordinance or as part of developing solar access materials for
voluntary use, include information helpful to commercial, industrial, and downtown
development. The information may have ranges of payback on investment, planning
information to help determine if and when solar access may be threatened, and solutions for
preventing and resolving solar access issues.

Gaps that can be Addressed by Policies, Permitting, and Review Processes
1. Develop an Interagency and Stakeholder Task Force
 Standing Task Forces can provide a useful forum for the ongoing monitoring of solar energy
policies and programs and implementation of policies and strategies for increasing solar energy
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use. A larger task force can be broken up to address various issues like solar access, permitting,
and certification.
 Create a renewable energy task force where solar
energy can be further addressed. The City of Seattle
has several Green Building programs and policies.
An interagency task force could include a
representative from each of those programs along
with representatives for contractors, training
programs and professional solar associations,
communities interested in energy efficiency and
solar energy, and surrounding jurisdictions.
 Include the fire department early and often.
2. Require Green Power
 Improve leadership-by-example by requiring
purchase of green power and use of solar
technologies on new municipal buildings or major
renovations.
3. Expand Training for Contractors, Inspectors, Plan
Reviewers, and Other City Departments
 Increase City-sponsored training. Enough training
should occur so that contractors and inspectors can
receive training in an open format in the same
classroom as other stakeholders and reviewers.
 Partner with existing organizations that provide
training and/or can further develop training like
solarwashington.org, community colleges,
universities, and technical colleges. These
organizations should also have representation on the
interagency task force mentioned above.
 Establish solar training centers or include them as
another part of community centers.
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Case Study Excerpt from Solar
Powering Your Community:
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
In 2008, the City of Milwaukee created
Milwaukee Shines, a citywide program
designed to advance solar energy using
the city’s Solar America Cities grant. The
city is working with a number of partner
agencies that have a stake in Milwaukee
becoming a sustainable solar city:
•
•
•

•

We Energies (local utility);
Focus on Energy (state publicbenefit energy fund);
Johnson Controls (Milwaukeebased corporate and technology
leader); and
Midwest Renewable Energy
Association (site assessor and
installer training agency).

Other participants include the Milwaukee
Area Technical College, which offers
courses in renewable energy and hosts a
large annual renewable energy summit,
and the University of Wisconsin–
Milwaukee’s Center for Economic
Development.
The Milwaukee Shines Advisory
Committee has created subcommittees in
the areas of finance, marketing and
outreach, manufacturing, and training.
Subcommittee members are volunteers.
The Milwaukee team has found voluntary
participation to be important because it
ensures that tasks are approached with
interest, enthusiasm, and buy-in.
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4. Address Competing Code Requirements through Planning Process
 Renewable energy, including solar energy, should be considered as part of the planning process
on equal ground with tree preservation, shoreline protection, and historic and landmark
preservation.
o

While the SMC has no documented barriers or cases where solar installations were
denied because of tree preservation and landmark and historic district requirements, it
is likely these conflicts will become more prevalent as solar energy use increases. It is
recommended that these issues be discussed as part of neighborhood planning, design
guideline development, and other community planning processes.

o

If policy evolves to require solar energy use or solar readiness, develop those
requirements to address the scale of the project: infill development, block or multiblock development, and neighborhood-wide.

o

Subdivision and short plat codes are currently silent and can be updated to include, or at
least consider, right-of-way for renewable energy sources (no code examples found to
date).

5. Develop and Implement a Solar Mapping and Tracking Program tied to the Permitting Process
 Create a solar mapping and tracking program that identifies solar PV and hot water heaters
installations by location, type, land use/zoning, and ownership (public, private, institutional,
etc.). As a central information resources, thetracking system can inform the enforcement of
access laws, assist in assessing the impacts of neighboring development or where solar
installations might gain the most overall value, and inform
 Solar mapping can also be beneficial in informing the local fire officials about types and locations
of installations.
 Include King County in the solar mapping and tracking program since solar hot water permits
come from King County and should also be tracked.
 Use the Los Angeles County and San Francisco examples to further encourage solar energy use
through a one-stop Web site that can estimate solar potential and provide additional resources
and information. The on-line tool can also be a component in recognizing solar access
easements. Part of the catalogue could link to solar easements (which ideally were previously
linked to the permitting process) so that examples could be available to planners and citizens. In
addition, solar potential can be estimated by entering an address.
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6. Allow or Streamline Negotiation for Downtown Interconnection
 As the downtown grid requires higher reliability than in surrounding areas, interconnection is
not currently allowed. However, the more generation capacity in the downtown area the
better, from a planning viewpoint, because this increases the likelihood that critical downtown
electric loads will be met in the event of transmission and power plant outages. The potential
for interconnection should be carefully evaluated, and such a process should address perceived
and real issues with potential overload back to the grid, fire hazards, and other concerns.
 City of Seattle DPD, other departments, their stakeholders, and partners like Northwest Seed
should provide resources to further investigate this issue and provide solutions in choosing the
most feasible areas for solar energy use in downtown. For example, SCL is implementing a
community solar project in Pike Place Market, and customers in the downtown network will
want to take advantage of the community solar-related incentives.

Summary Remarks and Next Steps
The City of Seattle green building policies, Seattle DPD regulations and permitting, and Seattle City Light
policies are supportive of solar energy use. The SMC addresses solar installations throughout the code,
especially in Title 23 Land Use Code. However, to be more proactive in a renewable energy future and
encourage increased solar energy use, current codes and processes can be updated, and programs that
monitor and track progress can be instituted to ensure effectiveness and incremental improvement.
Embracing the City of Seattle as a Solar America City through internal and external education, outreach,
and goal setting would provide a framework for a holistic approach to increasing solar energy use. A
solar mapping and tracking program could help the City and contractors market the use of solar PV and
solar hot water systems as well as assist in estimating solar potential. A solar tracking and mapping
system could also assist in planning efforts for solar overlay zones or neighborhood level energy
planning including the balance needed for other issues like view corridors and tree preservation. As
economic, cultural, and national policies trend toward an increase in renewable energy, solar energy,
along with wind power and other technologies, could be considered as a “line item” part of project and
neighborhood planning.
Seattle DPD can use the information and recommendations in this report to refine, add, and implement
code updates. The recommendations in this report could be accomplished through several first steps:
1. Begin coordination internally and with other City departments for education and outreach that
communicates and refines goals for increased solar energy use.
2. Prioritize code updates, changes, and additions in a way that Seattle DPD can create an action
plan to implement the changes in a successful manner with other tasks in the Solar America
Cities Program and other relevant programs administered at the City (Green Building, for
example).
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3. Once internal coordination is underway, establish an interagency task force that can work with
Seattle DPD to address issues like code updates and permitting as well as consistency among
other local jurisdictions and solar access.
4. Coordinate with Seattle City Light to establish a solar mapping and tracking program that links to
the permitting process.
5. Use pilot projects (like a pilot solar overlay zone) and an iterative process to align Seattle DPD
tasks with overall City goals for renewable energy, specifically solar energy use, while
implementing code changes, and while folding in training programs and updated planning
processes to include renewable energy as part of goal setting.
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Appendix A:
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Best Management Practices Gap Analysis
Appendix A includes several tables that compile the best management practices (BMPs) identified during the first task of the
analysis to review of materials provided by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) as well as some additional
research. The tables list the BMP, the Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) that might be related, current policy, and notes and
options to be evaluated for removing or reducing the gap, if applicable. After each of the tables, case studies and examples
from other cities are summarized.

List of Tables and Case Study Summaries
Table 1. Building Energy Standards that Mandate Solar Use .......................................................................................................................... 4
Building Energy Standards that Mandate Solar Use: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review............................................................. 6
Table 2. Improve Permitting Requirements and Processes ............................................................................................................................. 8
Improve Permitting Requirements and Process: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review................................................................. 13
Table 3. Technical Training............................................................................................................................................................................. 15
Technical Training: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review ............................................................................................................... 16
Table 4. Solar Access Laws and Policies ......................................................................................................................................................... 18
Solar Access: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review ........................................................................................................................ 22
Table 5. Lead by Example ............................................................................................................................................................................... 23
Lead by Example: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review: ................................................................................................................ 25
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Solar Tracking: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review: .................................................................................................................... 27
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Table 1. Building Energy Standards that Mandate Solar Use
Recommendations/Options
Best Management
Practice
•

Purchase green
power for all
municipal
buildings.

Current City Policy

•

No current City requirement;

•

Green power is available
through the green up
program. Green up is a
voluntary green power
program for residential and
business customers. By
enrolling in Green Up,
customers purchase green
power for a portion of their
electricity use and
demonstrate their support for
wind power and other new
renewable energy projects in
the Northwest.

Related Code

No code for purchase of
green power.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)

Gap

Yes.

•

Require certain percentage of
power for municipal buildings be
purchased through the green up
program.

•

Require purchase of green power
for all municipal buildings.

Currently voluntary.

Net metering code under
Utility code 21.49.

Appendix A
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Recommendations/Options
Best Management
Practice
•

Develop solar and
green building
design standards.

Current City Policy

•

•

•

For new
construction or
major renovation
of municipal
buildings, require
a specific capacity
or investment
level for solar
technologies.

•

This BMP is tangentially
addressed in the Green
Building Policy. It states that
all City capital improvement
projects over 5,000 square
feet fall under the City's
Green Building Policy, which
sets Silver LEED certification
as the goal.
Seattle Energy Code exceeds
national standards by 20%.

Partly addressed by Green
Building Policy, but solar not
required.

Related Code

Title 22, Building and
Construction Code.
Title 23, each land use
code discusses height and
setback for land use,
which allows for solar
access.
Resolution 30121,
resolution endorsing the
City of Seattle
Environmental
Management Program's
Sustainable Building
Policy.

Resolution 30121, a
resolution endorsing the
City of Seattle
Environmental
Management Program's
Sustainable Building
Policy.

Appendix A
Table 1. Building Energy Standards that Mandate Solar Use

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)

Gap

No.
Green design is
encouraged and specific
guidelines and assistance
is available through
Codes, CAMs, Seattle DPD
Green library, SCL
outreach materials, and
staff technical resources.

Yes.

•

Include solar energy installations
in neighborhood design guidelines
or other planning documents.

•

Recognize competing factors as
part of the clean or renewable
energy step in neighborhood
planning:

•

o

Tree Preservation

o

Renewable energy with
goals for solar energy.

o

Historic and Landmark
District/Building
Preservation

LEED silver may cover GHG goals,
should City target solar within that
goal that does not prohibit further
innovation.
o

•

Example: 50% of
Municipal LEED buildings
will include solar.

Avoid new code that would cause
more exceptions.
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Recommendations/Options
Best Management
Practice
•

•

Current City Policy

Standard
solicitation
process for
municipal solar
installations
(RFP/RFQ
Process).

•

Encourage or
require
developers to
build solar ready
residential and
commercial
buildings.

•

No standard RFP process.

This practice is encouraged in
outreach materials, but not
required.

Related Code

N/A.

Title 21, Utilities, maybe.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)

Gap

Yes.

Yes.

•

Implement a formal RFP/RFQ
process for solar installations.

•

Provide template information to
assist municipal departments and
private residents and commercial
building owners to use in
contracting for solar installations.

•

Develop ordiance that requires
solar installation or solar ready on
new development and major
renovation.

•

Be more specific about solar
orientation and access for solar
energy systems, not just access to
streets and parks in design
guidelines.

•

Evaluate incentives. Cost is still
most prohibitive factor.

Title 22, Building and
Construction Code,
maybe.
Title 23, Land Use.

Building Energy Standards that Mandate Solar Use: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review
•

In the State of Oregon, House Bill 2620, which requires that public entities spend 1.5 percent of the total contract price of a public
improvement contract for new construction or major renovation of a public building on solar energy technology, took effect January 1, 2008.
Public entities include, but are not limited to, state agencies, universities, community colleges, school districts and education services
districts, and local government (State of Oregon, 2010).
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•

Tucson, AZ City Ordinance No. 10549. The Mayor and City Council approved an ordinance in June of 2008 that requires all new single-family
homes and duplexes in Tucson to be solar ready. The ordinance was developed by a stakeholder group which included Technicians for
Sustainability, the Tucson Association of Realtors, the Sierra Club, the Southern Arizona Homebuilders Association, architectural
professionals, solar energy companies and elements of the city government. The ordinance requires all new homes to either have a
photovoltaic (PV) and solar water heating system installed or to have all the necessary hardware installed so that a system can easily be
installed at a later date.
The city of Tucson is still developing rules for PV solar readiness, but the rules for solar water heating readiness have been developed and
are being enforced as of March 1, 2009. To comply with the solar water heater readiness requirements, new homes must either have a
complete solar water heating system installed or comply with one of two solar stub out options. Option one requires the installation of two
insulated pipes and a suitably sized conduit (for two pairs of monitoring and control wires) that run from the water heater area through the
roof and are capped. Option two does not require the installation of pipes, but it does require the installation of a sleeve or conduit of
sufficient size to hold the two insulated pipes and wires. To comply with option two there must be a straight line from the water heater area
to the roof. Both options will greatly cut down on the cost of installing a system at a later date. These requirements may be waived if it can
be demonstrated to the building official that compliance is not practical due to shading, building orientation, construction constraints, or the
configuration of the parcel of land.

•

On August 4, 2008, Mayor Newsom signed San Francisco’s groundbreaking green building ordinance that imposes strict new green building
requirements on newly constructed residential and commercial buildings, and renovations to existing buildings. The ordinance specifically
requires newly constructed commercial buildings over 5,000 sq ft, all new residential buildings, and renovations to areas over 25,000 sq ft in
existing buildings that are undergoing major structural upgrades and mechanical, electrical or plumbing upgrades to be subject to an
unprecedented level of green building requirements. (http://www.sfdbi.org/ftp/uploadedfiles/dbi/downloads/AB_093.pdf
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Table 2. Improve Permitting Requirements and Processes
Recommendations/Options

Best
Management
Practice
•

Parallel,
consistent, clear
and rapid Solar
PV and SHW
permitting
procedures.

Current City Policy

•

•

•

If permit needed, must go
to Seattle DPD for solar
PV and King County
Health Department for
solar hot water (shw).

Related Code

Gap

Title 23. Land Use

Yes.

King County Plumbing
Permit.

Programs relatively new and
untested; should be
monitored.

Solar installations
currently permitted
based on complexity
(weight, structural
complexity, commercial
and industrial
applications).
Permitting programs
(Green Q and
PriorityGreen) in place
that incentivize green
building techniques,
although not exclusive to
solar installations.

Appendix A
Table 2. Improve Permitting Requirements and Processes

Installer interview noted that
staff error on the conservative
side of decisions when they do
not understand solar
installation issues. Also noted
that electrical inspection led to
two changes in meters,
eventually back to the original
meter base which was costly
and time-consuming (this was
the Pemtec Project).

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)
•

Implement a “lessons learned”
procedure among staff and
departments to improve Green Q
and other expedited and
traditional permitting procedures
in a timely manner with the goal
of efficiency and clarity.

•

Work with other local
governments in the SCL Territory
to make requirements consistent.

•

Tracking through permitting and
mapping could enable staff to
more efficiently look at other
examples and permits as example
and to improve procedures.

In the follow up interview,
contractor stated that since
SCL made a pamphlet available
about the process, there were
absolutely no issues with the
next project (Samaki).
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Recommendations/Options

Best
Management
Practice
•

Provide standard
over-the-counter
permits for solar
energy systems
that do not
exceed weight
threshold on
buildings
meeting
minimum code
requirements.

Current City Policy

•

•

Solar installations
currently permitted
based on complexity
(weight, structural
complexity, commercial
and industrial
applications).
Expedited review is on
case-by-case basis and
determined by the
complexity of structural
zoning elements at the
intake appointment.

Related Code

Plumbing and electrical.
General. In addition to the
requirements of Section
302 (A), two sets of plans
and specifications shall be
submitted with each
application for an electrical
permit for an installation
of the following:

Gap

Yes.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)
•

There is now an over-the-counter
permit for simple installations,
but it is not yet widely
understood. Additional outreach
internally and externally and
continued clarifaction of process
is recommended.

•

In addition to options listed in the
previous row, Seattle DPD could
provide focused training for staff,
including inspector and
contractor input, so that
installations that are not
considered complex can be
reviewed quickly and on-line.

•

Include wind load rating
requirements in permit
information.

•

Adoption of an expedited process
for solar PV using information like
that developed by Brooks
Engineering can offer a
framework useful to reveiwers
and contractors (Brooks
Engineering, May 2009).

Structural concerns are
evaluated by the review staff
and are not hindered by the
building code at this time.

(a) services or feeders of
400 amperes or over;
(b) all switches or circuit
breakers rated 400
amperes or over;
(c) any proposed
installation the scope of
which covers more than
2,500 square feet;
(d) any proposed
installation which cannot
be adequately described
on the application form;
and
(e) installations of
emergency generators.

Appendix A
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Best
Management
Practice
•

Flat fees or fee
waivers for small
solar
installations.

Recommendations/Options
Current City Policy

None.

Related Code

Title 22. Building Code

Gap

Yes.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)
•

Seattle DPD should be included in
a process to evaluate incentives
to better cover cost, the most
prohibitive factor in most cases.
This would need to include SCL
and likely other departments; it
would require ongoing
coordination since availble
incentives change over time.

•

Assuming the overall City policy
continues to encourage green
building techniques and use of
renewable energy sources, City of
Seattle DPD can propose a
program to implement flat fees
or fee waivers for permit review
to further incentives solar
installations if feasible.

Title 23. Land Use Code.

Appendix A
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Recommendations/Options

Best
Management
Practice
•

Exempt PV from
building height
limitations,
building permit
and design
review
requirements.

Current City Policy

•

•

PV installations are
exempt and allowed
additional height.

Related Code

Title 23. Land Use

23.44.046 Director may
permit the installation if it
is non-conforming and
meets certain other
structural and siting
conditions; although
there are no departures
from height restrictions
or the additional height
criteria based on land
use.

Gap

No.
4-foot height limit in code (lowrise zones) was likely based on
other national standards for
height in the 1980s, not
necessarily for solar
technologies.
If a 60 degree tilt is assumed,
some common solar collectors
will be ok with this height limit.
A typical rack-mounted solar
hot water heater, the
Heliodyne GOBI flat plate solar
collector would not fit within
the 4-foot height restriction.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)
•

20-25% rooftop coverage is
limiting.

•

While current exemptions and
limitations have not been
reported to prohibit a solar
installation to date, continuted
coordination with contractors,
reviewers, fire department, and
other departments should occur
as renewable energy policies are
implemented and codes are
updated.

Most solar collectors would fit
within the 7-foot height
restriction (no more than 39
feet above grade), although
the rooftop coverage of 2025% may be limiting.
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Recommendations/Options

Best
Management
Practice
•

Standard
permitting
procedures
among and
between
surrounding
jurisdictions.

Current City Policy

•

None.

•

Other programs have
historically tried to work
with the other
communities. Nothing
definitive found close to
this purpose.

Related Code

N/A.

Gap

Yes.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)
•

Work with all jurisdictions in SCL
territory to establish parallel
permitting standards and
procedures.

•

As a first step, include
representatives in a Task Force
effort.

•

Shoreline, Lake Forest Park, Lake
City, Burien, SeaTac, Tukwila,
Normandy Park, Renton.

•

Electrical
permitting
checklist based
on common
standards (for
example UL 1741
and IEEE 1547).

•

Yes, with some
amendments.

Title 22. Building Code

No.

•

See electrical permit on-line.

•

Permit requires
minimum check
of mounting
system plus
weight and
electrical review.

•

Yes.

Title 22. Building Code

No.

•

See electrical permit on-line.
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Recommendations/Options

Best
Management
Practice
•

Codes and
ordinances
restricting solar
not based on
purely aesthetic
or historical
reasons.

Current City Policy

•

Historic/landmark
districts go through
certification application.

•

There are “New
Pathways” programs
looking into rehabilitation
in coordination with
achieving LEED/green
building.

•

Related Code

Title 25. Environmental
Protection and Historic
Preservation.

Need to find out process
criteria

Gap

No.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)
•

Code is not a barrier. Review
boards work through issues.

•

Although code does not
specifically show preference for
solar installation, there have
been no issues.

•

A purpose statement
encourageing solar energy use in
the comprehensive plan and
other planning documents would
guide resolution as issues arise.

Improve Permitting Requirements and Process: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review
•

•
•

Brooks Engineering has developed a detailed guide on an expedited permitting process which could be adapted and adopted for SCL
Territory, first in Seattle DPD. Brooks Engineering periodically provides training to contracts and inspectors and may be a good resource for
the City of Seattle for training staff in permitting process improvements (See Brooks Engineering, May 2009).
San Jose, CA schedules post-installation inspections by appointment with a two-hour window so the contractor does not have to wait all day.
Portland, OR released updated solar permitting guidelines. In the past, solar installers and the permitting office were confused about the
type and cost of the required permit. The new process requires building and electrical permits for a PV system, and building and plumbing
permits for an SWH system. The combined permitting price for a residential system is less than $100, which is less than a conventional
building permit based on the total project cost. Solar systems can use a prescribed standard mounting technique and receive a same-day
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•

•

permit. Larger systems and unique mounting techniques still require engineering review by the city. Portland allows installers to email
permit application for qualified projects. The City has also trained staff to review the applications within approximately 24 hours.
Portland, Oregon: Processing Permit Applications Electronically. The city’s Bureau of Development Services (BDS) has developed a new
electronic permit submittal process for solar installers, making it easier than ever to get residential solar building permits. For qualified
projects, installers can now e-mail their permit application to the city and expect a review within approximately 24 hours. The city has also
trained staff at the permitting desk as solar experts and has set aside weekly times for solar contractors who need help filing their permits in
person. In addition, the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability (BPS) is working with BDS to develop testing guidelines and best practices for
installing solar energy systems on standing seam metal roofs and for installations with ballasted racking systems.
Tucson, Arizona: Providing a Solar Permit Fee Credit Incentive up to $1,000. A solar fee credit incentive will credit (or waive) a portion of or
all permit fees on a new building or when retrofitting existing buildings with a qualifying solar energy system. For the installation of a
qualifying solar energy system, the program will credit the amount an applicant pays for a building permit up to a maximum of $1,000 or the
actual amount of the permit fee, whichever is less.
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Table 3. Technical Training
Recommendations/Options
Best Management
Practice
•

•

•

Training and marketing
assistance opportunities
for installers.

Establish accredited solar
training centers and
continuing education
programs.

Utilize opportunities for
training and certification
like those offered through
North America Board of
Certified Energy
Practioners (NABCEP) for
PV and solar thermal
installers.

Appendix A
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Current City Policy

•

SCL has list of contractors that
have completed at least three PV
installations. No SHW.

•

SCL does periodic training for
inspectors and installers. For
example, Brooks Engineering
gave two training sessions in
January 2010 for installers and
contractors (separately).

•

There are training opportunities
from SCL, from outside sources
like solarwashington.org ,
findsolar.com, and outreach
materials.

None.

Related
Code

(In some cases no gap was listed, but additional
options or research notes includes for
informational purposes.)

Gap

N/A.

No.

•

Option to increase City-sponsored training.
Enough training should occur so that
contractors and inspectors can receive training
in an open format in the same classroom as
well as other stakeholders and reviewers.

N/A.

Yes.

•

Research what training is available through
solarwashington.org, City of Portland, and n
eastern Washington.

•

Could add solar to existing training centers.

•

Research what is available through community
colleges and university. Establish partnership
or regular coordination.

•

City could use this as training and
recommendation for installers.

•

City could recommend that residents and
businesses check for certification like NABCEP
PV Installer Certification.

N/A.

Yes.
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Recommendations/Options
Best Management
Practice
•

Add solar PV and solar
thermal education to
building and electrical
inspector training.

Current City Policy

•

SCL has list of contractors that
have completed at least three PV
installations. No SHW.

•

SCL does periodic training for
inspectors and installers.

Related
Code
N/A.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but additional
options or research notes includes for
informational purposes.)

Gap

No.

•

There are training opportunities from SCL,
from outside sources like solarwashington.org
and findsolar.com, and outreach materials.

•

Option to increase City-sponsored training, like
the Brooks Engineering training for contractors
and inpsectors. Training should eventually
have the different disciplines together rather
than separate for additional crosscoordination and understanding.

Technical Training: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review
•

The City of Berkeley’s action plan, now on its third update, incorporates solar energy as a means of meeting many broader goals
including carbon reduction, energy independence and security, workforce development, and improved building energy standards. In
November 2006, voters passed Measure G, an initiative to reduce Berkeley’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 80% from 2000 levels
by 2050. To meet the requirements of Measure G, the city aims to eliminate 11,600 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MtCO2e)
per year by 2020 through decentralized solar installations on residential and nonresidential buildings. Decentralized solar electric
installations will decrease the vulnerability of the local electricity grid and reduce the city’s dependence on fossil fuels.
The city’s Office of Energy and Sustainable Development is implementing numerous services to encourage decentralized solar
installations including innovative financing programs, personalized energy consultations, and an online solar map that estimates the
solar energy potential for Berkeley homes and businesses. To meet growing demand for solar energy, the city’s action plan includes
programs to increase the skilled workforce in Berkeley. The city is implementing youth development job training and placement
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programs that will match local residents with high-quality green jobs. The plan also incorporates solar energy technologies in new
building energy use standards by calling for all new construction to meet zero net-energy performance standards by 2020.
•

Austin, Texas: Requiring Installers to Demonstrate Qualifications. To participate in Austin’s Solar PV Rebate Program, the municipal
utility (Austin Energy) requires at least one employee of an installation firm to be eligible for NABCEP certification and to pass an exam
on local codes and ordinances developed and administered by Austin Energy. To prove NABCEP eligibility, the prospective contractor
must have either a letter from NABCEP stating his or her qualifications to sit for the NABCEP test or hold a certificate verifying that he or
she has passed the NABCEP test. All registered solar contractors must obtain NABCEP certification within two years of being added to
Austin Energy’s registered PV contractor list. All solar installers participating in Austin Energy’s Solar PV rebate program must possess a
currently valid certificate of insurance proving the following coverage: $500,000 Combined Single Limit; Bodily Injury and Property
Damage/$500,000 General Aggregate; Austin Energy must be listed as the Certificate Holder.

•

Salt Lake City, Utah: Organizing a PV/ National Electric Code Training Workshop. In 2008, the Solar Salt Lake Leadership Team
coordinated with the Utah State Energy Program, the Utah Solar Energy Association, Salt Lake Community College, and St. George
Energy Services to organize and promote two Solar PV/NEC Code Trainings (hosted by national expert John Wiles) for solar installers,
city/county code officials, electricians, and building inspectors. One workshop, held in Salt Lake City (in northern Utah), attracted more
than 300 participants, and the other, held in St. George (in southern Utah), had nearly 100 attendees.
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Table 4. Solar Access Laws and Policies
Best Management
Practice
•

Explicitly recognize solar
easements.

Current City
Policy
None.

Recommendations/Options
Related Code
23.22.052 –
Subdivision
Dedications

Gap
Yes.

23.24.035 – Short
Plats Access

(In some cases no gap was listed, but additional options
or research notes includes for informational purposes.)
•

Solar easements could be recognized as part of a
broader inclusion of a solar and renewable energy
component of the city’s comprehensive plan.

•

Include guidelines for solar easements in land use
code.

•

Pass county ordinance requiring solar easements
to be recorded in land title.

Land Use Code
setbacks
City or county should
record solar easements
and ensure they are
transferred with the
title.

None.

•

Ensure solar access
provisions are available
to all property types.

•

Develop suggested
guidelines for Home
Owners Association’s
based on state solar
rights law to help avoid
litigation.

•

Title 23. Land Use
Code

Yes.

Yes, but only for
existing state
solar easement
law.

RCW 64.04.140:
Washington Solar
Easement Law

Yes.

•

Consider solar access provisions for low-rise, midrise and high-rise multifamily and commercial
zones that are different than single family
requirements.

No.

RCW 64.38.055

Yes.

•

Include information on RCW 64.38.055in Seattle
DPD Solar Energy Systems Client Assistance Memo
(CAM).

•

Develop easily accessible guide for potential solar
collector owners on state homeowner association
restrictions.

Recording private solar
easement in property
title not mandatory.

State law but no
local guidelines.
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Best Management
Practice
•

Create standard forms
and procedures to assist
property owners in
establishing solar
easements.

Current City
Policy
No.

Appendix A
Table 4. Solar Access Laws and Policies

Recommendations/Options
Related Code
N/A.

Gap
Yes.
No standard form for
property owners.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but additional options
or research notes includes for informational purposes.)
•

Create standard solar easement forms and
guidelines for solar owners.
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Best Management
Practice
•

•

Established additional
solar access policy: solar
access permits or solar
zoning with or without
Transfer of Devopment
Rights (TDR) option.

Solar Access regulations
for new area
development and
construction (Planned

Current City
Policy
None.

None.
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Recommendations/Options
Related Code
RCW 35.63.080 and
64.040.140: Allows
local jurisdictions to
create their own
solar access
ordinance.

Title 23.22
Subdivisions
Title 23.24 Short

Gap

(In some cases no gap was listed, but additional options
or research notes includes for informational purposes.)

Yes.

From Section 7 of Final Report:

Solar easements only
option for protecting
solar access.

•

Recognize solar easements as part of a broader
inclusion of a solar and renewable energy
component of the City’s comprehensive plan.

•

Determine whether a solar easement ordinance
should be created. If increased solar energy use is
prioritized as part of City of Seattle policy, an
ordinance should be created.

•

Create incentives for new area development and
construction that is willing to include solar access
regulations. (This may overlap with an option to
further encourage renewable energy sources/solar
installations in the land use code for short plats
and subdivisions.)

•

Create a formal policy that considers solar access
along with potentially conflicting policies like the
tree preservation ordinance.

•

Instead of creating a solar easement ordinance,
create a registration process to allow owners to
put adjacent properties on notice that a solar
system is in place. Provide necessary forms,
examples, and easy access to the information for
voluntary registration and voluntary easements.

•

Establish renewable energy overlay zones for the
pre-approval of solar siting in designated areas.

•

Establish alternatives to Planned Development
code including provisions for East West streets and
dedication of new park or school space as solar
easements, as well as parking lots and drainage

Yes.
No criteria in existing
development
ordinances or an
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Best Management
Practice

Current City
Policy

Unit Development &
subdivisions).

•

Procedures to balance
solar access with tree
canopy protection and
growth.

Recommendations/Options
Related Code
Plats
Title 23.24.045 Unit
lot subdivisions

None.

Title 23.44.008 –
Residential, Single
Family Development
Standards for uses
permitted outright

Gap

(In some cases no gap was listed, but additional options
or research notes includes for informational purposes.)

alternate development
ordinance including
solar access
requirements.

basins where feasible.

Yes.

•

No consideration of
solar access in lot
landscaping
requirements.

Address solar access in city/utility tree planting
guides – for on site and neighbors solar access.

•

Consider changing new development landscaping
requirements to encourage tree planting that does
not interfere with solar access.

•

Address competing values at neighborhood and
project level. Allow flexibility to maximize goals in
tree preservation, solar access, historic
preservation, and critical areas.

•

Provide registration
process that would allow
owners to put adjacent
properties on notice that
a solar system is in place.

None.

N/A.

Yes.

•

See Ashland, OR example. Notify each owner and
lessee (need to inquire about adjacent properties);
if it meets ordinance requirements and no
objections within 30 days, then staff issues a solar
access permit.

•

Establish renewable
energy overlay zones
that would result in the
pre-approval of solar
siting in designated
areas.

None.

Title 23 Land Use.

Yes.

•

See Boulder, CO example.

•

Would likely need to combine with mapping,
tracking, and planning efforts before
implementation of this type of measure.

•

Developers and residents bring “deep green”
projects to the City, and it may not be as valuable
to develop designated areas without
understanding of value.
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Title 25.
Environmental
Protection and
Historic Preservation.
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Solar Access: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review
Summarized from Section 7 of Final Report and from Appendix C:
•

•

•

Ashland, OR. The ordinance contains solar setback provisions designed to ensure that shadows at the north property line don’t exceed
a certain height, depending on the zone in which the property is located. The ordinance allows for a 16-foot shadow at the northern
property line of commercial properties and a 6-foot shadow along the same property line of residential properties.
Boulder, CO. The City of Boulder, CO takes an overlay approach to solar access. The code has siting requirements to encourage
installation where investments can be more successful. Boulder includes protection for vegetation that is existing at the time of the
permit application. Boulder also specifically mentions city-owned property as part of purpose of solar access requirement. There are
three Solar Access Areas in the City of Boulder. A solar access permit is available to those who have installed or who plan to install a solar
energy system and need more protection than is provided automatically in Solar Access Areas I and II.
Clackamas County, OR. Clackamas County developed a solar access ordinance that with separate sections for different purposes.
Section 1017 is an ordinance for new development. Section 1018 addresses a solar balance point and infill development. Section 1019
addresses the solar access permit. The purpose is to authorize the owners of certain properties to apply for a County permit that
prohibits shade caused by certain vegetation on neighborhing properties from being cast on a solar feature(s) on the property of the
permitee.
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Table 5. Lead by Example
Recommendations/Options
Best Management
Practice
•

•

Current City Policy

Create an
interagency task
force or committee
to focus on solar
installations.

None.

Create green building
and solar-ready
standards for all new
municipal buildings
and renovations.

Green design is
encouraged and specific
guidelines and
assistance is available
through Codes, CAMs,
Seattle DPD Green
library, and staff
technical resources.

None.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but additional
options or research notes includes for
informational purposes.)

Gap

Yes.

•

Create a renewable energy task force. Task
force assists with aligning City policies, SPU
goals, and community and business
involvement.

•

Require solar-ready standards for municipal
buildings, construction and major renovation.

•

Include solar energy installations in
neighborhood design guidelines. It may make
more sense to discuss renewable energy, in
general, but currently there is a lot of existing
solar installation information that could be
coordinated with design guidelines to see
what makes sense for that district.

•

Recognize competing factors as part of the
clean or renewable energy step in
neighborhood planning:

No task force currently
exists.

This BMP is tangentially
addressed in the Green
Building Policy. It states
that all City capital
improvement projects
over 5,000 square feet
fall under the City's
Green Building Policy,
which sets Silver LEED
certification as the goal.
The City also has several
solar demonstration
projects including
Woodland Park Zoo and
nine school projects.
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Related Code

Title 22, Building and
Construction Code.
Title 23, each land use
code discusses height
and setback for land
use, which allows for
solar access.
Resolution 30121,
resolution endorsing
the City of Seattle
Environmental
Management
Program's Sustainable
Building Policy.

Yes.

•

o

Tree Preservation

o

Renewable energy with goals for
solar energy.

o

Design, solar access for public space.

o

Historic and Landmark
District/Building Preservation

Continue developing demonstration projects.
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Recommendations/Options
Best Management
Practice
•

•

Install PV and/or
SHW systems on
suitable municipal
facilities.

Create a
Comprehensive
Community Energy
Plan.

Appendix A
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Current City Policy

None. (confirm)

SCL has most of the
basic information and
outreach materials.

Related Code

N/A.

N/A.

(In some cases no gap was listed, but additional
options or research notes includes for
informational purposes.)

Gap

Yes.

Yes.

•

Specifically include consideration of solar
installations as part of “checklist” or process
in Green Building Policy to see if it makes
sense.

•

Caution in “green window dressing”.
Encourage integrated approach.

•

Arrange professional site assessments,
include facilities managers.

•

Identify objectives.

•

Consider this a hands-on training opportunity
for in-house personnel and site assessors.

•

Use existing materials, data, and targets to
begin a comprehensive community energy
plan process.

•

Process includes mobilizing a steering
committee, creating task force to address
municipal, residential, and commercial
energy issues, workshops, outreach, plan
development and implementation.
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Lead by Example: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review:

•

Ann Arbor, Michigan: Using a Solar Feasibility Study as a Training Opportunity. As part of Ann Arbor’s Solar America City Project, city
staffers, a representative from Sandia National Laboratories, and a representative from CH2M HILL visited five municipal buildings to
evaluate the SWH and PV potential of each facility. The evaluation considered criteria including available roof area, roof age and
condition, shading factors, electrical interconnection access, conduit routing, facility energy consumption, electrical meter location,
potential inverter and disconnect mounting locations, structural roof issues, potential solar thermal applications, and other criteria
necessary for a successful solar installation. The feasibility study and associated report serves as a framework for evaluating and
reporting on the solar potential of other facilities in the City of Ann Arbor.
During the site evaluations, national laboratory and CH2M HILL experts trained a representative from Recycle Ann Arbor to conduct
future scoping visits to other potential sites in the city independent of the experts. Recycle Ann Arbor is working to include solar
feasibility studies in the 100 energy audits that Recycle Ann Arbor will be conducting with funding from the Michigan Public Service
Commission. Through these audits, Recycle Ann Arbor is developing the Home Energy Performance Certificate. The certification process
is expected to include a solar feasibility component, which may ultimately lead to a required solar feasibility study for every Ann Arbor
home that goes up for sale.
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Table 6. Solar Tracking
Recommendations/Options
Best Management
Practice

Current City
Policy

Related Code

(In some cases no gap was listed, but
additional options or research notes
includes for informational purposes.)

Gap

•

Conduct an
installation baseline
survey

None.

None.

Yes.

•

Create a list or map using the solar
permits that shows where solar has
been permitted and approved in
the City. (SCL has a tracking
spreadsheet that may be used as a
starting point.)

•

Create a solar
system registry

None.

None.

Yes.

•

Allow people to self-register
through an online system.

Develop solar
tracking website (see
Los Angeles County
and San Francisco
examples).

None.

•

Develop a tracking website through
stimulus or other funding.

•

Conduct a solar/rooftop analysis to
identify areas with most solar
potential through stimulus or other
funding.

•

Appendix A
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No registry exists.
None.

Yes.
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Solar Tracking: Case Studies and Examples from BMP Review:

•

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Assessing Solar Potential through the Solar Roadmapping and Simulation Tool (RooSTer). Through a
Solar America City award, the City of Pittsburgh and a team of technical experts led by Sandia National Laboratories are
developing RooSTer, a computer application that will allow city planners to select a set of city properties, specify the solar
technologies for application to those properties (i.e., solar water heating [SWH] or photovoltaic [PV]), and choose a funding
mechanism for procuring each installation. RooSTer will then calculate the year-by-year and cumulative energy production
capability of the entire set of installations and project changes in costs for conventional energy over a given period of
installations. The tool will also calculate carbon offsets, total costs, and payback periods. RooSTer will allow city planners to
experiment with different configurations of solar development in Pittsburgh and quantify the variables associated with that
development. City planners will be able to use all of these results to demonstrate to city policy makers and donor institutions the
thorough preparation and rigor behind their development plan, and to justify any loans or grants required to complete the solar
projects.

•

Los Angeles County and San Francisco both have a solar map that shows some or all of the following information: location, land
use, type of installation, cost of installation, cost savings, emissions reduced, and name of installer. In addition, solar potential
can be estimated by entering an address. For Los Angeles County, the estimate uses a 2006 solar radiation model that calculates
and ranks solar radiation every 25 square feet in the County. It assumes a system size and calculates potential annual output,
cost savings, and emissions savings. Both Web sites also have tips, incentives, and other resources and information to
encourage solar energy use. Appendix D includes graphics from the Los Angeles County and San Francisco examples.
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Solar Access: Using the Environment
in Building Design
By Mary-Margaret Jenior, aicp

More new buildings are energy efficient that at any time in our history.

Yet most do little to use the environment in order to reach their real performance potential.
About 40 percent of our end-use energy
demand and over two-thirds of electricity
demand is for buildings. A significant portion
of that demand can be met using the sun if
we learn to design and renovate buildings
to take advantage of access to solar energy.
Further, buildings now produce about 40 percent of U.S carbon emissions, another reason
to take advantage of solar power.
We know that more solar energy falls
on our roofs than is required to meet the
U.S. demand for electricity. However, our
land-use policies and regulations discourage the use of this valuable resource. We
need to do everything we can to encourage
decision makers, the building industry,
and building owners to think of buildings
as energy producers. For our future wellbeing it is essential that we consider energy
production and use as an integral part of
building design for new construction and
renovations alike. We need to encourage
builders, developers, designers, engineers,
and owners to use the environment to heat,
cool, ventilate, daylight, and power our
buildings. As planners we need to help educate and promote changes in how we design
and renovate buildings and to use land-use
controls to enable that to happen.
It can no longer be an either-or choice
between environmentally sensitive building
design or dense development to achieve
viable transit systems. It can and must be
both. We cannot favor one approach to reducing energy use over another in making
recommendations to decision makers. That is
because the dominate fuel sources for buildings and for transportation differ. At present,
most energy for transportation comes from

oil or biofuels. In contrast, coal is the primary
energy source for buildings—with some natural gas, hydroelectric, nuclear, and wind supplementing the grid. Of these energy sources,
only hydroelectric, nuclear, and wind energy
do not contribute carbon emissions. Concentrated solar thermal plants may begin providing electricity In the near future.
According to Energy Information Administration 2005 survey data, an office building uses about 40 percent of its energy for
heating, cooling, and ventilation; 30 percent
for lighting; and 16 percent for office equipment and other “plug” loads. A commercial
building built to American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) Standard 90.1 (a standard commonly referenced in building codes) may use
about 20 percent of its energy for heating
and cooling, up to 70 percent and sometimes
more for lighting, and the remaining for hot
water, pumps, and equipment. A typical
home may use one-half its energy demand
for space conditioning (heating, cooling, and
ventilation), 20 percent each for refrigeration
and hot water, and the remainder for appliances and electronics.
It is crucial that we use all the opportunities we can muster to design buildings to meet
their energy needs. We must begin to think of
buildings as being net energy producers—that
is, buildings that can put energy into the electric grid instead of just taking it out.
How do we achieve such buildings?
We begin by minimizing the energy load of
the building itself. This is done by using efficiency measures to conserve energy and
passive solar design strategies and other
solar technologies to produce energy.
The objective of passive solar—or
whole-building—design is to capture the

natural environment using elements that
are already employed in buildings and to
do so at little or no increase in construction
or renovation costs. The resulting buildings
are more economical to maintain, aesthetically pleasing, comfortable, and healthy.
They are light and airy, easier to sell and
rent, and pleasant places to live, study, and
work. Studies have shown that employee
absenteeism is reduced and performance
improves when office buildings incorporate
elements of solar design. Buildings that take
advantage of solar building design are less
dependent on fuel cost variations and can
maintain comfort during power outages.
They may employ any architectural style
desired and be of any building type and use
required—single or multifamily housing,
institutional, commercial, or industrial.
Passive solar buildings use a south-facing orientation (north-facing in the southern
hemisphere) and building components (like
windows, walls, and floors) to capture the
benefits of the sun for heating and daylighting, and they use natural air flows and temperature gradients (the difference between
daytime and nighttime temperatures) for
ventilation and cooling. They use landscaping and overhangs for shading. In some
climates they may use evaporative cooling
or cooling towers, and soon, all climates
may be able to adopt evaporative cooling
technologies because of new research on
desiccant technologies (materials capable of
removing moisture from the air).
Once the building’s energy need is minimized, owners may consider active solar
thermal for domestic hot water (DHW) and
auxiliary heating and photovoltaics (PV) for
electricity. Excess electricity can be fed into
the utility’s grid for others to use.
zoningpractice 4.10
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The important message is that solar
building design can not be achieved simply
through “add-ons.” The approach discussed
above is integral to the building and needs
to be considered in the predesign stage,
whether for new construction or renovation.

About the Author

Mary-Margaret Jenior, aicp, is retired from the Department of
Energy, where she was responsible for the development and
management of the passive solar/whole buildings research
program. She represented the U.S. government on the International Energy Agency Solar Heating and Cooling Programme
Executive Committee. Earlier in her career she was a practicing
planner for the City of Cincinnati, the USN Trident Program, and
the U.S. Air Force.

nationwide. Even within a given geographic area, microclimate variations must
be taken into account. Design tools such
as ENERGY-10 and Energy Plus contain
the weather data files for numerous U.S.
locations).

Courtesy of DOE/NREL and the Sustainable Buildings Industries Council

Direct gain is the most common passive solar system in residential applications.
Sunspaces provide useful passive solar heating and also provide a valuable amenity to
homes. A thermal storage wall is an effective passive solar system, especially to provide
nighttime heating.

Elements of Solar Building Design
Before we see how these ideas can be encouraged through land-use regulations, it is
necessary to understand how to incorporate
solar concepts into buildings. Keep in mind
throughout the following discussion that
solar design is location-specific. We’ll begin
with basic solar building design concepts
and technologies.
Latitude. Depending on location, the
height and angle of the sun in the sky (the
azimuth) throughout the year and climate
characteristics (for example, heating and
cooling degree days and air-flow patterns)
will establish the basis for the design of
solar buildings and therefore, solar access
requirements. (Specific climate data are
available for numerous weather stations

Energy-efficiency measures. These
measures include proper levels of insulation and glazing type, control of air infiltration, properly sized mechanical equipment,
efficient appliances and office equipment,
and electric lighting systems and controls.
Daylighting. This refers to the use of
solar radiation captured through the use
of clerestory glazing, sawtooth roof monitors, light shelves (horizontal surfaces over
the windows’ exterior that reflect daylight
onto the ceiling and deep into the building),
light tubes, and other means of bringing
light into the building. Studies have shown
that daylight can reduce electric bills 30 to
50 percent. Skylights are commonly used
for daylighting. However, unless they are
designed as an integral part of the building,

they will likely increase the cooling load. Electric lighting controls are integral to the use of
daylighting so that light levels are constant
when people are present and fixtures are not
on when radiation levels are adequate.
Suntempering. For housing and small
nonresidential buildings, suntempering may
be a desirable approach. Suntempering is
accomplished by simply moving more of the
windows to the south and relying on interior
finishes and furnishings for thermal or heat
storage. However, suntempered buildings
will not reduce the use of purchased energy
to the degree that solar buildings will.
Passive solar or whole building design.
Passive solar is the building itself. A passive
solar building makes use of the building’s
nonmechanical elements and proper orientation to provide daylighting; to collect,
store, and distribute solar energy; and to
take advantage of natural cooling. These
buildings have thermal mass to store and
emit heat during times when it is needed
and to lessen the need for air conditioning.
The amount of thermal storage required
is dependent on the area of south-facing
glass. Care must be taken in selecting glazing so that the solar gains from the southern
orientation are maximized. These buildings
also employ means to direct natural airflows
(solar-drive convective air movement) into
the building using such strategies as operable windows, vents at floor level, and wing
walls (walls that project from the building)
to bring air into the building. Additional
ventilation is provided by whole-house fans
and operable clerestory or cupola windows.
Passive solar buildings may also use night
radiation to flush excess heat. This method
involves exposing masonry surfaces to the
cool night sky and insulating these surfaces
zoningpractice 4.10
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Passive solar
buildings draw upon
at least one of three
design strategies to
provide heat: direct
gain, sunspaces, and
thermal storage.

passive solar buildings since the collectors
are likely to be placed at ground level. Hawaii now requires that all new homes install
solar hot water systems.
Photovoltaic (PV) systems. PV systems
generate electricity. The PV system might
be on the building’s roof, integrated into
its overhangs, or provide the skin for the
building’s facade or atrium. Distributed
power is a term likely to become part of
our future vocabulary. Distributed power
is PV-generated power that is fed into the
utility’s grid. In time, if enough buildings
generate more power than they need, we
will have less need for additional power
plants.
Ventilation air. For nonresidential buildings like institutions, industrial facilities,
and warehouses, transpired air collectors

Courtesy of DOE/NREL, Credit—Jim Yost

Courtesy of DOE/NREL, Credit—Keith Gawlik

from outside air during the day. As daytime
temperatures rise, the cooler surface acts as
a heat sink for the living space.
An ideal design will orient the major
work, study, and living areas to the south and
minimize the east- and west-facing glass.
Even the type of glazing selected for each
orientation may differ so that solar gains for
south-facing glass are maximized and those
for east- and west-facing glass are minimized.
Passive solar buildings draw upon
at least one of three design strategies to
provide heat: direct gain, sunspaces, and
thermal storage—or Trombe—walls. Trombe
walls are glazed, south-facing masonry or
concrete walls with a selective surface that
aids in collecting and storing the solar radiation. A thermal storage system is often
referred to as an indirect system.

Left: This retail complex in Silverthorne, Colorado, features PV, clerestory windows, daylighting, diffusing skylights, and a
solar wall. Right: This Federal Express building in Denver uses an absorber wall to help preheat intake air.

Passive solar buildings depend on
proper glazing-to-storage ratios and properly sized overhangs to avoid overheating
in spring and fall. Because these buildings
use normal building components to meet
much of their heating and cooling needs,
they require little maintenance. In some
climates, a passive solar home or small nonresidential building (e.g., a school or office
building) may not require a central heating
and cooling system—a major cost saving
benefit—and those that do require auxiliary
heating and cooling will use smaller systems
than conventional buildings.
Buildings of 10,000 square feet or
smaller make up the majority of the nonresidential sector. Contrary to popular
perceptions, smaller commercial, institutional, and industrial buildings are similar

to residential buildings in that they do
require heating as well as daylighting, cooling, and ventilation. For larger buildings,
daylighting is especially important since
lighting is sometimes the biggest user of
energy. Many buildings, regardless of size,
can benefit from using solar to heat and to
preheat ventilation air.
Active solar systems. This refers to the
use of collectors, usually located on the
roof to collect solar radiation to heat water
for domestic uses and possibly, to provide
auxiliary heating in the winter months. The
systems that provide both hot water and
heat are often referred to as combisystems.
Some collectors for hot water systems are
freestanding, especially when roof orientation is not ideal. For these systems greater
solar access is necessary than required for

placed on the south side of buildings have
proven to be an effective technique to preheat ventilation air. Transpired collectors are
a dark-colored, perforated facade with a fan,
or the building’s existing ventilation system
draws air into the building. The air space
between the absorber and the building wall
form a plenum. The solar energy absorbed
by the dark absorber and transferred to the
air flowing though it can preheat intake air
by as much as 40°F. The absorbers can be
added to or designed as part of the building’s facade. Because of fire code requirements, they may not be appropriate for
some multistory buildings.
Evaporative cooling. This refers to
the use of a water medium to cool air for
climate control in dry climates. Not all climates require compressors to cool air and
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control humidity inside buildings. Materials that remove moisture from the air are known
as desiccants. Desiccant technologies are evolving and can be integrated into evaporative
systems for use in all climates.

Courtesy of DOE/NREL and the Sustainable Buildings Industries Council

Courtesy of NOVEM, Credit—Netherlands Architecture Institute Rotterdam (Architect Theo Bosch)

Above: For homes in solar subdivisions, solar access may be provided to the rear, side, or
front yard. Short east-west streets tied into north-south collectors is a good street pattern
for solar access. Below: This subdivision plan from Deventer in the Netherlands shows
how even dense development can be sited protect solar access.

Local development
controls should
encourage
subdivision layouts
that provide for
maximum eastwest orientation
for residential
and smaller
nonresidential uses.

Geothermal heat pumps. The ground maintains a relatively constant temperature of
50 to 60°F (10 to 16°C). Thus, the ground temperature is warmer than the air temperature
in winter and cooler in the warm months. Geothermal (or ground-source) heat pumps take
advantage of the earth’s constant temperature to heat and cool buildings. Because the system is outside the building, geothermal requires more land area than the other techniques
discussed above.

Implication for Land-Use Controls
Currently, relatively few communities include provisions in their local development
controls that ensure that environmental
resources can be used to heat, cool, daylight, and electrify buildings. The discussion that follows outlines a number of
considerations for subdivision and zoning
standards that would help private developers build and remodel buildings that are
better able to take advantage of access to
solar energy.
Subdivision design
Local development controls should encourage subdivision layouts that provide for
maximum east-west orientation for residential and smaller nonresidential uses. In the
northern hemisphere, major living, work,
and study areas should face south (north
in the southern hemisphere) to the extent
possible. It is easiest to protect solar access in subdivisions having streets that run
east-west or 25 degrees of east-west. Where
streets run north-south, cul-de-sacs or loop
streets help provide for solar access. For
dense development, creative site design is
essential.
Development standards
Yard and height requirements of zoning
ordinances can be used to ensure solar
access. In an ideal situation, south-facing
glazing should receive four hours of sun
on December 21. That generally means
that there should be no obstruction within
an arc of 60 degrees on either side of true
south. Relatively good solar access will still
occur if the glazing is unshaded within an
arc of 45 degrees. What the horizontal clear
distance needs to be is location-specific
and depends on the height of the subject building of interest and the adjacent
structures. Boulder, Colorado, for example,
includes shadow lengths by height of
building for 10:00 a.m., noon, and 2:00
p.m. on December 21 in its development
code. Properly sized overhangs will shade
the glazing in the summer when the sun is
higher in the sky.
Since not all lots are large enough to
accommodate optimum solar access, it
is important to assess shading patterns
in establishing compromises on yard requirements. One possible compromise is
a flexible approach to building orientation
and yard requirements when streets run
north-south. With appropriate side yard
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Courtesy of DOE/NREL and the Sustainable Buildings Industries Council

Above: Buildings, trees, or other obstructions should not be
located so as to shade the south wall of solar buildings. Below:
Trees and other landscaping features may be effectively used to
shade east and west windows from summer solar gains.

Courtesy of DOE/NREL and the Sustainable Buildings Industries Council

allowances, buildings that are oriented perpendicular to the front
lot line on north-south streets can still take advantage of solar
access. In many cases, there is no reason that the main building
axis needs to face the street and that yard requirements cannot be
varied to allow for solar access.
Obstacles can reduce not only the amount of solar available
for winter indoor climate control, they can also limit daylighting and
radiation falling on active 
solar collectors and photovoltaic surfaces. For example, the limbs of
a deciduous tree can reduce solar heat gains in passive solar buildings, and trees on the south side can all but destroy passive solar
performance unless they are close to the building, with the lower
limbs removed so that winter sun can penetrate under the trees
canopies.
When used properly, landscaping can provide for shading and
ventilation. The ideal for shading is the use of deciduous trees to
shade the east, southeast, southwest and west sides of the building and trellises with deciduous vines to shade the east windows

during the summer months. Evergreens and shrubs can be used to
block prevailing, cold wind in the winter and shade heat-absorbing
paved areas during warm seasons. Also, trees, fences, and shrubbery can be used to channel summer breezes into the building.
Daylighting design tools such as ENERGY 10, available from the
Sustainable Buildings Industries Council, provide a simplified means
for accounting for select obstacles and can be used to assist in setting yard and landscaping requirements for planned developments.
More adequate algorithms for tools such as EnergyPlus are emerging. Planning agencies may wish to draw upon the skills of energy
analysts to help them establish yard and landscaping requirements
where unique site conditions exist.
Paved surfaces such as driveways, walks, and patios can reflect heat and glare into buildings through glazings. Development
standards should encourage impervious surfaces to be located and
designed to minimize these effects.
Because solar building design requires operable windows for
ventilation, the location of off-street parking is important. Large
parking facilities can be a detriment to indoor air quality if vehicle
exhaust is allowed to enter the building through windows or vents.
Development standards should keep parking areas away from operable windows and vents and ensure that these areas are located so
that prevailing breezes do not carry exhaust into buildings.
Communities may wish to consider the use of overlay zones or
planned unit development restrictions to ensure that solar access is
adequate. In some instances, it might be possible to apply the principles of form-based codes, although that option needs careful study
to determine if it would be feasible.
Aesthetics need not be an issue in solar building design.
There is sometimes a preconceived belief that buildings designed
or renovated to use solar are “odd” in appearance. This is a misperception. Collectors needed for active solar systems can be roofintegrated and the photovoltaic systems can function as the skin of
the building, as roof shingles or standing seam roofing, as glazing
for atria and covered walkways, or be integrated into building overhangs or awnings. As for passive solar buildings, they can be of
any architectural style. There are no special panels or other special
details that announce that a building is passive solar. All its components or elements are designed as an integral whole beginning at
the predesign stage.

This illustration shows how
the angle of sunlight changes
throughout the year.

Courtesy of DOE/NREL, Credit—Ron Judkoff
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As more jurisdictions reference HERS
Home Energy Rating Systems) or LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) in
their building codes, they will need to ascertain
the extent to which their modified building codes
are in agreement with their land-use controls.
Conclusions
The land-use control considerations outlined above not only are essential to provide for future energy needs and as means
to limit global-warming emissions, they
need to be looked at as a way to improve
the local (i.e., micro) balance of payments.
When less money goes to remote power
companies, more of that money can remain
in the local economy. And the adoption
and enforcement of solar access controls
provide the proper environment for the
creation of new job skills and employment
options for residents. According to a study
by the University of California, Berkeley,
as many as 1.9 million jobs can be created by 2020. The American Solar Energy
Society’s study projects 4.5 million jobs by
2030 across all regions and sectors of the
economy, with the largest growth occurring
in construction, farming, and professional
services. After all, like energy management,
economic development is also an integral
part of local planning.
Unfortunately, few cities or counties
have recognized the need for solar access
requirements. For those that have, the
steps taken tend to be very limited. Most
cities and counties have limited the focus to
subdivision regulations, and have not recognized the need to also adjust zoning standards. Even existing development can use
whole-building solar design concepts when
renovating. Thus, development standards
need to provide for solar design options in
developed areas. Because solar design is
location-specific, no community’s standards
should be exactly the same as another’s,
though all need to address the factors outlined above. Further, even in a given geographical region, there will need to be differences in the specifics of a standard. For

example, Denver’s requirements and those
of Evergreen, Colorado, which is at a higher
elevation, will have different provisions.
Some communities have encouraged
the use of easements to protect solar access. While these legal mechanisms will
work, it is more efficient and beneficial to
have requirements that apply to all properties. For a community to reduce its demand
for energy, greater benefit will occur when
all development and renovation decisions
recognize and provide for solar access. This
statement is also true in southern climates.
Contrary to standard belief, even communities in places like Florida and Arizona can
benefit by developing land-use controls that
require solar access for the building, as well
as for the solar hot water and PV panels. In
the sunny Southern states the peak energy
demand is during wintertime cold spells, not
during summer heat waves as in the North.

Finally, as more jurisdictions reference
HERS (Home Energy Rating Systems) or LEED
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) in their building codes, they will
need to ascertain the extent to which their
modified building codes are in agreement
with their land-use controls.

select sources of
information
u National Institute of Buildings
Sciences. 2008 “Passive Solar
Heating.” In Whole Building Design
Guide. www.wbdg.org/resources/
psheating.php
u Sustainable Building Industries
Council, Green Builder Guidelines.
Available at www.sbicouncil.org
u 	National Renewable Energy
Laboratory: www.nrel.gov/buildings
u Sustainable Buildings Industries
Council: www.sbicouncil.org
u American Solar Energy Society:
www.ases.org
u International Energy Agency Solar
Heating and Cooling Programme:
www.iea-shc.org
u U.S. Department of Energy, www.
eere.energy.gov

Oberlin College’s Adam Joseph Lewis Center for Environmental Studies has 4,682 square
feet of photovoltaic panels, closed-loop geothermal wells that provide heating and
cooling, daylighting, and an engineered wastewater treatment system modeled on natural
wetland ecosystems. Photo by Robb Williamson: www.williamsonimages.com. Design
concept by Lisa Barton.
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Denver, Colorado

Solar Access:
Recommendations for the City and County of Denver
Prepared for the City and County of Denver, Colorado
Prepared by Hannah Muller,
U.S. Department of Energy Solar Energy Technologies Program
March 2009

THE IMPORTANCE OF SOLAR ACCESS
The City and County of Denver has committed to investing in clean energy sources to spur
economic development and meet environmental and climate change goals. With over 300 days
of sun per year, Denver is rich in solar resources. This report discusses how Denver can
maximize opportunities for harnessing the sun’s energy through a set of solar access ordinances
and enforcement guidelines to aid property owners in their efforts to install solar energy systems,
as well as protect the investment of individual property owners.
The sustainability review of the proposed changes to Denver’s Zoning Code completed by Doug
Farr & Associates in November 2008 determined that solar access is one of the top two issues
that Denver should address within its 2009 Zoning Update. Without a set of well-coordinated
solar access laws, Denver will face conflicts between stated City priorities, such as higher density
development, tree preservation, and renewable energy adoption. By logically incorporating solar
energy considerations into zoning codes and ordinances, Denver can clarify the responsibilities of
various parties, achieve balance between City priorities, and avoid costly and time-consuming
lawsuits.

NATIONAL CONTEXT
As with most land-use related matters, solar access laws have traditionally been enacted at the
state and local level. Many states passed solar access laws in the 1970s; currently, 34 states
(including Colorado) and about a dozen municipalities have some form of solar access law.
Colorado’s solar access laws prohibit residential covenants that restrict solar access (with
exceptions), and allow property owners to agree voluntarily to solar easements with their
1
neighbors .
As solar energy systems become more affordable and available to mainstream property owners,
solar access is re-emerging as a regulatory area in need of clarification and coordinated,
thoughtful enforcement. At least 15 of the 25 major U.S. cities participating in the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Solar America Cities program are in the process of reviewing their solar
access laws. The Solar America Board of Codes and Standards published a report in October
2008 reviewing the status of solar access laws nationwide, and recommended a model state
statute and best practices for local governments, many of which are referenced in this paper.
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UNDERSTANDING SOLAR ACCESS
In order to harness the sun’s energy, a property owner must have access to sunlight, and the
right to install a solar energy system that converts sunlight into useable energyi. Accordingly,
consideration of solar access should be separated into two categories: solar easements, which
deal with access to sunlight, and solar rights, which deal with the right to install a solar energy
system.
Solar Easements
Solar easements are legal agreements that protect access to sunlight on a given property. Solar
easements are necessary because U.S. courts have held that there is no common law right to
sunlight. This means that if the sunlight falling on a property is disturbed by another party, the
property owner has no cause of action for nuisance, damages, or injunctive relief2. Currently, in
Denver, a property owner could invest $30,000 in a solar energy system, only to have that system
rendered nearly useless when a neighbor builds a second story addition or lets nearby trees grow
to shade the solar system.
In order for a property owner to protect solar access on their property, they must obtain a solar
easement. Colorado state law allows property owners to agree voluntarily to solar easements
with their neighbors. In most of the U.S., including Denver, a property owner must actively
pursue a solar easement. This typically consists of retaining a lawyer to draft the easement
document, obtaining the signatures of adjacent property owners approving the easement, and
ensuring that the easement is properly recorded in public records. Easement terms vary, but
typically the neighbors commit to not building any structure or installing any landscaping that
would block the sunlight falling on the property with the easement. Under this process, one
unsupportive neighbor can prevent a property owner from obtaining an effective solar easement.
Solar easements can be creatively negotiated to have flexible conditions and terms. For
example, easements can be written to cover only certain areas of a property, or to allow a certain
percentage of shading from neighboring structures or landscaping. Easements may also contain
provisions requiring financial compensation if excess shading occurs. This flexibility allows
easements to effectively protect solar energy system owners without overly limiting the activities
of neighboring property owners. Once created, the easement is attached to the property deed
and generally stays with the property at sale.
Voluntary solar easements as a mechanism to protect solar access have several shortcomings.
They require the property owner to be aware of the importance and availability of an easement,
and have the time and money to work with a lawyer, neighbors, and the local government to
develop and record the easement. Even an educated and persistent property owner can be
thwarted by an unsupportive neighbor. And should a conflict arise where a neighbor is accused
of violating a solar easement, enforcement options are generally limited to a costly and timeconsuming personal lawsuit.
Local governments can take steps to improve the solar easement process, such as tying
easements to solar system permits, and creating enforcement mechanisms such as fees levied
on any property owner in violation of a recorded easement. More detailed recommendations are
provided below.

i

This paper discusses solar access as it relates to active solar energy systems such as photovoltaics, solar
water heaters, and solar thermal space heating and cooling. Passive solar energy systems such as south
facing windows are also an effective way to use the sun’s energy to light and heat a building; however,
legislating access for passive solar is a complicated proposition. As discussed below, solar easements offer
some protection for property owners interested in passive solar.
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Solar Rights
Access to sunlight does no good if a property owner is prohibited from installing a solar energy
system on their property by a restrictive covenant of a homeowners association or a local
ordinance. Solar rights statutes and ordinances protect the rights of property owners to install
solar energy systems.
Most homeowners associations (HOAs) have a set of covenants and restrictions that are
intended to maintain certain characteristics of the community. These restrictions often focus on
aesthetics. Through its bylaws, an HOA can directly or indirectly prohibit the installation of solar
energy systems. Examples of indirect prohibition include height restrictions or restrictions on
modifications to street-facing roofs.
A restrictive covenant that effectively prohibits the use of solar will not be upheld where state or
2
local law expressly provides otherwise through a solar rights statute or ordinance . Current
Colorado law does limit the ability of HOAs to restrict solar energy systems; HOAs may only
enforce restrictions that do not significantly increase the cost of installing or operating the system.
The City of Denver does not currently have any ordinances that provide property owners with
additional solar rights beyond what is specified in state law.
While residential property owners are given some solar rights under Colorado law, it is easy to
imagine how these rights could be improperly exercised or contested in practice. The City of
Denver therefore has a role to play in helping its residents understand their solar rights. This can
be accomplished through a combination of outreach, clarifying ordinances, and enforcement;
specific recommendations are provided below.
In addition to HOAs, local governments can also effectively prohibit the installation of solar
systems through zoning codes and ordinances such as height restrictions and historic structure
protections. Denver’s codes and ordinances should be reviewed with an eye toward potential
modifications that would retain the original intent of the ordinance without having the side effect of
prohibiting solar system installation. Specific examples of how to incorporate solar exemptions or
flexibility into existing code are provided below.
City staff should note that solar systems require adequate rooftop square footage in order to
serve a reasonable portion of a building’s energy load. For this reason, solar systems should be
permitted on primary dwelling units, in addition to accessory dwelling units.

BEST PRACTICES FOR PROMOTING AND PROTECTING SOLAR ACCESS
Offer Solar Access Permits (City of Boulder, CO; City of Ashland, OR)
One way to protect a property owner’s investment in a solar system is to tie the solar permitting
process to a process of creating a solar easement. Solar systems typically require a permit from
a local government authority, and by incorporating a solar easement into the permitting process,
paperwork is minimized and solar systems are more likely to be protected. The cities of Boulder,
CO and Ashland, OR have implemented solar access permit schemes that involve granting
easements. A solar system registry that uses GIS mapping can assist in tracking solar
installations.
The ordinance providing for the special permit process can address the following:
• What constitutes an impermissible interference with the right to direct sunlight granted by
a solar access permit and how to regulate growing vegetation that may interfere with
such right.
• Standards for the issuance of solar access permits, balancing the need of solar energy
systems for direct sunlight with the right of neighboring property owners to the reasonable
use of their property within other zoning restrictions.
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•
•

A process for issuance of solar access permits including, but not limited to, notification of
affected neighboring property owners, opportunity for a hearing, appeal process and
recordation of such permits on burdened and benefited property deeds.
Enforcement mechanisms, such as fees levied on parties who violate the terms of an
easement2.

Create Solar System Registry (County of Santa Cruz, CA)
A solar system registry and map, in addition to being a useful tool for tracking solar energy
adoption within a city, can help inform and expedite enforcement of solar access laws. Online
mapping software can show the location of every solar energy system within a city, alerting
contractors and city planners to the need to consider the impacts of development of a neighboring
parcel.
Revise Local Ordinances Posing Unintended Obstacles (City of Los Angeles, CA; City of
Sacramento, CA)
Careful review of zoning codes and ordinances can reveal areas where a well-intended ordinance
has inadvertently restricted installation of solar energy systems. In many cases, these
ordinances can be modified to serve the original purpose without preventing property owners
from installing solar systems.
For example, the City of Los Angeles exempts solar systems from standard building height
limitations, but requires that for each foot of additional height, the solar system must be set back
from the roof edge by an additional foot. The City of Sacramento is encouraging urban forestry,
but requires that city planners responsible for tree planting in residential areas consider solar
access and minimize rooftop shading. The City of Gainesville, Florida protects certain species of
trees but allows the removal or relocation of regulated trees if they are preventing the installation
of a solar system.
In some cases, codes and ordinances related to aesthetics and historic structures can effectively
prohibit installation of solar systems. Regulations based solely on aesthetic considerations will
not stand in court unless they bear a reasonable relation to public welfare. In order to avoid court
proceedings, Denver can review its aesthetic-related ordinances to ensure that they consider the
benefit provided by solar systems and aim for a compromise that preserves aesthetics while
allowing for clean energy production.
Set Standards for New Construction (City of Sacramento, CA; City of Sebastopol, CA; Marin
County, CA)
Solar access can often be more easily addressed for new construction than existing construction.
Local governments have developed an array of zoning ordinances for new construction that
protect solar access and solar rights, including:
• Require east-west street and building orientation (typically within 30 degrees of the eastwest axis)
• Require landscaping that complements solar energy systems
• Require dedication of solar easements for all newly constructed buildings
In addition to protecting access to sunlight for solar energy systems, these regulations also
facilitate greater use of passive solar space heating and lighting, one of the most efficient ways to
heat and light a building.
Require Clear Homeowners Association Rules (State of Hawaii)
A state or local government can require homeowners associations (HOAs) to establish rules for
solar system installations within their community. By spelling out the exact aesthetic
requirements and necessary approvals and distributing this information to its members, the HOA
can avoid costly lawsuits. Because an HOA may not necessarily be equipped to develop such
rules on its own, the state or local government should provide guidance to HOAs that explains
state and local solar access laws, and suggests some parameters the HOAs may wish to follow.
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DENVER
Consider Solar Access for Commercial Properties
The vast majority of solar access laws on the books relate to residential properties. However,
commercial properties are often optimal sites for solar energy installations; they tend to have
large flat roof areas and high energy loads. Furthermore, a commercial size solar energy system
is a significant investment that is currently not protected by any state or local ordinances. If a car
dealership installs a $500,000 solar system, and a year later another developer constructs a 10
story condo complex that shades the dealership’s solar panels, the dealership has no recourse.
Many of the solar easement and solar rights provisions granted to residential properties can and
should be made available to commercial properties.
Conduct Outreach and Provide an Information Center
Solar access is a complicated issue with which few people are familiar. As an increasing number
of residents and businesses turn to solar as a clean, reliable energy source, more questions will
arise about solar access and the responsibilities and liabilities of various parties. The best way to
avoid lengthy and costly lawsuits involving property owners, the local government, and HOAs is
to develop a website and conduct outreach to educate property owners, HOAs, contractors, and
city officials about solar access laws. The City of Denver should identify a solar access point of
contact within city government, to whom all inquiries can be directed.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Solar access will become a prominent issue over the next five to ten years as solar system costs
drop and become competitive with conventional electricity rates. Thousands of Denver residents
and businesses will turn to solar energy to power their homes and commercial buildings. Denver
needs to recognize the great opportunities and complications of distributed generation such as
rooftop solar, and do its part to facilitate a smooth transition to cleaner, more secure energy
production. The City of Denver has an opportunity to comprehensively address solar access and
ensure that its residents and businesses can take advantage of the city’s sunny weather and
power their homes and buildings with clean, reliable solar energy
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Solar Energy and Land-Use Regulation
By Brian Ross and Suzanne Sutro Rhees, aicp

As solar energy gains a foothold as a source of energy for our homes and businesses,
communities face multiple questions as they incorporate solar energy installations

While seemingly straightforward, putting
solar panels on a roof raises a host of questions as to how a solar energy system fits
into a typical set of land-use categories. Is a
rooftop solar installation merely a piece of
equipment, like an air conditioner or water
heater, that goes with the home or business?
Is the solar installation a separate use from
the primary building, to be regulated under
the provisions of accessory uses? What about
a ground or pole-mounted system? Because
solar electric energy systems produce power
like a generator or a power plant, should
these systems be regulated like other power
generators? Can different types of solar systems be different types of land uses—one a
piece of equipment, another a power plant?
Solar America Cities
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is
partnering with 26 cities across the nation
to investigate and test solar energy market
transformation initiatives. DOE created the
Solar America Cities program to identify and
remove barriers to the use of solar energy
in urban areas. Solar energy is expected to
reach “grid parity” within the next five to
10 years (when solar energy costs become
equivalent to the cost of electricity on the
electric grid). Because the cost of grid-based
electricity varies by utility, customer type,
and time of day and season, grid parity refers
to a wide range of prices. The Solar America
Cities program uses the participating cities
as laboratories to test how local governments
can remove barriers to solar investment and
installation, recognizing regional differences
in solar resources, building types, regulatory
structures, and financing tools.

Brian Ross

into their development regulations.

This photo shows a typical twopanel solar thermal system, flushmounted on the roof and visible
from the street, with no setback
from the roof edge on three sides.

The cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul
were designated as Solar Cities in 2008. The
two cities had only a dozen solar installations
in 2008, but are looking ahead to a transformation of local markets that could produce
hundreds of system installations annually.
How could their regulatory and permitting
systems handle hundreds of solar systems
each year? It became clear that neither city’s
land-use code provided sufficient guidance
as to how to incorporate solar energy systems in the development process.
Solar Energy Regulations in
Minneapolis and St. Paul
When the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul
were awarded a joint Solar America Cities

grant in 2008, neither had addressed solar
energy installations in their development
regulations in any substantive way. Both
were national leaders in jointly adopting a
CO2 reduction plan well over a decade ago,
and both have adopted policies as part of
their comprehensive plans that support the
use of renewable energy, including solar energy. But neither city’s regulations had kept
pace with their plans and policies.
The cities were required by the regional
planning authority, the Metropolitan Council, to address solar access in comprehensive plans, but the policy requirement had
no complement for development regulation.
Minneapolis had created a solar access
ordinance in the 1970s, but rescinded it as
unworkable. However, the city’s code does
identify solar energy installations as an allowed accessory use in all districts. The St.
Paul zoning code does not separately list
solar installations as a permitted accessory
use, but solar systems are treated similarly
to rooftop mechanical equipment such
as air conditioners and ventilation equipment. In 2009 St. Paul’s citywide building
design standard was amended to change
the screening requirement for mechanical
equipment in order to avoid undue restrictions on solar equipment. Meanwhile, the
city’s development code is largely silent on
solar energy, although the few installations
are treated as permitted accessory uses. The
code also allows solar access as a criterion
for a hardship in a variance case.
Solar installations were still unusual in
the two cities as they began participation in
the Solar America Cities program, with fewer
than 50 installations over the last three years.
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for sustainable development (From Policy to Reality) and was a major
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Suzanne Sutro Rhees, aicp, is a principal planner with the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources as well as a freelance writer and
zoning consultant. She worked with Brian Ross on the survey of Solar
America cities and was a contributor to Minnesota’s model ordinances
for sustainable development.

To shed some light on these issues for
the cities’ regulatory offices, the Minneapolis–St. Paul Solar Cities program undertook
a survey of the 24 other cities in the Solar
America Cities program that were at various
stages in the development of solar energy.
Some were seeing hundreds of installations
and measuring total solar capacity in megawatts (MW) of production; others were similar
to Minneapolis and St. Paul in seeing the first
kilowatts (kW) of solar capacity installed.
Survey method
We contacted Solar City coordinators and
city staff people listed as contacts though
the Solar America City website (www.

solaramericacities.energy.gov), e-mailed
questions, and conducted e-mail and
telephone follow-up. We conducted online
searches of zoning ordinances and development regulations, looking for any mention
of solar energy. In addition, we gathered
information from DOE and the national
energy labs (Sandia National Lab, National
Renewable Energy Lab) and conducted ad
hoc reviews of solar land-use conflicts in
communities that were not participating in
the Solar America Cities program.
The amount information available on
city websites regarding solar and energy
assistance programs varies widely. Some
provide resources such as fact sheets and

Brian Ross

The Solar Cities program, however, sets a
goal of getting ahead of potential barriers to
solar installations. Even with a slow ramp-up
of installations, both cities have discovered
that their development review process does
not provide clear direction or standards to
address solar installations. With several
new solar incentive programs coming online
in 2010 (both the utility and the state are
offering substantial rebates for solar investments), the stage is set for a potentially large
increase in the number of installations.
In both cities, the zoning codes’ silence (or limited guidance) on how solar
installations should or would be handled in
regard to height and coverage limits, regulations on primary and accessory land uses,
and visual and safety impacts on- and offsite had already raised issues of interpreting
differing policy and regulatory goals. While
a few solar installations can be handled
on a case-by-case basis, hundreds of solar
installations would require more specific
guidance for regulatory staff, solar installers, and city residents and businesses.
New solar systems could come in a
variety of sizes and configurations, from
small residential systems to acres of rooftop
on institutional and industrial buildings,
from building-mounted systems to pole and
ground-mount systems. The systems could
be installed in commercial, industrial, and
residential zoning districts. Solar systems
would likely be proposed for downtown
buildings, within residential and commercial areas, in historic districts and areas
covered by special design standards, and
in the Mississippi River overlay district that
runs through both cities.

About the Authors

This accessory use pole-mounted tracking solar electric panel on a
commercial lot is at the edge of a residential neighborhood.
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and install a photovoltaic system on
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property. Trees on his and surrounding lots limited ream psonable his
a
solar
access to the front yard. The home owner checked with
e x his local permitting officials
and determined that accessory structures were
not allowed in front yards, but small structures associated with gardens, such as a
pergola or similar decorative structures, were allowed in front yards provided the footprint was
less than 120 square feet and the structure no more than one story in height.
The home owner designed a pergola structure with high efficiency panels flush-mounted on
the sloped rafter to meet aesthetic standards. He submitted the application, which was rejected
as a violation of the land development zoning code. Because the pergola was connected to the
house via an underground electric circuit, the structure was now considered to be accessory to
the primary use, and therefore not allowed in the front yard, even though its appearance was
identical to an allowed pergola.
Tucson’s Solar America Cities program worked with the city’s zoning department to ensure
that solar accessory structures were allowed in the zoning code. When, however, they developed
a proposal to use closed landfill sites within the city as “solar farms,” they discovered that the
zoning code required a rezoning to industrial, because the solar system was a primary use and
under the code was defined as a generating system (grouped with combustion electric generating plants). Developers were unwilling to move ahead with this scenario, fearing that neighbors
to the site would adamantly oppose the rezoning, effectively preventing the use of these sites for
solar energy production. Ultimately Tucson defined a new primary land use (renewable energy
generation), modified its previous definition of “generating system” to exclude most renewable
fuels, modified its zoning ordinance to identify where renewable energy generation was a permitted primary use, and established procedures for notice and hearings to allow for development of
such systems in most zones.
St. John’s College in Stearns County, Minnesota, entered into an agreement with Best
Power International to build and operate a 400 kW solar farm on cropland adjacent to college.
The college approached the county for zoning approval. The county zoning code was silent on
solar energy as a land use. County officials, while enthusiastic about the innovation in their
county, could not approve the project without a rezoning process that defined solar as an allowed land use in the zoning district and set performance and submittal requirements. A new
ordinance was adopted that defines solar farms as a conditional use in several districts and
sets design and performance standards. The plant is up and running.
The City of Roseville, Minnesota, zoning code was silent regarding how solar installations
are treated as either accessory or primary uses. A home owner hired an installer to put a solar
electric system on the backyard side of his roof. A few blocks away, an unpermitted solar installation on a rack that was higher than the roof peak has generated a number of complaints from
neighbors. The city denied the building permit for the new system because solar systems were
not permitted under the current zoning code, and a new code would not be completed until next
year’s building season. The solar installer was able to work with the city to develop and adopt an
interim policy so that the installation could proceed.

permitting guides, while others—generally
the smaller cities—simply provide the name
of a contact person. In some cases, solar
project assistance is provided largely by the
local utility or a nonprofit organization. For
example, Austin, Texas, is partnering with
Austin Energy, the local utility, while Milwaukee is working with the Midwest Renewable Energy Association.
Of the 24 cities in the program, about
half responded in some manner, and 10
cities provided detailed responses. Many
are focusing on market transformation efforts, such as training assistance to solar

installers, support of solar manufacturing
businesses, direct design assistance to
home owners, and various financing mechanisms, rather than examining permitting or
administrative barriers. As described below,
some cities have made substantial progress
toward removing regulatory barriers and
creating incentives within the permitting
process.
Survey Findings
As of the time of the survey (2009) we found
that only about a quarter of the cities had
updated their ordinances to explicitly rec-

ognize solar equipment as a specific type
of accessory structure or to recognize freestanding installations as a use. Even fewer
cities provided any regulatory exceptions or
incentives for solar installations.
We reviewed each city’s ordinances
and asked the renewable energy program
manager or zoning administrator how they
regulated the following types of systems:
• Building-mounted systems, either photovoltaic or thermal (hot water) panels
• Building-integrated systems, usually thin
film photovoltaic applications such as solar
shingles
• Pole- or ground-mount solar systems
• Large-scale pole- or ground-mount systems (solar farms) where solar is the primary
land use rather than an accessory use or a
component of the primary use
The first three types of uses are usually accessory to the principal use on the
property, whether that use is a house, a
commercial building, or a parking lot. The
management of accessory uses and structures can be general (“no incursion into
required yards”) or specific to the use or
structure. We asked the cities whether they
treated solar systems as an accessory use,
as mechanical equipment, as a separate
permitted use, or as some other land-use
classification.
Placement of equipment: setbacks, height
limits, and lot coverage
Most of the cities surveyed treat solar equipment as a nonspecified accessory use or as
a type of mechanical equipment. While this
approach may not pose problems, some
ordinances require screening of mechanical equipment, which could impede solar
access. Requiring pole- or ground-mount
systems to meet building setbacks could
restrict their placement from locations that
might offer the best solar access. Lot coverage ratios could similarly prevent or limit
pole- or ground-mount installations if such
installations were treated as simply another
accessory structure, or could result in installations out of scale with the other structures
if simply exempted from coverage ratios.
Berkeley’s zoning code allows solar
energy equipment to project into required
yard setbacks with an administrative use
permit, if the zoning office finds that the
modification is necessary for the effective
use of the equipment and that the principal
building meets city standards for energy
conservation. In Portland, Oregon, solar inzoningpractice 11.10
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Meet Minneapolis

to collect direct sunlight for use in the heating or cooling of a structure, domestic hot
water, or swimming pool, or the generation
of electricity.” Collectors are permitted by
right as accessory uses, and may be placed
within side and rear yards with setbacks
that vary by district. Solar collectors within
yards are not counted toward lot coverage
if all setback and height requirements are
met.
Seattle’s code also provides flexible
height limits for roof-mounted solar systems. These vary by district; in low-density
residential districts solar collectors may
exceed the district height limit by four feet,
provided that the total height from existing
grade to the top of the collector does not
exceed the height limit by more than nine
feet. In multifamily and nonresidential districts height allowances are greater; in most
nonresidential districts solar collectors may
extend up to 15 feet above the maximum
height limit, so long as the combined total
coverage of the rooftop features do not exceed 25 percent of the roof area when typical features (such as elevator penthouses)
are present.

This large (600 kW) commercial solar system covers almost five acres of
rooftop as an accessory use at the Minneapolis Convention Center.

does not count toward impervious coverage
limits, but the mounting poles, footings, and
other improvements on the site do. In Santa
Rosa, California, pole- and ground-mounted
systems are not counted toward impervious
coverage.
Seattle has one of the more comprehensive approaches to the placement of
solar equipment. Solar collectors are defined in the city’s code as “any device used
This 400 kW solar installation is
the primary land use on a five-acre
parcel of former cropland adjacent
to St. Johns College in Minnesota.

Westwood Professional Services

stallations that are six feet or less in height
may be placed in setbacks. Installations
taller than six feet may be allowed within
setbacks through a land-use review adjustment process. In San Diego solar installations are permitted within rear and side yard
setbacks. In Tucson, Arizona, architectural
features that are part of a solar energy system may project up to four feet into required
front yard setbacks. Features include overhangs, moveable insulating walls and roofs,
detached solar collectors, reflectors, and
piping.
Building height limits can also restrict
the placement of solar equipment. Photovoltaic shingles or roof tiles are clearly a
part of the roof itself, but photovoltaic or
thermal panels will protrude above the roof
plane, and potentially above the zoning district’s height limit. A number of cities allow
solar equipment to exceed height limits to
some degree. In Portland the height of solar
panels is not calculated for flush-mounted
installations (no more than 18 inches from
the roof surface to the top of the panel) on
a pitched roof, unless the panels will extend
above the highest ridge of the roof. In Sacramento, California, solar energy systems may
exceed building height requirements by up
to 20 percent, as well as projecting four feet
into yard setbacks.
Cities with zoning ordinances that
restrict impervious coverage or building
coverage on a lot typically do not exempt
freestanding solar installations from coverage limits, although we found a few exceptions. In San Antonio, Texas, the surface
area of ground-mounted collector arrays

Large systems as primary land uses
While domestic-scale solar installations are
becoming more widespread, larger utilityscale installations (excluding rooftop installations that are accessory to the primary
use) are still rare within the boundaries of
most of the Solar Cities. Few cities recognize
or distinguish solar power production from
any other type of power generation. One can
argue that a solar array is a less intensive
use than a typical coal- or gas-fired power
plant, and could be appropriate in, say, an
agricultural district or a business park. However, if large freestanding solar installations
are treated only as industrial uses, their
placement will largely be limited to industrial districts.
In most zoning codes, power generation is a use typically allowed only in industrial districts. For example, in Salt Lake City,
electric generating facilities are permitted
within manufacturing districts within 2,640
feet of an existing 138 kV or larger electric
power transmission line. Solar farms would
similarly be limited to those areas unless
defined as a distinct land use from other
power production. Such a case recently occurred in Tucson, where proposed solar farm
installations on closed landfills were denied
a zoning permit because the sites were not
zoned industrial.
zoningpractice 11.10
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One city that does distinguish solar
from other power generation is San Antonio,
where a photovoltaic “solar farm” use is a
permitted use in agricultural and industrial
zoning districts. Site plan review is required,
along with setbacks and buffering if the solar farm abuts single-family residential uses.
In Stearns County, in nonurban Minnesota,
similarly defined solar farms are conditional
uses in several nonindustrial districts, including agricultural districts, provided other
siting standards are met. Stearns County
was the location for the first solar farm in
Minnesota and needed a zoning code modification in order for the project to proceed.
Solar installations on nonconforming
structures
Many municipal ordinances limit the degree
to which a nonconforming structure can be
improved before needing to be brought into
compliance with current zoning requirements. Such a requirement could prevent
older, nonconforming buildings from installing solar systems (which is sometimes the
point of such requirements, but may be unreasonable in other cases). Does the addition of a solar installation to a nonconforming structure (nonconforming as to lot area,
setback, lot coverage, or other features)
constitute an improvement or expansion?
Responses from Solar Cities vary. For example, in Denver, building-mounted systems
are not considered an improvement to nonconforming structures unless they alter the
building structure or are not considered flushmounted and exceed height limits. Madison,
Wisconsin, uses a similar interpretation.
However, in Orlando, Florida, and Santa
Rosa, California, building-mounted systems
are considered an improvement. Minneapolis
and St. Paul both consider the installation
of a solar system to be an improvement to
the building, potentially requiring building
nonconformities to be addressed, although
the cities are flexible regarding mechanical
system installation on nonconforming uses.
Permitting and plan review
Residential-scale solar installations must
meet electrical and plumbing codes, and
most cities require building permits, as do
Minneapolis and St. Paul. Most of the cities
surveyed do not require a separate zoning
permit for an accessory system, although
most do require zoning review within the
permitting process. A number of the Solar
Cities are working to expedite or streamline
the building permitting process for solar

installations, particularly for residential or
small commercial systems (small systems
being defined as having somewhere between 4 and 10 kW of capacity). Minneapolis
and St. Paul have recently created a permitting guidance document for residential solar
electric systems, removing uncertainty about
when structural engineering is required and
what information is needed to acquire a
permit in a single trip.
Seattle has developed a client assistance memo that guides the applicant
through permit and land-use requirements

S o l a r A c c e ss
Neither the survey nor this article directly
addresses issues of solar access. In reviewing the literature on solar energy land use,
solar access had been assessed in multiple
publications. Zoning tools to address solar
access issues related solar access laws and
provisions and solar design and subdivision are covered in the April 2010 issue
of Zoning Practice (“Solar Access: Using
the Environment in Building Design”); a
summary of solar access tools addressed
by the Solar American Board of Codes and
Standards (www.solarabcs.org).
A University of Illinois Law Review
study assessed a number of solar access
tools available to local government: See
Rule, Troy A. 2009. “Shadows on the
Cathedral: Solar Access Laws in a Different Light.” University of Missouri School
of Law Legal Studies Research Paper No.
2009-24; University of Illinois Law Review,
Vol. 2010, p. 851.

(the setback and height requirements
mentioned above), design and installation
considerations, interconnection requirements, choosing a contractor, and financial
incentives.
Portland offers a program guide for
solar water heating and photovoltaic electric
generators installed on one- or two-family
dwellings that outlines permitting requirements and identifies situations in which
additional design review may be required.
San Francisco has established expedited permitting requirements for solar
photovoltaic systems; planning department

review is waived except when the system creates or is part of a vertical or horizontal building addition. Electrical permits are the only
ones required; building permits, building permit fees, and building inspections are waived
in most cases. Site plans are only required for
systems producing over four kW output.
Tucson has established a credit incentive program that will waive a portion or all
of the permit fees on a new building or when
retrofitting existing buildings with a qualifying solar energy system, up to a maximum
of $1,000 or the actual amount of the permit
fee, whichever is less.
Sacramento waives permit fees for
solar photovoltaic systems and solar water
heaters installed on existing residential
buildings.
Preemptive state legislation
Several states have adopted legislation that
preempts the ability of local governments to
regulate solar and wind energy facilities. The
Solar Cities in California have the greatest
number of installations and the most developed solar energy markets in the nation,
but have addressed many of the potential
land-use issues via state legislation rather
than local decision making. For instance, the
California Solar Rights Act (Calif. Civil Code
714) limits local government restrictions on
solar installations to “reasonable restrictions
. . . that do not significantly increase the cost
of the system or significantly decrease its
efficiency of specified performance, or that
allow for an alternative system of comparable cost, efficiency, and energy conservation benefits.” The act also requires local
governments to use a ministerial or administrative application review, such as Berkeley’s
administrative use permit referenced above,
instead of a discretionary process.
Wisconsin is closer to Minnesota in regard to the size and maturity of the solar energy market. Wisconsin has also established
several laws that constrain local government
authority to regulate solar and wind energy
installations unless the restriction:
• serves to preserve or protect public health
or safety,
• does not significantly increase the cost of
the system or decrease its efficiency, and
• allows for an alternative system of comparable cost and efficiency.
State laws like Wisconsin’s can create
unintended consequences because of their
broad scope. For instance, the Wisconsin law
makes it difficult if not impossible for local
zoningpractice 11.10
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Minnesota Pollution Control Agency

The new model solar energy ordinance published in From Policy to Reality: Updated Model Ordinances for Sustainable
Development includes a design standard illustration for pitched-roof solar installations.

governments to establish any siting standards for solar or wind installations, particularly in historic or design review districts.
In 2009, a new law was passed directing
the Wisconsin Public Service Commission
to establish statewide siting rules for wind
energy in order to address the conflict between promotion of renewable energy and
consideration of other reasonable land use
and development goals.
Minnesota has no preemptive law regarding local land-use regulation. The Minnesota state building code is a “max/min”
code that preempts most local building
code modifications, but land-use regulation
remains the prerogative of local government. Some discussion of statewide landuse standards has taken place in regard to
wind energy installations, but no preemption of local solar land-use regulation has
been seriously considered.
Minnesota does, however, have state
law enabling local governments to use “solar
easements” to protect solar access, and has
very recently enabled local governments to
use bonding and property tax assessments
for leveraging private sector solar investment. The solar easement statute (Minn.
Statute Section 500.30) has the greatest
relationship to land-use regulation, offering
direction on how to address solar access issues, one of the potential land-use conflicts
that can arise with broad solar investment.
The statute does not, however, solve the solar access issue, but merely offers a potential
solution by enabling solar easements to be
purchased from adjoining property owners.
Conclusions
Local government land-use regulation is designed to meet a variety of goals, including
protecting safety and well-being, minimizing

nuisances (perceived or real), and creating a
mix of land uses that creates synergy rather
than conflict. Promoting investment in renewable energy is a relatively new goal, and
balancing renewable energy goals with the
other myriad goals of land-use regulation
can be a challenging issue.

velopment standards that explicitly address
solar as an allowed accessory use, such as
lot coverage, height, setback, and roof setback, are a good place to begin encouraging
investment in solar installations. The next
step might be to create incentives, such as
reduced setbacks, expedited permitting, or

The cities with the most developed solar energy
markets have state legislation that defines limits
on local regulation, effectively addressing many of
the land-use conflict issues at the state level.
Cover image © iStockphoto.com/David

The cities with the most developed
solar energy markets, primarily in California, also have state legislation that defines
limits on local regulation, effectively addressing many of the land-use conflict
issues at the state level. In most states,
however, solar energy land-use conflicts are
left for local governments to address. De-

Bukach;
design
concept
by Lisa
Barton.
reduced
permit
fees,
for solar
installations.
The most challenging issues may surface
when local government are faced with largescale solar farms that function as primary
land uses. As energy production approaches
this industrial scale, the potential for actual
or perceived land-use conflicts is likely to
increase.

Sunflowers, an Electric Garden, is a public art installation that uses solar panels to collect
energy along a bike/ped trail in Austin, Texas. Cover image courtesy of David Newsom
Photography; design concept by Lisa Barton.
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I. Background
A great deal of attention has been placed on the role of
sustainable building design and construction techniques in
recent years. Many communities have adopted standards
requiring compliance with programs such as The
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
Green Building Rating System™. The LEED system has
become the nationally accepted benchmark for the design,
construction, and operation of high performance green
buildings. The program encourages the use of products
and techniques to promote sustainable site development,
water savings, energy efficiency, materials selection, and
indoor environmental quality. 1
Much less emphasis, however, has been placed on the
role of site planning in a sustainable design program—and
more specifically, on site design for solar access. The
incorporation of both active and passive solar techniques
are highlighted in any discussion of green building design,
yet in order for either approach to be viable, they must
have unobstructed solar access for a certain period of
each day.
Without careful consideration during the
planning stages of a new neighborhood, future
opportunities for the installation of active or passive
features can be dramatically reduced or even eliminated
altogether.

Active Solar
Active solar systems use solar
collectors and additional electricity to
power pumps or fans to distribute the
sun's energy. Heat is absorbed and
transferred to another location for
immediate heating or for storage for
use later. The heat is transferred by
circulating water, antifreeze or
sometimes air.

Passive Solar
A "passive" solar house provides
cooling and heating to keep the
home comfortable without the use of
mechanical equipment. This style of
construction results in homes that
respond to the environment.
At its simplest, passive cooling
includes overhangs for south-facing
windows, few windows on the west,
shade trees, thermal mass and cross
ventilation. Some of the same
strategies that help to heat a home in
the winter also cool it in the summer.

The planning, design, and development community is
becoming more aware of the issue, however. This is
evidenced, in part, by a pilot program recently kicked off by
the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) entitled LEED
for Neighborhood Development or LEED ND. LEED ND
establishes a rating system that integrates the principles of
smart growth, new urbanism, and green building into the
first national standard for neighborhood design. The pilot
program is currently undergoing evaluation and is
Source: Northeast Sustainable Energy
anticipated to be officially launched in 2009. In its current
form, the LEED ND program incorporates a section on Association; photo, The Garst House,
Solar Orientation intended to, “achieve enhanced energy Olympia, Washington.
efficiency by creating the optimum conditions for the use of
passive and active solar strategies.” The section is one of
twenty potential credits under the section entitled Green Construction & Technology. 2
While the provisions included represent an important step towards broader
1

U.S. Green Building Council, LEED Rating Systems, available online at
http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=222 (last accessed December 21, 2007).
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consideration for solar access, for now, their application is limited primarily to greenfield
development and to the individual developers who choose to use them.
The level to which the incorporation of solar concepts is advisory vs. mandatory can
weigh heavily on the results. As is the case with most design guidelines, merely
“suggesting” that an applicant follow one or more guidelines typically creates uncertainty
on both the parts of the applicant and the staff reviewing the
proposal and can result in inconsistent outcomes.
Incorporating standards that require the incorporation of solar
concepts into zoning codes where they may be readily
enforced is one approach that has been implemented in
communities such as Ashland, Oregon; Fort Collins, Colorado;
and San Francisco, California—to name a few. Examples of
the types of standards that have been employed and
additional communities that are using this approach are
included in Section III of this chapter.
Zoning regulations can also play a role in inhibiting the
implementation of solar concepts, sometimes inadvertently.
This is particularly true in areas of a community with relatively
rigid requirements, either because the area was built prior to
the advent of solar technology—such as in a historic district—
or because the area is part of a planned community that
controls the appearance of development through a detailed set
of covenants, conditions, and restrictions (CC& Rs).
Regulations regarding roof pitch, yard depths, landscaping,
reflective roof surfaces, and building height are just a few of
the potential obstacles that may exist. Mechanisms for
avoiding or removing these obstacles are addressed in
Section III of this chapter.

For the purposes of discussion,
this paper contains references
to two types of solar concepts:
“Solar access” refers to a
building’s ability to receive the
benefits of the sun’s rays
without
obstruction
from
neighboring
buildings,
structures, plants, and trees;
and
“Solar site orientation” refers
to situating a building to
optimize exposure to the winter
sun for passive heating and
lighting, while reducing this
exposure to the summer sun to
minimize overheating.

Some states have passed statutes to limit the effect of
restrictive covenants on solar energy: to date Colorado,
Oregon, California, and Minnesota . For example, Colorado
Revised Statute 38-30-168 limits the effect of restrictive
covenants on solar energy by prohibiting covenants that
restrict or prohibit solar energy devices based solely on Source: California Local Government
aesthetics. Although reasonable aesthetic provisions may be Commission; photo, Tindall Homes,
at Mansfield, Princeton, New
applied at the local level or through a homeowner’s Legends
Jersey.
association, they must not significantly increase the cost of the
solar device. California’s Solar Rights Act of 1978 allows for
similar discretion at the local level. Both the authority granted local governments by
these statutes and the extent to which local governments have acted upon them varies.

2

U.S. Green Building Council, LEED Rating Systems, available online at
http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=148 (last accessed December 21, 2007).
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A recent article published by the Solar Energy
Society of Canada, Inc., entitled Ten Features of
Successful Solar Policies, highlights the role of
local governments as one of the most important
factors in the long term success of solar energy,
stating— “Municipal policies are possibly the most
important policies as they can lay the foundation
for making solar technically possible.” 3
This paper includes an overview of the benefits of
incorporating site design strategies for solar
access at the local level as well as an overview of
potential strategies and regulations that have
proven effective in protecting solar access at the
local level.
The State of California’s ‘Go Solar California!’ website
provides consumers a "one-stop shop" for information on
rebates, tax credits, and incentives for solar electricity
systems in California.

II. What are the Benefits of Adopting Solar
Access Provisions at the Local Level?
Solar Access Provisions can be beneficial at a variety of levels. At a site planning level,
organizing new development to achieve proper solar orientation can improve the energy
efficiency of buildings on the site at little or no additional cost. When combined with
other sustainable building techniques, the benefits of requiring and/or protecting solar
access can be dramatic. For example, placing a building’s long face on an east-west
axis with a large percentage of its windows on the south side can reduce fuel
consumption by up to 25%.4 In its Solar Access Design Manual, the City of San Jose,
California states that it found that proper solar orientation of new homes built in the San
Jose area produced total energy savings of 11 to 16.5 percent—with up to 40 percent
savings from space cooling.5
Buildings realize even greater energy savings by integrating other passive solar design
elements, such as light colored walls, increased insulation, and night ventilation along
with proper solar site orientation. This is expressed in recent report written for the
California Energy Commission entitled, “Passive Solar Marketing Strategy, Appendix C:
Energy Savings Analysis,” which sites that new homes that incorporated a host of
passive solar design features reaped significant heating and cooling savings—reducing
heating needs in San Diego homes by 52% and cooling needs in Sacramento homes by
73 percent. 6

In addition to promoting a measurable reduction in energy usage, solar access
provisions can also help ensure that the conversion of homes from traditional energy
3

Federic Pouyot, “Ten Features of Successful Solar Policies,” Solar Energy Society of Canada, Inc., Spring 2007 newsletter,
available online at http://www.sesci.ca/docs/SOL_Spring_Issue_2007-05-10.pdf (last accessed December 21,2007).
4
Guide: Putting Renewable Energy to Work in Buildings, available online at
http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/energy_efficiency/putting-renewable-energy-to-work-in-buildings.html
(last accessed December 21, 2007).
5
City of San Jose, California. Solar Access Design Manual
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sources to solar energy over time can be accomplished relatively easily. Homes that
are pre-designed to accommodate solar devices, not only from a site planning
standpoint, but from a plumbing, wiring and structural standpoint as well can make
future installations much easier and less costly.
III. Land Use Code Strategies: What actions can local governments take to ensure
solar access is maintained?
While numerous examples of local governments adopting regulations to protect solar
access opportunities are cited in this chapter, there is much yet to be done. At a
nationwide level, the percentage of communities who have taken such bold steps is
marginal. This section outlines specific strategies and actions to be taken by
communities wishing to take their broad energy efficiency policies to the next e
l vel.
Three types of strategic actions are discussed: removing regulatory obstacles,
implementing protective regulations, and creating incentives. Each discussion is
accompanied by specific examples from communities who have successfully
implemented the strategies at a local level. The examples help illustrate how the
strategies can be adapted to a range of situations depending upon the level of policy
commitment, available staff resources, and political environment.
#1: REMOVE REGULATORY OBSTACLES
In order to achieve the maximum benefits of solar energy in our communities, obstacles
must be removed at a local level. As a first step, a thorough review of existing zoning
code provisions , subdivision regulations, and design standards should be conducted to
determine which existing standards, if any, could stand in the way of the installation of
solar devices at a site specific level.
Obstacles to the installation of solar collectors often arise in historic districts or in
planned communities with CC & Rs where aesthetic concerns are elevated. In these
instances, the prohibition of reflective roof surfaces, flat roof surfaces, or roof structures
are just a few ways in which the standards may unintentionally rule out the installation of
traditional solar collectors within an established neighborhood.
As an alternative to removing regulations that conflict with solar access objectives
altogether, flexibility can be built into existing provisions. Three ways in which flexibility
may be incorporated into regulations are discussed below.
ALLOW FOR EXCEPTIONS
One means of encouraging the use of solar collectors while maintaining the aesthetic
character of a community is to craft a detailed set of exceptions to the limiting ordinance
that includes solar energy devices. The City of Los Angeles has such a provision in its
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 7:
Roof structures for the housing of elevators, stairways, tanks, ventilating fans or similar
equipment required to operate and maintain the building, skylights, towers, steeples,
7

City of Los Angeles Municipal Code, Section 12.20.3. Historic Preservation Overlay Zone, available
online at http://www.dsireusa.org/documents/Incentives/CA04R.htm (last accessed December 21, 2007.)
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flagpoles, chimneys, smokestacks, wireless masts, water tanks, silos, solar energy
devices, or similar structures may be erected above the height limit specified in the
district in which the property is located if, for each foot such structure exceeds the
height limit, an equal setback from the roof perimeter is provided, except that stairways,
chimneys and ventilation shafts shall not be required to be set back from the roof
perimeter. No portion of any roof structure as provided for above shall exceed the
specified height limit by more than five feet.
ALTERNATIVE COMPLIANCE
In lieu of outlining specific performance criteria that an applicant must satisfy in order to
qualify for an exception or variance, some communities opt to simply include an
alternative compliance provision.
Typically, an alte rnative
compliance provision allows an alternative approach to be
substituted in whole or in part for a plan that meets the regulation in
question. An example of this approach is included in Section 3.2.3
of the City of Fort Collins, Colorado code, Solar Access,
Orientation, and Shading 8.
MINOR ADJUSTMENTS
Allowing modest adjustments to side, front and/or rear yard setback
requirements (or other conflicting regulations) that allow applicants
to meet solar access requirements can also be an effective means
of providing flexibility. Examples of this type of provision can be
found in Section A8.018 of the City of Gresham, Oregon’s Solar
Access Standards9 and Section 11.15.6868 of Multnomah County,
Oregon’s Solar Access Provisions for New Development 10.
#2: IMPLEMENT PROTECTIVE REGULATIONS
One of the most straightforward ways to ensure that solar access
objectives can be implemented at the site level is to incorporate
protective regulations as part of the zoning code.
Many
communities have adopted regulations to ensure the protection of
solar access. Although the regulations vary to a large degree in
their complexity and overall scope, their purpose and intent tends
to remain relatively consistent and that is to encourage, rather than
discourage the use of both active and passive solar energy
systems and to protect the right to solar access.
City of Portland, Oregon
Solar Access Regulations.
8

City of Fort Collins, Colorado Land Use Code, available online at http://fcgov.com/cityclerk/codes.php
(last accessed December 21, 2007.)
9
City of Gresham, Oregon Development Code, available online at
http://www.ci.gresham.or.us/departments/planningServices/dp/code.asp#code (last accessed December 21,
2007.)
10
Multnomah County, Oregon Land Division Ordinance, available online at
http://www2.co.multnomah.or.us/Community_Services/LUT- Planning/urban/landdiv/ld_nav.html
(last accessed December 21, 2007.)
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Following is a brief overview of the types standards included in Solar Access
Ordinances implemented by communities across the West. Standards are grouped
into three categories: Site Planning/Building Orientation Standards, Building Envelope
Standards, and Building Code Requirements.

SITE PLANNING/BUILDING ORIENTATION STANDARDS
Require a minimum percentage of solar-oriented lots—many Solar Access
Ordinances require a certain percentage of the lots in a new subdivision to conform
to the definition of “solar-oriented” to preserve the potential for solar energy usage.
“Solar-oriented” lots typically orient the long face of a building within 30 degrees (15
degrees is optimal) of the east-west axis. Minimum percentages range from 65
percent (Fort Collins, Colorado) to 80 percent (Multnomah County, Oregon).
Require variation in width of lots to maximize solar access—the City of
Portland, Oregon incorporates standards in its Solar Access Regulations 11 which call
for the narrowest lots on interior lots on the south side of the street and corner lots
on the north side of the street on streets that are within 30 degrees of a true eastwest axis and for wider interior lots on the east or west side of the street on streets
that are within 30 degrees of a true north-south axis.
Require key features of a development plan to have access to sunshine—Fort
Collins, Colorado also requires elements of the development plan (e.g., buildings,
streets, pedestrian pathways, circulation, open space) to located and designed to
protect existing or planned solar energy systems.
BUILDING ENVELOPE STANDARDS
Establish solar setbacks—solar setbacks define the height of the shadow that may
be cast upon an adjoining property during a specific time of day and time of year.
Solar setbacks take into account the height and massing of a proposed structure or
other site element along with the slope of the site in order to calculate the amount of
shade that would be cast on the adjoining property. Examples of solar setback
standards can be found in communities such as Ashland, Oregon12 and Berkeley,
California 13.
Solar access permits/guarantees—in communities such as Teton County,
Wyoming 14 solar access rights are only granted through a permitting process. In
11

City of Portland, Oregon, Solar Access Regulations, available online at
http://www.portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=72542 (last accessed December 21, 2007.)
12

City of Ashland, Oregon, Municipal Code, available online at
http://www.dsireusa.org/documents/Incentives/OR06R.htm (last accessed December 21, 2007.)
13
City of Berkeley, California, Energy Conservation Requirements, available online at
http://www.ci.berkeley.ca.us/sustainable/buildings/RefGuide/2%20energy%20conservation/2.4SolarTherm al
andRenewableEnergySystems.html (last accessed December 21, 2007.)
14
Teton County, Wyoming, Solar Access Regulations, available online at
http://clerk1.state.wy.us/plan/docs/ComprehensivePlan/Resolutions/Solar.pdf (last accessed
December 21, 2007.)
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order to be eligible for solar access protection, a solar permit must be granted that is
linked with an existing or proposed solar collector that complies with the resolution.
The resolution attaches no rights to a solar collector which is shaded by pre-existing
structures or vegetation. Once the permit has been granted, the permittee has up to
two years to request certification of beneficial use. Without certification, the permit
would no lo nger be in effect.
Tree Dispute Resolution—the City of San Francisco’s code contains a Tree
Dispute Resolution ordinance 15. The ordinance establishes a process and criteria by
which property owners may evaluate and resolve issues regarding the obstruction of
solar access to a property by a tree or trees on a neighboring property.
BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS
Note: Although the focus of this chapter is on site planning strategies rather than
building specific standards, the concept described is noted due to its relevance
within both areas of discussion.
Require buildings to be “Solar Ready”— the U.S. Department of Energy outlines
best practices to make homes “Solar Ready” in its recent report, Building America
Best Practices for High-Performance Technologies: Solar Thermal & Photovoltaic
Systems 16. To be considered “Solar Ready” homes are oriented for maximum solar
exposure, are pre-wired and plumbed for solar collectors and PV modules, and have
roof structures strong enough to handle the weight of solar systems. The concept is
derived from the theory that making renewable energy elements, such as solar
collectors, easy to install and use will encourage their use on a broader scale.
INCENTIVES
In part due to the cut-and-dry nature of most solar access standards, examples of
incentives to encourage the incorporation of site design strategies for solar access at
the local level appear to be limited. However, in cases where site planning for solar
access is encouraged rather than required, it may be possible to allow applicants to
“earn” additional density or height by incorporating solar concepts into a project’s
overall design. This was an approach used by the City of Austin in its design
standards for commercial and mixed use corridors. 17 This type of give and take
approach is also built into the LEED ND program, as discussed in the introduction.
Perhaps the most compelling incentive for a developer or home owner to pursue the
integration of solar access concepts is the range of rebates, tax deductions, and
other financial incentives available at the federal, state, and local level for the
installation of solar devices.
15

City of San Francisco, California, Tree Dispute Resolution Ordinance, available online at
http://www.municode.com/content/4201/14142/HTML/ch016_1.html (last accessed December 21, 2007.)
16
U.S. Department of Energy, Building America Best Practices Series, High-Performance Home Technologies:
Solar Thermal and Photovoltaic Systems, available online at
http://www.eere.energy.gov/buildings/building_america/pdfs/41085.pdf (last accessed on December 21, 2007.)
17

City of Austin, Texas, Development Code: Subchapter E: Design Standards and Mixed-Use, available online at
http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/development/downloads/final.pdf (last accessed on December 21, 2007.)
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III. Conclusion
Land Use Code Strategies:
Removing Obstacles
§ Review existing zoning provisions, subdivision regulations and design standards
to determine any obstacles at the site specific level
§ Build flexibility into prohibitive regulations to allow for exceptions, alternative
compliance and minor adjustments
Incentives
§ Earn additional density or height bonuses for incorporating solar concepts into a
project’s overall design
§ Rebates, tax deductions and other financial incentives available at the federal,
state and local level for the installation of solar devices
Regulations
§ Incorporate protective regulations for solar access as part of the zoning code
§ Require a minimum percentage of solar-oriented lots
§ Require variation in width of lots to maximize solar access
§ Require key features of a development plan to have access to sunshine
§ Establish solar setbacks
§ Allow for solar access permits/guarantees
§ Require buildings to be “Solar Ready”
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As demand for energy increases, many communities are seeking ways to meet this demand with
clean, safe, reliable energy from renewable sources such as sun and wind. Fortunately, many
of the key technologies that can unlock the power of these renewable resources are available
on the market today. While the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) continues to fund research
and development (R&D) to improve solar technologies, DOE is also focusing on accelerating a
robust nationwide market for the currently available technologies.
Development of a nationwide market requires overcoming barriers to widespread adoption
of solar energy technologies. These barriers include complicated procedures for permitting
and connecting systems to the grid, financing challenges, a lack of awareness of solar energy
solutions among key decision makers, and a lack of trained installation contractors. Local
governments are uniquely positioned to remove many of these barriers, clearing the way for
solar markets to thrive in their locales. Representatives of local governments who understand and
prepare for policy and market changes can optimally position their communities in the emerging
renewable energy economy.
To accelerate the nationwide adoption of solar energy, DOE established partnerships with 25 “Solar
America Cities” around the United States. Local organizations and policy makers in each Solar
America City are taking a comprehensive approach to bringing solar to their cities. Their work lays
the foundation for a viable solar market and offers a model for other communities to follow.
As a result of the progress made in the 25 Solar America Cities, in 2010 DOE announced a
new effort to share the best practices developed with thousands of local governments across
the nation. As part of this evolution, DOE created a broader program called Solar America
Communities to reflect the intention to promote solar market development within cities, counties,
and all other local jurisdictions.
Solar Powering Your Community: A Guide for Local Governments is a comprehensive resource
DOE created to assist local governments and stakeholders in designing and implementing a
strategic local solar plan. This guide includes examples and models that have been field-tested in
cities and counties around the country. Many of the examples are the direct result of DOE’s Solar
America Communities program.
This guide can help stimulate ideas or provide a framework for a comprehensive solar plan for
a community. Each section is divided into topic areas—typically within the jurisdiction of local
governments—that are integral in creating and supporting local solar markets. Each topic area
includes:
• An introduction that describes the policy or program and states its purpose
• Information on benefits of implementing the policy or program

• Tips and options for designing and implementing the policy or program

• Examples that highlight experiences from communities that have successfully implemented the policy or program; and additional reports, references, and tools that can offer more
information on the topic.
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DOE recognizes that there is no one path to solar market development, so this guide introduces
a range of policy and program options that can help a community build a sustainable solar
infrastructure. DOE doesn’t imply that a community must undertake all of these activities;
instead, community leaders should tailor their approach to fit their community’s particular needs
and market barriers.
This second edition of the guide was updated to include new market developments and
innovations for advancing local solar markets that have emerged since the first edition was
released in 2009. DOE plans to continually revise and improve the content as new strategies arise
for moving solar energy into the mainstream. Comments and suggestions are welcomed and can
be submitted at solarguide@ee.doe.gov. The entire guide can be downloaded from
www.solaramericacommunities.energy.gov.

iv
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INTRODUCTION
Demand for energy is continuing to rise, and communities are increasingly looking to renewable
sources such as sun and wind to meet that demand with clean, safe, reliable energy. Fortunately,
many of the key technologies that can unlock the power of these renewable resources are on the
market today. Rapidly declining prices for solar technologies, in combination with federal, state,
and local policy changes, are bringing increasing amounts of solar energy into the mainstream.
Local government representatives who understand and prepare for policy and market changes
will be able to best position their communities in this new renewable energy economy.
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (the Recovery Act) was signed into law
on February 17, 2009, providing unprecedented levels of investment in renewable energy. The
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is playing a significant role in the effort to reduce costs and
increase the use of renewable energy technologies.

The Bushnell
Company in the
Germantown
neighborhood
of Philadelphia
uses an 85 kW
rooftop PV
installation.
(Mercury Solar
Solutions/
PIX 18064)

To accelerate the nationwide adoption of solar energy, DOE developed the Solar America
Cities program, centered on partnerships with 25 major U.S. cities. This program is designed to
complement top-down federal policy approaches with federal–local partnerships that are helping
to build a robust U.S. solar market.
Local governments are in a unique position to remove many of the barriers to widespread solar
energy adoption and make solar energy more affordable and accessible for their residents and
businesses. These barriers include complicated procedures for permitting and connecting systems
to the grid, financing challenges, a lack of awareness of solar energy solutions among key decision
makers, and a lack of trained installation contractors. The 25 Solar America Cities vary by size,
geographic location, and maturity of solar market, which has enabled DOE to identify challenges
and solutions at various stages of market development. Local planners and policy makers in
each Solar America City are taking a comprehensive approach to bringing solar to their cities.
Many of the examples presented in this guide are direct results of the DOE Solar America Cities
partnerships. To learn more about what these cities have accomplished, visit
www.solaramericacommunities.energy.gov/cities.
As a result of widespread success in the 25 Solar America Cities, in 2010 DOE announced a
new outreach effort to share the best practices developed in concert with thousands of local
governments across the nation. As part of this evolution, DOE created a broader program called
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INTRODUCTION

Solar America Communities, reflecting the intention to promote solar market development within
cities, counties, and all other local jurisdictions. Solar America Communities program activities
include the partnerships with the 25 Solar America Cities, along with “special project” awards
to develop innovative new approaches for increasing solar energy use, technical analyses on
emerging market issues, and outreach to communities across the nation.
DOE designed this guide—Solar Powering Your Community: A Guide for Local Governments—
to assist local government officials and stakeholders in designing and implementing strategic
local solar plans. This second edition contains the most recent lessons and successes from the 25
Solar America Cities and other communities promoting solar energy. Because DOE recognizes
that there is no one path to solar market development, this guide introduces a range of policy and
program options that can help a community build a local solar infrastructure. Communities do not
need to undertake all of these activities; instead, each community should tailor its approach to fit
its particular needs and market barriers.
Each section of the guide is divided into topic areas—typically within the jurisdiction of local
governments—that have been integral to creating and supporting local solar markets. Each topic
area begins with an introduction that describes the policy or program and states its purpose,
followed by more information in several categories, as noted below:

BENEFITS
Identifies benefits from implementing the policy or program.

IMPLEMENTATION TIPS AND OPTIONS
Lists various tips and options for designing and implementing the policy or program.

EXAMPLES
Highlights experiences from communities that have successfully implemented the policy or
program.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES AND RESOURCES
Lists reports, references, and tools that offer more information on the topic.

Solar technologies fall into these main categories: photovoltaics (PV), concentrating solar
power (CSP), solar water heating (SWH), and solar space heating and cooling.1 PV and CSP
technologies produce electricity; SWH and space heating and cooling technologies produce
thermal energy. This guide includes information on policies and programs to expand the use of
all types of solar technologies. For basic technology overviews and more in-depth information,
visit www.solar.energy.gov.
Solar Powering Your Community: A Guide for Local Governments is a work in progress. DOE
continually revises and improves this guide as new strategies arise for moving solar energy
into the mainstream, and welcomes feedback and input in making this guide as accurate,
comprehensive, and current as possible. Please direct comments and suggestions to
solarguide@ee.doe.gov.
_______________
1

2

For more details on terms in bold type, see the glossary at the end of this guide.
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Getting Started: Assessing A Community’s Policy Environment
Federal, state, and local policies, along with regulations and incentives, constitute the foundation
on which the solar energy industry can build. Identifying the regulatory, policy, and incentive
framework that currently affects solar energy adoption in a community will help community
leaders accurately assess the changes necessary to advance solar energy in their area.
Jurisdictional authority over many of the policies that affect the solar energy market can vary
depending on whether a community is served by an investor-owned, cooperative, or municipal
utility. States typically have jurisdiction over investor-owned utilities and policies with statewide
applications such as renewable portfolio standards (RPSs), net metering, and interconnection.
Many states also operate solar incentive programs. State policy makers and regulators, however,
often allow local governments to define or build on these policies for their particular area and utility.
Some programs and policies that promote solar energy—such as streamlining permitting processes
and educating local code officials—fall exclusively under the jurisdiction of local governments.
Here are some tips for assessing the policy and market environment in a community:
• Use the table that follows to understand the market conditions for solar energy technologies in the area. This list focuses on the policies and incentives that have proven essential
to establishing a solar market.
ASSESSING A COMMUNITY’S POLICY ENVIRONMENT FOR SOLAR ENERGY
IS THERE A POLICY REQUIRING CLEAN ENERGY INVESTMENT?
RPSs, specifically those with solar carve-outs,
encourage solar development by requiring utilities
to acquire a certain amount of solar energy. Because
energy prices may not adequately reflect the costs
and benefits associated with different energy
sources, many states have enacted these mandates to
boost demand for clean energy technologies.

Read more in
2.1 Renewable Portfolio Standards

ARE INCENTIVES AND FINANCING MECHANISMS AVAILABLE TO REDUCE UP-FRONT COSTS?
Cash incentives and access to low-cost loans and thirdparty financing all help to reduce up-front costs—the
primary market barrier to solar energy adoption.

Read more in
2.2 Cash Incentives
2.4 Third-Party Residential Financing Models
2.5 Property Assessed Clean Energy Financing
2.6 Low-Interest Loans
7.3 Select the Appropriate Financing Mechanism

ARE POLICIES IN PLACE TO ENSURE THAT SOLAR SYSTEM OWNERS/HOSTS ARE COMPENSATED FOR THE ENERGY
THEY PRODUCE?
Feed-in tariffs (FITs), performance-based incentives
(PBIs), and net-metering policies all make payments
to solar system owners and hosts based on the energy
output of their systems, helping those who invest in
solar energy recoup costs over time.

Read more in
2.2 Cash Incentives
2.3 Feed-In Tariffs
4.2 Net-Metering Rules

IS THERE A CLEAR AND SIMPLE PROCESS FOR INSTALLING AND INTERCONNECTING SOLAR SYSTEMS?
Straightforward permitting processes and rules for
connecting solar energy systems to the electric grid
reduce the time and cost involved in installing such
systems.

Read more in
3.3 Streamlined Solar Permitting and Inspection
Processes
4.1 Interconnection Standards
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• Access the Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency (DSIRE) at
www.dsireusa.org to identify federal, state, and local, and utility policies and programs
currently in place in the area.
• Identify the policy and program areas under local government jurisdiction and the areas in
which local leaders can collaborate with regional or state authorities.
• Read the information in this guide on each area of interest.

• Understand that the policies and incentives in the table that follows, although important to a
truly robust solar market, represent only some of the options for supporting solar adoption in
a community. If, for jurisdictional or other reasons, some of these best practices are beyond
a community’s immediate reach, many other action areas are described throughout this guide
that local leaders might wish to focus on until their broader policy environment improves.

Additional References and Resources
PUBLICATIONS
Freeing the Grid
Network for New Energy Choices (NNEC), Vote Solar Initiative, Interstate Renewable Energy Council, North Carolina Solar
Center, Solar Alliance, December 2010
This report outlines the best and worst practices in state net-metering and interconnection policies.
Report: http://www.newenergychoices.org/uploads/FreeingTheGrid2010.pdf

Taking the Red Tape Out of Green Power: How to Overcome Permitting Obstacles to Small-Scale Distributed
Renewable Energy
Network for New Energy Choices, September 2008
In this report, the Network for New Energy Choices reviews a wide variety of political perspectives and priorities
expressed in a range of local permitting rules. The report suggests how existing rules can be altered to support growing
renewable energy markets.
Report: www.newenergychoices.org/uploads/redTape-rep.pdf

Clean Energy State Program Guide—Mainstreaming Solar Electricity: Strategies for States to Build Local Markets
Clean Energy Group, April 2008
This report describes a road map of actions states can take to effectively bring solar electricity into the mainstream.
Report: www.cleanegroup.org/Reports/CEG_Mainstreaming-Solar-Electricity_Apr2008.pdf

Developing State Solar Photovoltaic Markets
Vote Solar Initiative, Center for American Progress, January 2008
This report includes case studies of four states that have developed robust solar markets. Policies described in the report
serve as models for a state interested in building a thriving solar market.
Report: www.votesolar.org/linked-docs/CAP_solar_report.pdf

CESA State Program Guide: State Strategies to Foster Solar Hot Water Program Development
Clean Energy Group, December 2007
This program guide outlines straightforward strategies to support the adoption of solar water heating technologies,
including financial incentives, installer training, and consumer education.
Report: www.cleanenergystates.org/Publications/CESA_solar_hot_water_rpt_final.pdf

4
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1.0
ORGANIZING AND STRATEGIZING
A LOCAL SOLAR EFFORT
The most difficult part of strategically accelerating the adoption of solar energy technologies is getting started. The range of opportunities is vast and many of the issues
are complex. Taking the time to organize and develop a strategic approach will help
community leaders make the best choices for their community. This section introduces
activities that have proven effective in the early planning stages of designing a local
solar energy strategy. The topic areas and associated examples contain more information
about specific planning activities. The chart below shows which of the 25 Solar America
Cities have undertaken each of these activities and allows communities to assess their
own efforts in these areas.
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The dedication
ceremony of a
solar covered
landfill in San
Antonio, Texas.
(City of San
Antonio/
PIX18068)
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1.1
Create a Solar Advisory Committee or Task Force
Building a sustainable local solar market requires a comprehensive and coordinated effort
among many community stakeholders. A good starting point is to create an advisory committee
or task force that includes a broad cross section of the community. A comprehensive advisory
group helps local governments understand the perspectives of the various market participants
involved in solar energy. Guidance from an advisory group is invaluable for shaping successful
solar markets.

BENEFITS

Creating a task force or advisory committee allows for a comprehensive
approach to designing a solar infrastructure in the local community. This
approach helps facilitate the buy-in necessary for building a sustainable
solar market.

Implementation Tips and Options
Invite local solar industry and advocacy group leaders to participate in stakeholder meetings.
Include a local utility representative in the early stages of the planning process.
o Gather input from all the municipal or county entities involved with solar energy, including
permitting, inspections, procurement, facilities management, and outreach departments.
Invite department representatives to participate in stakeholder meetings, and identify parties
responsible for various portions of the solar initiative.
o Include a local utility representative in the early stages of the planning process.
o Invite local solar industry and advocacy group leaders to participate in stakeholder meetings.
o Consider inviting local city council members and county supervisors, along with other
government officials and decision makers, to participate in the planning process.
o Consider inviting local education and training institutions to be involved in the early stages
of planning.
o Invite groups from business and industry such as the finance and investment community,
chambers of commerce, and workforce development boards.
o Be flexible so organizers can add to or segment the advisory committee as needs arise.
6
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CREATE A SOLAR ADVISORY COMMITTEE OR TASK FORCE

Examples
Houston, Texas: Creating an Advisory Council and Correspondence Group
Houston selected the Houston Advanced Research Center (HARC) to manage its Solar Houston
Initiative. HARC established an advisory council and a correspondence group. The 14-member
advisory council consists of representatives from local businesses, universities, school districts,
environmental organizations, and foundations. It meets quarterly to review plans and discuss
progress. The correspondence group consists of stakeholders interested in promoting solar
energy technologies throughout the city. Members of the group receive project updates that they
can use to inform their networks. Correspondence group members can also make suggestions to
the advisory council about the direction and progress of the Solar Houston Initiative.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Initiating the Milwaukee Shines Advisory Committee
Milwaukee created Milwaukee Shines, a citywide program designed to advance solar energy,
through its Solar America City grant. The city works with several partner agencies with a stake
in Milwaukee becoming a sustainable solar city: We Energies (local utility), Focus on Energy
(state public-benefit energy fund), Johnson Controls (Milwaukee-based technology leader),
and the Midwest Renewable Energy Association (MREA, a site assessor and installer training
agency). Other partners include the Milwaukee Area Technical College, which offers courses in
renewable energy and hosts a large annual green energy summit; the University of Wisconsin–
Milwaukee’s Center for Economic Development; Caleffi Hydronic Solutions (a local solar
water heating [SWH] system vendor); Milwaukee School of Engineering; and Milwaukee
Public Schools. Many partners have given in-kind or matching-cash support for the program.
Milwaukee Shines relies on the advisory committee for technical assistance, market updates,
and consultation on proposals and plans. The advisory committee created subcommittees for
finance, marketing and outreach, manufacturing, and training. Its members are volunteers.
The team considers voluntary participation to be important because it ensures that tasks are
approached with interest, enthusiasm, and buy-in. The subcommittees have increased the
resources available to Milwaukee Shines to address barriers to solar development.

Additional References and Resources
WEB SITES
Solar America Cities
www.solaramericacommunities.energy.gov/solaramericacities
The Solar America Cities activity is a partnership between the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and 25 U.S. cities.
All participants are committed to accelerating the adoption of solar energy technologies at the local level. Each Solar
America City has its own Web page that includes a list of project partners.
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1.2
Hire or Designate a Local Solar Coordinator
When a community begins a local solar energy program, it’s important to select a solar
coordinator to oversee all program activities. A solar coordinator can help spearhead a
community’s solar initiative, and can build momentum across levels of government and
throughout the community. The solar coordinator is responsible for coordinating the various
stakeholders within a community’s solar energy initiative—such as local government agencies,
utilities, academia, nonprofits, the solar industry, and state government representatives—and
should ensure that the goals and objectives of the community’s solar initiative are met.
Ideally, a solar coordinator is hired as part of the local government staff. If a community doesn’t
have the resources to fund an internal position, some local governments have found that external
groups, such as a local nonprofit or higher education institution, can be a good choice for managing
portions of their solar initiative. It’s important, however, to have someone on staff to coordinate with
an outside administrator to ensure that the initiative has the necessary buy-in from city departments.
Solar coordinators hired as local government staff can be housed in a variety of ways within
the government structure. If a local government has a very strong solar initiative that’s a high
priority to the chief elected official, the solar coordinator could serve in the executive office as
part of an initiative on solar or more broadly, on sustainability. Placing a solar coordinator in a
leadership or crosscutting branch of government not only raises the profile of the initiative, but
can also help facilitate solar coordination efforts across various departments. A solar coordinator
could also reside in a local government’s energy or environmental office, in the facilities or
planning department, or in a sustainability program.

BENEFITS

A designated solar coordinator can help spearhead a local government’s
solar initiatives and ensure a coordinated and strategic effort by providing
a lead point of contact for solar program activities. Customers, solar
stakeholders, and partners in the solar initiative can turn to this single point
of contact to request services and furnish input on the program.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Identify the best placement for the solar coordinator within the local government.
Determine where the coordinator can be most effective in implementing the solar energy
initiative and in working across departments to increase solar adoption.
8
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o Identify an individual with a solid understanding of the solar market and local needs that
can objectively coordinate a solar energy program on behalf of the local government.
o Define clear roles and responsibilities for the solar coordinator and identify communications
channels for the individual to stay coordinated with other levels of government and related
initiatives across local government, as well as with other solar stakeholders in the community.
o Ensure that the solar coordinator meets regularly with management to make sure that
program goals are being met and to readjust goals in response to evolving market needs.
o Raise awareness in the community about the solar coordinator by including the
coordinator’s contact information and other information related to the solar initiative on a
Web site and in marketing materials.
o Identify sustainable funding sources for the solar coordinator position; for example, cost
savings from energy efficiency and renewable energy projects.

Examples
Salt Lake City, Utah: Choosing a Local Nonprofit To Manage the Solar Salt Lake Partnership
Salt Lake City’s choice to manage the Solar Salt Lake Partnership, Utah Clean Energy
(established in 2001), is a local nonprofit organization. The nonprofit is actively engaged on
numerous clean energy issues across Utah and supplies information, resources, and technical
understanding of complex energy issues to help the Solar Salt Lake Partnership navigate their
efforts to advance solar energy. Utah Clean Energy partners closely with Salt Lake City, Salt Lake
County, Kennecott Land, and all the other Solar Salt Lake partners and affiliates to coordinate
solar training sessions and workshops, offer input in the regulatory arena on solar-related issues
(e.g., net metering and interconnection), coordinate with Utah’s building community to advance
solar best practices, and collaborate with Utah’s utilities to identify barriers to solar adoption and
solutions. Utah Clean Energy also supplies resources and information to the public through its
Web site (http://utahcleanenergy.org), list serve, and presentations.

New York City, New York: Using a Solar Coordinator To Implement the City’s Solar
Partnership
Through the City University of New York, the city hired a full-time solar coordinator to
implement New York City’s Solar City Partnership. This work includes facilitating the city’s
efforts to streamline permitting for solar systems, overseeing an update to the city’s long-term
solar policy strategy, and implementing the Solar Empowerment Zones strategy, under which
the city will focus solar deployment efforts in three high potential zones. The solar coordinator
is a key member of a network of staff members from New York City agencies, including the
Department of Buildings, the Mayor’s Office of Long Term Planning, and the Fire Department.
The solar coordinator serves as the liaison among the project partner agencies, the utilities, the
state government, the solar energy industry, and other stakeholders. For more information, see
www.cuny.edu/about/resources/sustainability/solar-america.html.
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1.3
Survey Residents and Businesses To Identify Barriers
Because every local community could face a different set of real and perceived barriers to solar
adoption, it’s important to identify those that are the most significant in a specific community.
Community leaders can do this by holding discussions with the solar industry, conducting
literature searches, reaching out to other local government representatives in their state and
beyond, contacting their state energy office, and soliciting citizen or stakeholder feedback.
Engaging multiple stakeholder groups enables the organizers of a solar initiative to analyze
their feedback, which can be obtained through mechanisms like online or mailed surveys, focus
groups, town hall meetings, and workshops. Common market barriers include complex solar
installation permitting procedures; a lack of financing mechanisms for solar projects; shortages
of trained workers to support a growing market; minimal consumer awareness; and inadequate
interconnection standards, net-metering policies, and utility-rate structures.

BENEFITS

Conducting surveys or holding stakeholder workshops helps communities
discover the factors that are important to residents and businesses when
they decide to purchase solar energy systems, identify roadblocks for
solar energy installations, and determine which areas would benefit from
communication and outreach.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Make a list of all stakeholder groups from which to obtain input, including residents,
businesses, nonprofits, utilities, and local solar installation contractors.
o Determine whether to survey residents, businesses, utilities, and the solar industry entities
jointly or separately.
o Invite stakeholders to complete a survey or participate in a face-to-face meeting.
o Ask questions about the demand for solar energy in the community; the local industry’s
ability to meet demand; and perceptions of the cost, effectiveness, and reliability of solar
technologies.
o Identify the major barriers to solar adoption for each stakeholder group and consider actions
that can overcome or diminish those obstacles.
10
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Examples
Berkeley, California: Surveying Businesses and Residents To Identify Barriers
Berkeley partnered with the University of California, Berkeley to survey residents and business
owners about barriers to implementing energy efficiency and solar energy technologies and
upgrades. The survey indicated that the most common obstacles are the cost, the difficulty of
the information search, financial uncertainties, and unequal access to information between
consumers and equipment installers. After analyzing the survey results, the city designed the
SmartSolar Program, which furnishes access to accurate, trustworthy information through
general education events; site-specific assessments; assistance in selecting products and
installation contractors; and post-installation quality control. The program offers personalized
consultations to homeowners and business owners, and guides them through the variety of
energy efficiency and solar energy options and incentives available. SmartSolar site assessors
use a comprehensive, whole-building approach. Visit www.solaramericacommunities.energy.
gov/City_Info/Berkeley/Berkeley_Market_Research_Client_Survey.pdf for a summary of the
survey results.

New York City, New York: Conducting an Installer Survey
As the first step in updating its long-term solar policy strategy, the City University of New
York (CUNY) conducted a comprehensive installer survey in spring 2010. CUNY interviewed
36 individuals whose companies had completed, in aggregate, 94.3% of all photovoltaic (PV)
installations in the city. The interviewees answered questions about their companies, along
with perceived barriers to solar and possible solutions. The survey results were instrumental
in identifying priorities for the New York City Solar America Cities Partnership. For instance,
the survey showed that more than half of installers were relatively new to the local market and
didn’t understand local permitting processes. As a result, CUNY has made streamlining and
clarifying permitting a major focus and will be increasing efforts to educate local installers.
More information is available in the survey report, which can be downloaded at
www.cuny.edu/about/resources/sustainability/solar-america/installingsolar.html.

San Diego, California: Identifying Barriers and Solutions Through Solar Survey and
Focus Groups
To identify challenges and opportunities for advancing residential solar, San Diego performed
a citywide survey of property owners with PV installations and conducted three focus groups
of specific market segments: real estate and associated professionals, municipal permit
review staff members, and residential consumers of solar power. The survey yielded an
overview of the experiences of residents who have PV installations. The three focus groups
explored the impediments to solar adoption that exist from the perspectives of each market
segment addressed. The real estate focus group identified the two greatest barriers: inadequate
explanation and appreciation of the cost savings from an installed system, and buyers’ inability
to determine how well the system is functioning. Participants suggested that these challenges
could be addressed by
• Equipment warranties

• Documentation of cost savings
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• Buyer education on ease of operation.

• Information on the modular nature of systems and the ease of repair.

• The inclusion of government-subsidized loans for PV systems in the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act of 2009, a federal stimulus plan.

The focus group comprising city and county permitting officials and inspectors identified three
potential improvements that could help streamline the permit and inspection process:
• Define the role of fire departments in the permitting process.

• Standardize the permitting system statewide so contractors don’t have to deal with different policies that can cause delays and add costs.
• Develop special training for permitting and inspection officials to keep them updated on
new technologies and training for contractors/installers on how to submit a PV system application and how to prepare for an inspection.
The residential PV consumer focus group identified the following barriers: overall cost of the
system, problems with utility interconnection, inadequate government incentives, and problems
with city/county permitting and/or inspections. Although almost half of participants experienced
no barriers or challenges, those who did encounter barriers commented that the obstacles could
be mitigated by more education for the potential purchaser about the true costs and savings of
the systems, warranties, installation contractor reputations, and optimal system output.
Detailed findings from the focus groups, as well as the survey results, can be found in the
September 2009 report titled Barriers and Solutions, A Detailed Analysis of Solar Photovoltaics
in San Diego, available for download at www.sandiego.gov/environmental-services/sustainable/
pdf/090925SOLARCITYSURVEYREPORT.pdf

12
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1.4
Conduct an Installation Baseline Survey
An important part of designing a successful local solar strategy is accounting for all solar energy
installations that already exist in the community. This is called an installation baseline, and
it helps provide insight into a community’s level of experience with solar energy and enables
community leaders to set realistic goals. Although this can be a time-consuming process,
knowing where a community started is essential information needed for assessing progress,
trends, and accomplishments.
Most installation baseline surveys include information about the type of solar technology
installed (typically photovoltaics [PV] or solar water heating [SWH]) and the sector in which
the installation exists (e.g., commercial, residential, municipal, industrial, or agricultural).
Information about the current installations in a community can reside within several
organizations, including renewable energy programs, city permitting offices, and local utilities.
Additionally, state solar and renewable energy programs and associations are often excellent
sources for statistics on installed solar energy systems.

BENEFITS

Identifying the number of solar systems currently installed in a community
creates a benchmark for setting realistic installation targets. An installation
baseline is also an indicator of local market maturity and can help
determine what policy decisions might be most beneficial in the future.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Contact the state’s public benefits fund manager or solar rebate program administrator to
find out whether installation statistics are tracked. If unsure how to reach these sources, start
with the state energy office. State energy office contact information is available at
www.naseo.org/members/states/default.aspx.
o Identify the permits required for installing PV and SWH systems in the community and
contact the appropriate departments to find out how many permits have been approved.
In areas that don’t require permits specifically for solar systems, permits could fall under
electrical for PV systems or plumbing for SWH systems, or they might fall under building
permits for either technology.
o Contact the local utility to request information on PV interconnections. Utility
representatives might be hesitant to give detailed information on installations because of
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customer privacy concerns (or other business-sensitive reasons). If this is the case, ask for
the aggregated data for all systems installed in the local area. This more general information
would be sufficient for generating an installation baseline for PV systems.
o Contact local solar installation contractors and gather their installation statistics to help
quantify the total number of installations in the area. If contractors are hesitant to share that
data, try to obtain aggregate information from industry associations, such as local chapters
of the Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA).
o Gather data on the number of solar energy systems installed to date as well as the actual
installed capacity of PV and SWH systems.
o Consider developing a Web site that residents and businesses can use to submit details,
photos, and testimonials about their solar energy systems, or raise awareness of an existing
Web site that serves this purpose, such as openpv.nrel.gov.

Examples
Boston, Massachusetts: Quantifying the City’s Installation Baseline
Boston and its Solar America City team quantified Boston’s solar installation baseline by
interviewing local installers, the local utility, and the state’s solar rebate program administrator
(Massachusetts Renewable Energy Trust). The team also gathered information using installer
directories at www.findsolar.com and the Solar Business Association of New England Web site
(www.sebane.org). Next, the team compiled a list of installation contractors operating in the
Boston area. Installers at each company were interviewed to identify the number of PV and SWH
systems installed in Boston since 2007. Solar Boston staffers asked installers about system sizes,
installation dates, system type, ownership type, and installation addresses. To track progress
toward the city’s renewable energy goals, the team has repeated this interview process each
summer since the Solar Boston initiative began. After the initial baseline process was conducted
in 2007, the city hired undergraduate interns to interview installers during subsequent years. As of
August 2010, the city had identified more than 3 megawatts of solar capacity in Boston, up from
421 kilowatts in 2007. To view Boston’s solar map, visit http://gis.cityofboston.gov/solarboston.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Using the Installation Baseline as an Outreach and
Management Tool
To determine the number of solar site assessments and PV and SWH installations completed
in the Milwaukee area, the city worked with Focus on Energy (the state’s public benefit energy
fund), We Energies (the local utility), and the Midwest Renewable Energy Association (MREA;
Wisconsin’s solar site assessment program administrator). Focus on Energy staffers record detailed
information on every solar energy installation that receives a Focus on Energy rebate, including
the type of solar energy technology installed, the system size, the installation company, the
amount of the rebate granted, and estimated energy production over the system’s life. We Energies
collects data on all PV systems that are interconnected to the electricity grid. MREA records
information about the number of PV and SWH site assessments performed in the Milwaukee area.
This information helps the city make accurate projections for solar energy installations and set
appropriate local solar installation targets. It also helps the city quantify the number of installation
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contractors and site assessors operating in the region. The detailed data on each installed solar
energy system are compiled in a database and on a Web-based solar map cataloging Milwaukeearea installations. The city of Milwaukee and Focus on Energy sent a letter to property owners
who had installed solar and asked if they were interested in being featured on the solar map at
www.MilwaukeeShines.com. For privacy reasons, only those that granted permission are listed on
the map. As a result, the solar capacity listed on the map is not comprehensive. It does, however,
serve as an inexpensive public outreach tool because an intern created it in Google maps at no
charge over the summer of 2009. The catalog/solar map helps the city recognize installation
trends, identify neighborhoods that are well suited for solar energy systems, and track installations.

Additional References and Resources
WEB SITES
The Open PV Mapping Project
http://openpv.nrel.gov
The Open PV Mapping Project is a collaborative effort to compile a comprehensive database of PV installation data
for the United States. Data for the project are voluntarily contributed from a variety of sources including governments,
utilities, installers, and the public. The constantly changing data are actively maintained by the contributors, providing an
evolving, up-to-date snapshot of the U.S. solar power market.

PUBLICATIONS
Identification and Tracking of Key Market Development Metrics across the 25 Solar America Cities
Prepared by Critigen in partnership with CH2M HILL for the U.S. Department of Energy, December 2010
This report includes data on the number of installations and installed capacity of PV and SWH systems in the 25 Solar
America Cities in 2007 and 2008.
Report: www.solaramericacommunities.energy.gov/pdfs/SolarAmericaCitiesMarketDevelopmentMetrics.pdf

U.S. Solar Market Trends 2009
Interstate Renewable Energy Council, July 2010
This report provides an overview of PV, SWH, and concentrating solar power (CSP) market trends in the United States in
2009.
Report: http://irecusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/IREC-Solar-Market-Trends-Report-2010_7-27-10_web1.pdf

Tracking the Sun II: The Installed Cost of Photovoltaics in the U.S. from 1998-2008
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, October 2009
This report summarizes trends in the installed cost of grid-connected PV systems in the United States from 1998 through
2008.
Report: http://eetd.lbl.gov/ea/ems/reports/lbnl-1516e.pdf
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1.5
Establish Solar Installation Targets
Community leaders can use current data on solar installations in the community as the baseline
for projecting targets for the number of installations or amount of installed capacity they want to
reach by a specific date. These targets are often set to achieve broader energy, climate change, or
sustainability goals or renewable portfolio standard (RPS) requirements (see 2.1, Renewable
Portfolio Standards). Several key factors influence the reasonable installation target range for
a given community, including the policy environment, the available solar resource, the market
maturity, the local cost of electricity from the grid (for photovoltaics [PV]) or heating fuel (for
solar water heating [SWH]), and the availability of objective information in the marketplace.
Federal, state, and local policies have a tremendous effect on a community’s level of solar
energy adoption. When there are favorable market conditions, including incentives that reduce
the up-front cost of solar systems and streamlined permitting and interconnection processes,
local governments are justified in setting higher installation targets. Communities with higher
electricity and gas prices have a greater incentive to install solar systems because solar energy is
more cost competitive than it might be in areas with low electricity and gas prices.
All regions of the United States receive adequate sunlight to make solar energy technologies
viable. If a community has substantial solar resources, it will be able to generate more
electricity—with the same amount of installed system capacity—than areas that receive less
sun. This shortens the payback term for solar systems. If a community is in a particularly sunny
locale, community leaders might consider setting higher installation targets.

BENEFITS

Setting solar installation targets helps clarify the role solar energy will
play in achieving a community’s broader environmental, climate change,
or sustainability goals. Setting targets helps create momentum for a solar
program with stakeholders working toward common goals. It also guides
the strategy for increasing solar installations in a community and enables
leaders to track progress against a published goal. Solar installation targets
can also aid in attracting the solar industry to bring jobs and economic
benefits to a community.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Use the results of the installation baseline survey to identify the community’s starting
point. See 1.4, Conduct an Installation Baseline Survey.
16
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o Identify programs and policies that currently support solar energy in the state, which
will provide a sense of the current market conditions. See Getting Started: Assessing A
Community’s Policy Environment.
o Determine local market barriers to solar adoption. See 1.3, Survey Residents and Businesses
To Identify Barriers.
o Gauge the robustness of the solar industry in terms of the number of solar installers and
solar-related firms, the size and complexity of systems being installed, and the level of
competitiveness in solar system pricing.
o Use a solar mapping tool to identify the amount of unshaded roof space or land area suitable
for solar installations in the community and calculate the associated potential installed
capacity.
o Identify the role solar energy can play in meeting the region’s broader economic and
environmental objectives. Consider how renewables can contribute to the community’s
overall energy supply.
o Evaluate the political motivation for rapid change in the community. If the political will to
set stretch goals exists, the community could benefit by encouraging stakeholders to move
beyond incremental improvements and develop radical new ways of making solar energy
more accessible and affordable.
o Consider setting separate goals for separate categories of installations. Examples of such
categories are residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, municipal, and utility.
o Set long-range, multiyear installation targets.
o Compare the community’s installation targets to those of other communities in the region
or in other similar cities or counties. Many Solar America Cities list installation targets
on their individual city Web pages (see www.solaramericacommunities.energy.gov/
solaramericacities).
o Set milestones for achieving solar installation targets and measure progress, ideally in a way
that’s transparent to stakeholders and the public.
o Celebrate reaching installation target milestones with public events.

Examples
Boston, Massachusetts: Determining Boston’s Solar Installation Targets
In 2007, Boston set a goal of achieving 25 megawatts of cumulative installed solar capacity
in the city by 2015. To derive this target, Solar Boston first conducted a rough technical
feasibility analysis of the city’s rooftops. Using assumptions about the percentage of usable
roof space available for solar installations drawn from studies by Navigant Consulting, the
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA), and Columbia
University, Solar Boston concluded that city roofs (conservatively) can support between 670
and 900 megawatts of PV, and that available roof space is not the limiting factor in setting an
installation target. The city then projected its target by using the baseline of installed capacity at
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that time (435 kilowatts installed, plus another 900 kilowatts of planned capacity additions) and
analyzing historical PV market-growth rates at the municipal, state, national, and international
levels. Using these growth rates, the city developed three potential market-growth scenarios:
a conservative case, assuming a 25% compound annual growth rate; a business-as-usual case,
assuming a 35% growth rate; and an aggressive policy scenario, assuming a growth rate of 45%
and greater. Solar Boston selected the 35% growth rate as a defensible projection and based
the target on this rate; the target was further validated by a comparison with state solar goals.
The Commonwealth Solar Program set a statewide target of 250 megawatts by 2017. Because
Boston is home to approximately 10% of the state’s population, 25 megawatts would be the
city’s proportional contribution to the state target.

Portland, Oregon: Setting Citywide Installation Targets
In its City of Portland and Multnomah County Climate Action Plan 2009 (see
www.portlandonline.com/bps/index.cfm?a=268612&c=49989), the city set a goal of 10
megawatts of installed PV capacity by 2012. At the beginning of 2008, the cumulative installed
capacity was 324 kilowatts. Based on past growth of the solar installations, city staffers
projected moderate but reasonable growth in both residential and commercial sectors, taking
into account some new tax credits for commercial systems. Solar installations in the city quickly
increased over the following 2 years, and Portland is more than halfway to the goal, with 7.1
megawatts installed as of July 2010.

Additional References and Resources
WEB SITES
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, In My Backyard
www.nrel.gov/eis/imby
The In My Backyard (IMBY) tool estimates PV array and wind turbine electricity production based on specifications of
system size, location, and other variables.

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Renewable Resource Data Center
www.nrel.gov/rredc
This site provides access to an extensive collection of renewable energy resource data, maps, and tools.

Solar America Cities
www.solaramericacommunities.energy.gov/solaramericacities
The Solar America Cities activity is a partnership between the U.S. Department of Energy and a select group of 25 cities
across the country. The participants are committed to accelerating the adoption of solar energy technologies at the local
level. Each Solar America City has its own Web page that lists the city’s solar installation target if one has been set.
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PUBLICATIONS
Break-Even Cost for Residential Photovoltaics in the United States: Key Drivers and Sensitivities
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, December 2009
This report examines the break-even cost for residential rooftop PV technology, defined as the point where the cost of
PV-generated electricity equals the cost of electricity purchased from the grid. The break-even cost for the largest 1,000
utilities in the United States as of late 2008 and early 2009 are examined. This report can help communities understand
the economics behind potential solar growth rates in their areas.
Report: www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/46909.pdf

Analysis of Web-Based Solar Photovoltaic Mapping Tools
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, June 2009
A PV mapping tool visually represents a specific site and calculates PV system size and projected electricity production.
This report identifies the commercially available solar mapping tools and thoroughly summarizes the source data type
and resolution, the visualization software program being used, user inputs, calculation methodology and algorithms, map
outputs, and development costs for each map.
Report: http://solaramericacommunities.energy.gov/PDFs/Analysis_of_Web_Based_Solar_PV_Mapping_Tools.pdf

The 100 kW ground-mounted PV system is co-located with an electrical substation in
Ann Arbor, Michigan. (Vipin Gupta/PIX179326)
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1.6
Include Solar in Broader City, County, or
Regional Planning Efforts
Solar power is a reliable energy option that can help urban planners manage increasing energy
demand. Solar technologies generate clean power, extend the life of a community’s conventional
energy supplies, create jobs, and support economic development. Solar energy can also help
a community reach its economic, environmental, and sustainability goals. By incorporating
solar into a community master plan, as well as into these complementary planning endeavors,
planners can coordinate the community’s efforts and reach common goals more easily. Because
large infrastructure projects and land use changes can take years to develop and implement, it’s
important to begin considering now how such efforts might take advantage of solar energy as it
becomes increasingly cost competitive over the next several years. Integrating the solar plan into
broader local and regional planning efforts firmly establishes solar as a viable energy option and
supports a growing market in the community.

BENEFITS

Integrating a solar plan into broader local or regional planning efforts
affirms a community’s commitment to solar energy, promotes strategic
long-term thinking, and can help secure resources and political will to
accomplish solar goals.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Identify ways solar energy can assist the community in reaching its broader climate change,
environmental, and sustainability goals.
o Identify how solar energy can contribute to economic development and community
revitalization. See 5.0, Creating Jobs and Supporting Economic Development.
o Work with the local planning department and utility to integrate solar energy into the
community’s infrastructure and resource planning activities.
o Update government procurement processes to include solar as appropriate.
o Define roles for each organization involved after determining where the solar plan can be
integrated into broader planning efforts.
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Examples
Berkeley, California: Including Solar Provisions in a Climate Action Plan
Berkeley’s climate action plan, updated in June 2009, incorporates solar energy as a means of
meeting many broader goals, including carbon reduction, energy independence and security,
workforce development, and improved building energy standards. In November 2006, voters
passed Measure G, an initiative to reduce Berkeley’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by
80% from 2000 levels by 2050. To meet its requirements, the city aims to eliminate 11,600
metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e) per year by 2020 through decentralized
solar electric installations on residential and nonresidential buildings. Decentralizing these
installations will decrease the vulnerability of the local electricity grid and reduce the city’s
dependence on fossil fuels.
The city’s Office of Energy and Sustainable Development and its partner, the Community
Energy Services Corporation, offer numerous services to encourage decentralized solar
installations, including innovative financing programs, personalized energy consultations, and
an online solar map that estimates the solar energy potential for Berkeley homes and businesses.
To meet growing demand for solar energy, the city’s action plan includes programs to increase
the skilled workforce in Berkeley. The city is implementing youth development job training and
placement programs that will match local residents with high-quality green jobs. The plan also
incorporates solar energy technologies into new building energy use standards by calling for all
new construction to meet zero net-energy performance standards by 2020. Visit
www.ci.berkeley.ca.us/ContentDisplay.aspx?id=19668 to download a copy of the plan.

Boston, Massachusetts: Incorporating Solar into Transportation and Emergency Planning
Solar Boston is incorporating photovoltaic (PV) battery backup systems at traffic intersections
along one of the city’s major evacuation routes. These systems will ensure that if the grid fails,
the transportation infrastructure at those intersections will continue to function long enough
to allow for evacuation. These systems will have the added benefit of feeding solar power
into the grid during nonemergency situations. The city’s Office of Environmental and Energy
Services worked with a cross-departmental team that included the Mayor’s Office of Emergency
Management, the Boston Transportation Department, the Public Works Department, and the
Boston Police Department to develop the solar evacuation route concept. The city is also in
the process of developing a long-term energy assurance plan that will incorporate solar power
resources.

Tucson, Arizona: Collaborating Regionally on the Greater Tucson Solar Development Plan
Tucson collaborated on a regional level with the Pima Association of Governments (PAG), the
Arizona Research Institute for Solar Energy (AzRISE) at the University of Arizona, and the
Clean Energy Corporation (CEC) to draft the Greater Tucson Solar Development Plan. The PAG
vetted the plan through the Southern Arizona Regional Solar Partnership. The plan forecasts
expected solar installations in the greater Tucson region, outlines the status of various solarrelated rules and regulations, and suggests strategies for reaching 15 megawatts of installed
solar capacity in the region by 2015. Because Tucson is surrounded by Pima County and several
small communities, installers and developers must deal with numerous jurisdictions. Thinking
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regionally and moving to coordinate solar planning and execution facilitates solar deployment
and opens the door to more uniform permitting rules and code adoptions through cooperation
between the jurisdictions. More information about the regional solar development plan is
available at www.pagnet.org/Programs/EnvironmentalPlanning/SolarPartnership/StrategicPlan/
tabid/723/Default.aspx.

Additional References and Resources
WEB SITES
American Planning Association, Planners Energy and Climate Database
www.planning.org/research/energy/database/
This database contains examples of communities that have integrated energy and climate change issues into planning,
and states that have addressed climate change issues in plans or policies.
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3.0
UPDATING AND ENFORCING
LOCAL RULES AND REGULATIONS
The legal and regulatory framework in a community forms the foundation for building a
sustainable solar infrastructure. Effective and streamlined local rules and regulations help
reduce installation costs and can significantly improve the market environment for solar energy
technologies. State and local governments have overlapping authority in some regulatory areas;
other areas fall exclusively under local jurisdiction. In fact, some of the most critical barriers to
widespread adoption of solar energy can be removed only by local governments.

A 100 kW
system on single
axis trackers
on a reservoir
deck featured in
Tucson, Arizona.
(City of Tucson/
PIX18040)

This section will help community leaders identify which rules and regulations are in place
in their community, and where they can make improvements to accelerate solar energy
development. The chart below shows which of the 25 Solar America Cities have undertaken
each of these activities and allows communities to assess their own efforts in these areas.
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3.1
Solar Access and Solar Rights Laws
To harness the sun’s energy, a property owner must have access to sunlight and have the right
to install a solar energy system that converts that sunlight into usable energy. Solar access is
most commonly protected through solar easements or ordinances, and solar rights typically
must be granted by statute or ordinance. Solar access and solar rights are important issues for
local governments to address because—despite the growing support for solar energy at state
and local levels—many consumers still encounter local ordinances or homeowners’ association
rules that prohibit or restrict solar energy system installation. Owners of existing systems can
also face challenges when their solar equipment is shaded by growing trees or new structures on
neighboring propertie.

As of September 2010, 38 states and the U.S. Virgin Islands protect solar access or solar rights
(see map). Local governments also have the authority to adopt policies that support solar
access and solar rights. Solar access can be protected through solar easements, which are
legal agreements that protect access to sunlight on a property. Access to sunlight means that
one property can continue receiving sunlight across property lines without obstruction from
landscaping or structures on a neighboring property. Easements can be creatively negotiated to
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have flexible conditions and terms, including potential compensation requirements if a neighbor
interferes with access to sunlight. Solar easements are typically transferred with the property
title, and don’t terminate unless specified by the easement’s conditions. Solar easements are
usually voluntary, which limits their effectiveness because system owners have no guarantee of
an agreement with a neighbor.
Local governments can create more proactive solar easement processes to help protect solar
access, such as a solar access permit structure. In this model, a solar easement is automatically
created when a property owner receives a permit to install a solar energy system. Local
governments can also set forth a degree of solar access protection by specifying certain setbacks
in zoning ordinances, so that buildings are constructed far enough apart that they would be
unlikely to shade neighboring roofs.
Solar rights laws limit or prohibit restrictions (by neighborhood covenants and bylaws or
local government ordinances and building codes) on solar energy system installation. About
a dozen states have passed solar rights laws. The laws vary in the types of buildings covered,
their applicability to new versus existing construction, and the enforcement of rights. Vague or
absent provisions in solar rights laws have led to legal action and installation delays in several
of these states.

BENEFITS

Solar access and solar rights laws encourage the adoption of solar energy
by increasing the likelihood that properties will receive sunlight suitable
for solar energy production, protecting the rights of property owners to
install solar systems, and reducing the risk that systems will be shaded
and compromised once installed. By logically incorporating solar energy
considerations into zoning codes and ordinances, local governments can
bring clarity to the responsibilities of various parties, achieve balance
between stated government priorities, and avoid costly and timeconsuming legal action.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Revise any local ordinances that pose unintended obstacles. Well-intentioned ordinances
such as building-height restrictions or aesthetic requirements can inadvertently restrict
solar energy system installation. In many cases, a community can modify these ordinances
to serve the original purpose without preventing property owners from installing solar
systems.
o Consider a solar access permit scheme that links solar permits to the creation of solar
easements.
o Set standards for new construction that include east–west street and building orientation,
landscaping that doesn’t shade solar energy systems, and dedicated solar easements for
newly constructed buildings.
o Establish solar access protections for commercial properties in addition to residential buildings.
o Require written solar easement agreements that adhere to the same recording and indexing
requirements as those for other property interests.
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o Conduct outreach and make an information center available to educate residents,
businesses, and homeowners’ associations about solar access and solar rights.
o Include the following elements when developing solar rights policies and ordinances:
• Define the type of solar energy equipment protected by the law (e.g., photovoltaics
[PV], solar water heating [SWH], or solar space heating and cooling).

• Set a clear and quantifiable standard for what constitutes an unreasonable restriction
on solar energy systems. A restriction that increases the cost of a system by 10%, for
example, could be considered unreasonable.
• Define the types of structures covered by the law (e.g., commercial buildings, residences
including single-family homes and multitenant complexes, garages, and other structures).
• Award costs and reasonable legal fees to the prevailing party for civil actions with
homeowners’ associations.
• Don’t restrict solar energy systems because of aesthetics.

Examples
Ashland, Oregon: Protecting Solar Access Through Setbacks and Permits
In 1981, Ashland passed one of the first citywide solar access protection ordinances in the
United States. This ordinance contains solar setback provisions designed to ensure that shadows
at a northern property line don’t exceed a certain height, depending on the zone in which the
property is located. The ordinance allows for a 16-foot shadow at the northern property line
of commercial properties and a 6-foot shadow along the same property line of residential
properties. In addition, property owners can apply for a solar access permit for protection from
shading by vegetation.

Madison, Wisconsin: Allowing Solar Energy Systems in Historic Districts
Madison formerly prohibited solar installations in some historic districts on the grounds that
“solar apparatus is not compatible with the historic character of the district.” In other districts,
solar could be denied based solely on aesthetics. These provisions were actually illegal, based on
state statutes. The city amended its ordinance to allow solar installations in historic districts and
created a permitting process for solar installations in these districts and on landmark properties.
The new ordinance allows for an easy staff-level permit as opposed to a more cumbersome
committee approval process.
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Additional References and Resources
WEB SITES
Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency
www.dsireusa.org/solar/incentives/index.cfm?EE=1&RE=1&SPV=1&ST=1&searchtype=Access&solarportal=1&sh=1
This page of the DSIRE Web site includes a full listing of state and local solar access laws in the United States. DSIREusa.
org, maintained by the North Carolina State Solar Center in partnership with the Interstate Renewable Energy Council
(IREC), is the only comprehensive, regularly updated database of state renewable energy incentives in the United States,
and also includes information on many local incentive programs. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) funds this
ongoing effort.

Rules, Regulations, and Policies: Solar Access Laws
www.statesadvancingsolar.org/policies/policy-and-regulations/solar-access-laws
States Advancing Solar is a Clean Energy Group initiative. The objective is to supply information and assistance to state
policy makers and renewable energy programs in developing effective solar programs. The Web site contains a section
on solar policies, rules, and regulations, including solar access laws.

PUBLICATIONS
Shadows on the Cathedral: Solar Access Laws in a Different Light
Troy A. Rule, University of Missouri School of Law, 2010
This article applies Calabresi and Melamed’s “Cathedral” framework of property rules and liability rules to compare and
analyze existing solar access laws and to evaluate a model solar access statute recently drafted under funding from DOE.
Article: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1466224

Renewable Energy and the Neighbors
Troy A. Rule, University of Missouri School of Law, 2010
This article analyzes conflicts between states and communities over land use laws that restrict distributed renewable
energy. Framing these conflicts as clashes over scarce “entitlements” to regulate, the article explores the possibility of
using liability rule-like approaches to more efficiently allocate these entitlements between states and local governments.
Article: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1649090

Solar Access: Recommendations for the City and County of Denver (Draft)
Prepared by Hannah Muller for GreenPrint Denver, March 2009
This report gives an overview of solar access and solar rights issues and recommends ordinances and enforcement
mechanisms for Denver.
Report: www.solaramericacommunities.energy.gov/PDFs/Solar_Access_Recommendations_City_And_County_Of_Denver.pdf

A Comprehensive Review of Solar Access Law in the United States: Suggested Standards for a Model Statute
and Ordinance
Solar America Board for Codes and Standards, October 2008
The Solar America Board for Codes and Standards (Solar ABCs) is a DOE-funded central body created to address solar
codes and standards issues. This comprehensive review of solar access law across the United States suggests standards
for a model statute and ordinance.
Report: www.solarabcs.org/solaraccess/Solaraccess-full.pdf
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3.2
Solar-Ready Building Guidelines
Local governments can encourage or require homebuilders and developers to design and build
solar-ready homes and commercial buildings, so architects and builders can choose viable
sites for solar technologies. In the past, the high initial cost of photovoltaics (PV), solar water
heating (SWH), and solar ventilation preheating (SVP) systems has prevented them from
being included in new construction. With better incentives, technological improvements, and
rising conventional power prices, however, energy from solar sources is becoming more cost
competitive. Solar-ready buildings are well positioned to take advantage of an environment
that’s more favorable to renewable energy. Buildings that are not solar ready could render solar
installation technically impossible, or the added costs of making infrastructure changes could
make solar applications economically prohibitive. Lack of appropriate space on buildings for
solar installations has proven to be a significant barrier for many customers wishing to install
solar. Planning for the eventual installation of a solar system when designing a building can
significantly improve the economics of the investment. Solar-ready building modifications
are low- to no-cost at the time of new construction or retrofit and often very costly later in the
building’s life. By understanding and accounting for solar energy system requirements during
the building design phase, installation efficiency can be maximized, costs can be minimized, and
system performance can be optimized.
Promoting energy efficiency standards for solar-ready buildings provides additional benefits
because a more efficient building requires a smaller solar energy system than it would if the
building were operating inefficiently. By encouraging energy efficiency improvements, local
governments can promote smart investments in solar energy systems.

BENEFITS

Creating solar-ready guidelines and promoting energy efficiency at the
outset can help make future solar installations easier and more cost
effective.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Encourage or require builders and developers to design solar-ready homes, buildings, and
developments. A few crucial design considerations can greatly reduce the cost of a solar
installation later in the building’s life, but at the design stage, these changes are often cost
neutral. They include the following:
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• Minimize rooftop equipment or cluster equipment on the north side of the roof to
maximize available open area for solar array placement.
• Optimize system performance; if the roof is sloped, use the south-facing section; keep
the south-facing section obstruction-free if possible.
• Plan for the structure to be oriented to avoid shading from trees and buildings, especially
during peak sunlight hours.
• Install a roof that will support the extra loads of a solar array.

• Record roof specifications on drawings; this shows solar designers that the roof was
designed to support solar and can prevent a potentially costly engineering study.
o Improve building energy standards and policies for local government facilities to make
solar energy systems more cost effective and increase local government use of clean energy
by promoting the following:
• Equipment procurement policies that mandate using the most energy-efficient equipment
available, such as devices that meet federal ENERGY STAR requirements
• Life-cycle cost analysis for all materials and equipment

• Green building and solar-ready design for all new buildings and major renovations
• Installing PV or SWH systems on suitable municipal facilities. See 7.0 Leading by
Example with Installations on Government Properties.

Examples
Tucson, Arizona: Requiring All New Residences To Be Solar Ready
In June 2008, the mayor and Tucson City Council unanimously voted to require all new
residences in Tucson be solar-ready for PV and SWH systems. The new SWH rules went into
effect on March 1, 2009, followed by the new PV rules on July 1, 2009. To obtain a building
permit, builders and developers of single-family homes and duplexes must include in the plans
an SWH system or a stub-out for a later installation. Arizona tax code allows developers to
take a state tax rebate of $75 or the actual cost of the stub-out. The PV rules specify that plans
must include space for inverters and other equipment and plans for slots in the service panel to
accommodate a future PV installation.

Additional References and Resources
PUBLICATIONS
Solar-Ready Buildings Planning Guide
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, December 2009
This guide identifies the important aspects of building design and construction to enable installation of solar systems
after the building is constructed. It discusses important system requirements for PV, SWH, and SVP systems. Attention
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to these guidelines when developing building codes or any building- or community-related regulations, as well as during
building design, could significantly improve the performance and minimize the cost of solar systems.
Report: www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/46078.pdf

A Step by Step Tool Kit for Local Governments to Go Solar
California Energy Commission’s New Solar Homes Partnership, December 2009
This tool kit contains an array of strategies and options that local governments can use to help encourage solar
developments. It also discusses approaches for promoting solar through a local green building program. Also included is
a model ordinance to adopt a solar energy education program to inform local builders and developers of the benefits and
incentives of integrating solar energy technologies into new residential developments.
Report: www.energy.ca.gov/2009publications/CEC-180-2009-005/CEC-180-2009-005.PDF

A Homebuilder’s Guide to Going Solar
U.S. Department of Energy, December 2008
This guide assists homebuilders who are contemplating solar-ready or solar homes. It helps them decide whether to
install solar energy systems on homes or to make homes solar ready, and helps quantify the benefits for home buyers.
Report: www.eere.energy.gov/solar/pdfs/44792.pdf

The owners of this home installed a triangular shaped PV array system so as not to
compromise the design integrity of this historical home. (Vipin Gupta/PIX17930)
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3.3
Streamlined Solar Permitting and Inspection Processes
Local jurisdictions typically require a building and/or electrical permit before installing a
photovoltaic (PV) system and a plumbing and/or mechanical permit before installing a solar
water heating (SWH) system. Installers obtain permits after an installation is under contract,
but before they begin putting in the system. The purpose of permits is to ensure that a solar
installation meets engineering and safety standards. Following installation, an inspector
will typically verify that the installation complies with code. When the final inspection is
completed and approved, the system can begin operation. PV systems need to be approved for
interconnection by the serving utility before they can begin to operate.
These processes exist for good reason and are legally required in much of the United States.
Reasonable requirements can serve as a useful tool for local governments to ensure public
safety and track installations in their communities. At the same time, the process of obtaining
permits can substantially increase the time and cost of installing a solar system, often becoming
a major obstacle to solar market development. Permitting requirements and processes can vary
greatly between jurisdictions, presenting informational and logistical challenges to installation
contractors working across those jurisdictions. And in some areas, it can take months to complete
the plan review process and obtain a permit. Unreasonable requirements can add burdensome
costs to local governments, installation contractors, and solar energy system owners.
Several cities have streamlined the solar permitting process with clearly defined requirements,
expedited processing for standard installations, and the option to submit paperwork online.
Some local governments are going a step further and working with other jurisdictions in their
regions to make the permitting requirements and process consistent across jurisdictions and
throughout the state. Most of the codes and standards for PV installations are national in scope.
Even though state requirements for construction contracting do vary throughout the United
States, consistent solar permitting standards across the nation should be achievable despite these
state contracting differences.
Costs in the permitting process vary widely across the country. Permit fees, which are set
by local jurisdictions, also run the gamut—from no fees to more than $1,000 per solar
permit. Cities typically set solar permit fees using a flat-fee method, a valuation method, or a
combination of the two. Flat-fee assessments charge the same fee regardless of system size.
Valuation-based fees are calculated based on the cost of the solar system. Several cities have
changed the method behind PV system valuation, subtracting the cost of the actual solar panels
from the total cost of the project before calculating the fee. Solar panels, or modules, can
represent approximately half the cost of a PV system.
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Permit fees are often the focus of concern, but a broader view of cost includes costs to the
contractor, jurisdiction, and system owner. Waiving or discounting fees for local building
permits, plan-checking, or design review can support local solar market growth. Online
document submittals and predictable review schedules, though, can yield greater savings to a
project than waiving fees. The key is to develop a process that reduces costs to all stakeholders
while maintaining or improving public safety. Even though permit fees are set locally, states can
establish standards for municipalities and counties. And although permitting incentives alone
will not drive solar development, a community can use this important local policy option to
complement other federal, state, local, or utility policies.

BENEFITS

Simplifying permitting requirements and processes can increase the
likelihood of successful solar installations and save significant time
and money for local governments as well as installation contractors
and system owners. Creating consistent permitting processes across
a state or region benefits solar installers by providing a standard set
of operating procedures, reducing uncertainty, and allowing them to
produce more accurate estimates. Standardization can also enable
jurisdictions to pool resources and share plan checking and inspection
staff. And by reducing local permit fees, or adopting fast-track
permitting for solar projects, local governments can demonstrate their
support for community investment in solar.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Understand the entire permitting and inspection process for PV and SWH systems and the
dynamics among the entities involved (installation contractors, consumers, various city
departments and inspection officials, and the local utility).
o Simplify permit application forms and review processes and leverage resources by
coordinating permitting procedures with nearby jurisdictions and providing training
to educate building and electrical inspectors about PV and SWH technologies and
installations. See 3.4, Conduct Code Official Training.
o Outline the permitting and inspection process in the community so that prospective solar
system owners and solar contractors have a clear understanding of the steps for local
approval.
o Allow over-the-counter building permits for standard residential solar energy systems.
Requirements for a prescriptive over-the-counter plan review often include maximums
on wattage, distributed weight, and height of the system. Consider instituting a flat-fee
method that reflects the actual costs of issuing the permit. The Sierra Club recommends
that all cities reduce their solar permit fees to $300 or less for residential PV systems
that are flush-mounted to rooftops. The $300 fee is based on the cost of 2 to 4 hours
of labor for experienced building department staff members to process the permit and
complete the inspection. in 2009, the Solar America Board for Codes and Standards (Solar
ABCs) produced a report on expedited permitting process that suggests the following fee
guidelines: $75–$200 for small PV systems (up to 4 kilowatts); $150–$400 for large PV
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systems (up to 10 kilowatts); and $15–$40 per kilowatt for systems above 10 kilowatts. See
www.solarabcs.org/permitting for more information.
o Publicize the fee structure on the permitting agency’s Web site along with the required
procedures explained in the simplest possible terms.
o Allow document exchanges to be conducted by company representatives. Some
jurisdictions require that licensed electricians pick up permits; this can place an unnecessary
burden on installation firms.
o Fast-track solar permits to the extent appropriate (e.g., for standard residential installations
or those from contractors with a reliable track record).
o Establish a clear path for communications between code enforcement offices and the local
utility provider to expedite the interconnection and inspection processes.

Examples
Portland, Oregon: Processing Permit Applications Electronically
Portland’s Bureau of Development Services (BDS) developed an electronic permit submittal
process for solar installers, making it easier than ever to get residential solar building permits.
For qualified projects, installers can e-mail the permit application to the city and expect a
review within approximately 2 working days. Permits were also set to a flat fee for residential
installations meeting certain requirements; fees for commercial systems use a reduced-valuation
method. Contractors can submit multiple applications at the same time, and receive an e-mail
when the permits are approved and ready. They can then pick up and pay for the permits at the
BDS desk. These changes created certainty for the contractors, and were easy-to-implement,
low-tech solutions that have given Portland’s solar installers a real business benefit. BDS
also trained staffers at the permitting desk as solar experts and set aside weekly times for
solar contractors who need help filing their permits in person. Additionally, the Bureau of
Planning and Sustainability worked with BDS to develop testing guidelines and best practices
for installing solar energy systems on standing seam metal roofs and for installations with
ballasted racking systems. For more information on Portland’s residential and commercial
permitting process for solar energy installations, visit www.portlandonline.com/OSD/index.
cfm?c=47394&.

San José, California: Streamlining the Permitting and Inspection Process
In San José, electrical permits for PV systems can be obtained over the counter using a simple
checklist. Building permits can be waived for roof installations if the installation meets the
following criteria:
• The total panel weight (including frame) is no more than 5 pounds per square foot.

• The maximum concentrated load at each point of support does not exceed 40 pounds.
• The maximum height above the roof surface does not exceed 18 inches.

San José also schedules the post-installation inspection by appointment, usually within a 2-hour
window. In some jurisdictions, only a specific day is specified and contractors are sometimes
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expected to wait for up to 8 hours for the inspector to arrive. This increases the contractor’s
labor costs and therefore the price the customer pays for the solar system.
The city of San José supplies valuable information on obtaining permits and scheduling
inspections, along with property information, past permit history, and zoning information on
any property in the city at www.sanjoseca.gov/building. Users can also apply for permits and
schedule inspections online.

Additional References and Resources
WEB SITES
Solar America Board for Codes and Standards
www.solarabcs.org
The Solar ABCs is a central body created to address solar codes and standards issues. The U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) funds Solar ABCs.

SolarTech: Making Solar Happen
www.solartech.org
SolarTech is a PV industry consortium focused on creating a Solar Center of Excellence in the Silicon Valley. Its goal is to
identify and resolve inefficiencies inherent in the delivery of PV systems, and the consortium is developing a set of best
practices for permitting PV systems.

Vote Solar: Project Permit
http://votesolar.org/city-initiatives/project-permit/
This Web site allows users to compare the PV permitting process in various communities across the country, and to
upload information on the process in their own community.

PUBLICATIONS
Commercial Solar Permit Fee Report
Sierra Club, October 2010
This study reviews commercial permit fees in Northern California. The report includes a detailed list of recommendations
for municipalities interested in reducing permit fees and streamlining the permitting process.
Report: http://lomaprietaglobalwarming.sierraclub.org/CommercialPVSurvey.php

Field Inspection Guidelines for PV Systems
Prepared by Bill Brooks for the Interstate Renewable Energy Council, June 2010
This 2010 update to the 2006 edition consolidates the most import aspects of a field inspection into a simple process
that can be performed in as few as 15 minutes. Explanation and illustrative pictures are provided to instruct the inspector
on the specific details of each step.
Publication: http://irecusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/PV-Field-Inspection-Guide-June-2010-F-1.pdf
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Addressing Institutional Barriers: Opportunities for Streamlining Solar PV Project Timelines
SolarTech Industry Analysis in collaboration with the California Solar Energy Industries Association (CALSEIA),
January 2010
In this study SolarTech provided the specific recommendations describing the institutional barriers inhibiting the market
acceleration of PV to meet the California Solar Initiative (CSI) goals. This report focuses on proposing methodologies for
improving overall project end-to-end cycle times for distributed generation PV projects.
Report: http://solartech.org/index.php?option=com_st_document&view=documentdetail&id=17&Itemid=92

A Step by Step Tool Kit for Local Governments to Go Solar
California Energy Commission’s New Solar Homes Partnership, December 2009
The tool kit contains an array of strategies and options that local governments can implement to help encourage solar
developments. It discusses incentive and rebate options, focusing on streamlined permitting and permit fee reductions
or waivers for solar energy installations, and also includes a model ordinance for a permit fee waiver for residential solar
installations.
Report: www.energy.ca.gov/2009publications/CEC-180-2009-005/CEC-180-2009-005.PDF

Expedited Permit Process for PV Systems: A Standardized Process for the Review of Small-Scale PV Systems
Solar America Board for Codes and Standards, October 2009
The expedited permitting process described in this report simplifies the technical requirements for PV contractors
submitting an application for construction of a new PV system while also facilitating the efficient review of the
application’s electrical and structural content by the local jurisdiction awarding the permit.
Report: www.solarabcs.org/permitting

Solar Electric Permit Fees in Northern California: A Comparative Study
Sierra Club, December 2008
This study compares the progress of 131 municipalities in Northern California striving to make permit fees for residential
solar energy installations affordable. The report includes a detailed list of recommendations for municipalities interested
in reducing permit fees and streamlining the permitting process.
Report: www.lomaprieta.sierraclub.org/global_warming/pv_permit_study.pdf

Taking the Red Tape Out of Green Power: How To Overcome Permitting Obstacles to Small-Scale Distributed
Renewable Energy
Network for New Energy Choices, September 2008
The Network for New Energy Choices reviews a wide variety of political perspectives and priorities expressed in a range
of local permitting rules in this publication. The report suggests how existing rules can be altered to support growing
renewable energy markets.
Report: www.newenergychoices.org/uploads/redTape-rep.pdf

Inspector Guidelines for PV Systems
Pace University Law School, Renewable Energy Technology Analysis Project, March 2006
These guidelines are a framework for inspecting and permitting PV systems. They are divided into two stages: plan
checking and field inspection. The objective of these guidelines is to facilitate the installation of safe PV systems at
minimal cost.
Report: www.irecusa.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NationalOutreachPubs/InspectorGuidelines-Version2.1.pdf
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3.4
Code Official Training
Code officials are primarily responsible for enforcing structural, building, electrical, plumbing,
fire, or other codes required by the local government. An organization that enforces the various
relevant codes is often referred to as the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ). Solar systems
that aren’t code-compliant could present a risk to building occupants, system owners, the public,
solar technicians, and other contractors. Local governments or AHJs generally require solar
systems to be installed in a two-step process. Installers must first receive a permit from the local
government to begin the project. Permits are issued based on approved information required by
the local government, such as engineered designs, equipment specifications, and electrical or
structural schematics. After the installation is completed, the code official inspects the system
for compliance based on the information submitted in the permitting application. Many code
officials are unfamiliar with solar energy technologies, causing improperly installed systems
to be approved when they should have been corrected. Inexperienced inspectors can also
unnecessarily delay a project because they’re concerned that they might approve an installation
that isn’t up to par. Fortunately, training can demystify solar systems, streamline the permitting
and field inspection process, and help ensure safety.

BENEFITS

The benefits of training code officials are to promote safety in the installation
process and to expedite the inspection, saving time and money for the
system owner, the solar contractor, and AHJs.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Adopt the most recent version of the National Electric Code® (NEC). Although official
adoption of versions of the NEC varies in each state, changes in the NEC related to
photovoltaic (PV) systems can have a significant impact on the quality and safety of
these systems. Some local jurisdictions have created special ordinances to adopt the latest
NEC version for PV systems even when the state or region is operating under an earlier
code version.
o Identify the various permitting and inspection departments that issue building, electrical,
and plumbing permits for PV and solar water heating (SWH) systems.
o Inquire about code official training by contacting organizations that conduct training and
education in solar or related trades, as well as local universities, colleges, and training
institutions.
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o Collaborate with local solar industry representatives, code officials, and training institutions
to identify gaps, needs, and barriers to developing a safe and efficient installation and
inspection process.
o Set up training courses for code officials. Collaborate with other nearby jurisdictions to
leverage resources where appropriate.
o Work with state code and standards authorities to determine whether continuing education
units (CEUs) can be offered for the training. Offering CEUs gives code officials additional
incentive to attend.

Examples
Salt Lake City, Utah: Organizing a Photovoltaic/National Electric Code Training
Workshop
In 2008, the Solar Salt Lake leadership team coordinated with the Utah State Energy Program, the
Utah Solar Energy Association, Salt Lake Community College, and St. George Energy Services
to organize and promote two Solar PV/NEC Code Training Workshops hosted by national expert
John Wiles. The workshops targeted solar installers, city/county code officials, electricians,
and building inspectors. The Utah Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing offered
CEUs. The two workshops attracted more than 300 officials and were a huge success.

Seattle, Washington: Training City Staff on the National Electric Code
In 2009 and 2010, Seattle hosted a series of NEC training sessions. Taught by a nationally
recognized code expert, the sessions focused on the section of the code that specifically
deals with PV. The sessions gave a thorough overview of what’s required under the code,
addressed commonly seen installation mistakes, explained what to look for in an electrical
inspection, and offered ideas on how permitting departments could streamline and simplify
their processes. Participants were eligible for six CEUs through the Washington Department
of Labor and Industries. More than 250 contractors, utility personnel, and electrical inspectors
attended the sessions.

Additional References and Resources
WEB SITES
Solar America Board for Codes and Standards
www.solarabcs.org
The Solar America Board for Codes and Standards (Solar ABCs) is a central body, funded by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) and created to address solar codes and standards issues.
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Southwest Technology Development Institute’s Codes and Standards Resource Page
www.nmsu.edu/~tdi/Photovoltaics/Codes-Stds/Codes-Stds.html
This Web site contains information on code requirements and installation techniques used by installers and systems
integrators.

PUBLICATIONS
Field Inspection Guidelines for PV Systems
Prepared by Bill Brooks for the Interstate Renewable Energy Council, June 2010
This 2010 update to the 2006 edition consolidates the most import aspects of a field inspection into a simple process
that can be performed in as little as 15 minutes. Explanations and illustrative pictures are included to instruct the
inspector on the specific details of each step.
Publication: http://irecusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/PV-Field-Inspection-Guide-June-2010-F-1.pdf

Photovoltaic Power Systems and the 2005 National Electrical Code: Suggested Practices
Southwest Technology Development Institute, New Mexico State University, Updated March 2010
This manual examines the requirements of the 2005 National Electrical Code as they apply to PV power systems. It
includes the design requirements for the balance-of-system components in a PV system, including conductor selection
and sizing, over current protection device rating and location, and disconnect rating and location. Stand-alone, hybrid,
and utility-interactive PV systems are covered. Applicable sections of the NEC are cited.
Report: www.nmsu.edu/~tdi/Photovoltaics/Codes-Stds/PVnecSugPract.html

Inspector Guidelines for PV Systems
Pace University Law School, Renewable Energy Technology Analysis Project, March 2006
The guidelines in this report are a framework for inspecting and permitting PV systems. They are divided into two stages,
plan checking and field inspection. The objective of these guidelines is to facilitate the installation of safe PV systems at
minimal cost.
Report: www.irecusa.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NationalOutreachPubs/InspectorGuidelines-Version2.1.pdf
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3.5
Installer Licensing and Certification
State regulation and licensing of solar contractors continues to evolve as the industry matures.
Typically, states require solar water heating (SWH) installers to hold a plumber’s license and
photovoltaic (PV) installers to hold an electrical license. As of September 2010, 14 states and
Puerto Rico have defined a specialized solar contractor’s license (see map). In most cases, these
are specialties within the electrical and plumbing classifications and are required for contractors
who don’t hold a plumber’s or electrical license. Solar expert Jim Dunlop, P.E., formerly of the
National Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee (NJATC) and the Florida Solar Energy
Center (FSEC), summarizes the need for licensing:
Most solar energy systems are not fully integrated, listed equipment like a plugand-cord appliance that can be simply installed by the consumer. Rather they are
a field assembly of electrical components and hardware subjected to building
codes and construction standards and their installation is considered a skilled craft
trade that should be performed by properly trained, qualified journeypersons and
licensed contractors (“Installations Licensure and Qualifications for Solar Energy
Systems.” IAEI News, September–October 2008).
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Licensing, which is conferred by government agencies, is a legal requirement to practice
a trade or profession. Certification, though, is a voluntary credential, often awarded by
industry stakeholder groups or associations. Licensing is mandatory in most jurisdictions, and
certification could be preferred by the consumer or even linked to obtaining a local license.
Certification indicates that an individual or company meets certain standards established by
the certifying body. Encouraging national certification is recommended if local governments
want to keep pace with national standards developed by a large base of stakeholders. The North
American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners (NABCEP) offers one national certification
program for PV and SWH system installers. NABCEP’s program is an independent and
voluntary industry certification program. NABCEP currently certifies PV and SWH installers,
and is also developing a certification for PV technical sales professionals. The technical
sales certification will cover site and energy consumption analysis, economic and production
performance calculations, initial component selection, and customer expectation management.
Candidates for the PV installer certification qualify based on documented PV systems training
and installation experience (there is a prerequisite for a minimum amount of installation
experience as the responsible person on the job site). Candidates must pass a written
examination, sign a code of ethics, and maintain continuing education for recertification
every 3 years. Installer certification through NABCEP is intended for experienced installers to
demonstrate a high level of knowledge and commitment to excellence. A study commissioned
by the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) found that
“systems installed by NABCEP certificants had fewer problems at time of startup than other
systems”(see www.dps.state.ny.us/07M0548/workgroups/WGVII_SOLAR_2008_Paper_0231_
PV_Workforce_Development.pdf).
NABCEP has developed job task analyses, which define the general set of knowledge, skills,
and abilities typically required of PV and SWH system installers (see www.nabcep.org/wpcontent/uploads/2010/04/PV_Technical_Sales_JTA_4_7_2010.pdf). These task analyses are the
fundamental basis for establishing the competencies required, the entry requirements, and the
content of examinations. Many educational providers use the task analyses as elements in course
design. Training providers who have Institute for Sustainable Power Quality (ISPQ) accreditation
or certification (see 5.2, Develop Local Workforce Training and Education Programs) have been
evaluated using the task analysis elements and can help prepare qualified installers for the field.
In addition to its personnel certification program, NABCEP offers an entry-level examination
that’s designed for students and job-seekers new to the field. Achieving a passing score on the
NABCEP PV exam means that an individual has demonstrated his or her basic knowledge of the
fundamentals of the application, design, installation, and operation of stand-alone and grid-tied
PV systems. Passing the entry level exam does not in any way certify or qualify an individual
as a solar installer. A passing score achievement, however, does show potential employers that
job-seekers have obtained a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of solar-powered electricity.
Most educational programs that teach the NABCEP PV entry level learning objectives have no
prerequisites and are open to anyone interested in learning about solar energy system installation.
Although NABCEP certification was originally intended as a voluntary, value-added credential,
employing NABCEP-certified personnel is increasingly becoming mandatory for contractors as a
prerequisite for participating in many state incentive programs. In a few states the certification is
tied to qualifying for a state license. If a solar installation company wants to be eligible for state
rebate funds in Maine and Ohio, for example, its PV systems must be installed by a qualified
professional who also has a NABCEP certification. Not all NABCEP certificants are duly licensed
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contractors in any jurisdiction, and the NABCEP Web site (see www.nabcep.org/about-us)
clarifies that “NABCEP certification is not a professional license issued by a government agency
and does not authorize a certificant to practice. NABCEP certificants must comply with all legal
requirements related to practice, including licensing laws.” If planning a solar program for the
community, it’s prudent—from a public liability perspective—to require trade qualifications and
licensure for all individuals or businesses that will participate in the program. From a performance
perspective, a strong incentive to use certified installers results in properly installed and more
reliable systems.

BENEFITS

Consumers, local governments, and the solar industry all benefit from a
solar market that encourages high-quality installations. Consumers benefit
when contractors are essentially “prescreened” according to legal standards,
such as licensing. Additionally, certifications recognized by the industry
indicate quality to consumers, and once they become well accepted, these
certifications are almost compulsory for contractors. The expectation is that
encouraging licensing and certification results in baseline standards being
met, which in turn leads to safer and higher performance installations and
greater consumer confidence and satisfaction (and therefore fewer contract
disagreements). Licensed and certified installers benefit from possessing
credentials that demonstrate their proficiency and experience with installing
solar energy technologies. Using nationally recognized programs relieves
municipalities of the need to create their own certification standards.

Implementation Tips and Options
o Assess the solar technician training available locally. The rate at which installers receive
training and certification largely depends on the existence of locally available instruction
and the degree to which financial incentive programs require certain credentials.
o Develop a training or apprentice program with local or regional solar experts if such a
program doesn’t exist in the region. See 5.2, Develop Local Workforce Training and
Education Programs.
o Educate consumers about the value of installer licensing and certification; the difference
between the two; and the options for nationally accredited, industry-recognized certification.
o Consider requiring consumers to document hiring a licensed and certified contractor to
allow them to participate in a local incentive program or receive a solar permit.
When developing incentive programs and crafting policy language, keep the following in mind:
o Assess the industry in the area. If the community is home to only a few experienced
installers, consider admitting existing solar contractors into a rebate program while
requiring that they become licensed or certified within a specific time frame.
o Be as specific as possible about the type of license, certification, or training required for the
program.
o Include an insurance requirement for installers in the incentive program.
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Examples
Austin, Texas: Requiring Installers to Demonstrate Qualifications
All companies participating in the Austin Energy Power Saver™PV rebate program must have
at least one employee with a certificate verifying that he or she has passed the NABCEP test.
In addition, a participating company needs to provide a certificate of insurance listing Austin
Energy as the certificate holder and proving the following coverage: (1) $500,000 of combined
single limit and (2) $500,000 general aggregate of bodily injury and property damage.

Louisiana: Establishing a Solar Classification and Certificate of Training
Louisiana’s solar industry lobbied successfully for the state statutes to be revised to include a
clause requiring consumers to hire licensed and trained contractors so that the consumers could
receive state solar tax credits. Owners must supply specific documentation with their tax filing
to receive the state’s significant tax credit. The industry intentionally did not specify which
certificate of training to require because too few contractors had any single type of training.
The advantage of this approach was that restrictions did not hinder the growth of the young
industry. The local solar industry in Louisiana, however, views the Solar Energy Equipment
(SEE) classification (an add-on that any licensed contractor of any trade can obtain easily) as
problematic because the classification lacks a rigorous training requirement. To compensate for
this and further protect the consumer and safeguard the reputation of the growing industry, the
state requires that installations be performed by a contractor who has a certificate of training in
the design and installation of solar energy systems from an industry-recognized training entity
or a Louisiana technical college, and holds a license with the SEE classification.

Additional References and Resources
WEB SITES
Electronics Training Administration
www.eta-i.org
The Electronics Training Administration offers an alternative energy installer certification and a professional-level
alternative energy integrator certification. Both have three degrees of completion: entry level, midlevel, and advanced
level.

North American Board of Certified Energy Practitioners
www.nabcep.org
NABCEP offers certifications and certificate programs to renewable energy professionals throughout North America. The
Web site includes a complete listing of NABCEP-certified PV and SWH installers in the United States.
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PUBLICATIONS
The Qualified Solar Installer
J. Dunlop, Solar Today, September/October 2009
This article discusses solar installer qualifications that should be considered by state and local governments to ensure
safe installations that meet local code.
Magazine article: www.solartoday-digital.org/solartoday/20090910/ - pg40

Credentialing: What’s in a Name? A Lot
J. Weissman, Solar Today, September/October 2009
This article discusses the various types of credentials for solar installers, and clears up misunderstandings of the terms
certification, certificate, accreditation, and licensure.
Magazine article: www.solartoday-digital.org/solartoday/20090910/ - pg44

The City of Shoreline, Washington, installed a 20.2 kW solar electric system on top of
the City Hall parking garage. The system uses Washington-made solar modules from
Marysville-based Silicon Energy. (City of Seattle/PIX18074)
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A 25-kW solar PV system provides power to the county-owned Clarke Planetarium in
downtown Salt Lake City. (SLC/PIX18364)
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Fort Collins, Colorado

Policy ENV 4.5 – Support Community Horticulture
Encourage and support the establishment of community
gardens and other horticultural projects throughout the
City to provide food, beautification, education, and other
social benefits. Support the development of communityled horticulture projects and agricultural activities on
appropriate City-owned lands (e.g., Homeowner
Association-run garden plots in neighborhood parks,
ongoing leasing for agricultural purposes, and farmers’
markets in public plazas and parking lots). (Also see the
Safety and Wellness chapter’s Wellness section.)

Policy ENV 4.6 – Utilize Corridors
Provide public access, promote wildlife movement, and
link neighborhoods, parks, and activity centers, commercial
centers, and streets through a network of open lands and
trails along streams, drainageways, and irrigation ditch
corridors, where compatible with natural habitats, utilizing
environmentally sensitive trail design.

ENERGY

The energy-related principles and policies in this section
reflect Fort Collins Utilities’ commitment to maximizing the
benefits of efficiency and conservation, moving toward
cleaner and more renewable energy sources, and
adapting to the opportunities brought by innovation and
emerging technologies in the electric utility industry. They
build on goals and policies addressed in earlier versions of
City Plan including improving energy conservation, utilizing
renewable energy sources, and reducing energy use.
They also incorporate new ideas from the City’s adopted
Energy Policy, Climate Action Plan, and Action Plan for
Sustainability, including: providing safe, reliable, competitive,
and modern electric service; increasing energy-efficiency,
renewable energy, and carbon-neutral energy; promoting
green building practices in new construction and existing
buildings; reducing the City’s carbon footprint; and
enhancing local economic health.
The City’s Utilities will continue to collaborate on
developing policies and programs with Platte River Power
Authority (PRPA) and other Platte River communities.
Appendix A of the City Energy Policy’s 2009 Annual
Update highlights the following areas to focus partnerships:
•

•

•

•
•
•

Design, operate and maintain the electric
generation and transmission system to minimize the
risk of system outages.
Develop long-term planning policies for Platte River
that facilitate innovative solutions to future energy
challenges.
Design, operate and maintain the electric
generation, transmission and distribution system to
maximize system efficiency.
Avoid the construction of new base load
generation facilities.
Reduce impacts from fossil fuel use in current and
future generation facilities.
Diversify the portfolio of energy sources that serve
the City.

The City’s Northside Aztlan Community Center was designed to optimize
energy efficiency.
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Environmental Health

Principle ENV5: To reduce net
community energy use for new
construction from conventional fossil
fuel sources, the City will expand on
current efforts and develop new
strategies for increased energy
efficiency and use of renewable energy.
Policy ENV 5.1 – Demonstrate Leadership in Public
Buildings
Serve as a model to the community by building public
facilities to a higher energy efficiency standard than applies
to other buildings (e.g., Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) Gold certification) and by
using on-site renewable energy in new buildings and
facilities where technically and economically practical.

Policy ENV 5.2 – Utilize Solar Access
Protect unobstructed sunlight in planning and development
processes to promote the use of solar energy.

Policy ENV 5.3 – Remove Barriers to Net Energy Use
Reduction
Eliminate barriers to the reduction of net energy use in
new construction that arise through the application and
enforcement of City Codes.

Policy ENV 5.4 – Support Renewable Energy in New
Development
Support the use of renewable energy resources in the
layout and construction of new development.

Policy ENV 5.5 – Provide Information and Education
Provide information and education to raise awareness,
train stakeholders, and encourage net energy use
reduction in all new construction.

Policy ENV 5.6 – Update Regulations
Regularly update codes that define minimum acceptable
community standards for new construction with regard to
energy efficiency and renewable energy use.

Policy ENV 5.7 – Offer Incentives
Offer a variety of monetary and other incentives to
encourage new construction to substantially exceed
minimum code requirements for energy efficiency and
renewable energy use.

Policy ENV 5.8 – Participate in Research,
Development and Demonstrations
Participate in research, development and demonstration
efforts to remain at the forefront of emerging
technologies and innovative solutions regarding the energy
performance of new construction.

CITY PLAN

Incorporation of renewable energy sources into new development is
encouraged, like the inclusion of solar panels on the roof of this new
home.

Principle ENV6: To reduce the net
energy use of existing buildings and
homes from conventional fossil fuel
sources, the City will expand on current
efforts and develop new strategies to
increase energy efficiency and use of
renewable energy.
Policy ENV 6.1 – Improve Public Buildings (R)
Serve as a model to the community by improving City
buildings and operating them to reduce net energy use.

Policy ENV 6.2 – Remove Barriers to Net Energy Use
Reduction
Eliminate barriers to the reduction of net energy use in
existing buildings and homes that arise through the
application and enforcement of City Codes.

Policy ENV 6.3 – Provide Information and Education
Provide information and education to raise awareness,
train stakeholders, and encourage net energy use
reduction in existing buildings and homes.

Policy ENV 6.4 – Update Regulations
Regularly update codes that define minimum acceptable
community standards for renovation and additions to
existing buildings and homes with regard to energy
efficiency and renewable energy use.

Policy ENV 6.5 – Offer Incentives
Offer incentives for efficiency, conservation and on-site
renewable energy production to encourage owners and
tenants of existing buildings and homes to improve and
operate them to reduce net energy use.
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Fort Collins, Colorado

Policy ENV 6.6 – Provide Renewable Energy
Alternatives
Provide alternative means by which residents can
participate in renewable energy expansion even if they
cannot or prefer not to install renewable energy systems
at their own facilities.

Policy ENV 6.7 – Participate in Research,
Development and Demonstrations
Participate in research, development and demonstration
efforts to remain at the forefront of emerging
technologies and innovative solutions regarding the energy
performance of existing buildings.

Principle ENV 7: The City will pursue
efforts to modernize the electric grid to
provide a safe, reliable and secure grid,
and to allow for integration of smart grid
technologies.
Policy ENV 7.1 – Enhance Safety
Enhance the safe operation of the electric system by
employing smart grid technologies. Apply interconnection
standards to ensure both the safe operation of customers’
generation facilities and the protection of neighboring
customers.

Modernization of the electric grid can enable flexibility and automation
of the electric grid, provide real-time feedback to users, and reduce
energy use.

Policy ENV 7.7 – Maintain Partnerships
Maintain partnerships with Platte River Power Authority
(PRPA) and member utilities to ensure coordinated
operations. Collaborative efforts include:
•

•

Policy ENV 7.2 – Provide Security
Develop both cyber and physical security policies and
procedures to ensure electrical and communication
systems are secured from attack.

Policy ENV 7.3 – Ensure Reliability
Develop construction standards for both the electrical and
communications infrastructure that ensure consistent,
highly reliable service.

Policy ENV 7.4 – Maintain Customer Privacy
Develop procedures and policies to preserve Utilities
customer privacy.

Policy ENV 7.5 – Manage Information
Develop communication tools to provide customers with
in-depth information about their electrical usage so that
they can make informed decisions and better control
costs.

Policy ENV 7.6 – Consider Aesthetics
Develop standards, procedures, policies, and guidelines to
guide builders, architects, and developers in the placement
of electric equipment to incorporate aesthetic
considerations.
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•

The annual Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) prepared
by PRPA with Estes Park, Fort Collins, Longmont,
and Loveland.
The Platte River Climate Action Plan (CAP), first
completed in 2009 and coordinated with
municipalities, utility staff, citizen advisory groups,
large customers, and the general public.
Investment by PRPA and municipalities on the
customer side of the retail electric meter (demand
side management).

Policy ENV 7.8 – Provide Cost Management
Implement smart grid technologies to maintain high
reliability, affordable costs, safe operations, and enhanced
customer service.

Policy ENV 7.9 – Build Flexibility for Storage
Develop guidelines for the incorporation of electrical
storage facilities into the electrical system.

Policy ENV 7.10 – Integrate Technologies
Utilize smart grid technologies to facilitate higher levels of
integration of renewable energy, energy storage and
demand response systems to support community scale
net energy use reduction. Examples of technologies
include district heating and cooling, waste energy,
combined heating and power, solar and solar gardens, and
associated thermal energy storage technology.
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Jackson County, Oregon
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ENERGY CONSERVATION1
GOAL: TO EFFECT THE OPTIMUM CONSERVATION OF ENERGY AND USE OF
LOCAL RENEWABLE RESOURCES.
INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:
Goal 13, of the Statewide Planning Goals, is devoted to the subject of energy conservation.
Furthermore, energy considerations are explicit in nine of the other goals. As such, the primary
purpose of this energy element is to incorporate the fundamental aspects and significance of
energy into the Jackson County Comprehensive Plan. It is the basic intention in the element,
that both the long and short-term benefits of energy conservation and use of renewable energy
sources be realized in a timely and cost-effective manner. Supplemented by material from the
Energy Background Report2 , the energy element serves to link energy considerations with the
other components of the Comprehensive Plan.
Growing numbers of people are beginning to see that the real energy problem is that
governments and energy suppliers are opting for the continued expansion of nonrenewable
energy resource consumption and centralization of energy producing and generating systems,
which cannot solve the maze of associated problems. In order to avoid the trap of becoming
dependent on generation after generation of increasingly complex and costly technologies to
harvest these nonrenewable sources, many states, counties, and cities in this country are
developing comprehensive programs to lead themselves out of their own energy problems. In
the process, they are assuming the lead in resolving the nation's energy crisis. These intensive
regional and local efforts to deal with energy problems, are becoming the rule and not the
exception.
Numerous studies by both governments and independent private groups have indicated that the
United States can have a healthy and growing economy in the future by investing in conservation
activities and the development of alternate, renewable energy sources. These studies have also
confirmed that more jobs would be generated per unit of investment (energy or monetary) than
a comparable investment in the continual construction of, and reliance on, conventional power
plants and fuels. While these alternatives will not individually result in large energy savings, they
can add up to a cumulative benefit, and do not require exotic or expensive solutions. (Reference
is directed to the Jackson County Energy Background Report section entitled The Case for
Conservation of Renewable Energy Resources.)
The message is clear. Energy efficiency and local efforts can save money by reducing operating
costs and levels of consumption through conservation measures. Ultimately, the success of local
and individual energy conservation efforts will be determined within communities and
neighborhoods having the potential for developing energy conservation measures or resources
that are uniquely suited to particular needs and available resources.
Jackson County recognizes that current sources of nonrenewable energy are limited and should
not be wasted. Therefore, whenever possible, in both new development and rehabilitation efforts

1

Adopted by Ordinance 80-17 effective 10-28-80 (File 80-1-ZOA); amended by Order 372-80, effective 9-1080 (File 80-3-ZOA), amended by Ordinance 2007-4, effective 9-16-07 (File LRP2005-00010).
2
The Energy Background Report is available for review in the Jackson County Planning Department,
Comprehensive Planning Division.
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and activities, special energy conservation measures should be promoted, in accordance with
the concepts and policies contained in this plan.
These policies set forth a course of action, selected in light of given conditions, to guide and
determine present and future decisions in this regard. The associated implementation strategies
are potential actions that will implement the particular policy. Energy conservation is an integral
factor and consideration in every element of the Comprehensive Plan because there are
relationships between energy and all land use and development actions.
Energy Suppliers:
Conventional energy sources include natural gas, petroleum products (gasoline, heating oil, etc.),
coal, and uranium. Electricity is also a conventional energy source, derived as an end product
from thermal power generating plants using either oil, coal, or uranium as a fuel. Electricity in
Oregon comes from the federal Columbia River power system via the Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA), and from generating facilities operated by Portland General Electric (PGE),
Pacific Power and Light (PP&L), Idaho Power Company, and the Eugene Water and Electric
Board (EWEB), through a cooperative arrangement, and a variety of formal agreements to
accomplish the coordinated production and use of power.
Pacific Power and Light is the exclusive distributor of electricity in Jackson County, although
actual power provided may come from other sources in the northwest power pool in an effort to
coordinate production and use needs. PP&L's major electric power lines and their distribution
and location throughout the county are depicted in the following graphic entitled Major Electrical
Power Lines.
Natural gas in Jackson County is mostly provided by CP National, a private utility. Their major
distribution facilities are depicted in the following graphic entitled Major Natural Gas Distribution
Facilities.
Propane and butane, also natural gases, are distributed locally through a variety of independent
outlets, primarily for use by individual households and commercial sectors which account for the
largest consumer shares of natural gases, being relatively evenly distributed between the two.
Most of this consumption is for space and water heating.
Petroleum is available in many forms, including residual oil, distillate oil, gasoline, and diesel
fuel. These petroleum products are not supplied by utilities, as is the case with electricity and
natural gas, but rather through a multitude of private companies, distributors, and retail outlets.
Residual oil is used primarily for large-scale heat generation, such as commercial and
institutional space and hot water heating, and industrial process heat. Distillate oil is used
primarily for heat generation also, but usually for smaller applications. Main uses in the county
are residential space heating and agricultural orchard heating. Gasoline and diesel fuel are used
almost exclusively for vehicular applications. The majority of use is for highway transportation,
although a small percentage is consumed in off-road use for agricultural tilling, mill yard
machinery, timber harvesting, and so forth.
From the outset, it must be recognized that Jackson County is an arbitrary political unit rather
than a geographic region. Thus, the county is connected in numerous ways to adjacent counties,
the state, and the nation. This is especially true of energy, for the majority of Jackson County's
energy is imported and therefore, energy consumed locally is paid for with local dollars, a portion
of which are later transferred out of the local economy. Further, energy dollars spent to produce
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goods or products for export are paid for by the final consumer, resulting in a situation which
could give rise to higher costs for locally produced goods, ultimately making them less
competitive on the open market. When viewed from this perspective, the local generation and
distribution of energy appears financially attractive.
Renewable Energy Resources in Jackson County:
Jackson County has several potential renewable energy resources including solar, wind,
biomass from wood and slash wastes and agricultural residues or crops, solid waste, and hydro
power. Other potential, more conventional resources include deposits of low grade uranium, oil
shale, and coal. It is therefore in the best interest of the county and its citizens to protect these
renewable resources to ensure their future availability until such time as appropriate technology
makes their recovery and use economically and environmentally feasible, and to ensure that
those currently being used are managed in a manner which guarantees their continued wise
utilization. Evaluation of the availability and feasibility of use of these local renewable energy
resources is also in the public interest. Preliminary investigations in this regard reveal the
following potentials for renewable energy resources in the county.
SOLAR: A study by the United States Department of Energy in 1978 entitled Solar Energy for
Pacific Northwest Residential Heating, found that "based upon climatic factors, the attractiveness
of solar heating is better for most Pacific Northwest locations studied than for other typical
northern locations surveyed (Chicago, Illinois; Madison, Wisconsin; Schenectady, New York; and
Great Falls, Montana)." Additionally, this study states: "The Richland/Prosser area of
Washington and the Medford, Oregon area appear to be the most attractive areas (in the Pacific
Northwest) for solar heating applications." (emphasis added)
In summary, the United States Department of Energy study concluded:
Solar systems in Oregon appear to be more cost-effective than had previously been
recognized.
Conditions in southern and east/central Oregon are more hospitable to solar economics
and use than are other areas in the state.
Solar energy in Oregon cannot completely replace other fuels for space and/or water
heating, but solar systems, both active and passive, can economically provide between
twenty-five and seventy-five percent of space and/or water heating needs for many
homes.
In Medford, a horizontal collector surface received the approximate solar equivalent
average of 750 BTUs per square foot per day during the October to March heating
season.
Solar collection in the Pacific Northwest latitudes is improved significantly during winter
months by tilting collector surfaces 45o to 60o above horizontal facing south; available
solar energy on such inclined south-facing collector surfaces is approximately twice that
of horizontal surfaces during November, December, and January. In the Jackson
County-Medford area this is equivalent to an approximate average of 1,035 BTUs per
square foot per day during the October to March heating season.
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The integration of passive solar measures in new construction is the most cost-effective
space heating application available.
Computer simulations on passive solar systems suitable for use in the Pacific Northwest
region have been performed by the University of Oregon. Initial results show that a well
insulated house with passive solar system in Medford-Jackson County, utilizing a twelveinch-thick concrete thermal storage wall equal in area to one-half the house floor area,
will provide 71 percent of the heat needed for space heating on a typical winter day.
The Department of Energy study also analyzed the economic feasibility of residential
solar space and hot water heating for different areas in the Pacific Northwest; the results
for Medford-Jackson County are depicted in the Energy Background Report section
entitled Solar Economics. This analysis reveals that for solar hot water heating, the
payback period for new construction ranges from four to fourteen years, and for additions
to existing structures, from four to twelve years, depending on electricity and solar
collector costs. For solar hot water and space heating, the analysis reveals a payback
period of five to ten years for new construction, and from five to nine years for additions
to existing structures.
The Oregon Department of Energy has determined:
Sixty-two percent of the solar systems certified in the state for the alternative energy tax
credit will pay for themselves in the owner's lifetime.
Eighty-one percent of the passive space heating solar systems pay off completely in less
than twenty years.
WIND: Historically, wind in Oregon has been a source of renewable energy for water pumping
and electrical generation, but only a few wind generators are left throughout the state. Two types
of opportunities for generating electricity from wind exist, being similar to historical use; small
local units to supplement other electricity sources, and large wind powered generating units
contributing to the regional power grid. Oregon is well situated to develop either type of resource
given its proximity to ocean and mountain areas where winds are high. The following graphic
depicts the Seasonal Wind Potential in Oregon. A more detailed study and evaluation of wind
potential in the Pacific Northwest is currently in progress by Oregon State University Wind Power
Study Group, using data from 78 wind anemometer locations. Initial estimates indicate there is
sufficient wind power in Oregon to provide between three to twelve percent of the electrical
needs of the continental United States.
In Jackson County a number of opportunities exist for utilizing wind power. The large number
of mountain ridges occurring throughout the area are potentially conducive to producing wind of
useable amounts. The topographic features afforded by the Table Rock formations and nearby
hills also offer potentials for wind power generation, especially in the Sams Valley area. Other
potential sites conducive to wind energy applications include the Pompador Butte area, and
Stony Mountain near the Green Springs summit.
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FINDINGS, POLICIES, AND IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:

1
FINDING:
Numerous studies have shown a distinct correlation between various land use patterns and
densities, and energy consumption. While these studies have shown that energy conservation
by itself is unlikely to provide a total rationale for changes in land use patterns, when combined
with other land use planning concerns, they make reduced levels of energy consumption
possible and practical. Thus, although the lead-time necessary to implement land use changes
conducive to energy conservation has a long-term payoff, energy efficient land use planning is
a function of county government that can have significant beneficial impacts regarding energy
consumption and conservation.
Land use policies and patterns affect energy use in two principal ways: 1) They influence the
amount of travel through the arrangement of land uses, and 2) they determine the number,
design, and orientation of buildings which can be built in a given area. Land use also determines
density, which in turn, has an important affect on the cost effectiveness of mass transit and its
ability to compete with other less efficient modes of transportation. Land use policies also
influence energy use through site requirements. Certain landscaping, street width, building
orientation, and auxiliary requirements, such as height limits, and building configurations, have
a significant impact on total energy use.
Thus, many land use techniques, either individually or collectively, can offer significant energy
saving opportunities with little effort and can aid in realizing the full potentials of numerous
diverse energy saving strategies. Energy efficient land use policies are therefore, a useful
supplement to other energy conserving strategies, and each offer opportunities for beneficial
economic, environmental, and social effects.
POLICY: THE COUNTY SHALL DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT LAND USE POLICIES
AND RELATED PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES THAT WILL
MAXIMIZE ENERGY CONSERVATION AND EFFICIENCY.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:
A)

Manage and control land use patterns and uses in a manner which will optimize
the conservation and efficient utilization of all forms of energy, based upon sound
economic, environmental, and social principles.

B)

Consider means by which land use planning decisions and applicable codes and
ordinances can reduce future demands for energy.

C)

Encourage land use patterns and densities that facilitate energy efficient public
transportation systems.

D)

To the optimum extent possible and desirable considering the retention of the
county's rural character, increase densities, where appropriate, along high
volume/capacity transportation corridors to achieve greater energy efficiency.
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E)

Encourage the development of fewer and more land intensive commercial and
industrial centers as opposed to strip, isolated, and scattered developments, with
emphasis on convenient access to major transportation corridors and systems of
public transportation.

F)

Encourage people to live in proximity to activity centers and particularly their
places of employment.

G)

Encourage and promote urban-centered growth within urban communities, as
opposed to rural and/or urban/suburban sprawl.

H)

Encourage close locational relationships among developments for living, working,
shopping, and recreation.

I)

Periodically review, update, and amend all applicable policies, codes, and
ordinances to reflect energy efficiency in land use matters.

2
FINDING:
Energy availability strongly impacts upon every aspect of human existence, and is essential to
the health, safety, and welfare of county residents, and to the well being of the state and county
economy. Wasteful, inefficient, uneconomic, and unnecessary use of energy will result in a
serious depletion of energy and environmental resources and thus, represents a threat to
preserving the health, safety, welfare, and economic well-being of the people of the county, state,
and nation. Therefore, the efficient and wise utilization and management of energy resources
represents a meaningful, immediate, and appropriate county government response to the energy
problem.
The role of the County in energy is primarily three-fold: 1) To exemplify an innovative and
leadership role in energy conservation, and use of renewable resources; 2) To assure
accomplishment of the goal and policies herein; and, 3) To foster a transition conducive to
optimum use of local renewable energy resources. In this capacity, the County should strictly
abide by the goal and policies herein by expeditiously implementing conservation actions directly
within county government operations and procedures, and by encouraging, and where
appropriate, facilitating, conservation actions by the private sector.
POLICY: THE COUNTY SHALL TAKE NECESSARY MEASURES TO CONSERVE
ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN THE OPERATION OF PUBLIC FACILITIES AND IN THE
DELIVERY OF SERVICES. WHERE POSSIBLE, THE COUNTY SHOULD APPLY
INNOVATION RELATED TO USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES AND
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SYSTEMS.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:
A)

Weatherize all public buildings to the optimum extent possible.

B)

Develop and implement a life-cycle costing procedure in all future actions to
procure the most energy-efficient equipment and buildings.
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C)

Adopt and implement the voluntary energy conservation standards and
procedures for the management of public buildings set forth by the Energy
Conservation Board of the Oregon Department of Commerce to reduce energy
use in mechanical and operational functions.

D)

Establish and maintain an energy monitoring and accounting system to track
county energy consumption and costs in order to identify conservation
opportunities, and prepare an annual energy consumption and conservation
report.

E)

Require that optimum energy conservation measures are used in any new
construction or major renovation of any facility in which county funds are used.

F)

Require, prior to the construction or major renovation of any facility in which
county funds are used, that life-cycle and energy consumption analyses are
conducted, including the analysis and consideration of using renewable energy
resource devices and systems.

G)

Require both long- and short-term cost effectiveness considerations in all energy
related decisions by county departments.

H)

Require and provide input to the State Legislature, State Energy Policy Review
Board, and other appropriate agencies on proposed energy related legislation,
rules, and policy statements.

I)

Investigate opportunities to co-generate or recover energy within county
operations and implement those found to be cost- effective.

J)

Develop and maintain an employee suggestion program to receive and evaluate
suggestions by county employees on how to conserve energy in county
operations and provide incentives for those suggestions acted upon which result
in energy conservation or reduced consumption.

K)

Establish an energy management task force to provide a management level
forum for discussion and advice to the Board of Commissioners and city councils
on energy related matters of concern which affect the public and private sectors,
for example, requirements, grants, new programs, or innovations.

L)

In cooperation with cities and energy suppliers prepare and adopt an emergency
energy curtailment and contingency plan delineating priority cutbacks in energy
use that can be put into effect in the event of critical energy shortages, and
including steps that can be positively implemented in the public sector and steps
that can be encouraged in the private sector.

M)

Investigate the feasibility of consolidating state, federal, county, and city motor
pool fleet operations and joint-use of such, or some combination thereof; and, to
the extent possible, purchase and use gasohol in county-owned vehicles.

N)

Seek out and apply for federal and state grants as appropriate, to implement
those strategies set forth herein. Normally, such grants often provide funding for
personnel, planning, administration, and implementation activities, and the costs
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incurred directly by the county are usually limited to a 10 to 20 percent match of
the grant amount and space provisions. This strategy could also evolve into an
employment training program wherein installation contractors would participate
in on-the-job-training projects.
O)

Prepare and distribute with any application for a building permit, energy
conservation information and techniques, and related materials listing the
advantages/market potential of each.

3
FINDING:
The most serious obstacles to the utilization of energy efficient site design are requirements
relating to the proper orientation of buildings for solar utilization and streets, and the lack of
consideration given to landscaping as a beneficial thermal moderating technique. When these
components are considered and designed together, their positive impact on energy consumption
reduction can be dramatic. Optimum solar orientation and judicious use of landscaping can
benefit desirable heat gains and losses.
Proper landscaping measures can act as windbreaks in winter by reducing heat loss from
buildings; in summer months, can provide shading and aid in natural cooling by channeling
breezes and by evaporation processes. Strategic locations of buildings and landscaping can
assure adequate summer shading while also providing and optimizing access to winter sun for
possible solar heating, necessitating flexibility in site planning and design without impairing
protection of the public's health, safety, or welfare. Options for flexible setback requirements,
street alignment, zero-lot lines, cluster developments, and planned unit developments also
enhance opportunities for energy efficient site designs. Because street orientation and alignment
and setback requirements essentially determine the orientation and shape of parcels, and
therefore, the orientation and shape of the building placed on the parcel, these considerations
also influence solar access and passive and active designs and utilization.
POLICY: ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES SHALL BE UTILIZED IN NEW
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS TO ACHIEVE ENERGY EFFICIENT DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH COMBINATIONS OF SITE PLANNING, LANDSCAPING, BUILDING
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:
A)

1) Enforce the energy conservation provisions of the Uniform Building Code to the
extent necessary to assure policy compliance; 2) Issuance of any building permit
will be conditional upon evidence that the applicant has complied with adopted
standards for energy conservation in planning, design, and construction of all
residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional/public buildings; 3) Incorporate
an insulation and installation inspection into the building code inspection process;
and 4) Promote the development and construction of new residences which
incorporate the design and insulation level aspects of a typical Eugene Water and
Electric Board or Arkansas Power and Light energy conservation house through
voluntary incentives. In a period not to exceed five years after adoption of this
element/strategy, phase-in new energy conserving building standards as the
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minimum thermal efficiency performance levels for development in Jackson
County. Installation and construction standards should provide 30 percent more
energy savings than current uniform building code requirements (1979 Revised
UBC). The requirement that all new residences be fitted with an automatic
thermostat setback control device, and all new structures be fitted with a flow
restrictor on shower-heads.
B)

Monitor the activities of, and provide input to, the State Structural Code Advisory
Board, and any other state level organizations or advisory groups dealing with
energy conservation matters related to the Uniform Building Code.

C)

Establish optional thermal efficiency performance standards for structures
designed to utilize passive solar space heating techniques based upon the
concepts embodied in the City of Davis, California's code and modified to reflect
the southern Oregon climate.

D)

Devise and amend applicable codes and ordinances to foster the alignment of
streets which maximize opportunities for solar orientation of structures.

E)

Revise and amend applicable codes and ordinances to provide flexible setback
requirements conducive to the solar orientation of structures.

F)

Develop incentives, such as property tax exemptions or reductions, or density
bonuses for structures, subdivisions, or planned unit developments, which
increase the energy efficiency of such structures.

G)

Develop performance standards and amend ordinances to provide for
landscaping for structural protection against winter winds, shading of glass areas
during summer months, and shading of streets and parking areas.

H)

Develop a solar easement ordinance to guarantee access to incident solar
radiation for property owners, except where preexisting conditions preclude such
access. Revise and amend applicable codes and ordinances to assure the
integration of solar access protection provisions as provided for in Senate Bill 299
(1979 Oregon Laws Chapter 671).

I)

Prepare and distribute a developer's energy conservation handbook and guide
manual delineating energy conserving principles and techniques covering site
design, climatic factors of southern Oregon, solar orientation, landscaping for
wind and sun control, building design and construction, alternative energy
systems and devices, and other energy conserving/efficiency factors.

J)

Revise applicable regulatory requirements in codes and ordinances to permit or
require where appropriate, the use of on-site renewable energy facilities,
including individual homesite and district heating and cooling, and integrated
community/neighborhood renewable energy generation systems whose energy
sources include solar, hydro, wind, biomass, and geothermal.

K)

Assure compliance with the state lighting standards for new public buildings
under the provisions of House Bill 2155, 1977 Legislative Session and
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promulgated by the Oregon Department of Energy, to be enforced under (A) (2)
above.

4
FINDING:
Existing structures of all types, and especially those constructed prior to the adoption of minimum
energy conservation standards, use large amounts of energy because of excessive heat gain
and loss. This is due primarily to inappropriate building techniques and material, minimal or no
insulation, window sizing and placement, and poor weatherization. In that these structures will
represent the bulk of the county's housing, commercial, industrial, and institutional/public building
stocks for the foreseeable future, and to a large extent, are energy inefficient, it is desirable from
the perspectives of consumer benefit, energy conservation, and social and economic interests
of the public at large, to take cost effective measures that will increase their energy efficiency.
While older structures might be uneconomical to bring into conformance with current standards,
some level of additional insulation and/or weatherization can be justified based on the structure's
remaining usable life, especially considering the number of available federal, state, and utility
company programs affording tax credits and low or no interest loans for such insulation and
weatherization measures. The modification of existing buildings for energy conservation is now
an explicit inducement. (Refer to the Energy Background document.)
POLICY: THE COUNTY SHALL ENCOURAGE, PROMOTE, AND EFFECT THE
OPTIMUM USE OF INSULATION, WEATHERIZATION, AND OTHER ENERGY
SAVING MEASURES IN ALL EXISTING STRUCTURES TO THE EXTENT THAT THEY
ARE COST-EFFECTIVE.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:
A)

Participate in the Federal Housing and Community Development Block Grant
Program with the explicit intent of developing a self-sustaining and perpetuating
very low interest loan and grant programs to subsidize energy conservation
actions and measures for poverty level income households.

B)

Assist small businesses and industries with problems of capital accumulation to
obtain the capital required for investment in improved process and mechanical
systems efficiencies, alternative energy systems, and other major energy
conservation actions through loans made available through the sale of revenue
and general obligation bonds and participation in the Federal Housing and
Community Development Block Grant Program for this explicit purpose.

C)

Encourage the location and development of businesses engaged in
manufacturing and installation of conservation materials and alternate energy
systems.

D)

Encourage businesses, industry, and institutional facilities (schools, hospitals,
and government) to: 1) Adopt life-cycle costing purchasing procedures; 2)
Participate in voluntary energy conservation programs and implement cost
effective measures; and, 3) To develop an on-going energy audit of consumption
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patterns and rates, and to utilize available incentives regarding conservation
measures, use of renewable resources, and energy systems.
E)

Develop an ordinance to require realtors or utilities, or other energy suppliers, to
provide an energy efficient rating disclosure for single-family residences in real
estate transactions. Said energy efficiency rating system is to be as that
developed by the Oregon Department of Commerce under Chapter 413, Oregon
Law 1977, Senate Bill 370.

F)

Support the efforts of local nonprofit groups providing energy conservation and/or
renewable energy systems.

5
FINDING:
The utilization of alternate renewable energy sources can have a significant beneficial impact on
the total energy use and consumption of the county and region. By shifting energy demands to
more appropriate end-uses and alternative and renewable sources such as solar, wind, hydro,
biomass, or geothermal sources the useful and economic life of existing conventional facilities
may be greatly increased; overall costs, both direct and indirect, can thereby be substantially
reduced. The potential of renewable energy sources to yield useful energy outputs as a viable
alternative to conventional methods warrants their exploration and utilization.
Solar: All structures can take advantage of solar energy by utilizing optimal solar orientation and
potential. When proper solar orientation is utilized in conjunction with increased energy
conservation techniques and standards, very substantial savings are possible with minimal
additional expenditures. Through proper solar orientation, heat gain during summer months can
be minimized and maximized during winter months, thereby reducing energy needs for cooling
and heating. Such changes would primarily affect subdivision design, street layout and road
requirements by attempting to reduce the amount of materials used and thereby, the amount of
embodied energy required.
Southern Oregon has been identified as having some of the best attributes for solar utilization
in the entire Pacific Northwest region, and the Oregon Department of Energy has determined that
solar energy can economically provide between 25 and 75 percent of a structure's year around
space and water heating needs.3 Passive solar is not an expensive or exotic technology, but is
rather simply a modifying of building techniques to incorporate solar principles. These primarily
include:
A)

The largest wall and window areas should face south rather than north, east, or
west. The south side of a building at 40o latitude receives three times as much
winter sun as the east or west sides and several times more than the north side.

3
SOURCES: Solar Energy for Pacific Northwest Residential Heating, U.S. Department of Energy, and EPA,
May 1978. Oregon's Energy Future, Third Annual Report ODOE, January 1979, pages 34-35. Transition, Oregon
Office of Energy Research and Planning.
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B)

To benefit most from southerly orientation, major living areas, such as the living
room and kitchen, should be where the large south-facing windows are.

C)

A large thermal mass located where the winter sun will shine on it provides heat
storage within the house, so the sun's heat can be used even after the sun has
set, and tends to moderate day/night temperature swings.

D)

Shading should be provided to prevent overheating in summer. It can be in the
form of shade trees, deciduous if on the south side of the house, or eaves with
a sufficient overhang to block the summer sun.

E)

Windows on other sides of the house should be kept to a minimum. Particularly
on the west side, windows should be eliminated or provided with adequate
shading so the late afternoon summer sun won't overheat the house.

Woodwaste: A very real potential for slash utilization as an energy resource exists within
Jackson County. In 1977, (Oregon Smoke Management Plan Annual Report, 1977) 610,149
tons of slash was submitted to be burned. Of this total, 448,012 tons were actually burned. The
difference between the two figures is a result of Oregon's Smoke Management Plan constraints
placed upon burning operations. Of the total amount allowed to burn, 80.7 percent was in-piled
burn. The 448,012 tons of material burned represents a substantial amount of energy, as well
as a large air pollutant source. If the total fuel burned were to be converted into electrical energy,
via a steam boiler and turbine, the total electrical needs of 16,930 all-electric dwelling units would
be satisfied. If the fuel were used exclusively for space heating, hot water and cooking, this fuel
would supply the needs of 35,841 dwelling units; nearly every home in Jackson County.
The technology for utilizing this resource is available today. A large portion of slash is usable
wood that needs only cutting and splitting; the rest is small brush, limbs, and trees which require
chipping for use. Field operated chippers are available and in use in many parts of the nation.
End uses of fuel could be in many forms including:
A)

Direct home use.

B)

Chipped and fed into steam boilers for steam and hot water use at industrial sites.

C)

Shipped and burned in steam boilers for electrical generation such as at the
Boise-Cascade wood products plant in northeast Medford.

D)

Chipped and pressed into fuel pellets to be sold and used off-site.

E)

Chipped and biologically reduced to methane or alcohol.

F)

Chipped and, through destructive distillation, converted to alcohol and other
flammable gases.

G)

Used as a supplement to resource recovery.

These examples show the feasibility of renewable energy resource use available in Jackson
County. Other alternative forms, such as low-head hydro and wind, are also potentially viable
renewable energy resources given their abundance throughout the county.
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POLICY: THE COUNTY SHOULD BE MORE ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENT AND
SHALL ACTIVELY ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF LOCAL
RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SYSTEMS ON
THE COMMUNITY, NEIGHBORHOOD, AND INDIVIDUAL HOMESITE LEVEL.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:
A)

B)

Adopt the following as an interim set of performance standards for solar space
and water heating and cooling systems until such time as more definitive and
applicable standards become available:
i)

Solar Heating and Domestic Hot Water Systems, HUD Intermediate
Minimum Property Standards Supplement, U.S.
Department of
Transportation and Urban Development.

ii)

Interim Performance Criteria for Solar Heating and Cooling Systems in
Commercial Buildings, National Bureau of Standards (Center for Building
Technology and Institute for Applied Techniques) prepared for Energy
Resource and Development Administration, Division of Solar Energy,
Washington, D.C.

Establish an energy advisory committee for the following purposes:
i)

To assist and educate the public, building contractors and trades, labor
groups, and financial lending institutions in conservation and alternative
forms of energy related matters.

ii)

To act in an advisory capacity to the county and the Energy Management
Task Force on energy related matters (Strategy K in Policy 3).

iii)

To assist in the development of the energy conservation package and
incentive program (Strategy O, Policy 3).

iv)

To assist in the development of optional thermal efficiency performance
standards for passive solar design (Strategy C, Policy 4).

v)

To monitor the activities of groups involved in modification to the Uniform
Building Code related to energy conservation and report same to the
Board of Commissioners for action (Strategy H, Policy 3).

vi)

To assist in the development of Strategies G, H, I, and J in Policy 4.

vii)

To develop an innovative, comprehensive county action-oriented program
for developing energy supplies from locally available renewable energy
resources. This would include an action-oriented Alternative Energy
Resources Development Plan for Jackson County with specific
recommendations for implementation methods and mechanisms to fund
implementation of the program and methodologies for making a timely
transition to such renewable energy and alternative system applications.
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C)

Encourage private lending institutions to give incentives for the utilization of
alternative renewable energy resources and systems.

D)

Require the use of solar energy to heat swimming pools, except in cases of
therapeutic necessity.

E)

Develop and distribute a pamphlet on fireplace/wood stove care, proper use of
such devices, how to improve efficiency, and information related to wood curing,
types of wood and burning characteristics, BTU content and similar information.

F)

Revise and amend the zoning ordinance to incorporate alternative energy
systems and devices.

G)

Institute a long-term continuous and action-oriented energy planning program
which places a high priority on citizen involvement.

H)

Investigate the feasibility of utilizing the public utility districts of local improvement
or special district concept as a means of encouraging energy conservation and
self-sufficiency. This could be applicable for developing a solar utility district.

I)

Encourage destination resorts to make use of on-site renewable energy
resources.

6
FINDING:
Large amounts of energy are used to operate pumps which move water from place to place such
as for the extraction of groundwater, to pressurize distribution systems, and to treat such waters
for human consumption. The fastest growing cost item in the nation's and Pacific Northwest
region's water budget is the energy needed to pump water from one place to another. Increases
in water use efficiency can have a significant impact on energy use and thus, air quality. It is
estimated that new structures could save up to 50 percent of water consumed and existing
structures could realize a savings of up to 38 percent of water consumed, if water conservation
features were installed/retrofitted, and thus, would have significant impact on the energy needed
to operate these facilities. Additionally, any reductions in the volume of sewage flows would also
reduce energy requirements for waste treatment. However, some trade-offs must be examined
on a case-by-case basis. For instance, conversion to sprinkler or drip systems is a major method
for increasing irrigation efficiency, but the energy required to pressurize these systems must be
considered in determining net changes in energy consumption.
In any case, the use of water requires energy inputs in the collection, treatment, and distribution
of potable water supplies, and in the collection, treatment, and disposal of waste waters;
therefore, conserving water will result in net energy savings.
POLICY: THE COUNTY SHALL SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY IN THE USE OF WATER.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:
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A)

Develop an ordinance/resolution to require the use of water conservation devices
in all new and rehabilitated structures. Such devices include, but are not limited
to: Lowflow or aerator shower-valves, and insulated hot water lines and storage
mediums.

B)

Encourage the use of swales and other natural landscape techniques which
conserve water as opposed to increased use of conventional storm water run-off
measures.

C)

Monitor the activities of, and provide input to, the State Water Policy Review
Committee and State Water Resources Department as they affect water
conservation.

D)

Prepare and distribute with all building permit applications a pamphlet listing
water conserving techniques besides those afforded under Strategy A above.

7
FINDING:
Embodied energy is that energy consumed in the process of manufacturing and distributing
materials. Materials used in Jackson County may be manufactured in other areas and shipped
here, thereby causing considerable consumption of embodied energy before the materials are
used locally. Some pertinent examples of embodied energy are:
A)

About 70 percent of all energy used by a final consumer in the form of goods and
services rather than species of energy, such as electricity or gasoline.

B)

The energy required to generate the materials which comprise solid waste is 99
percent of the energy involved in the total conventional solid waste management
process . . . generation, collection, hauling, transfer, and disposal.

C)

Recycled aluminum can save 95 percent of the energy required to make new
metal from ore.

D)

Only about one-third as much energy is needed to make paper from other waste
paper than to make it from trees. The energy savings from recycled newspaper
into newsprint, including transportation, is about 1.5 million BTUs per year per ton
of recycled paper.

This consumption, although not local, may have local impacts on the total availability or cost of
energy. It is important to note that the county can affect the consumption of embodied energy
by cautious selection of materials used for various purposes and especially, by recycling
materials for beneficial uses.
Given the populace's growing per capita consumption of goods and the subsequent increased
per capita disposal of waste materials, it is apparent that trash and garbage is a growing
resource. For example, in Jackson County it has been estimated that nearly 10,000 tons of
newsprint alone is disposed of annually. This represents almost 160,000 trees that would need
to be harvested in order to make that amount of newsprint, and excludes any packaging
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products. The Medford School District alone uses 122,000 reams of paper per year.
Additionally, approximately 31,400 pounds of glass are disposed of daily in landfills in the
county. Also, if the projected amount of aluminum generation in the Jackson County Solid Waste
Management Area Study (done five years ago) is correct, then over $500 of aluminum is buried
in county landfills every day in the form of TV dinner trays, aluminum foil, packaging, old lawn
chairs, and window frames. Using 1977 market values for aluminum, this amounts to over
$400,000 per year. When compared to projections predicting declining future timber yields for
Oregon, it would appear that efforts to recycle waste paper would have beneficial impacts on
timber availability. The same correlation applies to other waste materials also.
The Federal Resources Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 placed new emphasis on
reduction of the solid waste problem through resource recovery for reuse and energy production.
Resource recovery is the separation of solid and liquid wastes into valuable component parts.
Normally glass and metal are separated for their own value, while organic materials are
processed into fuel. The fuel may be processed into a material suitable for burning, or
biologically reduced to form producer gas or methane, which is then fed directly into the natural
gas transmission network.
Two major factors come into play which, in the long-term, will make resource recovery not only
desirable, but necessary. The factors are: Increasing population with increasing per capita
generation of solid wastes, and the depletion of natural resources. Given these factors and
others previously discussed, it is desirable in the Solid Waste Management Plan to up-date and
give serious consideration to resource recovery and recycling as a viable and necessary
component of solid waste management.
POLICY:
THE COUNTY SHALL ENCOURAGE RESOURCE RECOVERY AND
RECYCLING OF SOLID WASTES.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:
A)

Amend the resolution adopting the Solid Waste Management Plan for Jackson
County, dated November 14, 1974, to include consideration of labor intensive
resource recovery and recycling.

B)

Amend the Solid Waste Franchising and Nuisance Abatement Ordinance, Section
9.03, Requirements for Collection Franchises, to include resource recovery and
recycling as the preferred solid waste management strategy.

C)

Encourage private sector efforts regarding resource recovery and recycling.

8
FINDING:
There are a number of local geographical features within Jackson County which make a
particular site or locale more suitable than others for the application of alternative energy
equipment and facilities. Additionally, there are numerous potential energy resources naturally
occurring within Jackson County, particularly solar, water, hydro, geothermal, and coal. In order
for the county to take full advantage of these alternatives and resources for future generations,
it is necessary to ensure their protection from inappropriate uses.
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Energy Conservation Element

11-26

POLICY: IDENTIFIED AREAS OF THE COUNTY HAVING A HIGH ENERGY
POTENTIAL, SUCH AS WIND OR WATER POWER SITES SHALL BE
APPROPRIATELY DESIGNATED FOR A POTENTIAL FUTURE USE.
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:
A)

Modify the zoning ordinance to include solar, wind, hydro, and geothermal overlay
zones.

B)

Identify during the areawide planning effort, unique micro-climatic locations in the
county suitable for use as an alternative renewable energy source, including:
i)

Rainfall;

ii)

Temperatures;

iii)

Wind speed and direction;

iv)

Solar absorption capabilities; and,

v)

Conventional and low-head hydroelectric sources.
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Sustainable Guidelines
For the encouragement of sustainable
and energy efficient re-construction in
the residential sector, the following
guidelines are recommended:
Energy Efficiency: design and construct homes to provide a Home Energy
Rating System (HERS) score of 60 or
lower (note: this represents a house
with energy consumption 40% below
that of a house built to the International
Residential Code)
Indoor Air Quality: construct homes to
meet the requirements of ASHRAE
(American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
Engineers) Standard 62.2 “ Ventilation
and Acceptable Indoor Air Quality in
Low-Rise Residential Buildings” and use
only power-vented sealed combustion
appliances.
Durability: design and construct homes
in accordance with the “Energy Star
Indoor Air Package, version 2, Section I,
Moisture Control” at www.energystar.
gov.
Water Conservation: select high efficiency fixtures for sinks (kitchen and
bath), showers and toilets. Use the criteria of LEED-H (LEED for Homes)
Water Efficiency, WE, Credit 3.1. See
www.usgbc.org.

This Habitat for Humanity home in Kansas CIty includes optimized solar orientation to take advantage of
southern exposure, high efficiency plumbing fixtures, a geothermal heat pump, and salvaged and recycled
materials.

Efficient Lighting: provide an Energy
Star Advanced Lighting Package. See
www.energystar.gov.
Position for future Solar Applications:
orient one major roof slope to the
south.

This zero energy home in Hickory, North Carolina
is unassuming in character and its owners do not
pay a monthly energy bill.

h o u s i n g 103
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MANUFACTURED AND MODULAR
HOMES
Some families have taken the
manufactured or modular home route.
The process is straight forward and
popular designs and floor plans are
available to chose from. The City should
encourage residents to use the most
sustainable and high efficiency
manufactures and modular
homebuilders. Recommended builder
lists should be easily accessible on the
City website and in printed materials
located in the permitting office.
Furthermore, pre-manufactured and
modular homes should be required to
follow the same design suggestions
mentioned above to create a pedestrian
friendly community.

NEIGHBORHOODS: LAYOUT AND
FUNCTIONALITY
Neighborhood design has the ability to
improve neighborly interaction, create
attractive homes, and increase the
environmental performance of a
community. Setbacks, solar orientation,
sidewalks, street layout and street trees
all impact the feel of a neighborhood.
The following recommendations
contribute to a successful
neighborhood.

Setbacks
In order to maintain continuity in
residential neighborhoods, it is
recommended that the City change
current zoning to include both minimum
and maximum setbacks. Higher density
areas should have smaller setback
requirements.

Solar Orientation
When possible, homes should be
designed and oriented to optimize
natural light and appropriate heat gain.
•

•

•

A maximum setback for residential areas prevents
uneven development that withdraws from the
sidewalk.

On blocks with housing frontage
facing south, deep front porches
protect the mass of the house from
harsh summer sun and let low winter
sun in to help heat the home.
Limit windows on the east and west:
solar glare as well as heat gain and
heat loss are easier to control with
windows facing north and south.
Roofs should be pitched for
maximum southern exposure to
allow for solar energy capture.

This diagram (above) illustrates how housing design can be
optimized for solar heat gain and control as described.
h o u s i n g 105
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distance that food travels from farm to
plate is 1,494 miles, excluding imports.
Locally-sourced foods travel only 56
miles on average. Additionally,
Americans spend an average of $244
per household on produce, according to
the USDA. If consumers spent more of
that money in their own towns or states,
it could positively impact the local
economy.

Land-bank
It may be necessary for the City of
Greensburg to land-bank vacant
properties. If there is capacity for the
task, the City would take control or
purchase vacant parcels and be
responsible for maintenance. In this
way, the City could control the rate and
type of development in different parts
of the city, make rapid decisions for
projects that require larger landholdings, and potentially sell off parcels
to augment maintenance and other city
functions. While there may not be any
appetite for this technique today, it may
be a strategy worth investigating as
City staff becomes available to focus on
other tasks.

Solar Access
Access to direct sunlight during the
winter months dramatically reduces
heating costs and improves the
performance of solar panels and solar
hot water heaters. To ensure optimal
solar exposure, adhere to the following
guidelines:

Solar Setbacks
Serious consideration should be given to
the implementation of a solar access
ordinance. Under this scenario, houses
would be setback from their northern
property line to allow for optimal solar
access.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
GENERATION
Wind and Solar ordinance
To protect public safety and to maximize
the beneficial capabilities of distributed
energy generation strategies, NREL
crafted specific wind and solar
ordinances. These ordinances regulate
the height of towers, the noise of wind
turbines, and the connection of
individual systems to the City’s energy
grid. It is recommended that these
ordinances be reviewed and adopted as
soon as possible.

Solar Shading
Solar access is a complex issue and will
likely need additional City guidance. In
order for Greensburg to continue to
grow as a sustainable town it is
important to ensure one owner’s solar
panels are not shaded by another
owners building additions, growth of
trees and shrubs, etc.
Ultimately a solar access ordinance
should be adopted. To ensure the
encouragement of solar panels is not
delayed while the City clarifies the
details of a solar access ordinance,
access issues can be handled on a case
by case basis. Example ordinances are
included in the appendix of NREL’s
“Near-Term Energy Recommendations
for Greensburg.”
L a n d U s e a n d Z o n i n g 149
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Exhibit 711-G2: Seasonal Wind Patterns

Daviess County has a temperate climate that is favorable for
supporting a variety of plant and animal life. Summers are
generally warm and humid, and winters are moderately cold.
Characteristic of all seasons are changes brought about by
passing weather fronts and by the associated centers of high and
low pressure. These fronts are least active in late spring and
summer. They become somewhat more active in fall and are most
active in winter and early spring.
Between moderately cold winters and warm summers, the county
experiences a wide temperature fluctuation. The annual mean
temperature is 56.5 degrees Fahrenheit, with extremes of 107
degrees in 1936 and 1944 and a low of minus 23 degrees in 1994.
In the winter, an average temperature of 35.3 degrees can be
expected, and in the summer 76.3 is an anticipated average.
Temperatures are generally highest in July, and lowest in
January. July temperatures vary less than other months of the
year. They vary most in January.
Precipitation is usually fairly well distributed throughout the
year. In most years, however, October is the month when the
least precipitation is received, and March usually has the most.
The average annual rainfall for Daviess County is 46.65 inches
and is evenly distributed throughout the year. This average
annual rainfall is generally adequate for farm crops to be grown
successfully; however, droughts do occur. As an example, the
average precipitation for the month of June is 3.7 inches. During
periods of drought, occurring about one year in ten, less than 1.0
inch of rainfall is received in June. Also, during 1 year in 10,
more than 7.3 inches of rainfall is received in June. During these
periods of drought or excess rain, crop yields are occasionally
reduced.
On the following pages are several graphs describing the
climatology of Daviess County.
Exhibit 711-G1: Annual Wind Direction
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Exhibit 712-T1: Annual Report, 2004

Evansville ASOS Climate Summary for Year 2004
Climate Normal Period 1971 to 2000
Climate Record Period 1897 to 2005

Weather

Observed
Value

Date(s)

TEMPERATURE (F)
High
Low
2004 HIghest
2004 Lowest
Avg. Maximum
Avg. Minimum
Mean
PRECIPITATION
Maximum
Minimum
Totals
Daily Avg.
SNOWFALL
Total
2004 Total
WIND (mph)
Average Wind Speed
Highest Wind.Direct

7.1
52/280

5/30/2004

Highest Gust/Direct

62/270

5/30/2004

108
-23
93
-11
66.4
46.8
56.6

7/13/1936
2/2/1951
7/13/2004
12/25/2004

64.03
0.01
43.5
0.12

1996
1910

41.0
26.0

1918

Normal
Value

Depart
from
Normal

Last
Year's
Value

66
45
66.7
45
56

27
-56
-0.3
1.8
0.6

95
0
65.2
45.5
55.3

44.27
10.78

-0.77
-10.66

40.17
0.11

14.5

11.5

16.5

Date(s)

8/27/2003
1/24/2003

WEATHER CONDITIONS
# of days
Thunderstorm
49
Heavy Rain
47
Light Rain
137
Lt. Freezing Rain
6
Heavy Snow
1
Light Snow
18
Fog
216
Haze
100
Mixed Precip
0
Rain
62
Hail
0
Freezing Rain
3
Snow
0
Fog w/vis<=1/4 mile
23

Source: National Weather Service, Paducah, KY , Evansville Climate summary
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Exhibit 713-G1: Solar Angles for Our Area

As our limited supplies of fossil fuels become further depleted,
the potential for solar energy and orientation will demand more
of our time and effort. Both passive and active systems can be
used to increase the efficiency of our heating and cooling
systems. And solar energy is virtually inexhaustible. Presently the
cost of active solar systems does not warrant the investment in
such systems, but the inevitable increase in fossil fuel costs will
soon justify the expense of all types of systems. An increase in
our awareness of solar issues now will help us lay the ground
rules for the solar access, orientation, and compatible building
designs that will be appreciated for generations to follow.
Much of what we know comes from studying the past principles
of solar awareness during times when heating homes involved
both cost and considerable work. Many homes from the early
1900s were built using large amounts of glass with southern
exposure for heat gain. Unfortunately much heat was lost because
of single-glazed glass and the lack of insulation. Overhangs were
also used to control the amount of sun falling on the glass,
allowing the sun to enter during the winter, and blocking its entry
during the summer. Living areas were oriented toward the south.
Bedrooms, family rooms, and dining rooms faced south, while
service areas -- baths, halls, stairs, and closets -- were used as
buffers on a home's north side. Cross ventilation was also used
extensively along with tall ceilings to make a home more
comfortable during the summer months. It has been said that
history repeats itself and these past practices will again become
criteria for future planning.
The benefits of additional warmth, countered by the appropriate
eave overhang to prevent heat gain in the summer, better
ventilation, enjoyment of sunlight, and the broader views that
create spaciousness, can all be achieved with minimal solar
planning and sometimes no additional cost. All of these aspects
add to the pleasure of living in the home while cutting its
operating costs. Four or five hours of sun a day in our area is
equivalent to about 800 to 1000 Btu / sq. ft. per day on southern
exposed glass, a substantial gain of energy generally wasted at
present. Another plus for the northern hemisphere we live in is
the fact that about 16% more radiant heat is received in the winter
than in the summer, due to less water vapor in the air during the
winter, making solar energy even more enticing.
Planning for solar at the subdivision development stage would
greatly increase solar potential and cut the costs for its
installation. East-west street directions would allow easier home
conversion to solar use and improve access potential. Zoning
laws can also provide crucial protection against the shading of
solar collectors by buildings or vegetation. Height limitations,
tree placement requirements, and open space allotments can often
prevent the construction or placement of obstacles that could
block sunlight. Energy saving planting schemes can be used to
reduce heating and cooling loads by using evergreens and
deciduous trees in appropriate areas for wind breaks and shading.
By making ourselves aware of the solar potential we have today,
we can be sensitive to the issues we will be facing for the solar
development of tomorrow.
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Energy
Introduction
Pinal County has a tremendous opportunity to be a leader in
sustainability through prudent energy management. Unlike many
areas of the country where the majority of the built environment is
decades old, by 2020, a vast majority of Pinal County’s built
environment will have been constructed after the Millennium. Using
energy efficient materials and planning techniques is much easier
and cost effective for new construction than trying to retrofit older
structures.

269

The planning and siting of infrastructure is much better done now
than after development has occurred. For these reasons and others,
it is the right time and place for a comprehensive energy approach
to be created and implemented.
Purpose The Pinal County Energy element is an important
component of the Plan. By developing a comprehensive energy
strategy now, the County can be prepared to shape more
sustainable growth.
Relationship to Pinal County’s Vision Several components of the
Pinal County Vision are directly impacted by energy.
Environmental Stewardship How energy is generated and
distributed in the County and the success level of conservation
efforts will directly impact the regional environment. Air quality,
water usage, and protection of sensitive areas and viewsheds
(siting facilities to minimize impact on key visual resources) will
need to be addressed.

We Create Our Future: Pinal County Comprehensive Plan
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Economic Sustainability Without ample and reliable energy,
Pinal County will not be competitive in attracting business and
industry which will bring new jobs. In addition, energy costs
have a direct impact on the cost of living and doing business.
Open Spaces and Places Generation and transmission facilities
have to be located somewhere. There is a tendency of the
public to not want facilities close to population centers.
However, the County’s open spaces are also cherished. How
and where facilities are sited will need to be carefully planned.
270

Strategic Areas
The Energy element contains three strategic areas. The first two,
Conservation and Renewable Energy Sources, satisfy the state of
Arizona’s Growing Smarter requirements that state an Energy
element should include:
•
•

A component that identifies policies that encourage and
provide incentives for efficient use of energy.
An assessment that identifies policies and practices that
provide for greater uses of renewable energy sources.

The third strategic area addresses Energy Generation and
Transmission. Conservation and the development of renewable
energy sources will be effective in ensuring that the County’s
energy future moves toward sustainability but anticipated growth
will certainly require an exponential growth in the generation and
distribution of energy for the coming decades.
It should be noted that the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC)
is responsible for final decisions about facility siting. However, Pinal

Chapter 7: Environmental Stewardship
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County needs to be active in providing input to ensure compatibility
with the County’s Vision and goals.
The focus of the Generation and Distribution Strategic Area of the
Energy element is to:
•
•

•

Illustrate the potential needs for generation and transmission
infrastructure as the County grows.
Inform residents and stakeholders of the present plans to
locate future facilities throughout the County and the fact
that everyone will need to share the burden of having safe,
reliable, and clean energy throughout the County.
Outline goals and policies to ensure that the County,
municipal governments, and energy providers maintain a
cooperative working relationship to facilitate appropriate
locations for facilities while protecting Pinal County’s
physical environment and natural resources.

271

Conservation
Pinal County will work with residents, other agencies, and the
business community to expand energy conservation efforts. The
County can have the most impact on conservation efforts through
influencing construction methods and materials, site planning and
community design, and education.
The importance of energy conservation cannot be overstated. It is
not just the right thing to do, it has tremendous environmental,
natural resource, and economic implications. To illustrate the
sweeping impacts of the benefits of electrical energy conservation,
an actual case study can be analyzed.
The recently completed Central Arizona Transmission System 2016
Transmission Study estimates a need for 10,000 more megawatts of

We Create Our Future: Pinal County Comprehensive Plan
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power to serve Pinal County. To put this in perspective, the Hoover
Dam has a maximum capacity of 2,080 megawatts.

272

A natural gas fired plant that will generate 575 megawatts of
electricity is proposed in Coolidge at a cost of $500 million. Based
on the 10,000 megawatt need, 18 new power plants of this type
would be needed to generate the estimated additional electricity
needs. A decrease in demand through conservation efforts of 11
percent would eliminate the need for two of these plants at a
savings of $1 billion to ratepayers. In addition, the fuel and water
saved in not operating those two facilities would have significant
positive environmental and natural resource implications. Finally,
less land would be required for generation and fewer transmission
corridors could be a result. A conservation level of 11% is an
attainable goal.
As energy prices continue to rise, electricity, natural gas, and
transportation costs take a larger piece of household and business
budgets. The economic viability of energy efficient construction will
increase due to this as will the need to find alternative
transportation modes and a reduction in travel needs.

Renewable Energy Sources
Pinal County will provide support for the development and location
of renewable sources to meet current and future needs and to
lessen the regions dependence on non-renewable energy sources.
These might be stand alone facilities or co-located with other
energy providers.
The expansion of renewable energy opportunities should be
supported by the County through its land use planning and
permitting processes. One very exciting viable renewable energy
source in Arizona is solar. Historically, the economics of solar power

Chapter 7: Environmental Stewardship
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have been for smaller, individual property generation units and this
solution should continue to be encouraged by the County.
Advances have now made it possible for entire households or
buildings to significantly reduce their traditional energy
dependence and at times may be able to generate enough power
to make the meter run backwards. Unfortunately, the majority of
homeowners and businesses do not have the financial resources to
install such infrastructure. Federal and state grants have provided
support but there is still a significant cost for installation. As energy
costs continue to rise and technological advancements occur, this
option will become more feasible and attractive to individual
property owners. Pinal County must be ready for this. Through its
regulatory and taxation policies, the County can provide additional
support.

273

There are major changes on the near horizon regarding large scale
solar energy generation. There are two major reasons for this
trend: technology has started to make large scale generation more
financially feasible and government/regulatory agencies are
requiring energy producers to diversify their energy portfolios and
have set targets for renewable energy sources.
A planned solar power plant near Gila Bend will serve
approximately 75,000 homes upon completion. While this plant will
be a breakthrough for Arizona, the energy generated from it will
be much more costly than current sources and will be subsidized by
ratepayers. However, as non-renewable energy sources continue to
become more expensive and technology improves, the gap
between traditional and solar power should begin to close. Another
challenge to large scale solar generation is space. The planned
Gila Bend facility will require up to three square miles of land for
its solar fields and power plant.
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Pinal County residents have also expressed a strong desire for
expanded post-secondary education and training opportunities.
The emerging renewable energy market could provide the catalyst
for college, university and technical training programs for the
design, installation, and maintenance of renewable energy
equipment and infrastructure.

Energy Generation and Transmission
274

Pinal County is served by several energy providers. Arizona Public
Service, Salt River Project, Southwest Gas, and numerous Electrical
and Irrigation and Drainage Districts all provide service in the
County and several more entities have facilities such as the Western
Area Power Authority, Tucson Electric Power, and the Southwest
Transmission Cooperative.
Pinal County will work with these energy providers to facilitate the
provision of sufficient energy for residents and businesses and to
encourage development of new facilities within the parameters of
the seven components of the Comprehensive Plan Vision for the
Future.
According to the CATS HV 2016 Transmission Study, in 2016,
annual electric power generation in Arizona is projected to be
30,997 megawatts and electricity used 24,819 megawatts. This
means that overall, Arizona is anticipated to be a net energy
exporter. However, this will not be the case throughout the year.
During the summer months, Arizona providers must purchase
additional power from other states to meet higher demands.
Based on the 2006 state population of 6.3 million and using a
straight line projection, each 100,000 people in Arizona will
require 394 megawatts of power. The following table (7-1)
estimates the electrical energy needs of Pinal County at various
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population levels. This information is for illustrative purposes only as
these needs change significantly by season.

7-1: Pinal County Electricity Need
Need
Population Growth
100,000
500,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000

Additional Electricity Required
394 megawatts
1,970 megawatts
3,940 megawatts
7,880 megawatts
11,820 megawatts

Source: CATS HV 2016 Transmission Study
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Even with effective conservation and moving toward renewable
sources, it is evident that additional traditional generation facilities
will be needed (see table 7-1). In fact, several new generating
facilities have recently been identified for development on the short
term horizon. Citizens, governmental entities, and the energy
providers will have to work closely together to ensure appropriate
locations for new facilities.
Significant planning has been done to project future electrical
power needs for the region. The delivery of new energy sources to
homes and businesses will also require the delivery system.
Additional generation and transmission project that have been
identified in past, ongoing and future studies will be subject to
review and approval by the ACC.
In summary, with Pinal County not being a direct service provider,
its role in the energy future of the region will consist of providing
education and information to the public, maintaining codes and
policies to encourage conservation of energy, supporting the
development of renewable sources, and coordinating with the
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energy industry to ensure appropriate development of adequate
facilities.
Neither Pinal County’s tax base nor legislative authority allow the
County to play a large financial role in the energy future through
incentives, tax credits, or other financing programs. However, the
County can play a significant role in serving as the central point to
assemble a diverse group of communities and regional stakeholders
and partners to secure energy for future use.
276

The County can also be a leader in identifying new programs for
funding sources to expand development of renewable energy
sources.

Goals, Objectives and Policies
In order to make it easier for property owners to use the Goals,
Objectives and Policies in the Plan and then incorporate them into
their development proposals or amendments, the Policies have been
placed into two separate categories. The two categories are:
• Public Responsibilities
• Private and Public Shared Responsibilities
Private development applicants should be aware of Public and
Private Shared Responsibilities throughout the development process
and should focus their Comprehensive Plan applications as specified
in the implementation section of the Comprehensive Plan, or other
relevant documents that set criteria for other applications.
Public Responsibilities are primarily incumbent on the County to
implement through its policy development and planning.
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Private and Public Shared Responsibilities, all entities, private
and public, share the responsibilities of implementing these Policies.
Conservation
7.3 Goal:
Improve the energy efficiency of Pinal County
government.
7.3.1 Objective:
Set an example by improving energy
efficiency and use of renewable sources in County
facilities, vehicle fleets, and equipment.
Policies:
7.3.1.1 Convert the vehicle fleet over time to alternative fuels.

277

7.3.1.2 Move toward compliance with green building
benchmarks and programs for existing County buildings and
facilities and require green building standards be developed
in all new facility designs.
7.3.1.3 Locate solar energy generation equipment on County
facilities which cost/benefit analyses proves advantageous.
7.3.1.4 Convert County facilities to low energy lighting and
install energy efficient electrical equipment when economically
feasible.
7.4 Goal:

Improve the energy efficiency of structures in Pinal
County.

7.4.1 Objective:
Improve the energy efficiency of new
construction and the existing building stock through
building codes and processes.
Policies:
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7.4.1.1 Maintain the most up to date International Building
Codes (IBC) and International Energy Conservation Code
(IECC) and provide training for staff to implement.
7.4.1.2 Encourage the expansion of energy efficient
building practices.
7.4.1.3 Work with municipalities and Native American
communities to standardize energy efficiency requirements
and codes throughout the County.
278
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7.4.1.4 Support refurbishing and remodeling projects to
include energy efficiency components through expedited
permitting and assistance.
7.4.1.5 Require that 20% of all homes in developments
larger than 100 dwelling units meet ENERGY STAR or other
energy efficiency standards.
7.4.2 Objective:
Reduce energy demand through community
design.
Policies:
7.4.2.1 Encourage developments that use energy smart site
design (e.g., solar orientation, cluster development).
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7.4.2.2 Encourage Sonoran-friendly landscaping in
developments to provide shade.
7.4.2.3 Work with municipalities to avoid the development of
heat islands through land use planning, open space
preservation between developments, site design, and building
materials and colors.

We Create Our Future: Pinal County Comprehensive Plan
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7.4.2.4 Implement the Activity Center philosophy to bring
employment, commercial, and educational activities closer to
residents and increase multimodal transportation options
including transit, bicycle, and pedestrian modes.
7.5 Goal:

Improve overall communication and collaboration
regarding energy issues.

7.5.1 Objective:
Provide energy conservation education and
awareness in County communications.
Policies:
7.5.1.1 Provide energy conservation information on the
County Web site with links to energy providers and
conservation and consumer groups.

279

7.5.1.2 Work with energy providers to include energy
conservation promotional materials to building owners at the
issuance of Certificates of Occupancy.
7.5.2 Objective: Maintain cooperative working relationships.
Policies:
7.5.2.1 Hold periodic coordination meetings with energy
providers to keep informed of the latest conservation
programs offered.
7.5.2.2 The County should continue to participate in regional
energy planning forums, such as the CATS Group, and work
with the County’s municipalities, Native American communities
and energy providers to create a County-wide, long range
energy strategy.
Renewable Sources
7.6 Goal:
Expand renewable energy in Pinal County.

We Create Our Future: Pinal County Comprehensive Plan
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7.6.1 Objective:
Support small scale renewable energy
projects
Policies:
7.6.1.1 Support statewide policy that provides property tax
credits for renewable energy facilities on individual homes and
businesses from net assessed valuation calculations.
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7.6.1.2 Assess current codes so they are supportive in
permitting small scale renewable energy projects. Explore
ways to reduce barriers caused by homeowner’s association
restrictions.
7.6.1.3 Work with developers and energy providers to
design neighborhoods with optimum solar orientation.
7.6.1.4 Support state and federal incentive programs for the
development of renewable energy infrastructure for
individuals and businesses.
7.6.1.5 Develop/amend ordinances to protect solar access
through sensitive building orientation and for property
owners, builders and developers wishing to install solar
energy systems.
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7.6.1.6 Support the transmission of renewable energy from
sources within and outside of Pinal County.
7.6.2 Objective:
Support the growth of the renewable energy
in Pinal County.
Policies:
7.6.2.1 Identify through specific area planning potential
locations for renewable energy projects.

We Create Our Future: Pinal County Comprehensive Plan
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7.6.2.2 Support the attraction of renewable energy providers
through the County’s economic development strategy.
7.6.2.3 Work with economic development proponents to
develop education and training programs for renewable
energy employment opportunities.
Generation and Transmission
7.7 Goal:
Support the provision of adequate energy for the
future while protecting the natural environment and
resources.

281

7.7.1 Objective:
Identify and protect potential sites and
corridors for new energy generation and
transmission facilities.
Policies:
7.7.1.1 Work with energy providers through the specific area
planning process to identify appropriate locations and
buffering of future projects.
7.7.1.2 Work with energy providers to co-locate where
possible facilities such as transmission lines, pipelines,
substations, and terminals.
7.7.1.3 Encourage the adoption of designated generation and
transmission and facility sites and corridors in future updates
to County and municipal planning documents to protect
against incompatible development and to maximize increased
capacity.
7.7.2 Objective:

Protect water and environmental resources.

Policies:

We Create Our Future: Pinal County Comprehensive Plan
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7.7.2.1 Monitor the evaluation process by other agencies of
all proposals for new generating facilities to determine
long-term impacts on water resources.
7.7.2.2 Support innovative designs for new generating
facilities that minimize water use.
7.7.2.3 Explore innovative water re-use strategies.
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7.7.2.4 Discourage facilities from locating in designated
environmentally sensitive areas and encourage facilities to
be in context with viewsheds and waterways.
7.7.3 Objective:
Provide information to citizens and the
development community regarding future energy
facilities.
Policies:
7.7.3.1 Keep up to date information about locations of
existing and potential new generation and transmission
facilities on the County Web site.
7.7.3.2 Review development proposals along with short and
long range plans of energy providers to ensure an
understanding of where facilities may be and to keep
prospective residents and businesses informed.
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7.7.4 Objective:
Maintain cooperative working relationships
with energy providers.
Policies:
7.7.4.1 Hold a biannual “energy summit” bringing together
providers, landowners and key county staff and leadership to
discuss future plans and update one another on current
planning and trends.

We Create Our Future: Pinal County Comprehensive Plan
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7.7.4.2 Work closely with energy providers during the
evaluation of development plans to access cumulative,
County-wide impacts on energy availability and reliability.
7.7.4.3 Coordinate with energy providers in the
implementation of the Growth Areas element to ensure energy
infrastructure is adequate to support growth and infrastructure
development.
7.7.4.4 Encourage involvement of energy providers in area
planning processes.
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7.7.4.5 Continue to participate in regional energy planning
forums such as the CATS Group
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10. ENERGY ELEMENT
PURPOSE
The purpose of the Energy Element is to guide Pleasanton toward a
sustainable energy future. We define the term “a sustainable energy
future” as development that meets the needs of the current generation
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
needs. The current energy system is dependent upon energy
resources drawn from the natural environment, many of them nonrenewable. In contrast, a sustainable city draws from the environment
only those resources that are necessary and that can be used or
recycled perpetually, or returned to the environment in a form that
nature can use to generate more resources.

Long-term sustainability requires that all energy management
decisions be based upon an equitable accounting of all costs – those
costs to be met today and those that will be borne by others in the
future. This Element strives to maintain the highest quality
environment and quality of life through energy efficiency and the use
of renewable energy – or energy that can be recycled or be returned to
nature to generate more resources.
Following the energy crisis of 2000-2001, the City Council set various
energy-related priorities, one of which was to develop an Energy
Element for the General Plan. In the aftermath of the energy crisis,
the community was keenly aware that normal business functions and
day-to-day living is dependent on reliable, sustainable and affordable
energy supplies. While there are many programs included in this
Element, most can be assigned to two central themes: support
economic stability and improve environmental quality. These are the
desired outcomes from the implementation of the Energy Element.
NATURAL GAS AND ELECTRICITY
The energy crisis experienced by California in 2000 and 2001
following power market deregulation was the impetus behind
Pleasanton’s involvement in energy planning. In general, since the
state regulates power utilities, it has more control over energy-related
issues than local governments. Nevertheless, because of the
opportunities for power generation and conservation at the local level,
there is a role for cities to play. The City’s Energy Element includes
measures which will help address issues of energy demand and energy
supply at the State as well as local levels.
Table 10-1 summarizes existing (2005) and projected (2025) annual
gas and electric energy demand for the City of Pleasanton.

Solar panels on the green structure power Pleasanton Fire Station 4
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limited to, passive solar, photovoltaic power, and wind power.
In 2002 the State directed that the supply portfolio of all investorowned utilities, such as Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), include 20
percent renewable energy supplies by 2017. In addition, as of 2005
the State’s Emerging Renewables Program provides generous rebates
for residential and commercial renewable energy installations.

TABLE 10-1:
PLEASANTON’S ANNUAL ENERGY DEMAND, 2005 AND 2025
Non-Residential b

TOTAL

12.8 million

8.1 million

20.9 million

2025 Total

14.9 million

10.9 million

25.8 million

Electricity (Kwh)
2005 Total c

209.9 million

463.1 million

673 million

2025 Total

234.3 million

620.5 million

854.8 million

Gas (Therms)
2005 Total c

Residential a

Transmission and Distribution of Electricity
An electric power system consists of power plants, transmission lines,
distribution substations, and distribution lines. Currently, the TriValley’s electric power is supplied by a combination of private
suppliers which sell power to PG&E for resale. Electric power is
stepped up to higher voltages 1 at the generating source to allow power
to be delivered over a number of wires. The electricity is transported
via a network or grid of high-voltage transmission lines.

Notes::
Therm = a unit of heat is equal to 100,000 British thermal units (BTU)
BTU = energy required to raise one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit
Kwh = kilowatt (power equal to 1,000 watts) hour
a

PG&E estimates that each household uses 540 therms of gas and 6,490 Kwh
of electricity annually. General Plan buildout assumes 3,817 new dwelling
units that would add 2.1 million therms of gas and 24.7 million Kwh of
electricity.

b

Future growth of commercial and industrial development is estimated at 34
percent. This forecast assumes that all non-residential development will grow
34 percent and would add 2.8 million therms of gas and 157.4 million Kwh
of electricity.

c

PG&E actual energy used in 2005. Thus for the 25,183 existing dwelling
units in 2005, annual average usage was 508 therms of gas and 8,335 Kwh
of electricity.

Sources: Bill McLaren, Account Services, PG&E, email, January 30, 2007; PG&E
Carbon Footprint Calculator Assumptions, Jan. 28, 2008,
http://www.pge.com/about_us/environment/calculator/assumptions.html;

Planning & Community Development Department, 2008.

Renewables
Since the energy crisis, the State has taken a leadership role in
promoting the production of renewable energy. Renewables are
sustainable energy sources that cause relatively few environmental
impacts and pose a low risk to human health and include, but are not
Adopted 07 21 09

Electrical Substation near Stanley Boulevard in Pleasanton
1
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Voltage equals the electric potential expressed in volts.
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At substations, transformers step down the voltage to lower levels for
distribution. There are four large substations in/near Pleasanton that
serve many customers within the Planning Area: Vineyard, Radum,
North Dublin, and San Ramon. Figure 10-1 shows the locations of
these multi-customer substations. There are also three smaller
substations that serve single customers.

local distribution pipelines. Some local distribution systems lead to
underground storage. These natural gas storage areas are utilized
during seasonal peaks.
In Pleasanton there are three natural gas transmission pipelines.
These pipelines are located on Foothill Road, Santa Rita Road, and
Stanley Boulevard. There are no natural gas storage areas in
Pleasanton. The capacity of a natural gas distribution system is
dependent upon local characteristics within the system, some of
which include customer gas loads, pipe diameters, and flow behavior.
Requests for usage increases are sent to PG&E, and PG&E adjusts
the system to accommodate its customers.

Tri-Valley Capacity-Increase Project
Most electric power is brought to Pleasanton and other Tri-Valley
substations via transmission lines connected to the statewide grid
system. Electric power capacity is looked at on a subregional rather
than citywide basis.

Local Power Sources

Local electrical capacity is a function of (1) transmission network
capacity to bring this power to Pleasanton and the Tri-Valley, (2)
capacity of the local substations to lower the voltages (or step down
the power) to deliverable voltages, and (3) the ability of the local
distribution network to deliver adequate power to customers.

Heat and/or light collected from the sun produces solar energy.
Common uses of solar energy are solar water heating systems, which
use the sun to heat water, and photovoltaic facilities, which convert
sunlight into energy. Pleasanton’s sunny climate is suitable for the
implementation of solar energy technologies. Solar water heating
systems are installed each year in Pleasanton, typically to heat pools.

In 2001 PG&E reported that the Tri-Valley electrical transmission
and distribution system was in need of an upgrade to increase
capacity. To address this issue, in 2002 PG&E constructed a
transmission-capacity-increase project in the Tri-Valley.
In
Pleasanton, the project included the installation of a new underground
230 kV line under/near Vineyard Avenue and the upgrading of the
existing Vineyard Substation to accommodate the increased capacity.

In 2000 and 2001 the City approved its first photovoltaic systems.
Since that time, about one or two photovoltaic facilities have been
installed each year at
various commercial and
residential locations in the
city. Excess power from
photovoltaic systems reduces
the peak-hour load and the
need for additional power
capacity. The promotion
and installation of solar
water heating and photovoltaic facilities is consistent
Electrical usage in a City office

Transmission and Distribution of Natural Gas
A natural gas power system consists of underground natural gas
reservoirs, drilling equipment, long-distance transmission pipelines,
and local distribution pipelines. Natural gas is a fossil fuel made of
decomposed plant and animal material and is usually found near a
petroleum reservoir. Natural gas is pumped from the underground
reservoir into large transmission pipelines which transport the gas to
Adopted 07 21 09
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San Ramon

San Ramon
North Dublin

0

Dublin

0.5

1

2

Miles

Radum

Pleasanton
Vineyard

Legend
Electrical Substation
60/70 kV Transmission Line
230 kV Transmission Line

Note: kV = Kilovolts = 1,000 Volts

Sources: Bill McLaren,
PG&E Account Services, 2007.
Tri Valley Phase 1 230 kV Transmission Line
Electric T & D Engineering Department,
PG&E, 2003.

Figure 10 - 1
Substations and Transmission Lines
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photovoltaic facilities throughout the City. Other types of distributed
generation facilities, such as wind energy facilities, small fuel-cell
facilities, and small natural gas co-generation facilities, are allowed in
selected areas of the City, typically away from residential areas where
they may generate noise or air quality impacts. One small natural gas
co-generation facility is in operation at the Roche Molecular System’s
facility in Hacienda Business Park.
CONSERVATION EFFORTS
In July of 2001, the City Council adopted a pledge endorsing the
Governor’s “Energy Conservation Pledge” and committed Pleasanton
to pursue a 15 percent reduction in energy use. To conserve energy,
in 2000 and 2001 the City updated its traffic signal lighting by
replacing standard incandescent bulbs with light-emitting-diode
(LED) bulbs. In addition to the traffic signal upgrades, in 2001 the
City enrolled in an Energy Star building performance improvement
program. As part of the program, the City is currently upgrading its
facilities based on energy audits. Although difficult to quantify, staff
believes that the energy usage of facilities existing in 2001 has been
reduced by approximately 15 percent. The City has played a role in
conservation outreach to the general public, largely through the
distribution of conservation-related reading materials. Conserving
energy now and in the future will leave more resources for future
generations.

Solar panels on the roof of Borg Fencing

with the overarching goal of the Energy Element which is to guide
Pleasanton toward a sustainable energy future. Passive solar energy
design is also suitable for Pleasanton. Passive solar energy techniques
do not employ mechanical means to utilize heat or light from the sun,
but instead employ strategic building and landscaping placement as
well as building design to naturally heat and cool buildings.

In 2007, the City joined the International Council for Local
Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) for a one year period – an
organization of local governments that takes action on climate
protection.
Although this organization focuses on reducing
greenhouse gases, many of the actions Pleasanton could take would
also reduce energy usage. See the Air Quality Element for additional
discussion of ICLEI and what Pleasanton hopes to accomplish
regarding reducing the City’s carbon footprint.

Distributed Generation
A distributed generation system involves small amounts of energy
generation for the purpose of meeting local loads and/or displacing
the need to build (or upgrade) local distribution lines or large central
power plants. The City’s Generator Siting Ordinance encourages
the development of distributed generation facilities by permitting
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Water and Energy Conservation
Water and energy conservation are linked. A tremendous amount of
energy is required to pump water. The California State Water Project
consumes approximately 2-3 percent of the State’s energy supply to
pump water. 2 In addition to energy used for pumping water,
wastewater treatment also consumes energy. Thus, when water is
conserved, so is energy. Conserving water is one step the City can
take toward long-term sustainability.

Green Building
There are many different conceptions of green building design due to
the broad range of sustainable issues. Definitions range from broad
concepts that incorporate all aspects of sustainability to narrow
definitions that focus on one specific sustainable design feature such as
recycled content materials or energy efficiency. While there is no
formal definition of green building, the term implies a structure that is
friendlier to its occupants and the environment and is more resource
efficient. In general, green building design entails the implementation
of these related goals: energy efficiency, healthy indoor air quality,
waste reduction, water efficiency, and performance and reduced
environmental impact involves the sustainability planning. The
development of a green building with improved integration of these
design concepts, as well as building maintenance and lifetime
operation. The green building design field continues to evolve as new
technologies and products come into the marketplace and innovative
designs improve their effectiveness. The goals of green building are
consistent with the Energy Element’s overarching purpose of guiding
Pleasanton toward a sustainable energy future.

Solar-paneled roof at Applied Biosystems (Chris Crannell and Ken Mantoani)

new civic and commercial projects over 20,000 square feet in size to
incorporate green building measures from the US Green Building
Council’s LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
Rating System. In 2006 the City Council adopted amendments to
Planning Code Chapter 17.5 to also require that most new residential
projects incorporate green building measures.
At the regional level, Alameda County Waste Management Authority
(ACWMA) has developed green-building guidelines and green-building
rating systems for single-family and multi-family residences following a
collaborative process with the development community. Section 17.50
of the Pleasanton Municipal Code requires its use for building residences.

In 2002 the City Council adopted a green building ordinance (codified
as Chapter 17.50 Green Building of the Municipal Code) which requires
2

Pleasanton has continued fine-tuning its green building program and
is currently working on a Solar Cities Program, jointly with the City of
Livermore, that will consider additional green-building practices. This

Greenbiz.com, Saving Water Cuts Energy Use Says Report,
http://www.greenbiz.com/news, September 2004.
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program will consider standardized solar-energy-system-installation
designs for residences and potentially for businesses. By standardizing
designs within a larger geographic area, both cities expect economies of
scale that might encourage more future green-building implementation.

Green building is indicative of Pleasanton’s efforts to plan for
sustainability so that many generations can enjoy a high quality of life.
See the Green Building section of the Community Character Element
as well as the Sustainable Development and Planning section of the
Air Quality Element for further discussion of green building.

Fire Station 4, which opened in 2005, is the only fire station in the
United States to achieve a LEEDTM Gold Certification.
It
incorporates many green-building ideas including a photovoltaic
system that produces electrical energy, recycled and sustainable
building materials, and landscaping that creates a more
environmentally friendly system for managing rainwater.

Retrofit Financing

The high upfront cost of purchasing and installing solar energy
systems, high efficiency heating and air conditioning systems, or other
renewable energy and energy efficiency improvements prevents many
property owners from independently making these improvements.
Consequently, the City will explore the possibility of funding
voluntary actions by owners of commercial and residential buildings
to undertake energy efficiency measures, install solar rooftop panels,
install “cool” (highly reflective) roofs, and take other measures to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In 2008, the State Legislature
enacted Assembly Bill 811, which expressly authorizes cities to make
such loans to property owners, who will then repay their loans
through assessments collected on their property tax bills. The bill gives
the City broad authority to determine the type of improvements that
would be financed and the particulars of the financing arrangements.
Thus, AB 811 helps property owners overcome the key obstacle to
improving their properties’ energy efficiency and promoting the
installation of such improvements to address global climate change.

In addition, the Pleasanton Unified School District is partnering with
Honeywell to install solar panels on the roofs of seven schools in the
District. These panels, which are scheduled to be installed by the end
of 2007, will supply about 20 percent of the District’s electrical needs.
Energy from these panels will cost 25 percent less than energy from
PG&E.

Alameda County Fair Association

The Alameda County Fairground installed a photovoltaic (solarpower) system that produces about 1,200 megawatt hours of
electricity annually and provides about 50 percent of the electricity
consumed at the Fairgrounds.

Alameda County Fairgrounds at night
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Community-Choice Aggregation
In 2002, the State passed Assembly Bill 117 which allows local
governments, cities, and counties to become Community Choice
Aggregators (CCAs) by giving local governments, cities, and counties
the authority to combine the electrical load of their residents,
businesses, and municipal facilities in an electricity buyers’ program.
Under this bill, the investor-owned utility, in Pleasanton’s case PG&E,
would still provide transmission and distribution services.
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If the City chooses to become a Community Choice Aggregator, it
would procure a power supply for distribution to all classes of
electricity customers within the City limits and it would set the rate
structure for participants in the program. There would be an
opportunity for ratepayers to opt out of the program and revert to
service by PG&E. Some benefits of becoming a CCA may include
more local control over Pleasanton’s energy supply portfolio and
energy rates. The City needs to fully assess the costs, benefits, and
potential risks of this program before proceeding.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER ELEMENTS
Policies and programs established throughout the General Plan affect
energy resources and usage in Pleasanton.

Land Use Element
The Land Use Element provides guiding principles for the type,
location, size, and density of land uses throughout the City of
Pleasanton. Land use objectives relating to density, neighborhood
design, proximity to transit, proximity to shopping/employment, walkability, street layout, and construction techniques (green building) all
affect energy usage. The Land Use Element provides policies allowing
mixed-use developments, high-density uses near transit facilities, and
neighborhood-serving retail near residential neighborhoods.

TRANSPORTATION ENERGY
A large proportion of energy used in Pleasanton is related to
transportation and includes gasoline and other fuels that vehicles may
use in the future. Currently traffic congestion threatens the quality of
air residents breathe, the satisfaction of roadway users, and the City’s
economic vitality. Congestion occurs when traffic demand exceeds
available capacity. Causes of recurring congestion include insufficient
facility capacity and ineffective management of existing capacity (such
as poor signal timing). Reducing congestion and the use of renewable
fuels is consistent with the overarching purpose of this Energy
Element, guiding Pleasanton toward a sustainable energy future.
Thus, this Energy Element includes measures to help reduce
congestion and the use of traditional vehicle fuels.

Circulation Element
The Circulation Element strives to provide safe and efficient
circulation systems throughout Pleasanton including for public transit
as well as trails for pedestrian and bicycle travel. Circulation objectives
that limit energy usage would comply with the Energy Element,
including continued inclusion of Transportation Systems Management
policies (Chapter 17.24 of the Pleasanton Municipal Code), which reduce
both vehicular trips and traffic congestion.

Housing Element
The Housing Element guides housing development throughout
Pleasanton. This would comply with the Energy Element. Housing
policies that encourage additional lower-income housing could
encourage more lower-income workers to live near employment, thus
lowering vehicle trips and energy usage, as would the policy to
promote transit-oriented development. Policies in the Housing
Element to conserve energy and comply with green-building policies
would also lower energy usage.

VISUAL IMPACTS
Power lines can be unsightly and detract from the surrounding
character of an area. In addition, power lines can be a safety hazard
during a strong storm or earthquake. For aesthetic and safety reasons,
the City requires local and regional transmission and distribution lines
to be placed underground whenever feasible. Creating a safe,
attractive environment is consistent with the notion of sustainability.

Adopted 07 21 09
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10. Energy Element

Air Quality and Climate Change Element
The Air Quality Element guides Pleasanton toward reducing air
emissions by reducing vehicle trips and energy consumption. Energy
objectives that would lessen energy use would also reduce air
emissions. The Air Quality Element encourages increasing energy
efficiency, conservation, and the use of renewable resources.

Economic and Fiscal Element
The Economic and Fiscal Element strives to enhance Pleasanton’s
economic base. Economic objectives that would lead to fewer
automobile trips would also reduce energy usage. A program to
encourage recruitment of Pleasanton and other Tri-Valley residents
for local jobs would result in fewer commute trips (Program 4.4).
ENERGY GOALS, POLICIES, AND PROGRAMS
The following goals, policies, and programs, in addition to those
contained in other Elements, constitute an action program to
implement the objectives described in this element.

Adopted 07 21 09
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GOALS, POLICIES, AND PROGRAMS
Goal 1: Move toward a sustainable energy future that increases renewable energy use, energy conservation, energy
efficiency, energy self-sufficiency, and limits energy-related financial burdens in Pleasanton.
City Leadership in Energy Sustainability
Policy 1:

Reduce the City government’s energy demand.

Program 1.1:

Develop a comprehensive program to reduce City government energy consumption. As part of this
program explore ways to designate one or more city employees, as determined by the city manager, to
be responsible for energy conservation efforts.

Program 1.2:

Make the City a model by increasing the insulation and weatherization of its facilities, whenever
possible. In particular, when remodeling City facilities, the City should increase insulation and
weatherization.

Program 1.3:

Improve coordination between the school district and the City regarding the energy management of
facilities.

Program 1.4:

Adopt a City “Green Fleet” policy to guide the City in purchasing energy efficient and clean vehicles.

Program 1.5:

Use the most energy efficient lighting, air conditioning, heating, and irrigation systems in City buildings
and in landscaping. Use LED lighting, where feasible.

Program 1.6:

Encourage other public agencies within Pleasanton, including the Pleasanton Unified School District, to
consider green-building practices in all public facility remodels and new construction.

Reducing Demand
Policy 2:

Adopted 07 21 09

Encourage energy efficiency and the conservation of electricity and natural gas through education.
Program 2.1:

Sponsor energy-related workshops and invite local builders, architects, homeowners, and business
owners.

Program 2.2:

Distribute energy-related educational materials to schools, the library, the media, homeowners, and
other organizations.
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Policy 3:

Policy 4:

Program 2.3:

Create educational displays on energy conservation in public areas.

Program 2.4:

Display energy conservation and energy efficiency information on the City’s web page.

Program 2.5:

Develop an educational program about conservation, renewable energy sources, public and private
energy-related programs, and rebates.

Program 2.6:

Promote using less energy during peak demand periods.

Program 2.7:

Share information about the link between water and electricity use, i.e., reducing water use reduces the
need for electricity for water pumping.

Reduce demand for electricity and natural gas by establishing guidelines, programs, and incentives that would achieve
this end.

Program 3.1:

Create incentives for energy efficiency. Continue to support PG&E incentives for conserving energy.

Program 3.2:

Identify where insulation would be most beneficial, and consider developing an incentive program to
help owners, including apartment owners, insulate their buildings.

Program 3.3:

Develop a program or a policy that encourages the installation of alternative energy technology in
residential, commercial, and public projects.

Program 3.4:

Develop educational materials to assist property owners in implementing energy efficient upgrades.

Program 3.5:

Establish financial incentives (such as fee waivers) to encourage the development of low energy homes.

Program 3.6:

Establish a category of low-energy homes under the City’s Growth Management Program, and establish
a sub-allocation of housing units for this category.

Reduce heating and cooling energy use in the city.

Program 4.1:

Adopted 07 21 09

10.0 Energy Element

Require a built environment that uses the properties of nature. For example: where feasible, requiring
projects to take advantage of shade, prevailing winds, landscaping and sun screens to reduce energy use;
and, requiring projects to use regenerative energy heating and cooling source alternatives to fossil fuels.
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Policy 5:

Program: 4.2:

Continue to implement parking lot tree planting standards that would substantially cool parking areas
and help cool the surrounding environment. Encourage landscaping conducive to solar panels in areas
where appropriate.

Program 4.3:

Reduce heat gain and air-conditioning demand by requiring light-colored paving material for roads,
parking areas, and cool roofs in both new and redeveloped areas when feasible and cost effective.

Reduce electricity and natural gas demand by entering into partnerships with businesses.

Program 5.1:
Policy 6:

10.0 Energy Element

Enter into partnerships that would improve energy conservation and/or increase energy efficiency.

Preserve and strengthen the City’s green building policies and regulations.

Program 6.1:

Better educate the public about green building opportunities.

Program 6.2:

Review the Green Building Ordinance and increase the number of Green Points required, if feasible.

Program 6.3:

Require green building practices to be used in all projects, including those not covered by the mandatory
Green Building Ordinance, if feasible.

Program 6.4:

Provide recognition for exemplary green building projects in the form of awards and presentations at
Council meetings.

Program 6.5:

Continue working with the stakeholders (architects, engineers, builders, property owners) who
implement the Green Building Ordinance to ensure that the review and implementation process of the
ordinance is working as intended.

Increasing Supply
Policy 7:

Adopted 07 21 09

Promote renewable energy.

Program 7.1:

Encourage public and private entities to generate renewable energy.

Program 7.2:

Use solar in public facilities and encourage the use of solar in private facilities, where feasible and cost
effective.
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Policy 8:
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Program 7.3:

Promote and encourage photovoltaic demonstration projects in association with public or private
development.

Program 7.4:

Study the feasibility of starting or joining a photovoltaic co-op program and explore related financial
considerations.

Program 7.5:

For new construction, require roofs that are strong enough and have roof truss spacing to hold
photovoltaic panels, where feasible and cost effective.

Program: 7.6:

Require solar water heating and/or photovoltaic-ready roofs in new construction, i.e., roofs with wiring
installed for a roof-mounted photovoltaic system, where feasible.

Program 7.7:

Support the production of alternative and renewable fuels and fuelling stations in Pleasanton.

Program 7.8:

Consider a photovoltaic joint venture project on private property.

Program 7.9

Work with the City of Livermore and Spectrum Energy to develop a solar cities program or
standardized solar-energy-system-installation designs for residences and potentially for businesses.

Program7.10 :

Explore the concept of funding energy efficiency upgrades for residential and commercial buildings as
authorized by AB 811.

Consider other sustainable means of supplying energy in the city.

Program 8.1:

Explore the use of alternative energy technologies.

Program 8.2:

Continue to support Dublin San Ramon Services District’s use of methane from the sewage treatment
plant for heating and mechanical energy.

Program 8.3:

Encourage distributed generation which is consistent with the Generator Siting Ordinance. This program
would encourage relatively small electrical-generation facilities that could rely on a variety of energy
sources such as natural gas, wind, and solar compared to larger facilities that rely almost entirely on
diesel fuel. The City specifically targets large businesses to supply their own small electrical-generation
facilities.
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Financial Impacts
Policy 9:

Policy 10:

Support policies and programs that encourage stable and affordable electric and natural gas rates to benefit local
economic vitality.

Program 9.1:

Include energy cost impacts in the evaluation of potential new City programs.

Program 9.2:

Continue to require new development to pay its fair share to underground distribution facilities fronting
the development and total costs within the development.

Encourage businesses to implement appropriate sustainable energy projects.

Program 10.1:

Encourage energy efficiency reviews.

Program 10.2:

Develop a City-sponsored or managed program for businesses for energy efficiency reviews. Program
elements could include an educational component, an informational component, financial and/or
expedited permitting incentives, technical and design assistance, case studies, award programs, and other
types of support.

Program 10.3:

Require the installation of energy efficient lighting.

Program 10.4:

Provide a program to publicly commend and acknowledge businesses or individuals that construct or
remodel buildings that save more energy than required by Title 24 or by the City’s Green Building
Ordinance.

Reliable Power
Policy 11:

Strive to meet peak electricity and natural gas needs and to assure reliable power.

Program 11.1:

Work to increase the use of distributed generation technologies that are consistent with the Generator
Siting Ordinance.

Local Control
Policy 12:

Achieve more local control of energy decisions.

Program 12.1:

Adopted 07 21 09

Fully assess the costs, benefits, and potential risks before deciding whether to implement Community
Choice Aggregation.
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Program 12.2:

10.0 Energy Element

Consider a range of municipal utility options for Pleasanton.

Alliances
Policy 13:

Join or work with regional energy alliances where there are clear benefits for Pleasanton.

Program 13.1:

Identify and join existing energy alliances, and create energy alliances when appropriate. When possible,
assume a leadership role in alliances.

Program 13.2:

Work with PG&E to design and locate appropriate expansions of the gas and electric system.

See also the policy and programs in the Air Quality Element regarding the City joining International Council for Local
Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) – an organization of local governments that takes action on climate protection. Many
of these policies and programs would also reduce energy usage.
Design of Energy Facilities
Policy 14:

Policy 15:

Minimize the visual impact of distribution and transmission lines and facilities.

Program 14.1:

Underground local serving electrical transmission and distribution lines in residential and commercial
areas where feasible.

Program 14.2:

Place new regional serving transmission and distribution lines underground where feasible.

Program 14.3:

Design utility substations in a visually appealing manner, and minimize their impact on nearby
residential areas.

Experimental technology should not be used for power transmission in Pleasanton.
appropriate for the environment should be used.

Established technology

Transportation Energy
Goal 2: Save transportation energy by implementing a more effective transportation system.
Policy 16:

Reduce vehicle fuel consumption in the City.

Program 16.1:

Adopted 07 21 09

Synchronize traffic lights and smooth traffic flow so that gas is not wasted accelerating and decelerating.
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Minnesota’s Energy Situation:
Minnesota is almost totally dependent on outside sources for its energy supplies,
producing only 0.2% fuel used in the state. Minnesota pays more for fuels than some
other states and is more vulnerable to possible supply disruptions. The former Minnesota
Energy Agency had developed forecasts of the supply/demand relationship in the year
1995. Its baseline forecast assumed that energy users would respond to higher energy
prices by 1) reducing their consumption or switching to lower priced fuels, b) that there
would be some energy conservation, and c) that economic growth would continue.
There are three basic strategies that may eliminate or postpone the forecasted gap
between energy supply and demand:
♦ Increase supplies of traditional fuels;
♦ Increase conservation efforts;
♦ Develop additional supplies of energy from non-traditional sources.
These strategies will undoubtedly all be pursued to some extent. Shakopee can play a
role in energy conservation and encourage use of non-traditional methods. In the last few
years, Shakopee’s City Council has expressed its own commitment to energy
conservation through its budgeting for conservation and new, green technologies for city
buildings as well as exploring regulations that facilitate their use in private construction.
Residential Sector:
The residential sector accounted for 16% of all primary fuel used and 38.2% of all
electricity consumed in 1975, for a total of 26% of all primary energy used. In the
breakdown of energy use in Minnesota homes, it can be seen that space heating and hot
water heating account for over 80% of the energy use. Energy conservation in these
areas can be an extremely important factor in reducing residential energy consumption.

Energy Use in a Minnesota Home
Energy Use
Space Heating
Hot Water Heating
Lighting/Appliances, etc.
Cooking
Clothes Drying
TOTAL

Percentage
70
14
8
4
4
100

(Source: MN State Energy Agency)
Since the age of a structure is a big factor in how much energy loss is present, the degree
of conservation methods required will vary from structure to structure.
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Landscaping for Energy Efficiency:
Trees, shrubs, turf and other ground covers are among the best exterior solar and wind
control devices. During summer months vegetation controls reflection/absorption of heat
radiation, provides shade for walls and ground surfaces, and creates insulating dead air
spaces. Plants can insulate buildings from intense heat and protect cooling equipment
from the effects premature wear that can be the result of rapid exterior temperature
changes. Plants serve double duty by absorbing day heat and then releasing it slowly at
night, thereby cooling daytime temperatures and warming and moderating evening
temperatures. Overstore deciduous trees can provide cooling effects during warm months
while allowing maximum solar penetration during cooler seasons.
Vegetation can be effectively used for intercepting, diverting or lessening the impact of
wind. Thus, the climate around structures can be greatly modified by the control of air
movement. Depending upon the desired control, plants can provide obstruct, guide,
deflect, or allow the infiltration of air. Landscaping can, thus, be a significant factor in
microclimate control in and around buildings. Landscaping is given a very practical role
while at the same time increasing adding beauty and overall quality to developments in
the City.
Solar Access:
The Metropolitan Land Planning Act requires municipalities to address solar access in
their Comprehensive Plans and regulations. As an alternative energy resource, direct
solar radiation using simple flat-plate collectors has the potential to supply one-half of
Minnesota’s space heating, cooling, water heating and low-temperature industrial process
heat requirements, according to the MNEA.
It is important to begin planning now for solar access. The City should consider not only
the existing available technology for solar access, but also regulatory devices for
protecting solar access which may need to be enacted in the future.
In the use of any solar energy system, the most important factor involved is the assurance
of direct access to sunlight. The required level of access to sunlight varies according to
the type of solar heating system used.

• Rooftop Protection. Protects the sunlight falling on south-facing rooftops of
structures and favors the use of active solar energy systems for both space and
domestic water heating. It is also useable by some types of passive space heating
systems, such as skylights or clerestory systems with internal heat collectors and
storage media.

• South Wall Protection. Protects the rooftops and south walls of structures and is
suitable for passive solar energy systems.

• South Lot Protection. Protects the rooftops, south wall and south lot adjacent to
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the south wall and offers everything south wall protection offers with the
additional possibility of using solar greenhouses, solaria, and reflective surfaces to
increase the efficiency of both active and passive heating systems. Snow or light
colored patios are examples of reflective surfaces.

• Detached Collector Protection. Protects only part of a lot for use by detached
collector systems. It almost always favors active solar systems, especially those
using a fluid to transfer heat from the collector to the dwelling. Detached location
could be a site for a free standing collector or a garage or accessory building roof.
As solar access protection moves from the rooftops down to ground locations on the lot,
the restrictions on adjacent land to the south become more severe. As a collector moves
closer to the ground, it becomes more susceptible to shadows from adjacent vegetation
and buildings.
In the northern states the problems of solar access are more severe because of the lower
winter solar altitude (the height of the sun above the horizon). It may not be possible in
many cases to protect 100% of a structure’s solar access for the full 12 months of the
year, and compromises must then be made.
At low solar altitudes, the atmosphere itself absorbs considerable sunlight. Solar altitudes
below 12% are essentially useless for solar energy collection. Approximately 88% of the
sun’s energy reaching the surface in the Twin Cities area on December 21 falls between
9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
The guidebook, Protecting Solar Access for Residential Development, recommends that
cities consider south wall access as an objective for local solar access policies. The
passive solar energy systems which south wall access make possible are often less
expensive to install and operate than active systems. Also, the option is open to use the
roof or south wall for active collectors. In high-density districts with varied building
heights, south wall and sometime even rooftop solar access may be difficult to protect.
High rise buildings can be buffered from lower buildings by greenbelts, highways, or
other land uses that do not require a high level of solar access.
The guidebook also states that good solar access does not justify sprawl - producing large
lot zoning because reasonably high housing densities can be achieved in many areas
without sacrificing solar access, provided the housing is carefully sited and oriented.
Shakopee’s zoning standards permit relatively high single-family (up to 5 DU/A) and
medium-density residential development (up to 8 DU/A) without sacrificing
opportunities for solar access.
Trees and Access to Direct Sunlight:
If solar access is to be assured, then trees must be of a suitable type and be placed
correctly on the property. There are situations where the energy savings of tree shade
during the summer months exceed the energy savings by allowing the maximum solar
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access to a solar heating system. The amount of sunlight that can be blocked by a leafless
deciduous tree can vary from 20 to 80% of available radiation, depending on the species
of tree. When trees are planted, the mature height of the tree, its location, its shape, its
leaf-out and leaf-drop characteristics and its winter bare-branched shading should all be
taken into consideration.
Tools Available to Protect Solar Access:
The private and public sectors both have options available to them for the development of
solar access.
Private Action:
Lot size, orientation of existing homes to the sun, tree masses on or adjacent to the site,
and size and type of collector to be installed all play a role for the private sector. Lots
with two or more acres normally allow a variety of operations for the individual to
control solar accessibility. Pitched roofs oriented to the south or south-facing walls
provide the greatest solar access. Private developers can orient multiple-family structures
to the extent that placement of buildings or design of structure maximizes southern
exposures. Maximizing the amount of windows on the south side and minimizing
openings on the north and northwest sides of buildings maximize energy efficiency.
Public Action:
Since subdivision and zoning regulations are the basic tools for protecting solar access at
the local level, maximum effort should be used to identify and minimize potential
obstacles to providing solar access by changing those regulations. The City of
Shakopee’s zoning regulations already accommodate the use of solar energy equipment,
especially in residential developments. Future advances in solar technology may suggest
additional changes, and the City will be open to making those changes as necessary.
Traditional orientation of gridiron or curvilinear street patterns may not optimize the
potentials for solar access. Conventionally speaking, east-west streets will provide
housing with southern exposure. Since subdivision regulations for street design cannot
be restrictively applied in every case, density credits or other incentives will be necessary
to encourage the private sector to present development proposals with potentials for solar
access. Other considerations include:
•

Flexibility to follow topography;

•

Flexibility to preserve natural features;

•

Flexibility of other design techniques such as cluster housing; and,

•

Flexibility when circumstances prevent solar access (i.e., shading of higher
buildings).
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Generally speaking, however, is that when a street system is designed to permit sufficient
solar access, few problems result in the installation of solar collectors on existing
structures.
If east-west street systems are not always possible, for environmental or other reasons,
the siting of buildings may have to be adjusted.
Commercial/Industrial Concepts:
Many of the techniques described above can also be applied to the commercial/industrial
sector. However, there are significant problems and challenges, and different solutions
may be necessary because these types of land uses contain greater building massing.
The needs of various industries and location imperatives for buildings can make it
difficult to guarantee low profile buildings in an industrial setting. Careful site selection
and sensitive orientation of buildings will still be necessary.
Vast expanses of roofs and parking lots and heat losses from certain manufacturing
processes create microclimates in a heavily developed industrial park. These elements
increase the problems of cooling the buildings in the summer and protecting them from
the cold winter winds.
Co-generation:
Basically this means that heat or steam produced as a by-product in an industrial process
is harnessed and forced into an on-site turbine, which runs a generator; this escaping
steam is put to use. Electricity produced can supplement conventional sources or can be
shared by other nearby users. Peak demands are reduced while cost savings can also be
realized.
District Heating:
This concept is not new but is making reappearance. Steam or hot air by-products are
recycled into the originating building or surrounding buildings as a source of heat. 3M
Chemolite currently heats specific buildings in this manner.
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Goals, Policies and Objectives
Goal 1.

The City will support, plan for and encourage the use of solar
energy as an alternative energy source.

Objectives:
1.1. Review and modify the zoning ordinance and other relevant city regulations as
necessary to remove barriers to the use of solar energy systems and to ensure
access to solar energy. Specific items that should be reviewed include; building
heights, building setbacks, performance standards for solar access, site plan
review, vegetation controls and incentives.
1.2. Review and modify zoning and subdivision regulations as necessary to ensure
that as many new lots in the city as possible offer proper solar orientation.
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L.

SPECIAL RESOURCES
1.

SOLAR ACCESS PROTECTION
a.

Introduction
A 1978 amendment to the Metropolitan Land Planning Act
requires all local governments in the Metropolitan Area to
include "an element for protection and development of
access to direct sunlight for solar energy systems" in their
comprehensive plans.
Solar access is a serious issue for which communities need to
plan. Even with mandatory conservation measures, energy
demand will likely outstrip fossil fuel supplies. The Energy
Agency found that among several alternatives considered,
solar energy has the greatest potential for replacing
traditional fossil fuels. The biggest obstacle to solar energy
use in Minnesota, it is found, is the lack of protected access
to direct sunlight for solar energy systems. Such access can
be assured though local planning and ordinances.
There are two basic kinds of solar energy systems: passive
and active. In a passive energy system, the building structure
itself collects and stores solar energy at the point of use. In
an active solar energy system, solar energy is collected at
one location (for example a roof) and then transferred to the
point of use or storage by mechanical power.
All solar energy systems, both passive and active, need to
have direct sunlight fall on their collectors to function
properly. Structures, trees or other objects that come between
the sun and the solar collector will shade the collector and
reduce its efficiency. Protecting solar access means the
adjacent structures or vegetation are prevented from shading
solar collectors (or the probable location of future
collectors).
In Victoria, solar access protection will be accommodated
through the following goals and policies.

b.

Goal
−

2030 Comprehensive Plan Update

Assure adequate solar access for residents and regulate
alternative energy sources.
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c.

2.

Policies
−

All new subdivisions and planned unit developments
will be encouraged to accommodate use of passive and
active solar energy systems with special attention given
to street, lot and building orientation.

−

New residential development will be encouraged to
include solar energy systems.

−

Existing residential development will be encouraged to
add solar energy systems and to consider other energy
sources such as wind power as an alternative to the use
of fossil fuels.

−

Alternative energy sources, such as wind power, will be
carefully reviewed so as to compliment the character of
the City.

AGGREGATE RESOURCES
The Metropolitan Council requires that communities identify
aggregate resources within local boundaries and plan for the
extraction of aggregate prior to urbanization. However, Victoria
does not have any areas of aggregate-rich land within the current
City boundaries or the ultimate City boundaries.

3.

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES
a.

Prime Agricultural Farmland
While Victoria is a community founded on agricultural land
uses, many areas within the existing boundaries that are
prime agricultural soils have been developed and are no
longer used for agricultural purposes. However, the City has
large areas of prime agricultural farmland, particularly in the
southwestern portion of the Laketown Township Orderly
Annexation Area. The Prime Agricultural Soils map
indicates the areas within the City considered productive
agricultural land.
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Solar Energy Systems
Discussion
The RETF members discussed solar energy systems during 6 meetings. This section captures the evolution
and end result of that discussion. Unlike wind energy systems which prompted many jurisdictions to address
parameters of small and utility scale use through ordinances, solar energy systems are as not commonly
addressed in local codes. The task force reviewed a Solar Access Guide produced by the City of Boulder,
Colorado and design guidelines from the American Planning Association’s Zoning Practice. In addition, a solar
panel installer Robert Busler addressed the committee (See Appendix B: Solar for a synopsis of guest speaker
information and background information).
Considerations
There was very little model solar energy language available from Maryland counties for the RETF to consider.
Therefore, the committee built its dialogue from the manner in which they studied wind energy in the
previous weeks, beginning with an examination of residential use versus utility scale use of solar energy
technology.
The committee set about defining the parameters of each type of system. Commercial, or utility scale, systems
were established as those containing any device or combination of devices or elements which rely upon direct
sunlight as an energy source, including but not limited to any substance or device which collects sunlight for
generating energy primarily for use off site. It was also decided that the energy generated by this system could
be used to serve on site power needs.
Residential systems were defined as those containing a device or combination of devices or elements which
rely upon direct sunlight as an energy source, including but not limited to any substance or device which
collects sunlight for generating energy or heating hot water for use on site. However, the energy output could
be delivered to a power grid to offset the cost of energy on site.
Notably, the committee quickly came to a consensus on utility scale solar energy, deciding that it should be
permitted in the Industrial with clear standards and site plan review.
RETF members discussed the land available in the Industrial District (approximately 1,100 acres) and its main
geographic concentration in the County which is located along the Route 301 corridor adjacent to Massey
(with additional areas in Worton and near Chestertown). While the committee felt that utility scale solar
energy was an appropriate use of that land, they remained concerned about the availability of land zoned
Industrial for other desirable permitted uses. Therefore, the RETF decided that only 50 percent of land zoned
Industrial should be used to accommodate solar power. Once 25 percent of the land zoned Industrial is
occupied by solar energy systems, the County should be directed to re-evaluate this policy.
The committee heard a presentation on the use of solar panel arrays designed to provide electricity to chicken
houses. Members agreed that small solar energy systems should be permitted accessory uses on farms.
However, members were divided on locating utility scale solar energy systems in the Agricultural district. It
was ultimately decided that, with clear conditions, utility scale solar energy systems should be permitted as
special exceptions in not only the Industrial but also the Agricultural, Commercial, and Commercial Critical Area
zoning districts on a limited scale.
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Solar Easements
The RETF discussed solar easements and issues of solar access
involve neighboring air space, including the height and setback of
adjacent buildings and trees. Solar easements seek to create
adequate protections for property owners who install solar energy
systems while not creating hardships for adjacent property
owners. The RETF decided that the County should not adopt
solar access protection provisions but rather encourage property
owners installing solar energy systems to coordinate with
adjoining property owners to obtain solar access protection.
Safety
The committee discussed fire safety and emergency response
issues for solar energy systems. It was decided that an emergency
shut off mechanism should be required and notice of its location
should be submitted to emergency services.

Figure 3: Solar Panel

Visual Aesthetics
Mindful of keeping the balance between the promotion of solar energy systems and the preservation of the
County landscape, the RETF decided that, while roof-mounted systems should be permitted as accessory uses
or as special exceptions, towers should be more closely reviewed. A roof mounted system must meet zoning
district height requirements and not extend more than 10 feet from the top of the roof.
To further address aesthetics, the committee established that a solar collection device or combination of
devices should be designed and located to avoid glare or reflection onto adjacent properties and roadways and
shall not interfere with traffic or create a safety hazard. Also, screening, capable of providing year-round
screening, should be provided along all sides of the system that do not actively collect energy.
Kent County solar regulations
Currently, the Land Use Ordinance does not address solar energy panels or systems directly. The few
applications that have been submitted to the County for solar panels have been treated as uses customarily
accessory to primary uses, such as a single family dwelling or an agricultural operation. All setback and height
restrictions in each zoning district would apply to a solar panel/system application. Commercial/utility scale
systems are not permitted.
RETF Recommendation:
The task force defined the following terms which apply to proposed zoning text amendments: small solar
energy systems and commercial solar energy systems. These terms as defined help to establish the parameters
against which small and large solar energy system applications are to be reviewed. The task force felt that it
was important to specify that energy production associated with a small solar energy system is to be used on
site or to qualify for a utility company credit (aside from output delivered to a power grid to offset on site
energy cost).
Following is a summary of the task force recommendations regarding solar energy system uses:
▪
Permitted Uses, Utility Scale, in the Industrial and Employment Center Districts: Conditions
of approval (5) were established to include installation and design specifications which reduce
impact on neighboring properties, height limit set at 10 feet above top of roof and set by
zoning district (45 foot limit), and registration with the Department of Emergency Services.
Site plan review is required.
▪
Permitted Uses, Small Scale, in Commercial and Commercial Critical Area: Conditions of
approval (5) were established to include installation and design specifications which reduce
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▪

▪

▪

▪

impact on neighboring properties, height limit set at 10 feet above top of roof and set by
zoning district (45 foot limit), and registration with the Department of Emergency Services.
Site plan review is required.
Permitted Uses/Special Exception, Utility Scale, in Agricultural and Resource Conservation
Districts: Conditions of approval (13) were established to include installation and design
specifications which reduce impact on neighboring properties and sites of significant public
interest, height limit set at 10 feet above top of roof and set by zoning district (38 foot limit),
and registration with the Department of Emergency Services. In addition, the solar collection
system shall be incidental to the use of the farm with no alteration of utility infrastructure to
accommodate system. Area of use may not exceed 5 acres onsite with no aggregation of solar
collection panels on adjacent properties which exceed 5 acres. Area developed by utility scale
solar energy system is considered development and counted toward the maximum percentage
of the property in lots. Site plan review is required.
Permitted Uses/Special Exception, Utility Scale in Commercial and Commercial Critical Area
Districts: Conditions of approval (6) were established to include installation and design
specifications which reduce impact on neighboring properties and sites of significant public
interest, height limit set at 10 feet above top of roof and set by zoning district (45 foot limit),
and registration with the Department of Emergency Services. Site plan review is required.
Permitted Accessory Uses, Small Scale, in Industrial District: Conditions of approval (5) were
established to include installation and design specifications which reduce impact on
neighboring properties, height limit set at 10 feet above top of roof and set by zoning district
(45 foot limit), and registration with the Department of Emergency Services.
Permitted Accessory Uses, Small Scale, in Agricultural, Resource Conservation, Rural
Character, Rural Residential, Critical Area Residential, Community Residential, Village, and
Marine Districts: Conditions of approval (3) were established to include a restriction on tree
removal, registration with the Department of Emergency Services, and a height limit
established by zoning district.

Solar Energy Systems: Proposed Land Use Ordinance Language
Definitions:
Solar Energy System, Utility Scale: Any device or combination of devices or elements which rely upon direct
sunlight as an energy source, including but not limited to any substance or device which collects sunlight for
generating energy primarily for use off-site. Energy generated may be used to serve on site power needs.
Solar Energy System, Small: Any device or combination of devices or elements which rely upon direct
sunlight as an energy source, including but not limited to any substance or device which collects sunlight for
generating energy for use onsite. However, the energy out put may be delivered to a power grid to offset the
cost of energy on site.
Permitted Uses
Solar Energy Systems, Utility Scale in EC and I provided:
a) A solar collection device or combination of devices are designed and located to avoid glare or
reflection onto adjacent properties and adjacent roadways and shall not interfere with traffic or create
a safety hazard.
b) Screening, capable of providing year round screening, is provided along the non-reflective axis of the
solar collection device or collection of devices.
c) Roof mounted solar collection devices shall not extend more that 10 feet from the top of the roof.
The total height of the building including the solar collection devices shall comply with the height
regulations.
d) Solar collection devices shall not exceed 45 feet in height.
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e) All solar collection devices shall register with the Department of Emergency Services and shall submit
a map noting the location of the solar collection devices and the panel disconnect.
Solar Energy Systems, Small in C and CCA provided:
a) A solar collection device or combination of devices are designed and located to avoid glare or
reflection onto adjacent properties and adjacent roadways and shall not interfere with traffic or
create a safety hazard.
b) Screening, capable of providing year-round screening, is provided along all sides that do not
collect energy.
c) Roof mounted solar collection devices shall not extend more that 10 feet from the top of the
roof. The total height of the building including the solar collection devices shall comply with the
height regulations.
d) Solar collection devices shall not exceed 45 feet in height.
e) All solar collection devices shall register with the Department of Emergency Services and shall
submit a map noting the location of the solar collection devices and the panel disconnect.

Special exceptions

Solar Energy Systems, Utility Scale on farms in the AZD and RCD provided:
a) A solar collection device or combination of devices are designed and located to avoid glare or
reflection onto adjacent properties and adjacent roadways and shall not interfere with traffic or
create a safety hazard.
b) Screening, capable of providing year-round screening, is provided along all sides that do not
collect energy.
c) Roof mounted solar collection devices shall not extend more that 10 feet from the top of the
roof. The total height of the building including the solar collection devices shall comply with the
height regulations established for each zoning district.
d) Solar collection devices shall not exceed 38 feet in height.
e) The solar collection system shall be incidental to the use of the farm.
f) Installation of the solar collection system shall not adversely impact adjacent properties.
g) All structures associated with the solar collection system shall be neither visually intrusive nor
inappropriate to their setting.
h) All solar collection devices shall register with the Department of Emergency Services and shall
submit a map noting the location of the solar collection devices and the panel disconnect.
i) Other than wire size, there shall be no alteration of utility infrastructure to accommodate system.
j) Area of use may not exceed 5 acres onsite. Adjacent properties shall not aggregate solar
collection panels to achieve an area exceeding 5 acres.
k) In AZD, area developed by utility scale solar energy system is considered development and
counted toward the maximum percentage of the property in lots.
l) Tree removal shall be minimized and any removal shall be mitigated in accordance with the
Critical Area program requirements.
m) The applicant shall demonstrate that a utility solar energy system shall not unreasonably interfere
with the view of, or from, sites of significant public interest such as public parks, a national or
state designated scenic byway, a structure listed in the Kent County Historic Site Survey, an
historic district, or of the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.
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Solar Energy Systems, Utility Scale in C and CCA provided:
a) A solar collection device or combination of devices are designed and located to avoid glare or
reflection onto adjacent properties and adjacent roadways and shall not interfere with traffic or
create a safety hazard.
b) Screening, capable of providing year-round screening, is provided along all sides that do not
collect energy.
c) Roof mounted solar collection devices shall not extend more that 10 feet from the top of the
roof. The total height of the building including the solar collection devices shall comply with the
height regulations.
d) Solar collection devices shall not exceed 45 feet in height.
e) All solar collection devices shall register with the Department of Emergency Services and shall
submit a map noting the location of the solar collection devices and the panel disconnect.
f) The applicant shall demonstrate that a utility solar energy system shall not unreasonably interfere
with the view of, or from, sites of significant public interest such as public parks, a national or
state designated scenic byway, a structure listed in the Kent County Historic Site Survey, an
historic district, or of the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries.
Permitted Accessory Uses
Solar Energy Systems, Small in I provided:
a) A solar collection device or combination of devices are designed and located to avoid glare or
reflection onto adjacent properties and adjacent roadways and shall not interfere with traffic or create
a safety hazard.
b) Screening, capable of providing year round screening, is provided along the non-reflective axis of the
solar collection device or collection of devices.
c) Roof mounted solar collection devices shall not extend more that 10 feet from the top of the roof.
The total height of the building including the solar collection devices shall comply with the height
regulations.
d) Solar collection devices shall not exceed 45 feet in height.
e) All solar collection devices shall register with the Department of Emergency Services and shall submit
a map noting the location of the solar collection devices and the panel disconnect.
Solar Energy Systems, Small in the AZD, RCD, RC, RR, CAR, CR, V, M provided:
a) Tree removal shall be minimized and any removal shall be mitigated in accordance with the
Critical Area program requirements.
b) All solar collection devices shall register with the Department of Emergency Services and shall
submit a map noting the location of the solar collection devices and the panel disconnect.
c) The total height of solar collection systems shall comply with the height requirements.
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Appendix B: Background Information for Solar Energy
Guest Speaker
Robert Busler discussed his experiences as a representative of the solar energy company Standard Solar. He
shared examples of roof mounted solar panels on a wide variety of residences and shared his own experience
with the roof mounted solar panels installed on his residence in Chestertown’s historic district.
In addition to leading a discussion on the aesthetics of solar panel installation, Mr. Busler shared the following
topics for the task force’s consideration:
• Roof Mounting (left)
– Alignment with existing roof slope
– Color of panels
– Appearance of cell pattern
– Mounting systems

Figure 9: Roof mounting
• Ground Mounting (right)
– Height of system
– Views from neighboring property
– Glare at 30 degree tilt - none

Figure 10: Ground Mounting

Background
The most common solar technologies used on buildings in the United States are solar photovoltaic (PV)
panels that generate electricity and solar thermal systems that heat water or air. Solar PV produces electricity
through the conversion of direct sunlight to energy. The semiconductor materials in the PV cell interact with
the sunlight to generate electric current. The most electricity is produced when the sun’s rays are directly
perpendicular to the PV panels. Since PV only works with sunlight, most systems are also connected to the
utility grid to guarantee around-the-clock electricity. The orientation of a PV system affects its performance;
usually the best location is on a south-facing roof. Flat roofs allow the panels to be tilted in the optimal
direction.
PV systems work best without any obstructions from trees or structures. Because the sun is higher in the
summer and lower in winter, placement of the PV involves an assessment of these factors. In any specific
location, as the surface area of a PV system exposed to sunlight increases, the amount of electricity produced
also increases. Depending on site conditions and economic constraints, residential-scale PV systems can range
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Appendix B: Background Information for Solar Energy continued
from 100 to 1,000 square feet. (“Balancing the Solar Access Equation”, Gail Feldman and Dan Marks, aicp,
Zoning Practice 4.09).
Two Sources of Energy: Light and Heat
• Light
– Photovoltaics (PV) - direct conversion of sunlight to electricity.
• Heat
– Active solar thermal heats water.
– Passive solar thermal heats a building
through design (windows, orientation, etc.)
Components of Solar PV Systems
• Solar panels – mounted on roof, pole, ground, or other structure
• Inverter – DC to AC
• Balance of System (BOS)
– Charge Controller (battery systems)
– Disconnect switch (usually inverter-integrated)
– Circuit breaker box
• Backup System – add batteries, different inverter, second breaker box, move circuits
Solar Energy Information
Solar energy can be captured and converted into heat or electricity by a number of devices. For example, a
result of the fuel shortages in the 1970’s, many homes and buildings in the U.S. were fitted with flat collectors
that captured solar energy because of the dark color of the collector. This energy was then used to heat water
(most often by running a thin film of water directly through the hot panel) to replace conventionally
produced hot water. In some cases the energy was used to heat or help heat the home.
There are many methods of collecting solar energy and converting it to electrical power, but in general most
systems can be classified as belonging to either of two main groups. The first group is made up of
photovoltaics (PV), as discussed above. There is also Concentrating Solar PV (CPV) which uses a lens to
increase the available sunlight onto a much smaller but more efficient PV cell, but the system must be
mounted on a two axis tracker to constantly and accurately point the lens at the sun. The second main group
is comprised of concentrating solar power (CSP) in which parabolic troughs are used to concentrate sunlight
onto a central pipe filled with oil which absorbs the energy as heat. This oil is then circulated to a heat
exchanger which then is used to ultimately generate steam to drive a turbine and generator (much like fossil
fuel electrical production). Most small-scale solar power systems employ photovoltaics.
The most common form of PV is the rigid silicon crystal solar cell. One of these PV cells is manufactured by
arranging many thinly cut layers of silicon crystal in large flat rigid, glass covered sheets called cells, which in
turn are arranged in collections called arrays. These arrays are often seen on roofs of residences, businesses,
and public buildings; covering large areas of usually southern exposures, supported by racks that hold them at
varied angles aimed at the sun.
Sometimes these same arrays are ground mounted on racks or poles. They can be rigidly mounted, or on
poles that let the arrays move to follow the sun from East to West, or from the horizon to the high noon for
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Appendix B: Background Information for Solar Energy continued
cost considerations, they are rigidly mounted at an average angle, usually an angle in degrees equal to or near
position, or both simultaneously. Efficiency is improved when the panels can track the sun. Most commonly,
the geographical latitude of the array (39 to 40 degrees for Kent County). Usually they are mounted facing
south as near as possible, given other considerations such as roofline layout or landscaping.
These cells turn sunlight into electricity due to the unique ability of the specially treated silicon to shed an
electron that will then follow a circuit the manufacturer laid out in the construction of the cell. Electrons
excited by the sunlight falling on the surface of the cell can move about, creating an electrical current which
travels from the cell to a load (such as the electrical devices in a home) and back to the cell.
Generally, the trip goes first to an inverter, which changes the DC current from the cell to AC current (which
can be used in the home or business), then on to a distribution panel, such as the one that houses the circuit
breakers for your house.
If you are connected to the electrical grid, the power you do not use for your household loads at the very
instant the current is created will flow backwards through your electrical meter to the rest of the grid, turning
your meter backwards if you have one meter, or registering on your “watts produced” meter if you have two.
If you are not connected to the grid, the current may go directly from the PV array to a bank of batteries for
storage, from which it is later taken and either used directly to power DC lights and appliances or converted
into AC. A system of this type that is also connected to the grid must have either an automatic or manual
disconnect switch that allows connection to only one source (grid or solar array) at a time.
Other types of less common solar collectors include thin cell PV and concentrating solar PV collectors. Thin
cell solar is just that: a very thin and flexible cell structure printed on a plastic scrim with an adhesive backing
that can be applied as a building material on roofs or external walls of buildings. It is a less efficient collector
of solar energy than silicon crystal, but many times cheaper, and its flexibility allows it to be incorporated into
the structure rather than being an add-on.
Concentrating solar is a PV cell that has its own concentrating device looking like a reverse Fresnel lens (like
those used to concentrate the beams in lighthouses) which concentrates the solar energy many times, allowing
for a smaller but more efficient solar cell. This cell must have a two-axis pointing device so that the cell is
always pointed directly at the sun.
Researchers are also searching for materials other than silicon that can be used in PV. Suitable materials will
decrease the cost of solar panels by either increasing efficiency (more sunlight captured) or decreasing the
cost of manufacture, or both.
The unit of measure of how much electrical power a solar array produces is the kilowatt hour (kWh) which is
the number of kilowatts (kW) produced in one hour of time. The size of an array is rated by how many kWh’s
it can be expected to produce, in perfect solar conditions, in one hour. An array that can be expected to
produce 5 kW’s in one hour is rated as a 5kW system. Larger commercial systems are measured in Megawatts
(mW), with a megawatt being equal to 1000 kilowatts.
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DEFINITIONS

1. ACCESSORY ANAEROBIC DIGESTER – An anaerobic digester used to convert
biogas into electricity, heat, and water and is intended to primarily reduce on-site
consumption of utility power. A system is considered a small anaerobic digester only if it
supplies electrical or thermal power for on-site use, except that when a property upon
which the facility is installed also receives electrical power supplied by a utility company,
excess electrical power generated and not presently needed for on-site use may be used
by the utility company. Small anaerobic digesters use livestock and poultry manure
generated on-site from one (1) farm, and is designed and intended solely to generate
power to off-set utility costs. Small anaerobic digesters may include ―
co-digestion‖ in
which the livestock and poultry manure (primary catalyst) may be mixed with other
organic materials (secondary catalysts).
2. ACCESSORY SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM – A solar collection system consisting of
one or more roof and/or ground mounted solar collector devices and solar related
equipment, which has a rated capacity of less than or equal to ten (10) kilowatts (for
electricity) or rated storage volume of the system of less than or equal to two hundred
forty (240) gallons or that has a collector area of less than or equal to one thousand
(1,000) square feet (for thermal), and is intended to primarily reduce on-site consumption
of utility power. A system is considered a small solar energy system only if it supplies
electrical or thermal power solely for on-site use, except that when a property upon which
the facility is installed also receives electrical power supplied by a utility company,
excess electrical power generated and not presently needed for on-site use may be used
by the utility company.
3. ACCESSORY WIND ENERGY SYSTEM – A wind energy conversion system
consisting of a wind turbine, tower, and associated control or conversion electronics,
which has a rated capacity of less than or equal to hundred (100) kilowatts and is
intended to primarily reduce on-site consumption of utility power. A system is considered
a small wind energy system only if it supplies electrical power solely for on-site use,
except that when a parcel on which the system is installed also receives electrical power
supplied by a utility company, excess electrical power generated and not presently
needed for on-site use may be used by the utility company.
4. ACIDITY(BASICITY) - the amount of acid present in a solution
5. APPLICANT – The person or entity filing application under this ordinance.
6. ANAEROBIC DIGESTER – A facility which main purpose is to use anaerobic digestion
processes to convert livestock manure (primary catalyst) and feedstock into biogas, which
is generally burned on-site to produce electricity, heat, and water; as well as to manage
livestock and poultry manure. Anaerobic digesters may include ―
co-digestion‖ in which
2
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the livestock and poultry manure (primary catalyst) may be mixed with other organic
materials (secondary catalysts). Types of anaerobic digesters include covered anaerobic
lagoons, plug-flow, and/or complete mix (or continually stirred tank reactor), along with
other appurtenant sites, structures and buildings, electrical infrastructure, transmission
lines and other appurtenant structures and facilities.
7. ANAEROBIC DIGESTION - is a series of processes in which microorganisms break
down biodegradable material in the absence of oxygen, used for industrial or domestic
purposes to manage waste and/or to release energy.
8. ANSI – The American National Standards Institute
9. APCA – Air Pollution Control Act
10. APPURTENANCES – The visible, functional, or ornamental objects accessory to and
part of buildings.
11. ASTM – The American Society for Testing and Materials
12. BIOGAS – A fuel consisting of methane, carbon dioxide, and small amounts of water and
other compounds produced as part of anaerobic digestion processes.
13. BUILDING CODE – The Municipal Uniform Construction Code Ordinance
14. CLEAN WOOD – Natural wood that has that has been seasoned to reduce its water
content and provide more efficient combustion. The term clean wood does not include
wood:
a. Coated with paint, stain, oil, resin or any other preservative, fire retardant or
decorative materials;
b. Impregnated with preservatives or fire retardants;
c. Exposed to salt water; nor
d. Manufactured with use of adhesives, polymers or resins, such as strand, particle
and veneer lumber and recycled lumber.
15. EPA – United States Environmental Protection Agency
16. GEOTHERMAL TERMS –
a.

Closed Horizontal Loop Geothermal System: A mechanism for heat exchange
which consists of the following basic elements: underground loops of piping; heat
transfer fluid; a heat pump; an air distribution system. An opening is made in the
Earth. A series of pipes are installed into the opening and connected to a heat
3
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exchange system in the building. The pipes form a closed loop and are filled with
a heat transfer fluid. The fluid is circulated through the piping from the opening
into the heat exchanger and back. The system functions in the same manner as the
open loop system except there is no pumping of groundwater. A horizontal closed
loop system shall be no more than twenty (20) feet deep.
b. Closed Vertical Loop Geothermal System: A borehole that extends beneath the
surface. Pipes are installed with U-bends at the bottom of the borehole. The pipes
are connected to the heat exchanger and heat transfer fluid is circulated through
the pipes.
c. Geothermal Boreholes: A hole drilled or bored into the earth into which piping is
inserted for use in a closed vertical loop geothermal system.
d. Geothermal Energy System: An energy generating system that uses the Earth’s
thermal properties in conjunction with electricity to provide greater efficiency in
the heating and cooling of buildings.
e. Open Horizontal Loop Geothermal System: Water is pumped from a water well or
other water source into a heat exchanger located in a surface building. The water
drawn from the Earth is then pumped back into the ground through a different
well or in some cases the same well, also known as ―r
e-injection‖. Alternatively,
the groundwater could be discharged to a surface water body also known as a
―
pump and dump‖. In the heating mode, cooler water is returned to the Earth, and
in the cooling mode, warmer water is returned to the surface water body or well.
17. HUB HEIGHT – The distances measured from the surface of the tower foundation to the
height of the Wind Turbine hub, to which the blade is attached.
18. METHANOGENS –bacteria found in anaerobic environments such as animal intestinal
tracts or sediments or sewage and capable of producing methane.
19. NET METERING – A mechanism that provides a simplified approach for
interconnecting and metering on-site renewable generating facilities, such as a solar PV
system. It allows customers to use excess solar electric generation to offset utilitypurchased electricity on a monthly or annual basis.
20. OCCUPIED BUILDING means a residence, school, hospital, church, public library or
other building used for public gathering that is occupied or in use when the permit
application is submitted.
21. OUTDOOR WOOD-FIRED BOILER (HYDRONIC HEATER) – A fuel-burning device,
also known as an ―
outdoor hydronic heater‖, ―
outdoor wood-fired furnace‖, and ―
outdoor
wood-burning appliance‖, designed:
4
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a. to burn clean wood or other fuels specifically tested and listed for use by the
manufacturer;
b. by the manufacturer specifically for outdoor installation or installation in
structures not normally intended for habitation by humans or domestic animals
(e.g., garages); and
c. to heat building space and/or water via distribution, typically through pipes, of a
fluid heated in the device, typically water or a water/antifreeze mixture.
22. PHASE 2 OUTDOOR WOOD-FIRED BOILER (HYDRONIC HEATER) – An outdoor
wood-fired boiler that has been certified or qualified by the EPA as meeting a particulate
matter emission limit of 0.32 pounds per million British Thermal Units (BTU) output and
is labeled accordingly, with a white ―
hang‖ tag.
23. PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) – The technology that uses a semiconductor to convert light
directly into electricity.
24. PRINCIPAL ANAEROBIC DIGESTER – An anaerobic digester principally used to
convert biogas into electricity, heat, and water. Large anaerobic digesters accept both
livestock manure (primary catalyst) and feedstock, generated off-site or from more than
one (1) farm. Large anaerobic digesters may include ―
co-digestion‖ in which the
livestock and poultry manure (primary catalyst) may be mixed with other organic
materials (secondary catalysts).
25. PRINCIPAL SOLAR ENERGY PRODUCTION FACILITY – An area of land or other
area used for a solar collection system principally used to capture solar energy and
convert it to electrical energy. Large solar energy production facilities consist of one or
more free-standing ground, or roof mounted solar collector devices, solar related
equipment and other accessory structures and buildings including light reflectors,
concentrators, and heat exchangers, substations, electrical infrastructure, transmission
lines and other appurtenant structures and facilities, which has a rated capacity of more
ten (10) kilowatts (for electricity) or rated storage volume of the system of more than two
hundred forty (240) gallons or that has a collector area of more than one thousand (1,000)
square feet (for thermal).
26. PRINCIPAL WIND ENERGY PRODUCTION FACILITY – An area of land or other
area used for a wind energy conversion system principally used to capture wind energy
and convert it to electrical energy. Large wind energy production facilities consist of one
or more wind turbines, tower, and associated control or conversion electronics and other
accessory structures and buildings including substations, electrical infrastructure,
transmission lines and other appurtenant structures and facilities, which has a rated
capacity of more than one hundred (100) kilowatts.
27. RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL– Person designated by the municipality to be responsible for
the administration and enforcement of this ordinance.
5
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28. SOLAR COLLECTION SYSTEM – A solar photovoltaic cell, panel, or array, or solar
hot air or water collector device, which relies upon solar radiation as an energy source for
collection, inversion, storage, and distribution of solar energy for electricity generation or
transfer of stored heat.
29. SOLAR RELATED EQUIPMENT – Items including a solar photovoltaic cell, panel, or
array, or solar hot air or water collector device panels, lines, pumps, batteries, mounting
brackets, framing and possibly foundations used for or intended to be used for collection
of solar energy.
30. STACK – Any vertical structure enclosing a flue(s) that carry off smoke or exhaust from
a furnace or other fuel-burning device, especially that part of a structure extending above
a roof.
31. WET STAMP- A from-scratch calculation performed by a structural engineer of the
tower's integrity.
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Municipal Guide to Planning for and Regulating
Alternative Energy Systems
The production of alternative forms of energy, either for individual or utility consumption, is a
land use not often addressed in most comprehensive plans or zoning ordinances in Lancaster
County. However, some municipalities in recent years have often been faced with decisions
regarding the appropriate scale and location of these uses in their community. The Pennsylvania
Municipalities Planning Code gives local municipalities the authority through comprehensive
plans and ordinances to set provisions regulating the placement, construction, operation and
maintenance of alternative energy projects. (MPC Sections 105, 301.4.1, and 707.4.viii.1)
The types of alternative energy systems most commonly seen in Lancaster County currently are
wind, solar, manure digesters, outdoor wood-fired boilers, and geothermal. Some of these
systems, particularly wind, solar, and manure digesters, can vary in the size of the system, the
amount of energy produced, and whether that energy is produced primarily for consumption by
the property owner or is intended to be transmitted to and sold for the electrical grid.
Before adopting zoning or subdivision and land development ordinance regulations for
alternative energy systems, municipalities should first examine and decide the proper location for
these uses. The elected and appointed officials should review the land use goals and objectives
identified in their comprehensive plan, and the purpose statements for specific zoning districts in
their zoning ordinance. These planning documents provide a context to evaluate the
appropriateness of specific uses in specific areas of the municipality.
The following is a list of policy points that municipal officials should address in determining the
appropriate location and scale of these uses. The list addresses both smaller scale accessory-type
applications most typically seen in residential and in some non-residential zoning districts, as
well as more land-consumptive and impact-intensive uses typically seen in rural and agricultural
zoning districts. A second part of this guide (beginning on page 10) will provide examples of
specific zoning ordinance language.
Smaller-scale alternative energy uses
Municipalities should first decide how to allow these types of uses. It is recommended that an
alternative energy system, designed primarily to provide energy for a home or business, be
allowed as other accessory structures and buildings are. Most often these structures and buildings
are permitted by right.
The primary consideration in the approval process for almost all accessory uses, especially in
residential zoning districts, is the impact on neighboring properties. These include appearance,
odor, noise, increased traffic, and others. Most alternative energy systems pose minimal impacts.
7
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One exception are outdoor wood-fired boilers which because of the emissions produced are
usually not permitted in residential zoning districts. The following list examines potential
impacts from specific alternative energy systems. The second part of this report will provide
examples of zoning ordinance language municipalities have adopted to address these impacts:
1. Height- This is almost exclusively a concern for wind energy systems. These systems
will almost always be among the highest structures within a residential, and even a
commercial or industrial, zoning district. One wind energy association report
recommends that that the bottom of the wind turbine rotor should clear the highest
wind obstacle within a 500 foot radius by at least 30 feet. The higher the tower
height the more wind power will be produced. Therefore, a municipality must balance
neighborhood aesthetics with the energy efficiency of the unit. Although there is no
ideal height that balances these concerns, municipal officials should look at the
maximum height of similar structures, such as cell tower, flagpoles, and antennas that
are allowed in these zoning districts.
2. Setbacks- Most municipalities have required these systems, like other accessory uses,
to be located in side or rear yards. Setback distances should be the same as other
accessory structures. Because wind turbines have generally been designed to
withstand hurricane force winds, requiring an applicant to submit the manufacturer’s
engineering specifications should be sufficient proof to determine that the system will
not fall onto a neighboring property.
3. Signage- Signage should not be permitted on any alternative energy system other than
the manufacturer’s label or sign.
4. Screening and fencing- Most municipalities do not require applicants to screen or
fence these systems. In many instances, especially for solar systems, screening will
reduce the energy efficiency of the unit.
Larger-scale alternative energy uses
These types of systems are designed to produce greater levels of energy, either for consumers
with higher energy demand levels such as farms or industrial uses, or designed primarily to
produce energy to be supplied directly to the electrical grid. Municipalities must look not only at
the operational impacts of these uses but also locational concerns as well.
Developers of utility-scale alternative energy systems, especially those designed primarily to
produce energy for the electrical grid, often require relatively large parcels of land to locate their
facility. Similar to other land-consumptive uses such as school campuses and recreational uses,
applicants usually wish to locate these uses in rural areas where it is easier to assemble the
required land and the per acreage cost of the land is lower than within a Designated Growth
Area. In determining whether to permit these uses, municipalities must first review their land use
objectives in their comprehensive plan and the purpose statement of the specific zoning districts.
8
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Most often, the great majority of land in rural areas of Lancaster County is zoned agricultural.
Most local and regional comprehensive plans recommend that only agricultural uses, or uses that
support the agricultural industry, be allowed. Balance: The Growth Management Element of the
Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan also recommends that only land uses that support the
agricultural economy be permitted in agricultural areas. Therefore, the Lancaster County
Planning Commission has recommended that only electricity produced from manure digesters be
permitted as the primary use in the agricultural zoning district. Solar, wind, and other alternative
energy sources can be allowed but only as an accessory use. Some municipalities have limited
the total amount of land dedicated to this use as a percentage of the total acreage of the farm,
oftentimes no more than one or two per cent of the total.
Because most alternative energy uses are not recommended to be the primary land use for
properties within the agricultural zoning district, municipalities whether this should be allowed
in other zoning districts. However, a municipality may determine that this type of use is also not
appropriate in an industrial district because of the large land needs and the lack of employment
provided. In these circumstances, larger-scale alternative energy systems may only be permitted
as an accessory use.
The following is a list of operational impacts to be considered when permitting larger-scale
alternative energy uses:
1. Large-scale, or regional manure digesters bring manure to a site by truck. The
municipality should review the number and schedule of truck traffic with the
applicant to minimize impacts.
2. Screening of alternative-energy systems in rural areas is generally less of a concern
than in residential zoning districts. However, the municipality should look at the
proximity of the proposed system to neighboring residences and road frontages and
determine whether screening would be appropriate.
3. Outdoor wood-fired boilers should only be allowed in rural or agricultural areas
because of the potential airborne impacts from emissions. The PA DEP has produced
a Model Ordinance for Outdoor Wood-Fired Boilers that addresses many of the land
use issues involved with these uses.

9
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ACCESSORY SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
How Accessory solar energy systems Work
There are two major forms of solar energy technology: photovoltaic (PV) systems and solar
thermal systems.
Photovoltaic Systems
Solar electric systems, also known as photovoltaic (PV) systems, convert sunlight into
electricity. Photovoltaic power generation employs solar panels comprising a number of cells
containing a photovoltaic material. When sunlight is absorbed by these materials, the solar
energy knocks electrons loose from their atoms. This phenomenon is called the "photoelectric
effect." These free electrons then travel into a circuit built into the solar cell to form electrical
current. Only sunlight of certain wavelengths will efficiently create electricity. PV systems still
produce electricity on cloudy days, but not as much as on a sunny day.
The basic PV or solar cell typically produces only a small amount of power. To produce more
power, solar cells (about 40) can be interconnected to form panels or modules. PV modules
range in output from 10 to 300 watts. If more power is needed, several modules can be installed
on a building or at ground-level in a rack to form a PV array.
PV arrays can be mounted at a fixed angle facing south, or they can be mounted on a tracking
device that follows the sun, allowing them to capture the most sunlight over the course of a day.
(References: U.S. Department of Energy: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, PA Solar Municipal Guide)

Illustration from U.S. Department of Energy
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Illustration from U.S. Department of Energy

Illustration from PA Solar Energy Guide

Illustration from U.S. Department of Energy
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Solar Thermal Systems
Solar thermal systems use solar energy to typically heat a fluid, such as water or an antifreeze
solution, or heat a gas, such as air. Solar thermal systems are most commonly utilized for heating
residential hot water systems, though they are also used for space heating, spas or swimming
pools, and even space cooling.

Illustration from PA Solar Energy Guide

Municipal Authority
The Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code gives municipalities the authority to adopt
comprehensive plans (MPC Sections 301a.4.1 and 301.1) and ordinances (MPC Sections503.6
and 604.1) to ensure solar and other alternative energy access, including solar access ordinances,
development guidelines requiring proper street orientation, and zoning ordinances that contain
building height restrictions to avoid shading neighboring solar panels.
12
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Restrictive Covenants
Despite the recent surge for renewable energy development at the state and local levels, many
consumers still face local ordinances and homeowner’s association rules that prohibit, restrict, or
drastically increase the cost of installing a solar energy system. More than half of U.S. States
have solar rights laws that protect consumers from any restrictive covenant. Pennsylvania is not
one of the states that have a solar right’s or access law.
(References: Database for State Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency website)

Model Zoning Language
As solar energy systems become increasingly commonplace in local communities, zoning and
subdivision ordinances can provide significant legal structure for ensuring that the integration of
solar systems into new and existing building construction and land development aligns with the
regulations, goals and expectations of a specific municipality.
Here is an example of model zoning language for solar energy systems:
ACCESSORY SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS: Permitted by right as an accessory use in all zoning
districts where structures of any sort are allowed, as long as it meets the requirements of this
Chapter and all other applicable construction codes as set forth below:
Applicability

o

A system is considered an accessory solar energy system only if it supplies electrical or
thermal power primarily for on-site use, except that when a property upon which the
facility is installed also receives electrical power supplied by a utility company, excess
electrical power generated and not presently needed for on-site use may be used by the
utility company. The owner of the accessory solar energy system shall provide written
confirmation that the public utility company has been informed of the customer’s intent
to install an interconnected customer-owned generator and also approves of such
connection. Off-grid systems shall be exempt from this requirement.

o

This ordinance applies to Solar Energy Systems to be installed and constructed after the
effective date of the ordinance, and all applications for Solar Energy Systems on existing
structures or property.

o

Any upgrades, modifications or changes that materially alter the size or placement of an
existing Solar Energy System shall comply with the provisions of this Chapter.

Design and Installation
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o

To the extent applicable, the Solar Energy System shall comply with all applicable
building and construction codes as amended and any regulations adopted by the
Department of Labor and Industry.

o

The design and installation of accessory solar energy systems shall conform to
applicable industry standards, including those of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), Underwriters Laboratories (UL), the American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM), or other similar certifying organizations, and shall comply with the
Municipal Building Code and with all other applicable fire and life safety requirements.
The manufacturer specifications shall be submitted as part of the application.

o

All exterior electrical and/or plumbing lines must be buried below the surface of the
ground and be placed in a conduit.
o

Whenever practical, all accessory solar energy systems shall be attached to a
building, or located on an impervious surface. If not designed to be attached to
the building, the applicant shall demonstrate by credible evidence that such
systems cannot feasibly be attached to a building due to structural imitations of
the building.

o

Accessory solar energy systems shall be designed and located in order to
prevent reflective glare toward any inhabited structure on adjacent properties
as well as adjacent street rights-of-way.

o

No portion of an accessory solar energy system shall be located within or above
any front yard, along any street frontage, nor within any required setback of any
property.
(This Section is from the PA Municipal Guide for solar Energy Systems and
Rapho Township’s Alternative Energy Ordinance)

Height Restrictions– Active solar energy systems must meet the following requirements:
o

Building- or roof- mounted solar energy systems shall not exceed the maximum allowed
height in any zoning district. For purposes for the height measurement, solar energy
systems other than building-integrated systems shall be considered to be mechanical
devices and are restricted consistent with other building-mounted mechanical devices

o

Ground- or pole-mounted solar energy systems shall not exceed the minimum accessory
structure height within the underlying district.
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Setback - Active solar energy systems must meet the accessory structure setback for the zoning
district and primary land use associated with the lot on which the system is located.
o

Roof-mounted Solar Energy Systems - In addition to the building setback, the collector
surface and mounting devices for roof-mounted solar energy systems shall not extend
beyond the exterior perimeter of the building on which the system is mounted or built.
Exterior piping for solar hot water systems shall be allowed to extend beyond the
perimeter of the building on a side yard exposure.

o

Ground-mounted Solar Energy Systems - Ground-mounted solar energy systems may
not extend into the side-yard or rear setback when oriented at minimum design tilt.
(Sections 3 and 4 are from the City of Woodbury, MN ordinance for alternative
energy)

Plan Approval Required - All solar energy systems shall require administrative plan approval by
municipal zoning officials
o

o

Plan Applications - Plan applications for solar energy systems shall be accompanied by
to-scale horizontal and vertical (elevation) drawings. The drawings must show the location of the system on the building or on the property for a ground-mount system,
including the property lines. Applicants must use an installer who is on DEP’s approved
list


Pitched Roof Mounted Solar Energy Systems - For all roof-mounted systems
other than a flat roof the elevation must show the highest finished slope of the
solar collector and the slope of the finished roof surface on which it is mounted.



Flat Roof Mounted Solar Energy Systems - For flat roof applications a drawing
shall be submitted showing the distance to the roof edge and any parapets on
the building and shall identify the height of the building on the street frontage
side, the shortest distance of the system from the street frontage edge of the
building, and the highest finished height of the solar collector above the finished
surface of the roof.

Plan Approvals - Applications that meet the design requirements of this ordinance, and
do not require a conditional use permit, shall be granted administrative approval by the
zoning official and shall not require Planning Commission review. Plan approval does not
indicate compliance with Building Code or Electric Code.
(Section 5 is from the PA Municipal Guide for solar Energy Systems)

Utility Notification - The owner of the small solar energy system shall provide written
authorization that the public utility company has been informed of the customer’s intent to
install an interconnected customer-owned generator and also approves of such connection. Offgrid systems shall be exempt from this requirement.
(This section is from the City of Woodbury, MN ordinance for alternative
energy.)
15
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Restrictions on Solar energy systems Limited (Optional) - No homeowners’ agreement,
covenant, common interest community, or other contract between multiple property owners
within a subdivision shall restrict or limit solar energy systems to a greater extent than solar
performance standards.
(This section is from the City of Woodbury, MN ordinance for alternative energy.
As stated above, there is no solar access ‘protection’ law in Pennsylvania. )
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PRINCIPAL SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
What Are Principal solar energy systems?
Principal solar energy systems or concentrated solar power (CSP) systems use lenses or mirrors
to focus a large area of sunlight onto a small area. Electrical power is produced when the
concentrated light is directed onto photovoltaic surfaces or used to heat a transfer fluid for a
conventional power plant. Large solar energy production facilities consist of one or more freestanding ground, or roof mounted solar collector devices, solar related equipment and other
accessory structures and buildings including light reflectors, concentrators, and heat exchangers,
substations, electrical infrastructure, transmission lines and other appurtenant structures and
facilities, which has a rated capacity of more ten (10) kilowatts (for electricity) or rated storage
volume of the system of more than two hundred forty (240) gallons or that has a collector area of
more than one thousand (1,000) square feet (for thermal). There are two types of large solar
electric generating technologies: photovoltaic panels and solar thermal systems.
(References: U.S. Department of Energy: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Database for State
Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency website)

Photovoltaic Systems
Photovoltaic (PV) systems employ sunlight concentrated onto photovoltaic surfaces for the
purpose of electrical power production. Solar concentrators of all varieties may be used, and
these are often mounted on a solar tracker in order to keep the focal point upon the cell as the sun
moves across the sky.

Illustration from U.S. Department of Energy
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Solar Thermal Systems
Solar-thermal electric generation technology uses the sun’s energy to power a steam turbine.
Solar-thermal systems use lenses or mirrors and tracking systems to focus a large area of sunlight
onto a small area. The concentrated light is then used as heat or as a heat source for a
conventional power plant.
(References: U.S. Department of Energy: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Database for State
Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency website)

Illustration from U.S. Department of Energy

Illustration from U.S. Department of Energy
Power Tower Systems—includes links to R&D being done within other CSP areas, but
that are relevant to heliostats, receivers, and overall systems issues for centralreceiver solar plants.
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Illustration from Exenewable website of Solar Farm in Puertollano, Spain

Pervious or impervious
With the recent trend to build solar energy plants, new land use questions concerning solar
energy projects have been raised. One of the main questions local governments must deal with is:
Do these ground-mounted solar panels constitute impervious coverage or not? This is an
important question to consider if one of these large-scale projects is built on prime agricultural
land or near a major water resource. Opinions on this issue vary. Professionals in the solar
industry don’t consider solar panels as a solid surface because of their slanted positions and the
spacing between each panel, thereby they are not impervious. In April 2010, the State of New
Jersey passed a law that exempts solar panels from the calculation of impervious cover under a
number of state laws. Mount Joy and RaphoTownships, Lancaster County, PA consider solar
panels as impervious cover. Currently, we are not aware of any studies proving either side.
Model Language
The following example is a summary of model zoning language from the model ordinance for
energy projects written by the Oregon Department of Energy:
Use: A Solar Energy Production Facility shall be considered a permitted use in the industrial and
commercial zones, and a special exception use in the agricultural district.
Acreage: The proposed solar energy project would occupy less than [ ] acres on land zoned for
commercial or industrial use or for agricultural zoning districts less than [ ] acres on land zoned for
agricultural use.
Height and Setback: For purposes of determining compliance with lot coverage standards of the
underlying zone, the total surface area of all ground-mounted and freestanding solar collectors including
36
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solar photovoltaic cells, panels, arrays, and solar hot air or water collector devices shall be considered
impervious. Panels mounted on the roof of any building shall be subject to the maximum height
regulations specified within each the underlying zone.
Design and Installation:
All on-site utility and transmission lines shall, to the extent feasible, be placed underground.
All large solar energy production facilities shall be designed and located in order to prevent
reflective glare toward any inhabited buildings on adjacent properties as well as adjacent street
rights-of-way.
A clearly visible warning sign concerning voltage must be placed at the base of all pad-mounted
transformers and substations.
The proposed solar energy project is not located adjacent to, or within, the control zone of any
airport.
Whenever practical, all principal solar energy systems should be attached to a building; or if
ground mounted and/or freestanding, the applicant shall demonstrate by credible evidence that
1) the area proposed for the principal solar energy system does not predominantly consist of
Class I, II and/or III soils, as identified in the soil survey, and is generally unsuitable for
agricultural purposes: and 2)such facilities cannot feasibly be attached to a building due to
structural limitations of the building.
All mechanical equipment of principal solar energy systems including any structure for batteries
or storage cells, shall be completely enclosed by a minimum eight (8) foot high fence with a selflocking gate, and provided with screening in accordance with the landscaping provisions of the
municipal subdivision and land development ordinance.
Use of Public Roads: The applicant has secured, or can secure, all necessary approvals from the local
government or the State Highway Division of access points for project roads and parking areas at the
project site.
Liability Insurance: There shall be maintained a current general liability policy covering bodily injury and
property damage with limits of at least $1 million per occurrence and $1 million in the aggregate.
Decommissioning: The applicant agrees to the following as conditions of the land use permit:
If the applicant ceases operation of the energy project or begins, but does not complete,
construction of the project, the applicant shall restore the site according to a plan approved by
the planning authority.
The Large Solar Energy Production Facility owner is required to notify the [municipality]
immediately upon cessation or abandonment of the operation. The owner shall be responsible
for the removal of the facility within six (6) months from the date the applicant ceases use of the
facility or the facility becomes obsolete. The owner shall then have twelve (12) months in which
to dismantle and remove the Large Solar Energy Production Facility from the property. At the
time of issuance of the permit for the construction of the Large Solar Energy Production Facility,
the owner shall provide financial security in form and amount acceptable to the [municipality] to
secure the expense of dismantling and removing said structures.
37
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MONROE COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA
MODEL ORDINANCE FOR
ON-SITE USAGE OF SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
Township/Borough of [Municipality name]
Monroe County, Pennsylvania
ORDINANCE NO. -------AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE ZONING ORDINANCE OF [MUNICIPALITY
NAME], BY AMENDING [ARTICLE/SECTION], DEFINITIONS, BY ADDING DEFINTIONS
FOR SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS AND BY AMENDING [ARTICLE/SECTION], ADDING A
NEW SECTION TO PERMIT SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS AS AN ACCESSORY TO
PERMITTED, CONDITIONAL AND SPECIAL EXCEPTION USES IN ANY ZONING
DISTRICT.
BE IT HEREBY ENACTED AND ORDAINED by the [Governing Body] of
[Municipality name], Monroe County, Pennsylvania, that the [Municipal] Zoning Ordinance,
shall be amended in the following respects:
Section 1. The Zoning Ordinance of [Municipality name] [Section/Article], Definitions, shall be
amended to include the following definitions:
Mechanical Equipment: Any device associated with a solar energy system, such as an
outdoor electrical unit/control box, that transfers the energy from the solar energy system
to the intended on-site structure.
Solar Access: A property owner’s right to have sunlight shine on the owner’s land. (The
enforcement of this right is through the zoning ordinance that establishes height and
setback requirements.)
Solar Energy System: An energy conversion system, including appurtenances, which
converts solar energy to a usable form of energy to meet all or part of the energy
requirements of the on-site user. This definition shall include the terms passive solar and
active solar systems.
Solar Glare: The effect produced by light reflecting from a solar panel with an intensity
sufficient to cause annoyance, discomfort, or loss in visual performance and visibility.
Section 2. Applicability:
1. This ordinance applies to solar energy systems to be installed and constructed
after the effective date of the ordinance.
1
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2. Solar energy systems constructed prior to the effective date of this ordinance
shall not be required to meet the requirements of this ordinance.
3. Any upgrade, modification, or structural change that materially alters the size or
placement of an existing solar energy system shall comply with the provisions of
[Section/Article].
Section 3. The Zoning Ordinance of [Municipality name], [Section/Article], Accessory
Regulations, shall be amended by adding [Section/Article#] as follows:
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
It is the purpose of this regulation to promote the safe, effective and efficient use of solar
energy systems installed to reduce the on-site consumption of utility supplied energy
and/or hot water as a permitted accessory use while protecting the health, safety and
welfare of adjacent and surrounding land uses through appropriate zoning and land use
controls. A solar energy system shall be permitted in any zoning district as an accessory
to a principal use herein and subject to specific criteria as set forth below. Where said
general standards and specific criteria overlap, the specific criteria shall supersede the
general standards.
1. The installation and construction of a solar energy system shall be subject to the
following development and design standards:
A. A solar energy system is permitted in all zoning districts as an accessory
to a principal use.
B. A solar energy system shall provide power for the principal use and/or
accessory use of the property on which the solar energy system is located
and shall not be used for the generation of power for the sale of energy to
other users, although this provision shall not be interpreted to prohibit the
sale of excess power generated from time to time to the local utility
company.
C. A solar energy system connected to the utility grid shall provide written
authorization from the local utility company to the [Township/Borough]
acknowledging and approving such connection.
D. A solar energy system may be roof mounted [attachment #1] or ground
mounted [attachment #2].
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E. A roof mounted system may be mounted on a principal building or
accessory building. A roof mounted system, whether mounted on the
principal building or accessory building, may not exceed the maximum
principal building height or accessory building height specified for the
building type in the underlying zoning district. In no instance shall any
part of the solar energy system extend beyond the edge of the roof.
F. A ground mounted system shall not exceed the maximum building height
for accessory buildings.
G. The surface area of a ground mounted system, regardless of the mounted
angle, shall be calculated as part of the overall lot coverage.
H. A ground mounted system or system attached to an accessory building
shall not be located within the required front yard setback.
I. The minimum solar energy system setback distance from the property
lines shall be equivalent to the building setback or accessory building
setback requirement of the underlying zoning district. [Please note that
some municipalities have less stringent accessory structure setbacks, e.g.
10 foot side yard setback for sheds. If accessory structure setbacks are
less stringent than the primary structure setback, it is recommended that
the municipality require solar energy systems to have the setback
requirements of the primary structure in the underlying zoning district.]
J. All mechanical equipment associated with and necessary for the operation
of the solar energy system shall comply with the following:
a. Mechanical equipment shall be screened from any adjacent
property that is residentially zoned or used for residential
purposes. The screen shall consist of shrubbery, trees, or other
non-invasive plant species which provides a visual screen. In lieu
of a planting screen, a decorative fence meeting the requirements
of the Zoning Ordinance may be used.
b. Mechanical equipment shall not be located within the minimum
front yard setback of the underlying zoning district.
c. Mechanical equipment shall comply with the setbacks specified
for accessory structures in the underlying zoning district. [Please
note that some municipalities have less stringent accessory
structure setbacks, e.g. 10 foot side yard setback for sheds. If
accessory structure setbacks are less stringent than the primary
structure setback, it is recommended that the municipality require
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solar energy systems to have the setback requirements of the
primary structure in the underlying zoning district.]
K. Solar panels shall be placed such that concentrated solar radiation or
glare shall not be directed onto nearby properties or roadways.
L. Solar panels shall not be placed in the vicinity of any airport in a manner
that would interfere with airport flight patterns. Acknowledgement from
the Federal Aviation Administration may be necessary.
M. All power transmission lines from a ground mounted solar energy system
to any building or other structure shall be located underground.
N. A solar energy system shall not be used to display advertising, including
signage, streamers, pennants, spinners, reflectors, ribbons, tinsel,
balloons, flags, banners or similar materials. The manufacturers and
equipment information, warning, or indication of ownership shall be
allowed on any equipment of the solar energy system provided they
comply with the prevailing sign regulations.
O. A solar energy system shall not be constructed until a building/zoning
permit has been approved and issued.
P. The design of the solar energy system shall conform to applicable
industry standards. A building permit shall be obtained for a solar energy
system per the Pennsylvania Uniform Construction Code (UCC), Act 45
of 1999, as amended, and the regulations adopted by the Department of
Labor and Industry. All wiring shall comply with the applicable version
of the National Electric Code (NEC). The local utility provider shall be
contacted to determine grid interconnection and net metering policies.
The Applicant shall submit certificates of design compliance obtained by
the equipment manufacturer from a certifying organization and any such
design shall be certified by an Engineer registered in the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania. [Please note that the existing roof structure and the
weight of the solar energy system shall be taken into consideration when
applying for a solar energy system permit].
Q. The solar energy system shall comply with all applicable
[Township/Borough] Ordinances and Codes so as to ensure the structural
integrity of such solar energy system.
R. Before any construction can commence on any solar energy system the
property owner must acknowledge that he/she is the responsible party for
owning and maintaining the solar energy system.
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2. If a ground mounted solar energy system is removed, any earth disturbance as a
result of the removal of the ground mounted solar energy system shall be graded
and reseeded.
3. If a ground mounted solar energy system has been abandoned (meaning not
having been in operation for a period of six (6) months) or is defective or is
deemed to be unsafe by the [Township/Borough] Building Code Official, the
solar energy system shall be required to be repaired by the owner to meet federal,
state and local safety standards, or be removed by the property owner within the
time period allowed by the [Township/Borough] Building Code Official. If the
owner fails to remove or repair the defective or abandoned solar energy system,
the [Township/Borough] may pursue a legal action to have the system removed at
the owner’s expense.
Section 4. All other portions, parts and provisions of the Zoning Ordinance of [Municipality
name], as heretofore enacted and amended, shall remain in force and effect.
Section 5. This Ordinance shall take effect five (5) days after the date of its enactment.
DULY ORDAINED AND ENACTED the __________day of __________, 20__, by the
[Governing Body] of the Township/Borough of [Municipality name], Monroe County,
Pennsylvania, in lawful session duly assembled.

[Governing Body] of [Municipality name]
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
ATTEST:
_________________
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ROOF MOUNTED SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM (ATTACHMENT #1)

GROUND MOUNTED SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM (ATTACHMENT #2)
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Solar Energy Standards

INTRODUCTION
In spite of its cold and dark reputation, Minnesota has good solar potential, as good as Houston, Texas and
many parts of Florida. As solar energy system components have become more efficient and less costly an
increasing number of solar energy installations have been installed in Minnesota. Since 2005, the interest in
solar energy has rapidly increased such that many communities have had to address solar installations as a land
use issue. Solar energy components continue to improve in efficiency and decline in price; the U.S. Department
of Energy forecasts that solar energy will start to reach cost parity with retail electric costs by 2016.

Model Solar Energy Standards
This ordinance is based primarily on the model
solar energy ordinance created for Solar Minnesota, under a Million Solar Roofs grant from
the U.S. Department of Energy.

But solar energy is much more than an alternative (or supplement) to utility power. Solar energy has become a
symbol of energy self-sufficiency and environmental sustainability. The growth in solar installations is attributable more to the non-economic benefits than as an economic substitute for the electric utility. Households and
businesses wanting to reduce their carbon footprint see solar energy as a strong complement to energy efficiency. Volatility in natural gas prices makes free solar fuel look attractive as a price hedge.

Solar energy issues
Local governments will need to address solar energy installations in their development regulation in the near
future. Three primary issues tie solar energy to development regulations:
1) Climate protection goals. Local governments that have committed to meeting climate protection goals can meet
some of their commitment by removing regulatory barriers to solar energy and incorporating low or no-cost
incentives in development regulations to spur solar investment.
2) Nuisance and safety considerations. Solar energy systems have few nuisances, but visual impacts and safety
concerns by neighbors sometimes create opposition to solar installations. Good design and attention to
aesthetics can answer most concerns. But the misperception that solar energy systems are ugly and unsafe,
rooted in poorly designed 1970s solar installations, have resulted in unnecessary regulation or outright
prohibitions.
3) Solar access considerations. In fully built-out communities and large lot suburban or exurban areas, solar access
is of limited concern. Solar access is, however, an important consideration in zoning districts that allow tall
buildings or in developing communities where subdivisions should incorporate solar access provisions.
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Components of a solar standards ordinance
Solar energy standards should consider the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Remove regulatory barriers and create a clear regulatory path to approving solar energy systems.
Limit aesthetic objections by setting reasonable design standards for solar energy in urban neighborhoods,
historic districts, and new subdivisions.
Address solar access issues in subdivisions and zoning districts that allow taller buildings on smaller (urban
density) lots.
Encourage solar-ready subdivision and building design.
Incorporate regulatory incentives that can spur private-sector solar investment.

Urban and rural communities
The model ordinance language addresses concerns that are primarily in cities rather than counties or townships.
Issues of solar access and nuisances associated with solar energy systems are generally of little consequence
outside urban density areas, where lot sizes are almost always greater than one acre. Counties and townships can
address most barriers by simply stating in their development regulations that solar energy systems are an allowed
accessory use in all districts. Aesthetic issues or solar access issues might come into play in lakeshore areas or
conservation development areas, where homes are closer together or protected trees might limit solar access.
The incentive potion of the model ordinance can also be applied in rural areas. However, most of the language
in this model ordinance is directed to situations seen in cities.

Primary and accessory uses
This ordinance addresses solar energy as an accessory use to the primary residential or commercial use in an
urban area. Solar energy systems are also sometimes the primary use, on “solar farms” that are large arrays of
hundreds or thousands of kilowatts of ground or pole-mounted systems, or in the case of solar thermal power
plants, such as seen in the desert southwest. These land uses have different issues and need to be addressed in a
substantially different manner than discussed in this model.
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I.

Scope - This article applies to all solar energy installations in Model Community.

II.

Purpose - Model Community has adopted this regulation for the following purposes:
A. Comprehensive Plan Goals - To meet the goals of the Comprehensive Plan and preserve the health,
safety and welfare of the Community’s citizens by promote the safe, effective and efficient use of active solar energy systems installed to reduce the on-site consumption of fossil fuels or utility-supplied
electric energy. The following solar energy standards specifically implement the following goals from
the Comprehensive Plan:
1. Goal – Encourage the use of local renewable energy resources, including appropriate applications
for wind, solar, and biomass energy.
2. Goal – Promote sustainable building design and management practices in residential, commercial,
and industrial buildings to serve the needs of current and future generations.
3. Goal – Assist local businesses to lower financial and regulatory risks and improve their economic,
community, and environmental sustainability.
4. Goal – Efficiently invest in and manage public infrastructure systems to support development
and growth.
B.		 Climate Change Goals - As a signatory of the Cool Cities program, Model Community has committed to reducing carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions. Solar energy is an abundant, renewable,
and nonpolluting energy resource and that its conversion to electricity or heat will reduce our dependence on nonrenewable energy resources and decrease the air and water pollution that results from
the use of conventional energy sources.
C. Infrastructure - Distributed solar photovoltaic systems will enhance the reliability and power
quality of the power grid and make more efficient use of Model Community’s electric distribution
infrastructure.
D. Local Resource - Solar energy is an under used local energy resource and encouraging the use of
solar energy will diversify the community’s energy supply portfolio and exposure to fiscal risks associated with fossil fuels.
E. Improve Competitive Markets - Solar energy systems offer additional energy choice to consumers
and will improve competition in the electricity and natural gas supply market.

Model Sustainable Development Ordinances

Comprehensive Plan Goals
Tying the solar energy ordinance to Comprehensive Plan goals is particularly important when
the solar standards include regulatory incentives
or solar requirements as described in the last
section of this ordinance. If the Comprehensive
Plan does not include goals that could address
solar energy, and the community does not have
some of policy foundation for encouraging private investment in solar energy (such as climate
protection goals) the community should consider
creating a local energy plan.

Climate Protection Strategies
Solar energy should be part of every community’s portfolio for addressing climate change or
energy transitions (also known as “peak oil”)
considerations. Local governments that are participating in the Cities for Climate Protection
program, Mayor’s Climate Protection signatories, or the Cool Cities/Cool Counties program
can use private solar investment as a vehicle for
meeting goals. Additional community benefits
that improve sustainability are also spelled out
in the findings section.
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III. Definitions
		Active Solar Energy System - A solar energy system whose primary purpose is to harvest energy
by transforming solar energy into another form of energy or transferring heat from a collector to
another medium using mechanical, electrical, or chemical means.
		Building-integrated Solar Energy Systems - An active solar energy system that is an integral part
of a principal or accessory building, rather than a separate mechanical device, replacing or substituting
for an architectural or structural component of the building. Building-integrated systems include but
are not limited to photovoltaic or hot water solar energy systems that are contained within roofing
materials, windows, skylights, and awnings.

Solar Definitions
Not all these terms are used in this model
ordinance, nor is this a complete list of solar
definitions. As a community develops its own
design standards for solar technology, many of
the concepts defined here may be helpful in meeting local goals. For instance, solar daylighting
devices may change the exterior appearance of
the building, and the community may choose to
distinguish between these devices and other architectural changes.

		Grid-intertie Solar Energy System - A photovoltaic solar energy system that is connected to an
electric circuit served by an electric utility company.
		Off-grid Solar Energy System - A photovoltaic solar energy system in which the circuits energized
by the solar energy system are not electrically connected in any way to electric circuits that are served
by an electric utility company.
		Passive Solar Energy System - A solar energy system that captures solar light or heat without
transforming it to another form of energy or transferring the energy via a heat exchanger.
		Photovoltaic System - An active solar energy system that converts solar energy directly into
electricity.
		Renewable Energy Easement, Solar Energy Easement - An easement that limits the height or
location, or both, of permissible development on the burdened land in terms of a structure or vegetation, or both, for the purpose of providing access for the benefited land to wind or sunlight passing
over the burdened land.
		Renewable Energy System - A solar energy or wind energy system. Renewable energy systems do
not include passive systems that serve a dual function, such as a greenhouse or window.
		Roof Pitch - The final exterior slope of a building roof calculated by the rise over the run, typically
but not exclusively expressed in twelfths such as 3/12, 9/12, 12/12.
		Solar Access - A view of the sun, from any point on the collector surface, that is not obscured by
any vegetation, building, or object located on parcels of land other than the parcel upon which the
solar collector is located, between the hours of 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM Standard time on any day of
the year.
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		Solar Collector - A device, structure or a part of a device or structure for which the primary purpose
is to transform solar radiant energy into thermal, mechanical, chemical, or electrical energy.
		Solar Collector Surface - Any part of a solar collector that absorbs solar energy for use in the
collector’s energy transformation process. Collector surface does not include frames, supports and
mounting hardware.
		Solar Daylighting - A device specifically designed to capture and redirect the visible portion of the
solar spectrum, while controlling the infrared portion, for use in illuminating interior building spaces
in lieu of artificial lighting.
		Solar Energy - Radiant energy received from the sun that can be collected in the form of heat or
light by a solar collector.
		Solar Energy Device - A system or series of mechanisms designed primarily to provide heating,
cooling, electrical power, mechanical power, solar daylighting or to provide any combination of the
foregoing by means of collecting and transferring solar generated energy into such uses either by
active or passive means. Such systems may also have the capability of storing such energy for future
utilization. Passive solar energy systems shall clearly be designed as a solar energy device such as a
trombe wall and not merely a part of a normal structure such as a window.
		Solar Energy System - A device or structural design feature, a substantial purpose of which is to
provide daylight for interior lighting or provide for the collection, storage and distribution of solar
energy for space heating or cooling, electricity generating, or water heating.
		Solar Heat Exchanger - A component of a solar energy device that is used to transfer heat from
one substance to another, either liquid or gas.
		Solar Hot Air System - (also referred to as Solar Air Heat or Solar Furnace) – An active solar energy
system that includes a solar collector to provide direct supplemental space heating by heating and
re-circulating conditioned building air. The most efficient performance typically means vertically
mounted on a south-facing wall.
		Solar Hot Water System (also referred to as Solar Thermal) - A system that includes a solar collector and a heat exchanger that heats or preheats water for building heating systems or other hot water
needs, including residential domestic hot water and hot water for commercial processes.
		Solar Mounting Devices - Devices that allow the mounting of a solar collector onto a roof surface
or the ground.
Model Sustainable Development Ordinances
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		Solar Storage Unit - A component of a solar energy device that is used to store solar generated
electricity or heat for later use.
Height - Ground or Pole Mounted
This ordinance sets a 20-foot height limit, assuming a standard that is higher than typical
height limits for accessory structures, but well
lower than the principal structure. Communities
may want to consider allowing taller systems if
set back farther, for instance, an extra foot of
height for every additional two feet of setback.
Communities may also consider allowing higher
systems if the size of the panel is less than allowed, for instance, an additional foot of height
for every 10 sq. ft. of reduction of surface area.
Building Integrated PV
Building integrated solar energy systems can
include solar energy systems built into roofing
(existing technology includes both solar shingles
and solar roofing tiles), into awnings, skylights,
and walls. This ordinance only addresses building integrated PV, but examples of building
integrated solar thermal applications may also
be available.

Mounted Solar Energy Systems
This ordinance sets a threshold for solar panels
that they be no more than 5% steeper than the
finished roof pitch. Mounted systems steeper
than the finished roof pitch change the appearance of the roof, and are exposed to additional
safety considerations in regard to the wind and
drift load on structural roof components.
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IV.

Permitted Accessory Use - Active solar energy systems shall be allowed as an accessory use in all

zoning classifications where structures of any sort are allowed, subject to certain requirements as set forth
below. Active solar energy systems that do not meet the visibility standards in C. below will require a
conditional use permit, except as provided in Section V. (Administrative Variances).

A. Height - Active solar energy systems must meet the following height requirements:
1. Building- or roof- mounted solar energy systems shall not exceed the maximum allowed height
in any zoning district. For purposes for height measurement, solar energy systems other than
building-integrated systems shall be considered to be mechanical devices and are restricted consistent with other building-mounted mechanical devices.
2. Ground- or pole-mounted solar energy systems shall not exceed 20 feet in height when oriented at
maximum tilt.
B.		 Set-back - Active solar energy systems must meet the accessory structure setback for the zoning
district and primary land use associated with the lot on which the system is located.
1. Roof-mounted Solar energy systems - In addition to the building setback, the collector surface
and mounting devices for roof-mounted solar energy systems shall not extend beyond the exterior
perimeter of the building on which the system is mounted or built. Exterior piping for solar
hot water systems shall be allowed to extend beyond the perimeter of the building on a side yard
exposure.
2. Ground-mounted Solar energy systems - Ground-mounted solar energy systems may not
extend into the side-yard or rear setback when oriented at minimum design tilt.
C. Visibility - Active solar energy systems shall be designed to blend into the architecture of the building
or be screened from routine view from public right-of-ways other than alleys. The color of the solar
collector is not required to be consistent with other roofing materials.
1. Building Integrated Photovoltaic Systems - Building integrated photovoltaic solar energy
systems shall be allowed regardless of whether the system is visible from the public right-of-way,
provided the building component in which the system is integrated meets all required setback,
land use or performance standards for the district in which the building is located.
2. Solar Energy Systems with Mounting Devices - Solar energy systems using roof mounting
Model Sustainable Development Ordinances
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devices or ground-mount solar energy systems shall not be restricted if the system is not visible from the closest edge
of any public right-of-way other than an alley. Roof-mount systems that are visible from the nearest edge of the
street frontage right-of-way shall not have a highest finished pitch more than five (5) percent steeper than the roof
pitch on which the system is mounted, and shall be no higher than twelve (12) inches above the roof.
3. Coverage - Roof or building mounted solar energy systems, excluding building-integrated systems, shall not cover
more than 80% of the south-facing or flat roof upon which the panels are mounted, and shall be set back from the
roof edge by a minimum of one (1) foot. The surface area
of pole or ground mount systems shall not exceed half the
building footprint of the principal structure.
4. Historic Buildings - Solar energy systems on buildings
within designated historic districts or on locally designated
historic buildings (exclusive of State or Federal historic designation) will require an administrative variance, as provided
in this ordinance.

Design Guidelines for Solar Roofs
Pitched Roof

flush-mount panels
bracket-mounted panels
steeper than roof pitch

D. Approved Solar Components - Electric solar energy system
components must have a UL listing and solar hot water systems
must have an SRCC rating.

f
line o

sight

E. Plan Approval Required - All solar energy systems shall require administrative plan approval by Model Community zoning
official.
1. Plan Applications - Plan applications for solar energy
systems shall be accompanied by to-scale horizontal and
vertical (elevation) drawings. The drawings must show the
location of the system on the building or on the property
for a ground-mount system, including the property lines.
a.

Pitched Roof Mounted Solar Energy Systems - For
all roof-mounted systems other than a flat roof the
elevation must show the highest finished slope of
the solar collector and the slope of the finished roof
surface on which it is mounted.

Design Guidelines for Solar Roofs
Flat Roof

bracket-mounted panels hidden by parapet
not visible from street
bracket-mounted panels
visible from street

f
line o

bracket-mounted panels
not visible from street

sight

b. Flat Roof Mounted Solar Energy Systems - For flat
roof applications a drawing shall be submitted showing
Model Sustainable Development Ordinances
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the distance to the roof edge and any parapets on the building and shall identify the height
of the building on the street frontage side, the shortest distance of the system from the street
frontage edge of the building, and the highest finished height of the solar collector above the
finished surface of the roof.

Administrative Variance
This model language uses an administrative variance process to balance between aesthetic design
considerations and the building owner’s choice
to use the property for generating renewable energy. Administrative variances allow staff to
departures from the design standards when such
departures are necessary in order to allow for
efficient harvest of solar energy, without having
to get Planning Commission approval or pay additional fees. The administrative variance standards spell out the conditions that staff would
use to judge if the system genuinely could not
be designed consistently with Section IV. (such
as a lack of solar access except on the front of
the building), and the metrics by which staff
would judge screening or visual integration with
the building. Some communities will have other
means to allow this, or will have a conditional
use permit process that does not create burdensome additional regulation.

2. Plan Approvals - Applications that meet the design requirements of this ordinance, and do not
require an administrative variance, shall be granted administrative approval by the zoning official
and shall not require Planning Commission review. Plan approval does not indicate compliance
with Building Code or Electric Code.
F.		 Compliance with Building Code - All active solar energy systems shall meet approval of local
building code officials, consistent with the State of Minnesota Building Code, and solar thermal
systems shall comply with HVAC-related requirements of the Energy Code.
G. Compliance with State Electric Code - All photovoltaic systems shall comply with the Minnesota
State Electric Code.
H. Compliance with State Plumbing Code - Solar thermal systems shall comply with applicable Minnesota State Plumbing Code requirements.
I.

V.
Restrictions on Solar Energy Systems
One of the most common barriers to solar energy
in developing areas are restrictive covenants in
new subdivisions. The covenants are intended to
maintain an the appearance of homes, property
values, and saleability. If, however, the local government provides solar design standards that protect against poor design of solar accessory uses,
it is reasonable to prevent the developer or homeowner’s association from creating unwarranted
restrictions on a sustainable source of energy.
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Utility Notification - No grid-intertie photovoltaic system shall be installed until evidence has been
given to the Planning and Zoning Department that the owner has submitted notification to the utility
company of the customer’s intent to install an interconnected customer-owned generator. Off-grid
systems are exempt from this requirement.

Administrative Variance - Model Community encourages the installation of productive solar energy

systems and recognizes that a balance must be achieved between character and aesthetic considerations
and the reasonable desire of building owners to harvest their renewable energy resources. Where the
standards in Section IV. A., B., or C. cannot be met without diminishing, as defined below, the minimum
reasonable performance of the solar energy system, an administrative variance may be sought from the
zoning official. An administrative variance shall be granted if the administrative variance standards are
met.

A. Minimum Performance Design Standards - The following design thresholds are necessary for
efficient operation of a solar energy system:
1. Fixed-Mount Active Solar Energy Systems - Solar energy systems must be mounted to face
with 45 degrees of south (180 degrees azimuth).
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2. Solar electric (photovoltaic) systems must have a pitch that is within 20 degrees of latitude, a
pitch of between 20 and 65 degrees.
3. Solar Hot Water Systems - Solar collectors need to be mounted at a pitch between 40 and 60
degrees.
B.		 Standards for an Administrative Variance - A variance shall be granted by the zoning official if the
applicant demonstrates that the following safety, performance and aesthetic conditions are met:
1. Aesthetic Conditions - The solar energy system must be designed to blend into the architecture
of the building or be screened from routine view from public right-of-ways other than alleys
to the maximum extent possible while still allowing the system to be mounted for efficient
performance.
2. Safety Conditions - All applicable health and safety standards are met.
3. Non-Tracking Ground-Mounted Systems - Pole-mounted or ground-mounted active solar
energy systems must be set back from the property line by one foot.

VI. Restrictions on Solar Energy Systems Limited - No homeowners’ agreement, covenant, common
interest community, or other contract between multiple property owners within a subdivision of Model
Community shall restrict or limit solar energy systems to a greater extent than Model Community’ solar
energy standards.

VII. Solar Access - Model Community encourages solar access to be protected in all new subdivisions and
allows for existing solar to be protected consistent with Minnesota Statutes.

A. Model Community has elected to allow solar easements to be filed, consistent with Minnesota Stat.
Chapter 500 Section 30. Any building owner can purchase an easement across neighboring properties
to protect access to sunlight. The easement is purchased from or granted by owners of neighboring
properties and can apply to buildings, trees, or other structures that would diminish solar access.
B.		 Model Community may require new subdivisions to identify and create solar easements when solar
energy systems are implemented as a condition of a PUD, subdivision, conditional use, or other
permit, as specified in Section 8 of this ordinance.

Solar Easements
Minnesota allows the purchase and holding of
easements protecting access to solar and wind
energy. The easement must specify the following
information:
Required Contents - Any deed, will, or other
instrument that creates a solar or wind easement
shall include, but the contents are not limited to:
(a) A description of the real property subject to
the easement and a description of the real
property benefiting from the solar or wind
easement; and
(b) For solar easements, a description of the
vertical and horizontal angles, expressed in
degrees and measured from the site of the solar energy system, at which the solar easement
extends over the real property subject to the
easement, or any other description which defines the three dimensional space, or the place
and times of day in which an obstruction to
direct sunlight is prohibited or limited;
(c) A description of the vertical and horizontal
angles, expressed in degrees, and distances
from the site of the wind power system in
which an obstruction to the winds is prohibited or limited;
(d) Any terms or conditions under which the
easement is granted or may be terminated;
(e) Any provisions for compensation of the
owner of the real property benefiting from the
easement in the event of interference with the
enjoyment of the easement, or compensation
of the owner of the real property subject to
the easement for maintaining the easement;
(f) Any other provisions necessary or desirable to
execute the instrument.
Source: Minnesota Stat. 500.30 Subd. 3.
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Renewable Energy Conditions
(previous page)
The community can use traditional development
tools such as conditional use permits, PUDs, or
other discretionary permits to encourage private
investment in solar energy systems. This model
ordinance notes these opportunities for consideration by local governments. In most cases,
additional ordinance language would need to be
inserted into the community’s ordinances. For
instance, a provision that PUDs incorporate solar energy would need to be included in the community’s PUD ordinance, or if a condition of a
CUP was to make the building solar-ready, this
would need to be included in the conditional use
permit section of the ordinance.

Solar Roof Incentives
This section of the model ordinance includes a
series of incentives that can be incorporated into
development regulation. Most cities and many
counties make requirements or use incentives to
ensure that certain public amenities are included
in development. These same tools and incentives
can be used to encourage private investment in
solar energy. Communities will not want to use
all these incentives, but should select which ones
make the most sense in their community (or create some other incentive that encourages solar
energy). As with any incentive, an important element of creating the incentive is to engage planning or economic development staff in the creation of the incentive, so that staff can assist the
developer in taking advantage of the provisions.
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VIII. Renewable Energy Condition for Certain Permits
A. Condition for Rezoning or Conditional Use Permit - Model Community may, in an area where the
local electric distribution system was installed more than twenty years ago, or where the local electric
utility has documented a near-term need for additional distribution substation or conductor capacity,
require on-site renewable energy systems as a condition for a rezoning or a conditional use permit.
1. The renewable energy condition may only be exercised for new construction or major reconstruction projects.
2. The renewable energy condition may only be exercised for sites that have 90% unimpeded solar
or wind energy access, and for which the renewable energy system can reasonably meet all performance standards and building code requirements.
B.		 Condition for Planned Unit Development (PUD) Approval - Model Community may require onsite renewable energy systems as a condition for approval of a PUD permit, in order to mitigate for:
1. Risk to the performance of the local electric distribution system,
2. Increased emissions of greenhouse gases,
3. Other risks or effects inconsistent with Model Community’s Comprehensive Plan.

IX. Solar Roof Incentives - Model Community has identified the following incentives for development
applications or subdivisions that will include buildings using active solar energy systems.

A. Density Bonus - Any application for subdivision of land in the ___ Districts that will allow the
development of at least four new lots of record shall be allowed to increase the maximum number of
lots by 10% or one lot, whichever is greater, provided all building and wastewater setbacks can be met
with the increased density, if the applicant enters into a development agreement guaranteeing at each
one kilowatt of PV or 64 square feet of solar hot water collector installed for each new residence.
B.		 Vacant Lot Preference - When Model Community disposes of vacant parcels of land that are under
City ownership through auction, Model Community shall award a 10% bid preference up to $5,000
for every kilowatt of solar capacity that is to be incorporated into the fully-built out parcel, when
awarding the bid. The bidder must also meet all land use and dimensional requirements, and must
post a bond for the amount of the bid preference granted.
C. Combined Building Code Permit - On an existing building that is being retrofit with a solar energy
system, Model Community shall charge no more than one permit fee for a solar energy system that
meets the administrative approval requirements of this ordinance.
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D. Solar Access Variance - On a site where the solar access standards of the subdivision ordinance
are difficult to meet due to topography or road connectivity, the zoning administrator shall grant an
administrative exception from the solar access standards provided the applicant meets the following
conditions:
1. Solar Access Lots Identified - At least __% of the lots, or a minimum of __ lots, are identified
as solar development lots.
2. Covenant Assigned - Solar access lots are assigned a covenant that homes built upon these lots
must include an active solar energy system. Photovoltaic systems must be at least one (1) KW in
capacity and solar thermal systems must have at least 64 square feet of collector area.
3. Additional Fees Waived - Model Community will waive any additional fees for filing of
the covenant.
E. Affordable Housing Offset - On a site where 90% of the potential solar access is unimpeded, and
the local electrical distribution system was installed more than twenty years ago, Model Community
may substitute a requirement for grid-intertie photovoltaic systems or active solar thermal systems for
up to 50% of the affordable housing requirement. For each unit of affordable housing for which a
solar energy substitution is made:
1. The photovoltaic system must have at least 2 kilowatts (KW) of capacity with 90% unobstructed
solar access.
2. The active solar thermal system must be sized and have sufficient solar access to generate 75% of
the estimated domestic hot water load for a family of four.
F.		 Commercial Parking Requirement Offset - On a site where 90% of the potential solar access is
unimpeded, and which has access to mass transit within a block of the development site or which has
an approved Travel Demand Management (TDM) plan, or which has entered into a shared parking
arrangement with another commercial business that has distinct peak parking profiles, Model Community may substitute a requirement for grid-intertie photovoltaic systems or an active solar thermal
systems for up to 50% of the parking requirement, up to a maximum of 5 spaces. For each parking
space for which a solar energy substitution is made:
1. The photovoltaic system must have at least one (1) kilowatt (KW) of capacity with 90% unobstructed solar access; or
2. An active solar thermal system must have at least 64 square feet of solar collector, and must have
sufficient summer load to utilize collector output.
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Site Design Strategies for Solar Access
INTRODUCTION
A great deal of attention has been placed on the role of sustainable building design and construction techniques in recent
years. Many communities have adopted standards that encourage or require compliance with programs such as the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System™. The LEED system has become
the nationally accepted benchmark for the design, construction and operation of high performance green buildings. The
program encourages the use of products and techniques to promote sustainable site development, water savings, energy
efficiency, materials selection, and indoor environmental quality.1
Much less emphasis, however, has been placed on the role of site planning in a sustainable design program—and more
specifically, on site design for solar access. The incorporation of both active and passive solar techniques are integral to any
discussion of green building design, yet in order for either approach to be viable, the systems must have unobstructed solar
access for a certain period of each day. Without careful consideration of solar access during the planning stages of new
development, future opportunities for the installation of both active and passive features can be dramatically reduced or even
eliminated altogether.
In order to ensure that the sustainable features are considered in relation to the entire development site, not just what falls
within the building envelope, planners and architects must take additional, concerted measures. A pilot program currently
being developed by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) entitled LEED for Neighborhood Development or “LEED ND”2,
represents an important step towards broader consideration of solar access. For now, the application of these provisions is
limited primarily to individual developers who choose to use them. Zoning regulations play a significant role in the
implementation of solar energy technologies at the local level, defining where, how, and when they may be used. Many
communities have recognized the importance of addressing solar access within their zoning regulations and have taken
steps to define the degree to which solar energy will be allowed, encouraged, or even required.

IMPLICATIONS OF NOT ADDRESSING THE ISSUE
The implications of not establishing provisions for solar access at the local level are significant. At the most basic level, the
opportunity for a community to reduce its energy consumption is diminished substantially. Without provisions in place to
insure solar technologies are permitted and that access to them is protected, solar technologies become more difficult and
costly to implement—and therefore, may be passed over by all but the most “green” developers and homeowners. Choosing
not to establish solar access provisions may also prove costly to local governments because of increases in the staff time
necessary to process variances and other requests.

Design Manual, the City of San Jose, California found that proper solar orientation of new homes built in the San Jose area
produced a total energy savings of eleven to sixteen percent—with up to forty percent savings generated from space
cooling.4 In addition to promoting a measurable reduction in energy usage, solar access provisions can also help ensure that
the conversion of homes from traditional energy sources to solar energy over time can be accomplished relatively easily.
Homes that are pre-designed to accommodate solar devices, not only from a site planning standpoint, but from a plumbing,
wiring and structural standpoint can make future installations much easier and less costly.

GOALS FOR SOLAR ACCESS
While this chapter cites numerous examples of local governments adopting regulations to protect solar access opportunities,
there is still much to be done. This section outlines specific strategies and actions to be taken by communities wishing to
elevate and enhance solar access-related policies. A range of examples are provided to help illustrate how these strategies
can be adapted to a variety of situations depending on the level of policy commitment, available staff resources and political
environment.
The primary goals of this chapter are to:





Some utility companies are also increasingly, though tentatively, supportive of measures that encourage solar access for
new and existing development. As they grapple with aging and overburdened power production facilities, utilities are faced
with the prospect of having to construct costly new power plants and infrastructure to accommodate the ever increasing
demand for power. This cost is in turn transferred to power consumers. Municipalities that choose to enact solar access
provisions can, to a certain point, help insulate their constituents from such cost increases without detrimentally affecting
utilities.



Remove regulatory obstacles and streamline processes for the installation of solar technologies
Implement protective regulations to ensure that property owner investments in solar technologies are protected
Preserve the opportunity for increased use of solar technologies in the future
Provide incentives for the use of solar technologies in new construction and in the
renovation of existing homes
Promote an overall reduction in energy usage

On the other hand, establishing solar access provisions can be beneficial at a variety of levels. At the site planning level,
organizing new development to achieve proper solar orientation can improve the energy efficiency of buildings on the site at
little or no additional cost. When combined with other sustainable building techniques, the benefits of requiring and/or
protecting solar access can be dramatic. For example, placing a building’s long face on an east-west axis with a large
percentage of its windows on the south side can reduce fuel consumption by up to twenty-five percent.3 In its Solar Access
1 U.S.

Green Building Council, LEED Rating Systems. Available online. Last accessed online 10/30/08.
Green Building Council, LEED Rating Systems. Available online. Last accessed online 10/30/08.
3 Guide: Putting Renewable Energy to Work in Buildings. Available online. Last accessed online 10/30/08.
2 U.S.
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City of San Jose, California. Solar Access Design Manual

Photos: Left and right, “Taking the Lead in Building Production-Style Solar Homes”, by Peter Hildebrandt. Available online. Last accessed online 10/29/08; Center, U.S. Department of Energy, Build
Series, High-Performance Home Technologies: Solar Thermal and Photovoltaic Systems. Available online. Last accessed online 10/29/08.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
KEY STATISTICS:
 Only about nine percent of electricity in the U.S. is generated from renewable sources
 Most electricity in the U.S. is generated by burning nonrenewable fossil fuels
 Proper solar orientation of new homes built in the San Jose area produced total energy savings of eleven to sixteen percent—with up to forty percent savings from space cooling
 Placing a building’s long face on an east-west axis with a large percentage of windows on the south side can reduce fuel consumption by up to twenty-five percent
 Between 200,000 and 250,000 U.S. homes and businesses have solar panels today, a number that has increased by more than forty percent a year since Congress passed a federal tax credit for solar energy in 2005

SITE DESIGN STRATEGIES FOR SOLAR ACCESS
ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS (Note: higher levels generally incorporate actions of lower levels)
Bronze (Good)
Silver (Better)
Gold (Best)
Remove
Obstacles





Identify provisions that
limit solar access (e.g.,
accessory structure limits,
historic district
regulations) and craft
exceptions to permit solar
energy devices
Prohibit solar restrictions
in new private CC&Rs in
subdivision regulations



Allow modest adjustments
to side, front and/or rear
yard setback
requirements (or other
conflicting regulations)
that allow applicants to
meet solar access
requirements





Override existing private
covenants restricting solar
devices
Allow solar panels as a byright accessory use except in
special districts (e.g., historic
districts)

References/Commentary
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In the last five years, advances in
technology have resulted in photovoltaic
systems that can be installed in some
roofing systems to make them nearly
invisible—providing an alternative to
tradition panels in areas where aesthetics
are of significant concern (e.g., historic
districts). See US Department of Energy,
Building America Best Practices for HighPerformance Technologies: Solar Thermal &
Photovoltaic Systems. Available online.
Retrieved February 8, 2011.
The LEED ND pilot program incorporates a
section on Solar Orientation intended to
“achieve enhanced energy efficiency by
creating the optimum conditions for the use
of passive and active solar strategies.” The
section is one of twenty potential credits
under the section entitled Green
Construction & Technology. Available
online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.

Code Examples/Citations


City of Los Angeles, CA, Historic Preservation Overlay.
Available online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.



City of Fort Collins, CO, Land Use Code, Solar Access,
Orientation, and Shading. Available online. Retrieved
February 8, 2011.



City of Gresham, OR, Oregon Development Code, Solar
Access Standards. Available online. Retrieved February 8,
2011.



Multnomah County, OR, Solar Access Provisions for New
Development. Available online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.



City of Berkeley, CA, Title 23 (Zoning Ordinance) Section
23D.04: Lot and Development Standards. Available online.
Retrieved February 8, 2011.
Teton County, WY, Solar Access Regulations. Available
online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
Bronze (Good)
Create
Incentives

Enact
Standards



Reduce or eliminate
permit fees for the
installation of solar
devices on an existing
structure

Silver (Better)




Reduce building permit
fees for projects that
incorporate solar concepts
in the overall design



Allow applicants to “earn”
additional density or height by
incorporating solar concepts
into a project’s overall design

References/Commentary




Provide staff assistance to
homeowners to orient new
homes for solar access



Require key features of a
development plan to have
access to sunshine



Require variation in width
of lots to maximize solar
access



Enact regulations to
preserve solar access



Include solar access as
an optional or required
standard in residential and
commercial design
guidelines

 Establish a tree dispute
resolution process and
criteria whereby property
owners can resolve issues
regarding the obstruction
of solar access to a
property by a tree or trees
on a neighboring property

Sustainable Community Development Code Beta Version 1.5

Gold (Best)



Require a minimum
percentage of solar-oriented
lots or buildings in new
developments



Require a minimum
percentage of energy in new
developments to come from
solar

Code Examples/Citations

Database of State Incentives for Efficiency

and Renewables (DSIRE). Available online.
Retrieved February 8, 2011.

City of Tucson, AZ, offers a tiered Solar Fee
Incentive Waiver for new construction and
renovation. Available online. Retrieved

February 8, 2011.



City of Oakland, CA expedited its solar
energy use through a 2001 initiative that
waived design review requirements for
installation of solar production facilities. The
initiative expired in 2003; however, the city
is evaluating the impact of this ordinance
and evaluating the feasibility of its
continuance.



A range of articles and other materials on
renewable energy are available in the
American Planning Association’s February
2008 PASInfoPacket entitled Planning and
Zoning for Renewable Energy. Available
online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.



State of New Mexico Solar Collector
Standards Act. Available online. Retrieved
February 8, 2011.



U.S. Department of Energy, Building

America Best Practices for HighPerformance Technologies: Solar Thermal & 
Photovoltaic Systems. Available online.
Retrieved February 8, 2011.





Eagle County, CO, Efficient Building Code. Available
online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.
City of Austin, TX, Development Code: Subchapter E:
Design Standards and Mixed-Use. Available online.
Retrieved February 8, 2011.
City of Pullman, WA, Development Code, Planned
Residential Development: Section 17.107 (incentives for
solar access). Available online. Retrieved February 8,
2011.

City of Fort Collins, CO, Colorado Land Use Code, Solar
Access, Orientation, and Shading. Available online.
Retrieved February 8, 2011.
City of Portland, OR, Solar Access Regulations. Available
online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.
Teton County, WY, Solar Access Regulations. Available
online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.

Guide: Putting Renewable Energy to Work
in Buildings. Available online. Retrieved
February 8, 2011.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
Bronze (Good)
Enact
Standards

Silver (Better)


Require buildings to be
solar ready. Key
considerations for solar
readiness include:
orientation for solar
exposure, wiring,
plumbing, and roof
structures pre-designed to
handle solar collectors

Gold (Best)

References/Commentary


U.S. Green Building Council, LEED for
Neighborhood Rating System (See Green
Construction and Technology chapter).
Available online. Retrieved February 8,
2011.

Code Examples/Citations


City of Ashland, OR, Municipal Code. Available online.
Retrieved February 8, 2011.



City of San Francisco, CA, Tree Dispute Resolution
Ordinance. Available online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.



City of Berkley, CA, Title 23 (Zoning Ordinance) Section
23D.04: Lot and Development Standards. Available online.
Retrieved February 8, 2011.



City of Boulder, CO, Solar Access Regulations. Available
online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.
City of San Luis Obispo, CA, Municipal Code: Section
16.18.170, Easements for Solar Access. Available online.
Retrieved February 8, 2011.
Village of Prairie du Sac, WI, Land Use Regulations,
Chapter 8: Solar Access. Available online. Retrieved
February 8, 2011.
Clackamas County, OR, Zoning and Development
Ordinance, Solar Access Ordinance for New Development.
Available online. Retrieved February 8, 2011.
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Ashland (Oregon), City of. 2011. Municipal Code. Title 18, Land Use; Section 18.70,
Solar Access.



Boulder (Colorado), City of. 2011. Boulder Revised Code. Title 9, Land Use Regulation;
Chapter 9-9, Development Standards; Section 9-9-17, Solar Access. Fort Collins,
Colo.: Colorado Code Publishing Company.



Clackamas (Oregon), County of. 2011. County Code. Title 12, Zoning and
Development Ordinance; Section 1000, Development Standards; Part 1018, Solar
Balance Point/Infill Ordinance, and Part 1019, Solar Access Permit Ordinance.



Fort Collins (Colorado), City of. 2011. Land Use Code. Article 2, Administation;
Division 2.8, Modification of Standards; Section 2.8.2, Modification Review Procedures.
Article 3, General Development Standards; Division 3.2, Site Planning and Design
Standards; Section 3.2.3, Solar Access, Orientation, Shading. Article 5, Terms and
Definitions; Division 5.1, Definitions. Fort Collins, Colo.: Colorado Code Publishing
Company.



Laramie (Wyoming), City of. 2009. Code of Ordinances. Title 5, Business Taxes,
Licenses and Regulations; Chapter 5.58, Solar Rights Permit System. Tallahassee,
Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.



Prairie du Sac (Wisconsin), Village of. 2008. Code of Ordinances. Title 10, Land Use
Regulations; Chapter 8. Solar Access.



San Luis Obispo (California), City of. 2011. Municipal Code. Title 16, Subdivisions;
Chapter 16.18, General Subdivision Design Standards; Section 16.18.170, Easements
for Solar Access. Seattle, Wash.: Code Publishing Company, Inc.



Santa Barbara (California), City of. N.d. Solar Access Packet. Municipal Code Chapter
28.11, Protection and Enhancement of Solar Access.

Ashland, Oregon

City of Ashland, Oregon
Municipal Code (2011)
Title 18, Land Use
Chapter 18.70, Solar Access
18.70.010 Purpose and Intent
The purpose of the Solar Access Chapter is to provide protection of a reasonable amount of
sunlight from shade from structures and vegetation whenever feasible to all parcels in the
City to preserve the economic value of solar radiation falling on structures, investments in
solar energy systems, and the options for future uses of solar energy.
18.70.020 Definitions
A. Exempt Vegetation. All vegetation over fifteen (15) feet in height at the time a solar
access permit is applied for.
B. Highest Shade Producing Point. The point of a structure which casts the longest shadow
beyond the northern property boundary at noon on December 21st.
C. Natural Grade. The elevation of the natural ground surface in its natural state, before
man-made alterations. The natural ground surface is the ground surface in its original state,
before any grading, excavation, or filling.
D. Northern Lot Line. Any lot line or lines less than forty-five (45) degrees southeast or
southwest of a line drawn east-west and intersecting the northernmost point of the lot. If
the northern lot line adjoins any unbuildable area (e.g., street, alley, public right-of-way,
parking lot, or common area) other than a required yard area, the northern lot line shall be
that portion of the northerly edge of the unbuildable area which is due north from the actual
northern edge of the applicant's property.
E. North-South Lot Dimension. The average distance in feet between lines from the corners
of the northern lot line south to a line drawn east-west and intersecting the southernmost
point of the lot.
F. Solar Energy System. Any device or combination of devices or elements which rely upon
direct sunlight as an energy source, including but not limited to any substance or device
which collects sunlight for use in the heating or cooling of a structure or building, the
heating or pumping of water, or the generation of electricity. A solar energy system may be
used for purposes in addition to the collection of solar energy. These uses include, but are
not limited to, serving as a structural member of part of the roof of a building or structure
and serving as a window or wall.
G. Solar Envelope. A three dimensional surface which covers a lot and shows, at any point,
the maximum height of a permitted structure which protects the solar access of the
parcel(s) to the north.
H. Solar Heating Hours. The hours and dates during which solar access is protected by a
solar access permit, not to exceed those hours and dates when the sun is lower than
twenty-four (24) degrees altitude and greater than seventy (70) degrees east and west of
true south.
I. Solar Access Permit Height Limitations. The height limitations on affected properties
required by the provisions of a Solar Access Permit displayed as a series of five (5) foot
contour lines which begin at the bottom edge of the solar energy system protected by the
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permit, rise at an angle to the south not less than twenty-four (24) degrees from the
horizon, and extend at an angle not greater than seventy (70) degrees to the east and west
of true south and run parallel to the solar energy system.
J. Solar Setback. The minimum distance that a structure, or any part thereof, can be located
from a property boundary.
K. Slope. A vertical change in elevation divided by the horizontal distance of the vertical
change. Slope is measured along lines extending one hundred fifty (150) feet north from
the end points of a line drawn parallel to the northern lot line through the midpoint of the
north-south lot dimension. North facing slopes will have negative (-) values and south
facing slopes will have positive (+) values.
L. Sunchart. Photographs or drawings, taken in accordance with the guidelines of the Staff
Advisor, which plot the position of the sun during solar heating hours. The sunchart shall
contain at a minimum the southern skyline as seen through a grid which plots solar altitude
for a forty-two (42) degree northern latitude in ten (10) degree increments and solar
azimuth measured from true south in fifteen (15) degree increments. If the solar energy
system is less than twenty (20) feet wide, a minimum of one (1) sunchart shall be taken
from the bottom edge of the center of the solar energy system. If the solar energy system
is greater than twenty (20) feet wide, a minimum of two (2) suncharts shall be taken, one
(1) from the bottom edge of each end of the solar energy system.
18.70.030 Lot Classifications
Affected Properties. All lots shall meet the provisions of this Section and will be classified
according to the following formulas and table:
FORMULA I:
Minimum N/S lot dimension for Formula I =
__30' __
0.445 + S
Where: S is the decimal value of slope, as defined in this Chapter.
FORMULA II:
Minimum N/S lot dimension for Formula II =
10'__
0.445 + S
Lots whose north-south lot dimension exceeds that calculated by Formula I shall be required
to meet the setback in Section (A), below.
Those lots whose north-south lot dimension is less than that calculated by Formula I, but
greater than that calculated by Formula II, shall be required to meet the setback in Section
(B), below.
Those lots whose north-south lot dimension is less than that calculated by Formula II shall
be required to meet the setback in Section (C), below.
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TABLE I: Lot Classification Standards
Slope

-.30

-.25

-.20

-.15

-.10

-.05

0.0

.05

.10

.15

.20

STD A

207

154

122

102

87

76

67

61

55

50

46

STD B

69

51

41

34

29

25

22

20

18

17

15

18.70.040 Solar Setbacks
A. Setback Standard A. This setback is designed to insure that shadows are no greater than
six (6) feet at the north property line. Buildings on lots which are classified as Standard A,
and zoned for residential uses, shall be set back from the northern lot line according to the
following formula:
SSB = H - 6'
0.445 + S
WHERE:
SSB = the minimum distance in feet that the tallest shadow producing point which
creates the longest shadow onto the northerly property must be set back from the
northern property line.
H = the height in feet of the highest shade producing point of the structure which
casts the longest shadow beyond the northern property line.
S = the slope of the lot, as defined in this Chapter.
B. Setback Standard B. This setback is designed to insure that shadows are no greater than
sixteen (16) feet at the north property line.
Buildings for lots which are classified as Standard B, or for any lot zoned C-1, E-1 or M-1, or
for any lot not abutting a residential zone to the north, shall be set back from the northern
lot line as set forth in the following formula:
SSB = H - 16'
0.445 + S
C. Setback Standard C. This setback is designed to insure that shadows are no greater than
twenty-one (21) feet at the north property line.
Buildings for lots in any zone whose north/south lot dimension is less than Standard B shall
meet the setback set forth in the following formula:
SSB = H - 21'
0.445 + S
D. Exempt Lots. Any lot with a slope of greater than thirty percent (30%) in a northerly
direction, as defined by this Ordinance, shall be exempt from the effects of the Solar
Setback Section.
E. Lots Affected By Solar Envelopes. All structures on a lot affected by a solar envelope shall
comply with the height requirements of the solar envelope.
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F. Exempt Structures.
1. Existing Shade Conditions. If an existing structure or topographical feature casts a
shadow at the northern lot line at noon on December 21, that is greater than the
shadow allowed by the requirements of this Section, a structure on that lot may cast a
shadow at noon on December 21, that is not higher or wider at the northern lot line than
the shadow cast by the existing structure or topographical feature. This Section does not
apply to shade caused by vegetation.
2. Actual Shadow Height. If the applicant demonstrates that the actual shadow which
would be cast by the proposed structure at noon on December 21, is no higher than that
allowed for that lot by the provisions of this Section, the structure shall be approved.
Refer to Table D for actual shadow lengths.
18.70.050 Solar Access Performance Standard
A. Assignment of Solar Factor. All land divisions which create new lots shall be designed to
permit the location of a twenty-one (21) foot high structure with a setback which does not
exceed fifty (50%) percent of the lot's north-south lot dimension. Lots having north facing
(negative) slopes of less than fifteen percent (15%) (e.g., 10%), and which are zoned for
residential uses, shall have a north-south lot dimension equal to or greater than that
calculated by using Formula I. Lots having north facing (negative) slopes equal to or greater
than fifteen percent (15%) (e.g., 20%), or are zoned for non-residential uses, shall have a
north-south lot dimension equal to or greater than that calculated by using Formula II.
B. Solar Envelope. If the applicant chooses not to design a lot so that it meets the standards
set forth in (A) above, a Solar Envelope shall be used to define the height requirements
which will protect the applicable Solar Access Standard. The Solar Envelope, and written
description of its effects, shall be filed with the land partition or subdivision plat for the
lot(s).
18.70.060 Variances
A. Variances to this Chapter shall be processed as a Type I procedure, except that variances
granted under subsection B of this Section may be processed as a Staff Permit. (Ord. 2484
S3, 1988)
B. A variance may be granted with the following findings being the sole facts considered by
the Staff Advisor:
1. That the owner or owners of all property to be shaded, sign and record with the
County Clerk on the affected properties' deed, a release form supplied by the City, which
contains the following information:
a. The signatures of all owners or registered leaseholders who hold an interest in the
property in question.
b. A statement that the waiver applies only to the specific building or buildings to
which the waiver is granted.
c. A statement that the solar access guaranteed by this Section is waived for that
particular structure and the City is held harmless for any damages resulting from the
waiver.
d. A description and drawing of the shading which would occur, and
2. The Staff Advisor finds that:
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a. The variance does not preclude the reasonable use of solar energy on the site by
future buildings; and
b. The variance does not diminish any substantial solar access which benefits a
habitable structure on an adjacent lot.
c. There are unique or unusual circumstances which apply to this site which do not
typically apply elsewhere.
18.70.070 Solar Access Permit for Protection from Shading by Vegetation
A. A Solar Access Permit is applicable in the City of Ashland for protection of shading by
vegetation only. Shading by buildings is protected by the setback provisions of this
Ordinance.
B. Any property owner or lessee, or agent of either, may apply for a Solar Access Permit
from the Staff Advisor. The application shall be in such form as the Staff Advisor may
prescribe but shall, at a minimum, include the following:
1. A fee of Fifty ($50.00) Dollars plus Ten ($10.00) Dollars for each lot affected by the
Solar Access Permit.
2. The applicant's name and address, the owner's name and address, and the tax lot
number of the property where the proposed solar energy system is to be located.
3. A statement by the applicant that the solar energy system is already installed or that
it will be installed on the property within one (1) year following the granting of the
permit.
4. The proposed site and location of the solar energy system, its orientation with respect
to true south, and its slope from the horizontal shown clearly in drawing form.
5. A sun chart.
6. The tax lot numbers of a maximum of ten (10) adjacent properties proposed to be
subject to the Solar Access Permit. A parcel map of the owner's property showing such
adjacent properties with the location of existing buildings and vegetation, with all
exempt vegetation labeled exempt.
7. The Solar Access Permit height limitations as defined in Section 18.70.050 of this
Ordinance, for each affected property which are necessary to protect the solar energy
system from shade during solar heating hours. In no case shall the height limitations of
the Solar Access Permit be more restrictive than the building setbacks.
C. If the application is complete and complies with this Ordinance, the Staff Advisor shall
accept the solar access recordation application and notify the applicant. The applicant is
responsible for the accuracy of all information provided in the application.
D. The Staff Advisor shall send notice by certified letter, return receipt requested, to each
owner and registered lessee of property proposed to be subject to the Solar Access Permit.
The letter shall contain, at a minimum, the following information:
1. The name and address of the applicant.
2. A statement that an application for a Solar Access Permit has been filed.
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3. Copies of the collector location drawing, sunchart, and parcel map submitted by the
applicant.
4. A statement that the Solar Access Permit, if granted, imposes on them duties to trim
vegetation at their expense.
5. The advisability of obtaining photographic proof of the existence of trees and large
shrubs.
6. The times and places where the application may be viewed.
7. Telephone number and address of the City departments that will provide further
information.
8. That any adversely affected person may object to the issuance of the permit by a
stated time and date, and how and where the objection must be made.
E. If no objections are filed within thirty (30) days following the date the final certified letter
is mailed, the Staff Advisor shall issue the Solar Access Permit.
F. If any adversely affected person or governmental unit files a written objection with the
Staff Advisor within the specified time, and if the objections still exist after informal
discussions among the objector, appropriate City Staff, and the applicant, a hearing date
shall be set and a hearing held in accordance with the provisions of Section 18.70.080.
18.70.080 Hearing Procedure
A. The Staff Advisor shall send notice of the hearing on the permit application to the
applicant and to all persons originally notified of the Solar Access Permit application, and
shall otherwise follow the procedures for a Type I hearing.
B. The Staff Advisor shall consider the matters required for applications set forth in Section
18.70.070(B) on which the applicant shall bear the burden of proof, and the following factor
on which the objector shall bear the burden of proof: A showing by the objector that the
proposed collector would unreasonably restrict the planting of vegetation on presently
under-developed property.
1. If the objector is unable to prove these circumstances and the applicant makes the
showings required by Section 18.70.060(B), the Staff Advisor shall approve the permit.
2. If the applicant has failed to show all structures or vegetation shading of the proposed
collector location in his application, the Staff Advisor may approve the permit while
adding the omitted shading structures or vegetation as exemptions from this Chapter.
3. If the objector shows that an unconditional approval of the application would
unreasonably restrict development of the objector's presently under-developed property,
the Staff Advisor may approve the permit, adding such exemptions as are necessary to
allow for reasonable development of the objector's property.
4. If the Staff Advisor finds that the application contains inaccurate information which
substantially affects the enforcement of the Solar Access Permit, the application shall be
denied.
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C. Any decision by the Staff Advisor is subject to review before the Planning Commission as
a Type II planning action according to the usual procedures contained in this Title. (Ord.
2775, 1996)
18.70.090 Limits On Solar Access Permits
A. No Solar Access Permit may be filed which would restrict any lot which has an average
slope of fifteen (15) percent in the northerly direction.
B. A Solar Access Permit becomes void if the use of the solar collector is discontinued for
more than twelve (12) consecutive months or if the solar collector is not installed and
operative within twelve (12) months of the filing date of the Solar Access Permit. The
applicant may reapply for a Solar Access Permit in accordance with Chapter 18.70.070,
however, the application fee shall be waived.
18.70.100 Entry of Solar Access Permit Into Register
A. When a Solar Access Permit is granted, the Staff Advisor shall:
1. File the Solar Access Permit with the County Clerk. This shall include the owner's
name and address and tax lot of the property where the recorded collector is to be
located, any special exceptions or exemptions from the usual affects of a Solar Access
Permit, and the tax lots of the ten (10) or fewer adjacent properties subject to the Solar
Access Permit.
2. File a notice on each affected tax lot that the Solar Access Permit exists and that it
may affect the ability of the property owner to grow vegetation, and that it imposes
certain obligations on the property owner to trim vegetation.
3. Send a certified letter, return receipt requested, to the applicant and to each owner
and registered lessee of property subject to the Solar Access Permit stating that such
permit has been granted.
B. If a Solar Access Permit becomes void under Section 18.70.090(B), the Staff Advisor
shall notify the County Clerk, the recorded owner, and the current owner and lessee of
property formerly subject to the Solar Access Permit.
18.70.110 Effect and Enforcement
A. No City department shall issue any development permit purporting to allow the erection
of any structure in violation of the setback provisions of this Chapter.
B. No one shall plant any vegetation that shades a recorded collector, or a recorded
collector location if it is not yet installed, after receiving notice of a pending Solar Access
Permit application or after issuance of a permit. After receiving notice of a Solar Access
Permit or application, no one shall permit any vegetation on their property to grow in such a
manner as to shade a recorded collector (or a recorded collector location if it is not yet
installed) unless the vegetation is specifically exempted by the permit or by this Ordinance.
C. If vegetation is not trimmed as required or is permitted to grow contrary to Section
18.70.100(B), the recorded owner or the City, on complaint by the recorded owner, shall
give notice of the shading by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the owner or
registered lessee of the property where the shading vegetation is located. If the property
owner or lessee fails to remove the shading vegetation within thirty (30) days after
receiving this notice, an injunction may be issued, upon complaint of the recorded owner,
recorded lessee, or the City, by any court of jurisdiction. The injunction may order the
recorded owner or registered lessee to trim the vegetation, and the court shall order the
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violating recorded owner or registered lessee to pay any damages to the complainant, to
pay court costs, and to pay the complainant reasonable attorney's fees incurred during trial
and/or appeal.
D. If personal jurisdiction cannot be obtained over either the offending property owner or
registered lessee, the City may have a notice listing the property by owner, address and
legal description published once a week for four (4) consecutive weeks in a newspaper of
general circulation within the City, giving notice that vegetation located on the property is in
violation of this Ordinance and is subject to mandatory trimming. The City shall then have
the power, pursuant to court order, to enter the property, trim or cause to have trimmed
the shading parts of the vegetation, and add the costs of the trimming, court costs and
other related costs as a lien against that property.
E. In addition to the above remedies, the shading vegetation is declared to be a public
nuisance and may be abated through Title 9 of the Ashland Municipal Code.
F. Where the property owner or registered lessee contends that particular vegetation is
exempt from trimming requirements, the burden of proof shall be on the property owner or
lessee to show that an exemption applies to the particular vegetation.
Ashland Setback Table: Setback Standard "A"
Slope
-0.30 -0.25 -0.20 -0.15 -0.10 -0.05 -0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
Height in feet
8 * 14 10 8 7 6 5 4 4 4 3
10 * 28 20 6 4 2 0 9 8 7 7
12 * 41 31 24 20 17 15 13 21 11 10
14 * 55 41 33 27 23 20 18 16 15 13
16 * 69 51 41 34 29 25 22 20 18 17
18 * 83 61 49 41 35 30 27 24 22 20
20 * 96 72 57 47 41 35 31 28 26 24
22 * 110 82 65 54 46 40 36 32 29 27
24 * 124 92 73 61 52 46 40 36 33 30
26 * 138 102 82 68 58 51 45 40 37 34
28 * 151 113 90 75 64 56 49 44 40 37
30 * 165 123 98 81 70 61 54 48 44 40
32 * 179 133 106 88 75 66 58 53 48 44
34 * 193 143 114 95 81 71 63 57 51 47
36 * 207 154 122 102 87 76 67 61 55 50
38 * 220 164 130 108 93 81 72 65 59 54
40 * 234 174 139 115 98 86 76 69 62 57
Ashland Setback Table: Setback Standard "B"
Slope
0.30 -0.25-0.20 -0.15 -0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
Height in feet
8 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 *14 10 8 7 8 5 4 4 4 3
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20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

*28 20 16 14 12 10 9 8 7 7
*41 31 24 20 17 15 13 12 11 10
*55 41 33 27 23 20 18 16 15 13
*69 51 54 34 29 25 22 20 18 17
*83 61 49 41 35 30 27 24 22 20
*96 72 57 47 41 35 31 28 26 24
*110 82 65 54 46 40 36 35 29 27
*124 92 73 61 52 46 40 36 33 30
*138 102 82 68 58 51 45 40 37 34
*151 113 90 75 64 56 49 44 40 37
*165 123 98 81 70 61 54 48 44 40

Ashland Setback Table: Setback Standard "C"
Slope
-0.30 -0.25-0.20 -0.15 -0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
Height in feet
8 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 *7 5 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
24 *21 15 12 10 9 8 7 6 6 6
26 *34 26 20 17 14 13 11 10 9 8
28 *48 36 29 24 20 18 16 14 13 12
30 *62 46 37 30 26 23 20 18 17 15
32 *76 56 45 37 32 28 25 22 20 18
34 *90 67 53 44 38 33 29 26 24 22
36 *103 77 61 51 43 38 34 30 28 25
38 *117 87 69 58 49 43 38 34 31 29
40 *131 97 77 64 55 48 43 38 35 32
Ashland Setback Table "D": Actual Shadow Length (at solar noon on December
21st)
Slope
-0.30 -0.25 -0.20 -0.15 -0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
Height in feet
8 *55 41 33 27 23 20 18 16 15 13
10 *69 51 41 34 29 25 22 20 18 17
12 *83 61 49 41 35 30 27 24 22 20
14 *96 72 57 47 41 35 31 28 26 24
16 *110 82 65 54 46 40 36 32 29 27
18 *124 92 73 61 52 46 40 36 33 30
20 *138 102 82 68 58 51 45 40 37 34
22 *151 113 90 75 64 56 49 44 40 37
24 *165 123 98 81 70 61 54 48 44 40
26 *179 133 106 88 75 66 58 53 48 44
28 *193 143 114 95 81 71 63 57 51 47
30 *207 154 122 102 87 76 67 61 55 50
32 *220 164 130 108 93 81 72 65 59 54|
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34
36
38
40

*234
*248
*262
*275

174
184
195
205

139
147
155
163

115
122
129
135

98 86 76 69 62 57
104 91 81 73 66 60
110 96 85 77 70 64
116 101 90 81 73 67
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City of Boulder, Colorado
Boulder Revised Code (2011)
Title 9, Land Use Regulation
Chapter 9-9, Development Standards
9-9-17 Solar Access.
(a) Purpose: Solar heating and cooling of buildings, solar heated hot water, and
solar generated electricity can provide a significant contribution to the city's energy
supply. It is the purpose of this section to regulate structures and vegetation on
property, including city-owned and controlled property, to the extent necessary to
ensure access to solar energy, by reasonably regulating the interests of neighboring
property holders within the city.
(b) Applicability of Section:
(1) Private Property: All private property is subject to this section.
(2) Development Approval: No proposed development permit may be approved for
any structure that would violate the basic solar access provided by this section
unless the object or structure is exempt or an exception is granted by the city
manager or the BOZA for such purpose.
(3) Government Property: Governmental organizations not under the jurisdiction of
the city may elect to enjoy the benefits of solar access under this section if they also
consent in a written agreement with the city to be bound by its restrictions.
(4) City Property: Property owned or possessed by the city is subject to, and enjoys
the benefits of this section. The city may submit applications, make objections, and
may take actions that are afforded to any other person subject to the provisions of
this section.
(c) Solar Access Areas Established: Three solar access areas are hereby
established: SA Area I, SA Area II, and SA Area III. The purpose of dividing the city
into solar access areas is to provide maximum solar access protection for each area
of the city consistent with planned densities, topography, and lot configurations and
orientations.
(1) Solar Access Area I (RR-1, RR-2, RE, RL-1, and MH): SA Area I is designed to
protect solar access principally for south yards, south walls, and rooftops in areas
where, because of planned density, topography, or lot configurations or
orientations, the preponderance of lots therein currently enjoy such access and
where solar access of this nature would not unduly restrict permissible
development. SA Area I includes all property in RR-1, RR-2, RE, RL-1, and MH
zoning districts.
(2) Solar Access Area II (RL-2, RM, MU-1, MU-3, RMX, RH, and I): SA Area II is
designed to protect solar access principally for rooftops in areas where, because of
planned density, topography, or lot configuration or orientation, the preponderance
of lots therein currently enjoy such access and where solar access of this nature
would not unduly restrict permissible development. SA Area II includes all property
in RL-2, RM, MU-1, MU-3, RMX, RH, and I zoning districts.
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(3) Solar Access Area III - Permits - Other Zoning Districts: SA Area III includes
areas where, because of planned densities, topography, or lot configurations or
orientations, uniform solar access protection for south yards and walls or for
rooftops may unduly restrict permissible development. Solar access protection in SA
Area III is provided through permits. SA Area III initially includes property in all
zoning districts other than those set forth in paragraph (c)(1) or (c)(2) of this
section.
(d) Basic Solar Access Protection:
(1) Solar Fence: A solar fence is hereby hypothesized for each lot located in SA Area
I and SA Area II. Each solar fence completely encloses the lot in question, and its
foundation is contiguous with the lot lines. Such fence is vertical, opaque, and lacks
any thickness.
(A) No person shall erect an object or structure on any other lot that would shade
a protected lot's building envelope in SA Area I to a greater degree than the lot
would be shaded by a solar fence twelve feet in height, between two hours before
and two hours after local solar noon on a clear winter solstice day.
(B) No person shall erect an object or structure on any other lot that would shade
a protected lot's building envelope in SA Area II to a greater degree than the lot
would be shaded by a solar fence twenty-five feet in height, between two hours
before and two hours after local solar noon on a clear winter solstice day.
(C) Solar fences are not hypothesized for lots located in SA Area III. Solar access
protection in SA Area III is available under this section only through permits, as
hereinafter provided.
(2) Height: Unless prohibited by another section of this title, nothing in this section
prevents a structure in SA Area III from being erected up to a height of thirty-five
feet if located within the allowed building envelope. However, unless an exception is
granted pursuant to subsection (f) of this section, no such structure may exceed
thirty-five feet in height if any such excess height would cause the structure to
violate, or to increase the degree of violation of, the basic solar access protection
provided for any lot in SA Area I or SA Area II.
(A) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prevent the principal building on a
lot in SA Area I or II from being erected within the building envelope up to the
height of the solar fence in the area in which the structure is located.
(B) Each application for a development permit for a building of a height greater
than allowed by this subsection shall:
(i) Include a graphic representation showing the shadows that would be cast
by the proposed structure between two hours before and two hours after local
solar noon on a clear winter solstice day;
(ii) The solar fences on all lots that the shadows would touch;
(iii) All possible obstructions of solar access protected by permit; and
(iv) Provide additional information as may be required by the city manager.
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(3) Insubstantial Breaches and Existing Structures: Insubstantial breaches of the
basic solar access protection or of the protection provided by a solar access permit
are exempt from the application of this section. A structure in existence on the date
of establishment of an applicable solar access area, or structures and vegetation in
existence on the date of issuance of an applicable solar access permit, are exempt
from the application of this section. For purposes of this section, structures are
deemed to be in existence on the date of issuance of a development permit
authorizing its construction.
(4) Temporary Solar Obstructions: Unavoidable temporary obstructions of protected
solar access necessitated by construction activities or other necessary and lawful
purposes are exempt to the extent that they do not exceed ten days in any three
month period and thirty days in any year.
(5) Solar Analysis: When a solar analysis is required for any review process, it shall
be prepared in compliance with the methods described in materials provided by the
city manager.
(e) Amendment of Solar Access Areas:
(1) Purpose: The planning board may amend solar access areas on its own motion or
on petition of any person with a property interest in the subject area. A petitioner
shall submit a list to the planning board of the names and addresses of all owners of
property within and adjacent to the subject area and within one hundred feet to the
north and sixty feet to the east and west of the subject area.
(2) Public Hearing and Notice Required: Before amending a solar access area, the
planning board shall conduct a public hearing on the proposal. The board shall
provide notice for the hearing pursuant to the requirements of section 9-4-3, "Public
Notice Requirements," B.R.C. 1981.
(3) Review Criteria: A solar access area may be amended only after the planning
board determines that one or more of the following conditions applies to the subject
area:
(A) The subject area was established as a particular solar access area in error,
and as currently established it is inconsistent with the purposes of the solar
access areas;
(B) Permissible land uses and densities in the subject area are changing or
should change to such a degree that it is in the public interest to amend the solar
access area for the area; or
(C) Experience with application of this ordinance has demonstrated that:
(i) The level of solar access protection available in the subject area can be
increased without significant interference with surrounding property; or
(ii) Application of the ordinance has unreasonable interference with use and
enjoyment of real property in the subject area.
(4) Impact of Changes: When any area is amended from SA Area I to another solar
access area or from SA Area II to SA Area III, any solar access beneficiary whose
solar access is affected by such change may apply for a permit to provide solar
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access protection to any solar energy system installed and in use on the date the
change becomes effective.
(f) Exceptions:
(1) Purpose: Any person desiring to erect an object or structure or increase or add to
any object or structure, in such a manner as to interfere with the basic solar access
protection, may apply for an exception.
(2) Application Requirements: An applicant for an exception shall pay the application
fee prescribed by subsection 4-20-33(b), B.R.C. 1981, and apply on a form furnished
by the city manager that includes, without limitation:
(A) The applicant's name and address, the owner's name and address, and a
legal description of the lot for which an exception is sought;
(B) Survey plats or other accurate drawings showing lot lines, structures, solar
systems, dimensions and topography as necessary to establish the reduction of
basic solar access protection expected on each lot that would be affected by the
exception, together with a graphic representation of the shadows that would be
cast by the proposed structure during the period from two hours before to two
hours after local solar noon on a clear winter solstice day. The requirements of
this subparagraph may be modified by the city manager, depending upon the
nature of the exception sought;
(C) A list of all lots that may be affected by the exception, including the names
and addresses of all owners of such lots;
(D) A statement and supporting information describing the reasons that less
intrusive alternatives, if any, to the action that would be allowed by the exception
cannot or should not be implemented; and
(E) A statement certifying that the proposed structure would not obstruct solar
access protected by permit.
(3) Public Notice: The city manager shall provide public notice pursuant to section 94-3, "Public Notice Requirements," B.R.C. 1981.
(4) City Manager Action: The city manager may grant an exception of this section
following the public notification period if:
(A) The applicant presents the manager with an affidavit of each owner of each
affected lot declaring that such owner is familiar with the application and the
effect the exception would have on the owner's lot, and that the owner has no
objection to the granting of the exception, and
(B) The manager determines that the application complies with the requirements
in paragraph (f)(2) of this section, and
(C) The manager finds that each of the requirements of paragraph (f)(6) of this
section has been met.
(5) Appeal of City Manager's Decision: The city manager's decision may be appealed
to the BOZA pursuant to the procedures of section 9-4-4, "Appeals, Call-Ups and
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Public Hearings," B.R.C. 1981. Public notification of the hearing shall be provided
pursuant to section 9-4-3, "Public Notice Requirements," B.R.C. 1981. The sign
posted shall remain posted until the conclusion of the hearing.
(6) Review Criteria: In order to grant an exception, the approving authority must
find that each of the following requirements has been met:
(A) Because of basic solar access protection requirements and the land use
regulations:
(i) Reasonable use cannot otherwise be made of the lot for which the
exception is requested;
(ii) The part of the adjoining lot or lots that the proposed structure would
shade is inherently unsuitable as a site for a solar energy system; or
(iii) Any shading would not significantly reduce the solar potential of the
protected lot; and
(iv) Such situations have not been created by the applicant;
(B) Except for actions under subparagraphs (f)(6)(D), (f)(6)(E), and (f)(6)(F) of
this section, the exception would be the minimal action that would afford relief in
an economically feasible manner;
(C) The exception would cause the least interference possible with basic solar
access protection for other lots;
(D) If the proposed structure is located in a historic district designated by the city
council according to section 9-11-2, "City Council May Designate or Amend
Landmarks and Historic Districts," B.R.C. 1981, and if it conformed with the
requirements of this section, its roof design would be incompatible with the
character of the development in the historic district;
(E) If part of a proposed roof which is to be reconstructed or added to would be
incompatible with the design of the remaining parts of the existing roof so as to
detract materially from the character of the structure, provided that the roof
otherwise conformed with the requirements of this section;
(F) If the proposed interference with basic solar access protection would be due
to a solar energy system to be installed, such system could not be feasibly
located elsewhere on the applicant's lot;
(G) If an existing solar system would be shaded as a result of the exception, the
beneficiary of that system would nevertheless still be able to make reasonable
use of it for its intended purpose;
(H) The exception would not cause more than an insubstantial breach of solar
access protected by permit as defined in paragraph (d)(3) of this section; and
(I) All other requirements for the issuance of an exception have been met. The
applicant bears the burden of proof with respect to all issues of fact.
(7) Conditions of Approval: The approving authority may grant exceptions subject to
such terms and conditions as the authority finds just and equitable to assist persons
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whose protected solar access is diminished by the exception. Such terms and
conditions may include a requirement that the applicant for an exception take actions
to remove obstructions or otherwise increase solar access for any person whose
protected solar access is adversely affected by granting the exception.
(8) Planning Board: Notwithstanding any other provisions of this subsection, if the
applicant has a development application submitted for review that is to be heard by
the planning board and that would require an exception, the planning board shall act
in place of the BOZA, with authority to grant exceptions concurrent with other
actions on the application, pursuant to the procedures and criteria of this section.
(g) Solar Siting:
(1) Siting Requirements: For purposes of insuring the potential for utilization of solar
energy in the city, all planned unit developments and subdivisions shall be designed
and constructed in compliance with the following solar siting requirements:
(A) All residential units in Solar Access Areas I, II, and III have a roof surface
that meets all of the following criteria:
(i) Is oriented within thirty degrees of a true east-west direction;
(ii) Is flat or not sloped towards true north;
(iii) Is physically and structurally capable of supporting at least seventy-five
square feet of un-shaded solar collectors for each individual dwelling unit in
the building; and
(iv) Has unimpeded solar access under either the provisions of this section or
through easements, covenants, or other private agreements among affected
landowners that the city manager finds are adequate to protect continued
solar access for such roof surface;
(B) Each residential unit in Solar Access Area I has an exterior wall surface that
meets all of the following criteria:
(i) Is oriented within thirty degrees of a true east-west direction;
(ii) Is located on the southernmost side of the unit; and
(iii) Is immediately adjacent to a heated space;
(C) Each nonresidential building with an anticipated hot water demand of one
thousand or more gallons a day has a roof surface that meets all of the following
criteria:
(i) Is flat or oriented within thirty degrees of a true east-west direction;
(ii) Is physically and structurally capable of supporting a solar collector or
collectors capable of providing at least one-half of the anticipated hot water
needs of the building; and
(iii) Has unimpeded solar access under either the provisions of this section or
through easements, covenants, or other private agreements among affected
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landowners that the city manager finds are adequate to protect continued
solar access for such roof surface;
(2) Waivers: Upon request of any applicant for a building permit or a subdivision or
planned unit development approval, the approving authority may waive such of the
requirements of this paragraph as it deems appropriate if it finds that any of the
following criteria are met:
(A) Any structure or structures subject to the requirements of this paragraph are
designed and intended to be unheated;
(B) Topographic features, land slope, shading by objects, structures, or
vegetation outside the control of the applicant, or the nature of surrounding
development or circulation patterns when combined with the requirements of this
paragraph:
(i) Makes use of solar energy not feasible in some or all of the structures to
be erected;
(ii) Will result in a substantial decrease in the density of land use in the
subdivision or planned unit development;
(iii) Will result in an increase in transportation or other energy use that
substantially outweighs the potential for increased solar energy use created
by adherence to these requirements; or
(iv) Will be inconsistent with the floodplain management requirements of
section 9-3-2, "Floodplains," B.R.C. 1981;
(C) Substantial planning, design, or other preliminary expenditures have been
incurred by the applicant prior to July 1, 1982, and adherence to the standards of
this paragraph would work an undue hardship on the applicant; or
(D) The applicant's proposal incorporates the following additional energy resource
and conservation option points in excess of the requirements of subsection 105.5-2(y), "Resource Conservation – Green Points," B.R.C. 1981:
(i) 2 points - to qualify for a waiver of the requirement of subparagraph
(g)(1)(A) of this section;
(ii) 3 points - to qualify for a waiver of the requirement of subparagraph
(g)(1)(B) of this section; and
(iii) The city manager finds that adequate protection for any solar energy
systems to be installed is provided either under the provisions of this section,
or through covenants, easements, or other agreements among affected
landowners.
(h) Solar Access Permits:
(1) Purpose of Solar Access Permit: In order to promote opportunities for the use of
solar energy and where basic solar access protection established by this section is
inadequate to protect potential solar energy users, or to insure maximum utilization
of solar energy resources consistent with reasonable use of surrounding property,
persons may obtain permits under this section. Beneficial use is the limit and
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measure of any right conferred by permit and no permit shall restrict use of other
property beyond the extent reasonable to insure efficient and economical beneficial
use of solar energy by the permittee. Further, no permit shall restrict the reasonable
use and enjoyment of adjacent properties.
(2) Eligibility Standards: Any owner or possessor of property who has installed a
solar energy system or who intends to install such a system within a year from the
date of application may apply for a permit if:
(A) The lot for which a permit is requested is included in SA Area III;
(B) The system that has been or will be installed is capable of applying to
beneficial use substantial amounts of solar energy outside the hours of the day
during which basic protection is provided for under this section;
(C) A solar energy system is in existence on the lot or is planned to be built
within a year and the lot is changed from SA Area I to another solar access area
or is changed from SA Area II to SA Area III, resulting in a diminution or
elimination of protection previously afforded the user or potential user of the
solar energy system;
(D) A new structure is built on a lot in SA Area I or SA Area II after the effective
date of this section whose locations renders the basic solar access protection
inadequate, and the structure could not reasonably have been constructed at a
location where it would have substantially benefited from the basic solar access
protection provided by this section; or
(E) The applicant demonstrates that there are substantial technical, legal, or
economic factors that render it infeasible to collect a reasonable amount of solar
energy by utilizing the basic solar access protection available under this section
without a permit. Such factors include, without limitation, structural
characteristics of the applicant's building that limit possibilities for economical
retrofit of a solar energy system or shading by objects, structures, or vegetation
that are beyond the applicant's control and are exempt from the requirements of
this section.
(3) Application Requirements: An applicant for a permit shall pay the fee prescribed
by subsection 4-20-33(a), B.R.C. 1981, and complete an application in writing on a
form furnished by the city manager that includes, without limitation:
(A) The applicant's name and address, the owner's name and address, and a
legal description of the lot where the solar energy system is located or will be
located;
(B) A statement by the applicant that the solar energy system is already installed
or that the applicant intends to install such a system on the lot within one year of
the issuance of the permit;
(C) A description of the existing or proposed size and location of the system, its
orientation with respect to south, and its elevation and orientation from the
horizontal;
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(D) A statement describing the beneficial use to which solar energy is or will be
applied and certifying the energy capacity of the system in BTUs or BTU
equivalents and its reasonable life expectancy;
(E) A statement and accurate drawings describing the access protection desired
beyond the basic solar access protection provided by this section, specifying the
hours of the day, seasons of the year, and locations on the applicant's lot for
which protection is desired;
(F) A description of all existing vegetation, objects, and structures wherever
located that will or may in the future shade the solar energy system, together
with a map or drawing showing their location to the extent possible;
(G) Information showing that the applicant has done everything reasonable in
designing and locating the system so as to minimize the impact it will have on
use and development on nearby land;
(H) Survey plats or other accurate drawings showing lot lines, dimensions, and
topography of the lot on which the solar energy system is or will be located and
all surrounding properties that are intended to be subject to the permit; and
(I) A list of all lots that may be affected by the permit, including the names and
addresses of all owners of such lots.
(4) Public Notice: The city manager shall provide public notification pursuant to the
requirements of section 9-4-3, "Public Notice Requirements," B.R.C. 1981.
(5) Permit Issuance: The city manager shall issue a solar access permit and may
impose additional conditions or restrictions as the manager deems appropriate if the
application complies with the requirements of paragraph (h)(7) of this section.
(6) Appeal of City Manager's Decision: The city manager's decision may be appealed
to the BOZA pursuant to the procedures of section 9-4-4, "Appeals, Call-Ups and
Public Hearings," B.R.C. 1981. Public notification of the hearing shall be provided
pursuant to section 9-4-3, "Public Notice Requirements," B.R.C. 1981.
(7) Permit Requirements: In order to issue a permit, the approving authority must
find that each of the following requirements has been met:
(A) The applicant meets at least one of the eligibility standards of paragraph
(h)(2) of this section;
(B) The applicant has done everything reasonable in designing and locating the
proposed solar energy system to minimize the impact it will have on use and
development of nearby land. However, the fact that an alternate design or site
may be more expensive does not necessarily establish that the applicant's failure
to select that alternate design or site is reasonable. In making this finding, the
board or the city manager may consider whether the additional cost of
alternative, less intrusive sites or solar energy systems, if any, would exceed the
difference between the adverse effects, if any, imposed on other lots by the
proposed site and solar energy system and the adverse effects, if any, that would
be imposed on other lots by alternative sites or solar energy systems;
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(C) Issuance of the permit is consistent with reasonable use and enjoyment of
nearby land, excluding landscaping considerations. Issuance of the permit will be
presumed not to be consistent with reasonable use and enjoyment of nearby land
if issuance would prevent any affected property owner from erecting, consistent
with legal requirements, a structure of a size, character, and usefulness
reasonably typical of those in existence on similar lots subject to the same zoning
requirements located within one-fifth mile of the lot in question. However,
nothing in this subsection prohibits issuance of a permit only because it would
impose requirements on a neighboring lot owner that are more restrictive than
the height or setback requirements that would otherwise apply, if reasonable use
and enjoyment of such lot is preserved; and
(D) Issuance of the permit is consistent with reasonable landscaping of nearby
land. In determining consistency, the board shall consider the need for any
additional landscaping in the future, including any energy conservation value that
such landscaping may have.
(8) Conditions of Approval: The board may grant permits subject to such terms and
conditions as it finds just and equitable.
(9) Records: The city manager shall maintain complete records of all permits that
have been issued and shall make them readily available for public inspection.
(10) Expiration of Permit: A solar access permit expires if:
(A) A functioning system is not installed within a year after the issuance of the
permit;
(B) The solar energy system protected by the permit has not functioned to fulfill
its intended purpose for a continuous period of two or more years; or
(C) The term established under paragraph (h)(11) of this section expires.
(11) Term of Solar Energy System: The city manager or the BOZA shall specify the
term of each solar access permit, which shall be for the reasonable life expectancy of
the particular solar energy system, as determined by the manager or the board. At
the expiration of a permit, it may be renewed in the same manner as new permits
are issued.
(12) Renewal of Permit: If no functioning solar energy system is installed within a
year of the issuance of the permit, the city manager may grant a renewal of up to
one additional year to the holder of the expired permit if the permittee demonstrates
that the permittee has exercised due diligence in attempting to install the system.
(13) Enforcement: A solar access permit is enforceable by the beneficiary, if and only
if the beneficiary has properly recorded the permit in the real property records of the
Boulder County Clerk and Recorder with respect to each affected lot in such a
manner that it could be detected through customary title search.
(A) On sale, lease, or transfer of the lot on which the protected solar system is
located, the right to enforce its terms passes to the beneficial user of the system.
(B) No property owner shall be requested to remedy vegetative shading unless a
protected solar system is installed and functioning.
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(14) Impacts of Vegetation on an Issued Permit: Upon application of a beneficiary to
the BOZA, vegetative shading may be remedied to the extent necessary to comply
with the terms specified in a solar access permit. However, no vegetation in the
ground and growing at the time the permit application is filed may be ordered
removed or trimmed. After notice to at least the beneficiary and the vegetation
owner, the board shall hold a hearing and, based on evidence submitted by any
interested party, may issue any necessary order and specify the time in which
actions thereunder must be performed. Absent unusual circumstances, the cost of
remedying shading from vegetation not in the ground and growing at the time the
permit application is filed shall be borne by the vegetation owner. If an owner or
possessor of real property who receives an order to remedy vegetative shading fails
to comply within the specified time, the city manager may order the condition
remedied and charge the actual cost thereof to the person to whom the order is
directed, who shall pay the bill. If any person fails or refuses to pay when due any
charge imposed under this subsection, the manager may, in addition to taking other
collection remedies, certify due and unpaid charges to the Boulder County Treasurer
for collection as provided in section 2-2-12, "City Manager May Certify Taxes,
Charges, and Assessments to County Treasurer for Collection," B.R.C. 1981.
(i) Authority to Issue Regulations: The city manager and the BOZA are each
authorized to adopt rules and regulations necessary in order to interpret or
implement the provisions of this section that each administers.
Ordinance Nos. 7484 (2006); 7522 (2007); 7535 (2007)
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Solar Exemptions

Solar Siting in New Construction

In certain circumstances, if the proposed structure
shades an adjacent lot more than shades cast by the
solar fence, the structure may still be in compliance.
Compliance may be demonstrated through completion
of an actual shadow analysis.

The ordinance sets standards for the siting of new
development. It requires that all units in new
developments which will not incorporate solar features
include to the maximum extent possible:
1. long axis within 30 degrees of east-west;

1. If an adjacent property is already shaded by
existing buildings, mountains or other permanent
objects (not including vegetation such as trees),
you can build anything which does not add to those
existing shadows.
2. If the proposed building or addition would shade
part of an adjacent property which is outside the
building envelope, the building or addition is
exempt from the provisions of the solar ordinance.
3. A minimal amount of shading, as outlined in the
solar ordinance, may qualify for an exemption and
is not prohibited.

2. roofs which are physically and structurally capable
of supporting at least 75 square feet of solar
collectors per dwelling unit; and
3. unimpeded solar access through the provisions of
this ordinance or through private covenants.
Non-residential buildings have similar requirements for
siting. Figure 2 is an example of a small project where
100% of the units are sited in accordance with the
provisions of this ordinance.

Solar Exception
If your plans actual shadows shade the building
envelope of an adjacent property greater than the
shadow cast by the solar fence, your options are to
redesign your project or apply for a solar exception.
Administrative exceptions can be considered if the
owners of impacted lots have no objection, and the
application complies with the criteria for exception
found in section 9-9-17(f) Boulder Revised Code
1981.
Figure 2. Typical Subdivision Site Plan

A public hearing before the Board of Zoning
Adjustment will be required when either the affected
property owner objects to the increased shading or
staff finds the proposal does not meet the criteria for
a solar exception. Applications for an administrative
exception or an exception from the Board of Zoning
Adjustment are available from the Planning
Department.

The planning staff or the Planning Board may waive
the solar siting requirement for reasons of topography
or lot configuration; substantial planning and design
expenditures incurred before ordinance passage; or
reduction in other aspects of energy efficient site
planning. The incorporation of solar energy systems
or other renewable energy sources may also be viable
alternatives to the solar siting requirements.
If you have any questions or would like more
information about the requirements of the solar access
ordinance, please contact the City of Boulder
Planning and Development Services Department
at 303-441-1880. Also, the complete ordinance is
available on the City website at:
www.boulderplandevelop.net

City of Boulder
Building Services Center
P.O. Box 791, 1739 Broadway, Third Floor
Boulder, CO 80306
Phone 303-441-1880 • Fax 303-441-3241
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Solar Access
In response to the diminishing supply and increasing
cost of conventional energy resources, the City of
Boulder enacted an ordinance to protect the use of
solar energy. The ordinance guarantees access to
sunlight for homeowners and renters in the city. This
is done by setting limits on the amount of permitted
shading by new construction and requiring that new
buildings be sited to provide good solar access.
The degree of solar access protection is defined by
either a 12 foot or 25 foot hypothetical "solar fence" on
the property lines of the protected buildings. The
ordinance is designed to protect access for a four hour
period on December 21st. Under most circumstances,
new structures will not be allowed to shade adjacent
lots to a greater extent than the applicable solar fence.
There are three Solar Access Areas in the City of
Boulder. Following is a list of zoning districts and which
solar access area they fall into:
Solar Access Area I
Lots are protected by a 12 foot “solar fence” as
mentioned above. These lots are in RR-1, RR-2,
RE, RL-1 and MH zoning districts.

Members of the City of Boulder planning staff are
available to answer questions regarding solar access
and will be responsible for assuring that all plans are
in compliance with the ordinance.

Compliance
When applying for a building permit, an adjusted
shadow analysis must be submitted to Inspection
Services. Identifying the height and orientation of the
proposed building and the slope of the land, the
shadow that it will cast on the 21st of December
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. can be approximated.
Complete the following steps and submit the results
with the building permit application:
1. Draw the proposed site plan. The solar access site
plan should be drawn to a scale of measurement
(preferably 1:10) and show existing improvements,
and the proposed building or addition, property
lines, and a north arrow.
2. Determine the height of the shadow casting portion
of the roof. Label the height of corners and peaks
of the proposed roof structure on the site plan.

Table 1. Adjusted Solar Shadow Lengths
for Level Grades
` Solar Access Area I
Bldg Length of Shadow
10am Noon 2pm
Ht
13'
2.6'
2.0'
2.6'
14'
5.3'
4.0'
5.3'
15'
7.9'
6.0'
7.9'
16' 10.6'
8.0' 10.6'
17' 13.2'
10.0' 13.2'
18' 15.9'
12.0' 15.9'
19' 18.5'
14.0' 18.5'
20' 21.2'
16.0' 21.2'
21' 23.8'
18.0' 23.8'
22' 26.5'
20.0' 26.5'
23' 29.1'
22.0' 29.1'
24' 31.8'
24.0' 31.8'
25' 34.4'
26.0' 34.4'
26' 37.0'
28.0' 37.0'
27' 39.7'
30.0' 39.7'
28' 42.3'
32.0' 42.3'
29' 45.0'
33.9' 45.0'
30' 47.6'
35.9' 47.6'
31' 50.3'
37.9' 50.3'
32' 52.9'
39.9' 52.9'
33' 55.6'
41.9' 55.6'
34' 58.2'
43.9' 58.2'
35' 60.9'
45.9' 60.9'

Solar Access Area II
Lots are protected by a 25 foot “solar fence”.
These lots are in RL-2, RM, MU-1, MU-3, RMX, RH,
and I zoning districts.
3.

Solar Access Area III
All other zoning districts are in Solar AccessAreaIII
and are protected through the solar permit process
House to be analyzed below

A solar access permit is available to those who have
installed or who plan to install a solar energy system
and need more protection than is provided
automatically in Solar Access Areas I and II. The
permit application must include detailed information
describing the solar energy system, existing structures
and vegetation on adjacent properties and the location
and dimensions of the solar easement requested.
Solar access permits do not affect vegetation which
exists at the time of permit application submittal. Solar
access permit application forms are available from the
City Department of Planning and Community
Development. The Board of Zoning Adjustment will
review applications and award permits.

Solar Access Area II
Bldg
Length of Shadow
Ht
10am Noon 2pm
26'
2.6'
2.0'
2.6'
27'
5.3'
4.0'
5.3'
28'
7.9'
6.0'
7.9'
29'
10.6'
8.0' 10.6'
30'
13.2'
10.0' 13.2'
31'
15.9'
12.0' 15.9'
32'
18.5'
14.0' 18.5'
33'
21.2'
16.0' 21.2'
34'
23.8'
18.0' 23.8'
35'
26.5'
20.0' 26.5'
36'
29.1'
22.0' 29.1'
37'
31.8'
24.0' 31.8'
38'
34.4'
26.0' 34.4'
39'
37.0'
28.0' 37.0'
40'
39.7'
30.0' 39.7'
41'
42.3'
32.0' 42.3'
42'
45.0'
33.9' 45.0'
43'
47.6'
35.9' 47.6'
44'
50.3'
37.9' 50.3'
45'
52.9'
39.9' 52.9'
46'
55.6'
41.9' 55.6'
47'
58.2'
43.9' 58.2'
48'
60.9'
45.9' 60.9'
49'
63.5'
47.9' 63.5'
50'
66.2'
49.9' 66.2'
51'
68.8'
51.9' 68.8'
52'
71.5'
53.9' 71.5'
53'
74.1'
55.9' 74.1'
54'
76.7'
57.9' 76.7'
55'
79.4'
59.9' 79.4'

Draw the approximate shadow cast by the
proposed structure. If your building is on a level
lot and if the adjacent property to the north, east
and west is part of the same solar access area,
use Table 1 to check that your building's shadow
is in compliance with the ordinance. Use the
shadow pattern illustrated in Figure 1 as an
example. Noon shadow lengths are projected
directly north. Draw the 10:00 a.m. and 2:00
p.m. shadows at 30 degrees west of north and
30 degrees east of north. After the shadow lines
have been drawn, connect the outer band of
points to determine the four hour shadow
pattern.

Note: If your proposed structure is not located on a
level lot, please contact the Planning Department for
information on adjusting actual shadow lengths for
changes in grade.

Figure 1. Simplified Shadow Analysis for House in
Solar Access Area 1 (Illustration only—not to scale)

4. If the shadow cast is entirely within your property
lines, the proposed building or addition is in
compliance.

5. If the adjusted shadows cast by the proposed
structure do not fall within your property lines,
redesign your project or prepare a shadow analysis
based on the actual shadows cast by the proposed
structure. An actual shadow analysis illustrates the
true impact of all proposed shading on adjacent
properties, and is required to demonstrate that the
portion of the shadow which exceeds the solar
fence falls within an exempt area. An actual
analysis is also required as part of an application
for an administrative or a board level solar
exception. Apply shadow lengths listed in Table 2
to prepare an actual solar analysis.
Table 2. Actual Shadow Lengths On December 21
Solar Shadow Analysis Table for Level Grades
Bldg.
Ht.
10'
11'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'
18'
19'
20'
21'
22'
23'
24'
25'
26'
27'
28'
29'
30'
31'
32'
33'
34'
35'
36'
37'
38'
39'
40'
41'
42'
43'
44'
45'
46'
47'
48'
49'
50'
51'
52'
53'
54'
55'

Length of Shadow
10 am
Noon
26.5'
20.0'
29.1'
22.0'
31.8'
24.0'
34.4'
26.0'
37.0'
28.0'
39.7'
30.0'
42.3'
32.0'
45.0'
34.0'
47.6'
36.0'
50.3'
38.0'
52.9'
40.0'
55.6'
42.0'
58.2'
44.0'
60.9'
46.0'
63.5'
48.0'
66.2'
50.0'
68.8'
52.0'
71.5'
54.0'
74.1'
56.0'
76.7'
58.0'
79.4'
60.0'
82.0'
62.0'
84.7'
64.0'
87.3'
66.0'
89.9'
68.0'
92.6'
71.0'
95.3'
72.0'
97.9'
74.0'
100.6'
76.0'
103.2'
78.0'
105.9'
80.0'
108.5'
82.0'
111.1'
84.0'
113.8'
86.0'
116.4'
88.0'
119.1'
90.0'
121.7'
92.0'
124.4'
94.0'
127.0'
96.0'
129.7'
98.0'
132.3'
100.0'
135.0'
102.0'
137.6'
104.0'
140.3'
106.0'
142.9'
108.0'
145.6'
110.0'

2 pm
26.5'
29.1'
31.8'
34.4'
37.0'
39.7'
42.3'
45.0'
47.6'
50.3'
52.9'
55.6'
58.2'
60.9'
63.5'
66.2'
68.8'
71.5'
74.1'
76.7'
79.4'
82.0'
84.7'
87.3'
89.9'
92.6'
95.3'
97.9'
100.6'
103.2'
105.9'
108.5'
111.1'
113.8'
116.4'
119.1'
121.7'
124.4'
127.0'
129.7'
132.3'
135.0'
137.6'
140.3'
142.9'
145.6'

CLACKAMAS COUNTY ZONING AND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE

1018

SOLAR BALANCE POINT/INFILL ORDINANCE (3/24/05)

1018.01

PURPOSE
The purposes of this ordinance are to promote the use of solar energy, to minimize the
shading of structures by structures and accessory structures, and, where applicable, to
minimize the shading of structures by trees. Decisions related to this ordinance are
intended to be ministerial.

1018.02

APPLICATION OF SECTION (3/24/05)
This section shall apply to an application for a building permit for all structures in
VR-4/5, VR-5/7, R-7, R-8.5, R-10, R-15, R-20, and R-30 zones and all detached
single-family dwellings in any zone, except to the extent the Planning Director finds
the applicant has shown that one or more of the conditions listed in Subsections
1018.06 and 1018.07 exists, and exemptions or adjustments provided for therein are
warranted. In addition, nonexempt vegetation planted on lots subject to Subsection
1017.07 shall comply with the shade point height standards as provided in
Subsections 1018.05 and 1018.06. (3/24/05)

1018.03

DEFINITIONS
Words and terms used in this section shall be as defined under Subsection 1017.03.

1018.04

SOLAR SITE PLAN REQUIRED
An applicant for a building permit for a structure subject to this ordinance shall
submit a site plan that shows the maximum shade point height allowed under
Subsection 1018.05 and the allowed shade on the proposed structure's solar features
as provided in Subsection 1018.08. If applicable, the site plan also shall show the
solar balance point for the structure as provided in Subsection 1018.09.

1018.05

MAXIMUM SHADE POINT HEIGHT STANDARD
The height of the shade point shall comply with either A or B below.
A. Basic Requirement: The height of the shade point shall be less than or equal to
the height specified in Table A or computed using the following formula. If
necessary, interpolate between the 5-foot dimensions listed in Table A.
H = (2 x SRL) - N + 150
5
Where: H = the maximum allowed height of the shade point (see Figures 4
and 5);
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SRL = shade reduction line (the distance between the shade point and the
northern lot line, see Figure 6); and
N = the north-south lot dimension, provided that a north-south lot dimension
of more than 90 feet shall use a value of 90 feet for this section.
Adjustment to shade point height on sloped lots: The maximum allowed
height of the shade point may be increased one foot above the amount
calculated using the formula or Table A for each foot that the average grade at
the north property line exceeds the average grade at the south property line.
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TABLE A
MAXIMUM PERMITTED SHADE POINT HEIGHT (In Feet)
North-South Lot Dimension (in Feet)
LENGTH OF SHADE 90+ 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50 45 40
REDUCTION LINE
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5

40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14

41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17
15

42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16

43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17

44
42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18

43
41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21
19

42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20

41
39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23
21

40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22

39
37
35
33
31
29
27
25
23

38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24

B. Performance Option: The proposed structure or applicable nonexempt vegetation
will shade not more than 20 percent of the south-facing glazing of an existing
habitable structure(s), or, where applicable, the proposed structure or nonexempt
vegetation will comply with Subsections 1017.04B or 1017.04C of the Solar
Access Ordinance for New Development. If Subsection 1017.04B, Protected Solar
Building Line, is used, nonexempt trees and the shade point of structures shall be
set back from the protected solar building line 2.5 feet for every 1 foot of height of
the structure or of the mature height of nonexempt vegetation over 2 feet.
1018.06

EXEMPTIONS FROM THE MAXIMUM SHADE POINT HEIGHT STANDARD
The Planning Director shall exempt a proposed structure or nonexempt vegetation from
Subsections 1018.04 and 1018.05 of this ordinance if the applicant shows that one or
more of the conditions in this section exist, based on plot plans or plats, corner
elevations or other topographical data, shadow patterns, suncharts or photographs, or
other substantial evidence submitted by the applicant.
A. Exempt Lot: When created, the lot was subject to the Solar Access Ordinance for
New Development and was not subject to the provisions of Subsection 1017.07 of
that ordinance.
B. Preexisting Shade: The structure or affected nonexempt vegetation will shade an
area that is shaded by one or more of the following:
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1. An existing or approved building or structure;
2. A topographic feature;
3. A nonexempt tree that will remain after development of the site. It is assumed
a tree will remain after development if it: is situated in a building setback
required by local law; is part of a developed area or landscaping required by
local law, a public park or landscape strip, or legally reserved open space; is in
or separated from the developable remainder of a parcel by an undevelopable
area or feature; or is on the applicant's property and not affected by the
development. A duly executed covenant also can be used to preserve trees
causing such shade.
C. Slope: The site has an average slope that exceeds 20 percent in a direction greater
than 45 degrees east or west of true south, based on a topographic survey by a
licensed professional land surveyor.
D. Insignificant Benefit: The proposed structure or nonexempt vegetation shades one
or more of the following:
1. An undevelopable area; or
2. The wall of an unheated space, such as a typical garage; or
3. Less than 20 square feet of south-facing glazing.
E. Public Improvement: The proposed structure is a publicly owned improvement.
1018.07

ADJUSTMENTS TO THE MAXIMUM SHADE POINT HEIGHT STANDARD
The Planning Director shall increase the maximum permitted height of the shade point
determined using Subsection 1018.05 to the extent he/she finds the applicant has
shown one or more of the following conditions exists, based on plot plans or plats,
corner elevations or other topographical data, shadow patterns, suncharts or
photographs, or other substantial evidence submitted by the applicant.
A. Physical Conditions: Physical conditions preclude development of the site in a
manner that complies with Subsection 1018.05, due to such things as a lot size less
than 3000 square feet, unstable or wet soils, a drainageway, public or private
easement, or a right-of-way.
B. Conflict Between Maximum Shade Point Height and Allowed Shade on Solar
Feature Standards: A proposed structure may be sited to meet the solar balance
point standard described in Subsection 1018.09 or be sited as near to the solar
balance point as allowed by Subsection 1018.09 if:
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1. When the proposed structure is sited to meet the maximum shade point height
standard determined using Subsection 1018.05, its solar feature will potentially
be shaded as determined using Subsection 1018.08; and
2. The application includes a form provided by the County that:
a) Releases the applicant from complying with Subsection 1018.05 and agrees
that the proposed structure may shade an area otherwise protected by
Subsection 1018.05;
b) Releases the County from liability for damages resulting from the
adjustment; and
c) Is signed by the owner(s) of the property(ies) that would be shaded by the
proposed structure more than allowed by the provisions of Subsection
1018.05.
Before the County issues a permit for a proposed structure for which an
adjustment has been granted pursuant to Subsection 1018.07B, the applicant
shall file the form provided for in Subsection 1018.07B2, above, in the
office of the County Recorder with the deeds to the affected properties.
1018.08

ANALYSIS OF ALLOWED SHADE ON SOLAR FEATURE
A. The applicant is exempt from Subsection 1018.08 if the lot(s) south of and
adjoining the applicant's property is exempt from Subsection 1018.05 of this
ordinance.
B. Applicants shall be encouraged to design and site a proposed habitable structure so
that the lowest height of the solar feature(s) will not be shaded by buildings or
nonexempt trees on the lot(s) to the south. The applicant shall complete the
following calculation procedure to determine if the solar feature(s) of the proposed
structure will be shaded. To start, the applicant shall choose which of the following
sources of shade originating from the adjacent lot(s) to the south to use in
calculating the maximum shade height at the north property line:
1. Existing structure(s) or nonexempt trees; or
2. The maximum shade that can be cast from future buildings or nonexempt trees,
based on Table C. If the lot(s) to the south can be further divided, the northsouth dimension shall be assumed to be the minimum lot width required for a
new lot in that zone.
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C. The height of the lowest point of any solar feature of the proposed structure shall be
calculated with respect to either the average elevation or the elevation at the
midpoint of the front lot line of the lot to the south.
D. The applicant shall determine the height of the shadow that may be cast upon the
applicant's solar feature by the source of shade selected in Subsection 1018.08B by
using the following formula or Table B.
SFSH = SH(SGL/2.5)
Where: SFSH = The allowed shadow height on the solar feature (see Figure 8)
SH = The height of the shade at the northern lot line of the lot(s) to the south
as determined in Subsection 1018.08B
SGL = The solar gain line (the distance from the solar feature to the northern
lot line of the adjacent lot(s) to the south)
TABLE B
MAXIMUM PERMITTED HEIGHT OF SHADOW AT SOLAR FEATURE (In Feet)
Distance from
Allowed Shade Height at Northern Lot Line
Solar Gain Line
of Adjacent Lot(s) to the South (In Feet)
to Lot Line
(in Feet)
22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15

2
4
6
8
10
12
14

1
3
5 4
7
9
11
13

2
3
6
8
10
12

1
2
5
7
9
11

4
6
8
10

Table C may be used to determine (SH) in the above formula.
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TABLE C
North-South Lot
Dimension of Adjacent
Lot(s) to the South 100 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50 45 40
Allowed Shade Height
at the North Property
Line of Adjacent
Lot(s) to the South 12 12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
E. If the allowed shade height on the solar feature calculated in Subsection 1018.08D
is higher than the lowest height of the solar feature calculated in Subsection
1018.08C, the applicant shall be encouraged to consider any changes to the
structure design or location which would make it practical to locate the solar
feature so that it will not be shaded in the future.
1018.09

SOLAR BALANCE POINT
If a structure does not comply with the maximum shade point height standard in
Subsection 1018.05 and the allowed shade on a solar feature standard in Subsection
1018.08, the solar balance point of the lot shall be calculated (see Figure 8). The solar
balance point is the point on the lot where the location of a structure would be the same
for complying with both of these standards.
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1018.10

YARD SETBACK ADJUSTMENT
The County shall grant an adjustment to the side, front and/or rear yard setback
requirement(s) by up to 50 percent if necessary to build a proposed structure so it
complies with either the shade point height standard in Subsection 1018.05, the
allowed shade on a solar feature standard in Subsection 1018.08, or the solar balance
point standard in Subsection 1018.09 as provided herein (see Figure 8). This
adjustment is not intended to encourage reductions in available solar access or
unnecessary modification of setback requirements, and shall apply only if necessary for
a structure to comply with the applicable provisions of this ordinance. The following
are permitted yard setback adjustments:
A. In R-7 and R-8.5 zones:
1. A front yard setback may be reduced to not less than 10 feet.
2. A rear yard setback may be reduced to not less than 10 feet.
3. A side yard setback may be reduced to not less than 3 feet.
B. In R-10, R-15, and R-20 zones:
1. A front yard setback may be reduced to not less than 15 feet.
2. A rear yard setback may be reduced to not less than 15 feet.
3. A side yard setback may be reduced to not less than 5 feet.

1018.11

REVIEW PROCESS
The provisions of this Section shall be administered by the Planning staff at the time of
building permit application. Appeals of staff actions under this section shall be to the
Hearings Officer as stated in Section 1305.01K.
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1019

SOLAR ACCESS PERMIT ORDINANCE

1019.01

PURPOSE
This ordinance authorizes the owners of certain properties to apply for a County
permit that prohibits shade caused by certain vegetation on neighboring properties
from being cast on a solar feature(s) on the property of a permittee.

1019.02

APPLICATION OF SECTION
An owner of property, including a government, agency, or firm, may apply for and/or
be subject to a solar access permit for a solar feature(s) if that property is in a VR-4/5,
VR-5/7, R-5, R-7, R-8.5, R-10, R-15, R-20, or R-30 zone, or will be developed with a
dwelling. The County's decision whether or not to grant a solar access permit is
intended to be ministerial.

1019.03

DEFINITIONS
Words and terms used in Section 1019 shall be defined as provided under Subsection
1017.03, except that vegetation lawfully planted prior to the establishment of the solar
feature upon which the solar access permit is based shall be considered exempt
vegetation. Other vegetation covered by the definition of “exempt vegetation” in
Subsection 1017.03 is also exempt under Section 1019.

[Amended by Ord. ZDO-224, 5/31/11]
1019.04

APPROVAL STANDARDS FOR A SOLAR ACCESS PERMIT
The Planning Director shall approve an application for a solar access permit if:

1019.05

A.

The application is complete;

B.

The information in the application is accurate; and

C.

The applicant shows that nonexempt vegetation on his/her property does not
shade the solar feature(s).

DUTIES CREATED BY SOLAR ACCESS PERMIT
A.

A party to whom the County grants a solar access permit shall:
1. File the permit in the office of the County Recorder with the deeds to the
properties affected by it and pay the fees for such filing;
2. Install the solar feature in a timely manner as provided in Subsection
1019.09; and
3. Maintain nonexempt vegetation on the site so it does not shade the solar
feature.
1019-1
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B.

1019.06

An owner of property burdened by a solar access permit shall be responsible
and pay all costs for keeping nonexempt vegetation from exceeding the solar
access height limit.

APPLICATION CONTENTS
An application for a solar access permit shall contain the following:
A.

Legal Description: A legal description of the applicant's lot and a legal
description, owners' names, and owners' addresses for lots all or a portion of
which are within 150 feet of the applicant's lot and 54 degrees east and west of
true south measured from the east and west corners of the applicant's south lot
line. The records of the County shall be used to determine who owns property
for purposes of an application. Persons whose names and addresses are not on
record at the time an application is filed need not be listed. The failure of a
property owner to receive notice shall not invalidate the action if a good faith
attempt was made to notify all persons who may have been affected.

B.

Site Plan: A scaled plan of the applicant's property showing:
1. Vegetation in the ground as of the date of the application if, when mature,
that vegetation could shade the solar feature(s).
2. The approximate height above grade of the solar feature(s), its location,
and its orientation relative to true south.

C.

Other: A scaled plan of the properties listed in Subsection 1019.06A, above,
showing:
1. Their approximate dimensions; and
2. The approximate location of all existing vegetation on each property that
could shade the solar feature(s) on the applicant's property.

D.

Solar Access Height Limit: For each affected lot, the requested solar access
height limit. The solar access height limit is a series of contour lines
establishing the maximum permitted height for nonexempt vegetation on lots
affected by a Solar Access Permit (see Figure 11). The contour lines begin at
the bottom edge of a solar feature for which a permit is requested and rise in
five-foot increments at an angle to the south not less than 21.3 degrees from
the horizon and extend not more than 54 degrees east and west of true south.
Notwithstanding the preceding, the solar access height limit at the northern lot
line of any lot burdened by a solar access permit shall allow nonexempt
vegetation on that lot whose height causes no more shade on the benefited
property than could be caused by a structure that complies with the Solar
Balance Point Ordinance (Section 1018) for existing lots.
1019-2
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E.

Fee: A fee as required by the Planning Division.

F.

Verification Form: If available, a statement signed by the owner(s) of some or
all of the property(ies) to which the permit will apply if granted, verifying that
1019-3
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the vegetation shown on the plan submitted pursuant to Subsection 1019.05C,
above, accurately represents vegetation in the ground on the date of the
application. The County shall provide a form for that purpose. The signed
statements provided for therein are permitted but not required for a complete
application.
1019.07

APPLICATION REVIEW PROCESS
A.

Preapplication Conference: Unless waived by the Planning Director, prior to
filing an application for a solar access permit, an applicant or applicant's
representative shall meet with the Planning Director or designate to discuss
the proposal and the requirements for an application. If a meeting is held, the
Planning Director or designate shall convey a written summary of the meeting
to the applicant by mail within 5 calendar days of the meeting. The applicant
may file an application containing the information required in Subsection
1019.06, above, after the preapplication meeting is held or waived.

B.

Preliminary Review: Within 7 calendar days after an application is filed, the
Planning Director or designate shall determine whether the application is
complete and, if it is not complete, notify the applicant in writing, specifying
what is required to make it complete.

C.

Tentative Decision: Within 14 calendar days after the Planning Director
decides an application for a solar access permit is complete, the Planning
Director or his/her designate shall issue a written decision tentatively
approving or denying the request, together with reasons therefor, based on the
standards in Subsection 1019.04.
1. If the tentative decision is to deny the permit, the Planning Director shall
mail a copy of the decision to the applicant.
2. If the tentative decision is to approve the permit and the owners of all
affected properties did verify the accuracy of the plot plan as permitted
under Subsection 1019.06F, the Planning Director shall mail a copy of the
decision to the applicant and affected parties.
3. If the tentative decision is to approve the permit and the owners of all
affected properties did not verify the accuracy of the plot plan as permitted
under Subsection 1019.06F, the Planning Division shall mail a copy of the
tentative decision to the applicant and to the owners of affected properties
who did not sign the verification statement pursuant to Subsection
1019.06F. The notice shall include the plot plans required in Subsections
1019.06B and C, above, the proposed solar access height limits, and the
duties created by the permit. The notice shall request recipients to verify
that the plot plan shows all nonexempt vegetation on the recipient's
property and to send the Planning Division comments in writing within 14
calendar days after the tentative decision is mailed if the recipient believes
1019-4
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the applicant's plot plan is inaccurate.

1019.08

D.

Final Decision: Within 28 days after notice of a tentative decision is mailed to
affected parties, the Planning Division shall consider responses received from
affected parties and/or conduct an inspection of the site, modify the plot plan
and the permit to be consistent with the accurate information, and issue a final
decision. The Planning Division shall send a copy of the permit and solar
access height limits to the owners of each property affected by the permit.

E.

Recording of Solar Access Height Limits: If the application is approved, the
applicant shall file the permit and associated solar access height limits in the
office of the County Recorder with the deeds to the properties affected by it
before the permit is effective.

PERMIT ENFORCEMENT PROCESS
A.

Enforcement Request: A solar access permittee may request the County to
enforce the solar access permit by providing the following information to the
Planning Division:
1. A copy of the solar access permit and the plot plans submitted with the
permit; and
2. The legal description of the lot(s) on which alleged nonexempt vegetation
is situated, the address of the owner(s) of that property, and a scaled site
plan of the lot(s) showing the nonexempt vegetation; and
3. Evidence the vegetation violates the solar access permit, such as a
sunchart photograph, shadow pattern, and/or photographs.

B.
1019.09

Enforcement Process: If the Planning Director determines the request for
enforcement is complete, he or she shall initiate an enforcement action.

EXPIRATION AND EXTENSION OF A SOLAR ACCESS PERMIT
A.

Expiration: Every permit issued by the Planning Division under the
provisions of this ordinance shall expire if the construction of the solar
feature(s) protected by such a permit is not commenced within 180 days from
the date of such permit, or if the construction of the solar feature(s) protected
by such a permit is suspended or abandoned at any time after the work is
commenced for period of 180 days. The Planning Director shall terminate the
permit by filing the notice of expiration in the office of the County Recorder
with the deeds to the affected properties.

B.

Extension: Any permittee holding an unexpired permit may apply for an
extension of the time within which he or she may commence work under that
permit when he or she is unable to commence work within the time required
by this subsection for good and satisfactory reasons. The Planning Division
1019-5
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may extend the time for action by the permittee for a period not exceeding 180
days upon written request by the permittee showing that circumstances
beyond the control of the permittee have prevented action from being taken.
No permit shall be extended more than once.
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City of Fort Collins, Colorado
Land Development Code (2011)
Article 2 Administration
Division 2.8 Modification Of Standards
2.8.2 Modification Review Procedures
A request for modification to the standards shall be processed according to, in compliance
with and subject to the provisions contained in Division 2.1 and Steps 1 through 12 of the
Common Development Review Procedures (Sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.12, inclusive) as set
forth below. Once a modification is approved, it shall be controlling for the successive,
timely filed, development applications for that particular development proposal only to the
extent that it modifies the standards pertaining to such plan.
***
(H) Step 8 (Standards): Applicable, and the decision maker may grant a modification of
standards only if it finds that the granting of the modification would not be detrimental to
the public good, and that:
***
(3) by reason of exceptional physical conditions or other extraordinary and exceptional
situations, unique to such property, including, but not limited to, physical conditions
such as exceptional narrowness, shallowness or topography, or physical conditions which
hinder the owner's ability to install a solar energy system, the strict application of the
standard sought to be modified would result in unusual and exceptional practical
difficulties, or exceptional or undue hardship upon the owner of such property, provided
that such difficulties or hardship are not caused by the act or omission of the applicant;

Article 3 General Development Standards
Division 3.2 Site Planning and Design Standards
3.2.3 Solar Access, Orientation, Shading
(A) Purpose. It is the city's intent to encourage the use of both active and passive solar
energy systems for heating air and water in homes and businesses, as long as natural
topography, soil or other subsurface conditions or other natural conditions peculiar to the
site are preserved. While the use of solar energy systems is optional, the right to solar
access is protected. Solar collectors require access to available sunshine during the entire
year, including between the hours of 9:00 am and 3:00 pm, MST, on December 21, when
the longest shadows occur. Additionally, a goal of this Section is to ensure that site plan
elements do not excessively shade adjacent properties, creating a significant adverse
impact upon adjacent property owners. Thus, standards are set forth to evaluate the
potential impact of shade caused by buildings, structures and trees.
(B) Solar-Oriented Residential Lots. At least sixty-five (65) percent of the lots less than
fifteen thousand (15,000) square feet in area in single- and two-family residential
developments must conform to the definition of a "solar-oriented lot" in order to preserve
the potential for solar energy usage.
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(C) Access to Sunshine. The elements of the development plan (e.g., buildings,
circulation, open space and landscaping) shall be located and designed, to the maximum
extent feasible, to protect access to sunshine for planned solar energy systems or for solaroriented rooftop surfaces that can support a solar collector or collectors capable of providing
for the anticipated hot water needs of the buildings in the project between the hours of 9:00
am and 3:00 pm MST, on December 21.
(D) Shading.
(1) The physical elements of the development plan shall be, to the maximum extent
feasible, located and designed so as not to cast a shadow onto structures on adjacent
property greater than the shadow which would be cast by a twenty-five-foot
hypothetical wall located along the property lines of the project between the hours of
9:00 am and 3:00 pm, MST, on December 21. This provision shall not apply to
structures within the following high-density zone districts: Downtown, Community
Commercial.
(2) The impact of trees shall be evaluated on an individual basis considering the
potential impacts of the shading and the potential adverse impacts that the shading
could create for the adjacent properties in terms of blocking sunlight in indoor living
areas, outdoor activity areas, gardens and similar spaces benefiting from access to
sunlight. Shading caused by deciduous trees can be beneficial and is not prohibited.
(E) Alternative Compliance. Upon request by an applicant, the decision maker may
approve an alternative site layout that may be substituted in whole or in part for a plan
meeting the standards of this Section.
(1) Procedure. Alternative compliance plans shall be prepared and submitted in
accordance with submittal requirements for plans as set forth in this Section. The plan
shall clearly identify and discuss the modifications and alternatives proposed and the
ways in which the plan will better accomplish the purpose of this Section than a plan
which complies with the standards of this Section.
(2) Review Criteria. In approving an alternative plan, the decision maker shall find that
the proposed alternative plan accomplishes the purposes of this Section equally or better
than a plan which complies with the standards of this Section.
In reviewing the proposed alternative plan, the decision maker shall take into account
whether the alternative design enhances neighborhood continuity and connectivity,
fosters nonvehicular access, and preserves existing natural or topographic conditions on
the site.
(Ord. No. 165, 1999 §16, 11/16/99; Ord. No. 087, 2002 §5, 6/4/02; Ord. No. 091, 2004
§10, 6/15/04)

Article 5 Terms and Definitions
Division 5.1 Definitions
***
Solar energy system shall mean a solar collector or other device or structural design feature
of a structure that relies upon sunshine as an energy source and is capable of collecting,
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distributing and storing (if appropriate to the technology) the sun's radiant energy for a
beneficial use.
Solar-oriented lot shall mean:
(1) a lot with a front lot line oriented to within thirty (30) degrees of a true east-west
line. When the lot line abutting a street is curved, the "front lot line" shall mean the
chord or straight line connecting the ends of the curve. For a flag lot, the "front lot line"
shall mean the lot line that is most parallel to the closest street, excluding the "pole
portion of the flag lot"; or
(2) a lot which, when a straight line is drawn from a point midway between the side lot
lines at the required front yard setback to a point midway between the side lot lines at
the required rear yard setback, is oriented to within thirty (30) degrees of true north
along said line; or
(3) a corner lot with a south lot line oriented to within thirty (30) degrees of a true eastwest line, which south lot line adjoins a public street or permanently reserved open
space; provided, however, that the abutting street right-of-way or open space has a
minimum north-south dimension of at least fifty (50) feet. For the purposes of this
definition, "permanently reserved open space" shall include, without limitation, parks,
cemeteries, golf courses and other similar outdoor recreation areas, drainage ditches
and ponds, irrigation ditches and reservoirs, lakes, ponds, wetlands, open spaces
reserved on plats for neighborhood use and other like and similar permanent open
space.
***
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City of Laramie, Wyoming
Code of Ordinances (2009)
Title 5 BUSINESS TAXES, LICENSES AND REGULATIONS
Chapter 5.58 SOLAR RIGHTS PERMIT SYSTEM
Sections:
5.58.010
5.58.020
5.58.030
5.58.040
5.58.050
5.58.060
5.58.070
5.58.080
5.58.090
5.58.100

-

Purpose.
Definitions.
Solar access permit—Required.
Solar access permit—Application procedure.
Solar access permit—Issuance.
Appeal procedure.
Recording procedure.
Restrictions on solar rights.
Prior existing uses.
Variances.

5.58.010 - Purpose.
The purpose of this chapter is to protect the health, safety and general welfare of the
residents of the city by encouraging the use of solar energy systems. It is the intent of this
chapter to provide a means of protection for the use of solar collectors without causing
undue hardships on the rights of adjacent property owners.
(Ord. 762 § 1, 1983).
5.58.020 - Definitions.
A. "Potentially affected owner" means the applicant or the owner of the fee simple title or
the contract purchaser of any real property which lies within three hundred feet of the solar
collector.
B. The "solar board of review" consists of the members of the zoning board of adjustment.
The solar board of review shall hear requests for variances and appeals from the decision of
the city engineer to grant or deny a solar permit. Meetings of the board shall be held at the
call of the chairman and at such other times as the board may determine, and shall be open
to the public except that the board may hold executive sessions as provided in Section 164-405, W.S. 1977. The chairman, or in his absence, the acting chairman, may administer
oaths and compel the attendance of witnesses. The board shall keep minutes of its
proceedings, showing the vote of each member upon each question, or if the member was
absent, or failed to vote. The board shall keep records of its deliberations and any other
official actions, all of which shall be filed with the city clerk and shall be a public record. All
hearings shall be subject to the Wyoming Administrative Procedures Act.
C. "Solar collector" means one of the following which is capable of collecting, storing or
transmitting at least twenty-five thousand BTU's on a clear winter solstice day:
1. A wall, celestory window or skylight designed to transmit solar energy into a structure
for heating purposes;
2. A greenhouse attached to another structure and designed to provide part or all of the
heating load for the structure to which it is attached;
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3. A trombe wall, drum wall or other wall or roof structural element designed to collect
and transmit solar energy into a structure;
4. A photovoltaic collector designed to convert solar energy into electric energy;
5. A plate-type collector designed to use solar energy to heat air, water or other fluids
for use in hot water or space heating or for other applications;
6. A massive structural element designed to collect solar energy and transmit it to
internal spaces for heating; or
7. Other devices or combination of devices that rely upon sunshine as an energy source.
D. "Solar right" means a property right to an unobstructed line-of-sight path from a solar
collector to the sun which permits radiation from the sun to impinge directly on the solar
collector. The extent of the solar right shall be described by that illumination provided by
the path of the sun on the winter solstice day which is put to a beneficial use or otherwise
limited by city ordinance or state law.
E. "Winter solstice day" means the solstice on or about December 21st which marks the
beginning of winter in the northern hemisphere and is the time when the sun reaches its
southernmost point.
(Ord. 859 § 1, 1986; Ord. 762 § 2, 1983).
5.58.030 - Solar access permit—Required.
A. A solar permit must be issued before a solar right may be established under this chapter.
B. A solar permit shall be granted for any proposed or existing solar collector which
complies with the requirements of this chapter and other city ordinances and state law.
C. Solar rights under applications filed subsequent to the effective date of the ordinance
codified in this chapter shall vest on the date the solar permit is issued which date shall also
be the priority date of the solar right. The solar collector shall be put to beneficial use within
two years of that time, except additional time may be granted by the city engineer for good
cause shown. The city engineer shall certify the right and its beneficial use within two years
of its vesting and in the event beneficial use has not been established, he shall revoke the
permit and record the revocation with the Albany County Clerk.
D. Users of solar collectors which existed prior to the effective date of the ordinance codified
in this chapter shall apply for permits within five years after the effective date. The priority
date for these solar rights shall be the first date the solar collector was beneficially used,
which shall be determined by the city engineer.
(Ord. 762 § 3, 1983).
5.58.040 - Solar access permit—Application procedure.
A. Any person desiring to obtain a solar right shall first make application to the city engineer
for a solar access permit. A permit application for a solar right shall consist of the following
materials:
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1. The original and two copies of a completed solar access permit application on forms
provided by the city engineer;
2. A review fee of thirty-five dollars made payable to the city;
3. The names and mailing addresses of all potentially affected owners;
4. The original and two copies of a site plan drawn to scale showing at least the
following detail:
a. Title block containing owner's name, legal and common address(es) of the site
and use of the structure(s),
b. North arrow, scale and date of preparation of the plan,
c. Names of all adjacent streets,
d. Dimensions of property,
e. Dimensions, heights and location of all structures on the site and on neighboring
property as may be required by the city engineer,
f. Location, height and type (common name) of all trees, bushes and shrubs on-site
and on neighboring property as may be required by the city engineer and estimated
height at full growth,
g. Location and heights of all walls and fences on the site and on the property line
with abutting property,
h. Design, construction and orientation of solar collector,
i. For existing solar collectors, the first date the solar collector was beneficially used,
j. Such topographical information and engineering calculations as may be necessary
in the city engineer's discretion to document the solar right, and
k. Signature block for city engineer's approval.
B. Upon filing of a permit application, the city engineer or his designated representative
shall review the application and site plan and any comments received thereon, inspect the
site of the proposed or existing solar collector, and shall cause the applicant to make any
necessary corrections and additions to the permit application and site plan.
C. The city engineer shall give notice by certified mail to the potentially affected property
owners. In the notice the city engineer shall advise such property owners:
1. As to whether he has granted or denied the solar permit;
2. Of the right to inspect the application, site plan and related documents at the city
engineer's office; and
3. Of the right to appeal the decision of the city engineer and the procedure to obtain a
hearing thereon before the solar board of review.
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(Ord. 762 § 5 (a—c), 1983).
5.58.050 - Solar access permit—Issuance.
The city engineer shall grant a solar access permit for any solar collector which complies
with the provisions of this chapter and other applicable provisions of this code and state
law. The issuance shall be indicated by the city engineer's written approval and signature on
the completed permit application and site plan.
(Ord. 762 § 5(d), 1983).
5.58.060 - Appeal procedure.
Potentially affected property owners may appeal the issuance or denial of a permit by filing
with the city engineer a written request for a hearing within ten days following the date of
mailing of the notice by the city engineer, and paying an appeal fee of thirty-five dollars.
The solar board of review shall, upon receipt of a written appeal, hold a hearing within
twenty days after the date of receiving the appeal and shall cause service of notice of the
date, time and location of such hearing to be made by certified mail upon the permit
applicant, the city engineer and the potentially affected property owners, and shall give at
least two public notices thereof in a newspaper of general circulation in the city. Upon the
hearing, any person may appear in person, or by agent or by attorney. A majority of the
solar board of review members may affirm, reverse or modify the decision of the city
engineer. The solar access permit shall be issued, rescinded or modified as necessary to
comply with the decision of the board.
(Ord. 762 § 5(e), 1983).
5.58.070 - Recording procedure.
The approved permit application and site plan shall be recorded in the county clerk's office
within fifteen days after the issuance of the solar access permit, or in the event of an
appeal, within thirty-five days after the issuance is confirmed. A fee for recording the
approved permit application and site plan, made payable to the county clerk, shall be
submitted to the city engineer by the applicant. Upon receipt of the recording fee, the city
engineer shall be responsible for recording the permit application and site plan. Upon
issuance of a permit, one copy of the approved permit application and site plan shall be
returned to the applicant, and one copy shall remain on file in the city engineer's office.
(Ord. 762 § 5(f), 1983).
5.58.080 - Restrictions on solar rights.
A. Solar collectors shall be located on the solar user's property so as not to unreasonably or
unnecessarily restrict the uses of neighboring property. Unreasonable or unnecessary
restriction shall include, but not be limited to, any restriction which would prohibit the uses
allowed by city code.
B. No solar right attaches to a solar collector or a portion of a solar collector, which would
be shaded by a hypothetical nonlight-transmitting, ten-foot high wall located on the
property line on a winter solstice day.
C. The solar right to radiation of the sun before nine a.m. or after three p.m. Mountain
Standard Time is de minimus and may be infringed without compensation to the owner of
the solar collector.
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D. A solar right which is not applied to a beneficial use for a period of five years or more
shall be deemed abandoned and without priority.
E. The priority of new construction with regard to interference in solar rights shall vest as of
the date of application for a building permit.
(Ord. 762 § 4, 1983).
5.58.090 - Prior existing uses.
A. The lawful location of structures in existence prior to the time of beneficial use of an
existing solar energy collection system or in existence at the effective date of the ordinance
codified in this chapter may be continued even though the location does not conform to the
requirements of this chapter.
B. The solar applicant takes the permit subject to the natural growth of all vegetation which
exists at the time of filing the application.
C. Such structure or vegetation which has been damaged by fire or a calamity may be
restored to its original condition, provided the work is commenced within one year of the
calamity. In addition, normal and routine maintenance of structures may be carried on.
D. Whenever the use of such a structure or vegetation has been discontinued for a period of
one year, the structure or vegetation shall not thereafter be re-established, unless such
future use shall be in conformance with provisions of this chapter.
(Ord. 762 § 6, 1983).
5.58.100 - Variances.
Any person desiring to erect any solar collector or other structure, or increase the height of
any structure, or permit the growth of any new vegetation, or otherwise use his/her
property, not in conformance with this chapter, may apply for a variance from the solar
board of review. The solar board shall fix a reasonable time for the variance hearing and
give public notice thereof in a newspaper of general circulation in the city, as well as seven
days' advance written notice sent by certified mail to potentially affected owners. The
notices shall contain the name of the applicant, the description of the property involved, a
statement of the nature of the requested variance and the time and place of the hearing.
Failure to mail a notice to every potentially affected owner shall not affect the validity of any
hearing or determination of the solar board. A variance shall not be granted by the board
unless, following a hearing, it finds:
A. That the strict application of the provisions of this ordinance would result in substantial
and unavoidable hardship;
B. That all possible measures have been, and will be, taken to minimize interference with
solar or other property rights; and
C. That the variance granted is the minimum adjustment that will accomplish this purpose.
(Ord. 762 § 7, 1983).
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CHAPTER 8
Solar Access

§ 10-8-1
§ 10-8-2
§ 10-8-3
§ 10-8-4
§ 10-8-5
§ 10-8-6
§ 10-8-7
§ 10-8-8
§ 10-8-9
§ 10-8-10
§ 10-8-11

Statement of Finding and Purpose
Definitions
Permit Application and Notice
Hearing
Grant of Permit
Appeals
Record of Permit
Rights of Permit Holder
Waiver of Rights
Termination of Permits
Preservation of Rights

SEC. 10-8-1

STATEMENT OF FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.

(a)

(b)

SEC. 10-8-2
(a)
(b)
(c)

The Village Board finds that:
(1)
Diminishing supplies of nonrenewable energy resources threaten the physical and
economic well being of the residents of this community who presently rely on such
resources to maintain their homes, industries, businesses and institutions;
(2)
Solar energy systems hold great promise for the future energy needs of this
community because they use a renewable energy resource; because they require
less capital, land, water and other resources needed for central-station generation of
electricity; and because they do not pollute the community's water and air; and
(3)
The successful use of solar energy systems for such purposes as supplying space
heating, water heating or the production of electricity is dependent upon sufficient
access to direct sunlight.
This chapter is adopted under authority contained in sec. 66.032, Wis. Stats., for the
purpose of protecting the health, safety, and general welfare of the community by:
(1)
Promoting the use of solar energy systems;
(2)
Protecting access to sunlight for solar energy systems; and
(3)
Assuring that potentially conflicting interests of individual property owners are
accommodated to the greatest extent possible compatible with the overall goal of
this ordinance.

DEFINITIONS.
In this Chapter "AGENCY" means the Village of Prairie du Sac Zoning Inspector.
"APPLICANT" means an owner applying for a permit under this chapter.
"APPLICATION" means an application for a permit under this chapter.

10-8-1
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(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

SEC. 10-8-3
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

"COLLECTOR SURFACE" means any part of a solar collector that absorbs solar energy
for use in the collector's energy transformation process. "Collector surface" does not
include frames, support and mounting hardware.
"COLLECTOR USE PERIOD" means 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. standard time daily.
“IMPERMISSIBLE INTERFERENCE" means a blockage of solar energy from a collector
surface or a proposed collector surface for which a permit has been granted under this
chapter [section] during a collector use period, if such blockage is by any structure or
vegetation on property an owner of which was notified under Section 10-8-3(f).
'impermissible interference" does not include:
(1)
Blockage by a narrow protrusion, vegetation, or other object which never obstructs
more than 5% of the solar energy which would strike a solar collector during the
collector use period on any given day;
(2)
Blockage by any structure constructed, under construction or for which a building
permit has been applied for before the date the last notice is mailed or delivered
under Section 10-8-3(f).
(3)
Blockage by any vegetation planted before the date the last notice is mailed or
delivered under Section 10-8-3 (f).
(4)
Blockage by any structure or vegetation which obstructs less solar energy from a
solar collector during the collector use period than would be obstructed by a 6 foot
high wall located along the northern boundaries of the property to the south of the
solar collector.
"OWNER" means at least one owner, as defined under Sec. 66.021(1)(a), Wis. Stats., of a
property or the personal representative of at least one owner.
"PERMIT" means a solar access permit issued under this Chapter.
"SOLAR COLLECTOR" means a device, structure or part of a device or structure a
substantial purpose of which is to transform solar energy into thermal, mechanical,
chemical or electrical energy.
"SOLAR ENERGY" means direct radiant energy received from the sun.

PERMIT APPLICATION AND NOTICE.
PERMIT JURISDICTION. Any owner who has installed or intends to install a solar
collector may apply to the Village Board for a permit. A permit may affect any land located
within the territorial limits of the Village or which is subject to an extraterritorial zoning
ordinance unless the extraterritorial land is subject to a zoning ordinance adopted by a
county or town.
APPLICATION. An application for a permit under this Chapter may be obtained from the
Village Administrator and shall be completed by the applicant.
INFORMAL PRE-APPLICATION MEETING. Prior to the filing of an application, the
applicant shall meet with the Plan Commission to discuss the application and the permit
process.
APPLICATION FEE. The completed permit application shall be submitted to the Village
Administrator with an application fee as stated in the Schedule of Fees.

10-8-2
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(e)

(f)

(g)

SEC. 10-8-4

REVIEW OF APPLICATION. The Plan Commission shall review the application to
determine if it is satisfactorily completed. The Plan Commission shall notify the applicant
of this
determination within thirty (30) days after the application has been filed and the application
fee received. If the Plan Commission determines that the application is satisfactorily
completed, the Village shall provide notice forms and receipt forms to the applicant for
service and signing under Subsection (f).
SERVICE OF NOTICE. If an applicant is notified that an application has been satisfactorily completed, the applicant shall deliver by certified mail or by hand the notice,
supplied by the Village, to the owner of any property which the applicant proposes to be
restricted by the permit. The applicant shall submit to the Village Administrator a copy of a
signed receipt for every notice- delivered under this subsection.
CONTENT OF NOTICE. The information on the notice form shall include:
(1)
The name and address of the applicant, and the address of the land upon which the
solar collector is or will be located.
(2)
That an application has been filed by the applicant.
(3)
That the permit, if granted, may affect the rights of the notified owner to develop
his or her property and to plant vegetation.
(4)
That any person who received a notice may request a hearing under Section 10-8-4
within thirty (30) days after receipt of the notice.
(5)
he procedure for filing a hearing request and telephone number, address and office
hours of the agency.

HEARING.

Within thirty (30) days after receipt of the notice under Section 10-8-3(f), any person who has
received a notice, or anyone acting on that person's behalf, may file a request for a hearing on the granting of
a permit or the Village Board may determine that a hearing is necessary even if no such request is filed. If a
request is filed or if the Village Board determines that a hearing is necessary, the Village Board shall
conduct a hearing on the application within 90 days after the last notice is delivered. At least thirty (30) days
prior to the hearing date, the Village Board shall notify the applicant, any person who has requested a
hearing under this section, all owners notified under Section 10-8-3(f), and any other person filing a request
of the time and place of the hearing. Prior to the hearing, the Plan Commission shall submit an advisory
recommendation to the Village Board.

SEC. 10-8-5
(a)

GRANT OF PERMIT.
DETERMINATION. The Village Board shall grant a permit if the Board determines that:
(1)
The granting of a permit will not unreasonably interfere with the orderly land use
and development plans of the Village;
(2)
No person has demonstrated that she or he has present plans to build a structure
that would create an impermissible interference by showing that she or he has
applied for a building permit prior to receipt of a notice under Sec. 10-8-3(f), has
expended at least Five Hundred ($500.00) Dollars on planning or designing such a
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(b)

SEC. 10-8-6

structure, or by submitting any other credible evidence that she or he has made
substantial progress toward planning or constructing a structure that would create
an impermissible interference; and
(3)
The benefits to the applicant and the public will exceed any burdens.
(4)
No person has demonstrated that the granting of a permit would cause an undue
hardship in using his or her property in a manner consistent with existing zoning
regulations and neighboring property uses.
CONDITIONS.
(1)
The Village Board may grant a permit subject to any condition or exemption the
Village Board deems necessary to minimize the possibility that the future
development of nearby property will create an impermissible interference or to
minimize any other burden on any person affected by granting the permit. Such
conditions or exemptions may include but are not limited to restrictions on the
location of the collector and requirements for the compensation of persons affected
by the granting of the permit.
(2)
As a condition of receiving a permit, the permit holder shall be responsible for the
cost of trimming [pre-existing] vegetation on property affected by the permit to
prevent an impermissible interference. The permit holder shall give consideration
to the desires of the property owner in trimming such vegetation and shall not
unnecessarily remove vegetation which does not or will not in a reasonable period
of time create an impermissible interference.

APPEALS.

Any person aggrieved by a decision under this chapter may appeal the decision by making a written
request to the Village Board within ten (10) days of the decision. The decision shall be reviewed by the
Zoning Board of Appeals.

SEC. 10-8-7

RECORD OF PERMIT.

If the Village Board grants a permit:
(a)
The Village Board shall specify the property restricted by the permit and shall prepare
notice of the granting of the permit. The notice shall include the legal description pursuant
to sec. 706.05(2)(c), Wis. Stats., for the property upon which the solar collector is or will be
located and for any property restricted by the permit, and shall indicate that the property
may not be developed and vegetation may not be planted on the property so as to create an
impermissible interference with the solar collector which is the subject of the permit unless
the permit affecting the property is terminated or unless a waiver agreement affecting the
property is recorded under Section 10-8-9.
(b)
The applicant shall record with the register of deeds of the county in which the property is
located the notice under Subsection (a) for each property specified under Subsection (a)
and for the property upon which the solar collector is or will be located.
(c)
The Village Board shall note the location of any solar collector which is the subject of a
permit on a map showing the location of all solar collectors for which permits have been
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granted and shall identify on the map all properties which are subject to restrictions
resulting from the granting of a permit.

SEC. 10-8-8

RIGHTS OF PERMIT HOLDER.

The holder of a permit granted under this Chapter is entitled to access to sunlight for the solar
collector subject to any conditions or exemptions in the permit and may seek damages for any loss caused
by an impermissible interference or an injunction to prevent an impermissible interference as provided
under sec. 66.032(7), Wis. Stats.

SEC. 10-8-9

WAIVER OF RIGHTS.

A permit holder by written agreement may waive all or part of any right protected by a permit. The
permit holder shall record a copy of the agreement with the register of deeds. A copy of the agreement shall
also be filed with the Village Board.

SEC. 10-8-10
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

SEC. 10-8-11

TERMINATION OF PERMITS.
Any rights protected by a permit under this Chapter shall terminate if the Village Board
determines that the solar collector which is the subject of the permit is:
(1)
Permanently removed or is not used for two (2) consecutive years, excluding time
spent on repairs or improvements, or
(2)
Not installed and functioning within two (2) years after the date of issuance of the
permit.
The Village Board shall give the permit holder written notice and an opportunity for a
hearing on a proposed termination under Subsection (a).
If the Village Board terminates a permit, the Village Board shall record a notice of
termination with the register of deeds. The Village Board may charge the permit holder for
the cost of recording.
The Village Board shall modify the map of solar collectors prepared under Section
10-8-7(c) to reflect the termination of a permit.
PRESERVATION OF RIGHTS.

The transfer of title to any property shall not change the rights and duties provided by a permit
granted under this Chapter.
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City of San Luis Obispo, California
Municipal Code (2011)
Title 16. SUBDIVISIONS
Chapter 16.18. GENERAL SUBDIVISION DESIGN STANDARDS
16.18.170 Easements for solar access.
A. In order to provide for the maximum feasible use of solar energy within subdivisions, the
city may require establishment of easements for some or all of the lots to protect access to
sunlight. Such easements shall be established on each parcel for the benefit of neighboring
parcels within the subdivision. Such easements will not be required when:
1. A plan for building construction and landscaping is approved in conjunction with
the subdivision approval, and the plan will provide an acceptable level of solar
exposure, as provided in the energy element of the general plan; or
2. The size and shape of the parcels together with the yard and height restrictions of
the zoning regulations will allow subsequent development of each parcel in a way
which will not eliminate acceptable solar exposure for neighboring parcels within the
subdivision; or
3. The subdivision is a condominium conversion.
B. Where required, solar access easements shall protect solar exposure during the period
from ten a.m. to two p.m. Pacific Standard Time on the winter solstice, unless topographical
conditions or other overriding design considerations make protection of some other,
equivalent time interval more desirable. They shall be recorded concurrent with recordation
of the subdivision map.
1. The burdens and benefits of the solar easement shall be transferable and run with
the land to subsequent grantees of the original grantor(s) and grantee(s).
2. The description of the easement shall include:
a. A plan and orthographic view of the easement area in relation to lot lines,
together with notations on the maximum height of structures or vegetation which
may occupy the easement area;
b. A written description specifying the easement as a plane limiting the height of
structures or vegetation, such plane beginning at a line clearly defined in relation
to ground elevation and lot line location, and extending upward at a specific
angle (altitude) in a specific direction (azimuth);
c. The restrictions placed on vegetation, structures or other objects which would
impair or obstruct passage of sunlight through the easement; and
d. Any terms or conditions under which the easement may be revised or
terminated.
3. The establishment of solar easements is not intended to result in reducing allowable
densities or the percentage of a lot which may be occupied by structures under zoning in
force at the time the easement is established. (Ord. 1490 § 3 (part), 2006)
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City of Santa Barbara
SOLAR ACCESS
PACKET

Solar Access Height Limitations
S.B. Municipal Code Sections Created or Amended by the Solar Access
Ordinance: Ordinance #4426, Adopted 10/7/86
Rules and Regulations Pertaining to the Protection and Enhancement of
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Solar Access Shadow Plan Preparation Instructions
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City of Santa Barbara
SOLAR ACCESS HEIGHT
LIMITATIONS

TEMPLATE

Use the following steps to determine whether your structure complies with the Solar Access Ordinance
(SBMC Chapter 28.11). This ordinance only applies in residential zones. The purpose of the Solar
Access Ordinance is to ensure that your building does not cast a significant shadow on your neighbor's
building. This is determined by projecting a shadow that your building would cast on December 21, the
day when the sun is lowest in the sky, and your building casts its longest shadow.
The sun shines from the south; therefore your building casts a shadow to the north. If your property is
oriented towards one of the cardinal directions (North, South, East, or West), such as in the Outer State
Street area, you will usually have one northern neighbor. If your property is located in the downtown
area, it is oriented approximately 45 degrees away from the cardinal directions (Northeast, Northwest,
Southeast or Southwest), and you may have more than one northerly neighbor. The first step in applying
the Solar Access Ordinance to your property is to find all of your northerly property lines.
1.

The City defines the northerly lot lines as, "The
property line which forms a generally north
facing boundary of the lot, and which has a
bearing greater than or equal to 40º from either
true north or true south." This definition doesn't
mean much to most people, so here is an easy
way to find your northerly lot lines. First find
True North. Then eliminate all lot lines which
are obviously not on the northern edges of the
property.

Figure 1

To determine exactly which of the remaining lot
lines are northerly lot lines, use the template
which is located on the upper right corner of
this page. Place the center of the circle on one
of the remaining lot lines. Point the north arrow
towards True North. If the lot line in question
runs through the black area, it is a northerly
property line. In Figure 1, there are two
northerly property lines.
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2.

Establish the “base elevation point” on the east or
west elevation plans by finding the highest point
of contact between the building and the ground
(See Figure 2). On a flat lot, the base elevation
point will be the ground. On a sloped lot, the base
elevation point will be on the uphill side of the
house. The east elevation shows the building as if
you were viewing it with your back facing east.
The west elevation shows as if your if you were
viewing it with your back facing west.

Figure 2

3.

Draw the vertical extension of the northerly
property line by drawing a vertical line at the
northerly property line. See Figure 3, part A.

Figure 3

4.

Draw a horizontal line from the base elevation
point to the vertical extension of the northerly
property line that you drew in Step 3. See Figure
3, part B.

5.

On the vertical extension of the northerly property
line, mark off a height of either 12 or 18 feet
above the base elevation, depending on the zone
in which the building is proposed. See the
following chart and Figure 4.
Zone
A, E, R-1, R-2
R-3, R-4

6.

Length of vertical line
12 feet
18 feet

From the mark drawn on the vertical extension of
the northerly property line in a pervious step, draw
a diagonal line towards the proposed building or
structure. The diagonal line should be drawn at a
30° angle above horizontal. See Figure 5.
☺

Figure 4

Figure 5

If the building is below the 30° line, it is
in compliance with the solar height
ordinance.
If the building is above the 30° line, it is
not in compliance with the solar height
ordinance.

NOTE:
There are exemptions to these requirements for certain architectural features and for
certain circumstances. See SBMC Chapter 28.11 for more information.
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City of Santa Barbara
SANTA BARBARA MUNICIPAL CODE SECTIONS
CREATED OR AMENDED BY THE SOLAR ACCESS
ORDINANCE: ORDINANCE #4426, ADOPTED 10/7/86
Chapter 28.11
28.11.010

PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT OF SOLAR ACCESS

Definitions.

For the purposes of this Chapter, the following words and phrases shall have the meaning
indicated, unless the context or usage clearly requires a different meaning:
A.
BASE ELEVATION. The elevation of the highest point of contact of a structure with the
adjacent ground. For the purposes of this determination, all fences, covered and uncovered walkways,
driveways, patio covers and other similar elements shall be considered separate structures.
B.
NORTHERLY LOT LINE. Any lot line, of which there may be more than one per lot, that
forms a generally north facing boundary of a lot and has a bearing greater than or equal to forty degrees
from either true north or true south. For curved lot lines, the bearing of the lot line at any point shall be
the bearing of the tangent to the curve at that point.
C.
PLAN VIEW. A plot plan of the parcel which shows the horizontal dimensions of a parcel
and each structure on the parcel.
D.
RESIDENTIAL ZONE. An A-1, A-2, E-1, E-2, E-3, R-1, R-2, R-3 or R-4 zone as defined
in Title 28 of the Santa Barbara Municipal Code.
E.
SHADOW PLAN. A plot plan which shows the extent of shading caused by a proposed
structure and is in compliance with the Rules and Regulations approved pursuant to Section 28.11.040 of
this Chapter.
F.
SOLAR ACCESS. The ability of a location to receive direct sunlight as provided by the
height limitations of Section 28.11.020 of this Chapter. (Ord. 4426, 1986.)
28.11.020

Height Limitation.

The maximum elevation of each point on a structure in a residential zone as measured from the
base elevation shall not exceed the sum of (i) eighteen (18) feet in an R-3 or R-4 zone or twelve (12) feet
in all other residential zones and (ii) fifty-eight percent (58%) of the shortest distance from that point to
the nearest northerly lot line as measured horizontally on the plan view of the structure. Any height
limitation imposed by this Section shall be in addition to any other height limitation imposed in the
Charter or this Code, such that the more restrictive height limitation shall apply. (Ord. 4426, 1986.)
28.11.030

Exemptions.

The following shall be exempt from the height limitations of Section 28.11.020:
A.
Any portion of a structure in existence, or for which a valid building permit was issued,
prior to the effective date of the ordinance first enacting this Chapter.
B.
Any portion of a structure which received Preliminary Approval by the Architectural
Board of Review prior to the effective date of the ordinance first enacting this Chapter.
C.
Any flagpole, antenna, ornamental spire, chimney, or other building element less than four
(4) feet along each horizontal dimension.
D.
A utility pole and line.
City of Santa Barbara Planning Counter / 630 Garden St. / (805) 564-5578
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E.
Any portion of a structure for which a shadow plan is prepared and submitted by the
applicant demonstrating that shadows cast by that portion of the structure at 9:00 a.m., noon, and 3:00
p.m., Pacific Standard Time on December 21 will:
1.
Not exceed the boundaries of a simultaneous shadow cast by a legally existing
structure, or by a hill or other topographical feature other than trees or other vegetation; or
2.
Not shade that portion of any adjacent residentially zoned lot which is occupied by
a dwelling or which could legally and without modification of required yards be occupied in the future by
a dwelling; or
3.
Fall entirely within the boundaries of an existing covered or uncovered paved off
street parking area, or paved driveway leading thereto. (Ord. 4426, 1986.)
28.11.040

Rules and Regulations.

The Community Development Director may promulgate and administer rules and regulations
necessary for the administration and interpretation of this Chapter, subject to approval by the City
Council. (Ord. 4426, 1986.)
Chapter 28.15
28.15.050

A-1, A-2, E-1, E-2, E-3 and R-1 One-Family Residence Zones

Building Height.

No building in these zones shall exceed a height of thirty feet (30') nor exceed the height
limitations imposed for the protection and enhancement of solar access by Chapter 28.11 of this Code.
(Ord. 4426, 1986; Ord. 3710, 1974; Ord. 3540, 1972.)
Chapter 28.18
28.18.050

R-2 TWO-FAMILY RESIDENCE ZONE

Building Height.

No building in the R-2 Zone shall exceed a height of thirty feet (30') nor exceed the height
limitations imposed for the protection and enhancement of solar access by Chapter 28.11 of this Code.
(Ord. 4426, 1986; Ord. 3710, 1974; Ord. 3587, 1973.)
Chapter 28.21
28.21.050

R-3 LIMITED MULTIPLE-FAMILY RESIDENCE ZONE AND R-4
HOTEL-MOTEL-MULTIPLE RESIDENCE ZONE

Building Height.

Three (3) stories, which three (3) stories combined shall not exceed (i) forty-five feet (45') nor (ii)
exceed the height limitations imposed for the protection and enhancement of solar access by Chapter
28.11 of this Code. (Ord. 4426, 1986; Ord. 3710, 1974; Ord. 2585, 1957.)
Chapter 28.92
28.92.110

VARIANCES, MODIFICATIONS AND ZONE CHANGES

Modifications.

Modifications may be granted by the Planning Commission or Staff Hearing Officer as follows:
A.
BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION. The Planning Commission may permit the
following:
1.
Parking. A modification or waiver of the parking or loading requirements where,
in the particular instance, the modification will not be inconsistent with the purposes and intent of this
Title and will not cause an increase in the demand for parking space or loading space in the immediate
area.
City of Santa Barbara Planning Counter / 630 Garden St. / (805) 564-5578
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2.
Yards, Lot Area, and Floor Area. A modification of yard, lot and floor area
regulations where the modification is consistent with the purposes and intent of this Title, and is necessary
to (i) secure an appropriate improvement on a lot, (ii) prevent unreasonable hardship, (iii) promote
uniformity of improvement, or (iv) the modification is necessary to construct a housing development
which is affordable to very low-, low-, moderate- or middle-income households.
3.
Fences, Screens, Walls, and Hedges. A modification of fence, screen, wall and
hedge regulations where the modification is necessary to secure an appropriate improvement on a lot and
is consistent with the purposes and intent of this Title.
4.
Solar Access. A modification of height limitations imposed by Section 28.11.020
to protect and enhance solar access where the modification is necessary to prevent an unreasonable
restriction. The Rules and Regulations approved pursuant to Section 28.11.040 shall contain criteria for
use in making a finding of unreasonable restriction.
5.
Building Height. A modification of building height limitations for existing
buildings or structures that exceed the current building height limit, to allow the exterior of the portion of
the building or structure that exceeds the building height limit to be improved or upgraded, provided that
the improvements increase neither the height nor the floor area of any portion of the building or structure
that exceeds the building height limit, except as otherwise allowed in the Code.
6.
Net Floor Area (Floor to Lot Area Ratio). A modification of the net floor area
standard imposed by Section 28.15.083 to allow a development that would otherwise be precluded by
operation of Subsection 28.15.083.D where the Planning Commission makes all of the following findings:
a.
Not less than five (5) members of the Single Family Design Board or six (6)
members of the Historic Landmarks Commission (on projects referred to the Commission pursuant to
Section 22.69.030) have voted in support of the modification following a concept review of the project;
b.
The subject lot has a physical condition (such as the location, surroundings,
topography, or the size of the lot relative to other lots in the neighborhood) that does not generally exist
on other lots in the neighborhood; and
c.
The physical condition of the lot allows the project to be compatible with
existing development within the neighborhood that complies with the net floor area standard.
B.
BY THE STAFF HEARING OFFICER.
The Staff Hearing Officer may permit
modifications in accordance with subsections 1., 2., 3., 4., and 5. above, if the Staff Hearing Officer finds
that:
1.
The requested modification is not part of the approval of a tentative subdivision
map, conditional use permit, development plan, site plan, plot plan, or any other matter which requires
approval of the Planning Commission; and
2.
If granted, the modification would not significantly affect persons or property
owners other than those entitled to notice. (Ord. 5416, 2007; Ord. 5380, 2005.)
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City of Santa Barbara
RULES AND REGULATIONS
PERTAINING TO THE PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT
OF SOLAR ACCESS IN THE CITY OF SANTA BARBARA
ADOPTED OCTOBER 7, 1986
AMENDED MARCH 31, 1998
(Attachment to Resolution 98-027)

1.

Authority
These rules and regulations are promulgated and approved pursuant to Santa Barbara Municipal
Code Section 28.11.040.

2.

Policy for Protection and Enhancement of Solar Access
a.

GOALS. It is the goal of the City to promote the use of renewable energy resources,
including solar energy. Since the present and future applications of solar energy are well
suited to the needs of the residential sector, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 4426
on October 7, 1986. The intent of the ordinance is to:
i.

Establish height limitations for structures constructed hereafter in a residential zone
so as to provide a balance between solar rights and development rights. The
Municipal Code contains a formula that allows the maximum building height to
increase in relation to the distance from a northerly lot line (SBMC §28.11.020).

ii.

Allow the Community Development Department to establish rules and regulations
regarding administration and interpretation of the Municipal Code Sections related
to solar access, subject to City Council approval.

It is not the intent of the ordinance to reduce the allowable number of units on any lot, nor
to discourage the development of affordable housing. It is not the intent of the ordinance
to establish height limitations on vegetation, because existing state law on this subject is
considered adequate for the time being. Neither is it the intent of the ordinance to consider
shadows cast by vegetation as a permanent shading source. Therefore, a structure shall not
be granted relief from the height limitations on the grounds that its shadow fall within
those cast by existing vegetation.
b.

3.

POLICY. The Community Development Director shall pursue a policy of:
i.

Enforcing the height limitation contained in SBMC §28.11.20; and

ii.

Facilitating the granting of appropriate modifications.

Compliance with Height Limitations
a.

HEIGHT LIMITATIONS. The allowable height of any point on a structure in a residential
zone is set forth in §28.11.020 of the Santa Barbara Municipal Code. The Community
Development Director may, at any time prior to or during construction, require calculations
demonstrating compliance with such limitations. The height limitations is related to the
distance from a northerly lot line, which is defined so as to include any lot line facing
within 40 degrees of north. The intention of this definition is to include both the northwest
and northeast lot line on a lot that is oriented 45 degrees away from the cardinal points of
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the compass. This is considered necessary so as to provide protection to southeast and
southwest facing walls and roof areas.
b.

NATURAL GRADE. In determining the base elevation for use in calculating allowable
building height, the natural grade shall be used to determine the “highest point of contact
of the structure with the adjacent ground.”

c.

SHADOW DIAGRAMS.
i.

4.

In order to obtain an exemption based on SBMC §28.11.030.D, the applicant must
submit an acceptable shadow diagram including the following information:
(1)

A true north arrow;

(2)

Topographical features of the proposed site and any adjacent northerly lots,
and existing improvements thereon;

(3)

Plan view and exterior elevation view of the proposed structure showing the
location of all northerly property lines on both;

(4)

Diagrams of the shadows cast at 9:00 a.m., Noon, and 3:00 p.m. Pacific
Standard Time on December 21 by the portion of the structure being
considered for an exemption.

(5)

Any other information deemed necessary by the Community Development
Director.

ii.

The shadow diagram may be included on the site plan or may be a separate
diagram.

iii.

The Community Development Director shall provide a sample shadow diagram as
a part of the informational materials prepared to implement SBMC Chapter 28.11.

Modification of Solar Access Height Limitations
a.

MUNICIPAL CODE REFERENCE. Santa Barbara Municipal Code §28.92.110.A.4
allows modification of the solar access height limitations to be granted where the
modification is necessary to prevent an unreasonable restriction.

b.

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINATION OF UNREASONABLE RESTRICTION.
i.

MAINTAINING ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS. In the event
that the solar access height limitations result in a reduction in the otherwise
allowable number of dwelling units in a residential structure or development,
including density bonus, such situation may be considered an unreasonable
restriction if all of the following criteria apply:
(1)

Every feasible effort has been made for the proposed development or
structure to comply with the solar access height limitations established by
SBMC §28.11.020, and the development or structure is determined to be
unable to achieve the otherwise allowable number of dwelling units without
violating such height limitations; and

(2)

The proposed infringement on solar access is the minimum necessary to
permit the allowable number of units on the property.

Applicants desiring a modification on the basis of such criteria shall provide
documentation demonstrating that the above criteria are met and demonstrating the
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reason that the non-complying portion of the structure or development cannot be
relocated or redesigned so as to be in compliance.
ii.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING. A development which includes 25% or more
dwelling units meeting the affordability criteria of the Community Development
Department and which is subject to City monitoring of rent or resale price levels
for a minimum of ten years shall receive special consideration in the granting of
modifications of the solar access height limitations. If compliance with such
limitations will result in significant additional costs for the construction phase of
development, this additional cost may be considered an unreasonable restriction.
An applicant desiring modification based on this criterium shall provide adequate
documentation showing the extent of the extra costs associated with compliance
and demonstrating that the proposed infringement on solar access is the minimum
necessary to prevent significant extra construction costs.

iii.

CONSIDERATION OF SECOND STORY ADDITIONS. In cases of second story
additions to dwellings in residential zones other than R-3, a modification of the
solar access height limitations may be granted on the basis of an unreasonable
restriction such that the height limitation would be the same as that specified for
R-3 and R-4 zones by SBMC Section 28.11.020 providing that all of the following
criteria apply:
(1)

All portions of the proposed addition which will violate the solar access
height limitations for zones other than R-3 and R-4, except for roof
overhangs of up to two (2) feet, are entirely within the perimeter of a
structure which was constructed or was issued a building permit prior to the
effective date of the ordinance first enacting SBMC Chapter 28.11.

(2)

The horizontal dimensions of the proposed addition, excluding roof
overhangs, as measured parallel to all northerly lot lines of the lot upon
which it is proposed, do not exceed twenty five (25) feet, except that
portions of the addition that comply with the solar access height limitations
for zones other than R-3 and R-4 shall be exempt from the provisions of this
sentence.

(3)

All portions of the addition which violate the solar access height limitations
for zones other than R-3 and R-4 have been designed so as to cast no
shadow at 9:00 a.m., Noon, and 3:00 p.m. PST on December 21 on any
solar collector in existence, or for which a building permit has been issued.
For the purposes of this subsection, a solar collector shall be any device
which is designed primarily to collect solar energy and which contains an
area of twenty four (24) square feet or more.

(4)

The amount of direct sunlight on all south facing windows on any adjacent
lot at 9:00 a.m., Noon, and at 3:00 p.m. PST on December 21 following
construction of the proposed addition will be greater than or equal to the
amount of such sunlight in the event that the maximum addition in
compliance with the solar access height limitations were to be constructed.
The effect of shade caused by vegetation shall not be a consideration in this
determination. For the purposes of this subsection, south facing windows
shall include any window in a dwelling which faces 45 degrees or less from
true south and which separates heated from non-heated space.
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Applicants desiring a modification of the solar access height limitations based on
these criteria shall provide adequate documentation, including but not limited to
shadow diagrams as described in Section 3, Paragraph C above, demonstrating that
these criteria are met.
iv.

TWO AND THREE STORY STRUCTURES IN THE CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT. A modification may be granted to applicants proposing to construct a
two (2) or three (3) story structure on property zoned R-3 or R-4 and located in the
Central Business District pursuant to SBMC §28.92.110.A.4 provided the
following:
(1)

The property has less than the required 60 feet of frontage on a public
street;

(2)

All portions of the structure which exceed the requirements of the solar
access height limitations for zones R-3 and R-4 have been designed so as to
cast no shadow at 9:00 a.m., Noon, and 3:00 p.m. PST on December 21 on
any solar collector in existence, or for which a building permit has been
issued. For the purposes of this subsection, a solar collector shall be any
device which is designed primarily to collect solar energy and which
contains an area of twenty four (24) square feet or more.

(3)

The amount of direct sunlight reaching all south facing windows of any
structure on an adjacent lot at 9:00 a.m., Noon, and at 3:00 p.m. PST on
December 21 following construction of the proposed third story will be
greater than or equal to the amount of such sunlight in the event that the
maximum development in compliance with the solar access height
limitations were to be constructed. The effect of shade caused by
vegetation shall not be a consideration in this determination. For the
purposes of this subsection, south facing windows shall include any window
in a dwelling which faces 45 degrees or less from true south and which
separates heated from non-heated space.

Applicants desiring a modification of the solar access height limitations based on
these criteria shall provide adequate documentation acceptable to the Community
Development director, including but not limited to shadow diagrams as described
in Section 3, Paragraph C above, demonstrating that these criteria are met.
For the purposes of this Resolution, the Central Business District (CBD) shall be
defined as the area bounded by Garden Street on the northeast, De La Vina Street
on the southwest, Arrellaga Street to the northwest and U.S. Highway 101 to the
southeast.
5.

Modification of Required Yards to Promote the Use of Solar Energy
a.

MUNICIPAL CODE REFERENCE.
Santa Barbara Municipal Code Section
28.92.110.A.2 allows a modification of required yard size where the modification is
consistent with the purposes and intent of the Zoning Ordinance (SBMC Title 28) and is
necessary to:
i.

Secure an appropriate improvement on a lot,

ii.

Prevent unreasonable hardship, or

iii.

Promote uniformity of improvement.
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b.

CRITERIA FOR MODIFICATIONS OF REQUIRED YARDS TO PROMOTE THE USE
OF SOLAR ENERGY. The construction of a dwelling or a solar energy collection and/or
storage device within a required yard may be considered an appropriate improvement on a
lot and the basis for a modification of required yards as follows:
i.

A modification may be granted for up to a 50% reduction in a required yard
dimension for the purpose of locating a dwelling to achieve better solar access,
provided that all of the following criteria are met:
(1)

The portion of the required yard that is reduced as a result of the
modification will be added to the required yard space elsewhere on the lot;
and

(2)

The proposed structure is designed so as to utilize the solar energy provided
by the improved solar access.

Applicants for such modifications shall provide adequate documentation
demonstrating that the above criteria are met.
ii.

A modification for up to 50% reduction of a required yard dimension may be
granted for the purpose of installing a solar energy collection and/or storage device,
provided that all of the following criteria are met:
(1)

The device is primarily for use in collecting and/or storing solar energy; and

(2)

The device or structure will not provide additional habitable floor space.

Applicants for such modifications shall provide adequate documentation
demonstrating that the above criteria are met.
iii.

c.

In cases where construction is proposed on two adjacent lots at the same time, a
zero lot line modification may be granted for the purposes of improving solar
access. In such cases, a required interior may be eliminated so as to allow the
joining of structures along a common lot line provided that all of the following
criteria are met:
(1)

Both structures are applied for and approved concurrently;

(2)

The opposite required yards on both lots are increased by the amount
eliminated such that there will be no increase in the buildable area on either
lot; and

(3)

The applicant demonstrates the advantages gained for improved solar
access.

POLICY STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF SOLAR ENERGY. As a part of the City's
support for the use of solar energy, applications for such modifications shall be given
special consideration and regarded favorably as long as the modifications would not
substantially impair other purposes and intents of the Zoning Ordinance.
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City of Santa Barbara
SOLAR ACCESS
SHADOW DIAGRAM PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS
If your building does not meet the Solar Access Height limitations (SBMC §28.11.020), use the following
procedure to prepare a shadow diagram for the hours of 9:00 a.m., Noon & 3:00 p.m. on December 21 to
determine whether your structure qualifies for one of the exemptions contained in Section §28.11.030.E.
1.

On the site plan, locate the prominent shadow
casting portions of the proposed structure, such as
ridge lines, eaves, and parapets. (Points A, B, C,
D, E, and F in Figure 1).

Figure 1

2.

Determine the height of each of these points
above the adjacent property where shadows will
be cast. (For simplicity you may assume that the
property shown in Figure 2 is flat and at the same
elevation as the "Base Elevation" of your
structure as defined in SBMC 28.11.010.)

Figure 2

3.

Use the following chart to determine the direction and length of shadows for the particular time of
day in question.
TIME OF DAY, DECEMBER 21 (WINTER SOLSTICE)
9:00 a.m.

Noon

3:00 p.m.

Direction of Shadow

Northwest (N 45 W)

North

Northeast (N 45 E)

Length of Shadow

3.1 times height

1.5 times height

3.1 times height
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Draw lines accordingly on the site plan. Connect the ends of the shadow lines to create a shadow
pattern for the structure. The prominent shadow casting portions of the proposed structure, such
as ridge lines, eves and parapets are shown on the diagrams below.

H:\Group Folders\PLAN\Handouts\Official Handouts\Zoning\Solar Access Packet.doc
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CLACKAMAS COUNTY ZONING AND DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE

1017

SOLAR ACCESS ORDINANCE FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT (3/24/05)

1017.01

PURPOSE
The purposes of the solar access ordinance for new development are to ensure that
land is divided so that structures can be oriented to maximize solar access and to
minimize shade on adjoining properties from structures and trees.

1017.02

APPLICATION OF SECTION (3/24/05)
The solar design standard in Subsection 1017.04 shall apply to applications for a
development to create lots in VR-4/5, VR-5/7, R-5, R-7, R-8.5, R-10, R-15, R-20, and
R-30 zones and for dwellings in any zone, except to the extent the Planning Director
finds the applicant has shown that one or more of the conditions listed in Subsections
1017.05 and 1017.06 exist, and exemptions or adjustments provided for therein are
warranted. (3/24/05)

1017.03

DEFINITIONS
Words and terms used in Sections 1017, 1018, and 1019 are defined as follows:
A. CROWN COVER: The area within the drip line or perimeter of the foliage of a
tree.
B. DEVELOPMENT: Any short plat, partition, subdivision, or planned unit
development created under the County's land division or zoning regulations.
C. EXEMPT TREE OR VEGETATION: The full height and breadth of vegetation
that the Planning Director has identified as "solar friendly"; and any vegetation
listed as exempt on a plat map, a document recorded with the plat, or a solar
access permit.
D. FRONT LOT LINE: For the purposes of the solar access regulations, a lot line
abutting a street. For corner lots, the front lot line is that with the narrowest
frontage. When the lot line abutting a street is curved, the front lot line is the
chord or straight line connecting the ends of the curve. For a flag lot, the front lot
line is the lot line that is most parallel to and closest to the street, excluding the
pole portion of the flag lot (see Figure 1).
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E. NONEXEMPT TREE OR VEGETATION: Vegetation that is not exempt.
F. NORTHERN LOT LINE: The lot line that is the smallest angle from a line drawn
east-west and intersecting the northernmost point of the lot, excluding the pole
portion of a flag lot. If the north line adjoins an undevelopable area other than a
required yard area, the northern lot line shall be at the north edge of such
undevelopable area. If two lot lines have an identical angle relative to a line
drawn east-west, the northern lot line shall be a line 10 feet in length within the
lot parallel with and at a maximum distance from the front lot line.
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G. NORTH-SOUTH DIMENSION: The length of a line beginning at the midpoint of
the northern lot line and extending in a southerly direction perpendicular to the
northern lot line until it reaches a property boundary (see Figure 3).

H. PROTECTED SOLAR BUILDING LINE: A line on a plat or map recorded with
the plat that identifies the location on a lot where a point two feet above may not
be shaded by structures or nonexempt trees (see Figure 10).
I. SHADE: A shadow cast by the shade point of a structure or vegetation when the
sun is at an altitude of 21.3 degrees and an azimuth ranging from 22.7 degrees
east and west of true south.
J. SHADE POINT: The part of a structure or nonexempt tree that casts the longest
shadow onto the adjacent northern lot(s) when the sun is at an altitude of 21.3
degrees and an azimuth ranging from 22.7 degrees east and west of true south,
except a shadow cause by a narrow object such as a mast or whip antenna, a dish
antenna with a diameter of 3 feet or less, a chimney, utility pole, or wire. The
height of the shade point shall be measured from the shade point to either the
average elevation at the front lot line or the elevation at the midpoint of the front
lot line. If the shade point is located at the north end of a ridgeline of a structure
oriented within 45 degrees of a true north-south line, the shade point height
computed according to the preceding sentence may be reduced by 3 feet. If a
structure has a roof oriented within 45 degrees of a true east-west line with a pitch
that is flatter than 5 feet (vertical) in 12 feet (horizontal), the shade point will be
the eaves of the roof. If such a roof has a pitch that is 5 feet in 12 feet or steeper,
the shade point will be the peak of the roof (see Figures 4 and 5).
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K. SHADE REDUCTION LINE: A line drawn parallel to the northern lot line that
intersects the shade point (see Figure 6).

L. SHADOW PATTERN: A graphic representation of an area that would be shaded
by the shade point of a structure or vegetation when the sun is at an altitude of
21.3 degrees and an azimuth ranging between 22.7 degrees east and west of true
south (see Figure 12).
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M. SOLAR ACCESS HEIGHT LIMIT: A series of contour lines establishing the
maximum permitted height for nonexempt vegetation on lots affected by a Solar
Access Permit (see Figure 11).
N. SOLAR ACCESS PERMIT: A document issued by the County that describes the
maximum height that nonexempt vegetation is allowed to grow on lots to which a
solar access permit applies.
O. SOLAR FEATURE: A device or combination of devices or elements that use or
will use direct sunlight as a source of energy for such purposes as heating or
cooling a structure, heating or pumping water, or generating electricity. Examples
of a solar feature include a solar greenhouse, a solar hot water heater, or a window
that contains at least 20 square feet of glazing oriented within 45 degrees east and
west of true south. A solar feature may be used for purposes in addition to
collecting solar energy, including but not limited to serving as a structural
member or part of a roof, wall, or window. A south-facing wall without windows
and without other features that use solar energy is not a solar feature for purposes
of this ordinance.
P. SOLAR GAIN LINE: A line parallel to the northern property line(s) of the lot(s)
south of and adjoining a given lot, including lots separated only by a street, that
intersects the solar feature on that lot.

Q. SOUTH OR SOUTH-FACING: True south, or 20 degrees east of magnetic south.
R. SUNCHART: One or more photographs that plot the position of the sun between
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. on January 21, prepared pursuant to guidelines issued by
the Planning Director (?). The sunchart shall show the southern skyline through a
transparent grid on which is imposed solar altitude for a 45-degree and 30-minute
northern latitude in 10-degree increments and solar azimuth from true south in 15degree increments.
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S. UNDEVELOPABLE AREA: An area that cannot be used practicably for a
habitable structure because of natural conditions, such as slopes exceeding 20
percent in a direction greater than 45 degrees east or west of true south, severe
topographic relief, water bodies, or conditions that isolate one portion of a
property from another portion so that access is not practicable to the unbuildable
portion; or man-made conditions, such as existing development which isolates a
portion of the site and prevents its further development; setbacks or development
restrictions that prohibit development of a given area of a lot by law or private
agreement; or existence or absence of easements or access rights that prevent
development of a given area.
1017.04

DESIGN STANDARD
At least 80 percent of the lots in a development subject to this ordinance shall comply
with one or more of the options in this subsection.
A. Basic Requirement: (See Figure 9). A lot complies with Subsection 1017.04 if it
1. Has a north-south dimension of 90 feet or more; and
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2. Has a front lot line that is oriented within 30 degrees of a true east-west axis.
B. Protected Solar Building Line Option: (See Figure 10). In the alternative, a lot
complies with Subsection 1017.04 if a solar building line is used to protect solar
access as follows:
1. A protected solar building line for the lot to the north is designated on the plat
or documents recorded with the plat; and
2. The protected solar building line for the lot to the north is oriented within 30
degrees of a true east-west axis; and
3. There is at least 70 feet between the protected solar building line on the lot to
the north and the middle of the north-south dimension of the lot to the south,
measured along a line perpendicular to the protected solar building line; and
4. There is at least 45 feet between the protected solar building line and the
northern edge of the buildable area of the lot, or habitable structures are
situated so that at least 80 percent of their south-facing wall will not be shaded
by structures or nonexempt vegetation.
C. Performance Option: In the alternative, a lot complies with Subsection 1017.04 if:
1. Habitable structures built on that lot will have their long axis oriented within
30 degrees of a true east-west axis and at least 80 percent of their ground floor
south wall protected from the shade of structures and nonexempt trees; or
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2. Habitable structures built on that lot will have at least 32 percent of their
glazing and 500 square feet of their roof area facing within 30 degrees of
south and protected from the shade of structures and nonexempt trees.
1017.05

EXEMPTIONS FROM DESIGN STANDARD
A development is exempt from Subsection 1017.04 if the Planning Director finds the
applicant has shown that one or more of the following conditions apply to the site. A
development is partially exempt from Subsection 1017.04 to the extent the Planning
Director finds the applicant has shown that one or more of the following conditions
apply to a corresponding portion of the site.
If a partial exemption is granted for a given development, the remainder of the
development shall comply with Subsection 1017.04.
A. Slopes: The site, or a portion of the site for which the exemption is sought, is
sloped 20 percent or more in a direction greater than 45 degrees east or west of
true south, based on a topographic survey by a licensed professional land
surveyor.
B. Off-site Shade: The site, or a portion of the site for which the exemption is
sought, is within the shadow of off-site features such as, but not limited to,
structures, topography, or nonexempt vegetation, which will remain after
development occurs on the site from which the shade is originating.
1. Shade from an existing or approved off-site dwelling in a single family
residential zone and from topographic features is assumed to remain after
development of the site.
2. Shade from an off-site structure in a zone other than a single family residential
zone is assumed to be the shadow pattern of the existing or approved
development thereon or the shadow pattern that would result from the largest
structure allowed at the closest setback on adjoining land, whether or not that
structure now exists.
3. Shade from off-site vegetation is assumed to remain after development of the
site if: the trees that cause it are situated in a required setback; or they are part
of a developed area, public park, or legally reserved open space; or they are in
or separated from the developable remainder of a parcel by an undevelopable
area or feature; or they are part of landscaping required pursuant to local law.
4. Shade from other off-site sources is assumed to be shade that exists or that
will be cast by development for which applicable local permits have been
approved on the date a complete application for the development is filed.
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C. On-site Shade: The site, or a portion of the site for which the exemption is
requested:
1. Is within the shadow pattern of on-site features such as, but not limited to,
structures and topography which will remain after the development occurs; or
2. Contains nonexempt trees at least 30 feet tall and, when measured 4 feet
above the ground, more than 6 inches in diameter, which have a crown cover
over at least 80 percent of the site or relevant portion. The applicant can show
such crown cover exists using a scaled survey or an aerial photograph. If
granted, the exemption shall be approved subject to the condition that the
applicant preserve at least 50 percent of the trees that cause the shade that
warrants the exemption. The applicant shall file a note on the plat or other
documents in the office of the County Recorder binding the applicant to
comply with this requirement. The County shall be made a party of any
covenant or restriction created to enforce any provision of this ordinance. The
covenant or restriction shall not be amended without written County approval.
3. Compliance with Subsection 1017.04 would prevent the development from
meeting the minimum density provisions in Section 1012. (11/5/98)
1017.06

ADJUSTMENT TO DESIGN STANDARD
The Planning Director shall reduce the percentage of lots that must comply with
Subsection 1017.04 to the minimum extent necessary if he/she finds the applicant has
shown that one or more of the following site characteristics apply:
A. Density and Cost: If the design standard in Subsection 1017.04 is applied, either
the resulting density is less than that proposed, the minimum density is less than
that required in Section 1012, or on-site site development costs (e.g., grading,
water, storm drainage and sanitary systems, and roads) and solar related off-site
site development costs are at least 5 percent more per lot than if the standard is
not applied. The following conditions, among others, could constrain the design
of a development in such a way that compliance with Subsection 1017.04 would
reduce density or increase per-lot costs in this manner. The applicant shall show
which, if any, of these or other similar site characteristics apply in an application
for a development. (11/5/98)
1. The portion of the site for which the adjustment is sought has a natural grade
that is sloped 10 percent or more and is oriented greater than 45 degrees east
or west of true south, based on a topographic survey of the site by a
professional land surveyor.
2. There is a significant natural feature on the site, identified as such in the
Comprehensive Plan or development ordinance, that prevents given streets or
lots from being oriented for solar access, and it will exist after the site is
developed.
1017-9
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3. Existing road patterns must be continued through the site or must terminate
on-site to comply with applicable road standards or public road plans in a way
that prevents given streets or lots in the development from being oriented for
solar access.
4. An existing public easement or right-of-way prevents given streets or lots in
the development from being oriented for solar access.
B. Development Amenities: If the design standard in Subsection 1017.04 is applied
to a given lot or lots, significant development amenities that would otherwise
benefit the lot(s) will be lost or impaired. Evidence that a significant diminution
in the market value of the lot(s) would result from having the lot(s) comply with
Subsection 1017.04 is relevant to whether a significant development amenity is
lost or impaired.
C. Existing Shade: Nonexempt trees at least 30 feet tall and, when measured 4 feet
above the ground, more than 6 inches in diameter, have a crown cover over at
least 80 percent of the lot and at least 50 percent of the crown cover will remain
after development of the lot. The applicant can show such crown cover exists
using a scaled survey of nonexempt trees on the site or using an aerial
photograph.
1. Shade from nonexempt trees is assumed to remain if: the trees are situated in a
required setback; or they are part of an existing or proposed park, open space,
or recreational amenity; or they are separated from the developable remainder
of their parcel by an undevelopable area or feature; or they are part of
landscaping required pursuant to local law; and the trees do not need to be
removed for a driveway or other development.
2. Also, to the extent the shade is caused by on-site trees or off-site trees on land
owned by the applicant, the shade is assumed to remain if the applicant files in
the office of the County Recorder a covenant binding the applicant to retain
the trees causing the shade on the affected lots.
1017.07

PROTECTION FROM FUTURE SHADE
Structures and nonexempt vegetation must comply with the Solar Balance Point
Ordinance for existing lots (Section 1018) if located on a lot that is subject to the
solar design standard in Subsection 1017.04 or if located on a lot south of and
adjoining a lot that complies with Subsection 1017.04.
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The applicant shall file a note on the plat or other documents in the office of the
County Recorder binding the applicant and subsequent purchasers to comply with the
future shade protection standards in Subsection 1017.07. The County shall be made a
party of any covenant or restriction created to enforce any provision of this ordinance.
The covenant or restriction shall not be amended without written County approval.
1017.08

APPLICATION
An application for approval of a development subject to this ordinance shall include:
A. Maps and text sufficient to show the development complies with the solar design
standard of Subsection 1017.04, except for lots for which an exemption or
adjustment from Subsection 1017.04 is requested, including at least:
1. The north-south lot dimension and front lot line orientation of each proposed
lot.
2. Protected solar building lines and relevant building site restrictions, if
applicable.
3. For the purpose of identifying trees exempt from Subsection 1017.07, a map
showing existing trees at least 30 feet tall and over 6 inches diameter at a
point 4 feet above grade, indicating their height, diameter, and species, and
stating that they are to be retained and are exempt.
4. Copies of all private restrictions relating to solar access.
B. If an exemption or adjustment to Subsection 1017.04 is requested, maps and text
sufficient to show that given lots or areas in the development comply with the
standards for such an exemption or adjustment in Subsection 1017.05 and
1017.06, respectively.

1017.09

REVIEW PROCESS
Review of new developments for compliance with these standards shall be a part of
the review process stipulated in Section 1105 and Section 1106. (6/6/02)
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12.19.20

Principles to be Followed

In carrying out the purposes of this Section with respect to the external design of
buildings and site plans of all proposed new buildings, structures or uses for which design
review is required, the following principles shall be applicable:
A.

It is the intent of this Section that the review exercised shall be the amount
necessary to achieve the overall objectives of this Section; (OR 05-001)

B.

Good architectural character is based upon the suitability of a building or site
for its purpose; upon the appropriate use of sound materials, good
relationship with other structures and the character of the City; and upon the
principles of harmony, preparation and design in the elements of the building
or site; (OR 05-001)

C.

Good architectural character and site planning design are not, in
themselves, more expensive than poor architectural character and poor site
planning design, and are not dependent upon the particular styles of
architectural or site plan design selected; (OR 05-001)

12.19.21

Single Family Dwellings and Secondary Living Units Design Standards
(OR 05-007; 09-023)

A.

The architectural style, scale, height, material, setbacks and roof line of a
single family dwelling shall be compatible with existing buildings in the area
and with the goals and objectives of the General Plan. (OR 05-001; 09-023)

B.

Single Family dwellings shall have a variety of materials, colors and textures
without producing excessive variety which would disrupt the unity of design.
(OR 05-001; 09-023)

C.

A single family dwellings or secondary living unit shall have a roof pitch of not
less than 3 inches of vertical rise for each 12 inches of horizontal run, unless
the architectural style of the building makes it incompatible with the overall
design. (OR 05-001; 09-023)

D.

A single family dwellings or secondary living unit shall have a roof overhang
of not less than 12 inches measured from the vertical side of the structure,
unless the architectural style of the building makes it incompatible with the
overall design. (OR 05-001; 09-023)

E.

Roofing material for the single family dwelling or secondary living unit shall
be of composition shingles, wood shingles or shakes, masonry tiles, or other
materials commonly found on residential structures in the surrounding area.
Shiny metallic roofing materials are discouraged. (OR 05-001; 09-023)

134
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F.

Exterior siding material for single family dwellings and secondary living units
shall be similar to that which is found commonly on residential structures in
the surrounding area and should consist of the following: wood, stucco,
glass, brick, stone or other masonry products. Synthetic products of a
similar appearance and texture and equivalent durability may be permitted.
Shiny metallic surfaces are discouraged. (OR 05-001; 09-023)

G.

The garage (either attached or detached) or a carport shall have exterior
covering and roofing material the same as the single family dwellings or
secondary living unit with which it is associated. (OR 05-001; 09-023)

H.

A single family dwelling should be designed and oriented on the lot to
enhance its energy conservation features, including both passive and active
solar systems. (OR 05-001; 09-023)

I.

Where feasible, the design should incorporate solar energy including, but
not limited to, photovoltaic systems and solar hot water systems. Design
shall comply with the City of Dixon Energy and Water Conservation
Regulations, as provided in Section 12.27 of the Zoning Ordinance. (OR
05-007; 09-023)

J.

Where feasible, the design should allow for home “visitability” by disabled
individuals, and, substantially comply with those visitability standards being
developed by the California Department of Housing and Community
Development in response to the Health & Safety Code Section 17959 and
any related standards which may be adopted by the City Council. (OR
05-007; 09-023)

12.19.22

Commission May Impose Conditions

The Community Development Director or DRC may, in its action of approving an
application for design review, impose conditions upon the issuance of a building permit if
the Community Development Director or DRC finds and determines that the design of the
structure as proposed in the application does not meet the standards set forth in Sections
12.19.20 or 12.19.21 of this ordinance. (OR 05-001; 09-023)
12.19.23

Procedure Upon Disapproval of Application

If the Community Development Director or DRC disapproves an application for
Design Review, he or she/it shall state his or her/its findings and conclusions in detail. The
secretary shall furnish the applicant with the findings of the Community Development
Director or DRC within ten (10) days of the disapproval of the application. (OR 05-001;
09-023)
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12.27

ENERGY AND WATER CONSERVATION REGULATIONS
Sections:
12.27.01
12.27.02
12.27.03

12.27.01

Title and Purpose
Energy Conservation Guidelines
Water Conservation Guidelines

Title and Purpose

The provisions of this section shall be known as the Energy and Water
Conservation Regulations. The purpose of these provisions are to encourage the
conservation of depletable energy resources and water resources, and to facilitate the
utilization of alternative, nondepletable energy resources, including solar energy.
12.27.02
A.

B.

Energy Conservation Guidelines
Circulation and Transportation
1.

Subdivisions, planned unit developments, and large scale
commercial developments shall be designed to encourage energy
conserving transportation practices while discouraging unnecessary
automobile use. Applications for site development plan approval of
these developments shall include pedestrian and bicycle circulation
systems which are orderly, well-maintained, and convenient to use.

2.

Developments including civic, commercial and industrial use types
shall provide bicycle racks for the use of their employees and the
persons they serve.

Efficient Use of Solar Energy
1.

Subdivision and residential planned developments shall be designed
to the maximum extent possible so that dwelling units are oriented to
the south to permit maximum exposure to the winter sun for solar
heating. When necessary in order to achieve a southerly orientation
for individual dwelling units the Planning Commission, upon
application for conditional use permit as provided by Section 12.21,
may waive minimum yard requirements.

2.

Buildings, landscaping, vegetation, fences, and other solar screens
should be located and sited to the minimum extent possible so that
they do not preclude or discourage the use of solar energy in adjacent
properties and buildings. Where necessary, the Planning Director
may require submission of a map showing shadows cast by solar
screens, including landscaping and vegetation at maturity, for 12
noon (Solar Time) on December 21.
198
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3.

Exterior clothes drying facilities shall not be prohibited in subdivisions
and shall be provided in apartment house and condominium
developments.

4.

Exterior active and passive solar energy collectors and ancillary
equipment shall not be prohibited in subdivisions, apartment houses,
and condominiums.

Water Conservation Guidelines

All vegetation and landscaping required by the zoning regulations shall employ
drought resistant species.

199
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15.14.030

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

15.14.030.A. Solar Energy
1.

Solar Energy Systems
a.

Purpose
This section is intended to promote the compatible use of solar energy
systems and to assist in decreasing the city’s dependence upon nonrenewable energy systems through the encouragement of solar energy
systems for the heating of buildings and water.

b.

Standards
Solar energy systems shall be a permitted use in all zoning districts
subject to the following requirements. Private restrictions on solar
energy systems, such as homeowners association covenants or
restrictions, shall not be permitted.

c.

Height
In solar retrofit installations: Solar energy collectors, storage tanks and
equipment, roof ponds, or other solar equipment appurtenant to a solar
energy system may exceed by three feet the maximum height limits
established by this code. Systems taller than three feet above any
maximum height shall be subject to the conditional use permit process
set forth in subsection 15.06.060.E.

d.

Setbacks
In solar retrofit installations, solar energy collectors, storage tanks and
equipment, roof ponds, or other solar equipment appurtenant to a solar
energy system may extend into the required setbacks a maximum of
three feet. Systems extending more than three feet into any required
setback shall be subject to the conditional use permit process set forth
in subsection 15.06.060.E.

e.

Conflict with Other Municipal Policies and Ordinances
Nothing in this subsection does, or is intended to, abrogate the owner’s
responsibility to meet all other requirements of this code, including, but
not limited to the following: preservation of private and public views,
the quality of architectural design, the preservation of historic landmark
structures, or the like.

2.

Solar Rights
a.

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to protect the health, safety and general
welfare of the residents of the city by encouraging the use of solar energy
City of Laramie
Unified Development Code
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Chapter 15.14 DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
15.14.030 Alternative Energy
15.14.030.A Solar Energy

systems. It is the intent of this section to provide a means of protection for the
use of solar collectors without causing undue hardships on the rights of
adjacent property owners.
b.

c.

d.

City of Laramie
Unified Development Code

Procedure and Applicability
(i)

The procedure for the issuance of a solar access permit is
found in subsection 15.06.060.L.

(ii)

Solar access permits shall not be permitted for properties in
the Downtown Commercial zoning district.

Solar Access Permit Required for Protection of Solar Right
(i)

A solar permit shall be issued before a solar right may be
established under this chapter.

(ii)

A solar permit shall be granted for any proposed or
existing solar collector that complies with the requirements
of this chapter and other city ordinances and state law.

(iii)

Solar rights under applications filed subsequent to the
effective date of the ordinance codified in this chapter shall
vest on the date the solar permit is issued, which date shall
also be the priority date of the solar right. The solar
collector shall be put to beneficial use within two years of
that time, except additional time may be granted by the
city engineer for good cause shown. The department shall
certify the right and its beneficial use within two years of its
vesting. In the event beneficial use has not been established,
the department shall revoke the permit and record the
revocation with the Albany County Clerk.

(iv)

Users of solar collectors that existed prior to the effective
date of the ordinance codified in this section shall apply for
permit(s) within five years after the effective date. Failure
to apply for and receive such permit(s) shall require that the
or the collectors be removed. The priority date for these
solar rights shall be the first date the solar collector was
beneficially used, which shall be determined by the
department.

Restrictions on Solar Rights
(i)

Solar collectors shall be located on the solar user’s property
so as not to unreasonably or unnecessarily restrict the uses
of neighboring property. Unreasonable or unnecessary
restriction shall include, but not be limited to, any restriction
that would prohibit the uses allowed by city code (but not
including planting of trees).

(ii)

No solar right shall attach to a solar collector or a portion
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of a solar collector, that would be shaded by a hypothetical
nonlight-transmitting, 10-foot high wall located on the
property line on a winter solstice day.

e.

City of Laramie
Unified Development Code

(iii)

The solar right to radiation of the sun before nine a.m. or
after three p.m. Mountain Time is de minimus and may be
infringed without compensation to the owner of the solar
collector.

(iv)

A solar right that is not applied to a beneficial use for a
period of five years or more shall be deemed abandoned
and without priority.

(v)

The priority of new construction with regard to interference
in solar rights shall vest as of the date of application for a
building permit.

Prior Existing Uses
(i)

The lawful location of structures in existence prior to the time
of beneficial use of an existing solar energy collection
system or in existence at the effective date of the ordinance
codified in this title may be continued, even though the
location does not conform to the requirements of this section,
provided the structure conforms or is legally non-conforming
in other aspects under this title.

(ii)

The solar applicant shall be required to take the permit
subject to the natural growth of all vegetation that exists at
the time of filing the application.

(iii)

Such structure or vegetation that has been damaged by fire
or a calamity may be restored to its original condition or
replanted, provided the work is commenced within 18
months of the calamity. In addition, normal and routine
maintenance of structures may be carried on.

(iv)

Whenever the use of such a structure or presence of
vegetation has been discontinued for a period of 18
months, the structure or vegetation shall not thereafter be
re-established, unless such future use shall be in
conformance with provisions of this title.
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3.

Solar Oriented Lots
a.

Purpose
It is the city's intent to encourage the use of both active and passive
solar energy systems for heating air and water in homes and
businesses, as long as natural topography, soil, or other subsurface
conditions or other natural conditions peculiar to the site are preserved.
While the use of solar energy systems is optional, the right to solar
access is protected. Solar collectors require access to available sunshine
during the entire year, including between the hours of 9:00 am and
3:00 pm, Mountain Time on the winter solstice date, when the longest
shadows occur. Additionally, a goal of this Section is to ensure that
design review plan elements do not excessively shade adjacent
properties, creating a significant adverse impact upon the solar
potential of adjacent property owners. Thus, standards are set forth to
evaluate the potential impact of shade caused by buildings, structures,
and trees.

b.

Solar-Oriented Residential Lots
At least 40 percent of the lots less than 15,000 square feet in area in
single- and two-family residential developments shall conform to the
definition of a "solar-oriented lot" in order to preserve the potential for
solar energy usage.

c.

Access to Sunshine
The elements of the development plan (e.g., buildings, circulation, open
space, and landscaping) shall be located and designed, to the
maximum extent feasible, to protect access to sunshine for planned
solar energy systems or for solar-oriented rooftop surfaces that can
support a solar collector or collectors capable of providing for the
anticipated hot water needs of the buildings in the project between the
hours of 9:00 am and 3:00 pm Mountain Time, on December 21.

4.

Clothes Lines
Clothes lines shall be permitted in all residential and mixed-use zoning
districts.

15.14.030.B. Wind Energy
1.

Wind Energy Systems – Generally
a.

Purpose
This section is intended to promote the compatible use of wind energy
systems that are designed for compatibility with urban and suburban
locations. Wind energy is an abundant, renewable, and nonpolluting
energy resource. When converted to electricity, it reduces our
dependence on nonrenewable energy resources and reduces air and
water pollution that result from more conventional sources. Distributed

City of Laramie
Unified Development Code
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322.

Site Plan
“Site plan” means a drawing and text or collection of drawings and text that
graphically represent how a site, or site and structures in combination, have
been or are to be developed.

323.

Slaughterhouse
“Slaughterhouse” means a facility in which the killing and butchering of animals
for meat and various by-products is conducted.

324.

Slope Classification Map
“Slope Classification Map” means a map prepared as a colored exhibit by a
registered professional engineer or land surveyor based upon a contour map
of the specified scale and contour interval, upon which the measured and
calculated percent of slope (measured between every contour interval on the
map) is classified in slope-percentage categories according to the following
table:
Slope Classification
Level
Slight
Moderate
Severe

Percent of Slope
0 - 9.9%
10 - 19.9%
20 - 29.9 %
30% and greater

Mapped Color
Uncolored
Yellow
Orange
Red

325.

Small Wind Energy System (SWES)
“Small Wind Energy System” is a Wind Energy System consisting of a wind
turbine, a tower and associated control or conversion electronics, which has a
rated capacity of not more than 100 kilowatts (kW) and which is intended to
primarily reduce on-site consumption of utility power by converting wind
energy to electricity. For purposes of this Title, a Vertical Axis Wind Turbine
(VAWT) is not defined as a Small Wind Energy System (SWES).

326.

Solar Collector
"Solar collector" means one of the following which is capable of collecting,
storing or transmitting at least twenty-five thousand BTU’s on a clear winter
solstice day:
a.
A wall, celestory window or skylight designed to transmit solar energy
into a structure for heating purposes;
b.
A greenhouse attached to another structure and designed to provide
part or all of the heating load for the structure to which it is attached;
c.
A trombe wall, drum wall or other wall or roof structural element
designed to collect and transmit solar energy into a structure;
d.
A photovoltaic collector designed to convert solar energy into electric
energy;
e.
A plate-type collector designed to use solar energy to heat air, water
or other fluids for use in hot water or space heating or for other
applications;
f.
A massive structural element designed to collect solar energy and
transmit it to internal spaces for heating; or
g.
Other devices or combination of devices that rely upon sunshine as an

City of Laramie
Unified Development Code
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327.

energy source.
Solar-Oriented Lot
“Solar-oriented lot” means: (1) a lot with a front lot line oriented to within thirty
(30) degrees of a true east-west line. When the lot line abutting a street is
curved, the "front lot line" shall mean the chord or straight line connecting the
ends of the curve. For a flag lot, the "front lot line" shall mean the lot line that
is most parallel to the closest street, excluding the "pole portion of the flag
lot"; or (2) a lot which, when a straight line is drawn from a point midway
between the side lot lines at the required front yard setback to a point
midway between the side lot lines at the required rear yard setback, is
oriented to within thirty (30) degrees of true north along said line; or (3) a
corner lot with a south lot line oriented to within thirty (30) degrees of a true
east-west line, which south lot line adjoins a public street or permanently
reserved open space; provided, however, that the abutting street right-of-way
or open space has a minimum north-south dimension of at least fifty (50) feet.
For the purposes of this definition, "permanently reserved open space" shall
include, without limitation, parks, cemeteries, golf courses and other similar
outdoor recreation areas, drainage ditches and ponds, irrigation ditches and
reservoirs, lakes, ponds, wetlands, open spaces reserved on plats for
neighborhood use and other like and similar permanent open space.

328.

Solar Right
"Solar right" means a property right to an unobstructed line-of-sight path from
a solar collector to the sun which permits radiation from the sun to impinge
directly on the solar collector. The extent of the solar right shall be described
by that illumination provided by the path of the sun on the winter solstice day
which is put to a beneficial use or otherwise limited by city ordinance or state
law.

329.

Sorority
See “Fraternity”

330.

Special Event
“Special event” means and assembly of a group of people with a common
purpose for a period of 5 hours or longer. Special events include, but are not
limited to concerts, fairs, carnivals, circuses, parades, flea markets, marathons,
walkathons, festivals, races, bicycle events, celebrations, outdoor meetings,
auctions, outdoor entertainment, tent revivals, art shows, craft shows, rodeos, or
any other gathering or events of similar nature. Special events do not include
noncommercial events held on private property, such as graduation parties or
social parties.

331.

Sporting and Athletic Goods Store
“Sporting and athletic goods store” means a retail establishment that sells
athletic clothing, shoes, supplies and equipment.

332.

Stationery Store
“Stationery store” means a facility for the retail sale of stationery, paper,
pens, ink and associated items; not involving wholesale distribution.

City of Laramie
Unified Development Code
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(9)

LANDSCAPING. All lot area not covered by building or parking areas is to be landscaped. In addition, a
parcel of land shall be landscaped that is equal in size to at least 15 percent of the total area of land
dedicated to off-street parking, exclusive of off-street parking on individual lots. This landscaping shall
complement the parking area. See Article 25 - Site Plan Review of this ordinance for further information.

SECTION 15.04
(1)

PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT SUBDISTRICT (/PUD)

DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The purpose of the Planned Unit Development (PUD) Subdistrict is to
provide opportunities to create more desirable environments through the application of flexible and
diversified land development standards under a comprehensive plan and program professionally
prepared. The Subdistrict is intended to be used to encourage the application of new techniques and new
technology to community development that will result in superior living or development arrangements with
lasting values. It is also intended to serve as an economical way to develop land, maintenance and street
systems, and utility networks while providing building groupings for privacy, usable and attractive open
spaces, safe circulation, protection of solar access and the general well-being of the inhabitants.
The proposal for the PUD Subdistrict shall be prepared by one or more persons with professional
qualifications in such design-related fields as architecture, landscape architecture, urban planning, and
civil engineering The names of professional persons shall be provided with the application.

(2)

OBJECTIVES. The general objectives of the PUD Subdistrict are:
(a)
To encourage innovation and variety in the development or reuse of property;
(b)
To maximize choices available in the types of environment available in the City of Oakridge;
(c)
To encourage a more efficient use of land and of public services and facilities;
(d)
To take advantage of and promote advances in technology, architectural design, and functional
land-use design;
(e)
To provide for the enhancement and preservation of property with unique features (such as
historical, topographical, and natural landscape);
(f)
To simplify processing of development proposals for developers and the Planning Commission by
providing for concurrent review of land use, subdivision, public improvements, and siting
considerations;
(g)
To enable special problem areas or sites in the City of Oakridge to be developed or improved, in
particular where these areas or sites are characterized by special features of geography,
topography, size, shape, or historical legal nonconformance;
(h)
To allow flexibility of design that will create desirable public and private common open spaces, a
variety in type, design, and layout of buildings, and utilize, to the best possible extent, the
potentials of individual sites;
(i)
To help reduce the public service cost of development;
(j)
To provide for enhancement and preservation of desirable vegetation and trees within the area;
(k)
To encourage the use of solar energy in buildings through the provision and protection of solar
access.

(3)

ESTABLISHMENT OF A PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT (/PUD) SUBDISTRICT IN COMBINATION
WITH A BASIC DISTRICT. A PUD Subdistrict (/PUD) may be established in combination with any basic
district. In cases of conflict between standards of the basic district and the PUD Subdistrict, the standards
of the PUD Subdistrict will apply.

(4)

PROCEDURES FOR PRELIMINARY APPROVAL. The applicant shall submit at least 10 copies of a
preliminary development plan to the Planning Commission for approval of the project in principle. The
plan shall be submitted to the City Administrator at least 30 days before the Planning Commission
meeting at which the proposal shall first be discussed. See Article 25 – Site Plan Review of this ordinance
for further information. The proposal shall consist of a preliminary plan in schematic fashion and a written
program with consideration given to the following elements:
(a)
Elements of the Plan
(i)
Vicinity map showing the location of streets and lots in the area within 500 feet of the
proposed development.
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( ii )
( iii )

(b)

(c)

(5)

Existing land uses and zoning of property and vicinity.
Proposed land uses including housing unit densities (number of units per acre, type of
residence, and number of bedrooms by type of residence).
( iv )
Building types and approximate bulk.
(v)
Vehicular and pedestrian access, circulation and parking pattern and status of street
ownership.
( vi )
Parks, playgrounds and open spaces.
( vii ) Existing natural features such as trees, streams and topography.
( viii ) Landscaping, screening and fencing proposals.
( ix )
Proposed method of solid waste disposal.
(x)
Proposed method for provisions of water supply and sewage disposal.
( xi )
Proposed method for the handling of surface water drainage.
( xii ) Proposed grading patterns.
( xiii ) Street and open space lighting proposals.
Elements of the Program
(i)
Proposed ownership pattern and verification of ownership.
( ii )
Operation and maintenance proposal, such as condominium, co-op or Homeowner's
Association.
( iii )
Commercial facilities such as shopping and community facilities such as schools or
parks.
( iv )
Timetable of development, to include expected starting dates, projection of completion
time and project phasing, if anticipated.
(v)
Method of public improvements financing, if any.
Planning Commission Review of Preliminary Development Plan
(i)
The Planning Commission shall informally review the Preliminary Development Plan and
Program and may recommend either preliminary approval in principle, with or without
modifications or denial. Such action shall be based upon the City's Comprehensive Plan,
the standards of this ordinance and other regulations, and the suitability of the proposed
development in relation to the physical characteristics of the area and the development
characteristics of the neighborhood.
( ii )
Approval in principle of the Preliminary Development Plan and Program shall be limited to
the preliminary acceptability of the land uses proposed and their interrelationships.
Approval in principle shall not be construed to endorse the precise location of uses or of
engineering feasibility. The Planning Commission may require the submission of
information other than that specified for submittal as part of the General Development
Plan and Program.
( iii )
Informal review of the Preliminary Development Plan and Program shall be held at a
regular Planning Commission meeting, but does not require a public hearing.
( iv )
The Planning Commission shall evaluate design team needs and may recommend
additional members, depending upon the scope of the proposal, to facilitate preparation
of the General Development Plan and Program.
(v)
The Planning Commission shall determine the extent of any environmental assessment
to be included in the General Development Plan and Program.

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND PROGRAM - PROCEDURE
(a)
After receiving approval in principle of the Preliminary Development Plan and Program, the
applicant shall submit ten copies of the General Development Plan and Program to the City
Administrator at least 30 days before the date of the Planning Commission hearing scheduled to
review the Plan and Program.
(b)
The applicant shall petition for an amendment to the zoning map according to the provisions of
Article 29 - District Changes of this ordinance.
(c)
Upon receipt of the redistrict petition accompanied by the General Development Plan and
Program, the Planning Commission shall hold a public hearing on both the redistrict and the Plan
and Program to allow the applicant to present the Plan and Program. The procedures for the
public hearing and notice shall conform to the requirements of Article 31 - Public Hearings of this
ordinance.
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(6)

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND PROGRAM – PLAN ELEMENTS. The General Development
Plan and Program shall contain the following plan elements.
(a)
It shall be in conformance with the approved preliminary plan, including a vicinity map showing
the circulation pattern within and next to the proposed development, integration of water, sewer
and other underground utilities with existing utilities, and the integration of proposed site drainage
with existing drainage systems.
(b)
Existing and proposed contour map of the site to a scale commensurate with the size of the
development.
(c)
Location, widths, and names of all existing or platted streets or other public ways, railroad and
utility rights-of-way, parks or other public open spaces and land uses within 500 feet of the
development.
(d)
Existing sewer, water and other underground utilities within and next to the development and their
certified capacities.
(e)
Proposed location and capacity of sewers or other disposal facilities, water mains and other
underground utilities.
(f)
Proposed system for handling of storm drainage.
(g)
A preliminary subdivision plan if the property is proposed to be subdivided.
(h)
A land use plan showing the uses planned for development.
(i)
Areas proposed to be dedicated or reserved for interior circulation, public parks, playgrounds,
school sites, public buildings, bikeways or other uses dedicated or reserved to the public, it any.
(j)
Open space that is to be maintained and controlled by the owners of the property and proposed
users of it.
(k)
A traffic flow map showing the circulation pattern within and next to the proposed development,
including fire equipment access and turnarounds.
(l)
Location and dimensions of bikeways, pedestrian walkways, malls and trails or easements.
(m)
Location, arrangement, number, and dimensions of automobile garages and parking spaces, and
width of aisles, bays and angle parking.
(n)
Location, arrangement, and dimensions of truck loading and unloading spaces, if any.
(o)
Preliminary architectural plans and elevations of typical buildings and structures, showing the
general height, bulk, appearance, and number of dwelling units.
(p)
A preliminary tree planting and landscaping plan. All existing trees over six inches in diameter at
chest height, and groves of trees shall be shown. Trees to be removed by development shall be
so marked.
(q)
The approximate location, height, and materials of all walls, fences, and screen planting Elevation
drawings of typical walls and fences shall be included.
(r)
Location, size, height, and means of illumination of all proposed signs.
(s)
The stages, if any, of development construction. Such stages shall be clearly marked on the
General Development Plan.
(t)
Specifications of the extent of emissions and potential hazard or nuisance characteristics caused
by the proposed use, including approvals of all regulatory agencies having jurisdiction.
Uses which possess nuisance characteristics or those potentially detrimental to the public health,
safety, and general welfare of the community such as noise, vibration, smoke, odor, fumes, dust,
heat, glare, or electromagnetic interference shall not be allowed unless additional safeguards are
specified by the Planning Commission. The applicant shall accurately specify the extent of
emissions and nuisance characteristics concerning the proposed use. Misrepresentation or
omission of required data shall be grounds for termination of an occupancy permit.
(u)
Shadow patterns for all buildings and trees illustrating areas shaded between the hours of 9:30
a.m. and 2:30 p.m. on December 21. Guidelines for determining shadow patterns will be
developed by the City Administrator.
(v)
Any such other information or data as may be necessary to allow the Planning Commission to
make the required findings.

(7)

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND PROGRAM – PROGRAM ELEMENTS.
Development Plan and Program shall contain the following program elements.
(a)
Narrative statement of the basic purposes of the PUD.
(b)
A completed environmental assessment, if required by the Planning Commission.
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(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

Tables showing the total number of acres and the percentage of the total area which is
designated for each type of use, including each dwelling type, off-street parking, streets, parks,
playgrounds, schools, and open spaces.
Tables showing the overall density of the residential development and showing density by
dwelling types and any proposals for the limitation of density.
Drafts of appropriate restrictive covenants and drafts of documents providing for the maintenance
of any common open space or required dedications or reservations of public open spaces and of
any dedications of development rights.
A timetable showing when utility and drainage facilities intended to serve the development are to
be installed. If the development is to be constructed in stages, the timetable shall reflect this.

(8)

ACTION AND FINDINGS BY PLANNING COMMISSION. The Planning Commission, after public hearing
on any amendment to the zoning map, may recommend approval of the PUD Subdistrict and the General
Development Plan and Program, with or without modifications, or may deny the application. A decision to
recommend approval of the PUD Subdistrict shall be based on the following findings.
(a)
That the proposed development is in substantial conformance with the City of Oakridge
Comprehensive Plan.
(b)
That exceptions from the standards of the underlying zone are warranted by the design and
amenities incorporated in the development plan and program.
(c)
That the system of ownership and the means of developing, preserving, and maintaining open
spaces as outlined in Subsection (12)(g) - Ownership and Maintenance of the Planned Unit
Development and according to restrictive covenants or improvement agreements approved by the
City Attorney and the Planning Commission, is suitable to the proposed development, to the
neighborhood, and to the City as a whole.
(d)
That the proposed development or a unit of it can be substantially completed within one year of
final approval or completed according to an approved development plan timetable.
(e)
That the streets are adequate to support the anticipated traffic, and that the development will not
overload the streets outside the PUD area.
(f)
That the proposed utility and drainage facilities are adequate for the population densities and type
of development proposed and will not create a drainage or pollution problem outside the planned
area. That the timing of installation of utility and drainage facilities will be closely coordinated with
development construction and that it will not create a hardship to residences, either within or
outside the planned area.
(g)
That the density in the proposed development will not result in any substantial negative impact on
any public facility or utility.
(h)
That the location, design, size, and land uses are such that the long axis of 70 percent of all
proposed buildings shall be oriented to within 45 degrees of the true east/west axis to provide
proper solar orientation and that the south facing walls and rooftops of buildings with proper solar
orientation shall be protected from shadows between the hours of 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. on
December 21. The Planning Commission may exempt from solar orientation requirements those
buildings that, by innovative design, provide for the use of solar energy.

(9)

CITY COUNCIL ACTION. After reviewing the recommendation from the Planning Commission, the City
Council shall hold a hearing on the proposal for a PUD Subdistrict zone change and the General
Development Plan and Program. The City Council shall either approve the application, with or without
modifications, or deny it.

( 10 )

CONDITIONS FOR APPROVAL. The Planning Commission or City Council may require conditions for
approval that may include, but are not limited to, the following.
(a)
Increasing the required setbacks.
(b)
Limiting the height of buildings.
(c)
Controlling the location and number of vehicular access points.
(d)
Establishing new streets, increasing the right-of-way or roadway width of existing streets,
requiring curbs and sidewalks and, in general, improving the traffic circulation system.
(e)
Requiring additional improvements for utilities or storm drainage facilities.
(f)
Increasing the number of parking spaces and improving design standards for parking areas.
(g)
Limiting the number, size, location, and lighting of signs.
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Title 16. SUBDIVISIONS
Chapter 16.18. GENERAL SUBDIVISION DESIGN STANDARDS
16.18.160 Energy conservation.
All subdivisions shall provide opportunities for passive or natural heating and cooling
opportunities to each of the proposed lots, where determined by the reviewing body to be
feasible, except for condominium conversion of existing structures where no new structures
are added. Such opportunities may include, but are not limited to:
A. Siting of structures or building envelopes to take optimum advantage of passive cooling
and heating opportunities.
B. Adjusting building setback lines to promote the optimum spacing of structures to create
adequate solar access.
C. Orienting the longest dimension of each lot within thirty degrees of south, unless the
subdivider demonstrates that for certain lots:
1. The lots are large enough to allow proper building orientation and maximum
feasible control of solar exposure by the lot owner, regardless of lot orientation.
Properly oriented building envelopes shall be established for lots smaller than one
acre;
2. Buildings will be constructed as part of the subdivision project (as in condominium
or planned development) and the buildings themselves will be properly oriented with
adequate solar exposure;
3. Topography makes variations from the prescribed orientation desirable to reduce
grading or tree removal or to take advantage of a setting which favors early morning
or late afternoon exposure, or where topographical conditions make solar energy
infeasible;
4. The size of the subdivision in relation to surrounding streets and lots precludes
desirable lot orientation. (Ord. 1490 § 3 (part), 2006)
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Santa Clara County, California
County Code (2011)
Title C. Construction, Development and Land Use
Division C12. Subdivisions and Land Development
Chapter I. Subdivisions
Article 4. Requirements
Part 9. Solar Access for Subdivision Development
Sec. C12-173. Intent.
It is the intent of this part to implement and enforce the requirements of the California Solar
Rights Act, that the design of all subdivisions for which a tentative map is required shall
demonstrate the use of natural heating and cooling opportunities to the maximum extent
feasible and that the dedication of solar easements may be required as a condition of
tentative map approval for new parcels in order to protect solar access. It is intended that
the provisions of this part shall prevail over any other provisions of this Ordinance Code
which may conflict with any of the requirements herein. No tentative subdivision map shall
be approved after the effective date of this part unless the provisions of this part are met.
(Ord. No. NS-1203.50, § 2, 4-21-80)
Sec. C12-173.1. Definitions.
The following definitions shall apply to this part:
(a) Solar energy system:
(1) Any solar collector or other solar energy device whose primary purpose is to provide
for the collection, storage and distribution of solar energy for space heating, cooling or
hot water heating; or
(2) Any structural design feature of the building whose primary purpose is to provide for
the collection, storage and distribution of solar energy for space heating, cooling or hot
water heating.
(b) Solar access: For purposes of this part, "solar access" shall mean any of the following:
(1) The provision of direct sunlight to a south wall and/or south roof of a principal
structure from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Pacific Standard Time on December 21 sufficient
for the effective use of a solar energy system.
(2) The provision of direct sunlight to a solar energy system from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. Pacific Standard Time on December 21.
(3) The provision of direct sunlight to the southernmost end of the buildable portion of a
lot from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Pacific Standard Time on December 21.
(c) Solar easement: The right of receiving direct sunlight across the real property of another
to protect solar access.
(d) Burdened property: Property for which development restrictions are placed, or
proposed, in order to protect solar access to benefited property.
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(e) Benefited property: Property for which solar access protection is granted or proposed.
(f) South wall: A southern wall area of a principal structure facing within 45 degrees of due
south. In the event wall areas are located 45 degrees from south, the south wall shall be
defined as the wall area facing southwest.
(g) South roof: A southernmost roof area of a principal structure facing within 45 degrees of
due south. In the event roof areas are located 45 degrees from south, the south roof shall
be defined as the roof area facing southwest.
(h) Due south: The direction of the south terrestrial pole.
(Ord. No. NS-1203.50, § 2, 4-21-80)
Sec. C12-173.2. Energy conservation plans.
(a) Subsequent to October 1, 1980, the design of all minor and major land subdivisions as
defined by Section C12-5.20 of Santa Clara County Land Development Regulations shall
provide, to the maximum extent feasible, for future passive or natural heating and cooling
opportunities in the subdivision. An energy conservation plan shall be submitted with the
tentative subdivision map. Such plans shall meet the design objectives of Paragraphs (b)
and (c) of this section. The development shall be designed to optimize the number of future
buildings receiving sunlight sufficient for using solar energy systems. All proposed structures
and vegetation shall be sited to provide solar access to a south wall of the greatest possible
number of buildings. To the extent the provision of south wall solar access is not feasible on
one or more lots, these lots shall be designed to provide solar access to a south roof.
(b) Specific passive or natural heating opportunities to be contained in an energy
conservation plan shall include, but are not limited to, design of streets, lot size and
configuration to permit a maximum number of buildings to be oriented so that south wall
and roof areas may face within 25 degrees of due south. To the extent solar access is not
impaired, existing vegetation should be used to moderate prevailing winter winds on the
site.
(c) Specific passive or natural cooling opportunities to be contained in an energy
conservation plan, to the extent solar access to future buildings is not impaired, include
design of lot size and configuration to permit buildings to receive cooling benefits from both
prevailing summer breezes and existing shading vegetation.
(d) For the purposes of this part, "feasible" means capable of being accomplished in a
successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic,
environmental, social and technological factors. Such factors include, but are not limited to,
contour, orientation, grading, slope stability, tree preservation and access to existing
streets. It is the intent of this section that the provision of natural heating and cooling
opportunities in subdivision design be included with all other design considerations and be
pursued whenever the benefits in terms of energy conservation and the potential for solar
energy development are greater than the associated negative impacts. It is not intended
that the requirements of this section result in reducing densities, reducing the percentage of
a buildable lot area that may be occupied by a structure thereby precluding construction
under the applicable zoning in force at the time the tentative map is filed, or cause the
unnecessary destruction of existing trees.
(e) In cases where a proposed building configuration has been developed at the tentative
map stage, energy conservation plans shall include a sketch of the approximate shading
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pattern cast by all remaining and proposed vegetation exceeding, or capable of exceeding,
ten feet in height and all structures on December 21 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Pacific
Standard Time. This requirement shall apply to structures and proposed or existing
vegetation located within 150 feet and within 45 degrees of due south from any proposed
south wall or south roof area. In addition, in order to determine the potential for natural
heating and cooling opportunities on the site, energy conservation plans shall indicate the
approximate location and type of all trees, or groups of trees, exceeding, or capable of
exceeding, ten feet in height that are located within 100 feet of a proposed structure.
(f) In cases where a building configuration has not been developed at the tentative map
stage, the energy conservation plan shall indicate the extent to which future construction
could receive solar access by indicating the approximate location and type of all trees, or
groups of trees, exceeding, or capable of exceeding, ten feet in height that are located
within the buildable portions of proposed lots or are within 150 feet and within 45 degrees
of due south from the southernmost end of the buildable portion of proposed lots. Prior to
the effective date of this part, the planning staff shall develop and the Planning Commission
shall adopt specific guidelines for preparing energy conservation plans and determining
shading patterns.
(g) Exemptions may be granted by the advisory agency from the design objectives of
Paragraph (a), (b) or (c) of this section upon a finding that either:
(1) Compliance will result in reducing densities below what would normally be allowed by
the advisory agency at the time the tentative map is filed without the provisions of this
section.
(2) Compliance is not feasible as defined in Paragraph (d) of this section.
(h) All applicants requesting an exemption pursuant to this section shall submit a written
statement and sufficient supporting documentation with the energy conservation plan
describing the basis for the claim. In submitting sufficient supporting documentation
pursuant to this section, it is not the intent to require the initial submission of an alternative
tentative subdivision map. Subsequent requests for alternative maps may be made as part
of the approval process.
(i) The planning staff shall review any requested exemption and include recommendations
as part of the staff report transmitted to the approving agency.
(Ord. No. NS-1203.50, § 2, 4-21-80)
Sec. C12-173.3. Solar access easements--General requirement.
(a) In proposed subdivisions where a building configuration has been developed at the
tentative map stage, solar access easements created pursuant to this part shall be
designed, to the extent feasible, to protect solar access to proposed south roof and south
wall areas and any proposed site for a solar energy system. In proposed subdivisions where
a building configuration has not been developed at the tentative map stage, solar access
easements shall be designed, to the extent feasible, to protect solar access to the
southernmost boundary of the buildable portion of a lot. In establishing the dimensions of a
solar access easement, consideration shall be given to contour, configuration of the parcel
to be divided, existing vegetation and the use of adjacent parcels.
(b) In cases where a building configuration is specified on the tentative map and upon
finding that neither lot size, lot configuration or applicable zoning is sufficient to reasonably
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protect solar access to a proposed south wall, south roof or any proposed location for a
solar energy system, the advisory agency may require the preparation and dedication of
solar access easements as a condition of tentative subdivision map approval for any
subdivision application containing one or more proposed lots under one acre.
(c) In cases where a building configuration is not specified at the tentative map state and
upon finding that neither lot size, lot configuration or applicable zoning is sufficient to
reasonably protect solar access to the southernmost boundary of the buildable portion of
the lot, the advisory agency may require the preparation and dedication of solar access
easements as a condition of tentative subdivision map approval for any subdivision
application containing one or more proposed lots under one acre.
(d) Solar access easements shall not be required in cases where the lot that would be
benefited is equal to or greater than one acre or where solar access is not available due to
either existing vegetation, topography or surrounding development, or where other deed
restrictions are sufficient to protect solar access. The establishment of a solar access
easement is not intended to result in reducing development densities or reducing the
percentage of a lot which may be occupied by a structure, or cause the unnecessary
destruction of existing trees. The requirements of this section are not applicable to
condominium projects which consist of the subdivision of airspace in an existing building
where no new structures are proposed.
(e) Prior to the effective date of this part, the planning staff shall develop and the advisory
agency shall adopt guidelines for preparing solar access easements, including a model solar
easement form for general use.
(f) Solar access easements required pursuant to this part shall be recorded with the final
subdivision map with the County Recorder.
(g) The provisions of this section shall be effective on October 1, 1980.
(Ord. No. NS-1203.50, § 2, 4-21-80)
Sec. C12-173.31. Same--Contents.
All solar access easements required pursuant to this part shall provide for the following:
(a) A description of the solar access easement in terms of specific area(s) on benefited
property to which solar access is to be protected and a statement specifying that no
structure, vegetation or land use shall cast a shadow so as to impede the passage of direct
sunlight to more than ten percent of a protected area on a benefited property between 9:00
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. on December 21 or on any other date approved by the advisory agency.
For purposes of this section, the easement shall protect and it shall be sufficient to describe
only those specific areas on benefited property that would limit the height of structures and
vegetation to under 50 feet on the burdened property in order to protect solar access.
(b) The burdens and benefits of the solar access easement as being transferable and
running with the land to subsequent grantees.
(c) The solar access easement may be revised or terminated pursuant to Paragraph (e) of
this section or by a modification in writing that is signed by all benefited and burdened
property owners and recorded with the County Recorder. Said right of modification in
writing shall not apply to the initial grantor of the easement.
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(d) A diagram of the burdened property indicating in a manner easily understood by
nontechnical persons the approximate height restrictions up to and including 50 feet on the
property necessary to protect solar access to specific areas on benefited property.
(e)
(1) Because a solar access easement is not intended to unnecessarily burden properties,
a statement shall be included specifying that subsequent to the development of a
benefited property, restrictions on structures, vegetation and land uses due to a
recorded solar access easement on a burdened property not required to protect solar
access to a south wall or south roof or the site of a solar energy system shall be void
and unenforceable provided a revised solar access easement signed by all affected
benefited and burdened parties and a revised diagram pursuant to this section have
been recorded with the County Recorder. The easement shall also contain a statement
that upon refusal of an affected party to sign the modified solar access easement any
other affected party may bring an action in court to determine what modification if any
should be made to the easement and that costs of suit may be awarded to the prevailing
party. This provision (e)(1) is not intended to and shall not increase the area burdened
by any solar access easement on any property.
(2) In cases where applicable, zoning in force at the time the solar access easement is
recorded would allow the construction of only one principal structure on the benefited
property, the provisions of (e)(1) shall apply subsequent to final approval of the building
permit for the principal structure or any detached solar energy system constructed on
the benefited property at the same time as the principal structure.
(3) In cases where applicable zoning in force at the time the solar access easement is
recorded would allow the construction of more than one principal structure on the
benefited property, the provisions of (e)(1) shall apply subsequent to approval of a
complete development plan for the benefited property that indicates the future location
of all principal structures and the site of any detached solar energy system.
(Ord. No. NS-1203.50, § 2, 4-21-80)
Sec. C12-173.4. Appeal procedure.
Any person dissatisfied with a decision of the advisory agency pursuant to this part may
appeal to the Board of Supervisors within 15 days of said decision.
(Ord. No. NS-1203.50, § 2, 4-21-80)
Sec. C12-173.5. Severability.
If any portion of this part is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a
decision of any court of competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity of
the remaining portions of this part.
(Ord. No. NS-1203.50, § 2, 4-21-80)
Sec. C12-174. Reserved.
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Chula Vista, California

City of Chula Vista, California
Municipal Code (2011)
Title 15 Buildings and Construction
Chapter 15.24 Electrical Code and Regulations
Section 15.24.065 Photovoltaic Pre-Wiring Requirements
All new residential units shall include electrical conduit specifically designed to allow the
later installation of a photovoltaic (PV) system which utilizes solar energy as a means to
provide electricity. No building permit shall be issued unless the requirements of this section
and the Chula Vista Photovoltaic Pre-Wiring Installation Requirements are incorporated into
the approved building plans.
The provisions of this chapter can be modified or waived when it can be satisfactorily
demonstrated to the Building Official that the requirements of this section are impractical
due to shading, building orientation, construction constraints or configuration of the parcel.
(Ord. 3173 § 1, 2010; Ord. 3121 § 1, 2009).

Chapter 15.28 Plumbing Code
Section 15.28.015 Solar Water Heater Pre-Plumbing
All new residential units shall include plumbing specifically designed to allow the later
installation of a system which utilizes solar energy as the primary means of heating
domestic potable water. No building permit shall be issued unless the requirements of this
section and the Chula Vista Solar Water Heater Pre-Plumbing Installation Requirements are
incorporated into the approved building plans.
The provisions of this chapter can be modified or waived when it can be satisfactorily
demonstrated to the Building Official that the requirements of this section are impractical
due to shading, building orientation, construction constraints or configuration of the parcel.
(Ord. 3174 § 1, 2010; Ord. 3122 § 1, 2009).
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CHAPTER 19.7: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN STANDARDS
SECTION 19.7.12 SUSTAINABILITY | 19.7.12.C MENU OF SITE AND BUILDING DESIGN OPTIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY

TABLE 19.7.12-1: MENU OF SITE AND BUILDING DESIGN OPTIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY
DISTRICTS IN WHICH OPTION IS
AVAILABLE

SITE OR BUILDING DESIGN FEATURE

POINTS

NONRES/
MIXED
USE

MULTIFAMILY
RESIDTL

OTHER
RESIDTL

1. ENERGY
Intent: Encourage on-site renewable energy production; promote the design and construction of energy efficient buildings; reduce air,
water, and land pollution from energy consumption; and, reduce the heat island effect
1.1 Renewable Energy Sources
Design and incorporate on-site renewable energy generation technologies such as
solar, wind, geothermal, or biomass. Two points granted for each 1% of the project’s
annual electrical energy demand generated up to a maximum of 30 points.

*

*

4

*

*

3

*

*

*

1.4 Shade Structures
Where appropriate, provide shade structures over windows/doors to minimize glare
and unwanted solar heat gain. Such structures shall provide shading to at least 50%
of the south- and west-facing glazing on June 21 at noon with one additional point
granted for each additional 25% of the glazing shaded. Structures may include
awnings, screens, louvers, architectural features, or similar devices.

2-4

*

*

*

1.5 Heat Island Reduction
Use any combination of the following strategies for 50% of the non-roof impervious
site landscape (including roads, sidewalks, courtyards, parking lots, and driveways).
x Provide shade from open structures such as those supporting solar panels,
canopied walkways, pergolas, all with a Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) of at
least 29. (SRI is a measure of the roof’s ability to reject solar heat; a higher SRI
yields a cooler roofing choice.) (2 points)
x Use paving materials with a Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) of at least 29. (1
point)
x Use an open grid pavement system (at least 50% pervious). (2 points)

1-5

*

*

*

1.2 District Heating and Cooling
Design and incorporate into the project a district heating and/or cooling system for
space conditioning and/or water heating of new buildings in the project (at least two
buildings total must be connected).

2-30

*

1.3 Solar Orientation
Design and orient the project such that 50% or more of the blocks have one axis
within plus or minus 15 degrees of geographical east/west, and the east/west length
of those blocks are at least as long, or longer, as the north/south length of the block.
OR
Design and orient the project such that 50% or more of the project total building
square footage (excluding existing buildings) such that the longer axis is within 15
degrees of geographical east/west axis.

City of Henderson I Development Code
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CHAPTER 19.7: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN STANDARDS
SECTION 19.7.12 SUSTAINABILITY | 19.7.12.C MENU OF SITE AND BUILDING DESIGN OPTIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY

TABLE 19.7.12-1: MENU OF SITE AND BUILDING DESIGN OPTIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY
DISTRICTS IN WHICH OPTION IS
AVAILABLE

SITE OR BUILDING DESIGN FEATURE

POINTS

NONRES/
MIXED
USE

MULTIFAMILY
RESIDTL

OTHER
RESIDTL

2

*

*

*

1-5

*

*

*

1-5

*

2-10

*

*

*

1-8

*

*

*

1.6 Cool Roofs
Use roofing materials that have a SRI equal to or greater than 78 for low-sloped
roofs (<2:12) or 29 for steep-sloped roofs (>2:12) for a minimum of 75% of the roof
surface of all new buildings within the project.
OR
Install a vegetated roof on a minimum of 50% of the total project roof area
(exclusive of existing buildings). Any combination of SRI compliant and vegetated
roof may be used, provided they collectively cover 75% of the total project roof
area.
1.7 Covered Parking
Locate at least 20 percent of all off-street parking spaces under cover with one
additional point granted for each additional 20% of covered parking up to a
maximum of 100%.
Note: Cover may be provided by a combination of tree canopy, a building, a deck,
or a shade structure, or parking may be underground. Tree canopy coverage to
be determined by mature shade trees selected from the City of Henderson plant
list.
Any cover, roof, or shade used for this requirement must have a minimum Solar
Reflectance Index of 78 for low-sloped roofs (<2:12) or 29 for steep-sloped roofs
(>2:12).
1.8 Shaded Walkways
Provide shaded walkways along a minimum of 60% of all building facades adjacent
to or facing streets, drive aisles, outdoor gathering spaces, or parking areas. One
additional point granted for each additional 10% provided up to a total of 100%.
Note: See base code requirements (50% shaded walkways) for commercial, mixeduse, and industrial buildings in Section 19.7.6.D.3.(h), Response to the Climate.
Note: See definition of “shaded walkway” in Chapter 19.12, Measurement and
Definitions.
1.9 Solar-Ready Design
z
For stand-alone buildings, design and build the project so that it will readily
accommodate the installation of solar photovoltaic panels or solar thermal hot
water heating devices, including all necessary conduit, chases, roof penetrations,
roof pitch, and orientation. (2 points)
z
For projects with multiple buildings, design and build at least 20% of the
buildings to be solar-ready as described above. Two additional points granted
for each additional 20% provided up to a total of 100% solar-ready buildings.
(2-10 points)
z
For residential development, offer solar photovoltaic panels or solar thermal hot
water heating as a design option. (2 points)
1.10 Energy Efficiency
z
Provide energy-efficient lighting such as compact fluorescent or LED lighting
throughout a minimum of 75% of the project. (1 point)
z
Reduce solar heat gain through the use of glazing/fenestration with a U-factor
less than .50 and a solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) less than .30. (2 points)
z
Provide increased insulation to achieve a minimum R-19 in walls and R-38 in
ceilings. (2 points)
z
Locate HVAC ductwork within conditioned space. (1 point)
z
Select high-efficiency HVAC equipment for the project. (2 points)

City of Henderson I Development Code
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TOWN OF ORO VALLEY
Page 1 of 2
COUNCIL COMMUNICATION

MEETING DATE: 6/17/09

TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR AND COUNCIL

FROM:

Bayer Vella, AICP, Principal Planner
Jack Holden, Assistant Building Official

SUBJECT:

Public Hearing: Ordinance No. (O) 09____, Residential Solar Ordinance
requiring installation of solar ready elements in residential construction by
amending the Oro Valley Town Code, Article 6-1, and the 2006 International
Residential Code.

SUMMARY
This is an opportunity to establish a reasonable standard to further the Town’s goal of resource
conservation. The aim of this ordinance is to reduce the cost of post-construction solar applications for
homeowners. This can be achieved by requiring low cost measures such as rooftop plumbing stubouts at the time of construction.
Consistency of requirements for the building community and homeowners is another factor of
importance. To meet both objectives, the proposed ordinance is very similar to the approach utilized by
the City of Tucson.
BACKGROUND
On June 17, 2008, the City of Tucson passed an ordinance requiring all new residences to be solar
ready for electric (PV) and hot water. As with the City’s gray water and rain water harvesting efforts, a
stakeholder advisory group was utilized and actual implementation measures/building code updates
were relegated to post ordinance adoption.
For solar hot water systems, the rules have been established and made effective. Plans for all new
single family homes or duplexes must include the following to receive a building permit:
• Full solar hot water system (approximate cost $3,000 with TEP rebate); or
• Conduit with a stub-out for later installation of a solar hot water system (less than $100.00); or
• Insulated plumbing from water heater to roof (less than $100.00 and eligible for a $75.00 state
tax rebate); and
• Sufficient space must be provided to locate an 80 gallon water heater (variable cost)
Requirements for installation of solar electric (PV) are still being developed. In conversations with City
staff, requirements are likely to be as follows:
• Designate two pole breaker for solar feed (no cost)
• Provide clear equipment space around electric panel for future installation of solar equipment
(variable cost)
PROPOSED ORO VALLEY ORDINANCE
The proposed ordinance includes all previously described solar ready elements. Ordinance
development entailed the following input:
• Town Council (April 29th Study Session)
• Internal OV staff review team (Building Safety, Legal, and Planning)
• City of Tucson (technical review staff)
• Steve Solomon (local developer)
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TOWN OF ORO VALLEY
Page 2 of 2
COUNCIL COMMUNICATION

MEETING DATE: 6/17/09

The proposed ordinance is very similar to the City of Tucson’s approach. An additional requirement for
conduit for solar electric (PV) is included in the Town’s proposal. Anticipated builder cost is $50.00.
GENERAL PLAN
General Plan: Policy 2.2.1
The Town shall promote site planning and architectural design that
reduces heating and cooling demands, provides more comfortable indoor and outdoor living spaces,
and avoids blocking or reflecting sun on adjacent public spaces or buildings.
The Town has adopted a recent version of the Energy Code. This proposed ordinance will be a step
toward facilitating renewable energy production.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the proposed solar-ready ordinance. If approved, the ordinance will be
effective 30 days from the hearing date. Building plans submitted and approved prior to the effective
date of the ordinance will not be impacted.
MOTIONS
Town Council may wish to consider one of the following suggested motions:
I move to [approve, approve with conditions, OR deny] the Residential Solar Ordinance requiring
installation of solar ready measures in residential construction by amending the Oro Valley Town Code,
Article 6-1, and the 2006 International Residential Code.
ATTACHMENT
Ordinance No. (O) 09____.

___________________________________
Bayer Vella, AICP, Principal Planner
____________
Jack Holden, Assistant Building Official
__
Jerene Watson, Assistant Town Manager
__
David Andrews, Town Manager
F:\PROJECTS\Green Projects\Solar\TC 6-17-09 Solar Ordinance.doc
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City of Rancho Palos Verdes, California
Code of Ordinances (2011)
Title 15 - Buildings and Construction
Chapter 15.04 - Building Code
15.04.070 - Renewable energy systems.
A. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 15.04.010 of this chapter, new homes and
major remodels, whereby more than fifty percent of the existing interior and/or
exterior walls are removed, shall provide a roof layout plan that illustrates how
future installation of a photovoltaic system and/or solar water heating system could
be accommodated. The property owner shall only be required to provide for the
installation of one system. The following requirements for each system are as
follows:
1. Photovoltaic Systems. Installation of conduit leading from an exterior southfacing, east-facing or west-facing roof, where a minimum of four hours of
direct sunlight is achieved, to a stubbed junction box next to the electrical
panel. All exposed conduit shall be capped and provided with adequate
flashing. The conduit shall not be located on or in the direction of a northfacing roof. Roof reinforcements shall be addressed at the time of
installation.
2. Solar Water Heating System. Installation of three-fourths inch hot and cold
copper water pipes from a south-facing, east-facing or west-facing roof,
where a minimum of four hours of direct sunlight can be achieved, to an
existing water heater/tank. Both ends of the three-fourths inch copper pipes
shall be stubbed out and shall not be located on or in the direction of a
north-facing roof. All exposed pipes shall be capped and provided with
adequate flashing. Roof reinforcements shall be addressed at the time of
installation.
(Ord. 481 § 24, 2008)
(Ord. No. 516, § 2, 12-7-10)
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Residential Plan Review

Solar Ready Ordinance
GET READY FOR RESIDENTIAL PHOTO VOLTAIC!!!
On June 17, 2008, Mayor and Council unanimously voted to require all new
residences to be solar ready for electric (PV) and hot water. Starting July 1, 2009,
all new single family homes or duplexes must include in the plans either a Photo
Voltaic system or preparation for later installation of a PV system in order to
receive a building permit.
These new rules are part of Tucson’s effort to promote solar energy and reduce the
amount of greenhouse gases produced by the City and its residents. Saving
utilities by using the sun to produce electricity saves you money and helps the
environment at the same time!
The code changes for Residential Photo Voltaic are now in place.
Here’s what the new rules require:
1. Provide a Site Plan showing the best space available for accommodating Photo
Voltaic (PV) equipment (meter, disconnect & inverter) with minimum area of 4
square feet. Locate the PV equipment adjacent to the electrical service panel if
feasible or on a wall close to the proposed collector panel space.
2. Show on the Site Plan the best roof space available for accommodating PV
solar collector panels. Provide a roof structure designed for the additional collector
dead loading (typically 4 lbs/SF).
3. Show a minimum 3,800 volt-ampere PV electrical load entry on the Service
Load Calculation. This load is continuous as with heating and cooling loads.
4. Show an Electrical Panel Schedule with a 240 volt circuit breaker space labeled
“reserved for Photo Voltaic”.
Websites you may find helpful:
General information about solar programs:
http://www.energysavers.gov/your_home/electricity/index.cfm/mytopic=10390
Tax and utility incentives: http://www.dsireusa.org/
TEP rebates: http://www.tucsonelectric.com/Green/
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AN ORDINANCE TO ADD A NEW CHAPTER 484 SOLAR ENERGY

SYSTEMS TO THE TOWN CODE OF BETHANY BEACH
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Whereas the Town Council has determined that it is desirable for the Town
regulate the use of Solar Energy Systems in the Town of Bethany Beach and
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Whereas the Town Council recognizes that it is necessary to regulate the use and
placement of Solar Energy Systems in the Town because of the impact of said Systems on both
building site improvements and overall Town aesthetics
BE IT
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majority thereof concurring in

Council
o
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wn of the Town of Bethany Beach a
duly met that the following ordinance be and hereby is

by

Council

the

enacted

Section 1 A new Chapter 484 entitled Solar Energy Systems shall be added
Beach Town Code The Chapter shall read as follows

Chapter 484
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because their placement within the Town of Bethany Beach affects bath building site
improvements as well as overall Town aesthetics The use of solar energy systems is
encouraged in the Town of Bethany Beach
Section 484
2 Definitions

Accessory Structures
All accessory structures shall be located within the

rear

yard space

on a lot or

plot on

I
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principal building or structure is erected or is being erected and shall be limited
in
three
number including any detached garage Accessory structures shall comply
with all safety and Structural requirements set by the R3ibaiiy Beach Builditn 7n51
cctor

which
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No accessory
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Energy Systems

energy

system which converts solar energy

electrical energy to meet all

or a

to usable

significant part

thermal mechanical chemical

of a buildings energy

requirements

Solar

Energy Equipment
including but not limited to solar panels lines pumps batteries mounting
brackets framing and
or foundations used for or intended to be used for the collection
solar energy in connection with a building on residential municipal or commercial
properties Solar energy equipment and its use is accessory to the principal use of the
Items

of

property

Section 484
3 Regulations
A Solar energy systems are a permitted use in all zoning districts
B The placement of solar energy equipment on roofs of principal buildings is preferred
and encouraged For Town aesthetic purposes the front slope of the principal building
shall

not be

used finless

C All exterior

planibing

color of adjacent

no

roofing

electrical lines must not
Aluminum trim if used

other

location of the

solar energy
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is feasible

and electrical lines must be painted and
or coated to
material and walls

All visible

match the

exterior plumbing and

he installed in any portion of the front of the property
and visible should be anodized or otherwise color treated to

blend into the surroundings as much as possible
D Roof mounted solar energy systems on the principal building shall not be more than
three 3 feet higher than the finished roof to which it is mounted In no instance shall
any part of the solar energy panels extend beyond the edge of the roof

E
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height of the structure above
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so as
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comprise solar energy system
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C The placement of ground mounted solar energy equipment maybe permitted if the
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There is
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to
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principal structure but

be an accessory
ground mounted solar energy equipment are considered
structures Prepackaged ULlisted solar energy based lighting systems that do not
to

all

involve any installation

are

exempt from this provision
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H Solar energy commercial operations are prohibited as aprinciple use These are
systems whose main purpose is to generate energy for sale back into the energy grid

system rather than
1

being consumed on the site
Only commercially made and professionally installed

solar energy systems are
permitted All solar energy systems shall be installed by licensed installers that are
or are Certified
approved as Participating Contractors by the Green Enemy Fund and
Installers

permit

the NABCEP and
or have

by

proof

of professional

training

and licensure

Section 484
4 Permitting and Enforcement The Town prior to the issuing a building
of any solar energy
equipment shall be provided with any requested

for the installation

information in

regard to

proving compliance with

information may include but shall

not be

this section of the Town Code

limited to the

This

following

diagrams specific to the installation which would enable the Town to
access will be impaired due to the proposed location or to the location

A Sun and shadow
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1 Solar
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9
0m
a and 0
3
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m
2 Results of the solar shade
the annual solar

determine that seventy percent 70 of
is shade free to be considered for a solar energy grant

analysis must

path area
s

require submission of detailed information including maps
dimensional sketches showing the proposed location including setbacks from
property lines or distances from structures on neighboring properties
B The Town may also

plans

or

C The Town may also require the submission of an as
built plan showing the actual
of
solar
If
the equipment is not installed as
location
any installed
energy equipment
or its relocation as appropriate
permitted the Town may order its removal and
1 All solar energy systems shall meet the minimum criteria as specified in the
Green Energy Fund Guidelines and shall be installed to meet all applicable local
building and zoning codes Manufactures specifications and proof of certification
shall be submitted for review and

approval

or damaged solar panels or equipment shall be
non and
functioning
dismantled by a licensed professional as described herein and removed within three 3
D

Any

and all

Building Inspector Failure to do so will be
sProperty Maintenance ordinances and will be
Town

months of written notification from the

considered

subject

to

a

violation under the

penalties

and fines

as

referenced in

Chapter

1 General Provisions Section 1

Fines and Penalties
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Synopsis
This ordinance amends the Town Code to include

a new

Chapter

484

regulating
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use

within the Town The ordinance addresses the purpose for this
related to Solar Energy Systems imposes regulations for the use
legislation
key
and installation of Solar Energy Systems and implements a permitting and enforcement
of Solar
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SECTION 4 RULES AND DEFINITIONS
401.

Rules

401.1

Word Usage
For the purpose of this Ordinance, certain terms or words used herein shall
be interpreted as follows:
The word "person" includes a firm, association, organization, partnership,
trust, company or corporation as well as an individual.
The word "shall" is mandatory, and not discretionary, the word "may" is
permissive.
Words used in the present tense shall include the future; and words used in
the singular shall include the plural, and the plural the singular.
The word "parcel" shall include the words "piece", "lot", and "plot".
The word "building" shall include "structures" of every kind, regardless of
similarity to buildings.
The masculine gender shall include the feminine and neuter.
All stated and measured distances shall be taken to the nearest integral
foot. If a fraction is one-half (1/2) foot or less, the integral foot next below
shall be taken.
The word "Board" includes the "county commissioners", the "Board of
County Commissioners" or any other word or words meaning the "Brown
County Board of Commissioners".

402.

Definitions
1. Accessory Structure - A subordinate structure or a portion of a main structure
which is located on the same lot as the main structure and the use of which is
clearly incidental to the use of the main structure.
2. Accessory Structure, Water Oriented - A small, above ground building or
other improvement, except stairways, fences, docks, and retaining walls,
which, because of the relationship of its use to a surface water feature,
reasonably needs to be located closer to public waters than the normal
structure setback. Examples of such structures and facilities include
boathouses, gazebos, screen houses, fish houses, pump houses, and
detached decks.
3. Administrator, Zoning - The duly appointed person charged with
enforcement of this Ordinance.
4. Aggregated Project - Projects that are developed and operated in a
coordinated fashion, but which have multiple entities separately owning one or
more of the individual WECS within the larger project. Associated
infrastructure such as power lines and transformers that service the facility
may be owned by a separate entity but are also included as part of the
aggregated project.

Brown County Zoning Ordinance
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seats, trellises, or other features, attached or functionally related to a principal
use or site and at any point extending more than three feet above ground.
40. Design Flow – The daily volume of discharge that a septic system is
designed to treat.
41. Direct Sunlight - Sunlight unobstructed by any improvement or tree within the
Solar Access Space.
42. Drain or Drainage – Any method for removing or diverting water from
wetlands. This method shall include but is not limited to excavation of an
open ditch, installation of drainage tile, filling, dikeing or pumping.
43. Drive-In - Any use where products and/or services are provided to the
customer under conditions where the customer does not have to leave the car
or where fast service to the automobile occupants is a service offered
regardless of whether service is also provided within a building.
44. Dwelling Site - A designated location for residential use by one or more
persons using temporary or movable shelter, including camping and
recreational vehicle sites.
45. Dwelling Unit - A residential building or portion thereof, frame houses,
manufactured homes and earth sheltered homes, intended for occupancy by a
single family but not including hotels, motels, boarding or rooming houses or
tourist homes.
46. Dwelling Attached - A dwelling which is joined to another dwelling at one or
more sides by a party wall or walls. Two or more attached dwellings are
considered a multi-family unit.
47. Dwelling Detached - A dwelling which is entirely surrounded by open space
on the same lot.
48. Easement - A grant by a property owner for the use of a strip of land by the
public or any person for any specific purpose or purposes.
49. Energy Storage Facility - Equipment consisting of containers, heat,
exchangers, piping, and other transfer mechanisms (including fluids, gases, or
solids), controls and related structural support for transporting and storing
collected energy (from solar energy systems), including structural elements
designed for use in passive solar energy systems.
50. Equal Degree of Encroachment - a method of determining the location of
floodway boundaries so that flood plain lands on both sides of a stream are
capable of conveying a proportionate share of flood flows.
51. Erosion Control and Wildlife Developments - Structures, water control
developments, and ponds which are installed to control soil erosion or
increase the habitat for wildlife, including but not limited to: erosion control
structures, dams, diversions, terraces, waterways, culverts, pits and ponds.
52. Essential Services - Overhead or underground electric, gas, communication,
steam or water transmission or distribution systems and structures, by public
utilities or governmental departments or commissions or as are required for
protection of the public health, safety, or general welfare, including towers,
poles, wires, mains, drains, sewers, pipes, conduits, cables, fire alarm boxes,
police call boxes, and accessories in connection therewith, but not including
buildings.
53. Excavation – The displacement or removal of substrate, sediment or other
materials by any method.
54. Exterior Storage (includes open storage) - The storage of goods, materials,
equipment, manufactured products and similar items not fully enclosed by a
building.
55. Extraction Area - Any non-agricultural artificial excavation of earth exceeding
fifty square feet of surface area of two feet in depth, excavated or made by the
removal from the natural surface of earth, or sod, soil, sand, gravel, stone or
Brown County Zoning Ordinance
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store one standard automobile.
129. Passive Solar Energy System - A solar energy system that uses natural and
architectural components to collect and store solar energy without using any
external mechanical power.
130. Pedestrian Way - A public or private right-of-way across or within a block, to be
used by pedestrians.
131. Planned Unit Development - A development whereby buildings are grouped or
clustered in and around common open space areas in accordance with a
prearranged site plan and where the common open space is owned by the
homeowners and usually maintained by a homeowners association.
132. Planning Commission - The Planning Commission of Brown County except
when otherwise designated.
133. Prefabricated Home - A non-mobile housing unit, the walls, floors and ceilings
of which are constructed at a central factory and transported to a building site
where final construction is completed, permanently affixing the unit to the site.
134. Principal Structure or Use - One which determines the predominant use as
contrasted to accessory use or structure.
135. Property Line – The legal boundaries of a parcel of property which may also
coincide with a right-of-way line of a road, cartway, and the like. The boundary
line of the area over which the entity applying for a WECS permit has legal
control for the purposes of installation of a WECS. This control may be attained
through fee title ownership, easement, or other appropriate contractual
relationship between the project developer and landowner.
136. Protective Covenant - A contract entered into between private parties which
constitutes a restriction of the use of a particular parcel of property.
137. Public Conservation Lands - Land owned in fee title by Brown County, State
or Federal agencies and managed specifically for grassland conservation
purposes, including but not limited to State Wildlife Management Areas, State
Parks, State Scientific and Natural Areas, federal Wildlife Refuges and
Waterfowl Production Areas. For the purposes of this section public
conservation lands will also include lands owned in fee title by non-profit
conservation organizations. Public conservation lands do not include private
lands upon which conservation easements have been sold to public agencies or
non-profit conservation organizations.
138. Public Land - Land owned or operated by municipal, school districts, county,
state or other governmental units.
139. Public Waters - Any waters as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section
103G.005, subdivision 14 and 15.
140. Qualified Employee (septic) – An employee of the state or a local unit of
government, who performs site evaluations or inspections of septic systems as
part of the individual’s employment duties and is registered with the Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency.
141. Reach - A hydraulic engineering term to describe a longitudinal segment of a
stream or river influenced by a natural or man-made obstruction. In an urban
area, the segment of a stream or river between two consecutive bridge
crossings would most typically constitute a reach.
142. Recreation, Public - Includes all uses such as tennis courts, ball fields, picnic
areas, and the like that are commonly provided for the public at parks,
playgrounds, community centers, and other sites owned and operated by a unit
of government for the purpose of providing recreation.
143. Recreation, Commercial - Includes all uses such as bowling alleys, driving
ranges, and movie theaters that are privately owned and operated with the
intention of earning a profit by providing entertainment for the public.
144. Recreation Equipment - Play apparatus such as swing sets and slides,
Brown County Zoning Ordinance
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pond or flowage; and (2) 300 feet from a river or stream, or the landward extent
of a floodplain designated by ordinance on such a river or stream, whichever is
greater. The practical limits of shorelands may be less than the statutory limits
whenever the waters involved are bounded by natural topographic divides which
extend landward from the water for lesser distances and when approved by the
Commissioner.
160. Shoreland Management Waters - All public waters and other waters in Brown
County, as shown on the zoning map.
161. Sign - A name, identification, description, display, illustration or device which is
affixed to or represented directly or indirectly upon a building, structure or land
in view of the general public and which directs attention to a product, place,
activity, person, institution, or business.
162. Sign, Advertising- A sign which directs attention to a business, commodity,
service, activity or entertainment not necessarily conducted, sold or offered
upon the premises where such sign is located; a billboard.
163. Sign, Business - A sign which directs attention to a business or profession or
to a commodity, service or entertainment sold or offered upon the premises
where such a sign is located.
164. 164.Sign, Flashing - Any illuminated sign on which illumination is not kept
stationary or constant in intensity and color at all times when such sign is in use.
165. Sign, Illuminated - Any sign which has characters, letters, figures, designs or
outlines illuminated by electric lights or luminous tubes as a part of the sign.
166. Sign, Name Plate - Any sign which states the name or address or both of the
business or occupant of the lot where the sign is placed.
167. Sign, Pylon - A freestanding sign erected upon a single pylon or post, which is
in excess of ten (10) feet in height with the sign mounted on the top thereof.
168. Sign, Rotating - A sign which revolves or rotates on its axis by mechanical
means.
169. Sign, Surface Area of - The entire area within a single, continuous perimeter
enclosing the extreme limits of the actual sign surface. It does not include any
structural elements outside the limits of such sign and not forming an integral
part of the display. Only one side of a double face or V-type sign structure shall
be used in computing total surface area.
170. Significant Historic Site - Any archaeological site, standing structure, or other
property that meets the criteria for eligibility to the National Register of Historic
Places or is listed in the State Register of Historic Sites, or is determined to be
an unplatted cemetery that falls under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes,
section 307.08. A historic site meets these criteria if it is presently listed on
either register or if it is determined to meet the qualifications for listing after
review by the Minnesota state archaeologist or the director of the Minnesota
Historical Society. All unplatted cemeteries are automatically considered to be
significant historic sites.
171. Solar Access Space - That airspace above all lots within the district necessary
to prevent any improvement, vegetation or tree located on said lots from casting
a shadow upon any Solar Device located within said zone greater than the
shadow cast by a hypothetical vertical wall ten (10) feet high located along the
property lines of said lots between the hours of 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m., Central
Standard Time on December 21, PROVIDED, HOWEVER, this Ordinance shall
not apply to any improvement or tree which casts a shadow upon a Solar
Device at the time of installation of said device, or to vegetation existing at the
time of installation of said Solar Device.
172. Solar Collector - A device, or combination of devices, structure, or part of a
device or structure that transforms direct solar energy into thermal, chemical or
electrical energy and that contributes significantly to a structure's energy supply.
Brown County Zoning Ordinance
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173. Solar Energy System - A complete design or assembly consisting of a solar
energy collector, an energy storage facility (where used), and components to
the distribution of transformed energy (to the extent they cannot be used jointly
with a conventional energy system).
174. Solar Skyspace - The space between a solar energy collector and the sun
which must be free of obstructions that shade the collector to an extent which
precludes its cost-effective operation.
175. Solar Skyspace Easement - A right, expressed as an easement, covenant,
condition, or other property interest in any deed or other instrument executed by
or on behalf of any landowner, which protects the solar skyspace of an actual,
proposed, or designated solar energy collector at a described location by
forbidding or limiting activities or land uses that interfere with access to solar
energy. The solar skyspace must be described as the three-dimensional space
in which obstruction is prohibited or limited, or as the times of day during which
sunlight to the solar collector may not be obstructed, or as a combination of the
two (2) methods.
176. Solar Structure - A structure designed to utilize solar energy as an alternate
for, or supplement to, a conventional energy system.
177. Steep Slope - Land where agricultural activity or development is either not
recommended or described as poorly suited due to slope steepness and the
site's soil characteristics, as mapped and described in available county soil
surveys or other technical reports, unless appropriate design and construction
techniques and farming practices are used in accordance with the provisions of
this ordinance. Where specific information is not available, steep slopes are
lands having average slopes over 12 percent, as measured over horizontal
distances of 50 feet or more, that are not bluffs.
178. Street - A public right-of-way which affords primary means of access to abutting
property, and shall also include avenue, highway, road, or way.
179. Street, Major or Thoroughfare - A street which serves, or is designed to serve,
heavy flows of traffic and which is used primarily as a route for traffic between
communities and/or other heavy traffic generating areas.
180. Street, Local - A street intended to serve primarily as an access to abutting
properties.
181. Street, Pavement - The wearing or exposed surface of the road way used by
vehicular traffic.
182. Street, Width - The width of the right-of-way, measured at right angles to the
centerline of the street.
183. Story - That portion of a building included between the surface of any floor and
the surface of the floor next above. A basement shall be counted as a story.
184. Structure - Anything constructed or erected on the ground or attached to the
ground or on-site utilities, including, but not limited to, buildings, factories,
sheds, detached garages, cabins, manufactured homes, travel trailers/vehicles
not meeting the exemption criteria specified in Section 722.26 of the ordinance
and other similar items.
185. Structural Alteration - Any change, other than incidental repairs, which would
prolong the life of the supporting members of a building, such as bearing walls,
columns, beams, girders or foundations.
186. Subdivision - A subdivision is the dividing of any parcel of land into two or
more parcels.
a. Platted Subdivision - if any resultant parcel is less than ten (10) acres
in area and less than three hundred (300) feet in width and the
subdividing was done for the purpose of transfer of ownership to
effectuate building development if a new street or road is involved,
regardless of the size of the parcel and/ or its width, subsequent
Brown County Zoning Ordinance
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SECTION 7 PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
701.

Purpose
The performance standards established in this section are designed to encourage
a high standard of development by providing assurance that neighboring land
uses will be compatible. The performance standards are designed to prevent and
eliminate those conditions that cause blight or are detrimental to environment. All
future development in all districts shall be required to meet these standards and
the standards shall also apply to existing development where so stated.
Before any building permit is approved, the Zoning Administrator shall determine
whether the proposed use will conform to the performance standards. The
developer or landowners shall supply data necessary to demonstrate such
conformance. Such data may include a description of equipment to be used,
hours of operation, method of refuse disposal, and type and location of exterior
storage.

702.

Solar Energy Systems and Solar Structures
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Solar energy systems and solar structures shall be a permitted accessory
use in all districts provided the system is in compliance with minimum lot
requirements and setbacks.
Solar energy systems and solar structures may be exempted from setback,
height, and lot coverage restrictions in all districts by variance.
In a residential, zone no owner, occupier, or person in control of property
shall allow vegetation or structures to be placed or grow so as to cast a
shadow on a solar energy system which is greater than the shadow cast by
a hypothetical wall ten (10) feet high located along the boundary line of said
property between the hours of 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Central Standard
Time on December 21 provided, however, this standard shall not apply to
vegetation or structures which casts a shadow upon the solar energy
system at the time of installation of said solar energy system or to
vegetation existing at the time of installation of said solar energy system.
As a means of evidencing existing conditions, the owner of a solar energy
system may file notarized photographs of the effected area with the County
prior to installation of said system.
Violation of this standard shall constitute a private nuisance, and any owner
or occupant whose solar energy system is shaded because of such
violation, so that performance of the system is impaired, may have in tort for
the damages sustained thereby and may have such nuisance abated.

Brown County Zoning Ordinance
12/22/2009
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Granville County, North Carolina

Granville County, North Carolina
Code of Ordinances (2010)
Chapter 32, Land Development Code
ARTICLE III, USE STANDARDS
DIVISION 3. INDIVIDUAL USE STANDARDS
Sec. 32-162. Accessory uses, residential.
Residential uses may have accessory buildings provided they conform to the following
standards:
(1)

Generally. Accessory structures shall meet the following standards:
a. Freestanding structures shall be located in the side or rear yard of all lots, except
that accessory structures shall only be permitted in the rear yard of corner lots. On
parcels containing ten or more acres, the accessory structure may be placed in the front
yard provided that it is located a minimum of 100 feet from any street right-of-way and
minimum of 25 feet from any side property line. Accessory structures on property that
borders Kerr Lake Reservoir shall be allowed in the front, side or rear yard.
***

(5) An application for a proposed solar collector/energy system located at a residence
must meet the following standards as a limited accessory use:
a. Solar collector. All solar energy collectors, whether ground mounted or mounted on
an existing structure, shall meet the minimum accessory structure zoning setbacks for
the zoning district in which located. The height of the structure shall not be taller than
the maximum allowed height of a structure in the zoning district in which located. A
ground-mounted solar collector shall meet the location standard in subsection (1)a.
(Ord. of 7-12-1999, § 03.210; Amend. of 11-17-2008, § 2; Amd. of 8-3-2009, §§ 2, 6,
9; Amd. of 8-2-2010, § 1)
Sec. 32-163. Accessory uses, nonresidential.
Nonresidential uses may have a variety of accessory uses within the principal structure or in
separate structures, provided they meet the following standards:
***
(7) Active solar energy systems shall be allowed as an accessory limited use in all
commercial or industrial zoning districts under the following standards:
a. Roof-mounted solar systems. In addition to the building setback, the collector
surface and mounting devices for roof-mounted solar systems shall not extend beyond
the exterior perimeter of the building on which the system is mounted or built.
1. Pitched roof mounted solar systems. For all roof-mounted systems other than a
flat roof the elevation must show the highest finished slope of the solar collector and
the slope of the finished roof surface on which it is mounted.
2. Flat roof mounted solar systems. For flat roof applications a drawing shall be
submitted showing the distance to the roof edge and any parapets on the building.
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3. The underlying zoning district maximum height for these systems shall be
complied with.
b. Ground-mounted solar systems. Ground-mounted solar energy systems shall meet
the minimum zoning setback for the zoning district in which located, or 25 feet,
whichever is strictest. The height of the structure(s) shall not be taller than 25 feet in
height.
c. Visibility. Active solar systems shall be designed to blend into the architecture of the
building or be screened from routine view from public right-of-ways or adjacent
residentially-zoned property using the standards found in section 32-264.
d. Approved solar components. Electric solar system components must have a UL
listing.
e. Plan approval required. All solar systems shall require a limited use approval by the
planning department.
1. Plan applications. Plan applications for solar systems shall be accompanied by
to-scale horizontal and vertical (elevation) drawings. The drawings must show the
location of the system on the building or on the property for a ground mount system,
including the property lines.
2. Plan approvals. Applications that meet the design requirements of this section
shall be granted administrative approval by the planning department.
f. Compliance with building code. All active solar systems shall meet approval of local
building code officials, consistent with the North Carolina Building Code.
g. Compliance with electric code. All photovoltaic systems shall comply with the
National Electrical Code, current edition.
h. No grid-intertie photovoltaic system shall be installed until evidence has been given
to the planning department that the owner has been approved by the utility company to
install an interconnected customer-owned generator. Off-grid systems are exempt from
this requirement.
(Ord. of 7-12-1999, § 03.211; Amd. of 8-3-2009, §§ 8, 10)

ARTICLE XIX. DEFINITIONS
DIVISION 4. GENERAL DEFINITIONS
Sec. 32-1331. Definitions.
Solar.
Active solar system means a solar energy system that transforms solar energy into
another form of energy or transfers heat from a collector to another medium using
mechanical, electrical, or chemical means.
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Building-integrated solar systems means an active solar system that is an integral part
of a principal or accessory building, rather than a separate mechanical device, replacing
or substituting for an architectural or structural component of the building. Buildingintegrated systems include but are not limited to photovoltaic or hot water solar systems
that are contained within roofing materials, windows, skylights, and awnings.
Grid-intertie solar system means a photovoltaic solar system that is connected to an
electric circuit served by an electric utility company.
Off-grid solar system means a photovoltaic solar system in which the circuits energized
by the solar system are not electrically connected in any way to electric circuits that are
served by an electric utility company.
Photovoltaic system means an active solar energy system that converts solar energy
directly into electricity.
Roof pitch means the final exterior slope of a building roof calculated by the rise over
the run, typically but not exclusively expressed in twelfths such as 3/12, 9/12, 12/12.
Solar collector means a device, structure or a part of a device or structure for which the
primary purpose is to transform solar radiant energy into thermal, mechanical, chemical,
or electrical energy.
Solar collector surface means any part of a solar collector that absorbs solar energy for
use in the collector's energy transformation process. Collector surface does not include
frames, supports and mounting hardware.
Solar energy means radiant energy received from the sun that can be collected in the
form of heat or light by a solar collector.
Solar energy system means a device or structural design feature, a substantial purpose
of which is to provide daylight for interior lighting or provide for the collection, storage
and distribution of solar energy for space heating or cooling, electricity generating, or
water heating.
Solar farm means a use w[h]ere a series of solar collectors are placed in a[n] area for
the purpose of generating photovoltaic power for an area greater than the principal use
on the site. Also referred to as solar power plant and solar photovoltaic farm.
Solar mounting devices means devices that allow the mounting of a solar collector onto
a roof surface or the ground.
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City of Hermosa Beach, California
Municipal Code (2011)
Title 17, Zoning
Chapter 17.46, Yard, Height, and Area Restrictions
Section 17.46.010. Height of roof structures.
***
E. For the development standards for solar energy systems refer to Section 17.46.220.
Section 17.46.220

Solar energy systems can exceed height limits.

Solar energy systems shall be installed and constructed in conformance with the following:
A. Purpose:
To promote the use of solar energy systems in accordance with State law while protecting
the public health and safety.
B. Definitions:
1. “Ancillary solar equipment” means any accessory part or device of a solar energy system
that does not require direct access to sunlight, such as batteries, electric meters, AC/DC
converters or water heater tanks.
2. “Solar collector” means any part or device of a solar energy system that requires direct
access to sunlight and is typically located on the roof top, such as solar panels and solar hot
water or swimming pool heaters.
3. "Solar energy system" means an accessory to the main structure and/or use which
comprises of a combination of solar collector(s) and ancillary solar equipment used to
generate electricity primarily for consumption on the property on which the system is
located, or where multiple consumers or exceptional circumstances exist, on an adjoining
property.
C. Development Standards:
1. Solar collectors and solar energy systems may exceed the height limits mandated by this
Code to the minimum extent necessary for their safe and efficient operation in accordance
with the California Building Code and other applicable provisions of state law.
2. Where feasible, solar energy systems shall be integrated into the design of the structure
as an architectural element.
3. Where feasible, roof-mounted solar energy systems shall be located in such a manner as
to ensure emergency access to the roof, provide areas for smoke ventilation opportunities
and provide emergency egress from the roof.
4. Where feasible, ancillary solar equipment shall be located inside the building or be
screened from public view.
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5. Solar energy systems shall be erected in a secure, wind resistant manner and be
maintained in good condition.
6. Other applicable development standards in this Code may be modified by the Director in
the case where compliance would demonstrably reduce the operating efficiency or
performance of a solar energy system and compliance will not adversely impact public
health and safety.
(Ord. 08-1295 §2, Oct. 2008)
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Houston County, Minnesota
Zoning Ordinance (2011)
Section 28, General Provisions
0110.2808 Solar Energy Systems and Solar Structures
Subdivision l. Permitted by District. Solar energy systems and solar structures shall be a
permitted use in all districts except the flood plain districts provided the system is in
compliance with minimum lot requirements and setbacks. Within the flood plain district,
solar structures shall be a conditional use.
Subd. 2. Setback Exemptions. Solar energy systems and solar structures may be
exempted from setback, height, and lot coverage restrictions in all districts by variance.
Subd. 3. Access to Sun Light. In a residential zone, no owner, occupier, or person in
control of property shall allow vegetation or structures to be placed or grow so as to cast a
shadow on a solar energy system which is greater than the shadow cast by a hypothetical
wall ten (l0) feet high located along the boundary line of the property between the hours of
9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Central Standard Time on December 21 provided, however, this
standard shall not apply to vegetation or structures which cast a shadow upon the solar
energy system at the time of installation of the system.
Subd. 4. Establishment of Right to Sun Light. As a means of evidencing existing
conditions, the owner of a solar energy system may file notarized photographs of the area
with the County prior to installation of the system.
Subd. 5. Violation Constitutes a Private Nuisance. Violation of this standard shall
constitute a private nuisance, and any owner or occupant whose solar energy system is
shaded because of such violation, so that performance of the system is impaired, may have
in tort for the damages sustained thereby and may have such nuisance abated.

The ordinance is current and accurate on the date of publication; interested persons should confirm
with Houston County that the ordinance remains accurate and should not rely upon this information as
to the current status of the ordinance.
Page 1 of 1
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City of Irvine, California
Zoning Ordinance (2011)
Division 3 - General Development Standards and Land Use Regulations
Chapter 3-31. - Solar Energy System Standards
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

3-31-1.
3-31-2.
3-31-3.
3-31-4.
3-31-1.

-

Applicability.
Approvals required.
Residential standards.
Commercial/industrial/institutional/multi-use/office standards.
Applicability.

The purpose of the solar energy system standards is to encourage investment in solar
energy systems on all parcels in the city, both residential and non-residential, while
providing guidelines for the installation of those systems that are consistent with the
architectural and building standards of the City. All solar energy systems shall comply with
all applicable provisions of the City of Irvine Codes and the standards of this chapter.
(Code 1976, § V.E-321.1; Ord. No. 92-3, 4-14-92; Ord. No. 94-7, § 3, 6-14-94; Ord. No.
09-02, § 3, 3-24-09)
Sec. 3-31-2. - Approvals required.
The applicant shall submit for and receive approval of a building permit prior to installation
of any solar energy system.
(Code 1976, § V.E-321.2; Ord. No. 92-3, 4-14-92; Ord. No. 94-7, § 3, 6-14-94; Ord. No.
09-02, § 3, 3-24-09)
Sec. 3-31-3. - Residential standards.
A. Ground-mounted solar energy systems
1. All ground-mounted solar energy systems shall not be located within the front, side,
or rear building setbacks, or front yard area, and shall comply with all applicable height
restrictions.
2. To the extent possible, without compromising the solar energy system's access to the
sun, ground-mounted solar energy systems shall be screened from view at-grade from
all adjacent streets and adjacent properties.
B. Roof-mounted solar energy systems.
1. All solar energy system appurtenances such as, but not limited to, water tanks,
supports, and plumbing shall be screened to the maximum extent possible without
compromising the effectiveness of the solar collectors, and shall be painted a color
similar to the color of the surface upon which they are mounted. Solar collectors are
exempt from the screening and color provisions of this subsection.
2. All roof-mounted solar collectors can be mounted at an optimum angle to the sun for
maximum energy production. The maximum height of a solar collector shall be two
feet, measured perpendicular to the roof surface, and may not exceed the maximum
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overall building height. The remainder of the solar energy system shall be below the
level of the solar collector(s).
(Code 1976, § V.E-321.3; Ord. No. 92-3, 4-14-92; Ord. No. 94-7, § 3, 6-14-94; Ord. No.
09-02, § 3, 3-24-09)
Sec. 3-31-4. - Commercial/industrial/institutional/multi-use/office standards.
A. Covered parking solar energy systems.
1. Covered parking solar energy systems shall not be located within any required
building setback but may encroach into a landscaping setback a maximum of 3 feet.
2. Covered parking solar energy systems shall not result in a net loss of any required
parking.
B. Roof-mounted solar energy systems
1. All solar energy system appurtenances such as, but not limited to, plumbing, water
tanks, and support equipment shall be screened to the maximum extent possible
without compromising the effectiveness of the solar collectors and shall be painted a
color similar to the color of the surface upon which they are mounted. If panels are used
as screening, they shall contain a finish and color consistent with the building's exterior
walls. Solar collectors are exempt from the screening and color provisions of this
subsection.
(Code 1976, § V.E-321.4; Ord. No. 92-3, 4-14-92; Ord. No. 94-7, § 3, 6-14-94; Ord. No.
09-02, § 3, 3-24-09)
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Ithaca, New York

Town of Ithaca
PC/CodeBook for Windows
CODE OF THE TOWN OF ITHACA, NEW YORK, v20 Updated 06-01-2010 / PART II,
GENERAL LEGISLATION / Chapter 270, ZONING / ARTICLE XXVI, Special
Regulations / § 270-219.1. Solar collectors and installations. [Added 10-16-2006
by L.L. No. 11-2006]
§ 270-219.1. Solar collectors and installations. [Added 10-16-2006 by L.L. No. 11-2006]
A. Rooftop and building-mounted solar collectors are permitted in all zoning districts in the
Town. Building permits shall be required for installation of rooftop and building-mounted
solar collectors.
B. Ground-mounted and freestanding solar collectors are permitted as accessory structures in all
zoning districts of the Town, subject to the following requirements:
(1) The location of the solar collector meets all applicable setback requirements of the zone
in which it is located.
(2) The height of the solar collector and any mounts shall not exceed 20 feet when oriented
at maximum tilt.
(3) The total surface area of all ground-mounted and freestanding solar collectors on the lot
shall not exceed 1,000 square feet.
(4) A building permit has been obtained for the solar collector.
(5) The solar collector is located in a side or rear yard.
C. Where site plan approval is required elsewhere in this chapter for a development or activity,
the site plan review shall include review of the adequacy, location, arrangement, size, design,
and general site compatibility of proposed solar collectors. Where a site plan exists, an
approved modified site plan shall be required if any of the thresholds specified in § 270-191
of this chapter are met, including but not limited to proposed changes to or additions of solar
collectors where such changes or additions meet a § 270-191 threshold.
D. All solar collector installations must be performed by a qualified solar installer, and prior to
operation, the electrical connections must be inspected by a Town Code Enforcement Officer
and by an appropriate electrical inspection person or agency, as determined by the Town. In
addition, any connection to the public utility grid must be inspected by the appropriate public
utility. [Amended 4-12-2010 by L.L. No. 3-2010]
E. When solar storage batteries are included as part of the solar collector system, they must be
placed in a secure container or enclosure meeting the requirements of the New York State
Building Code when in use and when no longer used shall be disposed of in accordance with
1
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Town of Ithaca
PC/CodeBook for Windows
the laws and regulations of Tompkins County and other applicable laws and regulations.
F. If a solar collector ceases to perform its originally intended function for more than 12
consecutive months, the property owner shall remove the collector, mount and associated
equipment and facilities by no later than 90 days after the end of the twelve-month period.

2
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Ithaca, New York

TOWN OF ITHACA
215 N. Tioga Street, ITHACA, N.Y. 14850
607.273.1783

FAX 607. 273.1704

******************************************************************************

FREESTANDING PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS
Building Permit Application Checklist
Please initial that each of the following is attached as part of your application
package. (Write N/A for any lines that do not apply.) Checklist must accompany
all applications. Incomplete packages will not be accepted.

_____

1)

_____

2)

_____
_____

3)
4)

_____
_____
_____
_____

5)
6)
7)
8)

completed application form (please put N/A to any
questions that do not apply)
workers' comp, general liability, and NYS disability
insurance
fee
2 copies of all drawings and specifications (see
attached list)
survey map or plot plan
attached PV worksheet
outdoor lighting details
statement of special inspections

Completed application packets may be submitted to the Town of Ithaca Town Hall at 215
N. Tioga Street Monday thru Friday 8:00 - 4:00. Please do not mail the application packet.

Rev 4-2007
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TOWN OF ITHACA
215 N. Tioga Street, ITHACA, N.Y. 14850
607.273.1783

FAX 607. 273.1704

******************************************************************************
Fee Information
The fee is based on the value of improvement. This value must include materials and a fair labor
price (even if the work is done by the homeowner with no actual labor fee). Please make checks
payable to TOWN OF ITHACA.
Value of Improvement
$1 - $2,500.99
$2,501 - $5,000.99
$5,001 - $10,000.99
$10,001 - $20,000.99
$20,001 - $30,000.99
$30,001 - $50,000.99
$50,001 - $100,000.99
$100,001 - $150,000.99
$150,001 - $250,000.99
$250,001 - $350,000.99
$350,001 - $500,000.99
$500,001 - $750,000.99
$750,001 - $1,000,000.99
$1,000,001 - $2,500,000.99
$2,500,001 - $5,000,000.99
$5,000,001 - $10,000,000.99
$10,000,001 - $20,000,000.99
Over $20,000,000.99

Rev 4-2007

Fee
$25.00
$35.00
$45.00
$60.00
$70.00
$100.00
$200.00
$350.00
$550.00
$700.00
$850.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$4,000.00
$6,000.00
$8,000.00
$.50 for each $1,000 of
improvement value,
minimum fee $10,000
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TOWN OF ITHACA
215 N. Tioga Street, ITHACA, N.Y. 14850
607.273.1783

FAX 607. 273.1704

******************************************************************************
Worksheet for Photovoltaic System Installation
Supplied Diagrams
________________

Is a basic site diagram supplied with the permit package?
Location of major equipment identified on plan.

________________

Is a one-line diagram supplied with the permit package?

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

Array configuration shown
Array wiring identified
Combiner/junction box identified
Conduit from Array to PV Power Source Disconnect identified
Equipment grounding specified
Disconnect specified
Conduit from disconnect to inverter identified
Inverter specified
Conduit from inverter to disconnect to panel identified
System grounding specified
Point of connection attachment method identified

Inverter Information
________________

Are cut sheets provided for inverter?

________________

Inverter model number

________________

Is inverter listed for utility interactivity (see CED list of Eligible Inverters)

________________

Maximum continuous output power at 40oC

________________

Input voltage range of inverter

PV Module Information
________________ Are cut sheets provided for PV modules?
________________

Are the modules listed? (see CEC list of Eligible PV Modules)

________________

Open-circuit voltage (Voc) from listing label

________________

Maximum permissible system voltage from listing label

________________

Short-circuit current (Isc) from listing label

Rev 4-2007
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TOWN OF ITHACA
215 N. Tioga Street, ITHACA, N.Y. 14850
607.273.1783

FAX 607. 273.1704

******************************************************************************
________________ Maximum series fuse rating from listing label
________________

Maximum power at Standard Test Conditions (Pmax on Label)

________________

Voltage at Pmax from listing label

________________

Current at Pmax from listing label

Array Information
________________

Number of modules in series

________________

Number of parallel source circuits

________________

Total number of modules

________________

Operating voltage
(number of modules in series x module voltage at Pmax)

________________

Operating current
(number of parallel source circuits x module current at Pmax)

________________

Maximum system voltage (690.7)

________________

Short-circuit current (690.8)

Wiring and Overcurrent Protection
________________

Wire type is 90oC wet rated

________________

Conductor ampacities are sufficient

______________ Maximum PV source circuit current
______________ Minimum PV source circuit conductor ampacity
______________ Minimum PV output circuit conductor ampacity
______________ Minimum inverter output circuit conductor ampacity
________________

Source circuit overcurrent protection is sufficient

______________

If inverter is not listed for no backfeed current, does each source circuit
have overcurrent protection in compliance with the listed maximum series
fuse?
______________ If inverter is listed for no backfeed current, overcurrent protection is not
necessary if only two parallel strings are connected to the inverter.
________________ Overcurrent protection on Inverter Output Circuit is sufficient
Rev 4-2007
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TOWN OF ITHACA
215 N. Tioga Street, ITHACA, N.Y. 14850
607.273.1783

FAX 607. 273.1704

******************************************************************************
________________
______________

Point of connection meets provisions of NEC 690.64
Point of connection panel busbar rating

Roof Information (for rooftop systems)
________________

Are the conductors from the PV Array run through the house?
If yes, what method will be used to address the protection issues?

_________________ Weight of array for rooftop systems
(pounds per square foot—include mounting hardware)
_________________ Age of building (roof structure)

_________________ Describe roof structural elements
Rafters:
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

Size of rafters (e.g. 2” x 6”)
Span of rafters (e.g. 14’)
Spacing of rafters (e.g. 24”)
Engineer statement that equipment load will not adversely affect roof

_________________ Identify roofing type (e.g. comp shingle, masonry tile, shake, etc…)
_________________ Is the detail of PV panel mounting attachment to the roof-framing
members provided?
_________________ Identify method of sealing roof penetrations
(e.g. flashing, sealed with urethane caulk, etc…)
Ground Mounting Structure (for ground-mounted structures)
_________________ Weight of array
(pounds per square foot—include mounting hardware)
_________________ Are the details of the array supports, framing members, and foundation
posts and footings provided?
_________________ Is the information on mounting structure(s) construction provided?
(requires engineering calculations)
_________________ Is the detail on module attachment method to mounting structure
provided?
Rev 4-2007
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TOWN OF ITHACA
215 N. Tioga Street, ITHACA, N.Y. 14850
607.273.1783

FAX 607. 273.1704

******************************************************************************
Date Received ______________
Fee Paid
______________
Check No.
______________

Permit Number______________
Date of Permit ______________
Zoning District ______________

SHORT FORM APPLICATION FOR BUILDING PERMIT
This application may be used for only for the projects listed below. All other projects require use of the full building
permit application form.

Application is hereby made to:
install or alter a pool
construct or alter a fence or wall
replace roof covering or siding with like materials (any work beyond replacing
sheathing requires full application)
Site work, including parking lots
freestanding photovoltaic installation
wood stove and chimney
Construct or alter an agricultural building/structure determined to be exempt from
NYS Building Code (call Code Enforcement Officer to verify)
other minor accessory structure as allowed by the code enforcement officer (does
not include any structures with roofs)
demolition of building or structure
Brief Description of Work ______________________________________________Value of Improvement $_________

Property Information:
Street Address ____________________________________________________________________________________
Tax Parcel Number _____________________________

Property Owner:
Name ___________________________ Daytime Telephone _________________ Cell Number ___________________
Mailing Address __________________________________________________________________________________
If owner is a corporation, names and addresses of responsible officers must be included.

Rev 4-2007
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Ithaca, New York

TOWN OF ITHACA
215 N. Tioga Street, ITHACA, N.Y. 14850
607.273.1783

FAX 607. 273.1704

******************************************************************************
Builder:
Company ______________________________ Office Telephone ______________________ Fax _________________
Mailing Address __________________________________________________________________________________
Project Manager_________________________ Daytime Telephone _____________ Cell Number _________________

Contact Person (Person listed will be the primary point of contact for all communications regarding the building permit):
Name _________________________________ Daytime Telephone ______________ Cell Phone__________________

Percentage of Lot to be Occupied by All Structures ________
Is topsoil or fill material going to be moved onto or within the site in excess of 500 cubic yards? _____ yes _____ no
New York Board of Fire Underwriters Electrical Application will be applied for
_____ yes _____ no
Does work involve any outdoor lighting?
_____ yes _____ no
The UNDERSIGNED HEREBY APPLIES for permission to do the above in accordance with provisions of the Zoning
Ordinance and other Laws and Regulations of the Town of Ithaca, or others having jurisdiction, AND AFFIRMS that all
statements and information given herein are correct to the best of his/her knowledge and belief, AND FURTHER AFFIRMS
that all work shall be performed in compliance with the Codes of the Town of Ithaca, the NYS Uniform Fire Prevention and
Building Code, and all other applicable state and local laws, ordinances, and regulations.
I ALSO CERTIFY that the structure for which this Permit will be issued, or has been issued, will be built, or has been built,
according to the latest standards of the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention and Building Code, AND FURTHER
CERTIFY that the approved plans will not be deviated from without prior approval from the Architect/Engineer of record, if
applicable, and the Town of Ithaca.

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Property Owner or Authorized Agent
Date
Tompkins County Health Department - Approval of Septic System(s) and/or Well(s)

Date Issued ____________

Insurance Certificates: NYS Workers’ Compensation, Disability, Liability

On File

Plumbing Permit - Water & Sewer

.

____________

Permit Number ______________

Date Issued ____________

Appropriate Highway Department: Culverts, Driveway, Work in Right-of-Way

Date Issued ____________

APPLICATION DENIED under Section ___________

Date of ZBA Hearing ______________

Date of Planning Board Approval ______________

Decision _________________________

Type of Planning Board Approval _____________

BUILDING PERMIT APPROVED BY ________________________

Rev 4-2007
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Minneapolis, Minnesota

City of Minneapolis, Minnesota
Code of Ordinances (2011)
Title 20, Zoning Code
Chapter 535, Regulations of General Applicability
Article XII. Solar Energy Systems
535.820. Purpose. Regulations governing solar energy systems are established to provide
for appropriate locations for solar energy systems, to ensure compatibility with surrounding
uses, and to promote safe and effective use of solar energy to increase opportunities for
generation of renewable energy.
(2011-Or-008, § 1, 2-11-11)
535.830. Definitions. As used in this article, the following words shall mean:
Building-integrated solar energy system. A solar energy system that is an integral part of a
principal or accessory building, rather than a separate mechanical device, replacing or
substituting for an architectural or structural component of the building. Building-integrated
systems include but are not limited to active photovoltaic or hot water systems that are
contained within roofing materials, windows, walls, skylights, and awnings, or passive
systems that are designed to capture direct solar heat.
Building-mounted solar energy system. A solar energy system affixed to a principal or
accessory building.
Freestanding solar energy system. A solar energy system with a supporting framework that
is placed on, or anchored in, the ground and that is independent of any building or other
structure. Garages, carports or similar structures that incorporate building-integrated or
building-mounted solar energy systems shall not be classified as freestanding solar energy
systems and shall instead be subject to regulations governing accessory structures.
Solar collector surface. Any part of a solar energy system that absorbs solar energy for use
in the system's transformation process. The collector surface does not include frames,
supports, and mounting hardware.
Solar energy. Radiant energy received from the sun that can be collected in the form of
heat or light by a solar collector.
Solar energy system. A device or structural design feature intended to provide for
collection, storage, and distribution of solar energy for heating or cooling, electricity
generating, or water heating.
(2011-Or-008, § 1, 2-11-11)
535.840. Permitted uses and specific standards, subject to administrative review
and approval.
(a) In general. Solar energy systems shall be permitted in all zoning districts, subject to
the standards of this article. Solar collector surfaces and all mounting devices shall comply
with the minimum yard requirements of the district in which they are located. Screening of
solar collector surfaces shall not be required.
(b)

Building-mounted solar energy systems.
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(1) Notwithstanding the height limitations of the zoning district, building mounted solar
energy systems shall not extend higher than three (3) feet above the ridge level of a
roof on a structure with a gable, hip, or gambrel roof and shall not extend higher than
ten (10) feet above the surface of the roof when installed on flat or shed roof.
(2) The solar collector surface and mounting devices for building-mounted solar energy
systems shall be set back not less than one (1) foot from the exterior perimeter of a roof
for every one (1) foot that the system extends above the parapet wall or roof surface, if
no parapet wall exists, on which the system is mounted. Solar energy systems that
extend less than three (3) feet above the roof surface shall be exempt from this
provision.
(c)

Freestanding solar energy systems.
(1) Freestanding solar energy systems, measured to the highest point of the system,
shall not exceed the height of the principal structure or twenty (20) feet, whichever is
less. The height of the principal structure shall be measured as provided in Chapter 520,
Introductory Provisions. Freestanding solar energy systems up to sixteen (16) feet in
height shall be subject to the minimum yard requirements of an accessory structure.
Freestanding solar energy systems greater than sixteen (16) feet in height shall be
subject to the minimum yard requirements of a principal structure. The required yard
shall be measured from the property line to the closest part of the structure at minimum
design tilt.
(2) In the residence and office residence districts, the area of the solar collector
surface of freestanding solar energy systems shall not exceed five (5) percent of the lot
area. Notwithstanding any other provision to the contrary, the maximum area of solar
energy systems shall be calculated independently of the floor area of all other accessory
structures on the zoning lot.
(3) The supporting framework for freestanding solar energy systems shall not include
unfinished lumber.
(4) All abandoned or unused freestanding solar energy systems shall be removed
within twelve (12) months of the cessation of operations.
(2011-Or-008, § 1, 2-11-11)

535.850. Administrative review process.
(a) In general. The zoning administrator, in consultation with the planning director, shall
have up to fifteen (15) working days following the submittal of a complete application to
approve or deny such application. The zoning administrator may impose such conditions and
require such guarantees deemed reasonable and necessary to protect the public interest
and to ensure compliance with the standards and purposes of this zoning ordinance and
policies of the comprehensive plan.
(b) Submittal requirements. An application for a solar energy system shall be filed on a
form approved by the zoning administrator, as specified in Chapter 525, Administration and
Enforcement. In addition, the applicant shall submit the following:
(1) Written evidence that the electric utility service provider that serves the proposed
site has been informed of the applicant's intent to install a solar energy system, unless
the applicant does not plan, and so states so in the application, to connect the system to
the electricity grid.
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(2011-Or-008, § 1, 2-11-11)
535.860. Conditional uses. Solar energy systems that do not comply with the standards
of section 535.840 above may be allowed by conditional use permit, subject to the
provisions of Chapter 525, Administration and Enforcement, provided that requests to
reduce minimum yard requirements shall be by variance.
(2011-Or-008, § 1, 2-11-11)
535.870. Solar access. Solar access easements may be filed consistent with Minn.
Statute Section 500.30. Any property owner may purchase an easement across nearby
properties to protect access to sunlight. The easement is purchased or granted by owners of
nearby properties and can apply to buildings, trees, or other structures that would diminish
solar access.
(2011-Or-008, § 1, 2-11-11)

Chapter 537, Accessory Uses and Structures
537.110. Allowed accessory uses and structures. The following accessory uses and
structures shall be allowed, subject to the following development standards:
***
Solar energy system. Solar energy systems shall be allowed as an accessory use, subject to
the applicable zoning district regulations and the regulations contained in Chapter 535,
Regulations of General Applicability.
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I. BACKGROUND
As awareness of renewable energy and green building options increases, solar
energy systems are becoming a more common energy choice for Oregon
homeowners. Energy from the sun can be harnessed using a solar water heating or
solar electric system.
This program guide outlines the application and review procedures for obtaining the
necessary permit(s) to install a solar energy system for a new or existing residential
building. The guide also describes what system siting or design elements may
trigger the need for additional plan review.
II. SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A solar energy system is defined, for the purpose of this program guide, as a solar
water heating or solar electric (also known as a photovoltaic or PV) system.
A. Solar Water Heating
A solar water heating system reduces household energy consumption by
preheating water so that the residence’s water heater does less work. It consists
of two, primary components:
1. Solar collectors, which are commonly installed on the roof; and
2. A storage tank, which is typically co-located with the residence’s water heater
and in which potable water is preheated by the solar collectors via a heat
exchanger.
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B. Solar Electric
A solar electric system produces electricity that is distributed to the home via the
residence’s main electrical panel, offsetting electric energy that would otherwise
be purchased from the utility. It consists of two, primary components:
1. Photovoltaic panels, which are commonly installed on the roof; and
2. An inverter, which converts direct current electricity produced by the panels
into alternating current electricity that can be used by the home.
C. Residential Solar Pool Heating
A residential solar pool heating system consists of light-weight unglazed polymer
(plastic) solar collectors, typically mounted on a roof, through which swimming
pool water is circulated during the summer months to capture the sun’s heat.
This type of system is not subject to the requirements of this program guide, and
may be installed by obtaining a mechanical permit. In some cases an electrical
permit may also be necessary to install the control system for the solar collectors.
III. SCOPE
This Program Guide is designed to provide guidelines and permitting requirements
to those interested in solar hot water heaters or photovoltaic solar electric panels on
residential construction. This may include adding a solar system on to an existing
structure as an addition or an alteration, or incorporating a solar system into a new
building. The intent of these guidelines is to streamline the permitting process for
solar energy systems. The Bureau of Development Services (BDS) may require
additional information be submitted to ensure proper compliance with code
requirements.
IV. INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
For a typical residential installation the following rules apply. For installations not
complying with this guide contact BDS for installation requirements.
A. Land Use
Solar installations must comply with the Zoning Code. Specific Zoning
information regarding a site can be obtained from the BDS Planning and Zoning
Section by calling 503-823-7526.
1. Height
In all instances, installations of solar equipment, including the rails and
panels, are subject to the height limitations of the specific zone where they
are being installed.
Roof-mounted solar panels are not included in height calculations, and may
exceed the maximum height of the zone if the following are met:
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a. For flat roofs or the horizontal portion of mansard roofs, the panels may
extend up to 5 feet above the highest point of the roof.
b. For pitched, hipped, or gambrel roofs, the panels must be mounted no
more than 12 inches from the surface of the roof at any point, and may not
extend above the ridgeline of the roof. The 12 inches is measured from
the upper side of the solar panel.
2. Setbacks
Installations that are 6 feet or less in height are allowed to be placed in the
setbacks of the individual lot. Installations taller than 6 feet are not allowed in
this area unless they are placed on the roof of a building or approved through
a land use review adjustment process.
3. Design and Historic Review
a. General Design review analyzes the aesthetics of a project, in order to
conserve or enhance special scenic, architectural or cultural areas of the
City. Projects in design overlay zones, historic districts, conservation
districts, or individual historic or conservation landmarks may require
design review. In some design overlay zones or historic districts a design
review may not be required if the project is eligible to use the Community
Design Standards.
In the Central City and Gateway plan districts, roof-mounted solar panels
on existing buildings are exempt from Design Review if specified
standards are met (see Zoning Code Section 33.420.045.Y). Roofmounted solar panels are also exempt from Historic Design Review in
historic design districts if specified standards are met (see Zoning Code
Section 33.445.320.B.8).
Please contact BDS Planning and Zoning Section at 503-823-7526 if you
are unsure if the project is located in a design or historic zone or is eligible
to use the Community Design Standards.
b. Notice requirements Design review is a discretionary review that
requires a public notice and generally takes about 8 weeks to complete.
c. Fees The Design Review fee for a solar installation will be based on the
current Land Use Services Fee Schedule for a ‘Minor C’ review.
B. Structural
The solar collectors and underlying substructure (mounts, rails, etc.) must be
designed and installed in accordance with the requirements of the latest version
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of the Oregon Solar Installation Specialty Code (OSISC). The prescriptive
requirements as described in section 305.4 of OSISC are assumed to meet the
residential code requirements and therefore will not require the system be
designed by a registered Oregon engineer. Use the checklist attached to the
back of this code guide to determine if your system would qualify for the
prescriptive path. All other systems that do not meet the prescriptive
requirements are required to be designed by an engineer registered in Oregon.

C. Plumbing and Electrical
All portions of the installation of solar systems governed by the plumbing or
electrical portions of the residential code shall comply with the respective
requirements of each code section at the time of completion of the project. In
general, plumbing or electrical plan review is not required for the installation of
residential solar systems, but electrical and plumbing permits must be obtained
either as separate permits, or combined with the residential building permit. In all
instances, field inspection is required to verify code compliance.
V. PERMITS
A. General Requirements
1. Alterations
When a solar system is added to an existing one or two family dwelling, the
installation is considered an “alteration”. Under the provisions of the
residential code, all alterations must meet the code requirements for new
construction. Permits for solar installations qualifying as alterations may be
processed in one of two ways:
a. Through the traditional permitting system; or
b. Through the Field Issuance Remodel (FIR) program.
The specific requirements of each of these two processes are described in
detail under B. Application Process.
2. New Construction
Solar panels that are included in the construction of a new one or two family
dwelling will be processed in conjunction with the new construction permit.
In all instances, the type of solar system to be installed shall be clearly
indicated with the application documents and all necessary permits shall be
obtained before installation of the system.
B. Application Process
All solar installations shall be submitted for permit review.
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1. Traditional Permitting System: For New Construction and Alterations
All permits for new construction and alterations are required to be processed
through the Development Services Center (DSC) located at 1900 SW 4th
Avenue, Portland Oregon on the first floor. All solar panels that are installed
as a part of a new construction project will be processed in conjunction with
the other work being permitted.
A building permit and any necessary plumbing and electrical permits will be
created at the Second Screen station at the time of visit. A permit technician
will evaluate the plans for completeness, and if complete, a building permit
folder will be created to document all necessary reviews and approvals. An
applicant may choose to combine the building permit and the plumbing/
electrical permit into a single permit application, called a combination
residential permit, or may apply for each of the permits separately. However,
if the plumbing or electrical permits are obtained separately they will not be
issued to the applicant until the associated building permit has been
approved.
After the initial permits have been created, the applicant will proceed through
the various review stations (Planning & Zoning and Plan Review) to verify that
the design meets all of the necessary requirements. If the project is shown to
comply with all requirements, and all permit fees are paid, the permit will be
issued to the applicant the same day.
In some cases, depending upon the complexity of the project, it may be
necessary for a particular project to be reviewed more closely and the permit
will be taken in for review. In these instances, the necessary reviews will be
completed within 7 days. The applicant will be notified of any additional
questions via a “checksheet”, or the reviews will be approved. After all
necessary reviews have been completed the applicant will be notified when
the permit is “Approved to Issue”. The permit will be issued after all permit
fees have been paid.
2. Field Issuance Remodel (FIR) Program: (Available only for Alterations)
The FIR program application process differs from the traditional application
process and requires contractor registration. After the registration process is
completed, the designated FIR inspector works with the contractor in the field
to issue all necessary permits and advise the contractor potential issues
associated with the project, such as Planning and Zoning issues. The FIR
inspector will also conduct all necessary inspections for the project. All solar
system permits that are processed through the FIR program will be subject to
FIR registration and inspection fees. For additional information on the FIR
program, consult the BDS FIR Program Guide available online at
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http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds or contact the FIR program directly at
503-823-7784.
C. Permit Submittal Requirements
Regardless of the permit application process, the following information shall be
submitted for each permit.
1. Site Plan
A site plan is required showing building footprints, property lines, location and
dimensions of solar collectors, ridgeline of roof, fire fighter access and a
description of the solar system. The system must be shown in sufficient detail
to assess whether requirements of section 304.9 or one of the exceptions of
OSISC have been met. See attached Figure #4.
2. Elevation Drawings
A simple building elevation will be required to measure the height of the
installation above the roof. The elevation must show the height of the
building, and the height of the solar installation, but does not need to show
other building details, unless a Design Review is required. See attached
Figure #3.
3. Structural Plans
a. Prescriptive system If the system meets all the prescriptive
requirements of the OSISC, no structural calculations will be required.
However, a simple structural plan showing the roof framing and system
racking attachment details are required. See figures 1 through 4 for
sample drawings. In addition, complete and attach the checklist for
prescriptive installations found at the end of this document.
b. Designed system
1) If the system does not qualify for the prescriptive path, then structural
calculations prepared by an Oregon registered engineer are required.
At a minimum, structural calculations verifying adequacy of the
structure’s roof framing, strut or frame supporting the rails (where
used), attachment of the rail to the support /strut frame and the
attachment to the building’s roof framing are required. Calculations
must be based on the latest version of the Oregon Structural Specialty
Code. In some cases, manufacturer’s information and installation
details may be substituted for required calculations and details
2) Drawings shall include a roof framing plan (member size, type, span
and spacing) and any additional framing required to reinforce the
existing framing. The plans should include the layout of the module
system and its mounting points. Drawings should also provide
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information on any support strut or frame that supports the rails
including frame member sizes, lateral bracing where required and their
attachments. Details and information on the attachment of the system
to the building structure are also required.
3) When S5 clips or similar clips are used at standing seam metal roof
decks, the following guidelines shall be followed:
Allowable Loads
Subject to the limitations noted below, the allowable uplift design loads
for S-5-U Mini Clips shall not be taken greater than:
(i) 75 lbs per clip when the clips are spaced at 24”o.c. or more but less
than 48”o.c. along the seam of the standing seam deck OR
(ii) 115 lbs per clip when the spacing along the seam of the deck is
48”o.c. or more.
Limitations:
1. The S-5-U Mini Clips shall be spaced a minimum of 24” o.c.
2. The minimum roof framing size shall be 2x4 (nominal).
Maximum framing spacing shall be 24 inches. Roof sheathing
shall be a minimum of ½” nominal plywood with minimum
prescriptive nailing (8d at 6” o.c. edge nailing, 12” o.c. field
nailing).
3. The standing seam metal roofing shall be one of the following
types (or similar):
• Bruce & Dana – Snap-Lock (12-inch panel width, 24
gage)
• Taylor Metal Products – Easy Lock (12-inch panel width,
24 gage)
• ASC Metal Products – Skyline Roofing (16-inch panel
width, 26 gage)
• AEP Span – Design Span HP (18-inch panel width, 24
gage)
• AEP Span – Span-Lok HP (16-inch panel width, 24 gage)
4. Metal roofing shall be fastened to the roof framing per the
manufacturer’s instructions and at 24”o.c. maximum with a
minimum of #10 pancake head screws. For roofing systems
installed with clips (AEP span systems) clip spacing shall be 24”
o.c. maximum and clips shall be installed with a minimum of two
#10 pan head screws.
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Submittal Requirements
In addition to requirements for standard installations, solar
installation permits utilizing S-5-U Mini Clips shall contain the
following additional information:
1. Roof framing plan indicating framing member size and spacing,
type of roofing, roofing attachment of metal roofing to framing,
location and spacing of S-5-U Mini Clips.
2. Structural calculations demonstrating that uplift demand on the
S-5-U Mini Clip is less than allowable uplift load.
VI. INSPECTIONS
The following inspections will be required for the installation of the solar system:
A. Building
Building inspections are required to verify that the solar support system is
properly installed. For alterations, two building inspections, listed in order, are
required to verify that the system has been installed properly:
1. IVR Code 299: Final Structural
2. IVR Code 999: Final Building.
For new construction or for permits that include additional work beyond the
installation of the solar system additional inspections may be required.
B. Plumbing
A plumbing inspection is required where the solar apparatus attaches to the
potable water system, usually a water heater. The inspection will verify that the
collection system is properly attached so that no contamination of the potable
system can occur. Two plumbing inspections, listed in order, are required to
verify that the system has been installed properly:
1. IVR Code 340: Water Heater
2. IVR Code 399: Final Plumbing.
C. Electrical
An electrical inspection is required in all instances where the solar system
provides power to the dwelling electrical system. The inspection will verify that
the circuits and feeders have been installed properly and the system has been
connected properly. Three electrical inspections, listed in order, are required to
verify that the system has been installed properly:
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1. IVR Code 145: Circuits/Feeders
2. IVR Code 120: Permanent Electrical Service/Reconnect
3. IVR Code 199: Final Electrical.
VII. FEES
Fees for all required building, plumbing or electrical permits will be calculated using
the current and applicable BDS fee schedule available online at
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds or in the BDS Development Services Center at
1900 SW 4th Avenue, Portland Oregon.
In general, building permit fees will be based on the valuation of the structural
elements for the solar panels, including the mounting brackets and rails and the cost
of labor to install them. Excluded from the permit valuation is the cost of the solar
equipment, including the solar collector panels, inverters and preheat tanks.
Valuation of Project = Total Project Price – Solar Equipment Value
If a Design Review is required, the fee will be for a ‘Minor C’ Design Review, based
on the current Land Use Services Fee Schedule.
VIII. ENFORCEMENT
All code requirements shall be in accordance with the applicable permitting and
inspection procedures.

Updates April 26, 2010 edition
Updates April 24, 2009 edition
New May 1, 2008
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I. BACKGROUND
Incorporating solar energy into commercial buildings is an increasingly common way
for businesses to display environmental stewardship. With large financial incentives
available at the local, state and federal level, it can be a sound business investment.
This program guide outlines the application and review procedures for obtaining the
necessary permits to install a solar energy system on a new or existing commercial
building.
II. SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
For the purpose of this program guide a solar energy system is defined as a solar
water heating or solar electric (also known as a photovoltaic or PV) system.
A. Solar Water Heating
A solar water heating system reduces a business’ energy consumption by
preheating water so that the water heater or boiler does less work. The system
consists of two primary components:
1. Solar collectors, which are commonly installed on the roof; and
2. A storage tank, which is typically co-located with the water heater and in
which potable water is preheated by the solar collectors via a heat exchanger.
B. Solar Electric
A solar electric system produces electricity that is distributed to the building via
an electrical panel, offsetting electric energy that would otherwise be purchased
from the utility. It consists of two primary components:
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1. Photovoltaic panels, which are commonly installed on the roof; and
2. One or more inverters, which convert the direct current electricity produced by
the panels into alternating current electricity that can be used by the building.
C. Commercial Solar Pool Heating
A commercial solar pool heating system consists of light-weight unglazed
polymer (plastic) solar collectors, typically mounted on a roof, through which
swimming pool water is circulated during the summer months to capture the
sun’s heat. This type of system is not subject to the requirements of this
Program Guide, and may be installed by obtaining a mechanical permit. In some
cases an electrical permit may also be necessary to install the control system for
the solar collectors.
III. SCOPE
This program guide is designed to provide guidelines and permitting requirements to
those interested in solar hot water heaters or photovoltaic solar electric panels on
commercial construction. This may include adding a solar system on to an existing
structure by addition or alteration, or incorporating a solar system into new building
construction. The intent of these guidelines is to streamline the permitting process
for solar energy systems. The Bureau of Development Services (BDS) may require
additional information be submitted to ensure proper compliance with code
requirements.
IV. INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
A. Land Use
Solar installations must comply with the Zoning Code. Specific zoning
information regarding a site can be obtained from the BDS Planning and Zoning
Section by calling 503-823-7526.
1. Height
In all instances, installations of solar equipment, including the rails and
panels, are subject to the height limitations of the specific zone where they
are being installed.
Roof-mounted solar panels are not included in height calculations, and may
exceed the maximum height of the zone if the following are met:
a. For flat roofs or the horizontal portion of mansard roofs, the panels may
extend up to 5 feet above the highest point of the roof.
b. For pitched, hipped, or gambrel roofs, the panels must be mounted no
more than 12 inches from the surface of the roof at any point, and may not
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extend above the ridgeline of the roof. The 12 inches is measured from
the upper side of the solar panel.
2. Setbacks
Installations that are 6 feet or less in height are allowed to be placed in the
setbacks of the individual lot. Installations taller than 6 feet are not allowed in
this area unless they are placed on the roof of a building or approved through
a land use review adjustment process.
3. Design and Historic Review
Projects in design overlay zones, historic districts, conservation districts, or
individual historic or conservation landmarks may require Design Review.
Design Review analyzes the aesthetics of a project, in order to conserve or
enhance special scenic, architectural or cultural areas of the City. It is a
discretionary review that requires a public notice and generally takes about 8
weeks to complete. The design review fee for a solar installation will be
based on the current Land Use Services Fee Schedule for a ‘Minor C’ review.
In some design overlay zones or historic districts, design review may not be
required if the project is eligible to use the Community Design Standards.
In the Central City and Gateway plan districts, roof-mounted solar panels on
existing buildings are exempt from Design Review if specified standards are
met (see Zoning Code Section 33.420.045.Y). Roof-mounted solar panels
are also exempt from Historic Design Review in historic design districts if
specified standards are met (see Zoning Code Section 33.445.320.B.8).
Please contact BDS Planning and Zoning Section at 503-823-7526, if you are
unsure if the project is located in a design or historic zone or is eligible to use
the Community Design Standards.
4. Upgrades to Non-conforming Development
Upgrades to non-conforming development will only be required as part of the
solar installation when other modifications to the building are made (such as
increasing the structural capacity of the roof system), and the valuation of the
building permit for those modifications excluding the valuation of the solar
system exceeds the dollar threshold of Section 33.258.070.D.2.a of the
Zoning Code.
B. Structural
The solar collectors and underlying substructure (mounts, rails, etc.) must be
designed and installed in accordance with the requirements of the latest version
of the Oregon Solar Installation Specialty Code (OSISC). The prescriptive
requirements as described in section 305.4 of OSISC are assumed to meet the
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requirements of the Oregon Structural Specialty Code and therefore will not
require the system be designed by a registered Oregon engineer. Use the
checklist attached to the back of this code guide to determine if your system
would qualify for the prescriptive path. All other systems that do not meet the
prescriptive requirements are required to be designed by an engineer registered
in Oregon.
C. Plumbing and Electrical
1. General
All portions of the installation of solar systems governed by the plumbing or
electrical code shall comply with the respective requirements of each code at
the time of completion of the project.
2. Plan review
In general, plumbing or electrical plan review is not required for the
installation of solar systems in commercial buildings. Plumbing and electrical
plan review is only required for those solar systems that are being added to
complex systems as defined by the State of Oregon in Administrative Rules
OAR 918-780-0040 and OAR 918-311-0040 (1), cert ef. 10-01-06. In all
instances, field inspection is required to verify code compliance.
V. PERMITS
A. General
When a solar system is added to an existing building, the installation is
considered an “alteration”. Solar panels that are part of new construction will be
processed in conjunction with the new commercial construction permit. Under
the provisions of the Oregon Structural Specialty Code, all alterations must meet
the requirements for new construction. All necessary permits shall be obtained
prior to installation of the system. Where plumbing and electrical permits are
required as noted below, they must be obtained as separate permits.
B. Specific Permits required
1. Building Permits A building permit is required for all solar systems including
support structures and collector panels.
2. Electric Permits A separate electrical permit is required for the connection
of a photovoltaic system to the building’s electrical system.
3. Plumbing Permits A separate plumbing permit is required for all systems
that exchange energy with and are attached to the building’s potable water
system.
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C. Application Process
All permit applications for solar installations shall be submitted for review at the
BDS Development Services Center (DSC) located at 1900 SW 4th Avenue,
Portland, Oregon on the first floor. At that time, DSC staff will determine if the
project needs to be taken in for review or if the solar system can be reviewed
over the counter.
Where a solar system is installed under another program such as the Facility
Permit Program (FPP), the application process for that program shall be
followed.
D. Permit Submittal Requirements
1. General
In all cases, solar systems being installed in commercial buildings need the
following reviews:
a. Planning and Zoning; and
b. Structural.
In addition, all permit applications shall clearly indicate the type of solar
system to be installed. The information noted in items 2 through 4 shall be
submitted for each permit.
2. Construction Drawings
Construction drawings are required as indicated below. Structural drawings
and calculations may be required to bear the stamp and signature of an
Oregon registered engineer.
a. Structural
1) Prescriptive system If the system meets all the prescriptive
requirements of the OSISC, no structural calculations will be required.
However, a simple structural plan showing the roof framing and system
racking attachment details are required. See figures 1 through 4 for
sample drawings. In addition, complete and attach the checklist for
prescriptive installations found at the end of this document
2) Designed system
(a) If the system does not qualify for the prescriptive path, then
structural calculations prepared by an Oregon registered
engineer are required. At a minimum, structural calculations
verifying adequacy of the structure’s roof framing, strut or frame
supporting the rails (where used), attachment of the rail to the
support /strut frame and the attachment to the building’s roof
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framing are required. Calculations must be based on the latest
version of the Oregon Structural Specialty Code. In some
cases, manufacturer’s information and installation details may
be substituted for required calculations and details.
(b) Drawings shall include a roof framing plan (member size, type,
span and spacing) and any additional framing required to
reinforce the existing framing. The plans should include the
layout of the module system and its mounting points. Drawings
should also provide information on any support strut or frame
that supports the rails including frame member sizes, lateral
bracing where required and their attachments. Details and
information on the attachment of the system to the building
structure are also required.
(c) When S5 clips or similar clips are used at standing seam metal
roof decks, the following guidelines shall be followed :
Allowable Loads
Subject to the limitations noted below, the allowable uplift
design loads for S-5-U Mini Clips shall not be taken greater
than:
(i) 75 lbs per clip when the clips are spaced at 24”o.c. or more
but less than 48”o.c. along the seam of the standing seam
deck OR
(ii) 115 lbs per clip when the spacing along the seam of the
deck is 48”o.c. or more.
Limitations
1. The S-5-U Mini Clips shall be spaced a minimum of 24”
o.c.
2. The minimum roof framing size shall be 2x4 (nominal).
Maximum framing spacing shall be 24 inches. Roof
sheathing shall be a minimum of ½” nominal plywood
with minimum prescriptive nailing (8d at 6” o.c. edge
nailing, 12” o.c. field nailing)
3. The standing seam metal roofing shall be one of the
following types (or similar)
• Bruce & Dana – Snap-Lock (12-inch panel width, 24
gage)
• Taylor Metal Products – Easy Lock (12-inch panel
width, 24 gage)
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•
•
•

ASC Metal Products – Skyline Roofing (16-inch panel
width, 26 gage)
AEP Span – Design Span HP (18-inch panel width,
24 gage)
AEP Span – Span-Lok HP (16-inch panel width, 24
gage)

4. Metal roofing shall be fastened to the roof framing per the
manufacturer’s instructions and at 24”o.c. maximum with
a minimum of #10 pancake head screws. For roofing
systems installed with clips (AEP span systems) clip
spacing shall be 24-inches maximum and clips shall be
installed with a minimum of two #10 pan head screws.
Submittal Requirements
In addition to requirements for standard installations, solar
installation permits utilizing S-5-U Mini Clips shall contain the
following additional information:
1. Roof framing plan indicating framing member size and
spacing, type of roofing, roofing attachment of metal
roofing to framing, location and spacing of S-5-U Mini
Clips.
2. Structural calculations demonstrating that uplift demand
on the S-5-U Mini Clip is less than allowable uplift load.
3. Other Drawings
a. Site plan A site plan is required showing building footprints, property
lines, location and dimensions of solar collectors, ridgeline of roof, Fire
fighter access and a description of the solar system. System must be
shown in sufficient detail to assess whether requirements of section 304.9
or one of the exceptions of OSISC have been met.
b. Elevation An elevation drawing must show the height of the building and
the height of the solar installation above the roof, but does not need to
show other building details, unless Design Review is required.
c. Details Roof penetration detail including water proofing, curbs, flashing,
etc.
4. Electrical and Plumbing Plans
Plumbing or electrical plans are only required for those installations that fall
under the definition of complex structure as defined by the State of Oregon in
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OAR 918-780-0040 and OAR 918-311-0040 respectively. Plumbing or
electrical plans are not required for other solar system installations.
After all plans and necessary information has been approved by all reviewers, and
applicable permit fees have been paid, the permits shall be issued.
VI. INSPECTIONS
Inspections are required for all permits issued for solar systems as indicated below:
A. Building
Building inspections will be determined based upon the scope of the entire
project on a project by project basis.
B. Plumbing
Plumbing inspections are required where the solar apparatus attaches to the
potable water system, usually a water heater. The inspections will verify that the
collection system is properly attached, so that no contamination of the potable
system can occur. Two plumbing inspections, listed in order, are required to
verify that the system has been installed properly:
1. IVR Code 340: Water Heater
2. IVR Code 399: Final Plumbing.
C. Electrical
Electrical inspections are required to verify the circuits and feeders have been
installed properly and the system has been connected properly. Three electrical
inspections, listed in order, are required to verify that the system has been
installed properly:
1. IVR Code 145: Circuits/Feeders
2. IVR Code 120: Permanent Electrical Service/ Reconnect
3. IVR Code 199: Final Electrical.
VII. FEES
Fees for all required building, plumbing or electrical permits will be calculated using
the current and applicable BDS fee schedules available online at
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bds or in the BDS Development Services Center at
th
1900 SW 4 Avenue, Portland, Oregon.
A. General
In general, building permit fees will be based on the valuation of the structural
elements for the solar panels, including the mounting brackets and rails and the
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cost of labor to install them. Excluded from the permit valuation is the cost of the
solar equipment, including the solar collector panels, inverters and preheat tanks.
Valuation of Project = Total Project Price – Solar Equipment Value
B. Design Review
Where Design Review is required, the fee will be for a ‘Minor C’ Design Review,
based on the current Land Use Services Fee Schedule.
VIII. ENFORCEMENT
All code requirements shall be in accordance with applicable permitting and
inspection procedures established by BDS.

Updates April 26, 2010 edition
Updates April 24, 2009 edition
New May 1, 2008
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ARTICLE 4: USE REGULATIONS
Section 4-400: Accessory Uses and Structures

TABLE 4-400(B): TABLE OF PERMITTED ACCESSORY USES
P = PERMITTED

BLANK CELL = PROHIBITED

RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Automotive Repair (occurring
outdoors)
Automated Teller Machine (ATM)
Fences or Walls

P
P

P

P

P

P

Food Sales (indoor)

P

P

P

P

Equine Stable

P

P

P

Ground-Mounted Solar Panels or
Solar Thermal Collectors

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Home Occupations

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Neighborhood Recreation Center

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Parking of Oversized Vehicles
Produce Stand

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P
P

P

P

P

P

P

Section 4400(D)(1)

P

Section 4400(B)(5)
(a)(3)

P

P

Section 4400(D)(2)

P

P

Section 4400(C)(2)
(a)

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Section 4400(D)(3)

P

P

P

P

P

P

Section 4400(D)(4)

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Retail Sales of Goods as part of
Permitted Warehouse Freight
Movement Uses
Satellite Dish Antenna (small)

P
P

P

P

Recycling Drop-Off Stations

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Satellite Dish Antenna (large)

P

P

P

P

P

P

Security or Caretaker Quarters

P

P

P

P

P

P

Section 4400(D)
(17)
Section 4400(D)
(18)

P

Section 4400(D)(5)

P

Section 4400(D)(6)

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Section 4400(D)(7)

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Section 4400(D)(8)

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Section 4400(C)(2)
(b)
Section 4400(D)(9)

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P
P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Storage or Parking of Major
Recreational Equipment

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Storage Building or Equipment
Shed

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P
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ADD’L
REQUIRE
MENTS

P

P

Outdoor Storage (as an
accessory use)

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Outdoor Display and Sales

Recreational Facilities, Including
Playground Equipment & Nonilluminated Athletic Fields

P

PD-PED

P

PD-TND

P

P

PD-MEC

P

P

PD-C

P

P

PD-R

P

IB

P

IH
IG

P

NMU

Automated car wash with
gasoline filling station

P

MUC

P

GC

P

LC

P

P

CC

P

P

NC

P

NO

P

P

DTWN

Air Conditioner Compressor Unit
(residential)

OI

P

RH

SF-5

P

MHP

SF-4

P

MF-8

SF-3

P

SF-8

SF-2

Accessory Dwelling Unit

MF-15

ACCESSORY USE TYPE

PLANNED
DEVELOPMENT
(PD) DISTRICT

BUSINESS DISTRICTS

Section 4400(D)
(10)
Section 4400(D)
(11)
Section4400(D)
(12)
Section 4400(D)
(13)
Section 4400(D)
(14)
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ARTICLE 4: USE REGULATIONS
Section 4-400: Accessory Uses and Structures

(a) Associated with a Residence
Such stable is used for boarding only horses and/or ponies owned by residents
who reside on-site;
(b) No Commercial Operation
No horses or ponies belonging to persons living off-site are boarded;
(c) Limited in Size
The size of the stable shall be limited to a maximum of twenty-five percent
(25%) of the principal use;
(d) Grazing Area
A minimum of nine hundred (900) square feet of pasture is provided for each
horse or pony boarded; and
(e) Minimum Separation
The stable shall not be located within three hundred (300) feet of any residential
dwelling located off-site.
(19)

Ground-Mounted Solar Installations
In instances where roof-mounting of solar panels or solar thermal collectors is not
practicable due to efficiency or aesthetic considerations, ground-mounting may be
necessary.
Due to differences in scale between residential and
commercial/institutional/industrial solar systems, separate standards apply as
follows:
(a) Residential
1. Must be located to the rear of the principal structure and screened from view
from public streets.
2. Must be as close to the ground as practicable and in no case higher than
the principal structure.
3. The mounting framework must be neutral in color or screened from view
from surrounding residential properties.
(b) Commercial/Institutional/Industrial
1. Every effort must be made to completely screen the devices from view from
public streets. In instances where complete screening is not possible, the
devices must be screened and/or located as to have a minimal visual impact
as seen from public streets.
2. Must be as close to the ground as practicable and in no case higher than
the principal structure.
3. The mounting framework must be neutral in color or screened from view
from public streets.
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ARTICLE 5: DENSITY, INTENSITY, & DIMENSIONAL STANDARDS
Section 5-200: Measurements and Exceptions

2. Rear Yard Depth Required
Depth of required rear yards shall be measured at right angles to a straight
line joining the rearmost points of the side lot lines. The rear building
setback line shall be parallel to the straight line so established.
(2)

Allowable Yard Encroachments
Every part of every required yard shall be open and unobstructed from the ground to
the sky except as provided in Table 5-200(A), Allowable Yard Encroachments, or as
otherwise permitted in this Ordinance:

TABLE 5-200(A): ALLOWABLE YARD ENCROACHMENTS
FEATURE

LIMITATION

Sills and Belt Courses

Shall not project over twelve (12) inches into a required yard

Movable awnings

Shall not project over three (3) feet into a required yard, provided that
where the yard is less than five (5) feet in width, the projection shall not
exceed one-half (½) of the width of the yard

Chimneys, Fireplaces, Bay
Windows, or Pilasters

Shall not project more than two (2) feet into a required yard

Fire Escapes, Stairways, and
Balconies(unenclosed)

Shall not project more than five (5) feet into a required yard, or more
than three (3) feet into a required yard for a multiple family dwelling,
hotel, or motel

Hoods, Canopies, Roof
Overhangs, or Foundation
Planters, or Marquees

Shall not project over three (3) feet into a required yard, and shall come
no closer than one (1) foot to the lot line

Fences, Walls, and Hedges

Permitted in yards subject to the requirements of this section

Cornices, Eaves, and Gutters

Ground-Mounted Solar Panels
or Solar Thermal Collectors

Shall not project more than three (3) feet into a required yard, provided
that where the yard is less than six (6) feet in width, the projection shall
not exceed one-half (½) the width of the yard
Installations that are six (6) feet or less in height shall not project more
than two (2) feet into a required yard, based on the required yards for
accessory structures. Installations taller than six (6) feet may not
encroach into required yards unless approved as a variance by the
Zoning Board of Appeals.
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Rock Hill, South Carolina
ARTICLE 6: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN STANDARDS
Section 6-700: Exterior Lighting Standards

Values. Cut-off lighting shall be designed to direct light downward (e.g.,
shoebox style).

TABLE 6-700(D): MAXIMUM ILLUMINATION VALUES
(REGARDLESS OF LIGHT TYPE)
USE

MAXIMUM ILLUMINATION AT
PROPERTY LINE (IN FOOT-CANDLES)

RESIDENTIAL; PUBLIC AND INSTITUTIONAL

0.5

COMMERCIAL

2.5

SERVICE AND INDUSTRIAL/EDGE OF RIGHT-OFWAY

2.5

PARKING LOTS

NO LESS THAN 0.2 AND NO GREATER THAN 2.5

(4)

Uniformity Ratios
In order to maintain uniformity in light levels across a development and prevent or
minimize dark areas, the ratio of maximum to minimum lighting levels on a given site
or parcel of land, as measured in foot-candles at ground level, shall not exceed
fifteen-to-one (15:1) in the Residential districts or ten-to-one (10:1) in the Business
and Planned Development (PD) districts. Parking lots shall maintain the same
uniformity ratios as the principal use served. In the cases of mixed uses, the
uniformity ratios for Business and Planned Development (PD) districts shall apply.

(5)

Direction of Lighting
(a) No light source shall be directed outward toward property boundaries or
adjacent right-of-way.
(b) Low intensity architectural lighting may be used to illuminate individual
structures or landscaping materials provided the maximum illumination values
comply with the standards in Table 6-700(D), Maximum Illumination Values.

(6)

Distance from Property Line
All exterior lighting fixtures shall be located a minimum of five (5) feet from a
property line or five (5) feet from a right-of-way line, and shall not be located within a
required buffer area unless the fixtures are located at the interior edge.

(7)

Hue
Lighting sources shall be color neutral types, such as halogen or metal halide. Light
types of limited spectral emission, such as low pressure sodium or mercury vapor
lights, are prohibited.

(8)

Solar Powered Lighting
Solar panels up to a maximum of twenty (20) square feet may be used as a power
source for lighting fixtures when mounted on the same pole as the fixture. Solar
panels larger than twenty (20) square feet must meet the standards of either Section
6-800, Design Standards, for roof-mounted solar installations, or Section 4-400,
Accessory Uses and Structures, for ground-mounted solar installations.

6-700(F)

Wall-Mounted Lights

Wall-mounted lights shall be fully shielded luminaries (such as shoebox or can style fixtures)
to prevent the light source from being visible from any adjacent residential property or public
street right-of-way. Nothing in this subsection shall prevent the use of sconces or other
decorative lighting fixtures provided that the source of illumination is not visible from adjacent
Rock Hill Zoning Ordinance – Modified as of 12/13/2010
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Rock Hill, South Carolina
ARTICLE 6: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN STANDARDS
Section 6-800: Design Standards

1. Except for Assisted Living Facilities, Nursing Homes, and structures
designed or intended for occupation by persons with physical disabilities,
the finished floor elevation at the front façade shall be located above grade
in accordance with the following standards:
a. For setbacks of ten (10) feet or more, the foundation supporting the floor
framing on the front façade shall be a minimum of eighteen (18) inches
above grade; and
b. For setbacks of less than ten (10) feet, the foundation supporting the
floor framing on the front façade shall be a minimum of twenty-four (24)
inches above grade.
2. Exposed foundation walls or piers shall be clad in face brick, stone, stucco,
or some other masonry material accurately imitating these materials.
Latticework screening shall be installed between piers on front and side
building façades.
3. Nothing in this subsection shall prevent the use of slab foundations,
provided the slab is clad in the materials required in subsection (2) above,
and extends to the minimum height above grade specified in subsection (1)
above.
(e) Roof Penetrations and Equipment
All roof vents, pipes, antennas, satellite dishes, solar installations, and other roof
penetrations and equipment (except chimneys) shall be located on the rear
elevations or otherwise configured to the degree practicable to have a minimal
visual impact as seen from the street. Solar installations that are visible from the
street must be either composed of building-integrated components (such as
solar shingles) that are not readily evident, or be designed and mounted to
match the shape, proportions, and slope of the roof. See below examples of
acceptable and unacceptable visible residential solar installations.

Acceptable:

Rock Hill Zoning Ordinance – Modified as of 12/13/2010
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Rock Hill, South Carolina
ARTICLE 6: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN STANDARDS
Section 6-800: Design Standards
Unacceptable:

(f) Garage Location
Except for garages set back from the right-of-way at least fifty (50) feet, and
located on lots with a minimum lot size of one (1) acre or greater, garages shall
be located so as to comply with the following standards as shown in Figure 6800(B)(3), Street-Facing Garage Design:
FIGURE 6-800(B)(3): STREET-FACING GARAGE DESIGN

1. Street-Facing Garages
a. Except as allowed on lots with difficult topography or unique existing
natural features, no street-facing garage shall be located closer than two
(2) feet behind the primary front façade (conditioned space) of the
single-family structure it serves;
b. Any garage that is located less than eighteen (18) feet behind the front
façade of the single-family structure it serves shall include a minimum of
at least two (2) architectural features on the side including the garage
Rock Hill Zoning Ordinance – Modified as of 12/13/2010
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ARTICLE 6: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN STANDARDS
Section 6-800: Design Standards

FIGURE 6-800(C)(3): ROOF PLANES

(b) Flat Roofs
When flat roofs are used, parapet walls with three-dimensional (3D) cornice
treatments shall conceal these. The cornice shall include a perpendicular
projection a minimum of four (4) inches from the parapet façade plane.
Alternative cornice treatments may be approved as part of special architectural
designs.
(c) Roof Penetrations and Equipment
All roof-based mechanical equipment, as well as vents, pipes, antennas, satellite
dishes, solar installations, and other roof penetrations (with the exception of
chimneys) shall be located, to the degree practicable, on the rear elevations or
screened with a parapet or screen wall having a three-dimensional (3D) cornice
treatment. The cornice of a parapet wall shall include a perpendicular projection
a minimum of four (4) inches from the parapet façade plane. This standard is
intended to minimize visual impact as seen from:
1. A public street;
2. Public areas of adjacent sites;
3. Vacant land classified as SF-2, SF-3, SF-4, SF-5, or SF-8; or
4. Lands containing single-family detached, attached, townhouse, or two- (2) to
four- (4) family dwelling development.
Solar installations that are visible from the street must be either composed of
building-integrated components (such as solar shingles) that are not readily
evident, or designed and mounted to match the shape, proportions, and slope of
the roof, or to serve as a feature of the building (such as awnings). See below
examples of acceptable commercial solar installations.

Rock Hill Zoning Ordinance – Modified as of 12/13/2010
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ARTICLE 6: DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN STANDARDS
Section 6-800: Design Standards
Acceptable:

(10)

Off-Street Parking
Off-street parking shall comply with the standards of Section 6-100, Off-Street
Parking and Loading, and the following:
(a) Parking Location
1. Within the MUC, NC, NO, PD-R, and PD-TND districts, no off-street surface
parking shall be located between the building and the street it fronts, except
in the NC district, up to sixty (60) feet depth of parking and drive surface
may be located between a building and the street it fronts if the building
includes two (2) or more stories.
2. In the OI, LC, CC, GC, PD-R, PD-C, and Planned Development (PD)-MEC
districts, no more than sixty (60) feet depth parking and drive surface
(exclusive of internal landscaped islands) shall be located between a
building and any adjacent street. This may be increased to one hundred
twenty (120) feet for buildings over fifty thousand (50,000) square feet, and
to one hundred eighty (180) feet for buildings over one hundred thousand
(100,000) square feet.
(b) Retail Uses in Parking Garages
All parking garages zoned for commercial or mixed use and directly fronting a
street shall comply with the following standards:
1. A minimum of fifty percent (50%) of the ground floor street frontage shall be
constructed to accommodate retail uses; and
2. The ground floor of the portion constructed to accommodate retail uses shall
have a height of at least fifteen (15) feet between the average grade level
and the underside of the structure’s second floor.

(11)

Internal Pedestrian Walkways
(a) Continuous Pathways Required
In addition to the standards of Section 6-800(A)(2)(f)(2), Internal Pedestrian
Access, continuous internal pedestrian walkways shall be provided to connect
off-street surface parking areas with primary building entrances and the public
sidewalk system.

Rock Hill Zoning Ordinance – Modified as of 12/13/2010
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Rock Hill, South Carolina
ARTICLE 10: DEFINITIONS AND RULES FOR INTERPRETATION
Section 10-200: Definitions

SITE LANDSCAPING
Required vegetative material consisting of trees and shrubs that are placed on a development site to
soften built edges and provide transitions (see Section 6-300(D), Land Use Buffers).
SITE PLAN
A permit reviewed and approved, approved with conditions, or denied by either the Planning
Commission or Development Services Director in accordance with Section 2-300(H), Site Plan.
SITE SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
A set of documents comprising a complete development plan and application submitted to the City
by a landowner describing the types and density or intensity of uses for specific lands for a Planned
Development (PD) Master Plan (and associated documents), Site Plan (major or minor), Variance,
Special Exception, Conditional Use, Preliminary Plat for Subdivision, or other similar approval.
SLOPE, NON-CRITICAL/LOW
Those areas of land characterized by a slope less than or equal to fifteen percent (15%).
SLOPE, PRECAUTIONARY/MODERATE
Those areas of land characterized by a slope of between fifteen (15%) and twenty percent (20%).
SLOPE, PROHIBITIVE/SEVERE
Those areas of land characterized by a slope greater than or equal to twenty-five percent (25%)
SMALL LOAN COMPANY
Establishments that are restricted lenders regulated under Chapter 29 to Title 34 of the South
Carolina Code of Laws and supervised lenders regulated under Chapter 3 of Title 37 of the South
Caroline Code of Laws; however, the term does not include deferred presentment lenders, pawn
shops, or those supervised lenders primarily providing short-term vehicle loans.
SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT OR CONSERVATION DISTRICT
A governmental subdivision of the State of South Carolina created pursuant to Chapter 9, Title 48,
Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, as amended; and Soil and Water Conservation District Board
means the governing body of the Soil and Water Conservation District.
SOLAR INSTALLATION
A system such as a photovoltaic or solar thermal system that uses the sun’s energy to produce
electricity or heat.
SOLAR PANEL
A grouping of photovoltaic cells that produce electricity from sunlight.
SOLAR THERMAL COLLECTOR
A device that collects heat form the sun and transfers the heat to another location for immediate
heating or storage for use later. Solar thermal collectors are typically associated with solar water
heating systems.

Rock Hill Zoning Ordinance – Modified as of 2/16/2011
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Proposed Text Amendment-Report to City Council
Case No. T-2010-02
Meeting Date:

June 28, 2010

Staff Contact:

Eric S. Hawkins, AICP, Planner III

INFORMATION
Applicable Sections:

Article 4: Use Regulations; Article 5: Density, Intensity, & Dimensional
Standards; Article 6: Development & Design Standards; and Article 10:
Definitions & Rules for Interpretation

Application Date:

April 6, 2010

Applicant:

Rock Hill Planning Commission

BACKGROUND
At their meeting on March 8, City Council considered an Electric Net Metering Policy as requested
by the City Utilities Department. This policy would allow for an electric utility customer to install
Customer-owned Renewable Generation (CRG) facilities and sell the excess energy back to the
electric utility system and receive credit for the energy delivered. During the discussions about this
program, Council recognized the need to establish design standards for solar and other alternative
energy facilities and devices. While the existing standards of the zoning ordinance could be applied
to these facilities & devices, the unique nature of this technology presents the need for specific
standards. Also, the trend toward increasing interest in alternative energy sources warrants new
standards for the various types of facilities and devices that have been uncommon or non-existent in
our area in the past. The proposed amendments were sponsored by the Planning Commission at
their April 6, 2010, meeting.
EXPLANATION OF AMENDMENTS
In developing the proposed regulations, staff reviewed ordinances from jurisdictions across the
country and researched the various alternative energy systems that area available. Based on this
review and our discussions with experts in the alternative energy field, we found that solar is the
only type of alternative energy system that is feasible in our area that presents design issues that
should be regulated by zoning. The wind resources in our area are not sufficient to make wind
power a cost-effective energy source. Any proposals for wind turbines within the City would be
regulated by the standard height limitations of the zoning ordinance. Installations of other types of
alternative energy systems (i.e. geothermal) are not readily evident and can be treated the same as
standard mechanical equipment from a zoning perspective. Also included is a provision to allow
clerestories and skylights to exceed height limits.
The rationale behind the regulations is as follows:


The preferred location for mounting solar panels is on the roof of a structure. When the
panels cannot be mounted on a roof due to efficiency or aesthetic considerations, groundmounting may be necessary. Ground-mounted solar panels or solar thermal collectors are
permitted in all zoning districts as an accessory structure and standards for their location are
established. The standards are intended to minimize views of these installations from public
streets and residential properties.
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Solar panels are an increasingly common source of power for sign and site lighting.
Provisions are included to allow solar panels up to 20 square feet in size to be used for this
purpose.



Solar installations are included in the list of roof penetrations and equipment that must be
located on the rear elevations or otherwise configured so views of them are minimized from
the street. Provisions are included to permit installations that are visible from the street
when they are designed to match the shape, proportion, and slope of the roof. Pictures are
included to confirm the intent of these standards.



Definitions are included for “Solar Thermal Collector”, “Solar Installation”, and “Solar
Panel”.

Please note that some neighborhoods may have restrictive covenants that would preclude solar
installations, even if the proposal is in compliance with the zoning ordinance. The City is required
to inquire about the existence of restrictive covenants and is unable to approve a zoning permit for
anything that is not allowed by the covenants.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
Staff hereby certifies that the required public notification actions have been completed as follows:


May 2 & 16- Planning Commission public hearing advertisements published in The Herald.

PUBLIC HEARING
The Rock Hill Planning Commission held a public hearing on the proposed amendments at their
June 1, 2010, meeting. No one from the public spoke on this item.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the proposed amendments.
PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
Following the public hearing at their June meeting, the Planning Commission voted unanimously to
recommend approval of the proposed amendments, subject to the addition of a height limit for
clerestories and skylights. Staff has added a provision to Section 5-200(D)(1)(d) to limit clerestory
and skylight height to 15% of building height or 10 feet, whichever is less.
ATTACHMENTS:


Proposed Text Amendments
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Schaumburg, Illinois

Village of Schaumburg, Illinois
Code of Ordinances (2011)
TITLE 15: LAND USAGE
CHAPTER 154: ZONING
§ 154.27 DEFINITIONS.
***
SOLAR ACCESS: A property owner's right to have sunlight shine on his land.
SOLAR COLLECTOR: An assembly, structure, or design, including passive elements, used for
gathering, concentrating or absorbing direct or indirect solar energy, specifically designed
for holding a substantial amount of useful thermal energy and to transfer that energy to a
gas, solid or liquid or to use that energy directly; this may include, but is not limited to, a
mechanism or process used for gathering solar energy through thermal gradients, or a
component used to transfer thermal energy to a gas, solid or liquid or to convert into
electricity.
SOLAR ENERGY: Radiant energy received from the sun at wavelengths suitable for heat
transfer, photosynthetic use, or photovoltaic use.
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM: A system that uses the power of the sun to capture and store
energy and reduce on site consumption of utility power.
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM, BUILDING MOUNTED: A solar energy system mounted on either
the principal or accessory structure or facade.
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM, FREESTANDING: A solar energy system that is not attached to
another structure and is ground mounted.
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM, JOINT: A solar energy collector or storage mechanism that
supplies energy for structures or processes on more than one lot or in more than one
dwelling unit or leasehold, but not to the general public and involves at least two (2) owners
or users.
SOLAR SKYSPACE: The maximum three-dimensional space extending from a solar collector
to all positions of the sun necessary for efficient use of the collector.
(A) Where a solar energy system is used for heating purposes only, solar skyspace shall
mean the maximum three-dimensional space extending from a solar energy collector
to all positions of the sun between nine o'clock (9:00) A.M. and three o'clock (3:00)
P.M. local apparent time from September 22 through March 22 of each year.
(B) Where a solar energy system is used for cooling purposes only, solar skyspace shall
mean the maximum three-dimensional space extending from a solar collector to all
positions of the sun between eight o'clock (8:00) A.M. and four o'clock (4:00) P.M.
local apparent time from March 23 through September 21 of each year.
SOLAR SKYSPACE EASEMENT: A right, expressed as an easement, covenant, condition,
restriction or other property interest in any deed, will or other instrument executed by or on
behalf of any landowner or in any order of taking, appropriate to protect the solar skyspace
of a solar collector at a particularly described location to forbid or limit any or all of the
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following where detrimental to access to solar energy: structures on or above ground;
vegetation on or above ground; or other activities. Such right shall specifically describe a
solar skyspace in three-dimensional terms in which the activity, structures or vegetation are
forbidden or limited or in which such an easement shall set performance criteria for
adequate collections of solar energy at a particular location.
SOLAR STORAGE MECHANISM: Equipment or elements such as piping and transfer
mechanisms, containers, heat exchangers or controls thereof and gases, solids, liquids or
combinations thereof that are utilized for storing solar energy, gathered by a solar collector,
for subsequent use.
ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT
§ 154.56 - SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS.
(A) Intent: The intent of these standards is to allow for the safe and effective development
of solar energy systems throughout the village of Schaumburg.
(B) General Requirements:
(1) Accessory Structure: Solar energy systems are permitted as accessory structures as
detailed in this section.
(2) On Site Use: Energy produced through the solar energy system shall be utilized on
site.
(3) Utility Provider Notification: Written evidence must be provided at the time a building
permit is requested that the utility company has been notified of the customer's intent to
install a solar energy system.
(4) Special Use: Additional height may be requested through the special use process
outlined in section 154.44 of this chapter.
(a) In reviewing the request for additional height, such factors as height of the
system in relationship to existing and potential structures, manmade or natural, and
their impact on the system's efficacy shall be considered.
(C) Freestanding Systems: Freestanding systems shall be developed according to the
following parameters. Refer to section 154.59, figure 1 of this chapter.
(1) Yard Location: Permitted in the interior side yard, rear yard, and interior courts.
(2) Setback: All parts of the freestanding system shall be set back ten feet (10') from
the interior side and rear property lines and shall not be located in a public utility
easement.
(3) Height: Shall be a maximum of fifteen feet (15') in height, measured from the
average grade at the base of the pole to the highest edge of the system.
(4) Quantity: Single-family residential lots twenty thousand (20,000) square feet or less
in size are limited to a total of one hundred (100) square feet in area of panels.
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(5) Abandonment: If a freestanding system is inoperable or abandoned for a period of
twelve (12) consecutive months; the owner may be notified by the village that the
energy system must either be repaired and made operable or removed within ninety
(90) days.
(D) Building Mounted Systems: Building mounted systems shall be developed according to
the following parameters. Refer to section 154.59, figures 2 through 4 of this chapter.
(1) Location: Building mounted systems are permitted in the following locations:
(a) Principal and accessory structures.
(b) Any roof face.
(c) Side and rear building facades.
(d) Front or corner building facades, if the following conditions are met:
1. Solar access is optimized on the front and corner facades.
2. Systems are simultaneously used to shade the structure's windows. Refer to
section 154.59, figures 3 and 4 of this chapter.
(2) Orientation: Panels shall be angled to maximize solar access.
(3) Height: Height is measured from the roof surface, on which the system is mounted,
to the highest edge of the system. Refer to section 154.59, figure 2 of this chapter.
(a) Shall have a maximum height of fifteen feet (15').
(b) Shall not extend more than five feet (5') above the highest peak of a pitched
roof.
(4) Projection: Solar energy systems may project off a roof edge or building facade as
follows. Refer to section 154.59, figure 3 of this chapter on how to measure projection.
(a) May project up to four feet (4') from a building facade or roof edge.
(b) May project into a side or rear setback, but shall be no closer than five feet (5')
to the side or rear property line.
(E) Solar Access Protection:
(1) Creation Of Easements: Solar access easements across contiguous or nearby lots,
tracts, or land may be created to establish a window of exposure to the sun so as to
protect an existing or intended solar collector's exposure to the sun from obstruction of
buildings and trees.
(a) Such easements may be purchased, reserved, granted, or otherwise obtained.
(b) Adverse possession cannot create such an easement.
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(c) An easement infringed upon is a compensable property right through private
remedy.
(2) Recording Of Easements: Solar access easements shall be recorded with the Cook
County recorder of deeds or DuPage County recorder of deeds and filed with the
community development department.
(3) Construction In Easement Areas: Any person seeking a building permit to construct
or modify any structure or building so as to increase the consumption of airspace over
that lot shall certify in writing that no solar access easement exists over that lot.
(4) Denial Of Permit: Should the community development department determine that
the proposed construction would intrude upon the easement, no building permit shall be
granted.
(Ord. 10-059, passed 6-8-2010)
§ 154.59 - SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY SYSTEM FIGURES.
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(Ord. 10-059, passed 6-8-2010)
GENERAL PROVISIONS
§ 154.62 - BUILDING HEIGHTS, BULK REGULATIONS, AND REQUIRED YARDS.
***
(C) Solar Access Protection:
(1) Creation Of Easements: Solar skyspace easements across contiguous or nearby lots,
tracts, or land may be created to establish a window of exposure to the sun so as to
protect an existing or intended solar collector's exposure to the sun from obstruction
of buildings and trees. Such easements may be purchased, reserved, granted or
otherwise obtained. Adverse possession cannot create such an easement. An
easement infringed upon is a compensable property right through private remedy.
(2) Recording Of Easements: A solar easement may, at the discretion of the easement
owner, be recorded with the Cook County recorder of deeds, or DuPage County
recorder of deeds and filed with the community development department.
(3) Construction In Easement Areas: Any person seeking a building permit to construct
or modify any structure or building so as to increase the consumption of airspace
over that lot shall certify in writing that no solar skyspace easement exists over that
lot. Where a solar skyspace easement exists, the applicant for the permit shall
present a copy of the deed containing the legal description of the easement, unless
the easement is already filed with the community development department. Should
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the community development department determine that the proposed construction
would intrude upon the easement, no building permit shall be granted.
(Ord. 163, passed 12-5-1961; Am. Ord. 95-62, passed 6-13-1995; Am. Ord. 03-37, passed
3-11-2003; Am. Ord. 07-110, passed 7-24-2007)
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City of Seattle, Washington
Seattle Municipal Code (2011)
Title 23 - LAND USE CODE
Subtitle III Land Use Regulations
Division 2 Authorized Uses and Development Standards
Chapter 23.42 - General Use Provisions
SMC 23.42.130 Nonconforming solar collectors.
The installation of solar collectors that do not conform to development standards or
that increase an existing nonconformity may be permitted as follows:
A. In single-family zones, pursuant to subsection B of Section 23.44.046;
B. In multifamily zones, pursuant to Section 23.45.582;
C. In NC zones or C zones, pursuant to subsection Section 23.47A.012 E.
(Ord. No. 123209 , Section 6, 2009; Ord. 122311 , Section 29, 2006; Ord. 120293
Section 1 (part), 2001.)
Chapter 23.44 - Residential, Single-Family
Subchapter III Accessory Uses
SMC 23.44.046 Solar collectors.
A. Solar collectors are permitted outright as an accessory use to any principal use
permitted outright or to a permitted conditional use subject to the following
development standards:
1. Solar collectors, including solar greenhouses which meet minimum standards
and maximum size limits as determined by the Director, shall not be counted in
lot coverage.
2. Solar collectors except solar greenhouses attached to principal use structures
may exceed the height limits of single-family zones by four (4) feet or extend
four (4) feet above the ridge of a pitched roof. However, the total height from
existing grade to the top of the solar collector may not extend more than nine (9)
feet above the height limit established for the zone (see Exhibit A 23.44.046). A
solar collector which exceeds the height limit for single-family zones shall be
placed so as not to shade an existing solar collector or property to the north on
January 21st, at noon, any more than would a structure built to the maximum
permitted height and bulk.
3. Solar collectors and solar greenhouses meeting minimum written energy
conservation standards administered by the Director may be located in required
yards according to the following conditions:
a. In a side yard, no closer than three (3) feet from the side property line; or
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b. In a rear yard, no closer than fifteen (15) feet from the rear property line
unless there is a dedicated alley, in which case the solar collector shall be no
closer than fifteen (15) feet from the centerline of the alley; or
c. In a front yard, solar greenhouses which are integrated with the principal
structure and have a maximum height of twelve (12) feet may extend up to
six (6) feet into the front yard. In no case shall the greenhouse be located
closer than five (5) feet from the front property line.
B. Nonconforming Solar Collectors. The Director may permit the installation of solar
collectors which cause an existing structure to become nonconforming, or which
increase an existing nonconformity, as a special exception pursuant to Chapter
23.76, Procedures for Master Use Permits and Council Land Use Decisions. Such
installation may be permitted even if it exceeds the height limit established in
Section 23.44.046 A2, so long as total structure height including solar collectors does
not exceed thirty-nine (39) feet above existing grade and the following conditions
are met:
1. There is no feasible alternative to placing the collector(s) on the roof;
2. Such collector(s) are located so as to minimize view blockage for surrounding
properties and shading of property to the north, while still providing adequate
solar access for the collectors;
3. Such collector(s) meet minimum written energy conservation standards
administered by the Director; and
4. The collector(s) add no more than seven (7) feet of height to the existing
structure. To minimize view blockage or shadow impacts, the Director shall have
the authority to limit a nonconforming solar collector to less than seven (7)
additional feet of height.
(Ord. 113401 Section 3, 1987: Ord. 111590 Section 1, 1984: Ord. 110793 Section 6,
1982; Ord. 110669 Sections 13(part), 32(part), 1982: Ord. 110381 Section 1(part),
1982.)
Chapter 23.45 - Residential, Multi-Family
Subchapter III Accessory Uses
SMC 23.45.545 Standards for Certain Accessory Uses
***
B. Solar greenhouses, greenhouses and solariums.
1. Solar greenhouses, greenhouses and solariums, in each case that are attached
to and integrated with the principal structure and no more than 12 feet in height
are permitted in a required rear setback, subject to subsection 23.45.545.B.3,
and may extend a maximum of 6 feet into required front and side setbacks,
subject to subsection 23.45.545.B.2.
2. An attached solar greenhouse, greenhouse or solarium, in a required setback,
shall be no closer than 3 feet from side lot lines and 8 feet from front lot lines.
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3. A solar greenhouse, greenhouse or solarium allowed pursuant to subsection
23.45.545.B.1 shall not be closer than 5 feet to the rear lot line, except that it
may abut an alley if it is no taller than 10 feet along the rear lot line, is of no
greater average height than 12 feet for a depth of 15 feet from the rear lot line,
and is no wider that 50 percent of lot width for a depth of 15 feet from the rear
lot line.
C. Solar collectors.
1. Solar collectors that meet minimum written energy conservation standards
administered by the Director are permitted in required setbacks, subject to the
following:
a. Detached solar collectors are permitted in required rear setbacks, no closer
than 5 feet to any other principal or accessory structure.
b. Detached solar collectors are permitted in required side setbacks, no closer
than 5 feet to any other principal or accessory structure, and no closer than 3
feet to the side lot line.
2. Sunshades that provide shade for solar collectors that meet minimum written
energy conservation standards administered by the Director may project into
southern front or rear setbacks. Those that begin at 8 feet or more above finished
grade may be no closer than 3 feet from the lot line. Sunshades that are between
finished grade and 8 feet above finished grade may be no closer than 5 feet to the
lot line.
***
D. Solar Collectors on Roofs. Solar collectors that are located on a roof and meet
minimum energy conservation standards administered by the Director are permitted
as follows:
1. In Lowrise zones, up to 4 feet above the maximum height limit or 4 feet above
the height of elevator penthouse(s), whichever is higher; and
2. In MR and HR zones, up to 10 feet above the applicable height limit or 10 feet
above the height of elevator penthouse(s), whichever is higher.
E. Nonconforming Solar Collectors. The Director may permit the installation of
solar collectors that meet minimum energy standards and that increase an existing
nonconformity as a special exception pursuant to Chapter 23.76. Such an installation
may be permitted even if it exceeds the height limits established in Sections
23.45.009 and 23.45.514 when the following conditions are met:
1. There is no feasible alternative solution to placing the collector(s) on the roof;
2. Such collector(s) are located so as to minimize view blockage from
surrounding properties and the shading of property to the north, while still
providing adequate solar access for the solar collectors.
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Chapter 23.47A - Commercial
SMC 23.47A.012 Structure height.
C. Rooftop Features.
***
3. Solar Collectors.
a. In zones with mapped height limits of 30 or 40 feet, solar collectors may
extend up to 4 feet above the otherwise applicable height limit, with
unlimited rooftop coverage.
b. In zones with height limits of 65 feet or more, solar collectors may
extend up to 7 feet above the otherwise applicable height limit, with
unlimited rooftop coverage.
4. Except as provided below, the following rooftop features may extend up to
15 feet above the applicable height limit, as long as the combined total
coverage of all features gaining additional height listed in this subsection
23.47A.012.C.4 does not exceed 20 percent of the roof area, or 25 percent of
the roof area if the total includes stair or elevator penthouses or screened
mechanical equipment:
a. Solar collectors;
***
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E. PLAY HOUSE: A detached building designed and used for children’s play.
ACCESSORY USE: A use which is supplemental and subordinate to the main use and
used for purposes clearly incidental to those of the main use.
ACTIVE SOLAR ENERGY STRUCTURE: A structure which utilizes mechanically-operated
solar collectors to collect, transfer or store solar energy.

ADULT DAY CARE CENTERS. A center other than a private residence, in which more than
six (6) adults are supervised and receive group care for periods of time not to exceed
sixteen (16) hours in a twenty-four (24) hour period.

C. FOSTER CARE FAMILY HOME: A private residence with the approved capacity to
receive six (6) or fewer adults to be provided with foster care for five (5) or more
days a week and for two (2) or more consecutive weeks. The adult foster care
family home licensee must be a member of the household and an occupant of the
residence.
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B. FOSTER CARE LARGE GROUP HOME: A facility with approved capacity to receive at
least thirteen (13) but not more than twenty (20) adults to be provided supervision,
personal care, and protection in addition to room and board, for twenty-four (24)
hours a day, five (5) or more days a week, and for two (2) or more consecutive
weeks for compensation.

Supplemental Design
Regulations

A. FOSTER CARE SMALL GROUP HOME: A facility with the approved capacity to
receive twelve (12) or fewer adults who are provided supervision, personal care, and
protection in addition to room and board, for twenty-four (24) hours a day, five (5) or
more days a week, and for two (2) or more consecutive weeks for compensation.

Processes and
Procedures

ADULT FOSTER CARE FACILITIES: A governmental or non-governmental establishment
that provides foster care to adults. It include facilities and foster care family homes for
adults who are aged, mentally ill, developmentally disabled, or physically handicapped
who require supervision or an ongoing basis but who do not require continuous nursing
care. An adult foster care facility does not include nursing homes, homes for the
aged, hospitals, alcohol or substance abuse rehabilitation center, residential centers
for persons released from or assigned to a correctional facility, or any other facilities
which have been exempted from the definition of adult foster care facility by the Adult
Foster Care Facility Licensing Act, 218 of 1979, MCL 400.701, as amended. The types of
licensed adult foster care facilities include the following:

Development
Regulations

ADULT DAY CARE HOME. A private residence, in which six (6) adults or less are given
care and supervision for periods of time not to exceed sixteen (16) hours in a twenty-four
(24) hour period.
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PASSIVE SOLAR ENERGY STRUCTURE: A structure which uses natural and architectural
components to collect and store solar energy without using external mechanical
energy.
PERFORMANCE STUDIO: A building or a portion of a building where the principal use of
the space is the provision of instruction in the various arts, including but not limited to
dance, theater, music, and singing. This shall not preclude student performances.
PERFORMANCE THEATER: A building or portion of a building where the principal use of
the space is dramatic, dance, or musical performances or similar activities, in front of
an audience, including performances on film, television, music video, or multimedia.
Performance theaters shall include theaters, assembly halls, concert halls or similar
places of assembly.
PERSON: An individual, firm, association, proprietorship, organization, partnership, trust,
corporation, limited liability company, or other entity.
PLACES OF ASSEMBLY: Unless otherwise identified and defined by this Ordinance,
“places of assembly” means any building, structure, and/or grounds where groups of
more than twenty (20) people meet or are assembled. Places of assembly shall include,
but are not limited to auditoriums, lecture halls, stadiums, sports arenas, convention
spaces, and other similar facilities.
PLACES OF WORSHIP: A site used for or intended for the regular assembly of persons for
the conducting of religious services and accessory uses therewith.
PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT (PUD): A development consisting of a combination of
land uses in which the specific development configuration and use allocation is based
upon a comprehensive physical plan meeting the requirements of this Ordinance.
PLANNING COMMISSION: The Planning Commission of the City of Troy.
PLANNING DIRECTOR: The chief administrator of the City of Troy Planning Department.
PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT PLAN (PDP): The second step in the review process for
a Planned Unit Development. The PDP includes specific information concerning the
phasing and design of detailed elements within the PUD.
PRINCIPAL USE: The principal use to which the premises are devoted and the principal
purpose for which the premises exists. Commonly referred to as “main use”.
PRODUCTION FACILITY, MULTIMEDIA: A facility for creating, recording, editing, or
producing multimedia content, in any digital media format, film or videotape. Such
activities shall include, but not be limited to, motion pictures, television series or specials,
commercials, music videos, sound recordings, digital animation, and video games.
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SOLAR ENERGY: Radiant energy (direct, diffuse, and reflected) received from the sun.
SOLAR SKYSPACE: The space between a solar energy collector and the sun which must
be free of obstructions that shade the collector to an extent which precludes its costeffective operation.

Supplemental Design
Regulations

SIGNIFICANT OR SUBSTANTIAL PORTION: Means thirty (30) percent or more of the term
modified by such phrase.
STORY: That part of a building, except a mezzanine, included between the surface of
one (1) floor and the surface of the next floor, or if there is not a floor above, then the
ceiling next above. A story thus defined shall not be counted as a story when more
than fifty (50) percent by cubic content, is below the height level of the adjoining
ground.
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STORY, HALF: An uppermost story lying under a sloping roof, the usable floor area of
which, at a height of four feet above the floor, does not exceed two-thirds (2/3) of the
floor area in the story directly below and the height above at least two hundred (200)
square feet of floor space is seven feet four inches (7’4”). When the usable floor area of
such a story, at a height of four (4) feet above the floor, does exceed two-thirds (2/3) of
the floor area of the story directly below, it shall be counted as a full story.
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SOLAR COLLECTOR: A device or combination of devices, structures, or parts thereof,
that collects, transfers or transforms direct solar, radiant energy into thermal, chemical,
or electrical energy, and that contributes significantly to a structure’s energy supply. In
addition to such functions, solar collectors may also serve as a part of a structure’s roof,
wall, window or other structural member.

Development
Regulations

SOLAR ACCESS EASEMENT: A right, expressed as an easement, covenant, condition or
other property interest in any deed or other instrument executed by or on behalf of any
landowner, which protects the solar skyspace of an actual, proposed or designated
solar energy collector at a described location by forbidding or limiting activities,
land uses, structures and/or trees that interfere with access to solar energy. The solar
skyspace must be described as the three (3) dimensional spaces in which obstruction is
prohibited or limited. Any property owner may give or sell his right to access to sunlight.
Such Solar Access Easements shall be recorded and copies shall be kept on file with the
Troy Clerk’s Department.

Authority and
Administration

streamer, or other similar object in any form whichever, which contains printed or written
matter in words, symbols, or pictures, or in any combination thereof attached to or
affixed to the ground or any structure, as defined and regulated by Chapter 85, Signs, of
the City of Troy Code of Ordinances.
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ZONING
ORDINANCE

SECTION 12.05

BACK

Article 12
Sustainable Design and
Environmental Standards

FORWARD

SOLAR STRUCTURES AND EASEMENTS

A. Permitted. Active and passive solar energy devices, systems or structures shall be
permitted in all zoning classifications by right, subject to administrative approval,
except when such solar devices or architectural features project into required front
or side yards, or are free-standing elements in a required front or side yard, in which
case they are subject to site plan review in accordance with Article 8.
B. Maximum Height of Structures. Passive solar energy structures, such as flat plate
collectors, photovoltaic cells, etc., which are roof-mounted or integrated otherwise
into the roof structure shall not be included in the calculation of maximum height.
Active solar energy structures, when mounted on either freestanding structural
elements or integrated architecturally with a principal or accessory building shall not
exceed a height of forty (40) feet.
C. Easements. A landowner may enter into an easement, covenant, condition or other
property interest in any deed or other instrument, to protect the solar skyspace of
an actual, proposed or designated solar energy structure at a described location
by forbidding or limiting activities, land uses, structures and/or trees that interfere
with access to solar energy. The solar skyspace must be described as the three (3)
dimensional space in which obstruction is prohibited or limited. Any property owner
may give or sell his right to access to sunlight. Such Solar Access Easements shall be
recorded and copies shall be kept on file with the Troy Building Department.
SECTION 12.06

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

A. Intent. No use, unless otherwise allowed, shall be permitted within any district which
does not conform to the following minimum requirements of use, occupancy, and
operation.
B. Airborne Emissions.
1. Air Contaminants. All airborne emissions shall, at a minimum, comply with the
applicable Federal and State standards.

Nonconformity,
Appeals,Amendments

2. Smoke.
a. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, or corporation to permit the emission of
any smoke from any source to a density greater than that density described
as No. 1 of the Ringlemann Chart; provided that the following exceptions shall
be permitted: smoke, the shade or appearance of which is equal to but not
darker than No. 2 of the Ringlemann Chart for a period or periods aggregating
four (4) minutes in any thirty (30) minute period.
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CITY OF TUCSON LAND USE CODE
ARTICLE III. DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA

Sec. 3.2.1

DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA
SECTIONS:
PURPOSE
3.2.1
3.2.2
PRINCIPAL LAND USE
3.2.3
PRINCIPAL STRUCTURE
3.2.4
SECONDARY LAND USE
3.2.5
ACCESSORY USES AND STRUCTURES
3.2.6
PERIMETER YARDS
3.2.7
STRUCTURE HEIGHT MEASUREMENT
3.2.8
ACCESS PROVISIONS
3.2.9
LOT COVERAGE
3.2.10
RESIDENTIAL DENSITY CALCULATIONS
3.2.11
FLOOR AREA RATIO (FAR) CALCULATION
3.2.12
SOLAR CONSIDERATIONS
3.2.13
STREETS
3.2.14
LOTS
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
3.2.1

PURPOSE. This Division establishes regulations that will be applied uniformly to all uses, in all zones.

3.2.2

PRINCIPAL LAND USE. A principal use is a land use which is allowed in a zone as a Permitted Land Use
or as a Special Exception Land Use. The principal use is generally the primary or predominant activity
conducted on a parcel; however, two (2) or more principal uses can be located on the same parcel in some
zones.

3.2.2.1

One (1) or More Uses, Separate Projects. One (1) or more principal uses which are conducted as separate
projects on a parcel are considered individually in determining the respective Land Use Classes and
development regulations.

3.2.2.2

Two (2) or More Uses, Same Project. Two (2) or more principal uses conducted as a single project, which
integrates elements of the various uses, such as, but not limited to, vehicular parking, vehicular and pedestrian
access, refuse collection, and loading services, as common use among the various uses in the project, shall have
development requirements applied as follows.
A.

Two (2) or More Uses, Same Development Designator. On projects with two (2) or more uses which have
the same Development Designator, the Development Designator requirements shall be applied on the site
as if there were only one (1) use.

B.

Two (2) or More Uses, Different Development Designators. On projects with two (2) or more uses which
have different Development Designators, the applicable development requirements shall be based on the
floor area ratio (FAR) or residential density (RAC) and the lot coverage (LC) requirements calculated
separately for each use. Height and setback requirements for each use shall be in accordance with the
requirements of the Development Designator assigned to each use.
1.

Sup. No. 11

The total land area of the project site (PS) shall be equal to or greater than the sum of the site areas
required for each use. The amount of site area required for each use shall be calculated using the
FAR requirement of the use. For each use, the required site area (SA) is equal to the proposed floor
area (FA) divided by the FAR, as in the formula (SA = FA ÷ FAR). The total project site area is
calculated using the following formula: PS ≥ (FA ÷ FAR) + (FA ÷ FAR) + (repeat FA ÷ FAR for
each additional use). For additional information on FAR calculations, refer to Sec. 3.2.11.
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CITY OF TUCSON LAND USE CODE
ARTICLE III. DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA

3.2.5.2

Sec. 3.2.5.1

C.

The use does not substantially alter the exterior appearance or character of the principal use or structure to
which it is incidental.

D.

Animals may be kept for personal use in all zones subject to Tucson Code, Chapter 4, and any applicable
health regulations. (Ord. No. 8808, §1, 1/27/97)

Accessory Structures. In all zones, the structures used for accessory uses shall comply with the following.
A.

An accessory structure can be built only on a lot occupied by a principal structure or use.

B.

An accessory building shall be developed in conformance with the requirements of the Development
Designator of the Principal Land Use, but all other development requirements of Article III are based on
the specific Accessory Land Use. (Ord. No. 8582, §1, 9/25/95)

C.

An accessory structure, which exceeds the allowable height of a wall within a perimeter yard and is
detached from a principal structure, shall comply with the perimeter yard width requirements of the
principal structure, except that the accessory structure may be built to a parcel line with the consent of the
adjoining or, when separated by an alley, adjacent property owner(s). Accessory structures, such as light
poles, flagpoles, and other tall and narrow structures that are similar, are exempt from the setback
requirement. (Ord. No. 9374, §1, 4/10/00)

D.

An accessory structure, except for a stable or enclosure for animals, may be attached to a principal
structure, provided that its construction complies with the development requirements of the principal
structure.

E.

The use of solar energy collectors for the purpose of providing energy for heating or cooling is permitted
in all zones, whether as part of a principal structure or as an accessory structure. Such solar collection
devices shall not be included in computing lot coverage. (Ord. No. 9179, §1, 12/14/98)

F.

This Section is not intended to apply to buildings of five (5) feet or less in height and ten (10) square feet
or less in area, such as doghouses or refuse container enclosures, nor to play equipment.

G.

All structures for animals must be set back at least fifty (50) feet from all property lines, except corrals
which must be set back ten (10) feet from all property lines.

H.

The maximum height of a wall or fence within a perimeter yard is six (6) feet; however, the wall or fence
may be higher than six (6) feet, but no higher than ten (10) feet, if: (See Illustration 3.2.5.2.H.)
1.

At least seventy-five (75) percent of the area above six (6) feet in height is left unobstructed and
open through the use of architectural elements, such as arches, columns, or wrought iron, or

2.

Part of, or located on top of, a retaining wall no higher than ten (10) feet measured from design grade
and no higher than six (6) feet measured from the top of the retaining portion of the wall, or

3.

A greater height is required through the rezoning process or the Special Exception Land Use process,
or

4.

A greater height is required by a specific regulation in the LUC.

(Ord. No. 8582, §1, 9/25/95; Ord. No. 9293, §1, 9/27/99)

Sup. No. 22
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CITY OF TUCSON LAND USE CODE
ARTICLE III. DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA

3.2.6.6

Sec. 3.2.6.5

3.

When the setback is measured from the nearest edge of sidewalk, back of sidewalk, or future
sidewalk, and there is no existing or proposed sidewalk, the nearest edge of the pedestrian and utility
area adjacent to the street's roadway is used as the point of measurement for the setback. The
location and width requirements for pedestrian and utility areas are found in Development Standard
No. 3-01.0, Street Development Standard.

4.

Developing area setbacks shall not be less than the minimum width of the landscaping requirements
of Sec. 3.7.2.4.

Exceptions to Perimeter Yards. Encroachment into the required perimeter yard is allowed as provided below.
A.

B.

Along interior property lines, the following may extend two (2) feet into the required width, provided the
yard is not reduced to less than three (3) feet.
1.

Chimney.

2.

Roof overhang.

3.

Bay windows.

Along street property lines, as provided below.
1.

2.

C.

Within established areas, the following may extend two (2) feet into the required perimeter yard.
a.

Chimney.

b.

Roof overhang.

c.

Stairs.

d.

Bay windows.

e.

Open structures.

On any corner lot, no fence, structure, object, or planting shall be erected or maintained so as to
interfere with the sight visibility triangle provisions of Development Standard 3-01.0.

Structures within perimeter yards.
1.

Architectural features which are part of a solar energy system may project up to four (4) feet into
required front perimeter yards. Such architectural features include, but are not limited to, overhangs,
moveable insulating walls and roofs, detached solar collectors, reflectors, and piping.

2.

A wall or fence not over six (6) feet high may be erected within the limits of a perimeter yard.

3.2.7

STRUCTURE HEIGHT MEASUREMENT.

3.2.7.1

Purpose. The purpose of this Section is to establish a uniform and consistent method for measuring structure
heights, which allows for changes in topography and for architectural diversity.

Sup. No. 30
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Sec. 3.2.7.3

3.2.7.3

CITY OF TUCSON LAND USE CODE
ARTICLE III. DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA
Exceptions. The following structural elements may extend above the maximum allowed height, subject to any
limitations listed. (See Illustration 3.2.7.3.)
A.

Ornamental elements of the buildings and structures, such as spires, cupolas, belfries, clock towers, and
domes, provided that such elements:
1.

Are not for human occupancy, and

2.

Do not exceed ten (10) feet above the allowed structure height, except as follows:

3.

Ornamental elements of buildings and structures proposed to exceed ten (10) feet above the allowed
structure height are subject to review by the Design Review Board in accordance with Sec. 5.1.8 and
approval as a special exception by the Zoning Examiner in accordance with procedures set forth in
Sec. 5.3.9 and Zoning Examiner Full Notice Procedure, Sec 23A-53 and provided that:
a.

The ornamental element is an integral part of the building’s architecture, not for human occupancy.

b.

Ornamental elements proposed to exceed ten feet (10 ft.) above the allowed structure height may
not be used for commercial advertising.

c.

The applicant must demonstrate how the proposal minimizes impacts to existing land uses by
including a viewshed analysis and an analysis of the project site grades and adjacent property
grades as part of their submittal.

d.

Setbacks required for the architectural element will be one foot (1 ft.) for each additional foot in
height by which it exceeds the base allowance of ten feet (10 ft.).

(Ord. No. 10166, §1, 6/21/05)
B.

C.

Chimneys, mechanical penthouses, and bulkheads for stairwells, elevator shafts, or skylights, provided
that such elements:
1.

Are not for human occupancy,

2.

Do not exceed ten (10) feet above the allowed structure height, and

3.

Do not exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the total roof area of the building on which they are
located.

Mechanical equipment, except solar energy equipment, and accessories necessary to the operation or
maintenance of the building, provided that such elements:
1.

Do not exceed six (6) feet above the allowed structure height,

2.

Do not exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the total roof area of the building on which they are located,

3.

Are concealed by an opaque screen, and

4.

Are located away from the edge of the building a distance equivalent to the height of the elements.

D.

Solar energy equipment, provided that such elements do not exceed the allowable height limits by more
than ten (10) feet.

E.

Parapet walls and safety railings, provided they do not exceed the allowable height by more than four (4) feet.

F.

Communications antennae not in conjunction with a communications facility, excluding dish antennae
greater than three (3) feet in diameter, provided such elements do not exceed the allowable height limits
by more than five (5) feet.
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CITY OF TUCSON LAND USE CODE
ARTICLE III. DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA
C.

3.2.9.3

Sec. 3.2.9.2

Storage areas, measured from outside edge to outside edge of any area allocated to storage use. Storage
areas include enclosed or open areas used for storage or display of materials, equipment, refuse, or
vehicles.

Exceptions. The following are excluded from the lot coverage calculation to encourage design flexibility and
provide for additional amenities.
A. Buildings. Building lot coverage does not include the following areas, provided the areas are located on
the ground floor.

Sup. No. 11

1.

Roofed areas, open on at least one (1) side, which provide shelter to exterior areas, such as balconies,
entrances, stoops, and terraces, provided they are not used for utilities, maintenance, laundry,
storage, or motor vehicle parking.

2.

Any part of a building used for recreational purposes provided the recreation area:
a.

Is separated by a wall from nonrecreational areas such as laundry rooms,

b.

Is designated for common use by tenants,

c.

Is not used by the general public, and

d.

Is not within a dwelling unit.

3.

Any outdoor area over an underground building which is either landscaped, used for recreation
purposes, or both. The roof of the building can be a maximum of three (3) feet above design grade
measured to its highest point.

4.

Roofed interior space which provides a physical connection to the outdoors and natural lighting,
either directly or indirectly. In addition, the space:
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CITY OF TUCSON LAND USE CODE
ARTICLE III. DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA

5.

B.

3.2.9.4

a.

Shall not, in whole or in part, be designated as tenant area;

b.

Shall not have more than fifteen (15) percent of the total area allocated toward corridor space;

c.

Shall be at least thirty (30) feet wide in any horizontal direction;

d.

Shall have a minimum floor-to-ceiling height of twenty (20) feet; and

e.

Shall not be within a dwelling unit.

Solar Collectors. Solar collectors, whether part of the principal structure or an accessory structure,
are not included in lot coverage calculations.

Vehicular Use Areas. Within a vehicular use area, any landscaped area greater than twenty-five (25)
square feet is excluded, provided the landscaped area is:
1.

Larger than three (3) feet in width, and

2.

Is curbed to protect it from vehicular traffic.

Lot Coverage Calculation. The amount of lot coverage per site is not to exceed the lot coverage percentage
listed for the proposed land use within the zoning classification of the site.
The lot coverage percentage is determined by the total amount of land area that would fall under the lot
coverage definition, divided by the total land area of the site.

3.2.10

RESIDENTIAL DENSITY CALCULATIONS.

3.2.10.1

Purpose. This Section provides uniform methods for determining residential densities on individual sites.

3.2.10.2

Applicability. Residential density for all residential projects is calculated as follows.
A.

Residential density in residential projects developed under Development Designators "A" through "I", as
listed in Sec. 3.2.3.1.A and Sec. 3.2.3.1.B, is based on one (1) dwelling unit per minimum size parcel by
area, exclusive of any street and drainageway dedications or exclusive use easements. Because the
acreage of a parcel used for street and drainageway purposes differs for each development project, it is
difficult to provide a simple calculation that would give an exact density figure.
The following provide two (2) methods of calculating approximate density for a project. The number of
units obtained through these calculations is an estimate and can only be verified by the actual design of the
project. Should there be a need to express a density ratio per acre for these Development Designators, for
comparison purposes only, such ratio will be calculated using the second method assuming thirty (30)
percent of the site would be used for streets, drainageways, or other uses whose acreage is not included to
calculate allowable density.
1.

The first method of calculation gives the highest possible density that can be achieved on a parcel.
However, to achieve this density, the following two (2) design criteria must be present. (See
Illustration 3.2.10.2. Method 1.)
a.

The property can be developed without additional dedications for streets, drainageways, or
exclusive use easements.
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CITY OF TUCSON LAND USE CODE
ARTICLE III. DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA

3.2.12

SOLAR CONSIDERATIONS.

3.2.12.1

The use of solar energy collectors for the purpose of providing energy for heating or cooling is permitted in all
zones, whether as part of a principal structure or as an accessory structure. (Ord. No. 9179, §1, 12/14/98)

3.2.12.2

Shadows cast from any proposed multistory structure shall be taken into consideration as to their effect on
adjacent properties. Where such shadows adversely affect solar energy systems between the hours of 9:00 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m., a site plan shall show that the multistory structure has been reoriented on the site to mitigate this
effect or that other measures have been taken so as to minimize the adverse effects of the shading. The
development potential of any property shall not be reduced by compliance with this Section. (See Illustration
3.2.12.2.)

3.2.13

STREETS. Streets shall be designed in accordance with the adopted Major Streets and Routes (MS&R) Plan
and Development Standard 3-01.0. The Street Development Standard provides the minimum street design and
installation standards necessary to accomplish the following.
•

Provide for streets of suitable location, width, and improvement to accommodate vehicular, pedestrian,
and bicycle traffic.

•

Afford adequate access for police, fire fighting, ambulance, paramedic, utility, sanitation, and street
maintenance equipment.

•

Coordinate street improvements so as to achieve a convenient system and avoid undue hardship to
adjoining properties.
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CITY OF TUCSON LAND USE CODE
ARTICLE VI. DEFINITIONS
DIVISION 2. LISTING OF WORDS AND TERMS

Shopping Center, Neighborhood. A shopping center which occupies up to ten (10) acres and has up to one
hundred thousand (100,000) square feet of gross leasable area.
Shopping Center, Regional. Same as Regional Mall.
Short-Term Bicycle Parking Facility. A facility which provides a stationary object to which the operator can
lock the bicycle frame and both wheels with a user provided U-shaped lock or a cable and lock. (Ord. No.
10886, §20, 03/22/11)
Single-Family Dwelling. A building containing one (1) dwelling unit.
Single-Family Dwelling, Attached. A dwelling unit attached on a horizontal plane to one (1) or more dwelling units
by structural elements common to the attached units. Each dwelling unit is located on its own individual lot or
separated by a line denoting a separate ownership of each unit. The structural elements include common wall
construction, roof, or other similar improvement. Elements such as trellises, beams, and patio walls are not included.
Single-Family Dwelling, Detached. A dwelling unit which is not attached to any other dwelling unit by any
structural elements, surrounded by open space and located on its own separate lot.
Site. The land area consisting of a lot or contiguous lots, not including dedicated public property, designated
for development as a single entity and exclusive of any abutting public right-of-way.
Site Coverage. Same as Lot Coverage.
Site Plan. For the purposes of the Land Use Code (LUC), same as Development Plan.
Site Utilization. As used in Sec. 2.8.8, Historic Preservation Zone (HPZ), the spacing between the sides of
buildings.
Slope Plan. A plan which demonstrates the feasibility of complying with the site grading requirements and site
cut and fill requirements of Sec. 2.8.1, Hillside Development Zone (HDZ), and further depicts the location,
extent, and treatment of all cut and fill slopes.
Solar Access. Access to sunlight to protect active or passive solar energy systems from shadows blocking
exposure to the sun during hours of high insolation, from 9:20 a.m. to 3:20 p.m. local time.
Solar Energy System. Includes: (1) A design using natural and architectural features to cool or heat a structure
or (2) a mechanical assembly which may include a solar collector, storage facility, and any other components
needed to cool or heat a structure.
Sorority. See Fraternity.
Soup Kitchen. A Food Service use which provides free meals for consumption on site.
Specific Plan. A detailed policy plan or regulation which implements the General Plan or any of the elements
of that Plan. Specific plans include subregional, area, and neighborhood plans; the Major Streets and Routes
(MS&R) Plan; the Land Use Code (LUC); and any other similar plan. For more detailed information on
specific plans, refer to Sec. 5.2.3. (Ord. No. 9374, §1, 4/10/00; Ord. No. 9517, §5, 2/12/01)
Specified Anatomical Areas. Is:
A.

Less than completely and opaquely covered human genitals, pubic region, buttock, anus, or female breasts
below a point immediately above the top of the areola; or

B.

Human male genitals in a discernibly turgid state, even if completely and opaquely covered.
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City of West Lake Hills, Texas
Code of Ordinances (2011)
Chapter 22, Building Regulations
Article 22.03 Construction Code
Division 1. Generally
Sec. 22.03.009

Solar energy devices

(a)
Purpose. To help alleviate the growing energy shortage and lessen the reliance on
increasingly uncertain power sources, it is the purpose of this section to encourage the use
of solar energy for space heating and cooling in buildings and for heating water.
(b)
Permitted uses. The use of solar energy devices for the purpose of providing energy
is a permitted use within all zones, either as a part of a structure, or an independent
structure. Solar energy devices shall be subject to the setback and height limitations
affecting dwellings, garages, and other major improvements.
(c)
Variances. Variances shall be granted from restrictions such as heights, setback and
lot density where such variances are reasonable and necessary to assure unobstructed
access to direct sunlight. Variances shall not be granted which would cause an unreasonable
obstruction of direct sunlight to adjacent property if there is a reasonable probability of
utilization of passive or active solar radiation on such adjacent property.
(1996 Code, sec. 14-79)
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Large-Scale Solar Energy Systems


Erie (Pennsylvania), City of. 2010. Ordinance No. 4-2010.



Granville (North Carolina), County of. 2010. Code of Ordinances. Chapter 32, Land Development
Code; Article III, Use Standards; Division 4, Limited, Conditional, and Special Uses; Section 32233, Ground-Mounted Solar Power Energy System "Solar Farm" (NAICS 221119). Tallahassee,
Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.



Huntersville (North Carolina), Town of. 2010. Zoning Ordinance. Article 9, Conditions for Certain
Uses; Section 9.54(2), Solar Energy Facility – Major Solar Energy Facilities. Article 12, Definitions.



Iron (Utah), County of. 2010. County Code. Title 17, Zoning; Chapter 17.16, Establishment of
Zoning Districts; Section 17.16.030, Table of Uses. Chapter 17.20, Use Definitions; Section
17.20.010, Definitions. Chapter 17.33, Solar Power Plants. Chapter 17.84, Section 17.84.010,
Definitions.



Madera (California), County of, Resource Management Agency. 2010. “CZ #2009-008, Title 18
Revisions to Allow for Solar Farms.” Staff report to Board of Supervisors. Ordinance No. 525NN.



Port St. Lucie (Florida), City of. 2011. Code of Ordinances. Title XV, Land Usage; Chapter 158,
Zoning Code; Article I, General Provisions; Section 158.006, Definitions. Article IV, General Use
Districts; Section 158.060(C)(13), General Use Zoning District (GU) – Special Exception Uses.
Article IX, Industrial Districts; Section 158.136(C)11, Industrial Zoning District (IN) – Special
Exception Uses; Section 158.137(C)(4), Utility Zoning District (U) – Special Exception Uses. Article
X, Supplementary Use Regulations; Section 158.230, Solar Energy. Tallahassee, Fla.: Municipal
Code Corporation.



Salisbury (Massachusetts), Town of. 2010. Code of Ordinances. Chapter 300, Zoning; Article
XXIII, Solar Photovoltaic Installations Zoning Bylaw.



San Antonio (Texas), City of. 2011. Unified Development Code. Article III, Zoning; Division 7,
Supplemental Use Regulations; Section 35-398(b), Renewable Energy Systems – Solar Farms.
Tallahassee, Fla.: Municipal Code Corporation.



Santa Clara (California), County of. 2010. Ordinance No. NS–1200.331: An Ordinance Of The
Board Of Supervisors Of The County Of Santa Clara Amending Appendix I Of The County Of Santa
Clara Ordinance Code Related To Commercial Solar Energy Conversion Systems.



Stearns (Minnesota), County of. 2010. Land Use and Zoning Ordinance #209. Section 3,
Definitions. Section 6, Performance Standards; Part 6.50, Solar Energy Systems. Drafted by CR
Planning, Minneapolis, Minn.



Straban (Pennsylvania), Township of. 2010. Ordinance 2010-02.
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Granville County, North Carolina

Granville County, North Carolina
Code of Ordinances (2010)
Chapter 32, Land Development Code
ARTICLE III, USE STANDARDS
DIVISION 4, LIMITED, CONDITIONAL, AND SPECIAL USES
Sec. 32-233. Ground-mounted solar power energy system "solar farm" (NAICS
221119).
[Conditional use in I-1 district, Limited Approval use in I-2 district]
A ground-mounted solar power energy system "solar farm" (NAICS 221119) must meet the
following standards:
(1) Height. Solar power electric generation structures shall not exceed the height of 25
feet.
(2) Setback. Active solar system structures must meet the following setbacks:
a. Ground-mounted solar systems. Ground-mounted solar energy systems shall meet the
minimum zoning setback for the zoning district in which located, or 25 feet, whichever is
strictest.
(3) Visibility. Active solar systems shall be designed to blend into the architecture of the
building or be screened from routine view from public right-of-ways or adjacent
residentially-zoned property using the standards found in section 32-264.
(4)

Approved solar components. Electric solar system components must have a UL listing.

(5) Compliance with building code. All active solar systems shall meet all requirements of
the state building code and shall be inspected by a county building inspector.
(6) Compliance with National Electric Code. All photovoltaic systems shall comply with the
National Electrical Code, current edition.
(Amd. of 8-3-2009, § 11)
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Petition #TA10-04
Town of Huntersville

AN ORDINANCE TO ADD PROVISIONS TO THE
TOWN OF HUNTERSVILLE ZONING ORDINANCE ARTICLE 9, ARTICLE 3 AND
ARTICLE 12 FOR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES
Section 1. Be it ordained by the Board of Commissioners of the Town of
Huntersville that the zoning ordinance is hereby amended as follows.
Article 12 Definitions
Solar/Wind Energy Facility, Major: a solar/wind farm energy facility that is not a minor
solar/wind energy facility and/or;
Solar/Wind Energy Facility, Minor: a facility for the production of electrical energy or solar heat
in which all of the following are met:
1. Is located on the power beneficiary’s premises
2. Is intended primarily to offset part or all of the beneficiary’s requirements for
electricity/gas; and or is any non-residential rooftop facility.
3. Is secondary to the beneficiary’s use of the premises for other lawful purpose(s).
Solar/Wind Energy Facility, Major: solar/wind farm that is not a minor solar/wind energy facility.
Solar/Wind Energy Facility, Minor: a facility for the production of electrical energy or solar heat
in which all of the following are met:
4. Is located on the power beneficiary’s premises
5. Is intended primarily to offset part or all of the beneficiary’s requirements for
electricity/gas; and
6. Is secondary to the beneficiary’s use of the premises for other lawful purpose(s).
9.54 Uses Permitted with conditions; Solar Energy Facility Any major or minor solar
energy facility shall require approval from all applicable state and federal agencies as
well as the affected energy provider.
1. 1. Minor Solar Energy Facilities:
(a) Residential Property (refer to illustration): Minor solar facilities shall be allowed in
accordance with the provisions below:

Street/common access or yard

Minor Solar Facility on Residential Property
Street or Common Access

(1)
(2)

Front Yard Prohibited (1)

(3)
Front Façade SUP (2)
Side Yard
(4)

Roof (3)
SUP

(4)
(5)

(5)

Side Yard
(4)

(5)

(5)
Rear Yard
(4)

Front yard placement is prohibited.
Front façade placement (if facing
street or common access) requires
a Special Use Permit (SUP).
Front roof slope placement
requires a Special Use Permit
(SUP).
Side & rear yard placement
permitted as by-right accessory
use in all districts subject to the
issuance of a zoning permit.
Side & rear roof slope placement
permitted as a by-right accessory
use in all districts subject to the
issuance of a zoning permit.
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(b) Non-Residential Property:
(1) Minor free-standing solar facilities on non-residential property shall require
a Special Use Permit (SUP).
(2) Minor rooftop solar facilities on non-residential property: Facilities on
flat roofs, facilities on roof slopes not facing a street and building
integrated solar panels on roof slopes facing the street that are not
noticeable are permitted by right in any zoning district. All other roof
mounted solar panels facing a street shall require a Special Use
Permit.

2.

(c) Minor free-standing facilities must comply with accessory structure setbacks and
spacing.
(d) Minor free-standing facilities shall be a maximum of 5 feet in height as measured
from the grade at the base of the structure to the apex of the structure.
(e) Minor rooftop solar energy facilities shall not be considered as rooftop equipment on
any building type and therefore, do not require screening and are not subject to any
architectural standards that would prohibit reflective materials.
2. Major Solar Energy Facilities
(a) Shall require the issuance of a Special Use Permit. and in addition to the Special
Use Permit requirements found in Article 11.4.10 shall include the following:
(1) An existing features plan as described in the Subdivision Ordinance
Article 6.300 1. 14. is required. Placement of solar panels shall be
based on preserving existing features to the extent practical.
(2) Major solar energy facilities are exempt from any parking
requirements in the Huntersville Zoning Ordinance if there is no
commercial or office building component.
(3) Setbacks
i. Shall meet the minimum required setbacks for the underlying
zoning district for installations in the R & TR zoning districts.
ii. Shall be a minimum of 20 feet from any property line in the SP
zoning district.
(4) Height:
i. Free standing major solar facilities shall be a maximum of 8 feet
in height as measured from the grade at the base of the
structure to the apex of the structure.
(5)The minimum lot size requirement for major solar facilities is 10 acres.
(b) Town of Huntersville to be given copies of any lease agreement and plan for removal
of facility/equipment.
(c) Glare resistant solar panels shall be used if the solar facility is adjacent to any
airport.
(d) Rooftop major solar energy facilities should not be considered as rooftop equipment
on any building type and therefore, does not require screening and are not subject to
any architectural standards that would prohibit reflective materials.
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Article 3 Uses Permitted/Accessory Uses Permitted
Solar Energy Facility: Minor

TR

Permitted accessory uses
• Solar facility, rooftop minor nonresidential on a flat roof, a roof slope
not facing a street and unnoticeable
building integrated solar panels on roof
slopes facing a street (9.54)
Uses permitted with Special Use Permit
• solar facility, free-standing minor nonresidential (9.54)
• solar facility, rooftop minor noticeable on
roof slope facing a street (9.54)
See R above

GR

See R above

NR

See R above

NC

See R above

TC

See R above

HC

See R above

CI

See R above

CB

See R above

SP

See R above

TND

See R above

VS

See R above

TOD-R

See R above

TOD-E

See R above

R

Solar Energy Facility; Major

Rooftop installations by SUP with conditions
(9.54)

Rooftop installations by SUP with conditions
(9.54)

Section 2. That this ordinance shall become effective upon adoption.
PUBLIC HEARING DATE: October 3, 2011
PLANNING BOARD MEETING: October 25, 2011
PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDATION:
Recommended alternate language that facilities on roof slopes facing a street less than 100’ to
the right of way would require a SUP.
TOWN BOARD DECISION: Approved with modifications November 7, 2011
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Iron County, Utah
County Code (2010)
Title 17 ZONING
Chapter 17.16 Establishment of Zoning Districts
17.16.030 Table of uses. [excerpt]
USES
Accessory solar energy system,
concentrated solar thermal
Accessory solar energy system,
photovoltaic or hot water
Solar power plant--Concentrated
solar thermal
Solar power plant--Photovoltaic
solar

ZONE DISTRICTS
A-20

R-5

R-2

R-1

R-1/2

C

LI

I

IA

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

C
(6)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

C
(6)

C
(6)

C
(6)

X

X

X

C
(6, 8)

C
(6,8)

C
(6)

C
(6)

***
(6) See also Chapter 17.33.
***
(8) Photovoltaic solar power plants may only be located in the commercial and light
industrial zones in conjunction with commercial or light industrial development of the site,
and in a manner that preserves the primary purpose(s) of the zone.

Chapter 17.20 USE DEFINITIONS
17.20.010 Definitions.
***
"Accessory solar energy systems" include any photovoltaic, concentrated solar thermal, or
solar hot water devices that are accessory to, and incorporated into the development of an
authorized use of the property, and which are designed for the purpose of reducing or
meeting on-site energy needs.
***
"Solar power plant" means a utility-scale commercial facility that converts sunlight into
electricity, whether by photovoltaics (PV), concentrating solar thermal (CST) devices, or
various experimental solar technologies, with the primary purpose of wholesale or retail
sales of generated electricity.
***
Chapter 17.33 SOLAR POWER PLANTS*
*Editor's note: Section 3 of Ord. No. 2010-4, adopted April 26, 2010, amended Ch. 17.33
in its entirety to read as herein set out. Former Ch. 17.33 pertained to the same subject
matter and derived from Ord. 8 of 2008.
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Sections:
17.33.010
17.33.020
17.33.030
17.33.040
17.33.050

Purpose.
Definitions.
Regulations and design standards, solar power plants.
Permit applications.
Provisions for conditional use permit review.

17.33.010 Purpose.
The purpose of this Chapter 17.33 is to establish minimum requirements and regulations for
the placement, construction and modification of solar power plants, as defined herein, while
promoting the safe, effective and efficient use of such energy systems.
(Ord. No. 2010-4, § 3, 4-26-2010)
17.33.020 Definitions.
A. "Accessory Solar Energy Systems," include any photovoltaic, concentrated solar
thermal, or solar hot water devices that are accessory to, and incorporated into the
development of an authorized use of the property, and which are designed for the purpose
of reducing or meeting on-site energy needs. Accessory Solar Energy Systems may be
permitted as described in Section 17.16.030, Table of Uses, and are not subject to this
Chapter 17.33.
B. "Concentrating Solar Thermal Devices," also known as "Concentrated Solar Thermal
Power (CST)," are systems that use lenses or mirrors, and often tracking systems, to focus
or reflect a large area of sunlight into a small area. The concentrated energy is absorbed by
a transfer fluid or gas and used as a heat source for either a conventional power plant, such
as a steam power plant, or a power conversion unit, such as a sterling engine. Although
several concentrating solar thermal technologies exist, the most developed types are the
solar trough, parabolic dish and solar power tower.
C. "Photovoltaics (PV)," is a technology that converts light directly into electricity. PV solar
panels have been around for several years, although concentrated photovoltaic (CPV)
technologies are now being developed. Both PV systems and CPV systems are included
within this definition.
D. "Solar Power Plant," means a utility-scale commercial facility that converts sunlight into
electricity, whether by photovoltaics (PV), concentrating solar thermal devices (CST), or
various experimental solar technologies, for the primary purpose of wholesale or retail sales
of generated electricity.
(Ord. No. 2010-4, § 3, 4-26-2010)
17.33.030 Regulations and design standards--Solar power plants.
All solar power plants shall comply with the following minimum regulations and design
standards.
A. Permitted Locations. A solar power plant that complies with the provisions of this
section may be permitted as described in Section 17.16.030, Table of Uses, Iron County
Zoning Ordinance.
B.

Design Standards.
1. Minimum Lot Size. No concentrated solar thermal power plant shall be erected on
any lot less than forty acres in size. No photovoltaic solar power plant shall be erected
on any lot less than five acres in size.
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2. Maximum Height. The maximum height for all structures shall be established
through the conditional use permit process, provided a structure height of thirty feet or
less shall always be permitted.
3. Setbacks. Solar power plant structures shall be set back from all property lines and
public road rights-of-way at least thirty feet, or one and one-half times the height of the
structure, whichever is greater. In addition, solar power plant structures must be located
at least one hundred feet from all residentially zoned lots and existing residences.
Additional setbacks may be required to mitigate noise and glare impacts, or to provide
for designated road or utility corridors, as identified through the review process.
4.

Safety/Access.
a. An appropriate security/livestock fence (height and material to be established
through the conditional use permit process) shall be placed around the perimeter of
the solar power plant. Knox boxes and keys shall be provided at locked entrances for
emergency personnel access.
b. Appropriate warning signage shall be placed at the entrance and perimeter of the
solar power plant project.

5. Noise. No operating solar power plant shall produce noise that exceeds any of the
following limitations. Adequate setbacks shall be provided to comply with these
limitations.
a. Fifty dBA, as measured at the property line of any neighboring residentiallyzoned lot;
b. Forty-five dBA, as measured at any existing neighboring residence between the
hours of nine p.m. and seven a.m.
c. Sixty dBA, as measured at the property lines of the project boundary, unless the
owner of the affected property and the planning commission agree to a higher noise
level, as follows.
The owner of a neighboring property that would otherwise be protected by the sixty
dBA noise limitation may voluntarily agree, in writing, to a higher noise level. Any
such agreement must specifically state the noise standard being modified, the extent
of the modification, and be in the form of a legally binding contract or easement
between the landowner (including assignees in interest) and the solar power plant
developer, effective for the life of the project. Notwithstanding any such voluntary
noise agreement between the affected landowner and the solar power plant
developer, the agreement shall only be effective and reflected in the County's
authorization of the project when it has been reviewed and determined acceptable to
the County. The County shall consider the likely impacts and consequences of the
modified noise limit requested, based on the specific circumstances of the situation,
in determining whether to grant the request. Any such noise agreement must be
submitted with the conditional use permit application and if authorized by the
County, must be filed with the County Recorder upon issuance of the conditional use
permit.
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6.

Visual Appearance.
a. Solar power plant buildings and accessory structures shall, to the extent
reasonably possible, use materials, colors, and textures that will blend the facility
into the existing environment.
b. Appropriate landscaping and/or screening materials may be required to help
screen the solar power plant and accessory structures from major roads and
neighboring residences.
c. No solar power plant tower or other tall structure associated with a solar power
plant shall be lighted unless required by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).
When lighting is required by FAA, it shall be the red, intermittent, glowing-style,
rather than the white, strobe-style, unless disclosed and justified through the
application review process. Aircraft sensor systems to turn the lights on only when
low-flying aircraft are in the area may be required.
d. Lighting of the solar power plant and accessory structures shall be limited to the
minimum necessary and full cut-off lighting (e.g., dark sky compliant) may be
required when determined necessary to mitigate visual impacts.
e. No solar power plant shall produce glare that would constitute a nuisance to
occupants of neighboring properties or persons traveling neighboring roads.

7. Electrical Interconnections. All electrical interconnection and distribution lines within
the project boundary shall be underground, unless determined otherwise by the planning
commission because of severe environmental constraints (e.g. wetlands, cliffs, hard
bedrock), and except for power lines that leave the project or are within the substation.
All electrical interconnections and distribution components must comply with all
applicable codes and public utility requirements.
8. Fire Protection. All solar power plants shall have a defensible space for fire
protection in accordance with the Iron County Wildland-Urban Interface Code.
C. Local, State and Federal Permits. A solar power plant shall be required to obtain all
necessary permits from the Utah Department of Environmental Quality, including the Utah
Division of Air Quality and the Utah Division of Water Quality, applicable permits required by
Iron County, and applicable Federal permits.
D. Agreements/Easements. If the land on which the project is proposed is to be leased,
rather than owned, by the solar energy development company, all property within the
project boundary must be included in a recorded easement(s), lease(s), or consent
agreement(s) specifying the applicable uses for the duration of the project. All necessary
leases, easements, or other agreements between the solar development company and the
affected parties must be in place prior to commencing construction, unless specified
otherwise by the conditional use permit.
(Ord. No. 2010-4, § 3, 4-26-2010)
17.33.040 Permit applications.
An application for a conditional use permit to establish a solar power plant shall include a
complete description of the project and documentation to sufficiently demonstrate that the
requirements set forth in Section 17.33.030 will be met. Supporting documentation for
addressing the review criteria of Sections 17.33.050 and 17.28.050(A) is also to be
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provided. The land use authority may require any information reasonably necessary to
determine compliance with this chapter.
It is preferred that any related conditional use permit applications for substations or
transmission lines be considered in conjunction with the conditional use permit application
for the solar power plant; however, if the details of those improvements are not available at
the time of application for the solar power plant, they may be considered later, through
subsequent conditional use permit review. At a minimum, the intended route for connecting
to the power grid and the alternative locations of any substation shall be disclosed with the
application for the solar power plant.
Due to the complexity of large-scale solar power plant projects, the county may require a
development agreement or other appropriate instrument to address taxing, land use,
property assessment, and other issues related to the project. For example, the county is
interested in preventing large tax shifts that may otherwise be incurred by county residents
each year a centrally-assessed solar power plant is depreciated; therefore, cooperation to
establish an agreement for payment in lieu of taxes (PILT), or other acceptable solution,
may be necessary. A development agreement may be required as a condition of the permit,
and must be approved by the board of county commissioners prior to commencing
construction.
(Ord. No. 2010-4, § 3, 4-26-2010)
17.33.050 Provisions for conditional use permit review.
Following the provisions of Chapter 17.28, Iron County Code, additional or more thorough
consideration shall be given to the following as the County determines whether the project
needs to be approved, denied, or conditionally approved:
A. Project Rationale. Project rationale, including estimated construction schedule, project
life, phasing, and likely buyers or markets for the generated energy.
B. Siting Considerations. Siting considerations, such as avoiding areas/locations with a
high potential for biological conflict such as wilderness study areas, areas of environmental
concern, county and state parks, historic trails, special management areas or important
wildlife habitat or corridors; avoiding visual corridors that are prominent scenic viewsheds,
or scenic areas designated by the county; avoiding areas of erodible slopes and soils, where
concerns for water quality, landslide, severe erosion, or high storm runoff potential have
been identified; and, avoiding known sensitive historical, cultural or archeological resources.
C. Site and Development Plans. Site and development plans, which identify and/or locate
all existing and proposed structures; setbacks; access routes; proposed road
improvements; any existing inhabitable structures and residentially zoned lots within onequarter mile of a photovoltaic solar project or one-half mile of a concentrated solar project;
existing utilities, pipelines, and transmission lines; proposed utility lines; utility and
maintenance structures; existing topographic contours; existing and proposed
drainageways; proposed grading; areas of natural vegetation removal; revegetation areas
and methods; dust and erosion control; any floodplains or wetlands; and other relevant
items identified by the county staff or planning commission. All maps and visual
representations need to be drawn at an appropriate scale.
D. Analysis of Local Economic Benefits. Analysis of local economic benefits, describing
estimated: Project cost, generated taxes, percent of construction dollars to be spent locally,
and the number of local construction and permanent jobs.
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E. Visual Impacts, Appearance, and Scenic Viewsheds. Potential visual impacts may be
caused by components of the project such as mirrors, solar towers, cooling towers, steam
plumes, aboveground electrical lines, accessory structures, access roads, utility trenches
and installations, and alteration of vegetation. Those projects that are within a sensitive
viewshed, utilize reflective components (e.g., exposed mirrors), or that propose structures
taller than thirty feet must provide a viewshed analysis of the project, including visual
simulations of the planned structures and analysis of potential glare impacts. The number of
visual simulations shall be sufficient to provide adequate analysis of the visual impacts of
the proposal, which shall be from no less than four vantage points that together provide a
view from all sides of the project. More visually sensitive proposals (e.g., solar power towers
or exposed mirrors in sensitive viewsheds) may require analysis from significantly more
vantage points, such as different distances and sensitive locations. The planning commission
may also require a Zone of Theoretical Visibility/Zone of Visual Impact (ZVI) Analysis, which
is a three hundred sixty degree computer analysis to map the lands within a defined radius
of a location that would likely be able to see an object. Significant visual impacts that
cannot be adequately mitigated are grounds for denial.
F. Wildlife Habitat Areas and Migration Patterns. Specifically include information on any use
of the site by endangered or threatened species and whether the project is in a biologically
significant area. If threatened or endangered species exist in the area, consultation with
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) will be necessary.
G. Environmental Analysis. In the absence of a required state or federal agency
environmental review for the project (e.g., NEPA), the planning commission may require an
analysis of impacts to historic, cultural and archaeological resources, soil erosion (water and
wind), flora, and water quality and water supply in the area, when there is reason to believe
that adverse impacts to such may occur.
H. Solid Waste or Hazardous Waste. As applicable, the application must include plans for
the spill prevention, clean-up, and disposal of fuels, oils, and hazardous wastes, as well as
collection methods for solid waste generated by the project.
I. Height Restrictions and FAA Hazard Review. Compliance with any applicable airport
overlay zoning requirements and the ability to comply with FAA regulations pertaining to
hazards to air navigation must be demonstrated.
J. Transportation Plan for Construction and Operation Phases. Indicate by description and
map what roads the project will utilize during the construction and operation/maintenance
phases of the project, along with their existing surfacing and condition. Specify any new
roads and proposed upgrades or improvements needed to the existing road system to serve
the project (both the construction and O&M periods)--remember to identify needed bridges,
culverts, livestock fence crossings (gates and cattle guards), etc. Also identify all areas
where modification of the topography is anticipated (cutting/filling) to construct or improve
the roadways. Address road improvement, restoration or maintenance needs associated
with the construction, ongoing maintenance/repair, and potential dismantling of the project.
Provide projected traffic counts for the construction period, broken down by the general
type/size of vehicles, and identify approximately how many trips will have oversized or
overweight loads. If significant impacts to the transportation system are anticipated, the
County may require financial guarantees to ensure proper repair/restoration of roadways or
other infrastructure damaged or degraded during construction or dismantling of the project.
In such case, the "before" conditions of the roadways and other infrastructure must be
documented through appropriate methods such as videos, photos, and written records, to
provide a proper reference for restoration.
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K. Public Safety. Identify and address any known or suspected potential hazards to
adjacent properties, public roadways, communities, aviation, etc., that may be created by
the project.
L. Noise limitations. Submit sufficient information regarding noise, so as to demonstrate
compliance with Section 17.33.030(B)(5).
M. Decommissioning Plan. Describe the decommissioning and final land reclamation plan
to be followed after the anticipated useful life, or abandonment, or termination of the
project, including evidence of proposed commitments with affected parties (county, any
lessor or property owner, etc.) that ensure proper final reclamation of the solar energy
project. Among other things, revegetation and road repair activities should be addressed in
the plan.
N. Other probable and significant impacts, as identified through the review process.
(Ord. No. 2010-4, § 3, 4-26-2010)
Chapter 17.84 DEFINITIONS
17.84.010 Definitions.
***
"Solar access" means the ability to receive sunlight across real property for any solar energy
device.
"Solar energy device" means a device which converts the sun's radiant energy into thermal,
chemical, mechanical or electric energy.
***
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BEFORE
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
OF THE COUNTY OF MADERA
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

oRDTNANcE

No 5zS /J

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 18.04 TO THE MADERA
COUNTY CODE BY ADDING SECTION 18.04.495 DEFINING SOLAR
FARMS, AND AMENDTNG SECTTONS 18.42.010, 18.44.010, 18.50.010,

18.52.010, 18.54.010, 18.56.010, 19.59.010, 19.60.010, 19.62.010,
18.64.010, AND 18.94 TO ALLOW SOLAR FARMS IN CERTAIN
INDUSTRIAL, OPEN SPACE AND AGRICULTURAL ZONES WITH A
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT

The Board of Supervisors of the County of Madera, State of California,
ordains as follows:
SECTION

1

Section 18.04.495 is added to Chapter 18.04 of the Madera County Code

to read in its entirety as shown on the attached Exhibit "A."
SECTION 2

Subsections 18.42.010 C

11,

18.44.010 C

9,

18.50.010

C

7,

18.52.010 C 3, 18.54.010 C 11, 19.56.010 C 15, 19.59.010 C 17, 18.60.010 C 9,

18.62.010

C 15, and 18.64.010 C 12 are added to sections 18.42.010,

18.44.010, 18.50.010, 19.52.010, 19.54.010, 18.56.010, 19.59.010, 19.60.010,
18.62.010, and 18.64.010 respectively of the Madera County Code to read in
their entirety as shown on the attached Exhibit "8."
SECTION 3
Section 18.94.180 is added to Chapter 18.94 of the Madera County Code

to read in its entirety as shown on the attached Exhibit "C."

sEcTtoN 4
This ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days after its adoption.
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The foregoing ordinance was adopted tha"

,

2010, by the following vote.

P,
u4¿

Supervisor Bigelow voted:
Supervisor Moss voted:
Supervisor Dominici voted:
Supervisor Rodriguez voted:
Supervisor Wheeler voted

:

a
e

Æe¿

n, Board of Supervisors

Approved as to Legalform:
COUNTY COUNSEL

By

S:\County Counsel\Resource Management Agency\Planning\Ordinance\amd tit 18 solar farms final.doc
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EXHIBIT

EXIIIBIT "A''

66A))
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EXHIBIT "A''

18.04.495 Solarfarm.

"Solar Farm" is a solar-power generating facility that converts solar energy (energy from
the sun) into electrical power "Solar Farm." lncludes, but is not limited to, both
photovoltaic and concentrating solar po\rer (CSP) methods utilized at a large scale for
commercial purposes regulated by the Public Util¡ty Commission.

S:\County Counsel\Resource Management Agency\Planning\Ordinance\T|TLE 18 solarfarms erhibit A flnal.docx
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EXHIBIT

'.B))

E)CTIBIT (B''
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EXHIB¡T ..B''

18.42.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

Permitted Uses.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
B.

3.

Customer service establishment;

Communication tower/wireless communications facility placed atop an
existing structure, which will not increase the height of said structure
above twenty additional feet, or exceed the height limit of this zone district,
whichever is greater;
Motel;

Office.

One single family dwelling;

Communications tower/wireless communications facility placed atop or
adjacent to an existing structure in instances in which the height of the
proposed facility will not exceed forty additional feet (sixty additional feet if
the proposal provides for colocation) above the existing structure's heíght;
Mini storage facility (see Section 18.94.075).

Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

General commercial establishment;

Uses Allowed with Zoning Permit.

1.
2.

C.

Light industrial use;

Restricted retail sales establishment;
Retail sales establishment;

Airports, landing fields and airstrips;

Cemeteries and mausoleums (see Chapter 18.9a);
Laboratories for testing, experimental or analytical purposes (see Chapter 18.94);

Transit mix, concrete manufacturing or concrete goods manufacturing (see
Section 18.94.120\;

7.

Outdoor theaters (see Section 18.94.090);
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8.
9.
10.
11.

Junkyard (see Chapter 18.94);
Communications tower/wireless communications facility that does not meet the
standards as specified in either subsection A or B of this section;
Bulk fuel storage for distribution and resale.
Solar farms.

18.44.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

Permitted Uses.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
B.

Light industrial use,
General commercial establishment,

Transit mix operations, concrete manufacture and concrete products
manufacture, according to the requirements of Section 18.94J20,
Communication tower/wireless communications facility placed atop an
existing structure, which will not increase the height of said structure
above twenty additional feet, or exceed the height limit of this zone district,
whichever is greater;

Uses Allowed with Zoning Permit.

1.
2.
3.
C.

Heavy industrial use,

One single family dwelling,

Communications tower/wireless communications facility placed atop or
adjacent to an existing structure in instances in which the proposed facility
will not exceed forty additional feet (sixty additional feet if the proposal
provides for colocation) above the existing structure's height,
Mini storage facility (see Section 18.94.075);

Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Restricted retail sales establishment,
Retail sales establishment,

Airports, landing fields and airstrips,
Cemeteries and mausoleums (see Chapter 18.94),
Laboratories for testing, experimental or analytical purposes (see Chapter
18.94),
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6.
7.
8.

Junkyards (see Chapter 18.94.),

9.

Solar farms.

Outdoor theaters (see Section 18.94.090),

Communications tower/wireless communications facility that does not
meet the standards as specified in either subsection A or B of this section.

18.50.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

Permitted Uses.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Agriculture,
Golf course,
Riding academy or riding club,
lrrigation canals, reservoirs and control devices,

Major transmission lines for greater than 70KV, interregional gas
transmission lines, or trunk communication lines;

B.
C.

Uses allowed with zoning permit: one single family dwelling per farm;
Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Commercial recreation area, camp, and resort,
Other single family dwellings per farm or ranch, in permanent structures,
Refuse disposal sites,

Airports, landing fields or airstrips,
Private clubs and outdoor recreationalfacilities (see Chapter 18.94.),

Communicationstower/wirelesscommunicationsfacility.
Solar farms.

18.52.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

Permitted Uses.

1.
2.

Publicly owned uses, but not institutions,

Areas under public controlfor purposes of:
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
3.
4.
5.
6.
B.
C.

Natural resources conservation,
Public recreation,
National defense,
Public instruction, other than schools,
Public transportation,

Aesthetic control in the public interest,
Public protection,
Public utilities;

Farming: forty acres or more per site,
Sustained yield forestry,
Grazing: forty acres or more per site,
Public airports and airstrips;

Uses Allowed with Zoning Permit. None specified;
Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.

Any private use involving an operation on open space and not requiring
any buildings or structures,

2.
3.

Communications tower/wireless communications facility.
Solar farms.

18.54.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

Permitted Uses.

1.
2.
3.
B.

Agricultural uses;
One single family dwelling (permanent structure or manufactured home);

Second single family dwelling (subject to parcel size requirements and
development standards as per Section 18.04.153).

Uses Allowed with Zoning Permit.

1.
2.

Guest house;
Home occupation.
4
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C.

Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feed lots, pig farms, fur farms, poultry farms (see Chapter 18.94);

Any use allowed in Chapter 18.94, Conditional Uses;
Sand pit;
Roadside stand;

Animal hospitals, kennels, and laboratories using animals or animal
products (see Chapter 18.94);

6.
7.

Cemeteries and mausoleums (see Chapter 18.94);

8.
9.
10.
11.

Churches, synagogues and other buildings for religious assembly;

Laboratories for testing, experimental, or analytical purposes (see Chapter
18.94);

Public and commercial refuse disposal sites (see Chapter 18.94);

Agriculturallyorientedservices.
Solar farms.

18.56.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

B.

Permitted Uses.

1.
2.
3.

All kinds of agricultural uses;

4.

Second single family dwelling (subject to parcel size requirements and
development standards as per Section 18.04.153.

One single family dwelling (permanent structure or manufactured home);

Communication tower/wireless communications facility placed atop an
existing structure, which will not increase the height of said structure
above twenty additional feet, or exceed the height limit of this zone district,
whichever is greater;

Uses Allowed with Zoning Permit.

1.
2.

Guest house;
Home occupation;
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3.

C.

Communications tower/wireless communications facility placed atop or
adjacent to an existing structure in instances in which the desired height of
the proposed facility will not exceed forty additional feet (sixty additional
feet if the proposal provides for colocation) above the existing structure's
height.

Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.

Feed lots, poultry farms, fur farms, pig farms and rabbit farms (see
Chapter 18.94);

2.
3.
4.
5.

Insecticide and pesticide services;

Airports, landing fields and airstrips;
Roadside stand;

Animal hospitals, kennels and laboratories using animals or animal
products (see Chapter 18.94);

6.
7.

Cemeteries and mausoleums (see Chapter 18.9a);

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Private clubs and outdoor recreationalfacilities (see Chapter 18.9a);

Agriculturallyoriented services;

15.

Solar farms.

Laboratories for testing, experimental or analytical purposes (see Chapter
18.ea);

Churches, synagogues and other buildings for religious assembly;
Public and commercial refuse disposal sites (see Chapter 18.94);

Mining;
Dairy;

Communications tower/wireless communications facility that does not
meet the standards as specified in either subsection A or B of this section.

18.58.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

Permitted Uses.

1.
2.

All kinds of agricultural uses;

One single family dwelling (permanent structure or one manufactured
home);
6
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B.

unit
accommodating up to five families on parcels of thirty-six acres net (forty
acres gross) or larger;

4.

Communication tower/wireless communications facility placed atop an
existing structure, which will not increase the height of said structure
above twenty additional feet, or exceed the height limit of this zone district,
whichever is greater;

5.

Second single family dwelling (subject to parcel size requirements and
development standards as per Section 18.04.153).

Dormitory

attached (duplex, etc.) farm labor housing

Uses Allowed with Zoning Permit.

1.
2.
3.

C.

or

3.

Guest house;
Home occupation;

Communications tower/wireless communications facility placed atop or
adjacent to an existing structure in instances in which the height of the
proposed facility will not exceed forty additional feet (sixty additional feet if
the proposal provides for colocation) above the existing structure's height.

Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.

Feed lots, poultry farms, fur farms, pig farms and rabbit farms (see
Chapter 18.94);

2.
3.
4.
5.

Insecticide and pesticide services;

Airports, landing fields and airstrips;
Roadside stand;

Animal hospitals, kennels and laboratories using animals or animal
products (see Chapter 18.94);

6.
7.

Cemeteries and mausoleums (see Chapter 18.94);

8.
9.
10.

Private clubs and outdoor recreational facilities (see Chapter 18.94);

Laboratories for testing, experimental or analytical purposes (see Chapter
18.e4);

Churches, synagogues and other buildings for religious assembly;
Public and commercial refuse disposal sites;
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Agriculturally oriented services;
Mining;

Public stables;
Dairy;

Farm labor housing on parcels of thirty-six acres (forty acres gross) or
larger;

16.

Communications tower/wireless communications facility that does not
meet the standards as specified in either subsection A or B of this section.

17.

Solar farms.

18.60.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

Permitted Uses.

1.
2.
3.
4.

All kinds of agricultural uses;
Airstrip;
Poultry farms, fur farms, pig farms and feedlots;

One single family dwelling (permanent structure or one manufactured
home);

5.

All existing dwellings in this district shall be regularly permitted uses and
not considered as nonconforming uses;

6.

Dormitory

or

attached (duplex, etc.) Farm labor housing unit

accommodating up to five families on parcels of thirty-six acres net (forty
acres gross) or larger;

7.

Communication tower/wireless communications facility placed atop an
existing structure, which will not increase the height of said structure
above twenty additional feet, or exceed the height limit of this zone district,
whichever is greater;

8.

Second single family dwelling (subject to parcel size requirements and
development standards as per Section 18.04.153).
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B.

Uses Allowed with Zoning Permit.

1.
2.

c.

Home occupation;

Communications tower/wireless communications facility placed atop or
adjacent to an existing a structure in instances in which the height of the
proposed facility will not exceed forty additional feet (sixty additional feet if
the proposal provides for colocation) above the existing structure's height.

Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.

Animal hospitals, kennels and laboratories using animals or animal
products (see Chapter 18.94);

2.

Laboratories for testing, experimental or analytical purposes (see Chapter
18.ea);

3.
4.
5.

Public and commercial refuse disposal sites (see Chapter 18.94);

6.

Mining;

Additional dwelling units, not to exceed one unit per twenty acres of
contiguous ownership of a ranch or farm, for occupancy by members of
the immediate family, bound by ties of consanguinity, or employees of that
ranch or farm; provided, that if the total number of dwelling units exceeds
one unit per twenty acres for the parcel on which they are located, said
parcel shall be combined with an adjacent parcel or parcels of the same
ownership to create a single parcel of a size equal to twenty acres per
dwelling unit unless othenruise authorized by the board of supervisors;
Farm labor housing on parcels of thirty-six acres net (forty acres gross) or
larger;

7.

Dairy;

8.

Communications tower/wireless communications facility that does not
meet the standards as specified in either subsection A or B of this section.

9.

Solar farms.

18.62.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

Permitted Uses.

1.

All kinds of agricultural uses;
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2.

One single family dwelling in (permanent structure or one manufactured
home);

3.

Second single family dwelling (permanent structure or manufactured
home) (subject to parcel size requirements and development standards as
per Section 1 8.04.1 53);

4.
5.
6.
B.

All existing dwellings in this district shall be regularly permitted uses and
not considered as nonconforming uses;
Communication tower/wireless communications facility placed atop an
existing structure, which will not increase the height of said structure
above twenty additional feet, or exceed the height limit of this zone district,
whichever is greater.

Uses Allowed with Zoning Permit.

1.
2.
C.

Guest house;

Home occupation;

Communications tower/wireless communications facility placed atop or
adjacent to an existing structure in instances in which the height of the
proposed facility will not exceed forty additional feet (sixty additional feet if
the proposal provides for colocation) above the existing structure's height.

Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.
2.

Any other use allowed in Chapter 18.94;

3.

Animal hospitals, kennels and laboratories using animals or animal

Additional houses, not to exceed a ratio of one dwelling unit per forty (40)
acres in the ranch or farm;
products (see Chapter 18.94);

4.
5.

Cemeteries and mausoleums (see Chapter 18.94);

6.
7.
8.
L
10.
11.

Private clubs and outdoor recreational facilities (see Chapter 18.9a);

Laboratories for testing, experimental or analytical purposes (see Chapter
18.e4);

Churches, synagogues and other buildings for religious assembly;
Public and commercial refuse disposal sites (see Chapter 18.94);
Mine;

Agriculturallyorientedservices;
Airstrip;
10
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12.
13.
14.
15.

Poultry farms, fur farms, pig farms and feedlots;
Dairy;

Communications tower/wireless communications facility that does not
meet the standards as specified in either subsection A or B of this section.

Solar farms.

18.64.010 - Land use regulations.
Land use regulations are:

A.

Permitted Uses.

1.
2.

Grazing and all other kinds of agricultural uses;

One single family dwelling (permanent structure or one manufactured
home) (see Section 18.04.335 for manufactured housing);

3.
4.

Guest house;

Second single family dwelling (permanent structure or manufactured
home) (subject to parcel size requirements and development standards as
per Section 18.04.1 53);

5.
B.

Uses Allowed with Zoning Permit.

1.
C.

All existing dwellings in this district shall be regularly permitted uses and
not considered as nonconforming uses.

Home occupation.

Uses Allowed with Conditional Use Permit.

1.

Additional houses, not to exceed
acres in the ranch or farm;

2.

Animal hospitals, kennels and laboratories using animals or animal

a ratio of one dwelling unit per forty

products (see Chapter 18.94);

3.
4.

Cemeteries and mausoleums (see Chapter 18.94);

Laboratories for test, experimental or analytical purposes (see Chapter
18.e4);

5.
6.
7.

Private clubs and outdoor recreationalfacilities (see Chapter 18.94);
Churches, synagogues and other buildings for religious assembly;
Public and commercial refuse disposal sites (see Chapter 18.94);
11
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8. Mine;
9. Agriculturally oriented services;
10. Poultry farms, fur farms and pig farms;
1'1.

Airstrip.

12.

Solar farms.

S:\County Counsel\Resource Management Agency\Planning\Ordinance\amd

tit 18 solarfarms exhibit B final.doc
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EXHIBIT

66C))

EXHIBIT TC'
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EXHIBIT "C''

Conditional Uses Permitted

- 18.94.180 - Solar farms.

Where solar farms are permitted by Conditional Use Permit, the following applies:

1.
2.
3.

The building area to lot area ratio shall not apply to solar farms

in

Agricultural and Open Space zone districts.
Zone district height restrictions do not apply.
ln the Open Space zone district (Chapter 18.50), consideration must first
be given to the protection of parks or natural resources protected by a
local, state, or federal agency.

S:\County Counsel\Resource Management Agency\Planning\Ordinance\TITLE 18 solar farms exhibit c final.docx
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Port St. Lucie, Florida

City of Port St. Lucie, Florida
Code of Ordinances (2011)
TITLE XV LAND USAGE
CHAPTER 158. ZONING CODE
ARTICLE I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Sec. 158.006. Definitions.
***
SOLAR ACCESS. The access of a solar energy system to direct sunlight
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM. Any device or combination of devices or elements which rely upon
direct sunlight as an energy source, including but not limited to any substance or device
which collects sunlight for use in the heating or cooling of a structure or building, the
heating or pumping of water, or the generation of electricity. A solar energy system may be
used for purposes in addition to the collection of solar energy. These uses include, but are
not limited to, serving as a structural member or part of the roof of a building or structure
and serving as a window or wall. A solar energy system may be mounted on the building or
on the ground and is not the principal use of the property.
SOLAR GENERATION STATION. An energy generation facility comprised of one or more
freestanding, ground mounted devices that capture solar energy and convert it to electrical
energy for use in locations other than where it is generated. Solar generation stations
typically utilize photovoltaic solar cells, but can also be combinations of light reflectors,
concentrators, and heat exchangers. A solar generation station is also known as a solar
power plant, solar generation plant solar farm, solar power plant or solar thermal power
plant.
ARTICLE IV. GENERAL USE DISTRICTS
Sec. 158.060. - General Use Zoning District (GU).
***
(C) Special Exception Uses. The following uses may be permitted only following review and
specific approval thereof by the City Council:
***
(13) Solar generation station subject to the requirements of section 158.230
ARTICLE IX. INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS
Section 158.136 Industrial Zoning District (IN)
***
C. Special Exception Uses. The following uses may be permitted following the review and
specific approval by the City Council and serve to implement heavy industrial land uses as
contemplated in the Comprehensive Plan:
***
11) Solar generation station subject to the requirements of section 158.230
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Section 158.137 Utility Zoning District (U)
***
(C) Special Exception Uses. The following uses may be permitted following the review and
specifically approval thereof by the city council:
***
(4) Solar generation station subject to the requirements of section 158.230
ARTICLE XI. SUPPLEMENTARY USE REGULATIONS
Sec. 158.230. - Solar Energy.
The following provisions are intended to facilitate the commercial generation and
distribution of solar power and the use of on-site solar energy systems to meet the energy
demands of buildings and support facilities in the City. All solar equipment and devices shall
comply with Florida Statutes and shall be certified by the Florida Solar Energy Commission.
(A) Solar Generation Station. In addition to other applicable sections of this Code, a solar
generation station shall be subject to the following provisions:
(1) Solar generation stations shall require submittal of a site plan application concurrent
with a special exception use application. The development shall be subject to the
following supplemental criteria:
a. Physical access to a solar generation station shall be restricted by fencing or walls.
Razor wire is prohibited. All fencing and wall details shall be shown on the required
site plan.
b. The devices that capture energy and convert it to electricity shall not be placed in
wetlands, environmentally sensitive resources or habitats, imperiled and critically
imperiled habitats as defined by the Florida Natural Areas Inventory, and buffers.
The development shall comply with the requirements of Chapter 157: Natural
Resource Protection of the City Code.
c. All devices that capture and convert energy to electricity shall be located at least
fifty (50) feet from any lot line under separate ownership, unless otherwise approved
by the City Council.
d. All solar generation station sites must comply with the landscaping requirements
of Chapter 153: Landscaping and Land Clearing of the City Code.
e. On-site power lines shall be placed underground to the maximum extent possible.
(B) Solar Energy System. In addition to other applicable sections of this Code, a solar
energy system shall be subject to the following provisions:
(1) All solar panels and devices are considered structures and subject to the
requirements for such, together with all other applicable building codes and ordinances,
unless otherwise provided for in this Code. Solar panels installed on roofs are exempt
from the building height requirements. Solar panels installed on rooftops shall be located
two (2) feet from the roof edge.
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(2) Ground or pole mounted systems shall be limited to a height of ten (10) feet above
the finished floor elevation of the principle structure.
(3) Solar energy systems shall not be located in front or side corner yards of any parcel
unless the following are met: 1) the conditions of the side and back yards prohibit the
installation of a system, and 2) adequate buffering along the adjacent roadway is
provided and 3) the location is approved by the Director of Planning and Zoning.
(4) Solar ground and pole mounted systems may be located no closer than six (6) feet
to any side lot line and ten feet to any rear lot line.
(5) Solar collectors may be co-located on communication towers, and parking lot and
street light poles, in which case the height and setback requirements for said tower/pole
shall apply.
(6) All new exterior electrical lines and utility wires connecting a ground or pole mounted
solar system to the building it serves shall be buried underground.
(7) The City Council may allow for modification of these accessory use provisions when
the solar energy system will serve buildings within a planned unit development project.
The modification shall be identified in the PUD Document adopted by the ordinance
granting approval to the planned unit development.
(8) Waiver. In the event any of the provisions in section 158.230 have the effect of
prohibiting the installation of a solar energy system, the applicant shall have the right to
apply for a waiver from these provisions to the Director of Planning and Zoning. The
Director may grant a waiver upon determining that a strict application of the Code would
result in prohibiting the installation of a solar energy system.
(9) Any approval of a solar energy system does not create any actual or inferred solar
energy system easement against adjacent property and/or structures. The owner and/or
property owner of a solar energy system shall not infer or claim any rights to protective
writs to any caused shadows or operating ineffectiveness against future development
adjacent to or higher than the property location of the solar energy system. The
approval of any solar energy system granted by the City of Port St. Lucie shall not
create any future liability or infer any vested rights to the owner and/or property owner
of the solar energy system on the part of the City for any future claims against said
issuance of approval of the solar energy system that result from reliance on this section
or any administrative decision lawfully made thereunder.
(Ord. No. 11-14, § 1, 3-14-11)
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ARTICLE XXIII
Solar Photovoltaic Installations Zoning Bylaw
§300-144. Purpose
The purpose of this bylaw is to promote the creation of new large-scale ground-mounted solar
photovoltaic installations by providing standards for the placement, design, construction,
operation, monitoring, modification and removal of such installations that address public safety
and minimize impacts on scenic, natural and historic resources.
The provisions set forth in this section shall apply to the construction, operation, modification
and/or removal large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic installations.
§300-144.1. Applicability
This section applies to large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic installations
proposed to be constructed after the effective date of this section. This section also
pertains to physical modifications that materially alter the type, configuration, or size of
these installations or related equipment.
Nothing in this article should be construed to prevent the installation of accessory roof
mounted solar photovoltaic installations.

§300-145. General Requirements for all Large Scale Solar Power Generation Installations
The following requirements are common to all large-scale solar photovoltaic installations to
be sited in designated locations.
§300-145.1. Compliance with Laws, Ordinances and Regulations
The construction and operation of all large-scale solar photovoltaic installations shall be
consistent with all applicable local, state and federal requirements, including but not
limited to all applicable safety, construction, electrical, and communications
requirements. All buildings and fixtures forming part of a large-scale solar photovoltaic
installation shall be constructed in accordance with the State Building Code.
§300-145.2. Permitting Process
A. Building Permit and Building Inspection
No large-scale solar photovoltaic installation shall be constructed, installed or modified
as provided in this section without first obtaining a building permit.
B. Fees
The application for a building permit for a large-scale solar photovoltaic installation must
be accompanied by the fee required for a building permit.
C. Site Plan Review
1
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Large-scale solar photovoltaic installations with 250 kW or larger of rated nameplate
capacity shall undergo site plan review by the Planning Board prior to construction,
installation or modification as provided in this section. A large-scale solar photovoltaic
installation shall require site plan review as a major project under Article XVIII. An onsite photovoltaic installation shall require site plan review as a minor project under
Article XVIII. The site plan review application shall be filed in accordance with Article
XVIII.
The applicant shall demonstrate to the Planning Board’s satisfaction that the following design
process was followed in determining the layout of a proposed solar photovoltaic installation:
(1) Understanding the development site. The first step is to inventory existing site
features, taking care to identify sensitive and noteworthy natural, scenic and
cultural resources on the site, and to determine the connection of these
important features to each other.
(2) Evaluating site context. The second step is to evaluate the site in its larger
context by identifying physical (e.g., stream corridors, wetlands),
transportation (e.g. road and bicycle networks), and cultural (e.g., recreational
opportunities) connections to surrounding land uses and activities.
§300-146. Submission Requirements
§300-146.1.Required Documents All plans and maps shall be prepared, stamped and signed
by a Professional Engineer licensed to practice in Massachusetts.
A. Pursuant to the site plan review process, the project proponent of a Large Scale Solar
Voltaic Installation shall provide the following documents:
(a) A site plan showing:
i. Property lines and physical features, including roads, for the project site;
ii. Proposed changes to the landscape of the site, grading, vegetation clearing
and planting, exterior lighting, and screening vegetation or structures;
iii. Blueprints or drawings of the solar photovoltaic installation signed by a
Professional Engineer licensed to practice in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts showing the proposed layout of the system and any potential
shading from nearby structures or vegetation
iv. One or three line electrical diagram detailing the solar photovoltaic
installation, associated components, and electrical interconnection methods,
with all National Electrical Code compliant disconnects and overcurrent
devices;
v. Documentation of the major system components to be used, including the
PV panels, mounting system, and inverter;
vi. Name, address, and contact information for proposed system installer;
vii. Name, address, phone number and signature of the project proponent, as
well as all co-proponents or property owners, if any;
viii. The name, contact information and signature of any agents representing the
project proponent; and

2
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(b) Documentation of actual or prospective access and control of the project site (see
also §300-146.7.A);
(c) An operation and maintenance plan (see also §300-146.3);
(d) Landscape plan (see also Section §300-146.7.B
(e) Zoning district designation for the parcel(s) of land comprising the project site
(submission of a copy of a zoning map with the parcel(s) identified is suitable for
this purpose);
(f) Proof of liability insurance; and
(g) Description of financial surety that satisfies §300-146.8.C.3
The Planning Board may waive documentary requirements as it deems appropriate.
§300-146.2. Site Control
The project proponent shall submit documentation of actual or prospective access and
control of the project site sufficient to allow for construction and operation of the
proposed large-scale solar photovoltaic installation.
§300-146.3. Operation & Maintenance Plan
The project proponent shall submit a plan for the operation and maintenance of the largescale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic installation, which shall include measures for
maintaining safe access to the installation, storm water controls, as well as general
procedures for operation and maintenance of the installation.
§300-146.4. Utility Notification
No large-scale solar photovoltaic installation shall be constructed until evidence has been
given to the Planning Board that the utility company that operates the electrical grid
where the installation is to be located has been informed of the solar photovoltaic
installation owner or operator’s intent to install an interconnected customer-owned
generator. Off-grid systems shall be exempt from this requirement.
§300-146.5. Dimension and Density Requirements
A. Setbacks
The purpose of setbacks is to mitigate adverse impacts on abutting properties.
For large-scale, ground-mounted solar photovoltaic installations, front, side and rear
setbacks shall be as follows:
a. Minimum of 50 feet
b. Every abutting property shall be visually screened from the project
through any one or combination of the following location, distance,
plantings, existing vegetation and fencing (not to exceed 6 feet)
B. Appurtenant Structures
All appurtenant structures to large- scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic
installations shall be subject to reasonable regulations adopted by the Planning Board
after a public hearing concerning the bulk and height of structures, lot area, setbacks,
open space, parking and building coverage requirements. All such appurtenant
3
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structures, including but not limited to, equipment shelters, storage facilities,
transformers, and substations, shall be architecturally compatible with each other.
Whenever reasonable, structures should be shielded from view by existing vegetation
or plantings and/or joined or clustered to avoid adverse visual impacts.
C. Frontage
The Planning Board may grant a waiver from the frontage requirements of the underlying
zoning district if the applicant can demonstrate: (1) that failing to do so would render the
siting of the large scale solar ground-mounted photovoltaic system unfeasible; and (2)
that such waiver will not impede access or egress for maintenance personnel or
emergency responders.
§300-146.6. Design Standards
A. Lighting
Lighting of large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic installations shall be
consistent with local, state and federal law. Lighting of other parts of the installation,
such as appurtenant structures, shall be limited to that required for safety and
operational purposes, and shall be reasonably shielded from abutting properties.
Where feasible, lighting of the solar photovoltaic installation shall be directed
downward and shall incorporate full cut-off fixtures to reduce light pollution.
B. Signage
Signs on large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic installations shall comply
with the towns sign bylaw. A sign consistent with the town’s sign bylaw shall be
required to identify the owner and provide a 24-hour emergency contact phone
number.
Solar photovoltaic installations shall not be used for displaying any advertising except
for reasonable identification of the manufacturer or operator of the installation.
C. Utility Connections
Reasonable efforts, as determined by the Planning Board, shall be made to place all
utility connections from the solar photovoltaic installation underground, depending on
appropriate soil conditions, shape, and topography of the site and any requirements of
the utility provider. Electrical transformers for utility interconnections may be above
ground if required by the utility provider.
§300-146.7. Safety and Environmental Standards
A. Emergency Services Plan
Prior to issuance of a building permit, the large-scale solar photovoltaic installation
owner or operator shall provide a plan including but not limited to the project
summary, electrical schematic, and site plan to the town’s local safety officials
including the Police Chief, Fire Chief and Building Inspector. Upon request the
owner or operator shall cooperate with local safety officials in developing an
4
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emergency response plan. All means of shutting down the solar photovoltaic
installation shall be clearly marked. The owner or operator shall identify a
responsible person for public inquiries throughout the life of the installation.

B. Land Clearing, Soil Erosion and Habitat Impacts
Clearing of natural vegetation shall be limited to that which is necessary for the
construction, operation and maintenance of the large-scale ground-mounted solar
photovoltaic installation and per practices of best management of natural areas or
good husbandry of the land or forest otherwise prescribed by applicable laws,
regulations, and bylaws.
Applicant shall submit a landscape plan detailing all proposed changes to the
landscape of the site, including temporary or permanent roads or driveways, grading,
vegetation clearing and planting, exterior lighting and screening vegetation or structures.
Lighting shall be designed to minimize glare on abutting properties and be directed
downward with full cut-off fixtures to reduce light pollution.
§300-146.8. Monitoring and Maintenance
A. Solar Photovoltaic Installation Conditions
The large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic installation owner or operator
shall maintain the facility in good condition. Maintenance shall include, but not be
limited to, painting, structural repairs, and integrity of security measures. Site access
shall be maintained to a level acceptable to the Fire Chief. The owner or operator
shall be responsible for the cost of maintaining the solar photovoltaic installation and
any access road(s), unless accepted as a public way.
B. Modifications
All material modifications to a large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic
installation made after issuance of the required building permit shall require approval
by the Planning Board through site plan review.
C. Abandonment or Decommissioning
1. Removal Requirements
Any large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic installation which has reached the
end of its useful life or has been abandoned consistent with the Abandonment section
of this bylaw shall be removed. The owner or operator shall physically remove the
installation no more than 150 days after the date of discontinued operations. The
owner or operator shall notify the Planning Board by certified mail of the proposed
date of discontinued operations and plans for removal. Decommissioning shall
consist of:
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(a) Physical removal of all large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic
installations, structures, equipment, security barriers and transmission lines from
the site.
(b) Disposal of all solid and hazardous waste in accordance with local, state, and
federal waste disposal regulations.
(c) Stabilization or re-vegetation of the site as necessary to minimize erosion. The
Planning Board may allow the owner or operator to leave landscaping or
designated below-grade foundations in order to minimize erosion and disruption
to vegetation.
2. Abandonment
Absent notice of a proposed date of decommissioning or written notice of extenuating
circumstances, the solar photovoltaic installation shall be considered abandoned when
it fails to operate for more than two year without the written consent of the Planning
Board. If the owner or operator of the large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic
installation fails to remove the installation in accordance with the requirements of this
section within 150 days of abandonment or the proposed date of decommissioning,
the town may enter the property and physically remove the installation
.
3. Financial Surety
Proponents of large-scale ground-mounted solar photovoltaic projects shall provide a
form of surety, either through escrow account, bond or otherwise, to cover the cost of
removal in the event the town must remove the installation and remediate the
landscape, in an amount and form determined to be reasonable by the Planning
Board, but in no event to exceed more than 125 percent of the cost of removal and
compliance with the additional requirements set forth herein, as determined by the
project proponent. Such surety will not be required for municipally- or state-owned
facilities. The project proponent shall submit a fully inclusive estimate of the costs
associated with removal, prepared by a qualified engineer. The amount shall include a
mechanism for calculating increased removal costs due to inflation.
§300-147. Severability
The invalidity of any section or provision of this bylaw shall not invalidate any other
section or provision thereof.
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City of San Antonio, Texas
Unified Development Code (2010)
ARTICLE III - ZONING
DIVISION 7. - SUPPLEMENTAL USE REGULATIONS
Sec. 35-398. - Renewable Energy Systems
b. Solar Farms:
1. Applicability. The purpose of this subsection is to provide standards for fixed-panel
photovoltaic solar farms consisting of ground-mounted solar panels that capture energy
from the sun and convert it to electricity. The provisions of this section are based on a
ground-mounted photovoltaic facility using a rammed post construction technique and
panels that support the flow of rainwater between each module and the growth of
vegetation beneath the arrays and limiting the impacts of stormwater runoff. The rammed
post construction technique allows for minimal disturbance to the existing ground and
grading of the site. Based on the assumed solar farm design, the City of San Antonio finds
the use to be low intensity with minimal trip generation, low amounts of impervious cover,
and low emission thus the use is compatible in non-urbanized, low-density areas with other
agricultural and scattered industrial uses.
2. Site Development Standards:
a. Lot coverage: No more than one (1) percent of the gross site area shall be occupied
by enclosed buildings and structures.
b. Setbacks: A thirty-foot side and rear setback shall apply only to the setback area
measured from a lot line that abuts a residential use or residential zoning district. The
side or rear setback shall be eliminated where the use does not abut a residential use or
residential zoning district or the two districts are separated by a public right-of-way.
c. Height: The average height of the solar panel arrays shall not exceed twelve (12)
feet. The height regulations for all other structures are included in the Unified
Development Code, Article III Zoning, Table 310-1.
d. Landscaping Buffer: The primary use of the property shall determine the buffer
requirement. Where a ground-mounted photovoltaic solar farm is the primary use the
property shall be considered agricultural for the purposes of buffer requirements. There
is no requirement for screening from public streets.
e. Stormwater Management: Fixed panel solar arrays shall be considered pervious and
any fee in lieu of detention shall be considered based on impervious cover. The
impervious cover calculation shall include the support posts of the panels, any roads or
impervious driveway surfaces, parking areas and buildings on the site.
f. Subdivision: A property developed pursuant to this subsection shall be required to plat
however water and sewer connections shall not be required. Suitable fire department
access shall be required. Outside of the city limits the county fire marshall shall make
the determination of required fire access.
g. Signage: Signage shall conform to Chapter 28 of the Municipal Code as well as any
sign limitations of the zoning district.
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h. Customer owned on-site power lines shall be buried except where connecting to
existing overhead utility lines. This requirement shall not apply to fiber optic
connections.
i. Fencing: Due the unique security requirements of this land use, and to facilitate the
educational value of seeing this land use, fencing up to eight (8) feet in height is
permitted provided the fencing material is predominantly open as defined in Appendix A.
j. All Municipal Code provisions not specified in this subsection are required including but
not limited to tree preservation, traffic impact analysis and historic preservation.
3. Permitted Use. Ground-mounted fixed-panel photovoltaic solar farms shall be permitted
("P") by right in the following zoning districts: L, I-1, I-2, MI-1, MI-2, ED, RD, FR, QD and
SGD. Ground-mounted fixed-panel photovoltaic solar farms shall require a specific use
authorization ("S") in the following zoning districts: NC, C-1, C-2, C-3, O-1, O-1.5, O-2, UD,
MH, MXD, FBZD and TOD. Ground-mounted fixed-panel photovoltaic solar farms are
prohibited in all other residential base zoning districts, neighborhood preservation districts
and the D Downtown District.
4. Submittal Requirements: Building permits are required for solar farms. Plans shall
contain the following:
a. A plot plan, drawn to scale, of the property indicating the total site acreage,
landscape and buffer areas, tree preservation, location of all structures, the proposed
location of the solar panels, the distances of the solar panels to structures on the
property as well as distances to the property lines. The plot plan shall include any roads,
electric lines and/ or overhead utility lines.
b. A description of the electrical generating capacity and means of interconnecting with
the electrical grid as coordinated and pre-approved with CPS Energy.
c. Drawings or blueprints of solar panels and arrays in conjunction with the application
for a building permit for a solar farm/solar power plant.
d. Structural engineering analysis for a solar panel, array and its foundation, as
applicable.
e. Manufacturer's recommended installations, if any.
f. Documentation of land ownership and/or legal authority to construct on the property.
5. Compliance With Other Regulations:
1. Building permit applications for solar farms shall be accompanied by a line drawing of
electrical components in sufficient detail to allow for a determination that the manner of
installation conforms to the city's adopted electrical code and that has been pre-approved
by CPS Energy as meeting their Distribution Generation Requirements and Guidelines.
2. Within the city limits, an executed interconnection agreement with CPS Energy is
required prior to certificate of occupancy. In the ETJ the interconnection agreement shall be
provided prior to utility connection.
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This subsection does not waive any requirements of the city's building code, electrical code
or other technical codes as applicable.
6. Discontinuation. A solar farm shall be considered abandoned after one (1) year without
energy production. The property owner shall remove all solar farm equipment and
appurtenances within ninety (90) days of abandonment.
(Ord. No. 2010-11-18-0985, § 2, 11-18-10)
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ORDINANCE NO. NS–1200.331
AN ORDINANCE OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA AMENDING APPENDIX I OF THE
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA ORDINANCE CODE RELATED TO
COMMERCIAL SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS
SUMMARY
This ordinance revises the use classification and amends supplemental development
standards for Solar Energy Conversion Systems – Commercial.
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA
ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1: Section 2.10.040 of Chapter 2.10, Article 2 of Appendix I, Zoning, of the
County of Santa Clara Ordinance Code, is amended to read as follows (additions are underlined):
§ 2.10.040 Non-Residential Use Classifications
For illustrative purposes only, the entire text of § 2.10.040 has not been included
in this version of the Ordinance.
Solar Energy Conversion Systems – Commercial (Infrastructure). Commercial facilities for
the conversion of solar energy to electricity. Does not include systems that ancillary in nature
and supply energy to a primary on-site use. All uses within this classification shall fit within one
of the following subcategories:
1. Minor. Facilities covering eight (8) acres or less, and involving only minor structures
other than energy conversion equipment. Structures must be 35 feet or less in height.
Land coverage calculations shall include the gross land area utilized by the systems
(whether enclosed or unenclosed by security fences) including all areas covered by access
roadways and parking used exclusively to support the facility. Multiple facilities
proposed in conjunction that cover greater than eight acres shall not meet this definition..
2. Major. Facilities that do not meet the definition of Solar Energy Conversion Systems –
Commercial – Minor.
[Criteria/Findings § 4.10.345]
SECTION 2: Section 2.20.020 of Chapter 2.20, Article 2 of Appendix I, Zoning, of the
Ordinance Code of the County of Santa Clara, is amended to read as follows (additions are
underlined):
§ 2.20.020 Use Regulations
For illustrative purposes only, the entire text of § 2.20.020 has not been included
in this version of the Ordinance.
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Table 2.20-2
USE CLASSIFICATIONS
Solar Energy Conversion Systems –
Commercial
Minor
Major

A

ZONING
AR
HS

RR

A
U

U
U

A
U

U
U

Supplemental
Regulations

§ 4.10.345, Note 4, 13
§ 4.10.345, Note 4, 13

NOTES:
4. Not a permitted use in areas with the Agriculture-Large Scale land use plan designation of the General Plan.
[existing note]
13. Not a permitted use in areas with the –d1 (Santa Clara Valley Viewshed) or –d2 (Milpitas Hillsides) Design
Review Combining Zoning Districts.

SECTION 3: Section 2.50.020 of Chapter 2.50, Article 2 of Appendix I, Zoning, of the
Ordinance Code of the County of Santa Clara, is amended to read as follows (additions are
underlined):
§ 2.50.020 Use Regulations
For illustrative purposes only, the entire text of § 2.50.020 has not been included
in this version of the Ordinance.
Table 2.50-1
USE CLASSIFICATIONS
Solar Energy Conversion Systems –
Commercial
Minor
Major

A1

ZONING
RS
O/SF

Supplemental
Regulations

A
U

–
–

§ 4.10.345
§ 4.10.345

–
–

SECTION 4: Section 4.10.345 of Chapter 4.10, Article 4 of Appendix I, Zoning, of the
Ordinance Code of the County of Santa Clara, is added to read as follows:
§4.10.345

Solar Energy Conversion Systems–Commercial

This section refers to uses classified as Solar Energy Conversion Systems - Commercial, as
described in § 2.10.040. Commercial solar energy conversion systems shall comply with all of
the requirements of this section.
A. Exclusive Agriculture Zoning District. Such uses shall be subject to all of the following
provisions in the A, Exclusive Agriculture, Zoning District:
1. Prohibited in Agriculture–Large Scale. Such uses are not allowed on any land
designated Agriculture–Large Scale by the general plan;
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2. Agriculture–Medium Scale Lands. Such uses may be allowed on lands with a general
plan designation of Agriculture–Medium Scale, provided that the subject lot is deemed
by the decision-maker to be of marginal quality for agricultural purposes because of one
or more of the following conditions: poor soil type, lack of water availability, or an
abundance of surrounding incompatible non-agricultural uses. Projects must also
demonstrate consistency with the provisions of Section 2.20.250, A Districts:
Agricultural Preservation Criteria.
B. Prohibited in Certain Design Review Combining Districts. Not allowed on any land
located within the -d1 (Santa Clara Valley Viewshedl and -d2 (Milpitas Hillsides) Design
Review Combining Districts.
C. Criteria. Commercial solar energy systems are subject to all of the following provisions:
1. Setbacks. All structures shall have a minimum setback of thirty (30) feet.
2. Signage. Signs visible from a public road shall only identify the manufacturer, installer,
or owner of the system, or public health and safety information applicable to the installed
systems. A facility shall be limited to two signs and aggregate sign area shall be no
greater than 200 square feet..
3. Wildlife Passage. In areas identified as containing important wildlife habitat, the facility
shall be designed, to the maximum extent feasible, to allow continued use of the site for
wildlife habitat and migration across the site.
4. Construction and Operation. The design, construction and operation of the facility
shall minimize soil disturbance to the maximum extent possible, and shall not
substantially alter drainage from the site.
D. Williamson Act Limitation. No system shall be allowed on lands subject to a California
Land Conservation Act (Williamson Act) contract unless permitted as a compatible use.
E. Termination and Decommissioning. Solar energy conversion systems and all related
equipment and accessory structures shall be removed following cessation of use as defined in
either § 5.40.070 or § 5.65.050 of the Zoning Ordinance.
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Stearns County Land Use and Zoning Ordinance

This Section last amended Oct. 5, 2010.

Sign
A name, identification, description, display, illustration or device which is affixed to or
represented directly or indirectly upon a building, structure or land in view of the general
public and which directs attention to a product, place, activity, person, institution or
business.
Sign, Off-premise (Billboard)
A sign which directs attention to a business, commodity, service, activity or entertainment
not necessarily conducted, sold or offered upon the premises where such sign is located.
Significant Historic Site
Any archaeological site, standing structure or other property that meets the criteria for
eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places or is listed in the State Register of
Historic Sites or is determined to be an unplatted cemetery that falls under the provisions
of Minnesota Statutes, section 307.08; or successor statutes. A historic site meets these
criteria if it is presently listed on either register or if it is determined to meet the
qualifications for listing after review by the Minnesota State Archaeologist or the Director
of the Minnesota Historical Society. All unplatted cemeteries are automatically considered
to be significant historic sites.
Single Family Dwelling Unit
A residential building containing one residential dwelling unit.
Ski Areas and Lodges
An area developed for snow skiing, with trails and lifts, including ski rentals and sales,
instruction and eating facilities.
Solar Energy Systems – Accessory
A solar panel or array mounted on a building, pole or rack that is secondary to the primary
use of the parcel on which it is located and which is directly connected to or designed to
serve the energy needs of the primary use.
Solar Farms
A solar array composed of multiple solar panels on ground-mounted rack or poles which is
the primary land use for the parcel on which it is located.
Solid Manure
Animal manure that does not flow and which can be effectively stacked or handled using a
loader equipped with forks. This shall not include frozen liquid manure.
Solid Waste
Solid waste means garbage, refuse, sludge from a water supply treatment plant or air
contaminant treatment facility, and other discarded waste materials and sludges, in solid,
semisolid, liquid or contained gaseous form, resulting from industrial, commercial, mining
and agricultural operations, and from community activities, but does not include hazardous
waste; animal waste used as fertilizer; earthen fill, boulders, rock; sewage sludge; solid or
dissolved material in domestic sewage or other common pollutants in water resources, such
as silt, dissolved or suspended solids in industrial waste water effluents or discharges
3-30
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6.49 Seasonal Produce Sales Stands, Accessory
6.49.1

Performance Standards
Seasonal produce sales stands shall comply with the following standards:
A. Seasonal produce stands shall be an accessory use to a principle agricultural
use.
B. Operation of produce stands shall be limited to the growing season in
Minnesota.
C. No sale of product shall take place in the public right-of-way of any Federal,
State, County or Township roadway unless approved by the road authority.
D. Off-street parking shall be provided outside of any road right-of-way.
E. Any temporary structure placed on the property for seasonal produce sales
shall be removed at the end of the selling season. The size of the temporary
structure shall not exceed one hundred twenty (120) square feet.
F. All structures, including temporary structures, shall meet the minimum
setback requirements of the district in which it is located.
G. Signs shall meet the requirements of Section 7.24 of this Ordinance.

6.50 Solar Energy Systems
6.50.1

Comprehensive Plan Reference
The purpose of this Section is to set forth standards for large and small solar
energy systems. Stearns County has determined that development of solar energy
is in the public interest and consistent with the Comprehensive Plan, including the
following goals:
A. Natural Resource Plan, Goal 2, Objective 4: Encourage use of renewable
energy systems, including wind energy and solar energy, which reduce the
footprint of development on local and global natural systems.
B. Economic Development Plan, Goal 3, Objective 3: Encourage and promote
the use of “green” architecture design principles that minimize impacts to the
natural and cultural environments and reduce long-run risk to business.

6.50.2

Standards for Solar Farms
Solar Farms shall be subject to the administrative requirements of Section 4.8 of
this Ordinance and the following performance standards:
A. Solar farms are the primary land use for the parcel on which the array is
located and are distinguished from solar arrays that are a secondary or
accessory use. Solar farms are composed of multiple solar panels on multiple
mounting systems (poles or racks), and generally have a Direct Current (DC)
rated capacity greater than one hundred (100) kilowatts.
B. Stormwater management shall meet the requirements of Section 7.25 of this
Ordinance.
C. Erosion and sediment control shall meet the requirements of Section 7.10 of
this Ordinance.
D. Foundations. The manufacturer’s engineer or another qualified engineer
shall certify that the foundation and design of the solar panels is within
accepted professional standards, given local soil and climate conditions.
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E. Other standards and codes. All solar farms shall be in compliance with any
applicable local, state and federal regulatory standards, including the State of
Minnesota Uniform Building Code, as amended; and the National Electric
Code, as amended.
F. Power and communication lines. Power and communication lines running
between banks of solar panels and to electric substations or interconnections
with buildings shall be buried underground. Exemptions may be granted by
the Department in instances where shallow bedrock, water courses, or other
elements of the natural landscape interfere with the ability to bury lines.
G. Application requirements. The following information shall be provided to
the Department prior to issuance of the conditional use permit:
(1) A site plan of existing conditions showing the following:
(a) Existing property lines and property lines extending one
hundred (100) feet from the exterior boundaries, including the
names of the adjacent property owners and current use of
those properties
(b) Existing public and private roads, showing widths of the roads
and any associated easements
(c) Location and size of any abandoned wells, sewage treatment
systems and dumps
(d) Existing buildings and any impervious surface
(e) Topography at two (2) foot intervals and source of contour
interval, unless determined otherwise by the Department. A
contour map of the surrounding properties may also be
required
(f) Existing vegetation (list type and percent of coverage; i.e.
grassland, plowed field, wooded areas, etc.)
(g) Waterways, watercourses, lakes and public water wetlands
(h) Delineated wetland boundaries
(i) The one hundred (100)-year flood elevation and Regulatory
Flood Protection Elevation, if available
(j) Floodway, flood fringe and/or general flood plain district
boundary, if applicable
(k) The shoreland district boundary, if any portion of the project is
located in a shoreland overlay district
(l) In the shoreland overlay district, the ordinary high water level
and the highest know water level
(m) In the shoreland overlay district, the toe and top of any bluffs
within the project boundaries
(n) Mapped soils according to the Stearns County Soil Survey
(o) Surface water drainage patterns
(p) LESA score for the parcel, if located within an agricultural
zoning district.
(2) Site Plan of Proposed Conditions
(a) Location and spacing of solar panels
(b) Location of access roads
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(c)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

6.50.3

Planned location of underground or overhead electric lines
connecting the solar farm to the building, substation or other
electric load
(d) New electrical equipment other than at the existing building or
substation that is the connection point for the solar farm
(e) Proposed erosion and sediment control measures as required
in Section 7.10 of this Ordinance.
(f) Proposed stormwater management measures as required under
Section 7.25 of this Ordinance
(g) Sketch elevation of the premises accurately depicting the
proposed solar energy conversion system and its relationship
to structures on adjacent lots (if any);
Manufacturer's specifications and recommended installation methods
for all major equipment, including solar panels, mounting systems and
foundations for poles or racks;
The number of panels to be installed;
A description of the method of connecting the array to a building or
substation;
A copy of the interconnection agreement with the local electric utility
or a written explanation outlining why an interconnection agreement is
not necessary;
A decommissioning plan shall be required to ensure that facilities are
properly removed after their useful life. Decommissioning of solar
panels must occur in the event they are not in use for twelve (12)
consecutive months. The plan shall include provisions for removal of
all structures and foundations, restoration of soil and vegetation and a
plan ensuring financial resources will be available to fully
decommission the site. Disposal of structures and/or foundations shall
meet the provisions of Stearns County Solid Waste Ordinance Number
171; or successor ordinance. The Board may require the posting of a
bond, letter of credit or the establishment of an escrow account to
ensure proper decommissioning.

Standards for Solar Energy Systems, Accessory. Solar energy systems are a
permitted accessory use in all zoning districts, subject to the following standards.
A. Accessory Building Limit. Solar systems, either roof or ground-mounted, do
not count as an accessory building for the purpose of meeting limits on the
number of accessory structures allowed per residential lot or the coverage
limits, as set in Section 6.2 of this Ordinance.
B. Height. Active solar systems are subject to the following height requirements:
(1) Building or roof- mounted solar systems shall not exceed the maximum
allowed height in any zoning district. For purposes of height
measurement, solar systems other than building-integrated systems
shall be considered to be mechanical devices and are restricted
consistent with other building-mounted mechanical devices for the
zoning district in which the system is being installed.
(2) Ground or pole-mounted solar systems shall not exceed fifteen (15) feet
in height when oriented at maximum tilt.
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C. Location within Lot. Solar systems must meet the accessory structure setback
for the zoning district. If the lot is located in agricultural zoning districts or a
Natural Resource Conservation Overlay the solar system must be placed
within the designated building envelope or obtain a conditional use permit as
specified in Section 7.32 of this Ordinance.
(1) Roof-mounted Solar Systems. In addition to the building setback, the
collector surface and mounting devices for roof-mounted solar systems
that are parallel to the roof surface shall not extend beyond the exterior
perimeter of the building on which the system is mounted or built. The
collector and racking for roof-mounted systems that have a greater
pitch than the roof surface shall be set back from all roof edges by at
least two (2) feet. Exterior piping for solar hot water systems shall be
allowed to extend beyond the perimeter of the building on a side yard
exposure.
(2) Ground-mounted Solar Systems. Ground-mounted solar energy
systems may not extend into the side-yard or rear setback when
oriented at minimum design tilt.
(3) Large Ground-mounted Systems. Ground-mounted solar systems that
result in the creation of one (1) or more acres of impervious surface
must comply with Sections 7.10 and 7.25 of this Ordinance.
D. Maximum Coverage. Roof or building mounted solar systems, excluding
building-integrated systems, shall not cover more than eight (80) percent of
the south-facing or flat roof upon which the panels are mounted. The total
collector surface area of pole or ground mount systems in non-agricultural
districts shall not exceed one percent of the lot area.
E. Approved Solar Components. Electric solar system components must have a
Underwriters Laboratory (UL) listing.
F. Compliance with State Electric Code. All photovoltaic systems shall comply
with the Minnesota State Electric Code.
G. Utility Notification. No grid-intertie photovoltaic system shall be installed
until evidence has been given to the Department that the owner has notified
the utility company of the customer’s intent to install an interconnected
customer-owned generator. Off-grid systems are exempt from this
requirement.
6.51 Solid Waste Composting Facility
6.51.1

Performance Standards
A solid waste composting facility shall be subject to the administrative
requirements of Section 4.8 of this Ordinance and the following performance
standards:
A. The site shall be served by a minor arterial or higher functional class of
roadway, except that the proposed use may be served by a lesser functional
class roadway if the responsible road authority grants written permission for
such use at the proposed location.
B. The parcel shall have a lot area no less than four (4) times the area of the
building footprint.
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ORDINANCE NO. 2010 - 02
AN ORDINANCE OF STRABAN TOWNSHIP, ADAMS COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA,
AMENDING CHAPTER 140 (Zoning) OF THE STRABAN TOWNSHIP CODE OF
ORDINANCES TO: AMEND SECTION 140-5 (Definitions) TO ADD DEFINITIONS FOR
THE TERMS "SOLAR ELECTRIC SYSTEM" AND "SOLAR ELECTRIC FACILITY"; AMEND
SECTIONS 140-7 AND 140-8 TO PROVIDE THAT SOLAR ELECTRIC FACILITIES ARE
USES PERMIITTED BY RIGHT IN THE RESIDENTIAL RURAL DISTRICT (RR) AND THE
RESIDENTIAL LOW DENSITY DISTRICT (R-I); AMEND SECTION 140-21 (Public or
Utility Uses) TO ADD A SUBSECTION D. (Solar Electric Facility) PROVIDING
STANDARDS FOR AND REGULATION OF SOLAR ELECTRIC FACILITIES; AND AMEND
SECTION 140-61.B. (Zoning Hearing Board; Hearings) BY ADDING A NEW
SUBPARAGRAPH (15) TO PROVIDE THAT THE GRANT OF A SPECIAL EXCEPTION OR A
VARIANCE SHALL NOT BE DEEMED TO SUPERCEDE ANY APPLICABLE SUBDIVISION
AND LAND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS. THE AMENDMENTS SHALL BECOME
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY.
The Board of Supervisors of Straban Township hereby ordains as follows:
Section 1. § 140-5. Definitions is amended to add the following:
SOLAR ELECTRIC SYSTEM - The components and subsystems that, in
combination, convert solar energy into electric energy suitable for use. The
term includes, but is not limited to, photovoltaic and concentrated solar
power systems.
SOLAR ELECTRIC FACILITY - An electric generating facility whose main
purpose is to generate and supply electricity and which consists of one or
more solar electric systems and other accessory structures and buildings,
including substations, electrical infrastructure, transmission lines and other
appurtenant structures and facilities.
Section 2. § 140-7. Residential Rural District (R-R) is amended to add the
following as a Public/Transportation/Utility Uses in §140-7B(1):
Type of Use
Solar Electric Facility

Use Regulations
P

§140-21D

Section 3. § 140-8. Residential Low Density Districts (R-1) is amended to add
the following as a Public Transportation/Utility Uses in §140-8B(1):
Type of Use
Solar Electric Facility

Use Regulations
P

§140-21D
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Section 4. §140-21. Public or Utility Uses is amended to add the following as
§140-21D:
D. Solar Electric Facility.
(1) The design of the solar electric system shall conform to applicable
industry standards, including those of the American National Standards
Institute. The applicant for a building permit and land use permit shall
submit certificates of design compliance obtained by the equipment
manufacturers from Underwriters Laboratories (UL), IEEE, Solar Rating
and Certification Corporation (SRCC), BTL, or other similar certifying
organizations.
(2) The solar electric facility and the solar electric system shall be
constructed to and comply with the Pennsylvania Uniform Construction
Code, Act 45 of 1999, as amended, and any regulations adopted by the
Pennsylvania Department of Labor & Industry as they relate to the
Uniform Construction Code except where an applicable standard has
been approved by the Department of Labor & Industry under its
regulatory authority.
(3) The solar electric facilities shall not be artificially lighted except to
the extent required by safety or by any applicable federal, state or local
authority.
(4) Solar electric facilities shall not display advertising except for
reasonable identification of the panel, inverter, or other equipment
manufacturer, and the facility owner.
(5) On-site power collection lines shall, to the maximum extent
practical, be placed underground.
(6) The solar electric facility shall be enclosed by a fence, battier, or
other appropriate means with a maximum height of eight (8) feet to
prevent or restrict unauthorized persons or vehicles from entering the
property.
(7) Clearly visible warning signs shall be placed on the fence, barrier,
or facility perimeter to inform individuals of potential voltage hazards.
(8) A solar electricity facility shall be sited in such a way that it presents
minimal impact to traffic and no impact to public health and safety.
(9) The solar electric facility or individual solar electric system shall be
completely decommissioned by the facility owner within twelve (12)
months after the end of the useful life of such facility or system.
Decommissioning shall include removal of all solar electric systems,
buildings, cabling, electrical components, roads, foundations, pilings,
and any other associated facilities, so that any agricultural ground upon
which the facility and/or system was located is again tillable and
suitable for agricultural uses. Disturbed earth shall be graded and
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re-seeded unless the land owner requests in writing that the access
roads or other land surface areas not be restored. The owner of the
facility shall secure the costs of decommissioning by appropriate Bond,
Letter of Credit, or Escrow Agreement satisfactory to Straban
Township. Such estimate of costs shall be submitted by the owner and
subject to approval by Straban Township prior to issuance of any
permits required.
(10) Other provisions of this Ordinance and the Straban Township
Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance notwithstanding, for a
solar electric facility permitted under this Ordinance, the following
regulations shall apply:
(A) Minimum setback requirements shall be:
Front

50 feet

Side

25 feet

Rear

25 feet

(B) There shall be no requirement for a minimum amount of open
space.
(C) In calculating the maximum impervious surface coverage, no
surface of undisturbed turf to which storm water runoff has access
shall be considered impervious.
(D) Any identification sign of maximum of six (6) square feet/sign
side shall be permitted.
(E) The structures comprising the solar electric facility shall be
constructed and located in a manner so as to minimize the necessity
to remove existing trees upon the lot, and in no event shall wooded
acreage comprising more than 2% of the deeded acreage of the lot or
portion of the lot devoted to the solar electric facility use be removed
without demonstrating that such removal is necessary for the
reasonable construction and efficient performance of the use.
Section 5. Subsection B. (Hearings) of §140·61. (Zoning Hearing Board) of Article IX
(Administration and Enforcement) of Chapter 140 (Zoning) of the Code of Ordinances
of Straban Township is hereby amended to add a new sub-paragraph (15) which shall
read as follows:
(15) The decision by the Zoning Hearing Board to grant a special exception
or a variance shall not in any way be deemed to affect the applicability of any
provision of the Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance or any other
non-zoning land use ordinance applicable to the applicant's plan or project.
If the application of provisions of any other land Use ordinance significantly
changes the plan or application submitted to the Zoning Heating Board and
upon which the special exception and/or variance was granted, the variance
and/or special exception shall be deemed inoperative and must be reviewed
again by the Zoning Hearing Board to determine if the special exception
and/or variance is justified. The term "significantly changes" means such a
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change in the plan or application (including but not limited to: new lot lines;
different access points; number of lots; location of structures; availability of
water, sewer, or utilities; a change in proposed use) as is determined by the
Zoning Officer to require a new presentation to the Zoning Hearing Board.

Section 6. This Ordinance shall take effect immediately (meaning 5 days after adoption
pursuant to the law of the Commonwealth).
ENACTED AND ORDAINED this 2

day of August

, 2010.

Attest:

STRABAN TOWNSHIP

Supervisor
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